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PREFACE
This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior covers
the period from January 1, 1959, to December 31, 1959. It includes
the most important administrative decisions and legal opinions that
were rendered by officials of the Department during the period.
The Honorable Fred A. Seaton served as Secretary of the Interior
during the period covered by this volume; Mr. Elmer F. Bennett
served as Under Secretary; Messrs. Fred G. Aandahl, Roger C. Ernst,
Royce A. Hardy, and Ross L. Leffler served as Assistant Secretaries
of the Interior; Mr. D. Otis Beasley served as Administrative Assistant Secretary; and Mr. George W. Abbott served as Solicitor of
the Department of the Interior.
This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior
as "66 I.D."

Secretary of the Iterior.
II

Errata
Page 46-Footnote 8, last line, ASBCOA should read ASBCA.
Page 52-Last paragraph, line 8, sec. 25114 should read see. 257.14.
Page 151-Fourth paragraph, line 12, Columbia Carbon Co., Liss, should
read Columbian Carbon Co., Liss.
Page 260-Third paragraph, line 5, Henry W;. Morgan, et al., should read
Henry S. Morgan, et al.
III
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED IN INTERIOR DECISIONS
The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged according
to the last name of the first party named in the Department's decision,
all the departmental decisions published in the Interior Decisions,
beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was sought by
one of the parties concerned. The name of the action is listed as it
appears on the court docket in each court. Where the decision of
the court has been published, the citation is given; if not, the docket
number and date of final action taken by the court is set out. If the
court issued an opinion in a nonreported case, that fact is indicated;
otherwise no opinion was written. Unless otherwise indicated, all
suits were commenced in the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia and, if appealed, were appealed to the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Finally,
if judicial review resulted in a further departmental decision, the
departmental decision is cited.

Max Barash, The Texas Company, 63 I.D. 51 (1956)
Mao Barash v. Douglas McKay, Civil Action No. 939-56. Judgment for
defendant, June 13, 1957; reversed and remanded, 256 . 2d 714 (1958);
judgment for plaintiff, December 18, 1953, U.S. Dist. Ct. D.C., 66 I.D. 11
(1959).

The California Company, 66 I.D. 65 (1959)
The California Company v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 980-59. Suit
pending.

Columbia Carbon Company, Merwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)
Merwin E. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3233-56. Judgment
for defendant, January 9, 1958. Appeal dismissed for want of prosecution,
September 18, 1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

John C. DeArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna, 63 I.D. 82 (1956)
Patrick A. Mcfenna v. Clarence A. Davis, Civil Action No. 2125-56.
Judgment for defendant, June 20, 1957; aff'd, 259 F. 2d 780 (1958); cert.
denied, 358 U.S. 835 (1958).

John J. Farrelly et al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955)
JohnJ. Farrelly and The Fifty-One Oil Co. v. Douglas McKay, Civil
Action No. 3037-55. Judgment for plaintiff, October 11, 1955; no appeal.

Franco Western Oil Company et al., 65 I.D. 316,427 (1958)
Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 2810-59.
pending.
xvii
545659-60

2

Suit

XVIII
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INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

Max L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185 (1958)
Mao L. Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3106-58.

Complaint

dismissed by plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

Wade McNeil et al., 64 I.D.423 (1957)
Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 648-58.

Judgment for

defendant, June 5, 1959 (opinion); appeal pending, D.C. Cir. No. 15,351.

Salvatore Megna, Guardian, Philip T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)
Salvatore Megna, Guardian,etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 468-58.

Judgment for plaintiff, November 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration
denied, December 2, 1959; no appeal.

Henry S.Morganetal.,651.D.369 (1958)
Henry S. Morgan v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3248-59.
pending.

Suit

C. T. Parcell et al., 61 I.D.444 (1954)
C. W. Parcell et al. v. Fred A. Seaton et al., Civil Action No. 2261-55.
Judgment for defendants June 12, 1957 (opinion); no appeal.

Phillips Petroleum Company, 61I.D. 93 (1953)
Phillips Petroleum Company v. Douglas McKay, Civil Action No. 5024-53.
Judgment for defendant, July 11, 1955 (opinion) *no appeal.

Richfield Oil Corporation, 62 I.D. 269 (1955)
Richfield Oil Corporation v Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3820-55.

Dismissed without prejudice, March 6, 1958.

The Texas Company, Thomas G. Dorough, John Snyder, 61 I.D. 367
(1954)
The Texas Compaiy v. Fred A. Seaton et al., Civil Action No. 4405-54.
Judgment for plaintiff, August 16, 1956 (opinion) ; ff'd, October 3, 1957,
D.C. Cir. No. 13,636; aff'd on rehearing, 256 F. 2d 718 (1958).

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No. 223 and Estate
of Joseph Thomas, Deceased Umatilla Allottee No. 877, 64 I.D. 401

(1957)
Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No.

859-58. On September 18, 1958, the court entered an order granting defendant's motion for judgment on the pleadings or for summary judgment.
The plaintiffs appealed and on July 9, 1959, the decision of the District

Court was affirmed, and on October 5, 1959, petition for rehearing en bane
was denied, 270 F. 2 319. A petition for a writ of certiorari was filed
January 28, 1960, in the Supreme Court where it is now pending.

Union Oil Company of California, Ramon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245

(1958)
Union Oil Company of California v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No.
.3042-58. Suit pending.:

United States v. Alonzo A. Adams et al., 64 I.D. 221 (1958) ; A-27364
(July 1, 1957).
Alonzo A. Adams, etc. v. Paul B. Witmer et a., United States District
Court for the Southern District of California, Civil Action No. 1222-57-Y.
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Complaint dismissed, November 27, 1957 (opinion); reversed and remanded,
271 F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958); on rehearing, appeal dismissed as to Witmer;
petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 F. 2d 37 (1959).

United States v. Everett Foster etal., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)
Everett Foster et al. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 344-58. Judgment for defendants, December 5, 1958 (opinion) ; aff'd, 271 F. 2d 836
(1959).

Estate of Wook-Kah-Nalh, Comanche Allottee No. 1927, 65 I.D. 436
(1958)
Thomas J. Huff, Adm. th will annexed of the Estate of Wooc-Kah-Nah,
Deceased, Comanche Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane Asenap,
Wilfred Tabbytite, J. B. Graves, Examiner of Inheritance, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Department of the Interior of the United States of America, and
Earl B. Wiseman, District Director of Internal Revenue, Civil No. 8281,
in the United States District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma.
The court dismissed the suit as to the Examiner of Inheritance, and the
plaintiff dismissed the suit without prejudice as to the other defendants in
the case.
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Decided January 18, 1969

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions
Where grazing privileges have been allowed for a long period of time upon
the basis, that a showing sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the Federal Range Code had been made, such grazing privileges will not be canceled unless there is convincing evidence that the base property upon which
the privileges are predicated was not qualified and that the action in granting the privileges was clearly erroneous.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Base Property (Land): Dependency by Use
In order to qualify as lands dependent by use within the meaning of the
Federal Range Code, it is necessary that land offered as base property
shall have been used in connection with the same part of the public domain
only during a substantial part of the qualifying year of the priority period.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Bert and Paul Smith have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated May 16, 1958, which affirned the decision of the hearing examiner dated December 6, 1956, which dismissed their appeal
from the range manager's determination of the class 1 demand of
their base property in the Ruby Unit of Nevada Grazing District
No. , and from the issuance of a license pursuant to that determina*tion for the 1956 grazing season. Roger Smith is an intervenor in
the proceeding.
The appellants are the present owners of base property known as
the OX Ranch which, together with another ranch known as the
North Ranch, was first offered in an application for grazing privileges in 1985 by the then owner Joseph W. Smith. The total dependency by use established by the two ranches during the priority
period was 2,950 AM's (590 A's times 5 months). A dependent
property survey of the operation made in 1936 determined that the
OX Ranch produced 57 percent and the North Ranch 43 percent of
the total forage production of the two ranches.
When the two ranches went into separate ownership, licenses were
issued to the owner of 'each ranch.
496067-59---1
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In December 1955, the appellants filed an application for use of the
Federal range between May 1 and October 1,. 1956, by a varying number of their livestock for 550 Aum's and requested nonuse for the balance of their grazing privileges for range conservation purposes. By
a decision dated'April 2, 1956, the range manager informed the appellants that the class 1 demand of the OX Ranch was determined to
be 57 percent of the former Joseph W. Smith operation less 6.67 percent land pattern reduction, and a license would be issued to the extent of 600 AEum's and 969 AUM's noiuse, for a total of 1,569 Aux's.
The division of the class 1 demand was based upon the proportionate share of the total forage production of the ranches. Henry
McCZeary Timber Co. et al., A-27146 (November 7, 1955). On May
3, 1956, the appellants appealed from the Bureau's adjudication made
with respect to the class 1 Federal range demand of. the OX Ranch.
On August 14, 1956, a hearing was held at Elko, Nevada, before
a hearing examiner of the Bureau of Land Management. At the
hearing the appellants contended that the only property, vested with
dependency by use of the Joseph W. Smith operations during the
priority period was the OX Ranch; that the North Ranch was not
vested with any dependency by use; and that the full extent of the
class 1 grazing privileges should be' attributed to the OX Ranch.
In support of their contention the appellants state that Joseph W.
Smith sold the North'Ranch to the F. & N. Livestock Co. in 1929;
that the F., & N. Livestock Co. held- the land until December 23,
1932, when Joseph W. Smith repurchased the ranch at a sheriff's sale
after foreclosure proceedings; that there is no proof that any use
of the North Ranch was made by J. W. Smith in 1933 and 1934; and
that the. use of forage land of the North Ranch during the priority
years (the 5 years preceding June 28, 1934) does not meet the 2-year
minimum requirement of the Federal Range Code, 43 CFR, 1957

Supp., 161.2(k) (1).'
, 1
u
1
prvie
I The Federal Range Code, 43'CFR, 19i7 Supp. 161.2(k3, provides
that:
(1) "Land dependent by use" means forage land other than Federal range of
such character that the conduct of an economic livestock operation requires
the use of the Federal range in connection with it and which, in the "priority
period", was used as a part of an established, permanent, and continuing livestock operation for any two consecutive years or for any three years of such
priority period in connection with substantially the same part of the publie
domain, now part of the Federal range. * * *
*

*

*-i
E

*

::

*

.

*

*:

(3) The extent to which grazing licenses or permits will be granted on the
basis of dependency by use of land, shall be governed by the following:.
(i) It shall not exceed the average annual amount of forage customarily and
properly utilized by the livestock operation computed on the basis of any two
consecutive years or any three years in which use was actually made during the
priority period, whichever is more favorable to the applicant, on that part of

1];

-.

;
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the public land which, at the time of the issuance of the license or permit, is
Federal range. *

* *

The Director and the hearingexaminer have concluded that Josepl
W.'Smith did make sufficient use of the Federal range in 1933 and
1934 to qualify the North Ranch as land dependent by use, and that
there was no substantial evidence in the record to justify denial of
the grazing privileges attached to the North Ranch.
In their appeal the appellants have attacked the Director's statement
that:
It seems reasonable to assume, in the absence of anything in the record to
the contrary, that Joseph W. Smith turned his cattle out on the Federal range
in 1934 at least by May 1 and, if that be true, he used the range for about two
months during the five months of the 1934 season before the passage of the Taylor
Grazing Act.
There is no evidence that the Joseph W. Smith operation did not make use
of the Federal range in the 1934 season and the record itself gives rise to the
assumption that the range was in fact used in that season beginning at least as
early as May 1. It is also not questioned that in the year 1934 Joseph W. Smith
owned the North Ranch and used it as a part of his livestock operation. * * X

The appellants specifically deny that Joseph W. Smith made any
use of the North Ranch in 1933 and contend that there is likewise no
affirmative evidence in the record to show that Joseph W. Smith did
use the North Ranch as a part of his livestock operation in, 1934.
In fact, the purport of their argument is that the North Ranch never
did earn any dependency by use during the 5 priority-period years
imnediately preceding June 28, 1934.
The intervenor, or his predecessors in interest, have been allocated
grazing privileges on the Federal range from the very beginning of
the grazing program upon the basis that the use of the North Ranch
in the priority period was sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the
eI ton. Privileges so long recognized will not be canceled unless
there'is convincing evidence that the base property upon which the
privileges are dependent was not qualified and that the granting of
the permit was clearly erroneous. Earl C. Presley et al., 60 I.D. 290
(1949) ; JohnD.Asuras et aZ., A-24268 (May 24, 1946).
With this criterion in mind, we now turn to an examination of the
evidence relating to the use of the North Ranch in the priority years.
Alfred Smith, a witness called by the appellants, testified that J. W,
Smith moved 300 to 350 head of cattle to the North Ranch about
April 1, 1933 (Tr. 38, 42, 44), that, prior to 1929, J. W. Smith had
maintained cattle on both ranches (Tr. 41), and that after he reacquired the North Ranch, in 1933 and 1934, J. W. Smith operated
both the North Ranch and the OX Ranch and the public domain,
and. the Forest Service lands as one unit (Tr. 46, 47). George Smith,
a witness for the intervenor, stated that J. W. Smith ran the North
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Ranch as though it adjoined the OX Ranch, as one unit (Tr. 82, 84),
and that there were cattle ol the North Ranch in 1934. Finally, when
J. W. Smith first applied for grazing privileges in an application dated
March 24, 1935, he listed both ranches as comprising his operation.
In their appeal the appellants have attempted to show by analysis
that J. W. Smith could not logically have used the North Ranch in
the spring of 1933. However, their own witness testified to the contrary and they offered no evidence on which to base any other finding.
Therefore, I must conclude that the appellants have failed to establish that the North Ranch was not used in conjunction with the OX
Ranch for at least part of one year and all of another.
The question remains whether the use to which the North Ranch

was put is sufficient to qualify it under the pertinent regulations
as land used as part of an established, permanent and continuing livestock operation for any 2 consecutive years of the priority period,
in connection with the same part of the public domain. (43 CFR,
1957 Supp., 161.2(k) (1).)
As the Director pointed out, the Department has applied the rule
that use during any season of the priority period must have been a
substantial one, but not necessarily for the whole of a year. John D.
Assuras, spra; Auguste Nicolas, 57 I.D. 110 (1940). At the very
least, on the evidence in the record, the North Ranch was used in conjunction with the public domain from sometime in the first half of
April 1933 through the end of the priority period on June 27, 1934.
Such use constitutes, I believe, a substantial use and meets the requirement of the regulation.
The appellant also contends that the total demand of the OX
Ranch and its forage production have been incorrectly computed,
but he offered no evidence on these points at the hearing.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as.. revised; 17
F.R. 6794) the decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land
Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
CALAZONA FERTILIZER COMPANY

A-27710

Decided January 19,1959

Phosphate Leases and Permits: Generally
The amendment of the phosphate regulations to omit the minimum expenditure requirement did not of itself amend the terms of pending offers of
sale which included a minimum expenditure requirement as prescribed in-,
the former regulations, nor does the amended regulation prevent the imposition of a minimum expenditure requirement in future offers of sale.
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Phosphate Leases and Permits: Leases-Contracts: Generally,
A decision declaring a high bid at a phosphate lease sale and stating that a
lease will be offered to the high bidder but not until the lands are surveyed
does not constitute an acceptance of the bid.

Phosphate Leases and Permits: Leases-Contracts: Generally
Where a phosphate lease sale is held with a minimum expenditure requirement as a condition of the sale and a bid is offered on that basis and the
manager purports to accept the bid free from the minimum expenditure requirement, the purported acceptance is not an acceptance but a counter
offer which does not result in a contract.

Phosphate Leases and Permits: Leases
Where a phosphate lease sale is advertised on terms which include a minimum
expenditure requirement and a bid is submitted on that basis, but after
the offer of sale is issued and before the date of the sale the phosphate
regulations are amended to eliminate the minimum expenditure requirement,
the bid will not be accepted but the sale will be readvertised.

Contests and Protests
One who does not bid at a lease offering can, as a protestant, call to the Department's attention any irregularities in the handling of the offering.

Federal Employees and Officers: Authority to Bind Government
The United States cannot be bound by the unauthorized acts of its agents.
APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND XANAGEMENT

Calazona Fertilizer Company has appealed to the Scretary of the
Interior from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management,
dated April 10, 1958, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the
Phoenix, Arizona, land office, dated August 8, 1957, holding in effect,
that a proposed sale of a phosphate lease (for which the appellant
had been declared the high bidder) was without authority and void.
On October 16,1956, the manager, pursuant to the provisions of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 211), and
the pertinent regulations (43 CFR, Part 196), authorized publication
of a notice of an offer for sale by competitive bidding of a phosphate
lease of certain lands located in T. 31 N., R. 14 W., G and SRM, Arizona.' The notice stated that the sale would be held oni December 6,
1956, at 1 p.m. in the land office at Phoenix, and that a detailed statement of the terms and conditions of the lease offer could be obtained

from the manager of the land office. One of the'terms of the lease
offer set out in that statement was that a minimum expenditure of
$25,000 on or for the benefit of Unit 1 and of $75,000'for Unit 2 was
required to be made! during the first 3 years of the leases. This r&
quirement was made pursuant to the pertinent regulation which prolThe advertisement of the proposed lease sale appeared in a Mohave County newspaper
on November 1, 8, 15, and, 22, 1956. Copies of the notice of sale were also mailed on
October 16, 1956, to a list of prospective bidders, including Randall Mills Corporation.
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vided that a bona fide expenditure for mine operations, development,
or improvement purposes of the amount determined by the authorized
officer would be a condition of each lease (43 CFR 196.4 (a) ). A few
days later the Department on October 19, 1956, amended the reo'ulation by omitting the minimum expenditure requirement. (Circular
1965, filed in the Division of the Federal Register on October 25 1956,
and published in 21 F.R. 8217 on October 26, 1956.)
On December 6, 1956, the sale was held as advertised. At the sale
the sole bidder was the Calazona Fertilizer Company, whose total bid
for the two units was $5,000.
On December 11, 1956, the manager issued a decision declaring the
Calazona Fertilizer Company bid to be the high bid and stating that
a lease would be offered to the high bidder at that price. The decision
also stated that:
The high bidder is also advised that under the amended phosphate lease regulations, Circular 1965, sec. 196.4, the minimum expenditure as noted under the
terms of the sale and lease will not be required.

On January 23, 1957, Randall Mills Corporation filed a protest
with the manager of the Phoenix 'land office against the manager's
decision of December 11, 1956. The basis of the protest was that the
amendment of the phosphate lease regulations on October 19, 1956,
effected a material and substantial change in the published terms of the!
sale, and in view thereof the manager was required to issue and publish amended or corrected "Terms of Sale" and deliver copies thereof
to the prospective bidders. The protest also alleged that Randall
Mills Corporation would have made a monetary bid in excess of the
Calazona bid had it been aware of the elimination of the $100,000
minimum expenditure requirement.
Following receipt of the protest and an answer thereto by the Calazona Fertilizer Company, the Administrative Assistant Secretary of
the Department requested an opinion of the Comptroller General of
the United States on the question presented..
By a decision dated May 3, 1957 (36 Comp. Gen. 759), the Comptroller General held that "since the award purportedly made on December 11, 1956, in favor of the Calazona Fertilizer Company, was not
made in accordance with the!stated terms of the offer, the said award
should be canceled forthwith as unauthorized."'
In accordance with the Comptroller General's opinion, on August 8,
1957, the manager canceled the award to the appellant and authorized
a refund of the bonus bid of $5,000.' A right of appeal to the Director
was allowed. On September 3, 1957, the appellant filed a notice of
appeal to the Director from the manager's decision.
The main thesis of the appeal to the Director was that the'notice of
the amended regulation when published in the Federal Register was
notice to the entire public of the amendment of the regulation and
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there was no necessity for personal notice being given to any person of
the change in the regulation. The appellant contended. that the
pertinent statute is section 7 of the>Federal Register Act, as amended

(44 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 307), which states in part:
No document required under section 5(a) to be published in the Federal
Register shall be valid as against any person who. has not had actual knowledge
thereof until the duplicate originals or certified copies of the document shall
have been filed with the Division and a copy made available for public inspection' as provided in section 2; and, unless otherwise specifically provided by
statute, such filing of any document, required or authorized to be published
under section 5, shall, except in cases where notice by publication is insufficient
in law, be sufficient to give notice of the contents of such document to any person
subject thereto or affected thereby. * * *

Since the amendment of the Department's regulation was duly published in the Federal Register (supra), the appellant argued that the
publication was notice of the change to Randall Mills Corporation
and any interested bidder.
In his decision the Director conceded the point that publication of
the anended regulation in the Federal Register may have constituted
notice thereof to all prospective bidders, but he pointed out that since
the revised regulation is silent as to its effect on outstanding offers of
leases' and does not appear necessarily to constitute a prohibition
against inclusion of the previous requirements in leases thereafter to
be awarded under outstanding offers, he was unable to agree that such
publication of itself amended the provisions of the then outstanding
terms&of sale.
VIn its appeal to the Secretary the appellant contends that although
the.Director's decision admits the force and validity of section 7 of
the Federal Register Act, it "reaches an inequitable conclusion by
enlarging upon the meaning and the intent of the statute." The appellant makes no attempt to point out in what respect the Director's
conclusion is inequitable, nor in what manner the meaning and intent
of the statute have; been 'enlarged.
In my opinion the Director correctly concluded that under the
factual situation presented in this case, i.e., the lack of any statement
in the revised regulation as to whether or not the amendment of the
regulation constituted a prohibition against inclusion of the previous
requirement'in leases thereafter to be awarded under outstanding
offers, the publication of itself did not amend the outstanding terms of
sale. In his decision of May 3, 1957, supra, the Comptroller General
also stated that:
* * * since the revised regulation is silent as to its effect on outstanding
offers of jeases, and does not appear necessarily to constitute a prohibition against
the inclusion of the previous requirements in leases thereafter to be awarded
under outstanding offers, we do not feel that its publication constituted an automatic amendment of the terms of the offer of October 16. (36 Comp. Gen. 761.)
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- Furthermore, the removal of the compulsory minimum expenditure
requirement from the regulation did not mean that such a requirement
could not be imposed in a proper case. The authorized officer at
all times had the authority to make the offer to lease'subject to terms
and conditions specified in the notice of lease offer. 43 CFR, 1957
Supp., 196.10.
In other words, Circular 1965 did not make it improper for %lase
offers to contain a minimum expenditure requirement; it only eliminated the requirement as an obligatory condition of a lease offer.
Therefore, the publication of Circular 1965 could not of itself by any
means be deemed to be an amendment of the terms of the sale.
The case then comes to this: On December 6, 1956, the date of the
sale, the terms of the sale remained as originally published, including
the requirement for a minimum expenditure. It was on those terms
that bids were to be made and accepted. Indeed, inconsistently with
its argument based on the Federal Register Act, the appellant states
that it was unaware that no minimum expenditure requirement was
to be made until after its bid had been accepted. The appellant's bid,
therefore, must be presumed to have been made on the basis of the
terms of the sale as published.
The question then is whether there was an acceptance of appellant's
bid on that basis so that a binding contract ensued. Here the appellant shifts its position and- demands that a contract be given to it
"as originally awarded," in other words, without the minimum expenditure requirement.
The answer to this demand is twofold. First, the manager's decision of December 11, 1956, did not award a lease to the appellant.
The decision stated that other than the appellant's bid of $5,000 no
other bid had been received, that accordingly the $5,000 bid was declared the high bid, and that "the lease will be offered to the high
bidder at that price." The decision also stated that:
Inasmuch as the SEXy see. 16, T. 31 N., R. 14 W., G & SRM, is the only

portion of the land that is surveyed, no lease will be offered, and compliance
with 43 CFR 196.4 as to the bonds and the first year's rental under see. 196.12(b)
will not be required until a survey is made at the expense of the qGovernment.
A survey will be requested immediately. [Italies supplied.]

Secondly, even if the manager's decision is considered to have been
intended to be an acceptance of the bid, it could not have had that
effect because it stated that the minimum expenditure as noted in the
terms of the sale would not be required. It is a fundamental principle
of law that in order to create a contract an acceptance must be "unequivocal" (Restatement, Contracts, § 58 (1932) ), "positive and unambiguous" (I Willistom, Contracts, § 72:Rev. ed. 1936), and "must
comply exactly with the requirements of the offer" (estatement,
Contracts, § 59 (1932)). Iselin v. United States, 271 T1.S. 136 (1926);
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United States, v. Braunstein, 75 Fed. Supp. 137 (D.C.N.Y. 1947);
appeal dismissed 168 F. 2d 749 (2d Cir. 1948). Unless an acceptance
is unconditional and- without variance from the offer it is of no legal
effect as an acceptance and operates as a rejection and a counter offer,
and a qualified acceptance or a new proposal rejects the original offer.
Peerless Casutalty Co'inpany v. Housing Authority of Hazelhurst, 228
F. d 376 (5th Cir. 1955).
The decision of December 11, 1956, which the appellant contends
was an acceptance of its offer, was not "positive and unambiguous"
and did not comply exactly with the terms of the offer. Under the
circumstances, it can only be considered a declaration of the fact that
the, appellant was the high bidder at the sale, or a counter offer; in
either event no contract resulted therefrom.
The appellant next argues that it has suffered "severe damage in
promoting the lease from December 11, 1956, to January 23, 1957."
The appellant does not attempt to explain the exact nature of the
"severe damage" alleged to have been suffered or to evaluate the damage in dollars and cents. It is contended that this severe damage
was suffered when the appellant acted in good faith upon the decision
of the manager dated December 11, 1956. As previously pointed out,
the decision of December 11, 1956, stated that inasmuch as only one
quarter section of the lands to be leased had been surveyed "no lease
will be offered" and the high bidder was not required to post the bonds
or pay the first year's rental until such time as a survey is made. No
survey was made between December 11, 1956, and January 23, 1957,
and, of course, no lease was offered during that time. Thus, all action
on the lease was specifically declared to be held in suspense pending
the required survey. Therefore, any expenditures made or damages
suffered as a result of reliance on the manager's decision are difficult
X
to comprehend, as well as being unjustified.
The appellant next complains that the protestant, Randall Mills,
delayed a full 41 days before filing a protest, that had no protest been
filed it is conceivable that the lease would have been granted, and
that the question here for determination would never have been
presented.
This contention is without merit. Randall Mills Corporation was
not.-aO.laappellant from the manager's decision of December 11, 1956.
It appeared, as a protestant, and in that capacity, it can call to the
Department's attention any irregularities in its proceedings at any
time. See Floyd A. Wallis, The California Company, 65 I.D. 417
(1958); Lucille Mines, Il., A-27558 (June 6, 1958); United States
Steel corporation, 63 I.D. 318 (1956). The Department can always
consider the question of its lack of authority to act no matter how
the matter is brought to its attention. John J. Farrellyet al., 62 I.D.
496067-59

2
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1, 4 (1955), reversed on other 'grounds, Farrelly v. McKay, C.A.

3057-55, U.S.D.C. for the District of Columbia, October 11, 1955.
Finally, the appellant asserts that:
It is axiomatic that the act of the agent while performing his principal's business is the act of the principal. The error of the agent here, and appellant
denies that it was in error, cannot be placed as a burden on the appellant.

The simple answer to this contention is that the United' States' can-

not be bound by the unauthorized acts of its agents. Cf. Federal
Crop Insuranee Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380, 383-384 (1947); William H. Boydi Clarence Virgil West, A-27440 (June 3, 1957).

As

it has been determined that the manager did not accept appellant's
offer and was without authority to accept a bid on terms materially
changed from the terms of the sale, it is impossible to conclude that
the United States is committed to issue a lease to the appellant
omitting the minimum expenditure requirement.
Since the manager's declaration of the high bidder and award of
the lease were invalid, the question remains as to whether Calazona's
bid should be accepted as made. The regulation pursuant to which
the sale was held reserves to the United States the right to reject all
bids (43 CFR, 1957 Supp., 196.12(b)). It is now possible to offer the
land for lease without a minimum expenditure requirement and an
offer so made would doubtless draw a wider response from prospective
bidders. Therefore I believe it is in the interest of the United States
to cancel the sale 2 and to proceed anew to offer the lands for lease by
competitive bidding under the current regulation.
In commenting on the purpose of the statutory requirement of
advertising for bids, which in this case is required by section 9 of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 211), the
Comptroller General has said:
* * * the purpose of the statutory requirement of advertising for bids in
matters of this type is to secure'free and open competition among bidders in order
that the needs of the Government may be supplied upon the most advantageous
terms available and to give all persons an equal right to compete for Government business. To insure to the Government the benefits of such competition it
is essential that awards of contracts be fairly made upon the basis of the essential requirements of the specifications submitted for competition. While the
Government reserved the right in the invitation for bids to waive any informality
in bids received, the informalities'which may be waived are those of form and
not of substance, or some immaterial and inconsequential defect in or variation of
a bid from the exact requirements of the advertised invitation and specifications.
* * * 30Comp. Gen. 179,182 (1950).

In commenting on the facts in this case the Comptroller General
stated:'
* * $ Not only would the basic requirement in the invitation that a'minimum
expenditure of at least $100,000 be made in the first three years of the proposed

ROf.

a. C.Thomas, A-2735& (November 7,1956).
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phosphate lease tend to decrease the amount of any proposal submitted- in re-,
sponse to the Government's original lease offer, but it also would tend to eliminate
those bidders who might be unwilling to obligate themselves to invest the specified
amount of capital for the development or improvement of the lands.
Therefore, considering the importance of Circular No. 1965, and its impact not
only upon the number of bidders likely to be interested, but also upon the bid
prices reasonably to be anticipated, it would seem that its immediate publication
and release to the prospective bidders as an amended term or condition of the
proposed lease was a prerequisite to any valid offering of Government-owned
phosphate lands for lease under the terms of the revised regulations. (36 Gomp.
Gen. 7G, 61 (1957).)
Accordingly, for the reasons stated herein, it is concluded that there
was no error in the Director's decision and decisions below were correct.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509-, as revised; 17
F.R. 6794), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management,
is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Depty Solicto,

MAX BARASH
THE TEXAS COMPANY

A-27239 (Supp.)

Decided January 21, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation

Where the District Court directs the Secretary to issue an oil and gas lease to
an offeror for land covered by an outstanding oil and gas lease, the latter
must be canceled so that the Secretary can comply with the order of the court.
RECONSIDERATION OF DEPARTMENTAL DECISION
In, a.decision dated February 14, 1956 (63 I.D. 51), the Department
held, in effect, that competitive oil and gas leases issued to The Texas
Company (BLM-A 034714 and 034715) were properly issued and that
it was necessary to reject a conflicting noncompetitive offer to lease for
oil and gas (BLM-A 034282) filed by Max Barash. The facts are fully
set out in that decision and need not be repeated here.
Thereupon Barash filed a suit against the Secretary, Mawo Barash v.
Douglas McKay, Secretary of the interior, Civil Action No. 939-56,
United States District Court for the District of Columbia, in which he
asked for a review of the defendant's action and that the Secretary
be directed to cancel the leases issued to The Texas Company and to,
issue a lease to him. -The Texas Company was not made and did not
become a party to this suit.
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On June 13, 1957, the District Court, upon cross motions for summary judgment, entered judgment for the Secretary and dismissed the
suit. Upon appeal the Circuit Court reversed and remanded the case
for further proceedings in accordance with its opinion (Max Barash v.
Fred A. Seaton,,Secretary of the Interior, United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, No. 14069, April 25,
1958). The Circuit Court concluded its opinion thus:
* * * In the absence of The Texas Company as a party in the present case
we do not now order cancellation of any of the Secretary's leasing agreements
with The Texas Company. We leave to the District Court, in further probeddings
consistent with this opinion, the resolution of issues relating tothose agreements.

Thereafter Barash filed a motion in the District Court for a judgment in accordance with the opinion and judgment of reversal rendered
by the Circuit Court. In a judgment dated December 18, 1958, and
entered January 5, 1959, nnc pro tnc as of December 18, 1958, the
District Court vacated its judgment entered June 13, 1957, reinstated
plaintiff's motion for summary judgment, overruled defendant's motion for summary judgment, granted plaintiff's motion for summary
judgment, and directed the Secretary to reinstate plaintiff's application BLM-A 034282 and to issue a noncompetitive lease to the plaintiff as the first qualified applicant for the 954.51 acres of land covered
by the application.
The District Court also filed a "Memorandum to the Clerk" in which
it saidIn the above entitled matter I have signed the plaintiff's order of judgment as
filed August 15, 1958, as it appears I must.
From the standpoint of the Court of Appeals, as indicated in its opinion (No.
14069, decided April 25, 1958), it was held that The Texas Company was not an
indispensable party, and then the Court went on to say: ". . . we do not now

order cancellation of any of the Secretary's leasing agreements with The Texas
Company." (p. 7) Neither does this Court. Whether or not the order as signed
will have that effect in the circumstances may well be so, but that result is nof
ordered for the very reason that the Court of Appeals, in the circumstances,
refused to dispose of the matter.
It is unfortunate that the Court left the case in this posture, and what the
"further proceedings" consistent with this opinion is, is not clear either from
the point of view of this Court or that of counsel. I leave it in the posture in
which I find it.

On January 8, 1959, Barash-filed a request with the Secretary that
a lease be issued forthwith in accordance with the judgment of the
court.
As the Department's decision of February 14, 1956, pointed out,
the Department had issued three separate leases for the lands covered
by Barash's application. Of these leases, one, BLM-A 034716, issued
to Baker and Taylor Drilling Co., was canceled by the Director of
the Bureau of Land Management and the cancellation became final
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upon the f ailure of the lessee to appeal and one, BLM-A 034715, issued
toTl Texas Company, terminated by operation of law on August 31,
1958, upon the expiration of its 5-year term. The other Texas-Company lease, BLM-Ak 034714, whose original 5-year term also would
have terminated on August 31, 1958, has entered an extended term as
the result of the payment on August 28, 1958, of compensatory royalty
for the period September 1, 1953, to June 30, 1958. At the same time,
The Texas Company paid the rental due for the lease year beginning
September 1, 1958. The payment of compensatory royalty extends
the lease for the period during which compensatory royalty is paid
and for a minimum period of 1 year from the discontinuance of such
payment. 30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226; 43 CFR 192.8(b).
Therefore, the lands formerly covered by leases BLM-A 034715
and 034716 are now, so far as the record before me shows, available
for leasing and, all else being regular, a lease can be issued to
Barash for such lands.
However, the lands covered by lease BLM-AI 034714 are in a
different situation, since that lease is still in effect.
If the Department were to issue a lease to Barash now for this
land, there would be two leases outstanding for the same land. It
is well established that the Department will not knowingly allow
conflicting rights to the same land to be created (see Union Oil
Company et a., 65 I.D. 245, 253 (1958)) and that where two leases
have inadvertently been issued for the same land, one must be canceled. Fred A. Seaton v. The Texas Company, United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, No. 13636 (May
8, 1958).
Furthermore, so long as an oil and gas lease is outstanding and
of record, whether void or voidable,- it segregates the land and the
land is not available for further leasing until the existing lease is
canceled and the cancellation noted on the tract books. Joyce A.
Cabot et al., 63 I.D. 122 (1956); R. B. Whitaker et al., 63 I.D. 124
(1956); Margaret A. AndrezV8 et al., 64 I.D. 9 (1957).
Thus, it is evident that although neither the Circuit Court nor
the District Court directed the Secretary to cancel lease LM-A
034714, the District Court with full knowledge of the existence of
lease BLM-A 034714 directed the Secretary to issue a lease to Barash
for the same land.
The Circuit Court forbore to direct cancellation of this lease because The Texas Company was not before it.
However, The Texas Company is before the Secretary and its
lease is subject to his jurisdiction. Since two oil and gas leases
cannot be issued for the same land, and the Secretary has been
directed to issue a lease to Barash, it follows that lease BLM-A
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034714 must be canceled so that the Secretary may comply with
the order of the District Court.
Accordingly, The Texas Company is given 30 days fr6m receipt
of this decision to show cause why lease BLM-A 034714 should not
be canceled, failing which the lease will be canceled without further
notice.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as re'vised; 17 F.R. 6794), the decision of February 14, 1956, is vacated;
as to the lands formerly covered by BTM-A 034715 and 034:716, the
case is remanded to the Bureau of Land Management for further
proceedings consistent herewith; and The Texas Company is directed to show cause, in accordance herewith, why lease BLM-A
034714 should not be canceled.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Soicitor.

LYNN NELSON
URANIUM XING CORPORATION

A-27795

Decided January 21, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Oil and Gas Leases: Six-mile Square
Rule
A noncompetitive oil and gas lease covering land in excess of a 6-mile square
issued without regard to the departmental regulation which so limits' the

area of such leases must be canceled when the violation of the regulation
is disclosed and there is pending a qualified junior application for the
same land.
APPEAL PROX THE BUREAU OF IAND MANAGEMENT.

Lynn 'Nelson has appealed to the. Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management' dated
June 11, 1958, which canceled his noncompetitive oil and gas lease
dated December 1, 1957,, issued under section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226)..
Several offers to lease were filed simultaneously and a drawing
was held to determine the successful offeror. The lease was awarded
to Nelson, for certain lands in San Juan County, Utah, which comprise approximately all of section 31, T. 37 S., R. 22 E., S.L.M.
(except the N1/2 NE1/4 and the NEl/ 4 NW/ 4 ), and the SEl/ 4 of sec.tions 5, 8, 20, and 29, T. 38 S., R. 21 E., S.L.M. Uranium King
Corporation appealed from the rejection of its simultaneously filed
offer, which covered only the last four quarter sections, alleging that
the land included in the appellant's lease was not within a 6-mile
square as. required by departmental regulation 43 CFR 192.42(d).
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The Director found by reference to the official plats of survey and field
notes, that the appellant's lease (Utah 025667) covers lands exceeding the 6-mile limitation by approximately 22.44 feet and, accordingly, canceled this lease.
On appeal to the Secretary, the appellant renews the. arguments
presented to the Director that the leased land is within a 6-mile
square and that the Department lacks authority to cancel the lease
for want of statutory authorization to cancel for violation of a regulation.
Whether the lands applied for by the appellant and included in
his lease fall within a 6-mile square depends upon the length of the
west boundary of sec. 31, T. 37 S., R. 22 E., SL.M. The appellant apparently relied upon a dependent resurvey of the west boundary of the township, the plat of which was accepted on November.
18, 1949, to ascertain the distance. The plat shows the south half
of the west boundary of sec. 31 to be 39.37 chains in length and
the north half to be 39.86 chains in length. Subsequently, a dependent resurvey was made of the. east boundary of T. 37 S., R.
21 E., the adjoining township on the west. In surveying the east
boundary of sec. 36 of that township, which-is also the west boundary
of sec. 31 in T. 37 S., R. 22 E., it was discovered that an error
had been made in measuring the length of the south half of the
common boundary and that the distance was actually 39.98 chains
instead of 39.37 chains. The discrepancy of .61 chains comes to
40.26 feet. The plat of survey of T. 37 S., R. 21 E., which was
accepted on May 11, 1953, shows the corrected distance of 39.98
chains.
On the basis of the correct distance of 39.98 chains, the lands included
in appellant's lease extend beyond a 6-mile square by some 22.44 feet.
If the incorrect distance of 39.37 chains is used, the lands would fall
within a 6-mile square.
The pertinent portion of the applicable departmental regulation,
43 CFR 192.42(d), provides that:
* * *

Each offer must describe the lands by legal subdivision, section, town-

ship, and range, if the lands are surveyed, * * * and must cover only lands

entirely within a six-mile square.

Another regulation, 43 CFR 19 2 .42(g), provides:
(1) * * * An offer will be rejected and returned to the offeror and will afford
the applicant no priority if: (i) * * * the lands are not entirely within a 6-mile
square. * *
i

The printed lease form (No.. 4-1158, Fifth Edition (September
1954)), which also constitutes an offer to lease and was used by the
parties here, states in item 2 of the Special Instruction on the back of
such form that:
"All of the land must be within a 6-mile square."
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Paragraph 9 of the General Instructions provides in pertinent part:
The offer will be rejected and returned .to theoferr and>-will afford the

applicant no priority if: (a) The land description is insufficient to identify the
lands or the lands are not entirely within a 6-mile square. * * *

This Department has consistently held that an offer to lease lands
not entirely within a 6-mile square is subject to rejection because of
the violation of the regulation and instructions. Adah G. Macauley,
A-26419 (September. 3, 1952) ; Earl W. Ilamfiton, 61 I.D. 129 (1953).
Accordingly, it appears that the manager ought to have rejected the
appellant's lease offer in this instance.
But the question presented by this appeal is whether after a lease
has been issued in violation of a departmental regulation it must be
canceled because of such violation in the absence of any statutory cause
for cancellation. In Earl T. Hamilton, supra, the Department observed that "As a matter of law, there is no requirement that a lease
must be canceled if a departmental regulation or an instruction of
the character- here involved is violated," and refrained from directing
cancellation on the grounds that the issuance of the lease did not
prejudice the rights of any other person and that the excess of the
lands covered by the lease over the 6-mile square limit was small.
Since that time, however, the question of the necessity for cancellation
of 'a lease because of the violation of a departmental regulation in, the
issuance of such lease has been presented to a Federal court and
answered in the affirmative. In
Kay v. Wahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35
(C.A.D.C. 1955), the offeror to whom the lease was awarded filed an
offer in competition with, and without revealing his connection with,
a corporation of which he was president and owner of 23.7 percent of
the capital stock, stating in his accompanying affidavit that he did
so in good faith and on his own behalf and for his own use and benefit
and not in behalf of any other person, association or corporation, either
directly or indirectly. 'e did not list his interest in 20 oil and gas
leases covering 9,436.84 acres of public land held- by the corporation,
although a departmental regulation, 43 CFR, 1946 Supp., 192.42(c).,
required all offerors to list their holdings or their proper proportion
of group holdings in oil and gas leases of public lands. It was shown,
however, that the stockholder's proportional share of the acreage of
the leases held by the corporation did not exceed the maximum permissible acreage. Nevertheless, in the course of its opinion, the court
said (at page 43):
It is argued that, since the Secretary devised the regulation, he alone has
the right to say what the consequences of violating it shall be. Whether that is
so, we need not decide. The Secretary is bound by his own regulation so long
as it remains in effect. He is also bound, we think, to treat alike all violators
of his regulation. He may not justify, simply by saying the violation is unimportant, his departure in a single case from an otherwise consistent policy of
rejecting applications which do not cQnform to the regulation.
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The court ordered cancellation of the lease. Cf. McKenna v. Seaton,.
2Xd;78(;0(C.A.D.C. 1958).
It appears, therefore, that in this case, where the rights of a third
party are involved, the Secretary is likewise bound to regard violation
of a regulation which disqualifies 'an offer to lease as ground for
mandatory cancellation of a lease which has been issued without regard
to such violation.
The appellant seeks to avoid the effect of.his violation of the regulation by contending that, as he was applying:for land. (sec.. 31) in T.
37 S., R. 22 E., he was entitledlto rely upon the plats of survey relating
to that township and should not have to refer to surveys of other
townships, such- as the adjoining T. 37 S., R. 21 E. This argument,
might have merit if the fact at issue concerned something completely within the exterior limits of the township. But here it does.
not. It relates to the length of a portion of a boundary which is.
common to two townships. As a matter of precaution,: the appellant.
would have been well advised to check the surveys of both townships;
to see if discrepancies existed. Except for a minor saving in filing fees
and number of offers that must be submitted, there is no advantage to
be gained by cramming'all the land that an applicant wants within
the extreme limits of a 6-mile square. He can practically as easily'
include 'theland in two offers. Ada S. Macauley, supra. If he chooses
to stretch his offer to the limit, he must abide the consequences of error
on his part in determining the limits of the 6-mile square.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised; T
F.R. 6794), the decision, of the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management is' affirmed.
EDMuND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor..
UNITED STATES

KEITH' V. O'LEARY ET AL.
A-27791

Decided January 21, 1959

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity-Administrative Procedure 'Act
Decisions -Administrative Procedure Act: Hearings Examiners.
A decision declaring a mining claim null and void will be affirmed where the
decision is based on substantial evidence submitted at a hearing held in
accordance with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act and
I The affirmance of the Director's decision is predicated on the assumption that Uranium
King Corporation is a ualified applicant for the lands involved. If it is not, the appellant's lease could be allowed to stand under the Hamilton decision, supra.-:
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presided at by an examiner qualified under the act, and there was no error
in the conduct of the proceeding or in the decision invalidating the claim.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT,

-

Keith V. O'Leary and Donald K. Moore have appealed to the- Secretary of the Interior from a decision of June 19, 1958, by the Director
of the Bureau of Land Management affirming a decision by a hearing
examiner declaring the Kay placer mining claim null and void. The
Kay placer, which was located by the appellants, is situated in sec. 4,
T. 8 N., R. 13 E., MJD.M., California.
The United States contested the validity of the appellants' claim,
charging that the land covered thereby is nonmineral in character and
that minerals have not been found within the limits of the claim in
sufficient quantities to constitute a valid discovery.' On June 19, 1957,
a hearing on the contest charges was held before an examiner at Sacramento, California. By decision of November 22, 195T, the examiner
declared the Kay placer null and void.
On this appeal, objection is not made to the merits of the examiner's
and the Director's decisions, but it is contended that the examiner who
held the hearing on the contest charges was without authority or qualification to so act and that the requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act relating to hearings governed by the provisions of the
act ( U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 1001 et Beg.) have not been complied with
in this proceeding.
The Director's decision pointed out that the examiner who,presided
at the hearing in this case was appointed in accordance with the requirements of section 11 of the Administrative Procedure Act (s upra,
sec. 1010) which governs the appointment, classification, promotion,
and tenure of examiners, and with the regulations issued pursuant
thereto by the Civil Service Commission (5 CFR, 1957 Supp., Part
34 see Raftspecok v. Trial Examiners Conf., 345 U.S. 128 (1953)).
The assertions in support of this appeal consist of objectionsabout
the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, and there is
nothing to substantiate the contention that the relevant statutory and
regulatory provisions have not been complied with in the proceeding
here under consideration. For example, the appeal asserts that the
examiner is not independent of agency control because his decisions
are subject to reversal by this office. However, section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act (supra, sec. 1007) expressly permits agency
review of examiners' decisions. Likewise, the assertions to the effect
that the status of a hearing examiner is vaguely similar to that of
certain other departmental employees provide no reason for questioning the qualifications of the examiner in view of the fact that,
1The proceedings were initiated on August 7, 1952, and the course of the proceedings
through September 28, 1956, is detailed in the Department's decision of that date (63
I.D. 341).

-
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section 1t of the act (supra) expressly requires that the appointment

of examiners shall be subject to the civil service and other laws to the
extent not inconsistent with the act. All of the contentions advanced
for the appellants amount essentially to complaints that the Administrative Procedure Act did not create a separate administrative
tribunal consisting of examiners who are completely independent of
the executive agencies of the Federal Government, but such objections
to the provisions of- an act of Congress are plainly not evidence of a
failure by this Department to comply with those provisions in this
proceeding.
A careful review of the entire record in this case indicates that the
hearing under consideration was held in accordance with the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, that the examiner who
presided at the hearing was qualified under the act, that the decision
declaring the appellants' claim null and void was based on substantial evidence submitted at the hearing, and that there was no error
in the conduct, of the roceedings, in this case or in the decisions declaring the mining claim null and void.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised; 17
F.R. 6794), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.
EDMUND

T. FITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
R. S. PROWS

A-27726

Decided January 26, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
The fact that' public land is covered by an outstanding application for an oil
and gas lease does not render it not available for leasing within the meaning
of the regulation requiring that, with certain exceptions, an application for
an oil and gas lease include not less than 640 acres.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
Lands embraced within an oil and gas lease offer cease to be lands available
for leasing within the meaning of 43 CFR 192.42(d) on the date the offer is
signed by an authorized officer of the United States even though the lease
* does not become effective until the first of the following month.

,Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation
Where an oil and gas lease is issued pursuant to an application for less than
640 acres which did not include adjoining landsrwhich were available for
leasing at the time the application was filed, the lease must be canceled
where a subsequent application for the same land is filed at a time when
the adjoining lands were not available for leasing and is pending when the
lease is issued.
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Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation
A noncompetitive oil and gas lease must be canceled where the lessee did notfile-the first propelr applldcation for the lands involved.:

APPEAL FRON THE BUREAU OF LAND xANAGEMENT

On January 9, 1957, R. S. Prows filed an offer for a noncompetitiv&
oil and gas lease, Utah 021062, for a tract of land described 'as.
SE1/4 sec. 19
El/2NE1/4, NE/ 4 SE/ 4 sec. 30
a total of 280 acres all in T. 40 S., R. 18 E., S.L.B. & M., Utah.
The lease offer was rejected by the manager of the Salt Lake City,
Utah, land office, on February 1, 1957, for the reason that the land
applied for was "embraced in prior oil and gas lease U-020574." This
lease was issued on January 29, 1957, effective February 1, 1957.
Prows appealed to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, from
the manager's decision. His appeal was based on the contention that
his lease offer was a valid and acceptable application for less than 640
acres and that the 280 acres applied for were available for leasing;
that Utah 020574 had been an unacceptable application for less than
640 acres because it did not include all lands available for leasing, and
that lease Utah 020574 should be canceled and a lease issued to him.
In a decision dated March 25, 1958, the Director held that lease
Utah 020574 appeared to have been issued in contravention of the
Department's pertinent regulation, 43 CFR 192.42(d), because the
land applied for (the same tract that Prows applied for) aggregated
less than 640 acres and was not surrounded by lands not available for
leasing.: However, the Director pointed out that even though the
lease was issued in violation of the regulation, the land being otherwise available for leasing, the lease was not issued in contravention
of an express provision of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30
U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 226), and that in such a circumstance the Department has held that a lease is not void and, in the absence of the intervening rights of third parties, will not be disturbed. Arnold R.
Gilbert, 63 I.D. 328 (1956); Earl W..Hamilton, 61 I.D. 129 (1953).
The Director concluded that since the rights of third parties were
not present, lease Utah 020574 woul'dnot be disturbed.'
As for the appellant's application, the Director stated that when the
application-was filed (January 9, 1957),. contiguous lands, the SE'/4
sec. 18 and the El/ 2 NEl/4 sec. 19, were available for leasing, although
then embraced in oil and gas lease offer Utah 020333; thatsince lands
covered 'by an outstanding application for an oil and gas lease are
143 CFR 192.42(d) provides that an offer for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease must
be for not more than 2,560 acres and not less than 6.40 acres, except where the rule ofi
approximation applies, where the land applied for is in an approved unit plan, or wherethe land is surrounded by lands not available for leasing under the act.'
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lot thereby rendered unavailable for leasing within the meaning of
-43 CFR 192.42(d) (Natalie Z. Shell, 62 I.D. 417 (1955)), the appellant's offer did, not comply with- that regulotion and should have
-been rejected for that reason. The Director, accordingly, modified
the manager's decision to that extent.
In his appeal the appellant contends that the Director's decision
is in error for the reason that when his application was filed oil and
gas lease offer Utah 020333 had already become a lease and, therefore, the contiguous lands in the SE/ sec. 18 and E/ 2 NE1/4 sec. 19
-vere not available for leasing.
The records of the Department bear out the appellant's contention. The records show that oil and gas lease offer Utah 020333, on
*Form No. 4-1158, which is a combination offer to lease and lease form,
was filed by Paul S. Callister on November 14, 1956. On January 2,
1957, the acting manager of the Salt Lake City land office executed
the lease by signing the form in behalf of the United States under the
statement Ol the form thatThis lease for the lands described in item 3 above is hereby issued, subject
to the provisions of the offer and on the reverse sidehereof.

The lease form stated that the effective date of the lease was February 1, 1957. . This was in accord with the regulation of the Department, 43 CFR 192.40a, which provides that all noncompetitive
oil and gas leases, excepting renewal leases, will be dated as of the
first day of the month following the date the lease is signed in behalf
of the lessor. Thus, lease Utah 020333 actually became a binding
instrument with respect to both parties on January 2,.1957, and the
delayed effective date was adopted only as a matterlof administrative
convenience to facilitate accounting and record-keeping purposes.
See Charles D. Edzondmon et al., 61 I.D. 355, 363 (1954). This is
evidenced also by the fact that 43 CFR 192.40a provides that upon

prior written request a lease may be dated the first of the month
within which it is signed. Lease Utah 020333 therefore could have
been dated as of January 1, 1957; but no one could contend that it
became an executed contract prior to January 2, 1957, the date it was
actually signed by the acting manager.

Therefore, the lands covered by lease Utah 020333 must- be considered to be leased lands from January 2, 1957. Lands in -an outstanding lease are not available for leasing and need not be included
within a lease offer to comply with the terms of 43 CFR 192.42(d).
It follows that the appellant's application was not subject to rejection for failure to meet the requirements of that regulation because,
on the date his offer was filed, January 9, 1957, the lands included
in lease Utah 020333 were no longer available for leasing.
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On the other hand, when oil and gas lease Utah 020574 was filed
on December
1956, the lands in the SEl/ 4 sec. 18 ndE'/ 2 N '14
sec. 19, although embraced in oil and' gas lease offer Utah 020333, were
nevertheless available for leasing and should have been included in
the lease offer. Natalie Z. Shell (8supra). Clearly, then, as was
stated in the Director's decision, oil and gas lease Utah 020574 was
issued in violation of the-Department's regulation, 43 CFR 192.42(d)..
The question thus arisesas to whether or not that lease should now
be' canceled in view of the circumstances. Section 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended, provides in part that* * * Where the lands to be leased are not within any known geological
structure of a producing oil and gas field, the person first making application
for a lease who is qualified to hold a lease * * * shall be entitled to a lease
of such land * * *

The Department has interpreted the statutory preference right
granted by section 17 of the act to be mandatory, and, therefore, that
if a lease is to be issued to anyone it must be issued to the first qualified applicant therefor. Consequently, a lease issued in violation of
this statutory: preference right must be canceled. Iola Morrow,
A-27177 (October 10, 1955) ; Charles D. Edmondson et al., sufpra;
Transco Gas and Oil Corporation,61 I.D. 85 (1952); Russell Hunter
Reay v. Gertrude H. Lackeie, 60 I.D. 29 (1947). See also: McKay v.
Wahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (C.A.D.C. 1955), wherein the court held

that the Secretary must cancel an oil and gas lease issued in violation
of a regulation of the Department. Cf. McKenna v. Seaton, 259 F..
2d 780 (C.A.D.C. 1958).
The conclusion reached by the Director that the appellant's application was filed at a time when other lands were available for leasing has been shown to have been incorrect. The appellant's application was in fact the' first qualified application for the land in question and, this fact entitles his application to the preference right
granted by section 17 of - the act. Consequently, lease Utah 020574
was issued in violation of the appellant's statutory preference right,,
even though it was senior in point of time of the filing of the appli-.
cation, and the Department has no recourse but to cancel the lease and
issue a lease to the appellant, in the absence of some disqualification
not appearing on the face of the record.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec.. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised,
17 F.R. 6794) ,-the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, is reversed and the case is remanded for further action' in accordance with this decision.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
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RUTH B. LUCAS HUGLEY, EXECUTRIX OF THE ESTATE OF
ROY 0. LUCAS ET AL.
A-27809

Decided Febuary 2, 1959

Oil.and Gas Leases: Rentals
-Where. an oil 'and gaslease 'has been canceled,

the lessee petitions for

reinstatement and pays part of the rentals accruing prior to final action on
the request for reinstatement, and the lease is subsequently reinstated on
the ground that the cancellation was improper, the lessee is not entitled to
'a refund of the rentals covering the period between cancellation and reinstatement and is obligated to pay any rental accruing during that period.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Ruth B. Lucas Hugley, executrix of the estate of Roy 0. Lucas,
deceased, together with A. K. Wilson, president of Zion Oil Company,
has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the
Director of the Bureau of Land Management dated June 9, 1958,
which affirmed a decision of the manager of the land office at Chetenne,
Wyoming, dated June 4, 1957, requiring payment of rent for the 10th
year of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease, Evanston 022220, which
was issued to Roy 0. Lucas pursuant to section 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226), and
refusing a demand for refund of rental payments for the 8th and.9th
.years of this lease.
"The lease in question became effective July 1, 1947, and in 1952 was
etended for an additional 5-year term. The manager's approval of'
an assignment of a portion of the lease, effective June 1, 1957, continues.
the term of the original lease and the assigned portion through.
May 31, 1959.
The controversy over rental payments arose in this manner: On
'February 8, '1954, the manager'emailed a notice to the lessee, Roy 0.
Lucas,'of rental payable for the 8th year of the lease ending "5/31/55"
in the amount of $981. A second notice dated March 12, 1954, and
received by the lessee on March 25; 1954, reminded him of the requirement for the filing of a bond or prepayment of the rent 90 days before
the anniversary date of the lease and stated that there 'was then a
default which, if continued for 30 days would result in cancellation
of the lease without further notice. This notice correctly named the
end of the lease year as June 30, 1955. There was no response from
the lessee and on June 1, 1954, the manager sent a further notice
phrased in the same words. This notice did not reach the lessee
who--was ill'in a hospital where he died on June 5, 1954.. On June
10, 1954, according to the statement of the postmaster, the lessee's son
signed a receipt and accepted the registered mail containing the notice.
On July 13, 1954, the manager canceled the lease as of June 30, 1954,
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because of the lessee's default in filing the bond or prepaying the
annual rental.
On August 12, 1955, Ruth B. Lucas Hugley was appointed executrix
of the estate of Roy 0. Lucas and on September 9, 1955,- sh
a
request with the manager for reinstatement of the lease. The manager
denied this request. He had previously issued a new lease effective
December 1, 1954, in response to an application filed by Olin C. Brooks
after the elosing of the Lucas case. The executrix appealed. to the
Director of the Bureau of Land Management. In a decision dated
April 9, 1957, the Director held that the Lucas lease was improperly
canceled for want of the required 30-days7 notice of default in performance of the terms of the lease since the lessee was not in default
on March 25, 1954, and the subsequent notice dated June 1, 1954, was
not served upon the lessee or his authorized representative, ordered the
continuation of the lease in the name of the executrix, and canceled the
Brooks lease.
Pursuant to the Director's decision, the manager issued a decision
dated June 4, 1957, offering the executrix a 2-year extension of the
lease, and so long thereafter as; oil or gas is produced in paying
quantities," subject to acceptance and to payment of rental due for
the 10th lease year from July 1, 1956, through June 30, 1957, and for
the 11th year 'which would be due on or before July .1, 1957. The
executrix appealed to the Director, contending that she owes rent only
for the portion of the 10th lease year. from April 9, 1957, through
June 30, 1957, because the lessee in effect had been evicted from
July 1,1954, through April 8, 1957, and that payment has been made
of the portion of the rent accruing from April 9th through June 30th
which is applicable to the mronth of June by the 'submission of two
checks totalling a year's rental for the portion of the original -lease
which she still holds and the assigned portion for the period beginning
on June 1, 1957. The president of the Zion Oil Company, which was
the unit operator (see fn. 1), has demanded a refund'of the rent for
the 8th and 9th years on the ground that the lessee was denied possession and the use of the premises during the period from July 1, 1954,
to April 9, 1957, so that there was an eviction which relieves the lessee
of the obligation to pay rent.
In his decision of June 9, 1958, the Director held that the lease had
remained in effect throughout, that rentals had accrued eachear, and
there was no authority to waive such, rentals.
The executrix and the president of Zion have renewed these contentions in their joint appeal to the Secretary. The question thus presented is whether a lessee is relieved under an oil and gas lease of his
The 2-year extension referred to by the manager is the 2-year extension given a lease
upon the termination of a unit agreement to which it has been committed (30 U.S.C., 1952
ed., sec. 226e). The Lucas lease had been committed to the Wyoming Anticline unit
agreement which was terminated on October 1, 1956.
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obligation to pay rent during a period of controversy over the propriety of a purported cancellation of the lease because of the lessee's
default in performance of its terms.
The Director's decision of April 9, 1957, holding that the Lucas
lease had been improperly canceled, was the result of a petition for
reinstatement filed by. the executrix. In-Thonas.F. McKenna et al.,
62 I.D. 376 (1955), the Department considered the nature of reinstatement and concluded:
* * * the reinstatement of an oil and gas lease is the restoration of the lease
to the status it occupied prior to its termination. It is not the issuance of a new
lease * S * In reinstating the canceled lease the Secretary, in effect, rescinds
his own action and places the lease in the same status that it would have occupied had no cancellation been made. (Pp. 378-379.)

The effect of the Director's decision of April 9, 1957, was therefore to
wipe out the erroneous cancellation and leave the lease as though it
had never been canceled. It follows that the annual rentals became
due and payable on the anniversary dates of the lease.
The appellants themselves recognized this when, in seeking reinstatement, they tendered rent for the 8th and 9th years of the lease.
They obviously felt that tender of the rental payments was important
to their contention that the lease should be reinstated and was necessary to preserve their rights while the legal controversy was pending.
Thus their demands now for refund of the rental payments after the
Director's decision reinstating the lease is completely inconsistent with
their previous position.

In any event, the Mineral Leasing Act does not grant to the Secretary of the Interior any authority to excuse lessees from the obligation
to pay rent in accordance with the terms of their leases. Accordingly,
there is no legal basis for such action. Robert E. O'Keefe, 57 I.D. 216
(1940) ; Stanstbury, Ic., A-27396 (November 20, 1956) ; Clyde B.
AeiWA-27650 (September 16, 1958); of. L. N. Hagood et al., 65 I.D.
405 (1958), reflecting the: Comptroller General's decision denying the
Secretary's authority to refund rental payments under a lease covering
land for which patent was issued to a mining claimant during the
term of the lease even though the lease was canceled.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R. 6794), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. .FRITZ,
Acting Solicitor.
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CHAMPLIN OIL AND REFINING COMPANY
JOE N. CHAMPLIN
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:;Decided Febfrury'3, 959

Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or Transfers!
A partial assignment of an oil and gas lease, when approved, creates two
separate leases. and the existence of a producing well on one lease will not
place the other in the status of a producing lease.
.
Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Termination
* The assignor of an oil and gas lease may, after the filing of an assignment but
prior to its approval, elect to bring the lease under the automatic termination
provision of section 7 of the act of July 29, 1954, and the lease remains
thereunder whether the assignment is approved prior to or after the anniversary date of the lease. The assignee's concurrence in the election is not
essential.
Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals
There is no exemption from the provision of the act of July 29, 1954, automatically terminating leases for failure to pay rental timely of leases which
contain valuable deposits of oil and gas but do not have' a well- capable of
producing in paying quantities.

Oil and Gas Leases: Termination
Although a lessee of an oil and gas lease issued prior to July 29, 1954, may
elect to bring his lease under the provisions of section 7 of the act of July 29,
1954, whether there is a producing well on it or not, the lease wfll not automatically terminate for failure to pay the rentals timely, if on the anniversary.
date of the lease there is on it a producing well.
Oil and Gas Leases: Termination-Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals
The fact that rental payments are offered and accepted on a lease that has
: terminated cannot continue or reinstate the lease.
Oil and Gas Leases: Termination-Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation
The provisions of section 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, relating
to the cancellation of leases for lands known to contain valuable deposits
* of oil and gas do not apply to leases terminated under the provisions of sec: tion 7 of the act of July 29, 1954.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU O LAND MANAGEMENT
Champlin Oil & Refining Company (formerly Champlin Refining

Company) and Joe N. Champlin, have appealed. to the Secretary of
the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of
Land Management dated January 28, 1958, holding that noncompetitive oil and gas lease New Mexico 06171 had terminated by operation
of law on November 1, 1955, and reversing the decision of the manager
of the land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, which held that an election
filed by the former subjecting lease New Mexico 06171 to the provisions of section 7 of the act of July 29, 1954 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
Supp. V, sec. 188), was not acceptable.
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The records show that oil and gas lease New Mexico 06171, covering 320 acres in sec. 6, T. 14 S., 1. 33 E., N.M.P.M., was issued as of
November 1, 19w,5 to Margaret J. Spoden and tansfered-to.Champlin
Refining Conipany (hereinafter referred to as the Company) by mesne
~assignments. On February 25, 1955, the Company executed a partial
assignment of a 40 -acre tract of this lease, identified as the SE/ 4 SE/ 4
sec. 6, to Joe N. Champlin, hereinafter referred to as Champlin. Evi,dence of this assignment was filed with the land office on March 16,
1955. Then on May 6, 1955, the company assigned to Champlin an
undivided one-half interest in the remaining 280 acres in lease New
Mexico 06171 and evidence of this act was filed on June 3, 1955.
Finally, on May 6, 1955, Champlin assigned to the company an
-undivided one-half interest in the SE/4SE'/ 4 sec. 6, and evidence of
this act was filed on June 10, 1955. In a decision dated September
30, 1955, the manager approved (1) the partial assignment of the
SE/4SE1/ 4 to Champlin and designated it' as New Mexico 06171-A,
(2) the assignment of an undivided one-half interest in the remaining
280 acres to. Champlin, and- (3) the assignment of an undivided onehalf interest in New Mexico 06171-A to the company. The net effect
of the three assignments was to give the company and Champlin each
an undivided one-half interest in both leases. On July 18, 1955, while
the requests for approval of the assignments were pending, the company filed its election to subject lease New Mexico 06171 to section 7
of the act of July 29, 1954 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 188),
providing for the automatic termination of leases upon the failure of
the lessee to pay rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease.
This fact waswnoted in the serial register on July 21, 1955.
A producing well was completed on the land .now covered by the
A-lease on May 6,1955. On August 26, 1955, prior to the approval of
the assignments, the rental account of the lease was transferred to the
Geological Survey at its request..
On November 1, 1955, the rental for the fourth year of the parent
lease became due and payable. It was not paid. On December 6, 1955,
the petroleum accountant of the Geological Survey notified the 'company and Champlin of the overdue rental and requested that a check
'be mailed to the Geological Survey. On December 13, 1955, the
Geologcl Survey acknowledged payment-of the6overdue rental on
lease New Mexico 06171 and enclosed a receipt on the company's form.
On January 27, 1956, the account for the parent lease was returned
to the land office as being for a nonproducing lease. I
On February 21,.1956, W. M. Mueller filed his offer to lease the
land included in lease New Mexico 06171 (excluding the 40 acres in
the A-lease).
On April 20, 1956 the manager issued a decision holding that the
election filed by the company was ineffective- for want of the consent
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of all the lessees. le indicated that Champlin might execute and return the election form furnished and, in that event, automatic termination for failure to pay rental would be effective the first lease year
following the date of such filing and added:
* * * According to a report of the Geological Survey, rental for the fourth
lease year has been paid. Since the provisions of Public Law 555 were not
applicable to that period the date the payment was made is immaterial to the
status of the lease.

It also appears that on June 8, 1956, the company and Champlin
commenced operations upon a test well in the SE1A4NW/ 4 sec. 6 in the
parent lease. This well was completed as a producing well on August
1,1956, and is still producing.
On July 31, 1956, the manager issued a decision in which he rejected.
Mueller's lease offer on the ground that the land embraced therein was
included in oil and gas lease New Mexico 06171 held of record by
Champlin and the company.
Mueller appealed to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, citing the statute which provides for automatic termination of
an oil and gas lease for failure to pay rental. and concluding. that,. if
the election filed was effective, his offer to lease should have been
accepted. The company answered, contending that it had no authority
to bind Champlin by the filing of its election.
In his decision of January 28, 1958, the Acting Director held that
Champlin had no interest in the lease until the company's assignmentto him was approved by the management; that the Company was the
sole record titleholder on July 18, 1955; and that its election was.
binding as to the entire lease without any subsequent action by the
manager as to that document. Having thus found that the outstanding
lease was terminated for failure to pay rental when due, the ActingDirector, nevertheless, found that the rejection of Mueller's offer was.
proper, because the: termination of the previous lease had not been.
noted on the tract book of the land office and that the land was therefore not available for leasing. (43 CFR, 1957 Supp., 192.161(a).)
From this decision the company and Champlin have taken thisappeal. Mueller has neither filed a notice of appeal nor taken any
part in the appeal,
Section 7 of the act of July 29, 1954 (supra), amended section 31
of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, by adding to it the following
sentence:'
* * * Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, however, upon failure
of a lessee to pay rental on or before the anniversary date of the lease, for any
lease on which there is no;well capable of producing oil or gas in paying quantities, the lease shall automatically terminate by operation of law: Provided,

Section 1 is concerned with the procedure to be followed by the Secretary in canceling leases for failure of the lessee to comply with the lease provisions. In general,
It requires notice to the lessee and 30 days in which to cure the default.:
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however, That when the time for payment falls upon any day in which the proper
office for payvient is not open, payment may be received the next official working
day and shall be considered as timely made. (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Spp. V,
see. 188.).

Thereafter the pertinent regulation was amended to make clear the
circumstances under which the amendment would be applied to leases
issued prior to its enactment. 43 CFR, 192.161. At the time the
company filed its election the pertinent provision. provided:
* * R Any lessee of a lease which issued prior to July 29, 1954, may, at any
time prior to the anniversary date of such lease and the accrual of rental, elect
to subject his lease to the automatic termination provisions of this section by
notifying, in writing, the manager of the appropriate land office to that effect.

(43 CFR, 1957 Supp., 192.161 (b).)

On July 18, 1955, when the company filed the notice that it desired
to subject lease New Mexico 06171 to the act of July 29, 1954, it was
the lessee of that lease and the entity authorized by the regulation to
submit the requisite notice. On November 1, 1955, its anniversary
date, the lease did not have on it a well capable .of producing oil and
gas in paying quantities. Therefore, it would appear that upon the
failure of the lessees to pay the rental on or before the anniversary date
of the lease, the lease, being within the terms of the statute and regulation, was automatically terminated.
The manager held that the election was not binding because it was
not signed by all the lessees, Champlin, in his view, being a co-lessee
at that time. As the Acting Director pointed out, the Company, on
July 18, 1955, was the sole record titleholder and Champlin, as an
assignee whose assignment had not been approved, had no interest in.
the lease. See Albert C. Mvlassa et al., 62 I.D. 339 (1955) ; Lester C.
Hotchkiss et al., A-27342 (August 14,1956).
The appellants raise other objections to the Acting Director's decision. First, they contend that on the date that the notice of election
was filed lease New Mexico 06171 was still only one lease, none of the
assignments having been approved, and as it was a producing lease
the provisions of section 7 of the act of July 29, 1954, did not apply
'to it. This argument confuses two aspects of the statute and regulation-that is, first, whether a lease is subject to section 7 and, second,
whether the provisions of section 7 act to terminate the lease. A lease,
either by reason of its date of issuance, or date of extension, or by
-election may be subject to section 7. However, if on the anniversary
date there is on it a well capable of producing oil and gas in paying
quantities, it will not terminate even though the rentalis. not paid on
.or before the anniversary date. The fact thatthe terminations:pi'o-vision of section 7 may not apply to a lease does not mean that the
lease is not subject to that section. It merely means that the existence
of a producing well on the crucial date prevents the lease from termi-
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So here, lease New Mexico 06171 was capable

of being subjected to the provisions of section 7, whether it was a.
producing lease or not.
The subjection having been made,' only if on the anniversary
date there was on it a well capable of producing oil and gas in
paying quantities, would the automatic termination provision' have
failed to operate. By the approval of the assignments on September30, 1955, the original lease was segregated into two separate leases30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. Y, sec. 187(a). Thereafter the fact that
there was a-we1:.ont the first assigned portion (the A-lease), but
not on the parent lease, would not continue the latter lease in the
status of a producing lease. Luna C. Wootton, 60 I.D. 236 (1948).
Thus, on the anniversary date of the lease, the parent lease was a.
nonproducing lease subject to the provisions of section 7.
The appellants also urge that the Geological Survey first treated
the entire lease as a producing lease and then accepted the rental
on the parent lease in December 1955. However, the Department has
recently held that neither the payment of advance rentals nor theirreceipt by departmental officials upon a lease which had terminated
can continue or reinstate the lease. The Superior Oil Company and
The British-American Oil Producing Company, 64 .D. 49 (1957)
The appellants next point out that to allow the assignor to file
an election without the consent of the assignee would, in effect, place
control of the lease within the power of the assignor even after the
assignment had been filed for approval. While this contention may
be true, it affords no basis for holding the election invalid because,
pending approval of the assignment, the assignor has both obligations and rights under the lease. The statute provides:
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in section 30 hereof, any oil oi
gas lease issued under authority of this Act may be assigned or subleased, as
to all or part of the acreage included therein, subject to final approval by the
Secretary * * * and any assignment or sublease shall take effect as of the
first day of the lease, month following the date of filing in the proper land
office of three original executed counterparts thereof * * a. Until such approval, however, the assignor or sublessor and his surety shall continue to be
responsible for the performance of any and all obligations as if no assignment
or sublease had been executed. * * * 30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 187(a)..

Prior to the amendment of the Mineral Leasing Act by the act
of August 8, 1946 (60 Stat. 955), assignments were effective only
from the date of their approval by the Secretary. The purpose
of the 1946 amendment was to permit assignees to exercise rights
of ownership over the, lease prior to approval of the assignment and to
eliminate much of the delay incident to assignments. It did not, however, sever the relationship between the United States and the assignor
until the Secretary approved the assignment. The statute itself
makes the assignor solely responsible for all obligations under the
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lease until the assignment is approved. Franco Western Oil Co. et
al., 65 I.D. 316,. 319 (1958). Thus he alone is -bound to pay the
rental on the anniversary date and the United States will look' only
to him for it prior to the approval of the assignment.
- In other circumstances the assignor retains substantial control over,
certain aspects of the lease. For example until the Mineral Leasing Act was further amended by'section 2 of the act of July 29, 1954
(30 U.S.-C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226), the assignor-lessee, not.
the•'assignee, prior to approval of an assignment, alone could file a,
proper request for an xtension 'of the lease. John J. Farrelly et al.,
62 I.D. 1' (1955);- E.; P. Mireinont et al., A-26253 (June 8, 1952)..
There is-"no' indication that the assignor needed then, or needs now,,
the assent of the' assignee to apply for an extension.
Similarly, a relinquishment can be filed only by the lessee to be
effective. Lester C. Hotchkiss (supra). Again I can find no indication that the Department requires the assent of the assignee to a.
relinquishment. On the contrary, the Hotchkiss case clearly implies.
that action' by' the lessee'. alone is sufficient.2

-In view of the fact that the assignor remains solely liable for
the rent until assignment is approved, he ought to be able to pro-.
tect himself against the accrual of the rental either by relinquishing his lease or by subjecting it to the provisions of section 7.3 If'
the anniversary date were reached prior to approval, there is little
doubt that an election filed by an assignor would-be considered valid.
Likewise, if the election were filed 'prior to the filing of an assigzintient, it would be effective and remain so. The obligation to pay
the rental is the'assignor's and he ought to be able to avail'himself'
of the existing methods against having it accrue. In this case the
assignments were approved prior to the anniversary date, but on
the day the rentals, fell due, the company, as a co-lessee, would
still have incurred an' obligation to pay the rentals.
It seems to me that the crucial date in determining the effectiveness of the election' is the date on which the company filed its elec-tion. If the election was valid on that date, the lease became subject to section 7. Tn'the absence of a provision for undoing an
election, it remained valid. Elections which require no action by
the Department are effective when made and cannot be undone either
by the lessee or by the Department. ' See Secaboard Oil Coqhpany of'
Delaware, A-26246 (January 18, 1952); of. Thomas F. McKenna et
'al., 62 I.D. 376 (1955)'.
'On the date that the company filed 'its election, it was still obligated
to 'py any rentals that might accrue. Therefore, I believe it had
2 It is worth noting that although Congress amended the Mineral Leasing Act to permit
assignees to file requests for extensions (supra), it did not amend the provisions of the
act dealing with relinquishments.
5 It
seems that to some degree automatic termination was considered as a substitute
for 'relinquishment.
(Hearings before the Subcommittee on Public Lands of the committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United States Senate, 83d Congress;' 2d session, on
S. 2380, 2381, 2382, May 12, i954, page 36.)
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the right to protect itself against this obligation by filing an election
to come under section 7.
As far as the assignee is concerned, the filing of an election does
not work to his prejudice-because he can pay the rent prior to the
approval of the assignment and after approval he is obligated to pay
it. If he had met his, obligations here, there would, have been no
difficulty. The assignments were approved on September 30, 1955,
and the next rental did not become due until November 1, 1955, a
month later.
Finally, the appellants argue that, in any event, the Acting Di-rector
erred in canceling the lease because..it is a producing lease now (a
well having been brought in on August 1, 1956), and section 31 of
the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C.,1 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 188) provides that leases known to contain valuable deposits of oil and gas can
be canceled only by judicial proceedings. This argument is not persuasive for several reasons: First, the Acting Director did not cancel
the lease. He merely held that it terminated by operation of law.
The statute leaves no discretion in the Secretary with respect to
section 7. If a lease falls within its provisions, it terminates wtjhqiout.
any action by the Department, just as though it had reached the end
of its term.
Next, as the Department recently stated, the language of section 7
removes from its effect only leases on which there is a producing well.
It is not enough that a lease be known to contain valuable deposits of
oil and gas. United Manufacturing Co. et al., 65 I.D. 106, 115 (1958).
Thus only a producing well on the parent lease on the anniversary
date would have saved it.
Finally, the producing well which is now on the lease was brought
in after the lease had terminated.,/ Once having terminated it cannot
be revived by the payment of the rentals, action of the Secretary
(United Manufacturing Co. et al. (upra))

or by drilling to

production.
It is undeniably harsh to hold a lease terminated in the circumstances presented by this case. Hwoever, the statute allows 'the $ecretary- no discretion. In somewhat" similar circumstances, lessees
obtained relief through legislation.4 Until the appellants may determine within a reasonable time what course they'wish to pursue,
the Bureau of Land Management is instructed not to make the lands
available for further leasing.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority' delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R. 6794), the decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.
EDMuND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitp.
________

'Act of August 12, 1958 (72 Stat. 547), which relieved the lessees of the
of the United Manufacturing Co. decision.
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Color or Claim of Title: Applications
A class 2 application to, acquire a patent.to public land under the Color
of Title Act is properly rejected where the application shows on its face
that the title under which the claim is filed did not commence until after
January 1, 1901, and that the State and local taxes on the land were not
paid continuously up to the date of the application.
APPEAL PROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

- Maude C. Hare h as appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated
July 21, 1958, which affirmed a decision of the acting manager of
the Bureau's office in Russellville, Arkansas, dated December 28,
1956, rejecting her color of title application filed under the Color of
Title Act (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 1068).
The appellant's claim of title appears`to be based upon the fact
that her father allegedly purchased the land in 1904 and paid taxes
on the land until 1931. She admits that in 1931 her father learned
that the land was public domain and discontinued paying taxes
thereon. She does not claim any adverse possession of the land since
the; death of her father in 1932 until her color of title application
was filed on April 18, 1956. The appellant has presented no evidence of' any conveyance of the land to her other than a claim of
inheritance upon her father's, death under the intestacy 'laws of
Alabama.
The Color of Title Act, s2upra, and the regulations of the Department, 43 CFR 140.3, provide that the claims to be recognized are of
two classes. A class 1 claim is a claim which has been held in good
faith and in peaceful, adverse possession by a claimant, his ancestors
or grantors, under claim or color of title for, a period of more than
20 years, and upon which valuable improvements have been placed,
or some part of which has been reduced to cultivation. A class 2
claim is one which has been held in good faith and in peaceful, adverse possession by a claimant, his ancestors or grantors under a claim
or color of title "for the period commencing not later than January 1, 1901, to the date of application during which time they have
paid taxes levied on the land by the State and local governmental
units* * *" (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 1068).
The application filed by the appellant states that it is a class 2
application; that F. E. Chesser (hertfather) paid taxes on the land
claimed from. 1904 until 1925; and that thereafter until 1931 the
*Out of chronological order.
499005-59
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state or local taxes were paid by S. A. Chesser (her mother (?)).
There are no payments of taxes listed as having been made before
1904 or after 1931. Thus, it is clear on the face of the record that
the appellant's application does not meet the prerequisites of the
Color of Title Act for a class 2 claim inasmuch as the claim is based
upon a holding commencing later than January 1, 1901, and as taxes
were not paid after 1931 until the date of, application. For this
reason alone the application must be rejected.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R. 6794), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, is affirmed.
EDMUND

T.

FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF GEORGE A. LORD AND WILLIAM T. LORD, PARTNERS,
d/b/a LORD BROS. CONTRACTORS

IBCA-125: -;-00i-- Decided February 16, 1969
Contracts: Changed Conditions-Contracts: Additional Compensation-'
Contracts: Specifications
A. claim, for. additional compensation made by a tunneling contractor,
who expected that the tunnel would be, drilled entirely through andesite
rock but who found that, except for short distances near the portals, the
tunnel had to be drilled through volcanic tuft breccia, may not be allowed
under the "changed conditions" 'clause of th standard form of Government
construction contract when the evidence shows that the tunnel was drilled
through a volcanic mountain area of rapidly changing formations, the
geologic .data set out in the contract drawings was insufflcient: to reflect
the subsurface geology of the central reaches of the tunnel, the Government
in the specifications explicitly and emphatically disclaimed knowledge of
subsurface conditions in those reaches, and the surface geology was likewise
insufficient to justify a conclusion that the tunnel would be' driven through
andesite rock for its entire length; and provision was also made in the
specifications for contingencies that indicated that difficulties might be
encountered in the excavation. In view of all these circumstances, the
fact that the tunnel had to be more fully supported than the Government
expected is not significant, especially since it appears that the amount of
supports represented- a compromise between the Government's engineers
and the State safety inspectors in order to prevent the work from being
shut down. Since the tuff breccia encountered by the contractor wa§ not
absolutely continuous; there were variations in the structure and other
qualities of the material; and the record.fails to show that the amount of
tuft breccia exceeded the amount that could reasonably have been antici-,
pated, there must also be rejected the contractor's contention that it could
not reasonably have expected to encounter a continuous stretch of almost
3,000 feet of tuff or tuff breccia in variable volcanic material' in a tunnel
which was approximately 3,600 feet long.
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Contracts: Changed Conditions-Contracts:
Contracts: Performance

Additional Compensation-

A claim for additional compensation made by a tunneling contractor,
who encountered volcanic tuff breccia rather than andesite rock which it
expected, must be rejected, even if it be assumed that the tuff breccia
material constituted a "changed condition" within the meaning of that
clause in the standard form of Government construction contract, when
the contractor is unable to prove that such material actually increased the
difficulties of excavation and its costs. Such a conclusion must be reached
when the record shows that normally tuff breccia is as easy to work in as
andesite rock, and that the contractors difficulties may have been largely
due to its lack of experienced employees with the requisite know-how for
dealing with the problems encountered and its employment of experimental
methods and equipment which may have impeded the work.:
-BOARD

OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This is a timely appeal by George A. Lord and William T. Lord,
partners, d/b/a Lord Bros. Contractors, from the findings of fact
and decision of the contracting officer dated June 21, 1957, denying
the appellant's claim in an unspecified amount, under Contract No.
14-06-D-2026, for construction and completion of the Deadwood
Tunnel under Specifications No. DC-4702, Talent Division, Rogue
River Basin Project, Oregon, Bureau of'Reclamation.
The contract, which was dated August 31, 1956, was on U.S. Standard Form 23 (revised March 1953), and incorporated the General
Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March-1953) for construction contracts.
The work required under the contract included the excavation of.
the Deadwood Tunnel, having a 6-foot diameter horseshoe section
and a length of approximately 0.7 mile; concrete lining for the tunnel; earthwork for and construction of reinforced-concrete portal
structures; and earthwork for approximately 2,200 feet of unlined
inlet and outlet channels to the tunnel with bottom width of 10 feet.
The total estimated contract price for all the work was $426,302.
At the request of both parties a hearing for the taking of testimony
on the claim was held before- the undersigned, at Camp White,
Oregon, on October 7 and 8, 1957.
.On October 6, 1957, the day prior .to the beginning of the hearings
the undersigned, accompanied by the attorneys and other representatives of both parties, examined the site of the work, approximately 24 miles east of Medford, Oregon, in Jackson County. After
traversing the ground above the tunnel from portal to portal, the:
group walked through the tunnel itself. During this walk, each party
was afforded an opportunity to point out to the undersigned the'As at the date of the findings excavation of the tunnel was still proceeding, the appellant could not make, of course, a claim for any definite aount.
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rock or soil formations, the method of construction, or anything else
deemed important. Then, at the request of the contractor, the Board
member was driven to the site of another proposed tunnel in the
area on which construction was about to begin.
Notice to proceed with the work was received by the contractor on
September 18, 1956. As under paragraph 16 of the Special Conditions of the specifications the work was to be completed within 500
days of the receipt of such notice, January 31, 1958, was established
as the completion date of all work under the contract. All work was
not completed until March 8, 1958, but no liquidated damages were
assessed, the delay of 36 days being excused by the contracting officer
in findings of fact dated February 14,1958.
The claim was first presented by the contractor in a letter to the
contracting officer dated April 13, 1957. The contractor stated that
it had encountered changed conditions, within the meaning of clause
4 of the General Provisions of the contract, and that it had discussed
the situation with. Mr. J. A. Callan, the project construction engineer.
Additional details were given to that official by the contractor's letters
of May 3 and May 25, 1957.
The contractor's claim is based on the contention that from the
information furnished by the specifications and that available from
site examination, it expected that the tunnel would be excavated
through andesite rock but that instead, it encountered, for almost 80
percent of the excavation, volcanic material described as tuff breccia,
which consisted of volcanic tuff intermingled with angular rock fragments of many sizes, was lighter and more variable than the andesite
rock, was very porous, was much more difficult than the andesite to
excavate, and caused considerable overbreak.
The issue as to what amount of additional costs, if any, were attributable to the conditions encountered, which the contractor maintains
constituted changed conditions, was deferred until the Board should
determine this appeal. Counsel have, however, joined issue not only
with respect to the question whether the material encountered could
reasonably have been anticipated but also with respect to the questions
whether the excavation through the tuff breccia was more difficult and
costlier than the excavation through the andesite rock, and whether
the contractor's difficulties and increased costs were due to its methods
of operation rather than to the nature of the material.
Two drawings incorporated in the specifications portray the information developed by the Government as a result of the exploration of
the work site. The first drawing is No. 415-fD-61 and is -entitled
"Location of Exploration and Surface Geology." It shows the surface geology in the immediate vicinity of the tunnel portals. Andesite outcroppings are shown near both the outlet and the inlet portals
at locations on either side of the tunnel line and at elevations both
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above and below its grade. The other surface material along, the
tunnel line near the portals is stated to consist, for the most part, of
"silt, brown- with angular rock fragments and small boulders": or
"silt with a few small, angular rock fragments."
The second drawing is No. 415-D-62 and is entitled "Logs of Exploration." It shows the logs of two drill holes, drilled to or below
the grade of the tunnel and along the line of the tunnel near the
portals. Drill hole No. 1 is about 275 feet from the outlet portal and
drill hole No. 2 is about 200 feet from the inlet portal. About 5 to
10 feet of the surface cover is shown as clay, silt, and sand, and the
remainder of the holes is shown as drilled through andesite rock.
Five holes drilled with a hand auger are shown also on the drawing.
Two of these holes, which are located immediately upstream from
the inlet portals, indicate throughout their depths silt with rock
fragments similar to the upper zone of the drill holes. Auger hole
No. 5, which is 200 feet downstream from the outlet portal, shows
silt with rock fragments in approximately 5 feet of the upper portion
of the hole, while soft, weathered tuft breccia is depicted for the remaining feet of the hole. The remaining two auger holes, Nos. 3
and 4, are located along the line of the tunnel. The surface cover
material shown by these two holes is similar to that encountered in
the other auger holes and in the upper zones of the drill holes. Below this material is indicated, however, a material, described as tuft
breccia, extending downward approximately 3 feet.
Each of the auger holes shows rock fragments in the surface cover
material and Nos. 3 and 4 also show rock fragments in the tuff breccia. Three of them, Nos. 2, 3, and 4, indicate the hole did not penetrate deeper because the material was getting too hard to auger. In
connection with hole it was stated "Unable to auger deeper" and in
connection with hole 5 "Material caving and unable to recover samples
due to the water." In connection with holes 3 and 4 it is also stated
"Required a bar to break the material before it could be augered."
Two provisions of a general caveatory nature were included in the
specifications. In paragraph 26 bidders were urged to visit the site,
and were warned that they would be charged with knowledge of any
conditions which might have been disclosed by a reasonable site investigation. Paragraph 32 was even more explicit with respect to
subsurface conditions which might be encountered. Thus, it
provided:
The drawings included in these specifications show the available records of
subsurface investigations for the work covered by these specifications. No
investigation has been made to determine the existing conditions at the grade
of the tunnel between drill holes DH1 and DH2 shown on Drawing No. 6 (415D-60). The Government does not represent that the available records show
completely the existing conditions and does not guarantee any interpretation of
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these records or the correctness of any information shown on the drawings
relative to geological conditions. Bidders and the contractor must assume all
responsibility for deductions and conclusions which may be made as to the
nature of the materials to be excavated, the difficulties of making and maintaining the required excavations, and of doing other work affected by the
geology at the site of the work.

Paragraphs 36, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 61 of the specifications made
provision for a considerable number of contingencies which might
arise by reason of the nature of the material found in the tunnel or
by reason of other factors affecting the difficulty of the excavation.
Thus, it was provided in paragraph 36 that materials would not be
classified for payment, and that no additional allowance would be
made "on account of any of the material being wet or frozen." In
paragraph 39,; which covered methods of tunnel excavation, bidders were expressly warned that the nature of the material being excavated might make it necessary for the contracting officer to increase
the distance between the "A" line and the finished interior line of the
tunnel lining, and provided for payment for the additional excavation at the unit price bid for tunnel excavation. In paragraph 41, it
was provided that the contracting officer might order feeler or pilot
holes to be drilled ahead of the tunnel excavation to determine in advance "the nature of the materials to be excavated or the existence of
water-bearing seams or strata." In paragraph 42, which dealt with
the installation of tunnel supports,- the contracting officer was expressly authorized not only to require use of steel supports and tightly
placed lagging, but also to modify the types of supports shown on the
drawings. In paragraph 43, provision was made for moving the "A"
line to coincide with the position of the "B" line across the bottom of
the tunnel when the material in. the bottom of the tunnel proved to
be other than rock. Paragraphs 43 and 61 contained provisions for
keeping concrete operations free from water, while in paragraph 44
a general obligation to drain water from the tnnel was included in
the following terms:
The contractor shall drain the tunnel where necessary to' dispose of

water.

Pumping shall be done where gravity flow to an outlet cannot be

secured.

- The-contractor: received the award of the contract on' August 31,
1956. After the clearing work had been done by a subcontractor, the
contractor moved on to the site in the middle of September 1956.
After performing the canal excavation leading to the outlet portal,
drilling of this portal commenced about the middle of November
1956. Tunnel excavation commenced on December 3, 1956.
The drill pattern employed was the burn cut, 2 and 8-foot rounds
22 In the burn or shatter cut, a number of closely-spaced holes are drilled straight into
the face but only some of them are loaded, the objective being to cause the blasted material
to break into the open space provided by the unloaded or "reliever" holes.
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were shot. For hauling the; excavated material the contractor employed scooterete buggios known as "dinpies"'

mall

rubber tired

hauling units driven by diesel engines and using a rubber V-belt as a
drive mechanism. For the first 320 feet from'nthe' outlet portal,
namely from Station 38+32 to Station 35+12, the excavation was entirely through andesite rock, and no exceptibnaltdifficulties were ex-

perienced,:except that the overbreak even during this period averaged
more than 10 percent, and some spalling occurred. The contractor attributed this spalling to the- drying out of clay seams in the' rock
but the bureau attributed the sPalling to improper barring down after
blasting, and at first it would permit the installation of steel supports
in a few short reaches of the tunnel only. Ultimately, however, as a
result of some insistence by the contractor, and demands of inspectors
of the Oregon State Industrial Accident Commission, the contracting officer authorized steel supports throughout the entire length of
the tunnel, and steel supports were actually installed throughout
its entire length.
During this initial phase of the excavation of the tunnel from the
outlet portal, the contractor worked only one shift, but on February 4,
1957, a second crew was put on., It was a few days after this that the
tuff breccia material began to be encountered, and a few days later a
third crew was added. Despite the fact that the contractor began
working a six-day week the third week in February,* the head was
advanced only i5o feet during this month. During this month considerable quantities of water came in through the drill holes and along
the sides of -the tunnel and during most of March, considerable water
was also encountered. The water combined with the soft clay binder
of the material, created a muddy condition in the bottom of the tunnel,
which impeded the cleanup work after blasting and which'caused the
equipment to get stuck. A great deal of trouble was experienced with
the "dumpies." They would either get bogged down in the mud
altogether, or lose power when their driving belts became wet. To
drain the water, the contractor drilled a gutter 'along the side of the
tunnel, but it soon became clogged with mud. While other methods
were considered, the contractor decided to move'right ahead in view
of its inability to estimate the future quantity of water and the
necessity of shutting: down operations for 2 or 3 weeks if pipes were
installed to pull oft the water and keep the floor dry. However, for
approximately 50 percent of the distance driven through the tuff
breccia, the contractor attempted to improve the condition of the
tunnel floor by overexcavating it and then backfilling it with rock
materials previously excavated from the rock portions of the tunnel,
and occasionally placing solid planking along the floor.
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Moreover, from February to late July, the contractor experienced
considerable difficulties in its blasting operations which it attributed
to the extreme variability of the tuff breccia. The variability, according to the contractor,, made it almost impossible to stabilize the drilling pattern and to predict the result of any particular round. These
blasting difficulties included nondetonation, 3 shotgunning, 4 and bootlegging 5 The contractor claimed that it also experienced propagation6 but none of the Government witnesses observed this blasting
difficulty. As a result of shotgunning and bootlegging, material was
blown far down the tunnel and sometimes damaged equipment and
knocked down steel supports as far back as 50 feet from the face.
After the contractor had driven about 1,400 feet from the outlet
portal, the inlet portal was opened., This occurred at the beginning of
the month of May. Because of the difficulties which the contractor
had had in driving from the outlet portal, it substituted an excavator
that ran on rails for the caterpillar-tread excavator that had theretofore been employed. The tunnel was advanced during May through
andesite rock for about 200 feet. Then the advance was delayed for
several days because of a bad seam of rotten rock, which necessitated
the installation of steel supports on 2-foot centers. Before tufif breccia
was encountered at the inlet portal, the excavation was through
andesite for a distance of approximately 340 feet.
Early in June the crews at the outlet portal encountered some
material which was too soft for drilling. Clay spades were used for
this portion of the tunnel which extended for almost 200 feet, i.e.,
from Station 23+75 to Station 21+88.' At the same time crews at
the inlet portion ran into 30 feet of soft tuff breccia, i.e., from Station
6+30 to Station 6+78, for which clay spades had again to be used.
In the middle of June a heavy flow of water was encountered at the
inlet end.
On June 20, 1957, Grant Bloodgood, then associate but now chief
engineer of the Bureau of Reclamation, visited the tunnel, and discussed with P. T. O'Callaghan, the contractor's construction superintendent, the problems being encountered, and suggested that an
explosives 'expert be consulted. After some delay, A. W. Foster, a
representative of the Atlas Powder Company, from which the contractor had purchased its powder, visited the site of the job, and
discussed the blasting problems with O'Callaghan. Prior to these
Nondetonation is a term applied to the failure of the powder In some of the holes in a
round to explode with the result that the material is pulled from only one side of the face.
4 In shotgunning the drill holes are enlarged by the blasting but the face is not blown

out.
t In bootlegging the first four or f ve feet of material comes out from the face but about
four feet of the material is left intact.
6Propagation is the simultaneous detonation of all the shots in a round. It occurs when
the powder in one hole transmits its energy to an adjoining hole, and sets the latter off
almost simultaneously.
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events the contractor had begun to suspect that the powder it had been
using was too fast and strong for the tuft breccia material, and had
made some experiments that tended to confirm this suspicion.. In
June a small shipment of amodyne 30 percent-a slower acting and
lower strength powder-was received: and used with good success at
the inlet end of the tunnel, and a much larger shipment of the amodyne was received on July10. At about the same time the contractor
received a shipment of caps of a different type from those previously
used to set off the blasts. As a result of the change in caps and the
new powder, the tunnel driving problems were finally solved and the
tunnel was holed through at 8 p.m. on August 31, 1957.
To establish that it encountered "changed conditions" within the meaning of clause 4 of the General Provisions of the contract, the
contractor must show that the conditions fall into either or both of
the categories specified in that clause, namely (1) "subsurface or
latent physical conditions at the site differing materially from those
indicated" in the contract, or (2) "unknown physical conditions at the
site, of an unusual nature, differing materially from those ordinarily
encountered and generally recognized as inhering in work of the
character provided for" in the contract.
Clearly the contractor did not encounter a changed condition in
C
the first category. Not only did the contract contain the general
warnings concerning geologic conditions at the> job site set out in
paragraph 32 of the specifications, but also it expressly cautioned
the contractor that no investigation had been made "to determine, the
existing conditions at the grade of the tunnel between, Drill holes
DHl and DH2 * * *'" Counsel for the contractor concedes that the
drill hole information could show-and did correctly show-only
what material was encountered in the drill holes themselves. The
drill holes, being far apart and only two in number, one at each portal,
it was obvious, moreover, that they were wholly inadequate to reflect
the subsurface geology for the long distance in between. Indeed,
O'Callaghan, the contractor's construction superintendent, who with
William T. Lord, one of the partners in the firm, examined the site
prior to bidding, realized this, for he testified. 'We felt it would be
better if they had had more drill holes" (Tr., p. 105).
As for the auger holes,. these too, were few in number and very
shallow, and three of the holes showed, in addition, the presence of
tuff breccia, the very material encountered by the contractor in actual
excavation. O'Callaghan testified that he was not disturbed by these
indications because of the notations in the logs of exploration that
the material was getting too hard to auger, and that rock fragments
were present He' deduced from. these notations that bedrock lay
underneath the depth to which the auger penetrated. This: assump49900-59---1-2
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tion was, however, wholly unwarranted, for: a hand auger can readily
be stopped by rock fragments and such fragments may themselves be
a part of: a tuff breccia formation, or may have come from sources
other than underlying bedrock.
'Nor is- there. adequate proof that the- contractor encountered
"changed conditions" in the second category. The conditions although "unknown" were .not "unusual" within the meaning of the
"changed conditions" clause and, therefore, should have been anticipated. Apparently the contractor's conclusion that the tunnel wouldbe driven through andesite rock was largely based on the facts that
the two holes which were drilled to or below the grade of the tunnel
near the portals showed; andesite, that certain outoroppings of andesite. rock were visible on the surface of the ground near each of the:
portals, at the crest of the ridge through which the tunnel passed, and
on hills rising on either side of that crest, and the consideration already mentioned that the hardness which stopped the drilling of some
of the auger holes was assumed to be indicative of the presence of
andesite rock.
This conclusion was shown by expert witnesses of the Government
to be unsound. The contractor's case rests primarily on the testimony
of O'Callaghan, who was its principal witness, but his tunnel experience was limited and he was, of course, no geologist. While no geologist testified on behalf of the contractor, Clifford J. Okeson, a regional
geologist of the Bureau of Reclamation, of long experience, testified
on behalf of the Government, and his testimony that the contractor
did not encounter unusual conditions not only remained unshaken by
cross-examination but was reinforced by the testimony of the Government engineers who had observed the geological conditions in the
area of the tunnel. Indeed, it was reinforced by the testimony of
one of the contractor's own witnesses, Foster, who, when asked
whether he considered the appearance of tuff or tuff breccia to be
common in the area of the tunnel, replied: "Yes, it occurs more commonly here than it does in most of the rest of the state, I believe.
It is encountered in highway work which is considerably more general
than tunnel work, and it's pretty widely scattered" (Tr., p. 77, italics
supplied).
It is deducible from the Government's testimony that the contractor by assuming that the tuff breccia disclosed by the auger holes
was a shallow deposit and that the tunnel, therefore, would be driven
through andesite rock, made only one of several possible deductions.
While it was possible that the contractor could have encountered
andesite in the excavation of the tunnel to an extent as great as the
almost 3,000 feet of tuff breccia and volcanic tuff it actually encountered, the expert testimony shows that.such an occurrence. would
have been extremely improbable. It was also erroneous for the
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contractor's representatives who examined the site to assume that the

visible outcroppings of rock indicated that andesite rock would be
encountered in the central reaches of the tunnel. Among other possibilities, such outcroppings might have constituted merely the, uneroded remnant of a shallow surface flow of hardened lava, or they
might have been the exposed portions of embedded boulders that
had broken off from the adjoining hills, or, as seems to have actually
been the case, they might have been the upper portions of a dike that
had been intruded into the'tuff breccia from below by volcanic action.
It is quite common for tunnels to be driven through material which
varies greatly. The Deadwood Tunnel was driven through a ridge
in the Cascade Mountains, a range which consists principally of
volcanic matter that changes rapidly from place to place. This area
contains many kinds of sedimentary rock, volcanic flows and dikes,
and explosive fragmental materials. Evidences of rapid geological
variation are visible in traveling the highway from Medford, Oregon,
to the tunnel site, for the numerous road cuts show a wide diversity
of formations with many changes from place to place. Similar evidences are revealed by other excavations in the area. Tuft breccia
and volcanic tuff are very common in a volcanic area, and such
material is widely scattered in this area of the Cascade Mountains.
It is very common also to find tuff breccia as the basic material in the
middle of hills or mountains of volcanic origin. -Intrusive andesite
and basalt dikes are likewise common in the Cascade Mountains. It
is also not unusual to encounter tuft breccia near a drill hole showing
andesite rock.
- The contractor seeks to avoid the force of this geological evidence
by emphasizing the testimony of O'Callaghan that one of the major
sources of the difficulties was not so much the tuf breccia itself as its
extreme variability, which made it impossible to standardize any
fixed pattern for the drilling and blasting operations. There is, however, no evidence that the subtle variations from point to point in the
tuff breccia of which the contractor complains are not a typical
feature of the tuft breccia deposits of the Cascade Mountains.
Indeed, there is some evidence to indicate that such variations are not
only of little significance from a tunneling standpoint but also quite
common. When, during his visit to the site of the tunnel, Bloodgood
was told by O'Callaghan that the material was changing constantly,
he asked the latter to show him these changes in the course of his
examination of the inside of the tunnel but, 'he testified, "I couldn't
get it into my head where it was changing so abruptly, that it would
(Tr., p. 155). Donald
make a difference from round to round * *
S. Walter, the regional engineer of the Bureau of Reclamation, who
had done 2 years of post-graduate work in geology and who also
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visited the tunnel, testified that while there were changes in the
material, they were neither frequent nor unusual, and that he could
not see in the material itself an explanation for the difficulties being
encountered. Okeson also appears to have observed no abnormal
characteristics in the tuft breccia.
The contractor also argues that the Government's estimate of steel
supports-item 21 of the schedule made provision for 102,000 pounds
of such supports-which was mistaken, since in the end the tunnel
was fully supported, indicates that the Government itself assumed
that the tunnel would be predominantly in andesite rock. O'Callaghan deduced from the Government's estimate of steel supports that
it expected only one-third of the tunnel to be supported. Bloodgod
testified, however, that the Government estimated that one-half of
the tunnel might need to be supported with the steel supports
installed on 4-foot centers. It is true that in some circumstances the
Government's estimate of the amount of steel supports that will be
required may be a significant indication of the geological conditions
which its engineers expect to encounter.7 However, it is, after all,
only one indication, and in the present case, the information given on
the drawings with respect to geological conditions was so scant, and
the Government's disclaimer of knowledge of subsurface conditions
was so explicit and emphatic that the contractor could not reasonably
have attached any importance to the estimates of steel supports.
Moreover, there is substantial evidence to the effect that the installation of supports throughout. the length of both the tuft breccia and
the andesite reaches of the tunnel was an unnecessary precaution.
The Bureau considered that only a few short areas of the tunnel actually required supports but the inspectors of the Oregon State Industrial Accident Commission insisted on full supports, and since they
were in a; position to shut down the contractor's operations, the
Bureau's engineers were compelled to accept a compromise under which
steel supports on.8-foot rather than 4-foot centers and skeleton rather
than solid lagging were to be installed. Thus, although in a sense
the tunnel was fully supported, the supports were not as frequent or
extensive as would normally have been the case in a fully supported
tunnel. As it turned out, the bureau's engineers were the, better
prophets, for only one set of the steel supports actually carried the
weight of the tunnel. According to James Graham, an aide to the
resident engineer on the Deadwood Tunnel, 99 percent of the steel
supports were "decorative" (Tr., p. '242).. That the value of many of
the steel supports was doubtful from a safety standpoint is shown
also by the fact that they were generally installed some 70 to 100
feet in back of the tunnel heading, sometimes as much as 150 feet
"Compare J. AL.Terteig &So s, Inc., 6ifl. 466, 454-SS (195.7).
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back. Whlen-supports are needed, they are installed generally one. or
two ounds back of the heading. The safety. factor-was, of--course,
important. But that the bureau's engineers erred in assessing this
factor is not established by: the record. To come to such a conclusion, it would be necessary to assume that the udgment of the inspectors of the commission was better than that of the bureau's engineers
but the record furnishes no inforiation concerning the experience
and background of the. former, while it shows affirmatively that the
latter had extremely long and varied experience in tunnel construction, and that their judgment in the present case was borne out by
the conditions actually encountered. Moreover, the inspectors of the
commission were not produced as witnesses and, hence, there was no
opportunity to test their recommendations by cross-examination.
Finally, the contractor seems to contend that, since in a volcanic
area extreme variability in geological conditions is the rule it could
not reasonably have expected to encounter a continuous stretch of
almost 3,000 feet of tuff or tuft breccia, and hence that such an encounter should be regarded as "unusual.": There are, however, a number of difficulties in accepting this contention, although it is seemingly plausible. In the first place, the tuff breccia was not absolutely
continuous, but was broken by a large dike of andesite near its midpoint extending for a distance of 58 feet and by two small cones or
dikes of basalt near one end. In the second place, although the material was for the most part tuft breccia, some of it was tuff, and there
were some variations inthe structure and other qualities oftboth of
these materials-indeed, the contractor contends that such variations
occurred with no little frequency! But the basic difficulty is that
there is no expert testimony in the record which can be taken to have
established that the percentage of tuff and tuft breccia encountered
in driving the, tunnel substantially ;exceeded the percentage that
would be found on average in excavations of like depth within the
area where the tunnel was situated, or that the stretches of tuff
and tuff breccia encountered were in some other particular beyond
the range of what might be reasonably anticipated inthat area.
Rather, Okeson, who was the only geologist to testify,; stated that it
was a reasonable possibility to get tuft breccia "uniformly" for as
much as 3,000 feet (Tr., p. 229).
However, even assuming for the sake of argument that there is
some force in the contractor's contention, and that it encountered
-"changed conditions,' it must also establish, before it can be said
to be entitled to additional compensation, that the changed conditions
increased its difficulties, and were responsible for its increased costs.
The clear weight of the evidence is, -however, that normally tuft
breccia is a material in which it is as easy to work as in andesite.
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Bloodgood, Walters and Graham, all of whom had had long experience with the construction of tunnels, so testified, and in the record
as a whole the Board can fuid no good reason for rejecting their testimony. It must conclude that the contractor has not proved that the
difficulties were caused by the nature of the material rather than by
operative factors for which it was itself responsible.
The contractor's basic difficulty was, perhaps, that, having assumed
that the tunnel would be drilled entirely through andesite rock, it
organized its forces, supplies, and equipment solely with a view to
excavating through such material, and thus when it encountered
the tuff hreccia it was wholly unprepared to deal with the situation.
Counsel for the contractor argue its case as if it expected to drill the
tunnel through material that would bet "predominantly" andesite, and
that it would not have complained if it had encountered tuff breccia
for as much as 400, 600, or even 800 feet. But this argument is
plainly contrary to the facts of record, and is a mere afterthought.
In its letter of May 3 to the project construction engineer, which was
written at a time when the contractor had already driven 800 feet
through the tuff breccia, it stated that what its examination of the
site and its study of the cores of the drill holes had disclosed was
"that the work consisted of driving a rock tunnel through andesite
rock approximately 3,600 feet," and it also stated: "We based our cost
computations upon tunneling the 3,600 feet in andesite rock." Again,
in its letter of May 25 to the project construction engineer, it stated:,
"It is unreasonable to presume from the available evidence that the
tunnel was to be driven in other than andesite rock * * *

And, at

the hearing, O'Callaghan testified that based on his examination of
the specifications and the cores of the drill holes at the site, he had
concluded that "we would have Ia rock tunnel from one end to the
other"; (Tr. p. 8). If it had not been for this conclusion, the contractor would have made preparations for excavating through tuff
breccia at least to some extent. It is evident that if the contractor had
been prepared to deal with as mu6h as- 800 feet of tuff breccia, the
difficulties which it encountered would have been greatly reduced.
It is well settled that the contracting party in entering into a contract with the Government is presumed to possess the technical
knowledge, the experienced and skilled workers and the equipment
and facilities to complete the contract on time, subject only to relief
for performance because of unforeseeable conditions not arising because of the contractor's fault.a The record shows, however, that the
contractor lacked experienced employees with the requisite know-how
for dealing with the problems which they encountered, and employed
Carnegie Steel Co. v. United States,,240 U.S. 156, 164-165 (191 6) Krauss v. Greenberg, 137 F. 2d 369-573 (d Cr. 1943), cert. denied 32.0 U.S. 791; Trand Plastics o.,
ASBCOA No. 3708, 57-1 BCA par. 1186;
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experimental methods and equipment which impeded the work. The
contractor itself admits that it had difficulty in obtaining experienced
and suitable employees, at least at the beginning of its operations.
Its blasting problems were -attributable to its use of a heavy-duty
powder which would 'have worked 'well if only andesite rock 'had
been encountered but which was not adapted to the softer tuff breccia
material, and the situation; was aggravated by its long delay in substituting a proper powder for the one which it had purchased. A
large factor in accounting for the contractor's additional costs was
-the high percentage of overbreak which it experienced in drilling in
the tuft breccia areas of the tunnel. But this overbreak was due to
'the contractor's drilling methods rather than to the character of the
material. It resulted from its use for the most part of the burn-cut
method, and its shooting of 8-foot rounds, the approximate dimension
-of the diameter of the tunnel. Both of these methods were unprecedented. In addition, the inexperience of its employees was responsible for faulty drilling, many of the drill holes being placed near or
even outside excavation pay lines. The dumpies which broke dwn
so frequently were in particular highly experimental. Indeed, 'the
bureau's tnel
'experts knew' of no tunnel work in which they had
ever before been employed. They might have proved satisfactory
if the whole tunnel had been drilled through andesite but they were
wholly unsuitable for the hauling job which had to be done when
the tuff breccia was encountered. Insofar as the contractor's difficulties in the tuff breccia were aggravated by the water encountered
in the tunnel, they were attributable entirely to its own decision
virtually to ignore the'dewatering problem. Allowing the water
to flow freely on the tunnel floor was certainly a dewatering method
that was as novel as it was ineffective..
The Government contends indeed that in many respects the con-'
tractor encountered the same type of difficulties in the andesite
reaches of the tunnel, as it encountered in the tuff breccia, and that
its progress and the results obtained in the tuft breccia were actually
better than in the andesite. This the Government sought to illustrate by. a chart containing three 'tables. Table I purports' to' show
that the contractor made better progress in linear feet per shift in
the tuff breccia than in the andesite; -Table II, that longer rounds in
'linear feet per round were pulled in the tuff breccia than in the
.andesite; and, Table III, that less pounds of powder per linear foot
were used in the tuT breccia than in the andesite. The contractor
'attacks Table I on the ground that the time devoted to portaling in
at both the inlet and outlet portals was included in the figures stated
for the work in andesite; while admitting that the figures in Table II
are correct, the contractor contends that they fail to take into ac-
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count the increased difficulties and costs in advancing. the tunnel in
the tuff breccia; and with respect to Table III it avers that the Government's: figures on; powder consumption are incorrect. It also
takes the position that direct. labor costs per linear foot are a better
basis than the linear feet advanced per, shift for comparing the
progress in the andesite with that in the tuff breccia. Based on
data of its own, the contractor has also offered counter tables which
are difficult to reconcile with the Government's tables. As neither
the Government nor the contractor has offered in evidence any of
the payrolls, invoices or other data on which their respective conclusions are based, the Board is unable, of course, to arrive at any
independent conclusions, and has attached no weight to the tables.
CONCLUIsioN

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order
No. 2509, as amended; 19YF.R. 9428), the findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer are affirmed.
THEODORE H. HAS, Cairma.

We concur:
WILiAM SEAGLE, Member.
HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, Member.

A. V. TOOLSON ET AL.A-27595

Decided February 18, 1i:

Mining Claims: Location-Mining Claims: Patent
A mining claimant who has submitted an application for patent based upon

claims, located in 1947 may not change the date of' the locations in his
application to that of 'his alleged: predecessors in interest, at an, earlier
time,,upon a, determination by the Government that the 1947 locations
were invalid as a matter of law because the lands were not open to
mining location, but must resubmit his application on the basis? of the
prior locations.

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to
Mining claims located in 1947, at a time when the lands applied for were
embraced in an outstanding oil and gas lease issued pursuant to the Mineral Leasing Act, are invalid in the absence of a showing of compliance
with act of August 12, 1953, and it is immaterial that the lease may later
be determined to have been improperly issued because at the time of
issuance there were valid mining claims on the lands.
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APPEAL PROK THE BUREAU OF LAND

ANAGEMENT

A. V. Toolson, A. J. Gibbons, Virginia Gibbons, Richard Reed,
Minnie Ray Gibbons, and J. P. Gibbons have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, dated August 7, 1957, which affirmed the decision of the
manager of the Reno, Nevada, land office, dated July 28, 1955, rejecting their mineral patent application Nevada 039326 and declaring
null and void their mining claims embraced therein.
The manager held that the two claims, called the Reed and Gibbons
placers, were null and void for the reason that at the time the claims
were located (March 18, 1947) the lands involved were embraced in
a valid oil and gas lease (Carson City 021879)1 and the lands were
not -open to mining location at that time. The Director affirmed the
manager's conclusions.
In their brief ol appeal to the Secretary the appellants contend
that the oil and gas lease Carson City 021879 did not bar their mining
locations for the reason that valid mining claims on the land antedated the oil and gas lease application and were, therefore, a bar to
the valid issuance of any oil and gas lease on the land involved. They
also state that they or their predecessors in interest were in fact the
owners of these claims and that abstracts of title submitted by them
establish their chain of title to these claims, which were superseded
by the Reed and Gibbons claims.
It is not clear to what point the last-mentioned statement is directed.' The appellants presumably are not basing their application
for patent upon ownership of earlier claims. They must stand upon
the statements made in connection with their application for patent
submitted on June 17, 1955. The notices of application for patent
stated that the original certificates of location of the Reed and Gibbons claims were recorded on April 16, 1947. Certified copies of the
'certificates of location submitted by the appellants show that the
certificates of location were recorded on April 16, 1947, and the
certificates state that the claims were located on March 18, 1947. If
the appellants are now basing their claims upon locations made- prior
to March 18; 1947, they will have to file a new application for patent.
Obviously they cannot file an application for patent based on 1947
locations an& then switch to earlier lcations when the 1947 locations
are declared invalid because of a legal disability.
The Department has consistently held that mining claims could not
be located on lands covered by an outstanding oil and gas lease or
permit or allowable: application for a noncompetitive lease.; Joseph
Oil and-ga. application Carson City 02i879 was filed on January 26, 1944, and a 5-year
-noncompetitive lease was issued pursuant to the application effective as of October 1, 1944.
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E. AoClory et al., 50 L.D. 623, 626 (1924); Filtrol Co. v. Brittan and
Echart, 51 L.D. 649, 653 (1926) H. Leslie Parker et al., 54 I.D. 165,
173 (1933). The act of August 12, 1953 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp.
V, secs. 501-505), provided that mining claims located:subsequent to

July 31, 1939, and prior to January 1, 1953, on public domain lands
included in an oil and gas lease' or: application for lease could be
validated, provided the owner of the claim filed an amended notice
of location stating that the notice was filed pursuant to the provisions
of the act and for the purpose of obtaining the benefits thereof within
120 days after August 12, 1953. Failure to file an amended notice
under the act of August 12, 1953, has been held to result in a loss of

the benefits of 'the validation afforded by the act. Clear Gravel
Enterprises, Inc., 64 I.D. 210 (1957). The record does not show any
'compliance with the act of August 12, 1953, nor is compliance alleged
to have been made on behalf of the appellants.
Therefore, it must be held that inasmuch as their claims were
located at a time when the land included in the claims was embraced'
in an existing oil and gas lease issued under the Mineral Leasing
Act, the land was not open to mining location, and no attempt to
comply with the act of'August 12, 1953, having been made the application was properly rejected. Edith F. Allen, A-27455 (July 16,
1957); Clear Cravel Enterprises, Inc., supra; Daniel H. and Eula
Turnbaugh,Edith F. Allen, A-27475 (September 23, 1957). A locator
does not acquire any property right by virtue of his location if the
location is made on land not subject to appropriation.; See El Paso
Brick Co. v. Menight, 233 U.S. 250 (1914); Brown v. Gurney, 201
U.S. 184 (1906).
The appellants seek to avoid the effect of this ruling by asserting

that the oil and gas lease itself was void because at the time it was
issued there were in existence prior valid mining claims for the same
land. They contend that these prior mining claims segregated the
lands in issue 'from oil and gas'leasing.
However, the Department has long held that the possible existence
of a mining claim. for which. no patent application has been filed

does not prevent it from issuing an oil and gas lease because:
** * The mining claimants had not applied for a patent to 'their claim, and
at the time of the issuance of the lease, the tract books of the General Land
Office [now Bureau of Land Management] showed the land to be free from
adverse claims and to be subject to lease. The issuance of the lease was
therefore regular and the lease is prima facie valid * * * Ohio Oil Company
et al. . W. F. IKissinger et al., 58 I.A. 753, 758 (1944).

'Union Oil Company'of Californiaet'at., 65I.D. 245, 252-253 (1958).
If uthe
t ' prior mining claim is later proved valid, then the oil and
gas lease must be canceled. Marin F. Jensen et al., 63 I.D- 71
i:~
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(1956).2 While the lease exists of record it segregates the land and
prevents any other person from initiating any rights to it. Joyce A.
Cabot et al. 63 I.D. 122 (1956), and cases cited. Therefore, at the
time the appellants made their location in 1947, the land was not
open to mineral location and they gained no rights by their locations.
The fact that the oil and gas lease later expires or is canceled does
not validate a. location made while the land was not open to mineral
entry. Aleas arid Jessie Boyle, A-27518 (Jan. 17, 1958); United
States v. United States Borae Co., 58 I.D. 426, 443-444 (1943, 1944);
Filtrol CO. v. Brittan and Echart, supra.
It therefore is apparent that the appellants must prove that valid
locations were made on, the lands applied for prior to the locations
in 1947 and that they are the present owners of those locations. It
should be noted that in the event the appellants desire to resubmit a
patent application based on the earlier locations, the issuance of the
oil and gas lease will be immaterial if the locations are proven to be
valid.
The appellants should be given the opportunity to resubmit a patent
application based upon the earlier entries discussed in their appeal to
the Secretary. With their new patent application they should also
submit whatever evidence they desire to prove the validity of those
locations. Action upon such application will be taken in accordance
with the regular procedure on applications for mineral patents.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised; 17
F.R. 6794), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, is affirmed.
EDMuND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
HOLBERT E. THOMPSON ET AL.

-A-27827

Decided Febuary19, 1959

Small Tract. Act: Renewal of Lease
An application for the renewal of a small tract lease is properly rejected
where the application is not filed within the time limits imposed by the
terms of the lease and the pertinent regulation of the Department in effect
when the lease was issued or on the form required by the regulation in
effect when the lease expired.
2 The Jensen case dealt only -with the consequences to the oil and gas lessee of the
demonstration that a valid mining-claim covered the land prior to the filing of the oil and
gas lease offer. .The, procedure for. resolving the conflict between a prior mining claim
and. an oil and gas lease is discussed in the Union: Ol Oo. case, supra, pp. 253-2,54.
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APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEXENT

1Holbert E. Thompson and -four other persons' have appealed to
the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director,
Bureau of Land Management, dated July 22, 1958, which affirmed
decisions of the manager of the Los Angeles, California land office,
rejecting their applications for renewal of their small tract leases.
The applications for renewal were rejected on the ground that they
were not filed prior to the expiration of the leases.
All of the leases involved were issued for a 3-year period on September 8, 1953, and, therefore, expired on September 7, 1956. The
leases provided that the lessee could apply for renewal of the lease,
"not more than 6 months nor less than 60 days prior to the expiration
thereof" and that if it was determined that a new lease should be
granted, he would be accorded a preference right to a new lease.
- On September 7, 1956, the day the leases were due to expire, a letter
was received by the land office from appellant H. E. Thompson, enclosing a check for the sum of $60, pictures of concrete slabs located
on the leased land, of himself and the other appellants, and a copy of
the contract for pouring the slabs. The letter listed the names of
the other appellants in this appeal and the serial numbers of their
leases, and a legal description of the lands in their individual leases.
The letter concluded with the statement: "We request permission to
extend our time limit one year in order to erect our homes." The.
letter appears to have been returned to the sender and was again, sent
back to the land office where it was received on September 24, 1956.2
On September 24, 1956, each appellant filed an application for renewal of his. lease on Form 4-7 75a. Thereafter, on September 26,
1956, the manager rejected the applications for renewal for the reason
that they were not filed until after the leases had expired.
The pertinent regulation of the Department in effect at the time
the appellants' leases were issued (43 CFR, 1953 Supp., 257.14(a))
and the terms of the leases provided that an application for renewal
"must" be filed not more than 6 months or less than 60 days prior
to the expiration of the lease. However, the regulation did not provide that any specific form of application for renewal must be utilized. On January 10, 1955, the small tract regulations were amended
and sec. 251.14 of the old regulations' became sec. 257.15 -(43 CFR,
i The names of the other appellants and 'the serial numbers of their expired leases are as
follows:
d
Howard J. Thompson-. -------___-__-__-_ Los Angeles 0101798
0101:801.
:
______-_-__-"-"
Johnson G. Dunn__ ___------_-Sam B. Benson -___
___ _
0103583
-0104373
Marshall.R. Dunn
2 The record indicates that the land office returned 'the letter together with application
forms (4-775a) for use in applying for renewal of the leases.
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1954 Rev., 257.15 (Supp.); 20 F.R. 366).
tion provides that:
:

The amended regula-

(a) An application for renewal of a lease must be filed on Form
4-775 (a) * * * prior to the expiration of the lease.

In Gilbert V. Levin, 64 .D. 1 (1957), the Department held that
where a small tract lease provides that it is issued subject to regulations issued pursuant to a statute, in the absence of any other provision or indication to the contrary, the lease will be construed to
incorporate only the-regulations existing at, the time the lease was
issued and, not any future amendments of the regulations which
impose an additional obligation or burden upon the lessee. In Henry
Offe, 64 I.D. 52 (1957), it was held that where changes in a regulation
relieve a lessee of obligations or extend to him a benefit and are not
detrimental to the United States, such a benefit may be extended to
a lessee even though his lease did not incorporate future regulations.
Applying the principle announced in the Levin case, the Department held in the case of Ralph Louis Walker, A-27425 (May 7,
1957), that where, as in this case, the regulation in effect when the
lease was issued did not provide that any specific form of application for renewal must be used, a simple letter from the lessee inquiring if he might be granted a renewal of his lease would be considered
a sufficient application for renewal. In the Walker case, the application for renewal was filed within the time limits specified by the
regulation in effect when the lease was issued, namely, not more than
6 months nor less than 60 days prior to expiration of the lease. Thus
the case was not concerned with the question of compliance with the
amended regulation in effect when the lease terminated.
In the Offe case, where the lessee failed to comply with the regulation in effect when his lease was issued by not applying for a renewal
more than 60 days prior to the expiration date of his lease, the
Department said that in order to take advantage of the amended
regulation he must meet the requirements of that regulation.
On the basis of the Departient's decisions in the, Levin and the
Walker cases it would appear that, from the standpoint of form
alone, the appellants' request for renewal in. the form of the letter
received on September 7, 1956, would have been proper and the appellants would not have had to file an application on Form 4-775 (a)
inasmuch'as the use of that form constituted an added requirement
not imposed by the regulation in effect at the time the leases were
issued. However, the letter sent by appellant Holbert E. Thompson.
was not received until September 7, 1956, the day the leases were
due to expire, and was therefore not in compliance with the' regula'ion in effect when the leases were issued and the terms of their leases
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inasmuch as the application for extension was not filed 60 days or
more prior to the expiration of the leases.
In order to make the letter timely, it would be necessary to consider it-as an application for renewal under the amended regulation, which permits 'filing at any time prior to the expiration of the
leases. But the letter' was deficient .under the amended regulation
because that regulation 'requires renewal applications to be on a specified form. -When the appellants submitted their applications on the
proper form, their leases' had already expired. Therefore, the ap7
pellants' applications for renewal were deficient under either; the
regulation in effect when their leases were issued or under the amended
regulation in effect when their leases expired.
In view of the fact that the applications for renewal must be rejected for this reason, it is unnecessary to decide whether or not the
request for renewal filed by H. E. Thompson should be considered
as an application for the benefit of all the lessees named therein, or
only for his own benefit.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R. 6794), the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FTZ
Deputy S o licitor.

THE CALIFORNIA COMPANY
A-27571

Decided February 0, 1959:

Oil and Gas Leases: Royalties
In making settlement for the gas royalty due to the: United States under an
oil and gas lease, a lessee may not deduct from the price it receives for the
gas sold in the field the cost of transporting the gas from one point in the
field to the point of delivery under the sales contract nor may it deduct
the ost of compressing and dehydrating the gas to meet the requirements
of the sales contract.
APPEAL

ROM THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

This is an appeal to' the Secretary of the Interior by The Calif ornia Company from a decision of the Acting Director, Geological Survey, dated September 27, 1957, affirming the action of the Oil and
Gas Supervisor, Gulf Coast Region, in calling upon the company to
pay additional amounts for royalty due to the United States on gas
produced and sold from four oil and gas leases, all of which are committed to the Romere Pass Unit Agreement.
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-TheActing Director held that since -the beginning of ga's sales: from
the unit the United States has received approximately $34,000 less
in: royalties under these eases' than it would have received had the
royalty computations been properly made; that the company should
have made its payments oil the basis of the price for 'which the gas
was sold in the field; and that under the decision in The Tecas Corn*any
64 I.iD. 76 (1957), deductions in any amount for the gathering,
compressing, and dehydration of the gas cannot be allowed.'
The company contends that neither the leases nor the regulations
applicable thereto support the disallowance of these deductions. It
contends that its obligation is to pay royalty to the United States on
the net value of the gas and that the deductions made were for something other than production costs. Presumably, it feels that these deductions are in the nature of charges for either'processing or marketing the gas, neither of which, it contends, it is required to bear.
The leases in question (BLM-FW 013006, 013045, 013046, and
013047) were issued as of March 1, 1949, under the authority of the
Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec.
351 et seq.). They are subject to the oil and gas operating regulations set forth in 30 CFR, Part 221.
Each lease requires the payment of 121/2 percent royalty on the production removed or sold from the leased lands and provides (Schedule "A"):'

-In determining the amount or value of gas. and. liquid products produced, the
amount or value shall be net after an allowance for the cost of manufacture.
Theallowance for cost of manufacture may exceed two-thirds of the amount
or value of any product only on approval by the Secretary of the Interior.

The regulations require the payment of royalty on gas of all kinds
(30 CFR 221.44, 221.50). In computing the royalty on liquid hydrocarbon substances extracted from the gas an allowance for the cost of
extracting those substances, designated in the regulations (30 CFR
221.51) as an allowance for.the cost of manufacture, is granted. In
computing the royalty on the value of production, due consideration
is to be given to certain factors but
Under no circumstances shall the value of production of any of said substances
for the purposes of computing royalty be deemed to be less than the gross proceeds accruing to the lessee from the sale thereof or less than the value computed on such reasonable unit value as shall have been determined by the Secretary. In the absence of good reason to the contrary, value computed on the
basis of the- highest price per barrel, thousand cubic feet, or gallon paid or offered at the time of production in a fair and open market for the major portion
rPor a breakdown of the charges which the company deducts before it computes the
royalty due to the United States see page 4 of the Acting Director's decision.
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of like-quality oil, gas, or other products produced and sold from the field or
area where the leased lands are situated will be considered to be a reasonable
value. (0 CFR 221.47; italics added.)

As we understand the present appeal, no contention is made that
any of the gas is "manufactured" as; that term is used in the regulations. The product involved is gas which'is sold for 12 cents per 1,000
cubic feet, after it has been gathered to the point of delivery in the
field designated in the sales contract and after so much thereof as requires it has been dehydrated and Compressed to a condition suitable
to enter the buyer's line. Whether these functions be called processing or marketing functions, they are certainly not "manufacturing"
functions as that term is used in the leases and the oil and; gas operate
ing regulations. They are, in the opinion of the Department and
under The Texas Company decision, functions necessary to place the
product-gas-in a marketable condition. They are obligations of
the lessee.
While the leases involved in this appeal differ in language in some
iespects from the lease involved in The Texas Company case, 2 the
leases in each instance impose the requirement that royalty shall be
paid on the amount or value of all production from the leased
lands. The provision in the present leases that the amount or value
of gas shall-be "net" after an allowance for the cost of manufacture
cannot be read, as the appellant contends, to provide for the deduction of costs other than those of manufacture. The appellant is
attempting to read the provision as if, in the absence of any cost of
manufacture, the cost of placing the production in a marketable
condition for sale in the field is deductible. Such is not the mean
ing of the above-quoted provision of the leases involved in this appeal. The interpretation placed on the leases by the Acting Director, Geological Survey, is consistent- with the established policy of
the Department and nothing in the letter of Acting Secretary West,
dated June 7, 1937, upon which the appellant places such reliance,
is to the contrary.
In the circumstances, and after a full consideration of the appellant's brief on appeal, it must be concluded that the decision of the
Acting Director, Geological Survey, is a correct decision and that the
deductions which the appellant has made for the cost of gathering,
compressing, and dehydrating gas sold from these leases have been

improper,
'Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised;
a The lease involved n that decision provides that royalty is to be paid on the amount
of all production from the leased land at a designated percentage "of the amount or value
of .the gas and liquid products produced, said amount or value of such liquid products to
be net after an allowance for the cost of manufacture * * 8
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17 F.R. 6794), the decision of the Acting Director of the Geological
Survey is affirmed.;
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

AUTHORITY TO LEASE UNASSIGNED LANDS OP THE COLORADO
RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION
Indian Tribes: Reservations
The statute setting apart the Colorado River Indian Reservation for "the
Indians of said river and its tributaries" constitutes a continuing offer to
the Indians of the class mentioned and may be accepted by them until
withdrawn.

Indian Lands: Leases and Permits: Generally
The general long-term leasing act (25 U.S.C. sec. 415), which authorizes the
leasing of tribal lands by the Indian owners, is inapplicable to the unassigned lands of the Colorado River Indian Reservation until the beneficial
ownership in such lands has been determined.

X-36557

FEBRUARY

24, 1959.

To TH1E SECRETARY OF THE INTERIR.

You have 'requested an opinion on the authority of the Secretary
of the nterior to approve a proposed agricultural development lease
executed by the chairman of the tribal council of the Colorado River
Indian Tribes, as lessor, and Ucan Development Company, a Utah
corporation, as lessee, for approximately 83,000 acres of unassigned
lands of the Colorado River Indian Reservation. The approval is
sought under the authority of the long-term leasing act of August
9, 1955, (69 Stat. 539; 25 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 415).
The Colorado River Indian Reservation was established by the
act of March 3, 1865 (13 Stat. 559), which act provided that the land
thus reserved was set apart for "the Indians of said river and its
tributaries." The Mohaves and Chimehuevis were the only tribes
to take advantage of the reservation as permanent settlers, and these
Indians,- pursuant to the Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934
(48 Stat. 984), organized as the Colorado River Indian Tribes and
adopted a constitution and bylaws which was approved by the Department of the Interior on August 13, 1937.
The Colorado River Tribal Council on February 3, 1945, adopted
Ordinance No. 5, which was approved by an Assistant Secretary of
the Interior on March 9, 1945. By this ordinance the "Northern
Reserve" of the reservation was reserved for the use of members of
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the Colorado River Indian Tribes and the "Southern Reserve" was
reserved "for the use of the Indians of the Colorado River tributaries
for whom present tribal land and water resources are inadequate to
support their present Indian population," and for returned soldiers
of the tribes named. The ordinance provided for the adoption of
Indian colonists into the Colorado River Indian Tribes. The ordinance further provided that in consideration of the. setting aside
of the Southern Reserve for.. settlement by .other Indians, not less
than 15,000 acres of the Northern Reserve would be subjugated and
supplied with adequate irrigation and drainage facilities for use by
members of the original Colorado River Tribes, the cost. of such
development to be borne by the United States. Subsequently, Ordinance No. 5 was referred to the tribal membership pursuant to article
IX of the tribal constitution which provided that such a referendum
vote could veto any ordinance passed by the tribal council.. The
ordinance was rejected by the tribal membership. However, the
ordinance was construed to be contractual in nature, and hence not
subject to the referendum provision of the tribal constitution.'
The Ucan Development Company, through its attorney Hugh B.
Brown, has submitted a memorandum brief in support of the legality
of the proposed lease. The memorandum brief recites an historical
account of the Colorado River Indian Reservation and the Indians
of the Colorado River. It is contended therein that any attempt to
create a reservation for the benefit of all Indians of. the Colorado
River and its tributaries has been abandoned, and the offer to such
Indians has been withdrawn by negative implication.- It is further
contended that the question of the beneficial ownership of the lands
of the reservation has been resolved, and that the Indians upon the
reservation (Colorado River Indian Tribes) are the beneficial owners,
which views they contend, are supported by the opinions of former
Solicitor Margold, 2 and by the approval of, the tribal constitution
without requiring a provision therein permitting other Indians to
settle or colonize on the reservation. It is further contended that the
offer to the Indians of the Colorado River and its tributaries to settle upon the reservation was to aertain group of specific and identifiable Indians which Congress had in mind, being only-those Indians
with whom- Colonel Charles D. Poston held council at La Paz,
Arizona, in 1864, and that those Indians ,were required. to accept the
offer within a reasonable time if they were to benefit thereby. It
is also contended-that the 1865 act did not create any vested rights
1 Memorandum

of Solicitor White to the Secretary, dated February 26, 1952..
Solicitor Margold's memoranda for the Assistant Commissioner, dated September 15;
1936; to the ommissioner-of. Indian Affairs, dated November 24, 19S6, and October 29,
1938.;
2
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in any Indians until they moved into the reservation with an intent
to remain there, but that the act was merely an offer on the part of
Congress to certain, specific and ascertained Indians, which had to
be accepted by them before they could establish any rights. It is
further contended in the brief that Ordinance No. 5, adopted by the
Colorado River Indian Tribes, is unconstitutional as it violates Article
VI(c) of the tribal constitution. The brief points to the duty of
the United.States as trustee to keep the property in safe condition
and protect it from loss or adverse claim and to make the property
productive, suggesting in this connection that a.portion of the receipts from a lease might be held in trust pending any determination
of ownership rights adversely to the Colorado River Indian Tribes,
and that part of the land developed under' the lease could be held
in trust for possible colonization by other Indians until it is determined whether or not such other- Indians have any right to such land.
While the September 15, 1936, opinion of former Solicitor Margold
holds that it has been determined to which Indians the reservation
belongs, we must give consideration also to the opinion of former
Solicitor Davis.3 The Davis opinion exresses in substance that
there was never a withdrawal of the offer expressed by the 1865 act
creating the reservation; that where the offer has been..kept open even
after all tribes affected had obtained separate reservations in one
form or another, there is serious doubt that Congress intended them
to be foreclosed fromii ever occupying the Colorado, River Reservation;
and that the question, of ownership of the unallotted lands of the
Coloradio River Reservation is unsettled. The Davis opinion points
out that Congress has by the Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act of 1950
certainly indicated its intent to- carry out a policy of relocation of
Navajo and Hopi Indians upon the Colorado River Reservation
Solicitor Davis also pointed to the fact that the question of ownership
by the -Colorado River Indian Tribes is very definitely in litigation
in Docket No. 283, in the Indian Claims Commission [vol. 6, pp. 86,
666], and Docket No. 424-52 in the Court of Claims [ColoradoRiver
Indian Tribes et al. v. U.S.] both involving claims filed by the Colorado River Indian Tribes arising out of the colonization of other
Indians on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. In these cases
the Departmelt .of Justice takes the position that the Colorado River
Reservation was created for the benefit of a class of Indians,- and
that the purpose has never been abandoned."
The long-term leasing act of August 9, 1955, spra, specifically
provides that long-term leases for certain purposes of any restricted
Solicitor Davis' memorandum to the Assistant Secretary, M-36200, dated February

12, 1954.

'

'

-
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Indian lands, whether tribally or individually owned, may be made
by the Indian owners, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior. Recognizing that the beneficial ownership of the lands of
the Colorado River Reservation is uncertain, and that ownership was
a requisite under the 1955 act, Congress passed the act of August
14, 1955 (69 Stat. 725), which 'authorized the Secretary of the Interior, for a period of 2 years, to lease the unassigned lands of the
Colorado River Reservation under the same conditions as are provided in the act of August 9, 1955, except that specific provisions
were made for the disposition of rental until- such time as the beneficial ownership is determined. Further evidence of the recognition
by Congress of the uncertainty of the beneficial ownership of the reservation is shown in section 2 of the act of August 14, 1955, which states
that "Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed as recognizing
any ownership in the Colorado River Indian Tribes or any other Indians or group of Indians * *." It was clearly the intent of Congress
to provide specific authority to lease the lands of this particular reservation which was not contained in the general act of August 9, 1955,
swjpra. The fact that these acts were approved 5 days apart indicates
that they were considered simultaneously by Congress, and it was not
intended that the long-term leasing act should apply to the lands of the
Colorado River Indian Reservation until the beneficial ownership becomes known. The Appropriation Act of August 28, 1957 (1 Stat.
433-434), provided for the expenditure of funds received .from leases
on lands on the Colorado River Reservation (southern and northern
reserves) for the benefit of the Colorado River Indian' Tribes and
their members during the current fiscal year or until beneficial
ownership of the lands has been determined, if such determination
is made during the current fiscal year. Although the authority to
lease provided in the act of August 14, 1955, expired on August 14,
1957, Congress, by the act of August 28, 1957, again recognized that
the beneficial ownership of the lands remained undetermined.
We are in agreement with former Solicitor Davis that the offer
to the Indians "of the river and its-tributaries" to settle upon the
reservation is a continuing offer which may be accepted at any time
until it is withdrawn. Though we may consider, arguendo, that a
long lapse of time or other implication would indicate that the offer
has been abandoned, we need only to look to the Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act of 1950 (64 Stat. 44-47), which indicates the intention of Congress to keep open the offer which has never been'
rescinded.
The contentions of the Ucan Development Company concerning
the unconstitutionality of Ordinance No. need but scant attention.
Those contentions appear to rest upon the assumption that Ordinance
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No. 5 itself constitutes the basis for uncertainty as to the beneficial
ownership of the reservation. Without undertaking here to express
an opinion on the question whether the ordinance violates the tribes'
constitution it will suffice to observe that whatever uncertainty exists
with respect to the identity of the beneficial owner of the reservation
stems from matters other than Ordinance No. 5.
Treaties with the Indians, as well as acts of Congress, have specified how trust obligations to the Indians concerned are to be fulfilled.
Being confronted with a specific leasing authorization enacted by
the Congress shortly after general leasing provisions were approved
by that body, it is incumbent upon the Secretary to look to the
specialt leasing provisions when dealing with the particular lands

embraced within that special statute.

Until .the provisions of the

special leasing act, now expired, are in effect reinstated by further
legislation, or the beneficial ownership of the reservation judicially
determined, it is our opinion that no leasing authority exists concerning the unassigned lands on the Colorado River Indian Reservation. Moreover, the present suggestion that a lease nevertheless be
executed and the proceeds held for'such Indians as may be colonized
upon the reservation cannot be followed, since basically a power to
collect proceeds must be predicated upon a valid lease, which cannot
be consummated at this time, and for the likewise impelling and
practical reason that there is no way of determining what portion
should be held in trust.
GEORGE W. ABBOTT,
V

SOUTHERN

A-27851

0

:
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0

0
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~~~~~~~~~Solicitor.

ALIFORNIA PETROLEUM CORPORATION
Decided February 25, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to-Private. Exchanges:, Generally
Lands the title to: which has been conveyed to the United States pursuant to a private exchange authorized: by section 8 of the Taylor
Grazing Act do not become available for offers to lease: for oil and gas
simply upon the acceptance of title on behalf of the United States, but
only, when: an order is issued opening them to such disposition.
APPEAL FROM- THE BUREAU OF LAND, MANAGEMENT

,

Southern California Petroleum Corporation has appealed to the
Secretary of the Interior from a decisiQn dated August 6, 1958, of
the Director' of the Bureau of Land Management which affirmed the
rejection by the manager of the Salt Lake land office of two noncom-
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petitive offers to lease for oil and gas filed by it pursuant to section
17 -of the MineraI Le asing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
Supp. V, sec. 226).The offers, designated Utah 021502 and 021508, were filed on February 6, 1957, and covered three small tracts of land in San Juan
County, Utah, which were reconveyed to the United States in private
exchanges, Salt Lake 062962 and Salt Lake 065160, effected under
section 8(b) of the Taylor Grazing Act, as- amended (43 U.S.C.,
1952 ed., sec. 315g (b), (d)). Title to the lands was accepted by the
Director in decisions dated August 29, 1947, and October 25, 1949,
each of which stated:
The land acquired by the United States in this exchange shall immediately
become subject to administration for grazing use but will not become subject
to appropriation under the public land laws until an order authorizing such
appropriation has been issued.by this Bureau.

It appears that the land office records concerning these lands state"Reconveyed to the U.S. under the provisions of Sec. 8 of the Act of
July 28, 1934 (48 Stat., 1269) as amended * * * Not subject to appropriation until authorized by B.L.M."
The Director held the offers must be rejected because the lands, not
having been restored to entry and disposition under the public land
laws prior to the filing of the lease offers, are segregated from appropriation under the public land laws until a formal restoration
order is published in the Federal Register. He also stated that, when
restored, the lands would be subject to the preference rights accorded
to veterans by the act of September 27, 1944, as amended (43 U.S.C.,
1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 282).
The appellant contends that the lands involved became subject to
disposition for oil and gas purposes upon the acceptance of title by
the United States; that publication in the Federal Register is not
necessary to open lands conveyed to the United States in a private
exchange to entry under nonpreference right filings; and that the
preference provisions of the act of Sptember 27, 1944 (supra), do not
apply to offers to lease for oil and, gas.
Section 8(d) of the Taylor Grazing Act (supra) provides* * * lands conveyed to the United States under this Act shall, upon acceptance of title, become public lands, and if located within the exterior boundaries
of a grazing district they shall become a part of the district within the bound-

aries of which they are located * * *.

This provision, however, does not make such lands immediately
ssubjeet to disposition under-the laws relating to public lands. In discussing a similar situation arising out of a release by a railroad of all
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-further claims to public lands under its grant, the Department
stated:
The intention and the effect of the release were of course to free from any
company claim all the United States lands that had been subject thereto.
Upon the Secretary's approval of the instrument the two withdrawals mentioned
above as made for the road were in effect lifted and the lands, released from
all claims, immediately regained the status of vacant, unappropriated, public
lands. But this restoration of the tracts to the public domain did not eo instanti make them- subject to classification and disposal under section 7 of the
Taylor Grazing Act as some might suppose.
The simple fact that lands belong to the United States and make .part of
the public domain does not of itself make them subject to disposal and private
acquisition. Something more is required. It is true that according to- the Supreme Court 3 the words "public lands" are habitually used in our legislation to
describe such lands as are subject to sale or other disposal under general laws;
and that ordinary thinking gives only this narrow, technical sense to the
term. But it is not to be overlooked that the Supreme Court has also said
that before lands federally owned become subject to private appropriation there
must be an indication by the United States- that the lands are held for such
4
dispodal.
This latter statement, made in 1898, epitomized land department views and
practice, in particular as to "restored" lands. Through the years, the Office
and the Department have had frequent occasion to consider the status of restored lands,-lands once segregated by various kinds of adverse claims or
appropriations, even- those of patent, and restored to the United States by
congressional act, by) court decision, by -individual relinquishment, by land office cancellation or by revocation of some withdrawal, Executive or departmental.- In a long line of. decisions in such cases, the Department has held
that although restored lands become part of the public domain immediately,
it remains for the Department and for it alone in the absence of congressional
direction to give -the "indication" spoken of by the court and to determine
when-and how such lands shall be opened for disposal.5 (arl Crtcelouis Hall, 58
LI.D. 557, 559-560 (1943).)
Newhal v. Sanger, 92 U.S. 761.
4 Oklahoma v. Temras, 258 U.S. 574, 600.
Olson v. Traver, 26 L.D. 350, 354, 855 (March 10, 1898); Smith v. Malone, 18 L.D.
482, 483, and the Omaha Railway cases therein cited; Charles H. Moore, 27 LD. 481, 493;
State of Utah, 53 ID. 365, 867; Asst. Attorney General's Opinion of September 14, 1904,

33 L.D. 236.

In a recent case the Department has applied the same rule to lands
conveyed to the United States in; private exchanges under section
8(b) of the Taylor Grazing Act, holding-

-

The land involved in this appeal was conveyed to the United States under an
exchange of lands made pursuant to section 8(b) of the Taylor Grazing Act,
as amended, supra. The decision of the Bureau of Land Management accepting title to this land provided that "the land acquired by the United States in
'1To the same effect: California and Oregon Land Co. v. Hnlen and Hunnicutt, 46 L.D.

5i5 (1917) ; Lewis G. Morton (On Rehearing), 48 L.D. 507 (1921) ; Ben McLendon, 49
L.D. 548, 560 (1923).
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exchange shall immediately become subject to administration for grazing use
but will not become subject to appropriation under the public land laws until an
order authorizing such appropriation has been issued by this Bureau." Under
that decision, the land was subject to administration for grazing use only. It
was not subject to application for other uses under the public land laws. Before the land could become subject to such application, a subsequent order was
needed. The order of January 11, 1954, was for this purpose. (Rachael S.
Preston, 63 I.D. 40, 43 (1956).)

Since there have been no orders opening the tracts for which the
appellant has applied to other disposition, they are not open to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act.;
An offer filed for lands which are not available for leasing must be
rejected. Keil J. Scharf, 60 I.D. 240 (1948); Noel Teusoher et al.,
62 I.D. 210, 214 (1955).
Therefore for this reason alone it was proper to reject the appellant's offers.
It follows that it is unnecessary to consider the appellant's arguments that the lands can be opened to oil and gas leasing without the
publication of an order in the Federal Register pursuant to sections
5 and 7, Federal Register Act (44 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 305;
44 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 307). (But seeD. K. Edwards et al. v. Albert
G. Brookban et al., A-25960 (April 3, 1951).)
Similarly, the appellant's contentions concerning the inapplicability of the veterans' preference provisions of the act of September 27,
1944 (supra) , are no longer material.
There remains its argument that the Director's decision opening
the land only for grazing use is, in effect, a withdrawal of land from
other disposition and that the Director has no authority to make such
a withdrawal. As I have stated above, the lands applied for did not
become available for disposition under the public land laws merely
because the Director accepted title to them. Aseparate order, which
has never been issued, is necessary to accomplish that end. Thus, the
Director has not withdrawn the land applied for from leasing under
the Mineral Leasing Act because it has never been opened to such
disposition. Consequently, it is not necessary, to consider whether
the Director improperly withdrew the land.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, 'order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R. 6794), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management is affirmed.
EDmGND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
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ART

HV. ELLERI:

DecidedMarch 9,1959

A-27833

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Base Property (Land): Dependency by
Use-Administrative Practice
Where there has, been no adjudication of commensurability of base property
duringthe priority period and the earliest commensurability report in the
official grazing files' was not based on a dependent property survey, the commensurability rating of the base during the priority period will not be
conclusively presumed to be that shown by the earliest commensurability.
report if there is other evidence in the record inconsistent with that report
and the applicant whose grazing privileges are. affected thereby requests an:
opportunity to submit evidence on the question.

Words and Phrases
qommenusmrability.

"Commensurability," as used in connection with the Fed-

eral Range Code, refers to the number of livestock which can be properly
supported for a designated period of time from the forage and feed produced
on dependent base property.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Mrs. Arthur V. Heller, successor in interest to Arthur V. Heller,
deceased, has taken an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of July 17, 1958, by the Acting Director of the Bureau of
Land Management involving the appellant's grazing privileges on the

range in Nevada Grazing District No. 3 (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 315k) .
In a decision of February 2, 1954, on an appeal from the district
range manager's award of grazing privileges to the appellant in 1952
and 1953, the examiner found that

the appellant owns or controls base

property which in 1935 was impressed with a class
or more cattle and that

1

priority for

1,000

the appellant's property would have a priority

of 8,000' or more AUWS (that

is, dependency by use for 1,000 cattle for

the 8-month period of use of the Federal range in this grazing district)
if no consideration were'given to commensurability.
Bureau had indicated that
basiswas not in

issue in that

the commensurability

However, as the
of the appellant's

proceeding, the examiner remanded the

case for a determination of the present commensurability of the appellant's base property and the issuance of a license for grazing privileges not in excess of what that commensurability would support.
In

a decision.-of March 15, 1955, the range manager allowed the

appellant class 1 grazing privileges to the extent of 4,913 ArM's and
an additional 3,549 AM'S which were classified as temporary.;
decision stated .that

The;

the unclassified use was temporarily granted for

1 year.for the purpose of allowing an operational readjustment period

502458-59-1
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in which to reduce the livestock numbers in accordance with the class
1 demand. For many years before 1955, the class 1 grazing privileges
allowed to the appellant exceeded the amount permitted by the decision
of March 15, 1955, and the appellant appealed from this decision. A
hearing on the appeal was held before an examiner on.February 26.,
1957, at Carson City, Nevada.
The issue at the hearing was the present commensurability of the
appellant's base.1 Counsel for the Bureau contended that commensurability affecting the appellant's class 1 range privileges,.was
properly determined by the Bureau on the basis of dependent property
surveys made- in 1952, 1953, and 1954 (Tr. 12-14). A dependent
property summary dated January i9,1939, was the first official report
rtelating' to thproductivity of appellant's base and showed a commensurability rating of 3,248 class 1 qualified AIm's (Tr. 70-72,
Bureau Ex. 5). This report was based on production figures contanedain'an application of April 18, 1935, filed by persons who then
owned the property (Tr. 72). The first official field survey made of
the Heller base property was prepared in 1952 and the commensurability of the base was rated at 2,150 AuT's (Tr. 72, Bureau Ex. 6).
Additional surveys M ade in 1953 and 1954 showed- total 6ommensurability ratings of 2,607.and approximately 2,241 AUM's respectively
(Tr. 73, 74, 81-83, Bureau Exs. 7, 8). At the time of the hearing, and
on the basis of the 1953 -and 1954 surveys, the Bureai rated the appellant's class 1 lands at 2,468 AUM' or 617 cattle -for 4 months, with
a class 1 Federal. range demand of 4,936 Atm's (Tr. 83).
. A number of persons, who were closely connected with livestock
operations on the base roperty, including the foreman of the ranch
from 1938 to the time of the hearing and Heller's former partner who
jointly owned and operated the base from 1937 to 1945, testified at the
hearing for the appellant regarding the livestock supported on the-base,
over a period of 20 years. According -to these witnesses,; approximately 1,200. head of cattle (with the exception of a short time after
1945) were cared for ordinarily from the forage and feed resources
of the base during the period when they were not permitted tot use
the range (Tr. 24-34, 37, 39, 4445,61-63). No hay or other-supplementary forage was purchased for. feeding the livestock until 1952
when the appellant was,forced to purchase supplementary feed because
of a severe and lengthy winter and additional hay was.purchased in
iTranscript of hearing on February 26, 1957, at Carson City, Nevada, on Arthur V.
Hleller's appeal from a decision of March 15, 1955, by the range manager, Nevada Grazing
District No. 3, p. 12. Page numbers hereafter will refer to this transcriptntmnl:e(s.otherwise
indicated.
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1953 and 1954 as a result of the extreme drought in the area during
those years (Tr. 21-67). The appellant's stock were always well fed
from the feed available from the base property and authorized use
on the range, the range which the appellant used was not overgrazed,
and the appellant did not use the range for a longer period of time
than was authorized (Tr. 38,47-48; 4-56,63).
-There was testimony for the appellant that the base property was
in good condition during the priority years and also during' the years
between 1937 and 1944, that during the war years, the condition of
the property deteriorated and that productivity decreased gieatly
during the drought years (Tr. 50, 57). Witnesses for the appellant
also testified that at the time of the heahing,'the productivity of
the base property had increased greatly since 1954, and that the
property was in good condition as a result of a well having been drilled
and sprinkling and; irrigating systems installed (Tr. 49, 51-54, 58, 62,
64, 67).
By decision of August 14, 1957, the examiner held that the appellant
was not entitled to an. award of grazing privileges for more livestock than the forage production of'his class 1 base property is'able
to support each year for 4 months' the'minimum period of time 'when
livestock must be supported ol base' property in- Nevada Grazing
District No. 3, and that the weight of the credible evidence at the
hearing supported the finding that during 1954'the appellant's base
property produced 2,241 animal-unit months 'of feed, sufficient to
support 560'animal units during the 4-month period when: they'are
required to be off the Federal range. As the' appellant's total license
for 1955 permitted greater use of the range than was authorized by
the code the examiner dismissed the appeal. The examiner also
held that a reduction in the productive capacity of the base property
below that .required,by the range code for year does not result in' a
loss of the dependency by use or class 1 qualifications of the base
property.
The Acting Director's decision affirmed the dismissal of .the appeal
as the 1955 grazing.season had passed, and gave special instructions
for future ,determinations of the appellant's grazing privileges.
The instant proceeding is an appeal from portions of the special
instructions. Several provisions of the range code require consideration in answering the question raised on this appeal.
The extent of class l grazing privileges on the Federal. range to
which applicants are entitled is-limited by the priority or the dependency by'use of base property and by the commensurability of the base
property, and class 1 grazing privileges may' not exceed the lesser
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of these two factors (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 161.2 (k) (3) (upp.) ) .2 It
has already been mentioned that the hearing examiner s decision of
February 2, 1954, which established the, priority. of the appellant's
base property, remanded the case to the manager for the determination
of present commensurability. The decision suggested that the appellant's base probably lacked commensurability to support class 1
privileges to the extent of the priority of the base. To range
manager's decision .of March 15, 1955, which limited the class 1 privileges to' which the appellant's base was entitled, was an adjudication
of those privileges as limited by the commensurability ratings shown
by the 1953 and 1954 dependent property surveys.;
The term "commensurability," used in connection with the range
code, refers to the number of livestock which can be properly supported
for a designated period of time from the forage and feed produced
on dependent base property. Livestock which are authorized to use
the range must be supported for a period of time each year by forage
and feed produced on the base property (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 161.2
(k) (3) (ii), 161.4 (Supp.) ),.and base property is said to be commensurate for a license or permit for a certain number of livestock if the
property provides a sufficient amount of forage to properly support
that number of livestock during the minimum period when the public
range. may not be used for grazing the livestock. The commensurability of base property changes with variations in rainfall and other
weather conditions, in the iprevalence of plant disease, insects, pests,
and in the numerous circumstances which influence plant growth. Because the commensurability of base property may limit the maximum
amount of class 1 grazing privileges which the property will support
and because the range code provides, in effect, that class 1 privileges
may be lost if commensurability of the base property is not maintained
When this appeal was taken, 43 CFR, 1954 Rev..,

relevant part that:.

1.2(k) (3) (Supp.) proided in.

"The extent to which grazIng licenses or permits will be granted on the-basis of dependency by use of land, shall be governed by the following:
"(i) It shall not exceed the average annual amount of forage customarily and
properly utilized by the livestock operation computed on the basis of any two
consecutive years or any three years in which use was actually made during the
priority period, whichever is more favorable to the applicant, on that part of
the public land which, at the time of the issuance of the license or permit, is
Federal range.
"(ii) It shall not exceed the amount of forage needed for the proper.support
of the number .of livestock creating such dependency by use which is available
on the base property during the minimum period established under 161.4.
"The grazing privileges which may be granted hereunder shall not exceed the
amounts determined under subdivision i) or (ii) of this subparagraph, whichever.js the lesser. Where the base property provides forage in excess of that;
necessary for the, proper support of the number of livestock used n creating the
*:dependency by use (Class: I) the base property, to the extent of such excess forage
capacity, may be treated as dependent by location-; (Class II) is so 9ualied."
A number of provisions i the Federal Range Code, including 161.2 (k)i(l) and
(k)(3)(ii), were amended on January 9, 1959 (24 F.R. 362, 368). The amended provisions may affect future determinations of the grazing privileges to which the appellant
is entitled.
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(43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 161.6(e) (1) and (12) -(Supp.)), it is evident that
an actual or implicit determination of commensurability during the
priority period is contemplated'by 161.2(k)-(3) (ii) in the code (footnote 2). Otherwise there is no Way of testing whether commensurability is being maintained over a period of time, as loss of comnensurability 'may be measured only by comparison with a basic figure.
Thus, although the range code has only recently expressly so provided,
commensurability which may set a maximum limit on class 1 privileges
is determined in the first instance on the basis of the priority period

(see JosepA F. Livingston et Z., 56 I.D. 305 (1938); Williarn Sellas
etal.,A-25698 (June15,1950).)3
The examiner's decision of August 14, 1957, supported the Bureau's
determination of the commensurability' of the appellant's base during
1953 and 1954, but held that class 1 qualifications of the base were not
affected by the loss of productivity for 1 year. The examiner made no
ruling as to the commensurability of this base during the priority
period or the maximum class 1 qualifications which this base would
support.
The Acting Director's decision referred to the fact that commensurability of the base in 1939 was shown to be 3,248 AUX's which would
support 812 cattle for 4 months. The decision 'then stated that if the
base property' was ommensurate for no more than the equivalent of
812 cattle during the priority period, that rating limits the extent of
the class 1 grazing privileges allowable to the property, for it is' the
lesser of the two factors which govern the extent of class 1 qualifications, and, in the absence of a showing that the property produced
more forage during the priority period than was shown in the 1939
survey, the total 'class 1 grazing privileges allowable to the base property amount to 6,496: Aum's of Federal forage, or forage for.812 cattle

for-a period of 8 months: The decision also held, in effect, that since
the lack of productivity of the appellant's base appears to have been
due chiefly to adverse weather conditions which would have warranted
granting a nonmuse license under the code' (43 CFR, 1954 Rev.,
'61.6(e) (9) (i) (Supp.)), the appellant should'be allowed two growing seasons to restore productivity, after which time licenses not to
s On January 9, 1959, 43 CFR 161.2(k) (3) (ii), spra, fn. 2, was amended to specifically
provide that the productivity of base property which may limit the extent of class 1 privileges refers to "- * the amount of forage needed for the number of livestock creating
such dependency by use that were cstomarily anrl properly ustained on the base property dsring the prioriy period and 0ontinite to Use sueh property to the same eMrteat * *
A memorandum of December 17, 1957, to the Secretary from the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management recommending the adoption of this and other amendments to the
range code states that the proposed rewording of 161.2(k() (ii) is necessary to eliminate
the conflict' otherwise existing between this; section and. section 161.2(k) (3) (l) (see
footnote )..
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exceed the present qualifications allowable to the property* mav be
issued.
On appeal, exception is taken to the implication in the Acting Director's decision that commensurability of the appellant's base during the
priority period is limited to 812 cattle for 8 months, shown by the
1939 survey,, and the propriety of that limitation is the primary question which needs to be determined in this decision.
The appellant requests the right to present evidence on the commensurability of the base property during the priority period, points
out that; a permit and licenses authorized use of the range for many
years by more than 1,000 head of livestock for 8 months each year, and
that the permit and licenses were administrative determinations that
commensurability during the priority period was sufficient to qualify
the base property for more grazing privileges than the 1939 commensurability rating indicates.
There is some evidence in the appeal record which' raises a question
as to the correctness of a rulingthat commensurability of the appellant's base during the priority period was that shown by the 1939
report which was apparently based solely on statements made in an
application of April 18, 1935, and not on a dependent property survey
(Tr. 70-72) .4 In any event, the commensurability of this base during
the period 1952-1954, and not its commensurability during the priority
period, was in issue at the hearing on February 26, 1957, and there
has been no formal adjudication of the commensurability of the appellant's base. during the priority period. Accordingly, a determination
of the commensurability of this base during the priority period cannot
be made on this appeal. ' In the circumstances, the statements in the
Acting Director's decision implying that the 1939 report establishes
the commensurability, of this base during the priority period and
limits the maximum class 1 qualifications thereof are set aside,'.as
the record provides no basis for denying the appellant anopportunity
to' submit evidence on the question if the request is made at an appropriate time. The appellant may have the matter determined in accordance with the procedure provided in the range code (43 CFR, 1954
iRev., 161.9, 161.10). if, in the future, the productivity of 'the base
increases above the 1939 rating and the manager rejects an application
for class 1 grazing, privileges on the ground that commensurability
'This evidence consists of testimony at the hearing about the condition of the property
during the priority period as compared with its condition later. In addition, a 10-year
permit, issued Juli 1, 1943, and 'canceled March f3, 1944, when the Selier-Parker partnership was dissolved, authorized use of the range in excess of the amount allowable If the
commensurability of the base during the priority period was that shown by the commensurability rating of. 1989. The permit presumably amounted to an administrative
adjudication that the commensurability of the base during the priority period was sufficient
to support the livestock permitted to use the range during the period' 1943-1944 (George
Oarson and Sons, A-23584 (April 28, 1943)).
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of this base as shown by the 1939 report limits the extent-of the class 1
privileges which may be allowed.
It is also asserted on appeal.that credible evidence at the hearing
in this case indicated that the carrying capacity of the appellant's
base has been sufficient at all relevant. times to support 1,000 head
of livestock for the required period. The issue is now moot because
the 1955 grazing season has passed and future awards will presumably
be determined by the; commensurability rating of the base in future
seasons as limited by the commensurability rating.during the priority
period (unless class 1 privileges are reduced by loss of base property
qualifications).
As no questions were raised on appeal regarding the other rulings
in the Acting Director's decision, that decision is affirmed except with
respect to the implication that commensurability of the base during
the priority period is conclusively presumed to be shown by the
1939 report.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.Rl. 6794), the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed subject to the modification set forth herein.
T. FRITZ
Deputy Solicitor.

EDmXuND

APPEALS OF MORRISON-KNUDSEN COMPANY, INC.

IBCA-36 and IBCA-50

Decided March 3, 1959

Contracts: Appeals-Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Changed
Conditions-Contracts: Specifications-Contracts: Modification
A requeif of a roadway contractor for reconsideration of a borrow claim,
which is based. on the contention that the Board could not give effect to
deviations from the "changes" and "changed conditions" clauses of the U.S.
standard form of construction contract that limited the applicability of these
clauses because deviations were prohibited by the regulations relative to
public contracts, must be denied. Such-regulations are simply for the protection of the Government against its own officers, and hence may not be. enforced against the Government by a contractor seeking to avoid the obligation of its contract. Moreover, although the courts havedeclared the standard "changes" and "changed conditions" clauses to be paramount as against
caveatory- or exculpatory provisions in the specifications of a general
nature, this is not equivalent to a prohibition upon deliberate deviations.
The standard provisions are paramount as against inconsistent specifications only. in cases in which there is no other aid to interpretation than
the provisions of the standard form itself.
.
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-Contracts:

Specifications
A motion for reconsideration of a claim of' a roadway contractor based on
the allegation that the; Government by deleting a select borrow surface
course,; which the contractor had planned to use to correct deficiencies
in the subgrade, and by failing to supply suitable topping material for
finishing the subgrade both prior and subsequent to the deletion, had increased the contractor's costs in finishing the subgrade must be denied when
it appears that (1) the' contractor has not borne the burden of proving
that it made every reasonable effort to conserve suitable topping material
from excavation and borrow, as required: by the specifications, and that
the Government failed to designate borrow pits from which suitable topping
material could be obtained; () the initial grading by the contractor had
been very rough; (3) the gravamen of the contractor's complaint was
really that too much of the borrow material had to be windrowed rather
than that it was unsuitable; (4) the contractor's alleged plan to make
good the deficiencies of the subgrade with select borrow was an afterthought and the alleged plan would in any event have been inconsistent
with the requirements of the specifications relative to the laying down of
the subgrade, and might have involved greater expense than the use of
ordinary borrow; and, finally, (5) the contractor failed to give timely notice
of and protest against the alleged denial of suitable topping material.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Under date of June 18, 1957, counsel for the appellant filed a motion
for reconsideration by the Board of its decision of May 27, 1957,
denying, subject to two exceptions, its claims for additional compensation, arising under its contract for the construction of section G
of the Richardson Highway in Alaska.'
Briefly, the Board held in its decision that under the terms of the
specifications, which included provisions, modifying the, "changes"
and "changed conditions" articles of the contract, so as to reserve a
right to the Government to make changes in the plans 'to meet unanticipated field conditions,' and to limit the right of the contactor to
additional compensation to instances in which there were overruns or
underruns in excess of 2' percent of estimated quantities, the appellant
was not entitled to additional compensation by reason of deficiencies or
changes in- the borrow pits, except to the extent that borrow and overhaul exceeded the stated limitation. The Board also held that the
appellant was not entitled to additional compensation by reason of the
deletion of item 100(1) 'of the contract, providing for a "Select Borrow
Surface Course," except for preparatory work on, plant ,before the
deletion was made. The items of this claim that. were rejected were
164

I.D.

.85

2These are, respectively, articles
and 4 of the contract. The provisions modifying
these articles of the standard form are to be found in articles 4.2 and' 4.3, respectively, of
the standard specifications.
-
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based on alleged difficultiesin finishing the subgrade after the deletion
of the item, and the prolongation of the work into another operating
season, due to the same cause. The two basic claims of the appellant
will hereinafter be referred to as the borrow claim, and the deletion
claim, respectively.

Counsel for the appellant filed an extensive brief in support of its
motion for reconsideration, and counsel for the Government 3 filed a
reply brief. Upon the request of counsel for the appellant, the Board
also heard oral argument on the motion for reconsideration in Washington, D.C., on April 15, 1958.
The only new ground for reconsideration of the borrow claim ad-.
vanced by counsel for the appellant is that the Board, by giving effect
to the modifications made by the specifications in this case in articles
3 and 4 of the U.S. standard form of construction contract, has disregarded or set aside apublic policy of the United States which is
designed to encourage lower bids by making it possible for contractors
to eliminate certain contingencies which. they would otherwise have
to take into account in making their bids. This public policy is said
to be established by numerous decisions of the Court of Claims and by
sections 54.1 and 54.3 of the Federal rules and regulations relating
to public contracts, which provide that "except as otherwise authorized" the standard forms of Government contracts, including the form
of construction contract involved in this case, "shall be used without
deviation by all executive agencies," except that additional stipulations
or instructions "deemed necessary but not inconsistent with the provisions of the forms prescribed, may be incorporated in the Specifications, Schedules or other accompanying papers."
It, is clear that the: appellant, by presenting this argument, is attempting in effect to repudiate provisions of a contract into which it
*had freely entered, with at least constructive knowledge of the policy
and the regulation. . It-is equally clear, moreover, that if this attempt
were to succeed, another public policy, which is to maintain the system
of public competitive bidding, would be undermined.
The Board does not deem,. it necessary to determine whether the
particular alterations made in articles 3 and 4 of the standard form
in this case were, or could have been, authorized, for it could not possibly make. any difference in the result. The reason is that the appellant has no standing to raise the question whether the deviation was
permissible. This has long been settled.
..

Subsequent to the rendering of the Board's decision, jurisdiction over the contract. was transferred to the Bureau of Public Roads in the Department of Commerce,
and counsel who originally represented the Government has been replaced by counsel of
that agency.
5024559-2
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In HartfordAccident & Indemnnity Company v. United States, 130

Ct.; C. 490 '(1955),' the 'Government .deviated fromarticle 9 of the
standard form by providing for the payment of liquidated damages
by the surety as well as the contractor. The contractor eventually defaulted and the surety completed the work but not until after the completion date. When the Government assessed excess costs, as well as
liquidated damages, against the contractor, one of the grounds on
which the surety resisted the assessments was that the Government
was without power to deviate from the standard form of contract, and
it relied upon precisely the same provisions of the regulations relative
to public contracts which are invoked by the appellant in this case.
But the court held that "these regulations were for the benefit of the
Government and that a third party cannot complain of any deviation
therefrom" (p. 493). The reason for this rule is that the laws and
regulations governing the making of Government contracts are simply
for the protection of the Government against its own officers, and hence
may not be enforced against the Government by a contractor seeking
to avoid the obligation of a contract. This principle was settled long
ago by a series of decisions by the Supreme Court of the United
States.4
In referring to the recent decisions of the Court of Claims in which
the court has emphasized that the paramount importance of: the
"changed conditions" provision of the standard form of Government
construction contract requires the subordination of caveatory or exculpatory provisions in Government specifications, the appellant seems
to be arguing also that, even if articles 4.2 and 4.3 of the standard
specifications, 'the special 'provisions of the specifications modifying
the "changes" and "changed conditions" articles of the standard form,
may not be disregarded, they should be "reconciled" by, a process of
interpretation with the provisions of the standard form. It is obvious,
however, that provisions which are in direct and irreconcilable conflict cannot be reconciled by any legerdemain of which the Board
would be capable. Actually, the Court of Claims has done 'no more in
its decisions than to attempt to reconcile caveatory or exculpatory
provisions of the specifications which are of a generalnature with the
provisions of the "changes?' and "changed conditions" provisions of
the standard form. The court has never held that these provisions are
so paramount or absolute that they cannot be modified or set aside by
appropriate provisions in the specifications which expressly so provide.
On the contrary, the court has recognized that this can be done if the
intention is expressed, and that the provisions of the standard form
are paramount as against the specifications only in cases in which the
'Some of these cases are cited in 33 Comp. Gen. 180,182 (1953).
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court is without "any other aid than the standard contract fori

itself." 5

-

The appellant also. contends that the Board erred in rejecting its
deletion claim, except for preparatory work on plant. As originally;
scheduled, the contract provided for a Select Borrow Surface Course,
item 100(1), to be placed on the prepared subgrade but under date of
April 23, 1954, the contracting officer eliminated this item, and the
appellant's claim was based on its alleged added difficulties in finishing the subgrade after the elimination of the item, which it ascribed
to the failure of the Government. to provide suitable material for
finishing the subgrade, and to the defeat of its plan to correct the
roughness of the subgrade by the use of the select borrow without,
however, charging the Government more than the price of ordinary
borrow, or. for overhaul in connection with supplying such borrow.
The Board held, however, that there was no satisfactory evidence that
the Government had imposed any greater requirements in finishing the
subgrade than would have been imposed if item 100(1) had not been
eliminated, and that the appellant's difficulties in finishing the subgrade were caused by its own haste in attempting to completel most, if
not all, the subgrade in its first season of operation in 1953. The
Board also held that it would not have been consistent with the requirements of the-contract in any event to correct the roughness of the
subgrade by the utilization of select borrow.
The appellant contends that the Board misconceived in its decision
the basis for the rejected items of the deletion claim, and not only erred
in its conclusion that the subgrade had to be constructed without regard to-the use of select borrow but also failed "to either comprehend
or mention the failure of the Government to furnish to Appellant
specification material for the top 12" lift of the subgrade," as allegedly
required b section 29-3.2(b) of the standard specifications; which
reads as follows:
Topping Material.-Suitable material shall be conserved for constructing the
top portion of embankments and no rocks or hard lumps that cannot readily be
broken up into pieces not over 6 inches in diameter shall be placed in the upper
12" layer.
i
-

it is not true that the Board misconceived the basis of the appellant's
claim. It was aware that one of the bases of the claim was the alleged
failure of the Government to furnish the contractor suitable: material
for the preparation of the subgrade for it stated that the appellant was
complaining that "it was forced to use unsuitable and unspecified material because the Government neither permitted the overhaul of suit6

See Pfotzer v. UnitedStates, 111 Ct. Cl. 184, 225, 226 (1948).
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able material for the purpose of preparing the subgrade from available pits nor designated pits from which such suitable material could
have been obtained without the objectionable overhaul." 6 This has

now simply been made the very gravamen of the appellant's complaint
in reiterating the deletion claim. Except for such changes of emphasis,
* the appellant is advancing the. same claim which the Board has rejected and on the same basis. However, since this aspect of the deletion
claim was only briefly discussed in the Board's decision, and section
29-3.2 (b) of the standard specifications was not specifically mentioned
or discussed therein, the purport and effect of this provision, as well
as the claim as a whole, will now be examined in greater detail.
It is apparently the appellant's theory that section 29-3.2(b) of the
standard specifications imposed an absolute and unconditional duty
upon the Government to select and furnish to the appellant, for the
top 12 inches of the subgrade, material not over 6.inches in diameter,
irrespective of whether-such material was available within free haul
distance, and that if such material was not available within free haul
distance to allow overhaul from pits where such material could be
obtained. However, the language of the provision,. even when considered in isolation, does not support the appellant's theory,. and it is
rendered even more obviously untenable when considered in the
context of the other provisions of the specifications.
It is apparent that actually the topping provision itself refers basically to "suitable material" rather than to material of any specified
maximum size. Insofar as it contains any specific reference to size,
it refers not to 6-ineh minus material but to material that cannot
readily be broken up into such material.8 It is also apparent that it
imposes a specific duty upon the contractor to conserve "suitable
material" for topping. Indeed, the provision consists of two parts, in
the first of which an affirmative duty of the nature just mentioned is
imposed ii the-contractor, and in the second of which a prohibition is
imposed upon the contractor against -placing in the upper 12-inch
layer of the embankment "rocks or hard lumps.that cannot readily be
broken up into pieces not over 6 inches in diameter ** *.
The duty of the contractor to conserve the suitable material is not
mentioned, moreover, merely in the toppingprovision but in many
other; provisions of. the standard specifications. Section 24 3.1 pro664 I.D. 185,205.For the sake of brevity, this provision will hereinafter be referred to as "the topping
provision."
i
8Indeed, in his opening statement at the! hearing, counsel for the appellant recognized
this, for, in speaking of the topping provision, he stated that the purport of the provision
Was to require that in the upper 12-inch layer of the subgrade "there should be used rocks
or other suitable material not over six inches in diameter or at least it had to be capable

of being readily broken up into pieces nt

over 6 inches in dianeter" (Tr., p. 12).
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vides: "All suitable material, removed from the excavations shall be
used as ,fa r as practicable in the formation of the embankment * **
section 24-3.4 provides for "saving"j material obtained during excavation which was deemed suitable for topping; and sections 24-5.1(c),
25-5_1(c) and 26-5.1(c) all provide that payment for the-respective
items shalt include the conserving of cushion and. topping material.
In view of the; existence of the duty on the part of the contiactor to
conserve suitable topping material, it is apparent, to'say the least,
that before it could justly complain of a lack of such material, it must
show that it had made a reasonable effort, both in the course of excavation and in the obtaining of borrow to conserve such material but that
it was not available within, free haul distance.
A more difficu lt question is the extent of the Government's obligation
to supply the contractor with suitable material. Was the pro iition
upon placing oversized material in the upper layer of the embankment also in effect a reguirenientthat the Government supply the contractor with suitablelmaterial? ' The appellant seems at times to be
almost arguing that the Government was bound to obtain and deliver
to it. enoughtruckloads of.. 6-inch minus material to enable it to construct the upper layer of the embankment. Actually, of course, the
duty of the Government was merely to designate suqh. suitable sources
of borrow as would enable the contractor to construct the subgrade.
As noted in the Board's original decision, in connection with the discussion of the borrow claim, the Government not only expressly repudiated, any. responsibility for the quantity of acceptable material in
the borrow sources but also made, the uitability of -the material de-.
pendent upon the judgment of the project engineer, 9 and, in addition
required any overhaul from sources of borrow to be authorized.1 0 In
view of these. provisions, it may plausibly be argued that the purpose
of the topping provision was, merely to indicate the type of topping
material which would be used unless the project engineer indicated
that coarser matterial would be acceptable , It may be argued, in other
words, that the provisions empowering the project engineer to determine the sitabiity of material were paramount. Shch a construction would be strongly supported by the circumstances that the Government, having conducted no pre-bid explorations of the borrow pits,
was in no better position than the contractor to determine in acVance
precisely the sort of material that would be yielded by them, and that
it would have been rather ill-advised, therefore, for it to have under
taken an obligation to supply any particular grade of topping material
for a subgrade extending 4 miles in length.
See article 6.1 (a) ani sections 26-1.a, 26-2.1 and 41-.1 of the standard specifications.
1 See section 28-1.1 of the standard speciications. .
: -
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In view of the actualities of the record there is really no need to
decide, this interesting question, as will be shown. However, it is
important to indicate that in any event the contractor could not validly
object, to the presence of oversized rock in borrow material so long as
sufficient quantities of material suitable for the construction of the
upper layer of the embankment were available, nor could it object
to having to separate, by blading or otherwise, the suitable from-the
unsuitable material even though this might involve the windrowing
of the oversized material and might increase the labor costs of placement to some extent, although it is obvious that a part of the appellant's additional cost at least would be offset by the payment which
it would receive for the additional borrow. That oversized rocks and
boulders in the borrow were anticipated is made manifest by the
provision added to section 41-3.1 of the standard specifications by the
special provisions which reads as follows:
Fill and ditch slopes shall be finished true to line and grade.

Oversize rocks

and boulders resulting from the placing and finishing of roadway borrow or
other grading operations shall be aligned along the toe of the slope where the

roadway is on fill and in such a manner that drainage will not be obstructed.
Where the roadway is in cut,' all oversized material from any source whatever
shall be removed from the ditches, and disposed of as directed by the engineer.

Even more significant are some of the provisions of the unamended
first paragraph of section 41-3.1 of the standard specifications. "All
boulders or ledge appearing in the excavation," it is provided, "shall
be removed or broken off to a depth of not less than 9 inches below
the subgrade." This clearly indicates that boulders could extend
even into the upper twelve inch layer of the embankment. "Selected
material reserved under ROADWAY AND DRAINAGE ExCAvON," it is
also provided, "shall be used insofar as deemed suitable by the engineer, supplemented as necessary by additional material obtained under
3ORROW * * . In areas where satisfactory material is not available
and the contract xcarries'the item SPOT SUBGRADE R NFORCEMENT,
material of the'quality and characteristics necessary may be ordered
in writing under such-item." This would tend to support the view
that even with respect to the material in the upper 12-inch layer of
the embankment the judgment of the engineer was to be paramount.
The best guide to the' meaning of a contract is the practical ,construction which the parties themselves have given to it. One will
search in vain through the correspondence of either the period of
construction or of the filing of claims for 'demands by the appellant
that it be furnished with 6-inch minus material. During the construction season of 1953, 60 to 70 percent of 'the subgrade which the appellant constructed with its own forces was laid down by it but in the
only letter which it wrote to the Alaska Road Commission during this
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season, which was dated July 1, 1953, it made no mention of any such
demand. It merely observed: "The specifications state that borrow
sources shall be designated and that sitable:material shall be conserved for construction of the top portion of embankment. However,
no portion of the designated pits at Mile 79.9 is suitable for topping
material and it is necessary to construct the entire embankment with
the available material containing boulders up to two feet in diameter"
(italics supplied). The appellant then continued, as follows: "During the construction of the embankment the Resident Inspector insisted,
that we construct the embankment to one (1) foot below subgrade.
This requirement- has made it necessary for us to dispose of a large
quantity of large boulders by hauling than if we had been allowed to
grade the fill to subgrade elevations and dispose of the large material
into the fill ahead of the embankment." The appellant concluded the
letter by stating: "We have been required to perform extra work.
with this requirement and request extra compensation". (italics
supplied).

In his reply of- the same date, the Resident Engineer polled o
that (1) under article 6.1 (a) of the standard specifications thq responsibility for the acceptability of material was entirely the engihodrts'j
(2) the top 30 inches of the material in pit 79.9, which had a very
minimum of large boulders, was acceptable for the upper I-foot layer
of the subgrade embankment, and if this material had been used there
would have been a much smaller amount of boulders to be disposed*
of; (3) section 41-3.1 of the standard specifications included provisions for the disposal of boulders; and, finally, (4) section 29-3.2(b)
was authority for the Resident Inspector's insistence "regarding construction to one (1) foot below grade." The Resident Engineer concluded by noting that at a conference in his office it had been agreed
that, in view of the larger rock in pit 79.9, it would be permissible
to bring the subgrade to its full elevation, so long as the material in
the pit made it possible, and by ruling that no extra work had been
performed that would require extra compensation.
It is apparent from this exchange of correspondence that what the
appellant was really complaining about was the necessity of windrowing or hauling the oversized material rather than the absence of
any suitable material; that both parties spoke in terms of the suitability of material; that the engineer was asserting the right to determine the suitability of the material, and also denying that there was
any-lack of suitable material. It should be noted also that the appellant did not at this point pursue the matter any further.
It was not until October 16, 1953, that the appellant's superintendent wrote to the Resident Engineer "to point out. that in: his opinion,.
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material not suitable for construction of embankments has been and
is being placed in roadway sectiohs, referring especially to the
borrow pits at miles 77.3, 77.9, 52.9, and to the pit at approximately
mile 58.7. "In all these pits," the writer stated, "the material has been
of very poor nature and the contractor cannot accept any responsibility
for roadway contructed with this type' of material." It is apparent
that thiswas a disclaimer of responsibility for the roadway constructed with the allegedly poorer material rather than a.demand for
better material. It should be noted also that the respect in which
the material. was claimed to be not "suitable" was hot indicated in
the letter." In his reply to this letter under date of October 19,
1953, the Resident Engineer-merely stated that he wished to reiterate
the statement 'in his letter of July 1, 1953, that the responsibility
for the acceptability of material lay with the engineer,2 and he pointed
out also that the reference to the pit at mile 52.9 should have been
to the pit at mile 57.9. Although article 5.1 of the standard speci
fications required the appellant to protest in writing against rulings
of the engineer within 10 days from the date of the issuance of such
rulings, 'it failed toprotest within such period against 'the rulings
contained either 'in the letter of July 1 or October 16, 1953.
In its first letter formulating the deletion claim, which was dated
June 18, 1954, or almost 2 months after the deletion of the 'select
borrow surface course, the appellant'only succeeded in making it
perfectly 'clear that if it had actually raised the question- of the lack
of 6" minus material, or suitable material in general, the question
had been purely academic. The aippellant now supplied. the first
hint that it had harbored a plan to use select borrow to finish the
subgrade, and asserted that, in view of the existence of this plan, it
had made no particular effort to conserve suitable borrow material.
Thus, the appellant declared:
With this (plan) in mind, construction work during last season was directed
toward completing as much subgrade as possible, preparatory the
surfacing
operation. Consistent with good construction practices, nd the type of materiel

available for the subrade, no etensive effort wvas made, or suggested to be
made by your inspectors, to select materials for the pper lift of the embankment which would have provided a smooth and uniform surface to the subgrade
(italics supplied).

Erickson himself cast doubt on the implication, in the letter that
"good construction practices" had; been followed in laying down. the
" A. W. Erickson, who was the appellant's Assistant District Manager for Alaska in

1953, and 1954 but who became its District Manager in 1955, testified at the hearing-that
he could not say that the letter referred solely to oversized material. He thought that
with respect to two of the pits at miles 52.9 and 58.7 the question nay have beet2'whether
it was lag" (Tr., p. 109),
"Erickson testified that he bad also been told verbally "on numerous occasions" that
the determination of the acceptability of material was for the engineer (Tr., p. 108).
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subgrade when he testified in effect that if the plan to use -select
borrow were to be disregarded it might be "proper" to say that the
initial grading had been extremely rough, and that much of the work
that had subsequently to be done should normally have been done as
part. of the initial grading (Tr., pp. 136-37). In this first claim
letter, the appellant indicated that the gravamen of its complaint
was that since the deletion of the select borrow surface course, it had
been subjected to requirements "directed to requiring us to make a
finish road surface out of what was originally designed and constructed to be a subgrade." But the only requirement which was
specifically mentioned was again the windrowing of oversized
material.
However, in three subsequent claim letters, dated February 27,
April 6, and June 24, 1955, the deletion claim was subjected to a
process of refinement. In the February 27 letter, the appellant still
spoke in general terms of "the failure of the borrow pits and excavations as sources of material meeting the size requirements for the top
twelve inches of embankment," and the failure of the Alaska Road
Commission "to direct the Contractor into borrow pits from which
suitably sized material could have been obtained for providing the
demanded tolerances and surfaces at reasonable cost." To this the
District Engineer replied in his letter of March 14, 1955, not only by
denying in general terms the appellant's contentions but also by stating
specifically: "In regard to the difficulty of handling the material in
top course, it is felt that the oontractorshould have followed good
construction practice in original laydown of borrow material and
been more diligent in selecting and conserving the better material for

the top course" (italics supplied). It was in the letter of April 6 that
the appellant~stated unequivocally for the first time its contentionthat
the commission was bound to supply it with 6-inch minus material.
"The subgrade specification provided," it stated, "for six-inch maxi**:
mum size in the top twelve inches of the embankment subgrade
No less interesting is the extremely long postponement in the cor-;
respondence of any expressed intention on the part of the appellant
to dress the subgrade with select borrow at no eotra cost to the Gov-

ernment. One will search, in vain in the letters of June 18, 1954,
February 27, 1955, or even April 6, 1955, for the expression of this
intention. It appears indeed for the frst time in the letter of June
24, 1955, in which the appellant stated:
It had been the Contractor's intention- to true the surface of the subgrade- to
as good a.condition as possible considering the large rocks contained therein
as part of the obligation, as required by the specifications, of Item, 100(1),
Selected Borrow Surface Course, using selected material at no cost added, to the
502458-59-3
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Government for the selected material necessary beyond the six-inch layer of the
surface course.

And the letter in which this intention was expressed was not in a true
sense a claim letter at all, for it was written as a commentary on the
contracting officer's findings of May 3, 1955, and had, therefore, been
written after-the appellant's claim had already been filed and rejected.
It was simply part of the basis of the appeal. It should also be
emphasized that even the letter of April 6 was also written as part of
an intermediate appeal by the appellant from the District Engineer's
decision rejecting the claim.
Even assuming for the sake of argument that the Government was
bound to furnish the appellant with 6-inch minus material, irrespective
of whether the appellant had made any diligent effort to conserve such
material for topping, is it "uncontroverted," as the appellant asserts
that the Government did not discharge the obligation? The Government has always denied, and specifically denies in opposing the motion
for reconsideration, that it had failed "to indicate suitable material for
subgrade.'- In contending that the evidence is "uncontroverted" that
the Government failed to discharge its obligations, the appellant relies
heavily on the following bit of testimony by Ray Kuhns, who supervlsed construction contracts for the Alaska Road Commission in the
Valdez district:
Q. "You don't contend, do you Mr. Kuhns that the contractor was
furnished with 6-inch minus material for the upper 12-inch layer?
A. "No.
Q. "You were on this job quite often and know that did not occur?
A. "That is correct"

In£he light of the realities of the record, and the actual requirements
6f the specifications, the questions put to Kuhns were simply trick
questions, and elicited the expected answers, which must be regarded,
however, as meaningless. Since the Government was under no obligation to "furnish" any material but only to designate borrow pits
froh which the contractor could obtain the material, whether "6-inch
minus material"' or "suitable material," the witness could only answer
:the questions in the negative, and the negative answer could not in any
way illuninate the situation. Kuhns also testified that, in view of
.sectioi 41-3.1 of the standard specifications, the appellant should have
anticipated oversized rocks and boulders-in the borrow material (Tr.,
pp. 333-34), and that so far as he knew "the same grade of subgrade
finishing was required on this contract as on any other contract in the
Valdez district' (Tr.3 p. 337).- This testimony is hardly indicative
of any consciousness on Kuhns' part that the Governient had transAresseda: the
appellant's
rights.
Xl
0 -i ':' ,
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:
a
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It ismanifest from the record as a whole, moreover, that fit would be
absurd to construe Kuhns' negative answers as categorical assertions
that the Government had failed to furnish the appellant with suitable
material. Such a construction would be wholly inconsistent with
admissions of the appellant's own witnesses. Erickson first conceded
that "down around 69 or 67 mile there were pits of an adequate fineness" (Tr., p. 100). A little later, he testified that although there was
material that contained "cobbles up to two feet in diameter," there
was "a very considerable amount of materialwhich ran 6 inches and
larger," (italics supplied), and also that "Section 29" material was
made available when "immediately adjacent" to the borrow pits (Tr.,
p. 102). Even more significantly Erickson, speaking of the stretch
of the roadway constructed by the appellant's own forces rather than
by subcontractors, also testified that "we had some very bad pits, but
we had quite a few good pits and the good pits tend to reduce on a
straight average basis the bill per mile" (Tr., p. 142). Rutherford M.
Haugan, the appellant's project superintendent at one time, in testifying that there were stretches of road where they had to "put 30
percent more material on to the road in order to comb out the large
material and get our grade down to blue tops" (Tr., p. 252), necessarily admitted that this meant that "in fact 70 percent was necessarily less than 6" in diameter" (Tr., p. 262). While Floyd W.
McCullough, who was the appellant's project engineer from July 1953
to the end of the 1954 construction season, testified that the material
.was generally "quite coarse" and contained boulders "up to a foot or
larger in diameter" he also testified that there were "some" borrow
pits which contained material that could be classified "as 6 inches or
under" and that neither he nor anyone else to his knowledge made any
requestfor such material from other pits (Tr., pp. 268-69).
This testimony of McCullough is particularly interesting in connection with the contention of the appellant that while there was
plenty of fine material in the pits, it was not allowed to obtain it if
overhaul would be involved. Again, assuming for the sake of argument that the Government was obligated to furnish 6-inch minus
material within free haul distance, and that if it was not available
within such distance to allow overhaul, is it true, as the appellant
seems to contend, that a reasonable amount of overhaul was not allowed? The record shows that at a conference with representatives
of the appellant on July 15, 1954, the contracting officer recognized
that in view of the elimination of the select borrow surface course
the appellant should be authorized to obtain finer borrow material for
several short sections of the roadway where cobblestones would not
.permit finishing without extra effort, and that subsequently over-
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haul up to the amount of $15,000 was authorized. This authorization is evidenced by a telegram dated July 23, 1954, from the Alaska
Road Commission to the District Engineer. There is also in evidence
a letter, dated August 24, 1954, from the District Engineer to the appellant referring to the allowance of overhaul in the amount of $5,000
up to that time, and stating that the instructions of the contracting
officer to allow additional overhaul in order to obtain finishing material would be followed. In his testimony Erickson attempted to dismiss the $5,000 allowance of overhaul on such grounds as that the
material so obtained was only used to stabilize the subgrade, or that
some of it ran 10 to 20 percent over 6 inches. It seems to the Board,
however, that neither of these grounds is very persuasive. The fact
that some of the material was, used for stabilization purposes does
not make the overhaul allowance irrelevant, nor does the fact that
a small amount of the material exceeded 6 inches, especially since
there is no indication of how much larger than 6 inches the material
was. Surely, the Government was not bound to furnish material
which never exceeded 6 inches. in diameter even slightly. In any
event, it is not denied that $15,000 of overhaul was allowed pursuant to the authorization. In paragraph 20 of its letter of June 24,
1955, the appellant admits the allowance of the $15,000 of overhaul
but again attempts to dismiss it, this time on the ground that it came
more than a year after the execution of the contract, and the acceptance of the northerly 10 miles of the roadway. But, of course, this
overlooks the fact that there was no immediate need for topping
material until after the work of clearing and excavating had been
done, which would consume a considerable amount of time; that it
was contemplated that the initial need for topping material would be
met by the conservation of excavated material; and that the record
does not show precisely when most of the topping material was actually needed. In any event, the appellant by its own confession had
no need.of topping material during the whole of the 1953 construction season. Again, it is raising an entirely academic question.
It is particularly necessary to emphasize that the problem of the
topping.material must be viewed in perspective and as a whole but
the record. leaves the precise extent and sequence of the appellant's
operations in, considerable obscurity, and is particularly unsatisfactory with respect to the precise quantities and the quality of excavation and borrow material that could be regarded as suitable for topping material. These shortcomings of the record, which must be held
against the, appellant,. since it has the burden of proving any claim,
are magnified by the fact already mentioned that the appellant did
not construct, the whole of the roadway with its own forces. It re-
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lied rather on two subcontractors, McLaughlin Bros., Inc., which was
to construct the roadway from mile 3.9 to 50.8, and EdwardsNesmith Ryder, which was to construct the roadway from-mile 50.8
to, 57.4 and mile 58.4 to mile 60.6. These two 'stretches of the roadway
total 23.7 miles, which was thus more than half of the roadway.:
However; while the McLaughlin firm completed its section of the,
roadway, the Edwards firm went bankrupt at some date not shown by
the record,' 3 and the work it was to have performed was taken over
and completed by the appellant's forces.
Now, by the appellant's own admission, there was no deficiency of
topping material in connection with the 14.9 miles, or approximately
one-third of the subgrade,' constructed by the McLaughlin firm.
Erickson himself testified:
The material in the lower 15 miles was on the average much finer and much
more suitable for the construction of embankment than that found on the northerly 30 miles. I would like to go further and state that there were only 2 borrow
pits on that end of the job, which were at the very southerly end that exhibited
the coarse material at all. The representatives of the Alaska Road Comnission,
during our particular inspection, acknowledged the fact that they had seen fit to
authorize the haul of additional materials to help out with the situation in which
these 2 pits contained coarse materials. The rest of the pits, without any difficulty, would meet every specification insofar as topping material and I can see
no reason why the subcontractor would have reason to make claim. (Tr., pp.
134-135.)

It is true that the contracting officer declared in his findings of May 3,
1955 (paragraph 19), that the subigrade constructed by the McLaughlin
firm "was in even more difficult terrain than the rest of the project,
being largely rock cuts and having no better borrow sources" (italics
supplied) . But the very fact that the appellant speaks so highly of the
quality of the topping material available for this section of the subgrade hardly strengthens its case. As for the section of the subgrade
constructed by the Edwards firm, Erickson testified that "their mar
terial was even worse on the average than the material at the upper end
of the job," which was constructed entirely by. the appellant's own
forces, but then he went on to add to the confusion by conceding, as
already mentioned, that they had "quite a few good pits" on this upper
end of the job. Yet the Edwards firm itself did not file any claim,
based on deficiencies of material, either with the appellant or with the
Government despite the fact that supposedly it had the worst material,
and the appellant is pressing this part of the claim entirely on its own
l3 However, the record does show that the subcontract with this firm, was made "at or
about the time" of the deletion (Tr., p. 9).
Erickson testified that the Edwards firm
was also employed to haul borrow material for stretches of the road to be graded and.
finished by the appellant
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motion, and without any written authorization to it to present the
claim. When it is considered that by the appellant's own admissions
there were no difficulties in securing adequate topping material for approximately one-third of the subgrade, and that good material was
available in other parts of the subgrade; that the worst that can be
said of the material for the rest of the subgrade is merely that its
quality is disputed; and, finally, that the Government made a special
effort to come to the assistance of the appellant by authorizing no
less than $15,000 of overhaul-the appellant can hardly be said to have
established very convincingly that it suffered from a lack of proper
topping material, quite apart from the fact that it has not shown that
it made a diligent effort to conserve such material.
In the light of the evolution of the appellant's claim, as shown by
the correspondence, the Board cannot regard the alleged plan of the
appellant to make use of select borrow to make good the deficiencies.
of the subgrade ascribed by it to the lack of proper topping material
as anything but an afterthought to excuse the exceedingly.. rough
manner in which the subgrade had been laid down prior to the deletion.
Moreover, the plan to u'e select borrow may be described as an early
afterthought compared to the intention. announced later to supply the,
select borrow at no extra cost and without charges for overhaul which.
would have been necessarily involved. Apart from the implications
of the claims correspondence the record shows that the alleged plan'
was never reduced to any evidentiary form which would carry con-.
viction. It is not recorded in any construction program, or any other
relevant form of writing; it was never communicated to the contracting officer in any other way; and the appellant failed to produce:any of
itsisupervisory personnel who had immediate charge. of constructing
the subgrade and who had ever'heard of the existence of the plan.;
Under these circumstances, it is appropriate to recall a warning issued
by the land's highest tribunal:
One's testimony with regard to intention is, of course, to be given full and fair
consideration, but is subject to the infirmity of any self-serving. declaration, and
may frequently lack persuasiveness or even be contradicted or negatived by other
declarations or inconsistent acts.'

On the evidence as a whole, the Board cannot give credence to the existence of the alleged plan.
However, it does not really matter whether the intention to use the
select borrow for finishing purposes on the same terms as ordinary:
borrow be conceded, and this is so for two reasons. The first is- that
consistent with the requirements of the specifications, the deficiencies
of the subgrade could not be corrected- while placing the select borrow'
14 See

District of Columbia v. Mfurphy, 314 U.S. 441, 456 (1941).
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surface course and, therefore, it is immaterial whether the appellant
could have used select borrow in finishing the subgrade. The relevant
provisions of the specifications are rather numerous and diverse but
they may be epitomized by saying that, since a subgrade is itself in-,
tended to be a complete stage of construction, and may or may not
itself be accepted and used as a roadway without a further finishing
course,15 the subgrade itself must be laid down true to line, grade and
cross section before the surface course is placed.' 6
:
The second reason for the immateriality of the appellant's intention
is closely connected with the first. It is that to establish its right to
additional compensation the appellant must show that its claimed
generosity would actually have cost it less than what was expended by
it in finishing the roadway with the ordinary borrow and excavation.
The select borrow, which had to be manufactured by a screening plant,
was, of course, far more expensive to produce than ordinary pit-run
borrow, and this was recognized in the contract by providing a payment of $1.20 a cubic yard for the select borrow, and only 73 cents a
cubic yard for unclassified excavation for borrow. As the subgrade
was subject to acceptance in segments, moreover, frequent movements
of the screening plant, or considerable overhaul which would not be
paid for would necessarily be involved. There is no evidence in the
IsThe appellant places undue emphasis on the statement of the contracting officer at
the hearing that "We don't build subgrades as highways. They are built and then rebuilt for further development" (Tr., p. 306). Indeed, in his findings the contracting officer
stated: "The subgrade is one type of construction and many contracts are designed to stop at that point." Mifreover, Kuhns did not testify, as the appellant contends, that
"it was customary to notify a contractor in advance of bid if a subgrade was to be used
as a traveled road." On the contrary, Kuhns testified simply that contracts in the area
were let for subgrade Intended to be used as roadways but that this was never mentioned
in the specifications. Before this, Kuhns had also plainly stated that subgrades are used
as roadways (Tr., p. 337).
16Section 24-1.1 provided for excavating and grading the roadway and disposing of all
excavated material "in conformity with the lines, grades and dimensions as shown on the
plans or as staked by the engineer." Section 29-3.1 provided: "When embankment is
to be placed upon an existing road, the existing surface shall be scarified to such degree
as will provide ample bond between old and new material." Section 41-1.1 required the
subgrade to be constructed "in conformity with the lines, grades, and cross section shown
on the plans," and included the provision: "Where the plans indicate that a base course
or surface course is to be placed, the contractor shall comply with any requirements as
to subgrade contained in other such contract items," and item 100-1.1 made it plain that
the surface course of select borrow was to be constructed on "the prepared. subgrade."
Section 41-3.3 included the provision: "Until the subgrade has been checked and approved, no base course, surface course, or pavement shall be laid thereon." Article 7.11 ineluded the provision: "When any substantial portion or feature of the project is completed,
it may be designated as "Accepted for Traffic" previous to the completion of the whole
project, if and as deemed expedient by the engineer," and article 4.4 of part III of the
special provisions included the provision: "When a continuous section at one end of the
project, ten miles or more in length, Is completed in conformity with the plans and specifications, suchi section shall be accepted for traffic in accordance with Art. 7.11 of FP-41.
Additional sections, completed satisfactorily, shall be accepted provided they are five miles
or more in length and connect with a section previously accepted." In view of these
provisions, there is hardly any basis for the appellant's contention that the acceptance of
segments of the subgrade was not contemplated.
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record from which it can be determined whether the appellant would
have effected any'savings by its alleged plan. The claim based thereon
would, therefore, have to be regarded as speculative.
To" recapitulate: even assuming an interpretation of the requirements of the specifications most favorable to the appellant, it has
failed to prove that, although it made every effort to conserve suitable
material for topping from both excavation and borrow, the Government failed to designate sources of borrow from which deficiencies of
suitable borrow material could be made up. The actual basis of the
appellant's complaints, both prior and subsequent to the deletion of
the select borrow surface course, was that the borrow material contained too much oversized material that had to be windrowed but the
obligation to do this was consistent with the requirements of the specifications. The appellant's specific demands for 6-inch minus material
were not made until after the work had been completed, and was then,
like the supposed plan to use select borrow material to finish off the
subgrade, a mere afterthought, conceived in its grand strategy to form-'
ulate an allowable claim. It is obvious, however, that for the items of
the deletion claim involving the finishing of the subgrade to be allowable, a relationship of cause and effect between the deletion of the select
borrow surface course and the consequences attached to it by the
appellant must be shown. It hardly needs to be demonstrated that
there can be no causal relationship between the deletion and the alleged
failure to supply suitable topping material prior to the deletion.
There was equally no causal relationship between the deletion and the
alleged failure to supply topping material after the deletion, for this
represented merely a continuation of a pre-existing controversy
which involved other grounds. The appellant can only succeed in
establishing the causal relationship by showing that the deletion itself
prevented the consummation of a legitimate plan to use the select
borrow material for finishing the subgrade, or that it was otherwise
subjected to requirements that would not have been imposed except
for the deletion. Having failed to make either showing, the items of
the appellant's deletion claim involving the finishing of the subgrade
must be rejected.
Apart from the merits, however, the deletion claim must be rejected
also because of the failure of the appellant to comply with the procedural requirements of the contract. In paragraph 6 of his findings
of May 3, 1955, the contracting officer expressly invoked against the
allowance of the deletion claim the appellant's failure to comply
with the procedural requirements of article 5.1 of the standard specifications, which in effect required not only written notice of claims
within the 10 days prescribed by article 3 of the contract but also
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written protest against any adverse ruling rejecting a claim. In
these circumstances, the fact that the contracting officer also commented on some aspects of the merits of the deletion claim did not
constitute a waiver of the notice and protest requirements.. The appellant's contention that the contracting officer had already previously
waived them in his letter of June 30, 1954, to the appellant is clearly
untenable. In this letter the deletion claim was not even specifically
mentioned; in it the contracting officer merely invited the appellant in
general terms to submit "a number of claims" which appeared to be
advanced in its prior correspondence, and stated that they would be
considered when presented "formally with complete supporting data."
This was, of course, merely provisional, and there was: nothing to
prevent the contracting officer from invoking the rocedural requirements when upon examination of the submitted data he found
it expedient to do so. The Board has recognized that in reaching
such decisions contracting officers are commonly influenced by the
circumstances of a particular claim, and it is obvious why the contracting officer in the present case would desire to invoke the procedural requirements, for the deletion claim, based as it was on the
alleged difficulties on fifishing the subgrade due to alleged deficiencies
of material in prior years, would present enormous, if not insuperable
problems of calculation, which would be involved enough even if they
had to be solved contemporaneously.' 7
The appellant also advances a number of contentions with respect
to the amount which should be allowed in payment for the item of
the deletion claim which consisted of preparatory work on plant, and
which the Board has allowed. Since the appellant's motion for
reconsideration was made, however, the appellant and the Government
have agreed on the amount of such payment, and there is no need,
therefore, to consider these contentions of the appellant.
Finally, the appellant attacks the Board's rejection of its claim
based on alleged additional costs attributed to the slight prolongation of the work into the spring of 1955. The Board has considered
the arguments advanced in support of this claim, which consist in
the main of a reiteration of those previously advanced, but finds them
to be without merit. Furthermore; insofar as the claim is based upon
an alleged delay in inspection, it is one which the Board lacks jurisdiction to entertain or settle.
" The statement made in footnote 4 of the Board's original decision to the effect that
the contracting officer had waived the appellant's failure to give timely notice by considering the deletion claim on its merits was in error and is withdrawn. The statement
was based only on the apparent acquiescence of Department counsel in a claim of waiver
made by appellant's counsel at the hearing (Tr., p. 83).
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CONCLUSION

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the:Interior (sec. 24, Order'No.
2509, as amended; 19 F.R1. 9428), the motion for reconsideration is
denied.
THEODORE H. HAAS, Chairman.
WILLIAM SEAGLE,: Member.
dissenting in part:
- It is necessary for me to dissent from the portion of the Board's
decision which rejects in their entirety the two items of the deletion
claim that have to do with topping material for the subgrade.
As for the question of timeliness, it seems to me that there can be
little real doubt but that any failure by appellant to comply with'
the notice or protest provisions of the contract was waived by the contracting officer in his decision of May 3, 1955. In paragraphs 20 and
21 of that decision the topping items of the claim were considered
in some detail and rejected on their merits. The question of timeliness was discussed only in paragraph 6 of the decision, the terms
of which are quoted in the margin.' What the contracting officer
says in that paragraph is merely that the claim was filed after the
10-day period allowed by the contract had expired; he does not say
that it is being rejected, or is going to be rejected, because it was
filed late. Each and all of the recitals of paragraph 6 would fit
a decision in which the contracting officer intended to waive the lateness of the claim just as well as they would fit a decision in Which he
intended to do the contrary. They state circumstances that, if correctly stated, would give the contracting officer an election either to
waive or not to waive; but they reveal nothing as to what choice
he is making as between these two alternatives. The inference of an
intent to waive which ordinarily arises when the contracting officer
considers a belated claim on its merits 2 is'hardly so ephemeral that
MR. SLAUGHTER,

"6. Under date of May 17, 1954, the contractor addressed a letter to our District
Engineer at Valdez, advising of its intention to request re-negotiation of the contract
because of this deletion. (See Exhibit 3.) It will be noted that the contractor bases his
contention on the provisions of FP-41, Article 4.3, sub-paragraph (c)2. However, in
relying on FP-41, the contractor should have taken cognizance of all of its pertinent
provisions. Article 5.1 is quoted in part as follows: 'Claims for adjustment (Article 3
or 4of Form 23) and disputes (Article 15 of Form 23): must be made and submitted in:
writing by the contractor within the prescribed time limit after the date of issue of
the order dealing therewith.' Since this is actually:.a change in plans.within the meaning
of Article 3 of Form 23, the time limit of 10 days, as provided by. that Article, would
seem to apply. The contractor's first formal.no.tice of. claim was dated 24 days after the
telegraphic order was issued and the first actual evaluation of the claim was not made
until
February 27, 1955.".
2
,Mere, IBCA-64 (March 10, 1959), and authorities there cited.
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it can be overcome by language which merely mentions that the claim
is belated without in any way purporting to reject it for that reason.
Thus in ArUndel Corp. v. United States, 96 Ct. Cl. 77, 11 (1942) it
was said, with respect to this inference, that "of course, a waiver cannot
be implied if there is an express statement that the provision for protest is not being waived, or if there are other facts in the case to rebut
the implication of a waiver arising from the consideration of the
claims on the merits" (italics supplied). And in Grier-Lowrance
Constr. Co. v. United States, 98 Ct. Cl. 434, 461-62 (1943) it was held
that a statement concerning the untimeliness of a claim, made by the
contracting officer in communications transmitting. his views on the
merits of the claim to the Comptroller General, was insufficient to
rebut the inference not only because these communications were not
made known to the contractor; but also because the contracting officer,
in mentioning that the matters :at issue had not- been protested at the
time they arose, "was, apparently, only citing this fact as evidence of
lack of merit in the claim, and not as a bar to consideration of the
claim" (italics supplied).
As for the merits of the topping material items, the real crux of
the controversy may be summed up in the question: Has appellant
borne the burden of proving that for at least some stretches of the road
the contracting officer failed to designate borrow pits or other sources
of embankment material (to be paid for at overhaul rates if.overhaul
was actually involved) that contained material which, in the words of
the topping provision of the standard specifications, could "readily
be broken up into pieces not over 6 inches in diameter" in sufficient
quantities, when reasonably conserved by appellant, to build the top
12 inches of the embankments in such stretches? It is difficult indeed
for me to see how a completely negative answer can be given to this
question in the face of the concession by the contracting officer in his
decision of May 3 that "some of the designated borrow pits contained
coarse material that was difficult to handle in the preparation of the
subgrade." In any event the evidence adduced at the hearing calls,
in my opinion, for the giving of an affirmative answer to this question
in regard, at least, to: those stretches of the road where the top 12
inches of the embankments were constructed with material from the
borrow pits at miles 77.3, 77.9 and 80.9. This bein'g so, I would hold
that appellant is entitled'to an equitable adjustment in the contract
price on account, of the increase in cost resulting from the directions
of the contracting, officer, or his authorized representatives, that
material from the borrow pits at those miles be used in building the
top 12inches of the embankments, as compared with what the cost
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would have been if such material had been material that could readily
be broken up into pieces not over 6 inches in diameter.
WithE respect to the other items of the deletion claim, and with
respect to the borrow claim, I concur in the opinion and decision of
the Board.
HERBERT J.

SLAUGHTER,

Member.

ELIMER F. GARRETT

A-27819

Decided March 24, 1.59

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Extensions-Oil and
,Gas Leases: Relinquishments
Where lessees timely filed applications for extension of their leases and,
thereafter, before the end of the primary lease terms, relinquished the leases,
as a consequence of which no right to an extension of: the leases survived,
the lands nonetheless remained unavailable for further leasing until after
the notation on the tract books showing the final action taken on the extension
applications.
APPEAL PROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Elmer F. Garrett has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of July 16, 1958, by the Acting Director of the Bureau of
Land Management affirming the rejection of four oil and gas lease
offers filed by the appellant for lands in Carbon County, Wyoming
(30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Spp. V, sec. 226). The Acting Director's
decision rejected the applications on the ground that the lands applied
for were not available for leasing when the appellant's offers were
filed on October 1, 1957.
Effective October 1, 1952, the lands here applied for were included
in four noncompetitive oil and gas leases (Wyoming 017875, 017876,
017877, and 017878), for a primary term of 5 years. On September
20,1957, applications for a 5-year extension of each of these leases were
filed.1 On September 30, 1957, the final day of the primary term of
. These applications were filed pursuant to section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended (30 U.S.C., 1912 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226), which provides in pertinent part that:
'1*8
*
the expiration of the initial five-year term of any noncompetitive
lease * * * the record title holder thereof shall be entitled to a single extension
of the lease * * *. A noncompetitive lease, as to lands not within the known
geologic structure of alproducing oil or gas field, shall be extended for a period of
five years and so long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities.
* * * Any noncompetitive lease extended under this paragraph shall be subject
to the rules and regulations in force at the expiration of the initial five-year term
of the lease. No extension shall be granted, however, unless within a period of
ninety days prior to such expiration date an application therefor is filed by the
record titleholder or an assignee whose assignment has been filed for approval, or
an operator whose operating agreement has been filed for approval. * * *"

~Upon
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the leases, a relinquishment of each of the leases was filed.2 The
filing of the relinquishments operated to withdraw any rights based
on the applications for extension of the leases since the relinquishment of all rights under a lease includes the relinquishment of the
right to an extension of the lease which is derived solely from the existence of the lease (see footnote 1). A relinquishment of an oil and
gas lease effectively terminates the lease from the first moment of the
day on which it is filed (Humble Oil & Refining Company, 64: I.D.
(1957)). In the instant case, the relinquishments terminated the
leases (and the right to any extension thereof) from the first moment
of September 30, 1957. In the absence of the relinquishments, the
primary term of the leases would have expired at midnight of September 30, 1957. The applications for extension of the leases and the
3
relinquishments of the leases were not noted on the tract books.
The question which must be decided on this appeal is whether the
lands for which the appellant applied were available for oil and gas
lease offers on October .1, 1957. If the lands were not then available
for new filings, the appellant's applications were properly rejected

(Edgar C. Horni, A-97340 (September 19, 1956)).

For the pur-

pose of determining the availability of lands for the filing of lease
offers, departmental regulations distinguish between lands in several
different categories, and the time when land is subject to new; filings
varies depending upon the status of the land. The availability for
the filing of new offers on lands in canceled, relinquished, or terminated leases is governed by 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 192.43 (Supp.) which
provides that:
Where the lands embraced in a relinquished or cancelled noncompetitive lease
are not on the known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field, and
are not withdrawn from leasing, such lands become available for and subject
to, filings-of new lease offers immediately upon the notation of the cancellation
or relinquishment on the tract book, or for acquired lands, on the official records
relating thereto, of the appropriate land office. If prior to such notation, the
lease term would have expired in the absence of the cancellation or relinquishment, the lands shall upon such expiration of the lease term, become subject to
the filing of lease offers even though the notation of the cancellation or relinquishment has not been made on the records. See § 192120 (f) and (g) for
2 Section 30(b) of the Mineral Leasing Act- (30 U.&.., 1952 ed., see 157h) provides that
a lessee may at any time make and file in the appropriate land office a written relinquishment of all rights under any oil or gas lease issued under the act or of any legal
subdivision of the area included within, any such lease, and the relinquishment is effective
as of the date of its filing, subject to specified obligations of the lessee and his surety which
are not here material.
3 The appeal states that the seriatl register pages on these leases showed that the extension applications had been withdrawn before the expiration date of the leases.
fNotations on the serial registet are not compliance with a requirement that nformation be noted on the tract books: (Willie M. Cortes, Carl Dry, A-2748 (Jund 10, 1957)).
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the availability for new filings of lands in a lease for which an application for
extension has or has not been timely filed ***.
eh

The availability of lands in a lease or an expired lease for which an application for extension has or has not been filed is governed by the
provisions of 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 192.120 (f) and (g) (Sufpp.) as
follows:V
(f) The timely filing of an application for extension shall have the effect of
segregating the leased lands until the final action taken on the application is
noted on the tract book, or, for acquired lands, on the official records relating
thereto, of the appropriate'land office. Prior to such notation, the lands are not
available to the filing of offers to lease. Offers to lease filed prior to such
notation will confer no rights in the offeror and will be rejected.
(g) Upon the failure of the lessee or the other persons enumerated in paragraph (a) of this section to file an application for extension within the specified
period, the lease will expire at the expiration of its primary term without notice
to the lessee. The lands will thereupon become subject to new filings of offers
to lease.

Neither of the two regulations quoted above (192.43 and 192.120)
provides specifically for the availability of lands for further leasing
where, as here, extension applications are filed and, thereafter, before
the expiration of the lease terms, relinquishments of the leases are filed.
However, 192.43 expressly refers to 192.120(f) with the purpose of
excepting from its terms lands for which extension applications have
been filed.
The Acting Director's decision held that the determination as to
whether the lands were available for new applications when the appellant's applications were filed was governed by 192.120(f), that
since timely applications for extensions of the leases here involved
were filed, the lands included therein were not subject to new lease
offers until the final action taken on the applications for extension was
noted on the tract books, that as no such notations had been made on
October 1, 1957, the appellant's applications were properly rejected.
The appellant contends that the lands for which he applied were
available for leasing on October 1, 1957, because the leases and all
rights thereunder, including any right to an extension, terminated on
September 30, 1957, and that thereafter the availability of the lands
was governed by 192.43 which provides that lands in relinquished
leases are subject to the filing of new lease offers after the time when
the lease terms would have expired in the absence of the relinquishments even though the relinquishments have not been noted-on the.
tract books. As the primary terms of the leases here involved would
have expired at midnight September 30, 1957, in the absence of the
relinquishments, the appellant argues that the lands were available for
leasing on October 1, 1957, when his applications were filed. In sup-
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port of this position it is contended that an application for extension
cannot segregate leased land until the lease term has expired because
the lease itself segregates the land until that' time. Consequently, the
appellant concludes, since the applications for extension had been
withdrawn at the expiration of the lease terms, there was nothing to
continue the segregation of the lands beyond the expiration of the lease
terms.

The difficulty with the appellant's position is that it requires the
assumption that the withdrawal of the applications for extension
made the situation the same as though no applications had ever been
filed. But the moment the applications were filed, they had a certain
effect, and under the express language of 192.120(f) this effect was to
endure until notation of the final action taken on the applications was
made. Withdrawal of the applications could not terminate that effect. The appellant, presumably, would not question that if the applications had been withdrawn some time after the expiration date of
the leases, the'lands would not become available for filing upon such
withdrawal but only after notation had been made on the tract book
of such withdrawal. It is apparent then that in the interval between
withdrawal and notation the continued segregation of the land results
not from the existence of an application for extension .but from the
fact that an application for extension had been filed at an earlier date.If this is true, and the appellant has shown nothing to contradict it,
whether an application for extension is withdrawn before or after the
expiration date of the lease is immaterial so far as its segregative effect
is concerned.
This Department has pointed out in many decisions that in interpreting regulations affecting the availability of land for noncompetitive leasing, the principal objective of the provisions, to assure that
all persons wishing to apply for noncompetitive leases may have an
equal chance to do so, will be given great weight, and that this consideration is particularly emphasized because priority of filing determines who is entitled to a lease. See, e.g., Maxs L. Krueger, Vaughan
B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185, 191 (1958); E. A. Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 (1956);
A. A. Maohris, Melvin A. Brown, 63 I.D. 161 (1956); B. E. Van
Arsdale, 62 I.D. 475, 478 (1955).
In the instant case, the relevant regulations (192.120 (f) and (g)
and the reference thereto in 192.43) indicated that the lands here
involved were available for the filing of new lease offers upon the
expiration of the primary terms of the prior leases only if applications
192.120(f) plainly states that the timely filnig of an application for extension shall
have a segregative effect until notation is made of the final action on the application.
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for extension had not been filed or, if such applications had been filed,
only if final action thereon had been noted on the tract books. The
appellant presumably had constructive notice of these provisions
Others who may have wished to apply for. this land may not have
done so in' reliance upon the provisions of 192.120(f) that the land
was not subject to new filings until final action on the extension applications was noted on the tract books. In the circumstances, the appellant's contention to the effect that on October 1, 1957, when his offers
were filed, the tract books showed that the lands were available for
further leasing is not convincing in view of the provision in 192.120 (f)
that lands for which applications for extension are filed are not available to the filing of lease offers before the notation in the tract books
of the final action taken on such applications. As final action on the
extension applications was not noted on the tract books on October
1, 1957, the lands were not subject to leasing at that time and the
offers were required to be rejected in accordance with 192.120(f).
It is true that as 192.120(f) expressly requires that the tract books
be noted to show only the final action taken on an extension application
and does not require the filing of the application to be noted, 5 applicants for lands in a lease which are subject to extension may be forced
to inquire of Bureau employees as to whether an extension application
has been filed in order to discover whether such land is available for
new offers. It may be desirable, as the appellant urges, that the
'Bureau require that the filing of applications for extension be noted
on the tract books in addition to the requirement that final action
on such applications be so noted. If the filing of such applications
were uniformly noted on the tract books, the practice would seemingly
make easier an applicant's task of determining correctly whether
lands are available for new filings. However, the fact that the regulatory provisions and practice regarding notations now in effect make
difficult the task of determining correctly whether lands are available
for new filings is not a valid reason for holding that the lands here
involved were available for filing on October 1, 1957.
For the reasons discussed herein, the decision rejecting the appellant's lease offers in accordance with 192.120(f) was proper.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
"The Bureau of Land Management Manual (Vol. VI, h. 2.1.29A(4)) also requires
notation on the tract books only of the final action taken on the application. According to
informal information from the Bureau, the filing of extension applications is usually noted
on the serial sheets and not on the tract books although at least one land office requires.
that the filing of an application for extension be noted on the tract books (see mnemorandum of February ti 1956, from the Acting'Manager, Eastern States Office, to the status
and control units)
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Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the'Acting Director of tha
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor..
APPEAL OF COX-AND HADDOX
rDecided March 26, 1959
tCBCA-155
Contracts: Delays of Contractor-Contracts: Unforeseeable Causes-Contracts: Specifications
Bridge construction contractors, who were required to paint the steel work
of the bridges constructed by them and who were delayed in the completion of'
the work due to their inability to identify the proper types of paint required
by the specifications, are not entitled to an extension of time for performance when it appears that the paint types were sufficiently identifiable byreference to specifications of the American Association of State HighwayOfficials.

Contracts: Specifications-Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts::
Additional Compensation-Contracts: Delays of Contractor
Bridge construction contractors who in pouring concrete for the decks of
two bridges constructed by them were required to do so in a particular se-quence or manner, which necessitated the installation of construction jointsnot contemplated by the specificationsi Were directed to perform extra-work,
and hence are entitled to additional compensation and extensions of timefor the performance of the work.,

Contracts: Specifications-Contracts: Changes and Extras-1 Contracts:
Additional Compensation
Bridge construction contractors, who were instructed to cut and recess a few
metal stirrups used to hold the reinforcing steel in place while the concretefor the bridges was being poured, were not directed to perform extra work,
since the work was so inconsequential that it did not materially affect thewhole operation of getting the concrete true, even and free of projections, as.
required by the spiefications.
.
-.

Contracts: Appeals-Contracts:
Changes and Extras

Additional

Compensation-Contracts::

When it is apparent from the whole record that in taking their appeal thecontractors are not only requesting extensions of time but also additional
compensation for extra work, and that the contracting officer intended to.
deny such additional compensation, the Board will direct the contracting:
officer to determine the aount of such additional compensation, notwith-standing the defects of the formal claims of the contractors.

Contracts: Notices-Contracts: Contracting Officer
A contracting officer is entitled to have contractors give him reasonable noticeof readiness of the work for final inspection.
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BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS.

Cox and Haddox, joint venturers, of Yuma, Arizona, have filed a
timely appeal from findings of fact and decision by the contracting
officer dated February 10, 1958, denying their claims for extensions of
time and additional compensation under Contract No. 14-20-603-1556
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The contract, which was dated July 2, 1956, was on U.S. Standard
Form 23 (revised March 1953) and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953). It also incorpo-,
rated the provisions of FP-41, "Specifications for Construction of
Roads and Bridges in National Forests and National Parks, 1941"
(hereinafter referred to as the standard specifications), except as
modified by special provisions of the specifications.
The contract provided for the construction of the Ganado Wash
Bridge at Ganado, Arizona, and for the widening and improvement of
the Fish Wash Bridge, approximately 6 miles east of Ganado, Arizona.
Under the terms of the contract, work was to commence within 10
calendar days of receipt of notice to proceed and was to be completed
within 365 calendar days thereof. Notice to proceed was received by
the appellant on July 20, 1956. As under the terms of article 8.6 of
the standard specifications the contract time was to begin to run on the
calendar day immediately following the date of receipt of notice to
proceed; the contract completion time expired on July 20, 1957. However, by Change Order No. 1,; dated January 10, 1957, as amended
May 13, 1957, the contract completion time was extended by 2 days,
which made the date of completion of all work under the contract
July 22,1957. The appellant did not actually commence work on the
Ganado Wash Bridge until December 11, 1956, and on the Fish Wash
Bridge until January 11, 1957. The work was, however, completed.
and accepted as of August 14, 1957. For the 23 days' delay in the
completion of the work, the appellant was assessed liquidated damages
at the rate of $50 per day 1 or in the amount of $1,150.
,On August 16, 1957, which was 2 days after the completion of the
work, the contractor wrote a letter to the contracting officer, containing
four requests for extensions of time, totaling 21 days. Although the
10-day notice requirement of clause 5 of the contract had not been
complied with, they were considered on their merits by the contracting
officer, and hence the failure to give such notice was waived. The requests will also be considered by the Board on their merits.
1 This was in accordance with the provisions of article 8.7 of the standard specifications
as modified by the special provisions under which the amount of the liquidated damages
depended on the original contract price, which was $115,609.80.
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The rights, of the contractors to extensions of time, or to additional
compensation depend in this case either on the provision, of clause .3of
the General Provisions of the contract under which if a change is made
in the requirements of the contract causing an increase in the amount
due or in the time required forperformance an equitable adjustment
may be made which would increase the amount due or the period of
time allowed for performance, or on the provision of.clause 5(c) of
the General Provisions under which delays are excusable if "due to,
unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault or
negligence of the contractor."
Claim 1: Delay in paint delivery:
The last paragraph of paragraph 301-3.1 of addendum No. 5, dated
June 12, 1956, provides as follows:
After construction of piers and abutments have been completed, exposed areas
of steel pipe piles above the ground line and above the water line, shall be
cleaned and painted with one coat of red lead and linseed oil and two coats,
of aluminu paint as provided in FP-41.
The types of paint were prescribed by section 220-3.3 of the standard
specifications as altered by the: special provisions, which read as
follows:
Painting shall meet the requirements of. AASHO' Standard Specifications for.Highway Bridges (1953), Division II Section 14,except
subsections 2.14.10 (c) and ,(d).
The appellants request an extension of time of 13 calendar days due
to delay in securing delivery of the proper types of paint to meet the
requirements'of the specifications. In support of their request the
appellants apparently filed with the contracting officer a. letter addressed to~them under'date of August 23, 1957, by their paint supplier,W. P. Fuller & Co., which indicates that the paint was not actually
ordered until July .6, 1957, and was not delivered to the appellants
until July 29, 1957, although the order called, for delivery on July 16,
1957, and which attributes the delay in supplying the paint to the fact
that the supplier "could not recognize or find any one who could help
us in finding Specification AASHO-M 72-51 Type 4 Red Lead Paint
and AASHO-Mi 69-54 Aluminum Paint." The letter also indicates
that this difficulty was solved by July' 10 by contacting an inspector
for the Bureau of Public Roads who in turn suggested that the paint
supplier contact the Arizona Highway Department in order'to obtain
copies of the two specifications.
2

These initials stand for American Association of State Highway officials.
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The contracting officer denied any extension of time to compensate
for the alleged delay in securing the proper types of paint on the
ground that, although the work on the Fish Wash Bridge, which "had
the greater area of the two bridges to be painted," was ready to be
painted on May 25, 1957, the appellants' order called for delivery of the
paint on July 16, which was only 6 days prior to the contract completion date. He concluded from this that a finding that the' delay was
due to unforeseeable causes beyond the control and' without the fault
or negligence of the contractor or supplier would not be justified.
In their objections to the findings of fact the appellants contend
that the. provisions of' FP-41, the standard specifications, disclosed
"no specification to the contractor's knowledge which provides for
a paint type," and that the delay resulted from efforts to overcome
this difficulty, which were initiated in "the early part of May 195T."
These efforts, it is alleged, included contacting Indian Bureau personnel, various paint companies and the office of the Bureau of. Public
Roads, which finally provided the necessary specifications before the
order was placed with W. P. Fuller & Company. It is apparent that
this allegation is wholly inconsistent with the statements in the
Fuller Company letter, which attributes the delay in filling the order
to inability to identify the ASHO specifications. This serious inconsistency between the letter and the statements in the objections
to the findings' of f ct must lead the Board to decline to accept also
the allegation that the efforts to obtain the paint were launched early
in May, even though the statement of objections is verified by affidavit
of 'one of the partners. In any event, the request for the extension
of time must be denied simply on the ground that the appellants overlooked the alteration of FP-41 by the special provision, which further
identified the types of paint. There is nothing in the record which
would justify any conclusion that the reference to the AASHO specifications in-the special provision was not sufficiently clear and definite
to enable the paints to be identified. It was the failure of the appellants to comprehend the specification which was the source of their
difficulties.
Claim2: Fish WasA Bridge
'The appellants elected to pour first the concrete for the east onethird of the deck of the Fish Wash Bridge, and apparently planned
to pour the center and west two-thirds of the bridge deck in a continuous operation. However, under date of May'9, 1957, they were
instructed by letter that the west one-third of the bridge deck would
have to be poured prior to pouring the center section of the deck, and
that this would necessi tte a k yed construction joint. 'The appellants
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were also instructed that since a mixer truck would not be allowed
on the bridge deck for a period of 21 days after being poured, the
concrete for the center portion of the deck would have to be buggied
over the east portion of the deck, which had been placed first. Under
date of May 21, 1957, the appellants thereupon addressed a letter
to the Bureau, claimingthat the carrying out of the instructions
would entail extra equipment, buggies, material and labor that "will
amount to over $400.00 (estimate) " and subsequently in their letter of
August 16, 1957, also requested an extension of time of 2 days.
The contracting officer denied the; requested extension of time on
the ground that proper pouring sequence would have required that
the west one-third of the bridge deck. be placed first, the east onethird second, and. the center one-third last, and that good engineering
practice had required the instructions which had been given. He also
pointed out that the appellants, having failed to file a construction program, as, required by article 8.2 of the standard specifications, which
would have shown the sequence which they proposed to follow in
pouring the bridge deck, and enable the contracting officer to approve
or disapprove their plan, any additional work done by them must be
regarded as their own responsibility.. The appellants contend that
the instructions given in connection with pouring the bridge deck
amounted to a change in the specifications which should have been
accomplished by the issuance of a change order.
The plans and specifications for the Fish Wash Bridge did, not
indicate that there were to be construction joints in the deck. Section
2064.8 of the standard specifications provided as follows with respect
to construction joints: "Construction joints shall be located where
shown on the plans or permitted by the engineer." (Italics supplied.);
This wording did not grant the engineer authority to direct the contractor to place construction-joints- in---the- bridge. deck in case the
contractor desired to pour the deek or-tocertain portions thereo f in
a continuous operation as in the present case, but. merely gave the
engineer the authority to designate the location of construction joints
in case the contractor wished to use them.
On the other hand, the Board finds nothing in the plans and specifications to indicate that the, bridge deck must be poured monolithically
or in one continuous operation as counsel for the appellants contends.
Section 200-3.6 of the standard specifications. cited in, support of the
above contention was not. applicable in the present case since this section concerned only concrete girder and slab bridges, a type of structure
not involved in the present contract. Therefore the plans and specifir
cations must be interpreted as permitting the contractor the option of
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placing the concrete deck or any portion thereof of the Fish Wash
Bridge either by a continuous pouring operation, or in segments separated by construction joints, provided the location of such joints were
satisfactory to the Government's engineer.
Since the plans and specifications did not require the placement of
the Fish Wash Bridge deck in segments in a certain sequence, the
Board is constrained to conclude that the Government's letter of
May 9, 1957, directing the contractor to pour the west one-third of
the deck prior to placement of the center portion, thereby requiring
a construction joint, constituted a change in the plans and was in
effect an order directing him to perform extra work, such extra work
being the construction of a bulkhead and the forming of the construction joint between these two portions of the bridge deck. In addition
to the labor and materials required to construct this construction joint,
placement of the deck in the above sequence caused the contractor
other labor costs and expenses due to his having to pour the center
one-third of the deck by the use of rented buggies, which method
and equipment he would not have had to employ had he been free to
place these two-thirds of the deck in a continuous operation as he had
planned to do.
The Board believes that having submitted a bid and received an
award based on plans and specifications which did not require any
particular sequence for placement of portions of the deck with the
resulting construction joints, the contractor was entitled to proceed
in accordance with such plans and specifications and that any directive by the Government that portions of the deck be poured in a certain
sequence, thereby necessitating a construction joint, was an order for
extra work, regardless of whether such directive was issued at the
time the pouring was about to take place or soon after award of 'the
contract when the contractor should have but did not file a construction
program. Therefore, the fact that the contractor did not file a construction program as required does not affect the merits of his claim.
Accordingly, the decision of the contracting officer in denying Claim
No. 2 is reversed.
Claim 3: Ganado Wash B*iige
This claim, which involves an extension of time of 4 days, concerns
the pouring of the concrete slab and pier caps for the 110-foot portion
of the deck west of the expansion joint shown on the plans. The plans
and specifications as in the case of the Fish Wash Bridge did not show
or require construction joints, neither were such joints prohibited'
it being left to the discretion of the contractor whether to place tihe
entire bridge deck or any portion thereof by a continuous operation
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or by two or more separate pours which would have necessitated a
construction joint between the portions placed at different times.
The contractor's letter of July 1, 1957, asked permission to work
in excess of 10 hours per day for the 2 days during which he expected
to pour the deck slab. By letter of July.2, 1957, the contracting officer
'denied the above request due to the volume of concrete to be poured,
the rate of curing caused by the intense'midday heat, and the imitations of men and equipment and directed the contractor to pour at
one time not more than one-half of the deck up to the' expansion joint,
thus requiring a bulkhead and construction joint along the longitudinal centerline of the western portion of the bridge, a distance of
110 feet. This letter of July 2, 1957, also stated that "No transverse
joints will be permitted."
Since the intense midday heat in the vicinity of the work was a
condition the contractor could foresee and the limitation. on his men
and equipment a condition within his control, the Board must conclude that the contractor could and should have foreseen that in such
circumstances good engineering practice would have required him to
divide in some manner the west 110 feet of the deck into two pours
with the resultant construction joint, and tothe extent that the contracting officer required such two pours, he was not exceeding his
prerogatives.
The second sentence of section 206-3.8 of the 'standard specifications
provided, however, as follows: "Construction joints shall be perpendicular to the principal lines of stress and in general shall be
located at the points of minimum shear." In a concrete slab bridge,
such as the Ganado Wash Bridge, the principal lines of stress are
parallel to the length of the bridge. Consequently any construction
joint in such a structure must; according to the above specification
provision,'be placed in a crosswise or transverse direction, which would
make it parallel to the expansion joint shown on the plans near Bent
No. 4. The points of -minimum shear in' this type of structure are near
the middle of the various spans. Thus the above provision when
applied to the Ganado Wash Bridge must be interpreted to mean that
any construction joint must be a transverse joint located near the
middle of a span. A joint at such a location would have been 30 feet
in length and very simple to construct compared to a longitudinal
joint which in addition to being 110 feet in length was more' difficult
to construct due to the extra forming for the piercaps and the adjacent
haunches on the underside of the slab.
The. Board must conclude that the contracting officer, in directing:
the contractor in his letter of July 2 1957, to make a construction
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joint longitudinally along the centerline of the deck and prohibiting
transverse joints, introduced a change in the plans, such change being
the elimination of transverse joints as required by the above specifications provision and the substitution therefor of a longitudinal joint.
This change required the contractor to furnish the extra material and
labor required to, construct the 110-foot longitudinal joint over the
material and labor which would have been required to construct the
more simple 30-foot transverse joint required by the specifications.
Accordingly, the contracting officer's decision in rejecting Claim No. 3
is reversed.
Claim 4: Metal stormps claim
The appellants request an extension of time of 2 days because they
were required -by an inspector to cut and recess metal stirrups used
to hold the reinforcing steel in place while the concrete was being
poured. Section 206-3.12 of the standard specifications included the
provision:
As soon as the forms are removed, all projecting wire or metal devices which
have been. used for holding the forms in place, and which pass through the body
of the concrete, shall be removed or cut back at least one-foirth- inch beneath
the. surface of the concrete.

In explanation of their request, in a letter to the contracting officer
dated September 27, 1957, the appellants stated that they considered
this provision inapplicable because none of the stirrups projected
through the body of the concrete,,and they were not used to hold the
forms in place, although they conceded that they penetrated soft spots
in the forms by as much as one-half an inch.
In rejecting the requested extension of time, the contracting officer
found that the cutting back of the stirrups was a minor consideration,
since there were only two or three stirrups which required such attention, andthat-the "major work involved-was the cutting back of
nails which were used to hold the forms in place, such work being
also required by section 206-3.13 (c), which provided that the concrete
was to be true, even, and free.of projections. The Board construes
this finding to mean that, even assuming that section 206-3.12 of the
standard specifications to be inapplicable, the cutting back of the few
metal stirrups was so inconsequential that it did not materially affect
the whole operation of getting the concrete true; even, and free of
projections. Consequently, this request, too, must be denied.
In their objections to the findings .of fact, the appellants also contend that the work was actually completed on August 11 rather than
August 14,1957, and that they made a request for final inspection on
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August 12, which was the following Monday, but that the inspecting
officer, who was in Phoenix, Arizona, was unable to arrive on the job
site until August 14. As this contention was not submitted to the contracting officer prior to the taking of the appeal, the Board cannot
give it consideration. It is. apparent, moreover. that the appellants
could hardly expect that a request for inspection made on a Sunday
would be honored the following day. The Government was; clearly
entitled to reasonable notice of readiness for final inspection.
A rather confusing aspect of the present record with respect to
Claims 2, 3, and 4 is whether the appellants requested not only extensions of time but also additional conipensation. Only in case of
Claim 2' did the appellants, prior to the taking of the appeal, assign an
even approximate amount of expense to the allegedly additional work.
In their objections to the findings-they seem to claim additional compensation, however, in connection with Claims 2, 3 and 4, although in
unspecified amounts. The contracting officer seems to have considered
the claims only under clause 5(c) of the General Provisions of the)
contract, except that in connection with Claim 2, he remarked that
"time extension and monetary compensation are to us one and the
same." This is, indeed, the case normally, since a contractor who has
had to spend additional time on the performance of work will also
make claim for additional compensation. The Board-will assume that
the appellants are doing so in the present instance,' and that it was the
intention of the contracting officer also to deny any additional compensation. Under such circumstances no purpose would be servedby
insisting that the appellants file formal claims for the contracting
officer to consider. He 'is directed, therefore, to consider what' extensions of time and additional compensation the appellants are entitled to in the ease of Claims 2 and 3, as equitable adjustments, and
to enter appropriate change orders in accordance with his findings. If
dissatisfied with such findings the appellants may file a further appeal
with the Board pursuant to the disputes clause of the contract.
- 5;. : .
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No.
2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the findings of fact and decision of

the contracting officer, dated February 10, 1958, are affirmed' in part
and reversed in part, and he is directed to proceed as specified herein.
THEODORE H. HAAS,

Chairnan.

Wn0
.: -V SEiGLE, Member.

K. K. YotrNG, Alternate Member.
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RICHFIELD OI COMPANY ET AL
A-27550
A-27601
Decided March 30, 1959
A-27619
,Oil and Gas Leases: Consent of Agency
.Oil and gas lease applications are properly rejected where the lands applied
for are in a national forest administered by the Department of Agriculture
and that agency objects to the issuance of leases.
APPEALS FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND XANAGEMENT

*RichfieldOil Company, Eric A. S. Borklund, and Charles A. Beguhl
have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from decisions of the
Director and Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management, affirming
the rejection of their various noncompetitive oil and .gas offers.'
The lands applied for form a. compact block which lies within the
Shoshone National Forest and partly within the North Absaroka
Wilderness Area, and along the east approach to Yellowstone National
Park. The lands are being administered by the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The Forest Service has objected to issuance of oil and gas leases in the area on the ground that oil: and
gas operations would interfere with the uses for which the lands are
being administered. On the basis of these objections the Director
and Acting Director of the Bureau rejected the lease offers.
The leasing of public lands for oil and -gas development purposes is
discretionary with the Department. United States e rel. Roughton
v. Icles, 101 F. 2d 248 (C.C.D.C. 1938); Dunn v. Ickes, 115 F. 2d 36
(C.C.D.C. 1940), cert. -denied311 U.S. 698; United States ex rel. Jordan v. Ickes, 143 F. 2d 152 (C.C.D.C. 1944), cert. denied 323 U.S. 759.
The Department has long held to the policy that if the leasing of land
for oil and gas purposes would interfere with' the use for which the
landis reserved, it-is proper to reject lease applications for such land.
George E. ohler, Sr., et al., A-26412 (January 9, 1953); Gerald W.
Anderson, A-26297 (February 13, 1952); Vilas P. Sheldon, A-25927
(January 16, 1951). Thus, where the-lands applied for are being administered by another agency and.that agency objects to issuance of oil
and gas leases on the ground that issuance of such leases would interfere with the purposes for which the lands are being administered, the
Department has refused to issue such leases. John C. de Armas, Jr.,
A-27105 (May 16, 1955); Jack Weldon Vood, A-27240 (December
23, 1955); Clark H. Boyles, A-27538 (January 23, 1958). This has
P The serial numbers of the appellants' offers are contained in the appendix on p. 107.
The Richfield Oil Company holds options on all the offers involved:.
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been true with respect to lands administered by the Forest Service.
George E.Holder, Sr., et al., supra;Harry 0. Morris, A-26390 (Janu-

.

ary9,1953).

,On the basis of the information in the record, most recently a letter
date July 11, 1958, from-Assistant Secretary Peterson of the Department of Agriculture to this Department, it appears that the lands applied for are located in an area of important national forest recreation
and wildlife resources. The area is very important from a wildlife
management standpoint in that it is the winter range for a large elk
herd. The Department of Agriculture is of the opinion that oil and
gas development, no matter how carefully done, could not be undertaken without seriously impairing the outstanding recreation and
scenic values of thei area; Moreover, it does not appear that the national need for additional oil and gas is of such a pressing nature as
to justify exploration and development in this area at this time.
The Supreme Court of the United States in Chapnwn v. SheridanWyoming Coal Co., Inc., 338 U.S. 621, 627-628 (1950), said
The Mineral Lands Leasing Acts confer broad powers on the Secretary as
leasingagent for the Government. We find nothing that expressly prevents him
from taking into consideration whether a public interest will be served or injured by opening a particular mine. But we find no grant of authority to create
a private contract right that would override his continuing duty to be governed
by the public interest in deciding to lease or withhold leases.

After careful consideration of the record it is my conclusion that the
public interest will best be served by rejecting the oil and gas lease
offers involved.
Theref ore, the decisions of the Director and Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, are affirmed.
Roon ERNST,

Assistant Secretary.
APPENDIX
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OLIE W. BROOKS
A-27856

Decided March 30, 1959

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Extensions of Time
The rules of practice do not authorize officials of the Bureau of Land Management to grant extensions of time for the filing of notices of appeal to the
Secretary of the Interior or paying the filing fee.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Timely Filing
An appeal to the Secretary of the Interior will be dismissed if the notice of
appeal is not filed or the filing fee paid within the period prescribed by
the Department's rules of practice.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND NANAGEXENT

Ollie W. Brooks has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management
dated July 21,1958, which dismissed his appeal from a decision of the
manager of the land office at, Reno, Nevada, dated March 3, 1958, rejecting his desert land application. The Acting. Director's dismissal
was based upon the appellant's failure to file his statement of reasons
for the, appeal within the period allowed for filing by departmental
regulation, 43 CFR 221.3, as amended (23 F.R. 1930).
The Director's decision was received by Brooks on July 28, 1958.
The last paragraph of the decision told Brooks:
You are allowed the right of appeal to the Secretary of the Interior In
accordance with the regulations contained in enclosed Form 4-1365.

On August 9, 1958, Brooks wrote the Director's 'office as follows:
Please refer to your recent communication which appears to be undated. You
state "You are allowed the right of appeal to the Secretary' of the Interior n
accordance with the regulations contained in enclosed orm 4-1365." You are
advised that 'there was no Form 4-1365 enclosed. Expecting it to follow I have
waited until today and you are advised that it was, and is my intention to
appeal to the Secretary of the Interior.
Will you, on receipt of this communication send Form 4-1365 as you mentioned
in your communication.
This is to advise you further that if a time limit is set forth in the foregoing
regulation, it would appear that that time limit should start at the time that you
replyto this letter and not at the undetermined time of your decision.

This letter was received in the Director's office on August 12, 1958.
On August 20, 1958, the Director answered, transmitting the form
with this statement:
Since, through, inadvertence, we failed to enclose Form 4-1365 containing the
regulations for.;filing an appeal to the Secretary, you are allowed 30 days from
receipt of this letter within which to. file a notice of appeal.
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Brooks received this letter on August 26, 1958. On the same day, he
wrote the Director's office stating that the form was not enclosed. This
letter was received in the Director's office on August 28, 1958. On September 2, 1958, the Director wrote:
The printed sheet attached to that letter is Form 4-1365. You will note the
form number in the upper left-hand corner. Since you received this form with
the letter of August 20, the 30 days allowed for filing a notice of appeal- commenced the date you received that letter.
On September 11, 1958, Brooks filed in the Director's office a document dated September 10, 1958, labelled "Statement of Reasons for
Appeal under Application Nevada 046698." The document referred
to the manager's rejection of March 3, .1958, and set forth three argaments directed to the merits of the manager's decisions Nothing was
said as to the correctness of the Acting Director's decision in dismissing
the appeal to the Director on procedural grounds.
On September 16, 1958, the Director wrote to Brooks, referring to
Brooks' commnunication ofSeptember0 and stating:
A
If you wish to, have your letter of September; 10 considered as an appeal, you
are required to pay a $5.00 filing fee. This should be filed in this office no later
than September 25. * e*

Brooks' letter dated September 19, 1958, enclosing the fling fee,
was received in the Director's office on September 22, 1958. The last
paragraph of this letter stated:
Please attach this letter to My previous letter of Sept. 10th and call it
My appeal if It will suffice.

On September 25, 1958, the Acting Director transmitted the case
record to the Secretary as an appeal from the decision of July 21, 1958.
The Dlepartment's rules of practice provide:
t§221.39 Appeaz; how taken, ffling fee, mandatori tme limit. (a) A person
who wishes to appeal to the Secretary must file in the office of the Director * * *
a notice that he wishes to appeal.. The notice of. appeal must give the serial
number or other identification of the case and; must be transmitted in tim to
be filed in the Director's office within 30 days after the person taking the appeal
is served with the decision he is appealing from. The notice of appeal may
include a statement of the reasons for the appeal and any arguments the appellant wishes to make.
(b) * * * a filing fee of $5 must be paid for each separate application ** *
on which the appellant is seeking favorable action. * * * The filing fee- should
accompany the notice of appeal but in any event must be received in the-Director's
office within the time allowed for filing the notice of appeal.
(c)' No extension of time will be granted' for filing the notice of appeal or
paying the filing fee. 'if a notice 'of appeal is filed or the filing fee is paid after
the grace period provided in § 221.92, the notice of appeal will not be considered

*
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If the notice of appeal is filed or

the filing fee is paid during the. graeperiod, provided -in § 221.92 and the;delay

in filing is not waived, as provided in that section, the notice of appeal will not be
considered and the case will be closed by the Secretary.; (43- CFR 221.32, as
amended 23 F.R. 1930.)
§ 221.92 * * * (b) Whenever a document is required under this part to be
filed within a certain time and it is not received in the proper office, as provided
in paragraph (a) of this section, during that time, the delay in filing will be
waived if the document is filed not later than 10 days after it was required to be
filed and it is determined that the document was transmitted or probably transmitted to the office in which the filing is required before the end of the period
in which it was required to be filed. * * * (43 CFR 221.92, as amended, 23
F.R. 1930.)

As Brooks received the Acting Director's decision on July 28, 195.8T
he had 30 days after that date for filing his appeal, but,, since the 30th
day, August 27, 1958, was Sunday, he had until the close of business
on August 28, 1958, to do so. 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 221.96 (Supp.).
Brooks' letter of August 9, 1958;. notifying the Bureau of Land
Management that "it was, and is my intention to appeal to the Secretary of the Interior" was filed on August 12, 1958, within the period
allowed for filing an appeal, but although it indicated that Brooks
intended to appeal, it seems clear that the letter itself was not considered to be an appeal. It is apparent that Brooks did not regard
this letter as. an appeal inasmuch as he: stated in the letter that if a
time limit was set forth in '-form 4-1365 he thought it should not apply
to him until he had received the form. ' The document received on'
September 11 was the first that clearly constituted an appeal, stating
that "This appeal presents certain reasons for the appeal. But this
document was filed long past the deadline of August 28, and the record
shows'clearly that it' cannot be saved from delinquency by the provisions of the grace rule, 43 CFR 221.92(b),s8upra, since it was definitely transmitted-after the end of the period for filing an appeal
and it was filed considerably later than 10 days: after the end of the
period forfiling anappeal.
Even if'the' statement in the letter of August 9-disclosing an intent
to appeal could be regarded as a notice of' appeal, the Problem of the.
filing fee remains. The applicable regulation, 43 CFR 221.32 (b)
supra, requires that it be filed in the Director's office within the time
allowed for filing the notice of appeal. 'Brooks did not present the:
filing fee until September'22,1958.
The Director's letter 'of August 20 specifically allowed Brooks 30
days from receipt of that' letter, which took place on August 26,'t&
perfect his appeal.
Thus
Brooks may
be presumed to haveesu.pos
supposed
-~~~~~~~i
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that he actually had until the close of business in the Bureau of Land'
Management on Sepember 25 to file the necessary documents and to
pay the filing fee, even though the regulations set out in the form furnished to him state explicitly that notice of appeal must be filed and"
the filing fee paid in the Director's office within 30 days after service'
of the decision appealed from. This raises the question whether the,
Director had authority to extend the period prescribed in the departmental rules approved by the Secretary of the Interior for the filing
of an appeal from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land'
Management.
43 CFR 221.32(c), quoted above, states flatly and without equivocation that "No extension of time will be granted for filing the notice of
appeal or paying the filing fee." This sentence was italicized for em-phasis in form 4-1365 which was sent to the appellant. The language'
on its face denies' authority to the Director to extend the time for'
filing a notice of appeal or paying the filing fee.'
The history: of this provision demonstrates beyond doubt that no
extensions of time were intended to be authorized. Prior to the complete revision of the rules of practice effective as of May' 1, 1956, the'
provisions of the former rules pertaining to appeals to the Secretary'
were amended on May 16, 1952, effective as of June 23, 1952 (43 CFR,.
1953 Supp., 221.75, 221.76). Sec. 221.t5 (a) made it mandatory that
an appeal id the Siretaty be filed within 30 days from service upon the
applicant: of the Director's' decision. The regulation said nothing'
about extensions of'time.- But in; deision after decision, the Department held without exception that no officer of the Bureau of Land'
Management had authority to grant extensions of time for filing a
notice of appeal. 2
When the current complete revision of the rules of practice was'
adopted in 1956,. it specifically incorporated the previous rulings of'
the Department (43 'CFR'221.32, 21 F.R. 1862). Before the revision_
was adopted, it as published as proposed rules in the Federal Register on March 3, 1955 (20 F.R. 1313). Among suggestions received'
from the public on the proposed rules was one that provision be made,
143 CFR, 1954 Rev., 221.97(a) (Supp.), also, states: "with the exception of the timef9wed for filing a notice of appeal, the time for filing or serving any document in connection
with an appeal may be extended by the officer to whom the appeal is taken." (Italicsadded.)
20.
B. Eaton et al., A-26762 (August 11, 153) *.Wills H. Morris, A-26783 (November
12, 1953); Fischer Lumber Company, A-26963 (March 8, 1954); Alma M. Argyle, Jr.,.
A-26999 (May 26, 1954) Mabel Hale et al., A-26860 (June 23, 1.954) State of California,
A-26899 '(July 2, 1954) F. I,. Grady, A-26903 (August 31, 1954); llis Kelly, A-269430

(September 15, 1954).
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for granting extensions of time for filing notices of appeal. With letters sent by the Department to a number of persons located in different parts of the country: a summary of reasons for not adopting
suggestions submitted by them for changes in the proposed rules of
practice was attached. With respect to the suggestion for extensions
of time for filing notice of appeal to the Secretary, the Department
said:
We see no reason -for making provision for granting an extension of time to
file an appeal.. The requirements for a notice of appeal are extremely simple
and can easily be complied with during the 30-day period.

Later, the rule was relaxed by the adoption on March 22, 1958, of the
grace rule quoted above (43 CFR 221.92). Thus a person who wishes
to appeal from a decision of the Director of the: Bureau of Land
Management may appear by notifying the Director in writing that he
wishes to appeal from a designated decision and (1) filing such written
notice and paying the filing fee, in the Director's office, within 30 days
after receipt of the decision appealed from or (2) mailing such notice
and filing fee within the 30 days allowed so that they are received in
the Director's office within business hours within 10 days following
the 30 days allowed for filing an appeal.
There has been no other relaxation of the rule and the Director has
not been given authority to waive any requirement of the rule.
In the absence of any authorization for the extension of time which
the Director's office purported to grant,. thefilingfee was paid- and
the notice of appeal was filed too-late. Accordingly, the appeal must
be dismissed. (43 CFR 221.32(c), spra.).
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the appeal is dismissed.
EDMUND

T. FRrZ,

Acting Solwcitor.
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A-27894

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals-Grazing Permits and Licenses:
Federal Range Code-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal
As the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts requires that notice of intention to appeal to the Director of the~Bureau of Land Management from a
decision of a hearing examiner must be filed within 10 days after the receipt
of the hearing examiner's decision by the appellant, it is proper for the
Director to dismiss an appeal to him where it is shown that the notice of
intention to appeal was filed after the 10-day period had elapsed.
APPEAL

ROX THEIBUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

William S. Young and others, through their attorney, have appealed
toIthe Secretary of the Interior from a decision by the Director, Bureau
of Land Management, dated October 2, 1958, which dismissed their
appeal from a decision dated July 28, 1958, by the hearing examiner at
Salt Lake City, Utah. That decision held that, from a review of the
evidence presented at a hearing on their appeals from decisions of the
district range manager, the condition of the range in the North Dugway Unit, Utah Grazing District No. 2, is such that the reduction of
30 percent in the amount of grazing privileges previously enjoyed by
the appellants made by the district range manager is necessary to keep
the class 1 demand within the carrying capacity of the range. The
Director dismissed the appeal to him for the reason that a notice of
intention to appeal from the examiner's decision was not filed within
10 days after the receipt by the appellants of the examiner's decision,
as required by a regulation of the Department (43 CFR, 1954 Rev.;
161.10(f) (Supp.)).
The appellants have pointed to no error in the Director's decision
and none has been-found.
Section 161.10 of the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts (43
CFR, 1954 Rev., 161.10 (Supp.)) sets forth in great detail the procedure to be followed by applicants for grazing privileges under the
Taylor Grazing Act (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 315 et seq.) who desire to
appeal from adverse decisions of range managers and examiners.
:Subsection (f) of that section provides:
Within ten days after the receipt of the decision of the examiner any party,
including state supervisor or his representative, desiring to appeal to the Direc*Not in chronological order.
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tor shall file a written notice of his intention to appeal and may request a copy
of the transcript of testimony. * * * Notice of appeal and request for a copy of
the transcript shall be filed through the office of the Hearing Examiner.

As stated above, the hearing examiner's decision was rendered ol
July 28, 1958. The decision contained, as an attachment thereto, a
statement of appeal procedure, setting forth the requirements of the
regulation quoted above. It was received by the appellants on July
29, 1958. Therefore, under the subsection quoted above the notice of
intention to appeal to the Director must have been filed at the latest
by August 8, 1958. The notice of intention to appeal itself recites
that it was filed with the hearing examiner on August 13,'1958. The
notice of intention to appeal was obviously filed late.

As the Department had .occasion to note recently in affirming the
action of the Director in dismissing an appeal to him under the. general rules of practice (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., Part 221 (Supp.)) where
the statement of reasons supporting an appeal was not filed within the
timerequired:
The rules of the Department are not strict in their requirements. They afford
an appellant ample time to file the few documents that are necessary. Only by
rigid enforcement of the rules can the Department insure orderly procedure and
fairness to all litigants before it. Otherwise the rules become only the whim
of the person who is administering them forthe nonce. United States v. E; V.
Pressentinet al., A-27495 (April 2,1958).

Accordingly, it must beheld that the Director's action in dismissing
the appeal of William S. Young and others from the hearing examiner's decision was proper.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23,. Order No. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R. 6794), the Director's decision is affirmed.
EDmuND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
MAX BARASH
THE TEXAS 'COMPANY
A-27239 (Supp. II)

Decided

arch

18, 1959*

Secretary' of the Interior-Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Accounts.
Refunds
The authority of the Secretary to cancel an oil and gas lease is independent
of the right of the lessee to a refund and the Secretary need not determine
*Not in chronological order..
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prior to or simultaneously with cancellation whether the lessee is entitled
to a refund of moneys paid to the United States in connection with the lease'

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Accounts: Refunds
A decision that a lease is to be canceled, standing by itself, is not a determination one way or the other that repayment of moneys paid in connection
with the canceled lease is or is not to be made.

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Accounts: Refunds
The Secretary of the Interior need not return moneys paid in connection with
an oil and gas lease as a condition to cancellation of the lease.
RESPONSE TO ORDER TO SHOW cAUSE

In a decision dated January 21, 1959 (66 I.D. 11), the Department
vacated its prior decision of February 14, 1956 (63 I.D. 51), in this
matter, and remanded the case to the Bureau of Land Management
for the issuance of a lease to Max Barash for the lands formerly
included within oil and gas leases, BLM-A 034715 and 034716, and
directed The Texas Company to show cause why lease BLM-A 034714
should not be canceled.
On March 4, 1959, The Texas Company filed a document entitled
"Opposition By The Texas Company To Reconsideration Of Departmental Decision," in which it does not object to the cancellation of
BLM-A. 034714, but contends that the Department's decision on reconsiderationmust be amended to provide for the repayment to it of
bonuses, rentals and compensatory royalty paid by it on leases BLM-A
034714 and 034715.1
In a letter dated March 5, 1959, Max Barash, through his attorney,
stated that Barash's right to alease is not contingent on the repayment
of moneys to The Texas Company from the United States and renewed
his request that a lease issue to him forthwith in accordance with the
judgment of the court.
After careful consideration of the matters presented by The Texas
Company, I can only conclude that its opposition to the decision of
January 21, 1959, does not present any substantial reason why lease
BLM-A 034714 should not be canceled. That decision was based
upon the propositions that the District Court had ordered the Secretary to issue a lease to Barash, that lease 034714 was an outstanding
lease covering part of the land the court had ordered the Secretary
to lease to Barash, that two leases cannot subsist for the same land,.
and that therefore The Texas Company lease must be canceled.
43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., secs. 95-98a.
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The document filed by Texas deals only with its right to a repayment
of the moneys it has paid to the United States under leases BLM-A
034714 and 034715.
The decision of January 21, 1959, was concerned, solely with the
issue of complying with the court's order that the Secretary issue a
lease to Barash. It did not deem it necessary to consider Texas right
to a refund and its silence on this point can in no way be construed
.as an expression that Texas can or cannot obtain the refund it desires.
Before considering other matters, I would first like to point out that
lease BLM-A 034715 terminated by operation of law, at the expiration
of its 5-year term, on August 31, 1958, and that there is no connection
between this lease and BLM-A 034714. Therefore, I fail to see how
the propriety of canceling the latter lease can in any way be related
to payingarefudon theformer.
Accor dingly, we need only consider whether the Secretary must dtermine whether a refund must be paid on BLM-A 034714 prior to or
simultaneously with its cancellation.
The authority and obligation of the Secretary to cancel entries for
public land erroneously allowed are independent of his authority"and
obligation to make refunds of moneys paid in connection with such entries. Although entries must be rejected or canceled, repayments can
be made only when a statute specifically authorizes them and have no
bearing on the Secretary's authority to reject applications or cancel-entries. See Joseph Gibson, 37 L.D. 338 (1908) ; Heirs of Isaac W. Talkington, 5 L.D. 114 (1886)'; George A. Stone (On Review), 25 L.D. 111
(1897); State of Oregon, 33 L.D. 374 (1904); Instrctions, 49 L.D.
541, 543 (1923).
:
E
C
::
-In support of'its opposition to the decision of January 21, 1959,
Texas relies upon the proposition that if the United States seeks to
cancel a patent, it must refund the consideration it received when it
issued the patent.
However, in United States v. Poland, 251 U.S. 221, 228'(1920), the
Court held that the Government is entitled to demand the cancellation
of a patent issued in violation of law and that if the patent is canceled, the patentee may ask repayment of fees and commissions paid
the land officers. This statement clearly indicates that cancellation
and repayment need not be simultaneous and the patentee may be
left to seek repayment after cancellation.
Furthermore,' in Causey v. United States, 2.40 U.S. 399, 402 (916),
the Court said:
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:.The.urther objection is made that the bill cannot be maintained because it
does not contain an offer to return the scrip received whenthe commuted entry
was made. The objection assumes that the suit is upon the same plane as if
brought by an, individual vendor to, annul a sale of land fraudulently induced.But, as this court has said, the Government in disposing of its public lands does
not; assume the attitude of a mere seller of real estate at its market value.
These lands are held in trust for all the people, and in providing for their disposal Congress has sought to advance the interests of the whole country by
opening them to entry in comparatively small tracts under restrictions designed
to accomplish their settlement, development and utilization.. And when a suit
is brought to annul a patent obtained, in violation of these restrictions, the purpose is not merely to regain the title but also to enforce a public statute and
maintain the policy underlying it. Such a suit is not within the reason of the
ordinary rule that a vendor suing to annul a sale fraudulently induced must
offer and be ready to return the consideration received. That rule, if applied,
would tend to frustrate the policy of the public land laws; and so it is held that
the wrongdoer must restore the title unlawfully obtained and abide the. judgment of Congress as to whether the consideration paid shall be refunded. * * C a

Accordingly, it is' concluded that The Texas Company has not
'shown cause why lease BLM-A 034714 should not be canceled.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to 'the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 23, Order N\To. 2509, as revised;
17 F.R.l 6794), lease BLM-A 034714 is hereby canceled and as to the
lands formerly covered thereby, the case is remanded to the Bureau
of Land Management for further proceedings consistent herewith
andwiththe decisionof January 21,1959.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Soicitor.
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Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Interpretation-Contraets:

Modification

'

:Acceptance by a contractor of a change order which stipulates that "the
time necessary for the completion of the work" described in the order is a
certain number of days and that "the contract time is extended accordingly"
does not bar the allowance of a further extension on account of time lost
2To the same effect, Hecknanv. Unted.States, 224 U.S. 413, 446-447 (1912); PanAmerican Co. v. United States, 273 U.S. 456, 506-510 (1927). The Department has
always canceled oil and gas leases where the circumstances require such action and left
the former lessees to seek refunds In a separate proceeding. Cy. L. '.' Hagoo et at., 65
I.D. 405 (1958).
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because of the inability of the contractor to perform portions of the original
contract work until the Government had removed, throg :the issuftnce of
the order, 'an excusable cause of delay.

Contracts-: Interpretation-Contracts:
seeable Causes

Performance-Contracts:.~ lnfore-

The provision in the standard-form construction contract that the contractor
shall at his own epense "obtain, all licenses and permits required for 11the
prosecution of the work" does, not impose upon
contractor, whose ndertakings include installing sanitary plumbing on Government property' and
connecting such plumbing with a county sewer, the responsibility for payin g
a charge assessed by the county for the use to be made of the sewer by the
Government, nor for solving the impasse created by a coniflict- between the
plumbing specifications of the contract and the county plumbing code. Refusal by the county to issue a permbit for the connection save upon condition
that such charge be paid and that the, secifications be altered to' conform
to such code constitutes an excusable cause of delay under the standardform "delays-damages" clause.
BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal by James C. Christopher, d/bja, Christopher Construction Company, of Washinigton, D.C., involves a decision, in the form
of a letter dated January 31, 1957, wherein the contractingofce
denied a claim for an extension of time. No hearing was requested
by, either party, but a conference at which each was represenIted was
held on February 3, 1959, pursuant to section 4.9 of the rules governing procedure before the Board.'The matters in dispute aise under a contract dated June 28, 1956,
with the National Park Service, in which the contracting oficer, was
,the superintendent of the NationalCapitalParks. The contract provided for the~ construction of a comfortl station on the' George Wash.ington Memorial Parkway in Fairfax County, Virginia. It Was on
U.S Standard Form 23 (revised March 1953) and incorporated the
General Provisions of U.S.: Standard Fdrm* 23A (March 1953) for
construction contracts. The, price for the work was ,$35,000.
The General Provisions of the contract included the usual del1sdahinge" provision (clause 5), under which the contractor was not to
be charged with liquidated damages because of "any delays in the
completion of the' work' due, to unforeseeable causes beyond- the' control
and without the. fault or negligence of the Contractor, including but
not restricted to certain named categories or because of ",delays of
subcontractors or suppliers dlue to such causes."
1

43 OFE, 1954 Rev, 4.9.
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It was stipulated in the contract that the work should be completed
within 90 calendar, days from the date of receipt of notice to proceed.
Appellant received notice to proceed on July 9, 1956, and the date for
completion of the work was thus established as October 7, 1956.
Extensions of time aggregating 38 calendar days were allowed by the
contracting officer, thereby deferring the date for completion to
November 14, 1956. The work, however, was not, in fa6t, substantially completed until 16 calendar days later, on November 30, 1956.
Because of this failure to perform the work on time, appellant was,
assessed liquidated damages, at the rate of $25 per calendar day fixed
by the contract, for the 16 days of unexcused delay, or a total of $400.
* After the liquidated damages had been assessed, appellant presented to the contracting officer a claim for an extension of time in
the amount of 23 days on account of alleged difficulties in obtaining
:
a sewer connection permit.
The contracting officer considered and rejected this claim in his
decision of January 31, 1957. The rejection was bottomed upon the
grounds that appellant had been derelict in making application for
the sewer connection permit, and in informing the Government of the
requirements imposed by the issuing authority. From this decision
the instant appeal was taken.
.One of appellant's duties under the contract was to connect thesewage disposal main of the comfort station to a sewer belonging to
Fairfax County, Va. During the month of August 1956, appellant's
plumbing subcontractor. applied to the county officials for a permit
to make the connection. These officials took the position that a
permit would be issued only on two conditions: first, that the Government either pay or assume liability for the availability charge imposed by the county on persons making connections with its sewers;
second, that the sanitary plumbing within the comfort station be in
conformitywiththecountyplumbing code.
The plumbing subcontractor appears to have learned that the
county officials would insist on the first requirement, notwithstanding
that the comfort station was to be a public facility in Federal ownership, on or about August 21. Oral notice of the requirement was
promptly given to the representatives of the Government, followed
by written notice in the form of a letter dated August 24. Sometime
between August 28 and August 31 the Government furnished to the
county a document wherein it assumed liability for the availability
charge, therebymeeting this requirement.
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Shortly thereafter the plumbing subcontractor appears to have ascertained that the second requirement would also be insisted upon,
and that compliance with it would entail the installation of plumbing
vents that differed from those called for by the contract Oral notice
of this was given to the representatives of the Government on or
about Septeimber 6, followed by written notice in the form of a letter
dated' September 11. Under date of September 14: the Government
wrote the.county that alterations in the plumbing system venting
would be made, and requested that "in anticipation of these alterations" the sewer connection permit be released. On September 20 a
county plumbing inspector gave the subcontractor permission to make
the connection, subject to the condition that the interior plumbing,
when installed, be such as would satisfy the county code. : Under date
of September 27 the contracting officer by Change'Order No. 3 revised
the contract drawings and specifications so as to; bring them into conformity with the county code, thereby meeting the, second requirement.
Plumbing work under the changed plans began on October and
a permit covering the interior work was issued by the county on
October 2. The sewer connection itself was not made until October
10.
The Government contends that appellant's claim for an extension
of time on account of these events is wholly barred by reason of the
provision in the "delays-damages" clause which calls for the giving
of written notice of causes of delay "within 10 days from the beginning of any such delay." This contention completely overlooks the
notices contained in appellant's letters of August- 24 and September
11, and, hence, must be rejected.
It is also contended that the claim is barred by reason of appellant's
acceptance of Change Order No. 3. This order increased the contract price by $304 in order to compensate appellant for the extra
costs incident to the changes which the order made in the plumbing
plans. In addition, it stated:
It is agreed that the time necessary for the completion of the work of Change
Order No. 3 is five (5) calendar days and the contract time is extended accordingly.

' The language used in the change order, which appellant accepted
in writing as satisfactory, expresses.a mutual agreement of the parties
that55days is to bedeemed the amount of time' 'necessary for the
completion of the work" described in that order. There is, however, no language in the order or the acceptance which expresses a
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mutual agreement, or even an unilateral determination, as to the
amount of time lost prior to the issuance of the order because of the
inability of appellant to perform portions of the original contract
work while the sewer connection question remained unsettled. Nor
is there anything in the record which indicates that the parties intended the order to operate as an adjustment of the time so lost. As
the terms and intent of the order are confined to the adjustment to be
made on account of the changed work, its acceptance by appellant
does not bar the allowance of an extension of time for the causes of
delay that form the subject of this appeal:
Thus the merits of appellant's claim are open for determination
by the Board.
The requirements imposed by the county officials seem plainly to
have been excusable causes of delay within the meaning of the "delays-damages" clause of.the contract. True, it was provided in clause
11 of the General Provisions of the contract that
The Contractor shall, without additional expense to the Government,
obtain all licenses and permits required for the prosecution of the work,

This stipulation, however, did not impose upon appellant the re

sponsibility for paying the availability charge, which was a charge
for the use to be made of the sewer by the Government, rather than a
charge for allowing the contractor to perform the connection work.'
Nor did it impose upon appellant the responsibility for solving the
impasse created by the conflict between the Government's plumbing
plans and the county's plumbing code, neither of which could be
altered or, with impunity, be disregarded by appellant or his plumbing subcontractor
I the circumstances we consider that appellant
was not bound to foresee, when bidding on the contract, that for one or
the other of these reasons the obtaining of a sewer connection permit
might consume much more than the usual short time.
Concerning the extent of the delay, the case is somewhat essclear.
The Government argues that appellant was. at. fault in not having
his plumbing subcontractor make application for the permit at an
earlier date, and in support of this argument points out that according to appellant's approved construction program all plumbing work
should have been completed by September. 17. The record does not
2 Ohah.oI..Cunnitham Co., 64I. D. 449, 456, 57-2 B.CA par. 1541 (1957,), and authorities
there cited.

Of.. Bein v. United States, 101 Ct. CL 144, 146-48, 164-65 (1943) ;*Bolef,;ASBCA N6.
1922 (May 25, 154).
Of. Anthony P. Miler, Ino. v. United States, 111 Ct. Cl. 252, 285-92, 331 (1948).
. 50532-59-

2
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show precisely when application for the permit was first made, but
in any event it was not later than August 21. Issuance of' the permit was a prerequisite for the performance of only a part of the
plumbing work. This part of the work, the subcontractor. stated,
'could have been done in 3 days by a force of 3 plumbers. It is a
reasonable inference that the application, even if not made until
August 21, was in ample time to have admitted of the completion by
September 17 of the plumbing work dependent thereon, had no ques7
tions arisen concerning 'the availability charge or the conformity of
the vents to the plumbing code.
Appellant likewise seems to have been free from fault in failing
to have the sewer connection made when permission was given' by the
county inspector on September 20. This permission was give on a
condition which appellant could not meet without violating the terms
of its contract with the Government, as then written.' Conversely',
if appellant should have had the connection made, and if the Government had then chosen to stand on its rights and insisted that the interior plumbing be installed in accordance with its original plans,
appellant would have placed himself and his plumbing subcontractor
in a position where they could be accused of having violated the county
plumbing code.,
On the other hand, appellant appears to have been less diligent
than it might well have been in prosecuting those parts of the job that
were capable of being accomplished while the sewer connection question' was still unresolved. During the pendency of this question, appellant could not, of course, make the sewer connection, or install the
plumbing items which the Government had indicated it might alter,
or perform work that was dependent upon the installation of those
items, such as pouring floor slabs. Nevertheless, there was muchiwork
that could be done and, while appellant did carry on a variety of construction operations during this time, the rate of progress being
achieved was' on more than one occasion criticized by the representativesof the Government.
All in all, the record persuades us that the permit requirements imposed by the county officials were substantial causes of delay, although
not the only ones, during the period from August 21 to September27.
This period' amounts to 37 calendar days as compared with the 6
days of delay in completion that were left unexcused by the contract:
ing officer. 'Considering the various factors that have been discussed,
the Board'finds that appellant was excusably delayed. for 16 days by
the requirements in question. This delay was not concurrent with
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any of those for which extensions of time Were allowed by the contracting officer.
CONCLUSION

Therefore, pursuant to the authority 'delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order
No. 2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the decision of the contracting
officer is reversed, with instructions to allow an' extension of time- in
'the-amount of 16 calendar days, in addition to those previously
granted.
HERBERT J. SLArGHTER,

Member.

We concur:
THEODORE

WILLIAM

H.

HAAS,

SEAGLE,

,Cairmnan.

Member..
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Contracts: Changed Conditions-Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Speiiations-Contracts: Additional Compensation
A contractor who, in excavating for a septic tank and seepage pits, which
were to be parts of a sewage disposal system for a school in a town in
Alaska, encountered a water table that fletuated seasonally, as well silt
of a fluid consistency, although such conditions were contrary to indications
:
in the plans, with the result that the Government engineers to avoid health
hazards had to redesign the sewage disposal system entirely, may be said
to have encountered unanticipated conditions which were "changed conditions" within the meaning of the applicable contract provision, notwithstanding that the specifications included also a general caveatory provision
with respect to oil conditions. The acceptance by the contractor of the
change orders,: which provided for the redesign 'of the 'sewage disposal
system, did not bar it from requesting an equitable adjustment of its increased costs prior to the redesign of the system.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Qeorge Gilbertson and A. E. Waxberg, co-partners, doing business
as A. E. Waxberg Construction Company, has filed a timely appeal
from the findings of fact and decision ofthe contracting officer in the
form of a letter: dated November 22, 1957, denying its claim for additional compensation in the amount of $9,208.19 for the performance
of Contract No. '13t04-001-256 with Alaska P;blic works, Office of
Territories, hereinafter referred to as APW.
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The contract, which was dated August 25, 1955, was on U.S.
Standard: Form 23 (revised March 1953), and incorporated the
General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953). It
provided for the construction of a school building at Nenana, Alaska,
for the lump sum of $335,240. The work was completed and accepted
as of June 7,1957.
The claim of the appellant arises out of the construction of the
sewer system for the school, as outlined in division M. 2 of the specifitions, and is based on the contention that it encountered changed
conditions" within the meaning of clause 4 of the General Provisions
of the contract whichimade the work more difficult and finally compelled the Government to alter radically the original plan for the
construction of the sewer system.
Clause 4 refers to two different categories of changed conditions:
(1) subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site differing materially from those indicated in the contract, and () unknown physical
conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, differing materially from
those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering
in work of the character Provided for in the contract. The first category contemplates a variance between the conditions actually encountered and those represented in the specifications and drawings, while
the second contemplates conditions that are otherwise unexpected or
unanticipated.
The Nenana school site is within the Nenana townsite, which is
located at: the confluence of the Tanana and; Nenana Rivers. The
Nenana school site itself is located only several blocks from the Nenana
River, and the ground is fairly level, the elevation varying only between
98.42 feet and 100.83 feet above sea leveL
The school site was explored by the Government prior to the making
of the plans for the construction of the school, and the results of the
exploration were recorded on sheet 1 of the plans. In all, 20 test holes
were dug in 4 rows, there being 4 holes in the first row, d in the second
row, and 5 each in the third and fourth rows. Except for a few holes
which went down to a depth of 19 feet, the holes were approximately
7 to 8 feet in depth. The test holes indicated that the subsurface
material consisted generally of silt and sand which in some instances
were underlain by gravel at -depths of 14 feet or more.'
Of particular importance were the test holes in rows 3 and 4, which
were south of the' sehool building, where the septic tank and seepage
IThree of the test. holes showed silt to a depth:of 1' four. to a depth of 1'6". sx to a
depth of 2'; one to a depth of VW&"; three to a depth of 3': and three to a depth of 3'6".
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pits were to be located. The materials in all the test holes in rows 3
and 4 were shown to be silt and sand. The test holes in row 4 were
closest to 'the proposed site of the septic tank, being approximately
55 feet north thereof, and showed silt which did not exceed 2' 6" in;
depth. The ground water level was shown in three of the test holes in
rows 1 and 2, all of which were in the space to be occupied by the school
building itself, and was shown to be at elevation 89, which would be
approximately 10 feet belov the surface of the ground. However,
sheet 1 of the plans bore the notation: "Water level (WL) determined
11-18-54," and paragraph 2.2 of division 2 of the specifications, headed
"Subsurface Soil Data," provided as follows:
Investigations have been made to determine subsurface soil conditions for
foundation design and limits of excavation. The, Contractor may draw his own
conclusions for (sic) this data as no claim for extra compensation or extension
of time will be allowed because of subsoil conditions inconsistent with data
shown, except as provided elsewhere herein.2

As designed, the sewage disposal system for the school wasto consist
of a concrete septic tank an(d two concrete block seepage pits, located
south of the school building, connected with the building and each
other by piping, for the installation of which trenches of sufficient
width and depth were to be constructed.
The appellant successfully installed the -sewer line from the school
building to tlle site of the septic tank but encountered a great deal of
difficulty in excavaling for the septic tank itself. Under date of
August 31; 1955, the appellant wrote to C. H. Webber, the area engineer, complaining that it was filding the soil so unstable that it was
not possible to excavate with a dozer, and expressing the surmise that
this might be due "to the water level at the present time." It added
that in view of these conditions it could accept no responsibility for
"the effciency of the septic tank nor the two seepage pits." Under date'of Februa y 24, 156, the appellant wrote again to Webber, stating
that it had checked the water elevation at various times, and found it
to vary as follows
Date
:levation
00
August 31, 1955…
_ _____ __ _97.
_---_95. 50
__-- _---------September 21, 1955-_-94. 00
November 10, 1955 ___________
November 29, 1955 - ___--7-_-___________________95. 00
92. 27
'
February 11, 1956-2:It is apparent from section 3(b) of part III of the specifications that additional compensation under the "changes!' and "changed conditions" clauses was contemplated, and
hence it is apparent that the intention was not to limit or modify the application of these
clauses themselves.
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In the same letter, the appellant pointed out that since the elevation
of the invert at the seepage pit was 93.50 feet, the sewerage discharge
lines on August. 31, 1955, was 4.67 feet below the water level on September 21, 1955, was 2 feet below, on November 10, 1955, was 6 inches
below, and on November 29, 1955, was 1.5 feet below the water level.
The appellant also reported that it had been compelled to drive wood
piling in performing its excavation work at the seepage pits but that,
despite pumping, the water kept turning the silt into qutiksand, and
the silt kept coining up from the bottom of the excavation..
-Under date of February 27, 1956, C. H. Webber, the area engineer
of APW, addressed, a memorandum to A. H. Boberg, the supervising
construction engineer of APW, in which he commented on the. appellant's letters of August 31, 1955, and February 24, 1956, as well as on
a letter of February 24, 1956, from a I)r. Troy-L. Pwe, an engiheering geologist with the U.S. Department of Geological Survey, to.
himself. Webber explained that shortly after the appellant's letter
of August 31, 1955, had been received, the ground water/level appeared to be getting gradually lower, and since it appeared that there
was a possibility that the septic tank and seepage pits excavations
could be completed without too much difficulty, the letter had been
merely filed for. future reference. After noting that the invert. elevation of the sewer utfall line at the septic tank was shown to be
94.35, and at the outlet at the seepage pits was shown to be 93.50 on
the contract plans, he commented also that if the water level was fluctuating as set forth in the appellant's letter of February 24, 1956, the

sewer system "could not possibly have functioned properly during the
three month period from August 31 to November 29, 1955." He then
went on to say:
6. From the information contained in the.letter of February 24, 1956, from.
Dr. Troy Pewe, Engineering Geologist with the U.S. Department of Geological
Survey, it is apparent that the ground water level indicated in Mr. Waxbergs
letter of February 24, 1956, was about average or normal.
7. We have been informed orally'by Dr. James C. Ryan, Supt. of Fairbanks
Schools, that while-he was Territorial Commissioner of Education, he employed
a Mr. Felix Toner, Engineer, to make a study of the ground water conditions in
Nenana. From his recollection of the report submitted by Mr. Toner, he was
under the impression that ground water conditions in Nenana were extremely
bad.
8. The soil conditions at the location of the Septic tank and seepage pits are
such that much difficulty is being encountered in the attempt to excavate tothe grade shown on the contract plans. The contractor finds that, he cannot
maintain a stable sub-grade due to the: silt coming up from the bottom of the.
excavation. It is our belief that this difficulty can be overcome by driving
steel sheet piling.
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9. We question, however, the feasibility of installing the sewage collection
system in accordance with the contract plans and specifications, inasmuch as it
is our firm belief that it cannot possibly function properly. 8 * *

Dr. Pewe's letter to which reference was made in the area engineer's
memorandum was written in response to his request for information
concerning the water able at Nenana and reads as follows:
In -answer to your request for information concerning water. table conditions
at Nenana in regard to construction of a new school, may we state that the
geologic setting of Nenana is such that the water table would be lose to; the
surface of the entire area of the town. Lying as it does, at the confluence of two
large rivers and on the slip-off side of the meander, the area is well supplied
with considerable ground water through the underlying pervous (sic) sand and
gravel. The position of. the water table is closely regulated by the stage of the
rivers; high water stage results in high water table, and low water stage results
in low water table. As far. as I know, the depth to the water table measures
from about 2 to 10 feet from year to year and season to season, and according
to the stage of the Nenana and Tanana Rivers. I would not expect the water
table to drop more than 12 to 14 feet below the surface at its maximum depth.
The older and main part of the town is on a broad natural levee adjacent to
the river and is about one' to three feet higher than the area a couple of hundred
yards to the south where the school is to be built. I would expect this school
site to have a very shallow water table (average 2 to 6 feet) and poor drainage.
Farther to the south the land surface rises and the water table is deeper, but
in this area the geology' is complicated by the presence of permafrost and.
complex accumulation of sediment including: much, silt. (Italics supplied.)

In a memorandum dated March 14, 1956, to John A. Argetsinger,
chief engineer of APW, Webber reported ona conversation which
he had had with Waxberg about investigating the ground conditions
at the locations. of the septic tank and seepage pits and about the
possibility of constructing the septic tank' while the gtound was
frozen, in order to overconi the adverse soil and water conditions.
In the third paragraph of this memorandum, Webber conmnented as
follows:
In the case of the seepage pit installation we are of the opinion'that the soil
will not be frozen to a depth sufficient to permit the construction to be comipleted
as suggested. Our opinion is based on the fact that during the attempt to
complete the excavation at the seepage pit locations last fall, the soil below
the bottom of the excavation surged up through the bottom of the excavation
so fast that it could not be taken care of through ordinary methods. The exca'vation was abandoned last. fall because of the inability of the contractor to
cope with the situation, using the equipment then on. hand at the site, and the
'holes have partly filled in again. It is doubtful that the frost has extended
to a depth sufficient to overcome the upsurge of the soil from below. Had
borings been taken and the log included in the contract drawings, the con-
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tractor would have been able to determine the type of equipment needed for this
phase of the work and planned accordingly. In view of the fact that the water
level was indicated on the contract drawings in three locations, in the area
occupied by the building to be at 10 feet below the surface of the ground, it
was assumed by the contractor that this level would not vary greatly from that
at the septic tank and seepage pit locations. Subsequent developments indicate'
that the ground water level, as shown on the contract drawings is not the
average for that area. From such information as we have been able to gather
from other sources, we. are: convinced that the fluctuation of the water table
varies from one foot below the surface of the ground to a' maximum of not over
six feet below, except in remote instances, and that the: average can- be assumed
to lay between the two depths mentioned.

In the next paragraph of the memorandum Webber reported that
Waxberg had just telephoned to him to give him the existing water

level at the septic tank location, which then -stood at 92.A, 'or practically as previously indicated for February 11, 1956. Webber deduced front this that the excavation for the septic tank would have
to be carried to elevation 88.93, or 3.42 feet below the present water
level, and for the seepage pits to. elevation 86.50, or. S feet below
the present water level, and again concluded that it would be inadvisable to proceed with the construction of the sewage system in accordance with the design.
Webber also recorded his views concerning the conditions encountered by the appellant in excavating for the seepage pits and the
septic tank in two memoranda, dated March 29 and May 15, 1956, respectively. The first memorandum reported his observations during
his visit to the project site on March 27, and included the following
comment:
The soil encountered at the location, of the seepage pits can be generally

classified as river silt, the fine grained and close knit characteristics of which
are" deemed unsuitable for the intended purpose ndicated in the contract design. In! case of a high water table, little, if any of the polluted water, discharging from the septic tank could be dissipated through the underground
channels. Instead, by capillary action the soil above would become saturated
creating a breeding ground for vermin and disease.

In his later memorandum, in which he discussed a tentative plan of
moving the septic tank closer to the school building, Webber further
observed:
At the contract location of the septic tank, soil conditions were found to vart
from those indicated in the boring data. Fine silt was encountered in the
excavation for the full depth to contract: grade and extends below this point:
for an undetermined depth. The silt has a fluid consistency and boils up from
the bottom of the excavation as fast as the material is removed. It is necessary
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to use a pump to continue the excavation since it is too soupy to employ the
usual equipment for excavating. (Italics supplied.)

At about, this same time the Alaska Department of Health at
Juneau, which apparently had approved the original plans for the
Nenana school sewage disposal system, appears to have become interested in the difficulties being encountered in constructing it, and sent
Charles Mitchell, its regional sanitary engineer at Fairbanks, to the.
job site to review the problem, which he did in the company of..
Webber. In his report to his chief, Amos J. Alter, dated March 28,
1956, Mitchell stated that a drill test made about 30 feet to the east
of the east seepage pit showed the elevation of the water table there
to be 91.21, and that since the plans placed the elevation of the invert
at the seepage pit at 93.5, it was only 2.3 feet above the present level
of the water: table. He concluded that since the effective depth of
the seepage pit; was 6 feet, it was apparent that "about two-thirds of
the. seepage pit would be submerged in the water table at this particular time."
As a result of this report, Alter wrote to Argetsinger, who was
theA acting director of APW,. under date of April 9, 1956, making
the following recommendation:
Due to the high water table, sewage effluent should be discharged to a sewer
conducting wastes to a point where they will receive appropriate dilution. The'
present high water table will create considerable difficulty in operation and
maintenance of the presently designed school waste disposal system. In addi-:
tion to problems of operation, it is most probable that discharge of school wastes
into the ground water table might cause contamination of water supplies in
the area.,

After receiving this recommendation, Argetsinger, under date of
April 12, 1956, wrote to Lee S. Linck, of the Alaska Architectural and
Engineering Company, which had been employed in connection with
the design of the. school, to confirin 'the decision of the contracting
officer' that the sewage disposal system for the' Nenana school be redesigned. He informed him that the first 1step" to be taken was that
"the presently' designed system be considered not tenable, as the seepage pits cannot properly function due to the relatively high wter
table on the site, and' the requirements of the Department of Health
cannot be met."
3y item 7 of change order No. 4, accepted by the appellant on,
May 16, 1956, and' approved by the contracting officer on May 31,.
1956, the appellant was authorized to drill a test hole in the area
505522-59-
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near the location of the septic tank to determine the level of the water
table. The justification for this item, which was prepared by Webber
but approved by the contracting officer, was formulated as follows:
The contract plans indicate the water table elevation to be at 10feet +-be-

low the surface of the ground. To determine whether the elevation of the water
table was as shown on the contract plans the contractor was authorized to
perform the necessary work of drilling a test hole. It was found that the
elevation of the water table was much' higher than indicated, and that the
sewer system if installed as designed, would not function as intended. As a
result of this investigation the sewer system is to be re-designed.3 (Italics
supplied.)

Therecord indicates that various methods of redesigning the sewer
system were then considered. The first partial expedient adopted
was to instruct the appellant to turn the septic tank 900, so that the
outflow would be discharged to the west rather than to the south.
This instruction is evidenced by hange order No.. 8, accepted by. the
appellant on April 15, 1957, and approved by the contracting officer on
May 3, 1957, but it is evident from the justifications for the order that
the attempt to turn the septic tank had occurred a considerable time
before its entry, for it is recited therein that the appellant had excavated for the septic tank down to 16" above the planned grade at the
contract location but that, being unable to excavate deeper due to
ground water above elevation 89 and "flowing fine silt similar to
quicksand," and the Alaska Department of Public Health having determined that the high-water table prevailing during extended periods
"would not allow the disposal of the effluent in the seepage pits as
contemplated by, the designers," the appellant had been verbally
instructed to proceed with the installation of the septic tank but to
turn it. It is then further recited in the justification for the change
,order that the attempt to continue work on the septic tank at its
original location had had to be abandoned when the appellant "again
encountered the same problems with high water and flowing silt,"
and that it had then been decided to relocate the septic tank in a park
reserve across the street, which was a block west of the school site,
where it would function as part of a redesigned sewage disposal
system.
As finally redesigned and constructed, the sewage disposal system
consisted of a sewage lift station, dosing-siphon and septic tank, with
:a raised drain field in the park reserve area, as hereinbefore menIt is apparent from this justification that the test hole had actually been drilled, prior
to the entry of the change order.
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tioned.

In addition'to new piping, partia use, was made of some of

the piping already laid south of the school to a point where a manhole,

from which the new piping ran to the west was lcnstructed- as part of)
the new design. 4
In the letter which constitutes the contracting officer's findings of
fact and decision, he made no attempt to review the history of the
performance of. the contract, or to outline the difficulties encountered
b;
y the0 appellant in constructing the sewage disposal system. He,
gave,-however, a number of reasons for %rejectingthe appellant's claim
that it had encountered "changed conditions" Within the meaning, of,
clause 4 of the General' Conditions of the contract. These reasons
were as follows:'

0

(1). That since the closest test holes were approximately 55 feet northerlyfrom the original site of the septic tank, there was no "allegation" as- to the soil
conditions which would be encountered there, and-that, therefore, theycould not
be' said to vary from those shown on Sheet of the0 plan.
(2) That-the water level was shown on Sheet 1'of the plans only with respect
to test holes in rows 1 aind 2, which were located in the space now occupied by
the school building, and that the water level there was correctly shown to be;
at elevation 89 as of November 18, 1954.
(3) That local inquiry, when the appellant inspected thesite prior to bidding,
would have revealed that the ground water level could be expected to vary,
and that this should have influenced the appellant's bidding and its -"seletion
of -methods for dewatering the site to facilitate- the excavation."

'

This, essentially, is also the Government's position in the appeal.
Department counsel

-Contends

that "the 'only jreasdnable conclusion

that can be drawn" is that the appellant did not encouinter "changed
conditions"I within the meaning of clause 4 of the General Provisions
of the contract, whether they be considered as falling within the first

or the second category. He argues that the closeness of the school,
site- to the- Tanana and

e

Rivera, which are affected by seasonal'

run-off, precipitation, ice obstruction, evaporation and like causes,

shoul& have led the appellant to expect -that it would encounter a
hhighly variable water table' which would afect the soil conditions,
indicated on -sheet 1 of the plans. Like: the contring officer, D-'
'Provision was made for these changes in change orders Nos. 6 and 7., -Change order
No. 6, which was accepted by the appellant on November 5, and approved by the contracting -officer on December 6, 1956, -provided for additional -compensation'in the amount of'
$9,316.60. Change order No. 7, which was accepted by the, appellant December 5, 1956,
and approved by the contracting officer on FebruarX 4, 195T, provided for additional com
pensation in the amount-of $17,895.87. Thus quite apart from the additional comrpensa:
tion provided for in Change order No. 8, which was in the amount-of $8,522.61, a total of-$27,212.47 was to be paid to the appellantfor constructing the redesigned sewage disposal
system.

:

-

--

;

-

-

-

-
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partment counsel stresses the appellant's duty to investigate the site,
and the dating'of th~wte level ontthe plan, but he points' alsoto the
0:;
caveat contained in- paragraph 2.2 -of diision 2 of the specifications.
fIn additioihle contends that change order No. 8j which providedfor
a change in the axis of the septic tank, was intended to provide' whatever equitable ad ustmeit the appellant
ight be'entitled to, and
hencethatadditio
compensation could not now be allowed. In support- of this' contention, he cites Loftis d/b/la V. P. l oftis Conpany
(WD.
.' BC-A: No. 291), 1 CCF 110.8.
In a mdmoIrandum.to' the Board, dated September 26, 1958, DepartuInt! cosel requested a hearing. He subsequently withdrew the
reqi
st-; howerin a6memorahdum dated October 1, 1958, 'in which
'-he stated that he assumed that "the facts are as stated by the Contracting Officer in his Findings of Fact dated Novem'ber 22', '1957, and the
Statement of Gve'nnment's Position with attached exhibits (including
thi0'e'Findings oT Fact, Exhibit C)0." In a letter to the Boarddated
October 24, 1958, cousel for the appellant informed the Board that
he concurred. with Devpartment counsel that "tlie appeal may be
decided upon the basis-of the statements, briefs and other documents"
filed by the appellant. Clearly, this exchange did not produce an
agreed statement -of
iior
ofacts
indeed even an agreed basis for the
consideration of the appeal; except that the parties appear to have
agreed that the case,-might be decided without holdin,a hearing for
the purpose of taking. testimony. In view of' the inadequacies of the
existing appeal file, the Board obtained and examined the correspondence file, relatingto the performance of the contract, and incorporated
in the appeal le various documents which were relevant to theissues
in the appeal .,in the light of. the record as so made, there cannot. be;
any real dispute as to the basic facts, and no purpose would' be served
by a hearing for the purpose of taking testimony. The appeal, thereore, will be decided on theritten record.
This record makes'it apparent that the appellant encountered great
difficulties in excavating both for the septic tank and the seepage pits.
j-acordance
i
with the.original plan for the sewage disposal system,
and that the abandomnent of this plan was attributable entirely to
these difficulties which arose from a combination of two distinct
causes. In the firstiplace, the appellant encountered silt at much
&reater dPths than were indicated by the test holes. In the second,
place, the ground water level was much higher- than was; indicated,
and flcuateafd, mor,
from seasonto season. The water, in combination withthe silt created soupy conditions, which magnified the
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difficulties of the excavations. Since. the higher water level would
have create d serious health hazards had the sewVagedisposg syste'
:been constructed as originally deigeit was necessary to completelyf
redesign and relocate the system in order to avoid.ch hazards.
To find that the appellant encountered "changed conditions" in
the first category, the 'Bo'ard must be able to conclude that the test
hole information given on the first' sheet of the plans amounted to
definite representations of conditions which the conractor would
encounter.; Thne Board* has recognzed, however, that the res4lts of a
subsurface exploration are not ordinarily to be regarded as representations, except insofar,; of course, as they 'indicate the subsurface conditions in the particular test holes.5 ' The Board has; generally treated

subsurface explorations as samping operations, rather than as definite
representations of cnditions which will be encountered througout
an excavation, especially when the area of an excavation eisextensve,
the subsurface exploration-is rather, limited, and the information
concerning the subsurface exPloration is accompanied by caveatory
provisions warning the contractor that the accuracy' of theinforation is not guaranteed, or there are. other provisionsinthe plans or spec ificatio'ns which would make it unreasonable for the contractor
to: assume that- definite representations were intended,6.for logically
such caveats are inconsistent with the ides of representation.
- In view of the small area of the school site, the- levelness of the
terrain, the extensiveness of the subsurface exploration andth rather
close proximity of some of' the test holes to the locaton the septic :
tank, and the fact that not only the: area engineer but also the contrpacting officer conceded that the conditions encountered were at variance
with thoseindicated by the-,plans, there would be a 'gobd deal to be
said in this ase for the view that the results 'of the explreatn were
intended to be definite representatiens, if it' were not'forthe cavea£
contained in paragraph2.2 of division 2 of the- ecifications. While
this caveat is expressly limited to "soil conditions," this term appears
to be broad enough to include the water level.
mowre
ating of the' water lev'e would not necessily'ieethe mere
^Th'cte.
- 0
,
;
t.8.
imply^itha it \0 ul
Boarddoesnot d'e'n itnecessary, howevertodter inewhei7
a changed'coniition in the'first category w een
ere
,fo'it
seeni:
clear to the Board ithat if suc h-was not the case-the appellant-'did en::
c

SeearsoeBoatrdctioate

10n1j,62

:I.T 321o(1il95).

i

See Carson Construction Company, 62 I.D. 422, 431 (1955), and J. A. TO-rtelng d S6ns,
Inc., 64 1,D. 466, 43 (1957).
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counter changed conditions in the second category. It is true, as the
:Board has recently had becasion to recognize,' that proof of changed
conditions in this iategory is ordinarily 'difficult'in the absence of a
heiring for the purposeoftaking tetimo,' and that such ahearing
has not bee hel'd~in th7'presient case. The implicatilonsof the present
recordare, liowe'ver' fairly plain. To establish a changed condition
in the second category a contractor must show not only that the condition was "unknown" but also that it was "unusual," which means
thatit w uld J6uhunexpected n the particular circumstances of the case.
Obviou slI, the 'conditions encountered were unknown both to, the
appellant and the engineers of the APW. VThe letter of Dr. Pewe
shvs that a fluuating watertable of the kind encountered should
have'-been expected at the Nenana school site; although plainly it was
no0 expect~d by the APW engineers',for otherwise they would not have
:designed the sewage disposal system which they did design. However,
Dr. Pewe's letter indicatesythat the sity condition encountered by the
appellant at the deeper levels of the excavation should have been found
0only
.: south "of the school site, and thestatenient of the area engineers
dd&thecontracting officer indicating that the soil condition did not
correspond to what was indicated by the logs of exploration makes it
apparent that it was also niexpected to the APW engineers. As the
silt ws a major factor in contributing to' the appellant's difficulties,
it is immaterial that the fluctuation of the water table should have
* been expected, for even'hough this condition would not be sufficient
;: itselfto establish ,a changed condition, the two factors in combination' are ufficent. In the last analvsis, the type of sewage disposal
sy : designed by 'the APW engineers was itself an indication that
.'the contractor would not encounter physical conditions which would
make 'its construction impossible. As forthe question whether the
app'elent could have ascertained the actual conditions by an independent site investigation, the Board will not assume that it: could
have discovered what even the APW engineers could not have told-its
representatives.
Als for the effect ,of the appellant's- acceptance of change order No. 8,
the B'oard 'finds iothing in its terms, or the circumrtsances- surrounding'
its execution, which would indicate that it was intended to cover more
than the future work that was contemplated by it, and hence that it
-7 ee eicz contracting Co., 65 I.D.

500, 522 (1958).
Indeed, in paragraph 2 of his findings of November 22, 1957, the contracting officer
treated the claim as one for' ',,the expense involved prior-to your having been notified to
change the direction of the septic tank.".
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is not a bar to the allowance of the appellant's claim. The administrative decision in the Loftis case which is cited for a contrary conclusion
was reversed and set aside by the Court of Claims. 9
By reason of having encountered changed conditions, the appellant
is entitled to additional compensation as an equitable adjustment of its
extra costs. 'The appellant states in its release that its claim of
$9,208.19 represents "part of the expense involved prior to the undersigned being notified to change the direction of the septic tank."
Department counsel states that the appellant has received "the entire
initial contract price'," as well as the additional amounts due under the
various change orders. The appellant is, however, entitled to be paid
not-only the initial contract price for the work performed prior to the
redesign of the sewage disposal system but such additional amount as
will compensate it for the more difficult work attributable to the
changed conditions, and the Board assumes that this is the basis of its
claim, although the record is not absolutely clear in this respect. For
this reason, the claim is remanded to the contracting officer, so that he
may determine the amount to whidh the 'appellant is entitled, and enter
an appropriate change order providing for the payment of such
amount. In any event, although the appellant's claim is supported by
an affidavit, the contracting officer should have an opportunity to
review the items which make up the appellant's claim. If the appellant should' be dissatisfied with the amount allowed by the contracting
officer, he may file an appeal to the Board in accordance with the terms
of the disputes clause of the contract.
CONCLuSIoNq-

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No. 2509,
as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the decision of the contracting officer
denying the claim of the appellant is reversed, and he is directed to
proceed as outlined above.
WILIAM SEAGLE, Member.
We concur:V
THEODORE H. HAAS, Chairman.
K. K. YOUNG, Alternate Member.
See Loft

v. UniteS Statei, 110 Ct. Cl. 51 (1948).
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STATE OF WISCONSIN
A-27844

Decided April 1, 1959

School Lands: Generally-Swamplands: Generally
Unsurveyed school sections found upon survey to be swamp in character pass
into the State..oL.Wisconsin, in accordance with the general rule, if at all,
under the school grant and not the: later swampland grant.
APPEAL FROX THE BUREAUrOF LAND MANAGEMENT

The State of Wisconsin has appealed to the Secretary of the
Interior from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management dated July 30, 1958, which affirmed a decision of the chief
of the adjudication section of the Eastern States land office dated
August 16, 1955, rejecting the State's application for patent to certain
land under the Swamp and Overflowed Lands Grant Act of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat. 519; see 43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 981 et seg.).
The State's application, covering lots 13 and 14 in see. 16, T. 43 N.,
R. 6 E., 4th P. M., was filed on June 10, 1955... The application indicates that the right to patent is predicated upon the swampland grant
and that the State relies upon the field notes of the U.S. survey, rather
than an investigation of its own, to establish the swampy character of
the land which makes it subject to the.grant (see 43 OFR, Part 271,
Note).
The chief of the adjudication section of the Eastern States office
held that the land designated in the application of June 10, 1955,
could not pass to the State of Wisconsin under the Federal grant of
swampland to the States for the reason that this land had been legally
appropriated to the State of Wisconsin under the grant of school
lands contained in section of the enabling act approved August 6,
1846 (9 Stat. 56, 58), which granted section 16 in each township of the
State for the use of the schools. On appeal, the Director denied that
there, was any legal appropriation of the land in question under the
school grant before the passage of the swampland grant act, but
affirmed the Eastern States office decision on'the ground that the
Congress did not intend to remove from the operation of the school
grant any of the land designated as school sections because they were
found to be swamplands within the meaning of the swampland grant
act.
On appeal to the Secretary, the State contends that the grant of
school lands included in the gnabling act; of 1846 did not effect a legal
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appropriation of section 16 lands before the survey of such lands so
that such sections remained subject to disposal by the United States
in 1850 when the Congress made the swampland grant which was,
by its terms, a grant n praesenti, passing title to the State to the
swamplands within its boundaries whether surveyed or unsurveyed.
The single question thus presented by this appeal is whether title
to unsurveyed swampland later identified by survey as being within
a certain section 16 passes to the State upon survey under the schoolland grant or whether equitable title has already passed to the State
under the swampland grant so that the vesting of legal title in the
State may be evidenced by delivery of a patent in accordance with
*statutory procedures following a determination of the swampy
character of the land.
The applicable portion of the enabling act reads as follows:
Sec. 7. And be t further enacted, That the following propositions are hereby
submitted to the convention which shall assemble for the purpose of forming
a constitution for the State of Wisconsin,; for acceptance or rejection; and if
accepted by said convention, and ratified by an article in said constitution, they
shall be obligatory on the United States:
- First. That section numbered sixteen, in every township of the public lands
in said State, and, where such section has been sold or otherwise disposed of,
other lands equivalent thereto, and as contiguous as may be, shall be granted to
said State for the use of schools.
* * (9 Stat. 58).

Section 2 of Article II of the Constitution of Wisconsin (West's
Wis. Stats. Anno. (1957), p. 23) expressly declares that the propositions of the Congress contained in the enabling act are "accepted,
ratified and confirmed" and "shall remain irrevocable without the
consent of the United States." Accordingly, the school grant became
effective on May 29, 1848, when Wisconsin was admitted to be one
of the United States of America on an equal footing with the Original
States by express provision of the Congress (9 Stat. 233).
It-is well establishedthat the title to unsurveyed school sections
does not pass to a State until they; have been surveyed and until surveyed theyare subject to other disposition under acts of Congress,
leaving the State to compensation for its loss by lieu selections.
United States v. Morrison, 240 U.S. 192, 210 (1916); United States v.
TVyonning, 331 U.S. 440, 454 (1947).
In an attempt to establish uniformity in the school-land grants,
the Congress, on February 28, 1891, redefined the conditions under
wlich indemnity selections may be made; prescribed that indemnity
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selections shall be made from unappropriated, surveyed public lands
that are nonmineral in character within the State or Territory where
the losses occur; and fixed the limit of indemnity selections in cases
of fractional townships (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., secs. 851, 852).
The Swamp Land Grant Act, supra, provides in section 1:
That to enable the State of Arkansas to construct the necessary levees and
drains to reclaim the swamp and overflowed lands therein, the whole of those
swamp and overflowed lands, made unfit thereby for cultivation, which shall
remain unsold at the passage of this act, shall be, and the same are hereby,
granted to said State. (9 Stat. 519)

Section 2 requires the Secretary of the Interior to make an accurate
list and plats of these lands and transmit them to the governor and
at the request of the governor to cause patents to be issued, conveying
title in fee simple to the State (9 Stat. 519). Section 4 provides that
the provisions of the act be extended to and the benefits be conferred
upon each of the other States of the Union in which swamp and
overflowed lands. may be situated (9 Stat. 520).
The nature and effect of the grant thus made have been considered
and described in a number of authoritative opinions. In 1858, the
Attorney General, in passing upon the effect of the swamp grant of
1850 and the railroad grant of 1853 to the State of Arkansas, said:
* * * It is not necessary that the patent should issue before the title vests
in the State under the act of 1850. The act of Congress was itself a present
grant, wanting nothing but a definition of boundaries to make it perfect; and
to attain that objeet the Secretary of the Interior was directed to make out an
accurate list and plat of the lands, and cause a patent to, be issued therefor.
But when a party is authorized to demand a patent for land, his title is vested
as much as if he had the patent itself, which is but evidence of his title. * * *
(9 Atty. Gen. 253, 254-255.)

This conclusion was reaffirmed in 1906 (25 Atty. Gem 626, 629).
In Rice v. Sioux City & St. Paul I?.R. Co., 110 U.S. 695 (1884),
the United States Supreme Court also held that the swampland grant
act operated as a grant in praesentito the States then in existence but
not as to States not then in existence. Since the State of Wisconsin
was in existence in 1850, the swampland grant act applied to Wisconsin and it is equally effective in relation to Wisconsin as it is to other
States. In United States v. Minnesota, 270 U.S. 181, 202-203 (1926),
the Court, in construing a subsequent act extending the swamp act
to Minnesota, said:
By the act of September 28, 1850, Congress granted to the several States the
whole of the swamp lands therein then remaining unsold, c. 84, 9 Stat: 519.
The first section was in the usual terms of a grant in praesenti, its words being
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that the lands described 'shall be, and the same are hereby, granted.' The
second section charged the Secretary of the Interior with the duty of making
out and transmitting to the governor of the State accurate lists and plats of the
lands described, and of causing patents to issue at the governor's request; and
it then declared that on the issue of the patent the fee simple to the lands
should vest in the State. The third section directed that, in making out the
lists and plats, all legal subdivisions the greater part of which was wet and
unfit for cultivation should be included, but where the greater part was not of
that character the whole should be excluded. The question soon arose whether,
in view of the terms of the first and second sections, the grant was in praesenti

and took effect on the date of the Act, or rested in promise until the issue of the
patent and took effect then. The then Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Stuart,
concluded that the grant was in praesenti in the sense that the State became

immediately invested with an inchoate title which would become perfect, as of
the date of the Act, when the land was identified and the patent issued, 1
Lester's Land Laws, 549. That conclusion was accepted by his successors, was
approved by the Attorney General, 9 Op. 253, was adopted by the courts of last
resort in the States affected, and was sustained by this Court in many cases.
French v. Fyan, 93 U.S. 169, 170; Wright v. Roseberry, 121 U.S. 488, 500, et seq.;
Rogers Locomotive Works v. Emigrant Co., 164 U.S. 559, 570; Work v. Lo uisiana,
269 U.S. 250. * * *

It appears, therefore, that the swampland act became effective in
1850 as a grant in praesenti,
conveying title in fee simple to the State
of Wisconsin of all lands within the State which were swamp in character. The school grant, which became effective in 1848 when Wisconsin became a State, did not effect passage of title until surveys
were made and the various sections numbered 16 were thereby created.
The land which is the subject of this appeal was swampland in 1848
when the school grant became effective and in i850, although it was
shown on a plat of survey approved April 6, 1863, as part of a lake.
However, a resurvey, the plat of which was accepted on August 11,
1954, established the fact that lots 13 and 14, among others, were improperly omitted from the original survey and are swamp in
character.
Since the land in question is in section 16, it passed to the State as
school land as soon as. the resurvey was approved if equitable title
had not already passed under the swampland grant.
The contention advanced by the State of Wisconsin in favor of passage of title to the State under the swampland grant instead of the
school grant is advantageous to the State since the State thus presumably remains entitled to indemnity under the school grant. The converse would not be true because of the absence of any provision for
indemnity in the swampland grant.
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However, the Department has long followed the rule that title to
unsurveyed swamplands which, upon survey, are found to be within
a school section passes to the State under the school-land grant.
In 1878, the Attorney General considered the effect of the swampland grant of 1850 and a subsequent school-land grant to the State of
California. In the course of his opinion, he said:
It is to be observed that with all the other States to which both school and
swamp lands have been granted by Congress the school-land grants are prior
in date to the swamp-land grants. By reason of the priority of the former
grants, the school sections in these States, where they happen to fall within a
swamp, pass to the State as school land, not as swamp; and I am not aware of
the existence of any general provision of law under which such State is entitled
to indemnity for so much of the swamp land within its borders as has been
previously granted thereto for school purposes. Accordingly, where the two
grants thus lap, these States sustain an apparent diminution pro tanto in the
appropriation of lands made for the purposes named in the swamp grant. (15
Atty. Gen. 454, 455.)

In 1909, in State of Florida,38 L.D. 350, the Department considered whether the State of Florida was entitled to school indemnity
selections in lieu of unsurveyed sections in the Everglades area which
had been specifically excluded by the Department from the State's list
of swaruplands. The Florida school-land grant was effected by the
act of March 3, 1845 (5 Stat. 88), and the act of February 28, 1891,
supra, gave Florida the privilege of making indemnity selections. In
determining that no indemnity selections could be made, the Department said:
As contended by the State, this Department and the courts have uniformly
held that the grant of school sections in place does not attach to any particular
tract of land until the same is identified by survey. See Heydenfeldt v. Daney
Gold and Silver Mining o. (93 U.S., 634) ; Minnesota v. Hitchcock (185 U.S.,
373) ; Black Hills National Forest (37 LD., 469), and cases cited. That Congress, therefore, had the authority prior to the survey of any school section
in Florida to make other disposition thereof can not be doubted, and the question to be determined is as to whether or not Congress, by making the swamp
land grant in 1850, intended thereby to make such a disposition of school sections afterwards found upon survey to be swamp as to impair the school grant
and to render it necessary and competent for the State to select idemnity
therefor,
It is a well-established rule that after a tract of land has been appropriated
to any special purpose, it is thereafter severed from the mass of public lands,
and that no subsequent law, provision, or sale can be construed to embrace it
or to operate upon it, although no reservation were made of it. It is true that
while the grant made to the State of Florida by the act of 1845, for school purposes, attached to no specific section 16 until they were surveyed, and that
under the decisions of the courts and the Department it was competent for
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Congress to make other disposition of the school section prior to the survey,
nevertheless, it must clearly appear that it was the intention of Congress to
make some other disposition of the school sections before the Department would
be justified in holding that such was its intention. (P. 352.)
* * * it was the the intention of Congress to reserve for the State of Florida,
for common school purposes, the sixteenth section in every township, and, this
being so, it is not reasonable to suppose that in making the subsequent grant
of swamp lands to the State in 1850 Congress intended to convey to the State
lands which it had previously declared should be granted to it for another purpose. As indicated above, that Congress could have made some other disposition of the school lands can not be doubted; but the Department is of the
opinion that such was not the intention in this case.
$

*
*

*

*

*

.

*

The views expressed by the Attorney-General in * * * [15 Op. A. G. 454, 455
cited, supra.] accord with the practice which has uniformly obtained in this
Department respecting those States to which the school grant was prior to the
date of the swamp grant. To grant the relief sought in this case: would be
tantamount to holding that in every State to which Congress granted both school
lands and swamp lands, the State acquired title under the latter grant to all
of the school sections not surveyed at the date of that grant, and is therefore
entitled to idemnity on account thereof by virtue of the school grant. This Department can not believe that such was the intention of Congress. (P. 354.)'

Congress has recognized the validity of the Department's view by
enacting several statutes granting a State unsurveyed school sections
falling within large swampland areas previously patented or certified
to a State on the basis of the projection of surveys over the swamp or
of a meander survey of the swamp. Act of April 23, 1912, 37 Stat.
90; act of September 22, 1922, 42 Stat. 1017.2 See State of Florida,
fn. 1; Louisiana Furs, Inc., et al. v. State of Louisiana, 53 I.D. 363
(1931).
Thus the Department has always adhered to the rule that unsurveyed school sections swamp in character pass to a State, if at all,
under the school grant and not the swampland grant.
It does not appear that the question of overlapping school and
swampland grants has previously arisen in Wisconsin, but nothing
I'See also State of Florida, 24 LJD. 147 (1897) ; State of Louisiana,30 L.D. 276 190.0)
State of Minnesota, 32 L.D. 325 (1903).
2 In a letter dated May 26, 1922, from the Acting Secretary of the Interior to the
President of the United States recommending approval of S. 3641, 67th Cong., 2d Sess.,
which became the act of September 22, 1922, the Acting Secretary said:
"The State of Florida by the swamp-land act of September 28, 1850, was
granted all the swamp and overflowed lands within the State. By the school
grant the State of Florida was given all sections 16 not mineral in character and
not occupied or disposed of prior to survey. In the area surrounding Lake Okechobee, and known as the Everglades, it was decided by this Department that it
would not be necessary to extend the public-land surveys over the large swampy
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has been presented in support of the State's contention in this case
which affords any basis for the announcement of a special rule for
the State of Wisconsin.
Therefore, pursuant. to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the -Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Acting Solicitor.
APPEAL OF PARKER-SCHRA[ COMPANY

IBCA-96

DecoidedApril7,1959

Contracts: Appeals-Contracts: Damages: Liquidated Damages-Contracts:
Unforeseeable Causes-Contracts: Waiver and Estoppel
Although the "disputes" clause of the U.S. standard form of construction
contract provides that in connection with an appeal the contractor shall
be afforded an opportunity to offer evidence in support of its appeal, and
the regulations governing procedure before the Board provide for a hearing
if the appeal involves disputed issues of fact, they contemplate that a
hearing for the purpose of taking testimony shall be mandatory only when
appellant has tendered issues of fact that are genuine and material. Hence,
a request for a hearing made by a contractor engaged in constructing an
access road to a Bonneville transmission line who pleads no excusable
cause of delay but attacks the validity and effect of the liquidated damages provision itself need not be granted, and the appeal may be decided
on the written record. In particular, no genuine and material issue of fact
is raised by the allegation that unnamed Bonneville inspectors assured the
contractor that there was no urgent need for the access road, since such
assurances would be unauthorized even if made, and hence could not form
the basis for a waiver of the liquidated damages provision. The fact that
the liquidated damages imposed on the contractor exceeded the amount of
the consideration for the performance of the work is in itself immaterial.
BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS.

Patker-Schram Company, of Portland, Oregon, has filed a timely
appeal from findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer,
dated December 11, .1956, denying its request for an extension of time
area Involved, but that the land could be described-by its outer boundary lines,
and so patented to the State under the swamp grant. This was done, and patent
issued in 1903. However, this patent did not convey title to the State of the
school sections within the area, as they passed to the State, if at all, under the,
school grant and not the swamp grant, and ordinarily, a survey of the sections
is required before title can vest in the State."
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of 35 calendar days for the construction of Access Road FC-S-AR117B, which was Item 32 of Schedule II under Contract No. 14-03001-12671 with the Bonneville Power Administration. The estimated
contract price for the access road was $1,400, although the estimated
contract price as a whole was $581,808.75.:
The contract, which was dated July 23, 1956, was on U.S. Standard
Form 23 (revised March 195.3), and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953). It-provided for
the construction of the Chief Joseph Powerhouse-Switchyard Line
No. 4. and Chief Joseph-Columbia River and Berne-Scenic Sections
of. Chief Joseph-Snohomish Line No. 4 of the Bonneville Power
*Administration.

Under the terms of paragraph 1-106 of the specifications the access road, was to be completed within 60 calendar days of receipt of
notice to proceed, which was to be issued so as to be received within
45 calendar days of the opening of bids, and for failure to complete
the road within the specified time liquidated damages in the amount
of $50 a calendar day were to be paid by the contractor. Notice to
proceed was issued with the consent of the contractor to, be effective
August 6, 1956,1 which thus fixed the date for the completion of the
access road as October 5, 1956. It was not completed, however, until
November 8, 1956, and for the 34 days' delay in completion liquidated
damages in the amount of $1,700 were assessed against the appellant.
The appellant's request for an extension of time for the completion
of the access road was made in a letter to the contracting officer dated
October 30, 1956, and his findings of fact and decision of December
11, 1956, were made in response to this letter.
In its letter of October 30, the appellant based its request for an
extension of time upon the allegations that (1) "Our Project Superintendent was advised there was no urgent need for the access road
and no immediate use that it would serve even if completed within
the October 5 time limit," and (2) because of a September 1, 1957,
deadline for the energization of the Berne-Scenic section of the Chief
Joseph-Snohomish Line No. 4, and the short construction season in
the summer of 1957, it had decided to concentrate on the construction
of this line. At the same time it pleaded that while the Government
had suffered no inconvenience or loss by reason of the. delay, the pro
posed penalty, which would be out of all proportion to the value that
could be placed upon the interim use of the road, would work an exI'This date is erroneously given in the findings as August 5, 1956.:
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treme hardship upon it,: and also that, although it had agreed to accept notice to proceed as early as August 6, 1956, it had done so only
to get, a start as soon as possible on the Berne-Scenic section of the
line.
In his findings of fact and decision the contracting officer held that
there was no evidence to indicate that any Government employee had
purported to modify the contract requirement relating to the time
for the completion of the road, and that actually the appellant was
merely alleging that some unnamed member of the Government's
inspection forces had made statements concerning the need for the
access road which even if true could not have the effect of altering
the contract requirement. He also held that, while the energization
of the Berne-Scenic section of the line was important, so was the completion of the access road which the appellant had also undertaken,
and that the need for the access road might have become critical at any
time in connection with the Foster Creek-Snohomish Line. He concluded that the appellant had. not shown any excusable cause of delay
within the meanings of clause (c) of the General Provisions of
the contract 2 and he dismissed the special pleas of the appellant,
such as lack of actual damage to the Government and hardship on
the appellant as legally irrelevant. In this connection he pointed
out, however, that had an emergency outage developed necessitating
use of the access road for maintenance the Government unquestionably could have been damaged in excess of the cost of the road.
In its appeal, which was in the form of a letter dated January 9,
1957, the appellant reiterated in general the contentions previously
submitted to the contracting officer but, now, in alleging that it had
been told by "the personnel of the Bonneville Power Administration,"
that there was no urgent need for the road and that the contracting
officer could have ascertained this, it only made it clear that the latter
was not responsible, for any such statements, and that, therefore,, no
waiver of the contract requirement had occurred. However, in its
appeal the appellant did advance as a additional basis for relief
the ground that it had been advised that there existed an access road
roughly parallel to and only 200 feet distant from the access road
to be constructed under the contract, and that this existing road,
which had served the Bonneville Power Administration for maintenance purposes for over 5; years, was adequate to maintain the towers
in the area.
AThis excused delays in the completion of the work "due to unforeseeable causes beyond
the control and without'the' fault or negligence of'the Contractor," including but not
restricted to certain named causes among which were "acts of the Government."

PARXER-.SCHRAM
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In the statement of its position with respect to the appeal, the Government .explained that, while there had been another road by which
access to Towers 208 and 210 had been gailned, this road had been
severed by gravel pit operations and that this was the reason for
the construction of the access road for which provision had been
made in the contract. In the same statement, the Government also
denied that any Bonneville personnel had made any representations
with respect to the need for the access road, and challenged the appellant to name the persons who had made them. The Government takes
the position that the appeal does not raise material issues of fact or
justiciable issues of law', and moves that the Board dismiss the appeal
for lack of jurisdiction.
In its reply; which was in the form of a short letter from its attorney dated June 2, 1958, the appellant did not specifically challenge
the Government's explanation of the severance of the existing access
road, nor supply the names of any Bonneville employees who allegedly had made the representations with respect to the access road
being constructed under the contract, but advanced the contention
that the provision for liquidated damages for failure to complete
this road on time was, as applied in the present case, unlawful under
the law of Oregon, and. demanded that it be afforded an opportunity
"to establish the necessary facts" at a hearing.
'Clause 6 of the General Provisions of the contract, which is the
"'disputes" clause, provides that in connection with any appeal, "the
Contractor shall be afforded an apportunity to be heard and to offer
evidence in support. of its appeal," anI section 4.10 of the regulations
governing procedure before the Board 3 provides: "If the appeal involves disputed questions of fact, the Board shall, at the request of
either party, grant a hearing." These provisions contemplate, however, that a hearing for the purpose of taking testimony should be
mandatory only when an appellant has tendered issues of fact that
are genuine and material. It is apparent, however, that this is not
true in the present case,' and that therefore-no purpose would be served
by a hearing "'to establish the necessary facts," as the appellant
requests.
;Indeed, the only genuine and material. issue of fact which the 'appellant 'has tendered is possibly whether any of the Bonneville inspectors 'led' the appellant to believe that there was no urgent need
for the access road; and that it would not make any difference when
'

43 CFR, Part 4.
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it was completed. However, even if the Board, were to assume that
the inspectors made statements which induced such a belief, and that
such statements could constitute a waiver of the liquidated damages
provision, it is clear that they would not have been authorized by the
contracting officer, and therefore for this reason alone would have
had no effect in altering the obligation of the contract.
The other assumptions or motives of the appellant are equally immaterial. It was free to plan the order in which it would perform
the various items .of work required-under the contract but its decision
to give priority to the Berne-Scenic section of the line was its own,
and could no way affect. its other obligations under the contract.
Equally immaterial is its motive in accepting an earlier- date for the
notice to proceed than it thought to be expedient, for the fact remains
that it did accept the date which was fixed within the 45 calendar days
of the opening of bids, as provided in the contract.
As for the contentions of the appellant with reference to the validity
and effect of the liquidated damages provision itself, they are entirely
without merit. These questions must be determined under Federal
law, rather than under the law of Oregon7 as the appellant contends,
and under Federal law it is quite immaterial that, as matters turned
out, the Government suffered no inconvenience as the result of the
delay, or that the appellant would be subjected to hardship by the
imposition of the liquidated damages. It is true that even under
Federal law a liquidated damages provision will not be enforced if in
fact it constitutes a penalty. But to justify such a conclusion it must
be established that it is plainly without reasonable relation to any
probable damage which could follow from a delay in performance,
and the circumstances of the present case would hardly warrant such
a conclusion. Indeed, they show that the need for the access road
was urgent, especially in view of the severance of the existing access
road-a fact which the appellant does not now challenge. As for the
rate of the liquidated damages, the practice is to~enforce it.as written,
for, a contractor should not lightly be permitted to repudiate a rate to
'which it has itself agreed. It has been held that -in construing a
liquidated damages provision there must be indulged a presumption,
arising from the very incorporation of the provision in the contract,
that it had been premised upon due consideration of all the attendant
circumstances.4 Actually, the hardship upon the. appellant in, the
present case, if any, has inot arisen- from the rate of the liquidated
damages for which provision was made in the contract but from the
4 See 28 Comp. Gen. 435, 437 (1949).
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long duration of the delay in completing the iwork to which the rate
was applicable. In any event the fact that the amount of the liquidated damages inthe present case exceeded the consideration for the
performance of the work has been held by the Comptroller General
to be immaterial. Indeed he has even held that such excess is not in
itself an adequate,basis for the exercise of his equitable power to remit
liquidated damages under section 10,(a) of the act of September 5,
1950 (64 Stat. 578, 591; 41 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 256a)..
Obviously,
what, the Comptroller General will not do on equitable grounds, the
Board should hardly do on legal grounds.. Moreover it should not
be forgotten that, while the liquidated damages exceeded in the present case the consideration for. the work under the dontract, this was
'only one item, and a minor one, in a contract in which the consideration for the 'work as'a whole was over half a million dollars.
D ;I~epartment counsel's motion to dismiss the appeal for lack of
jurisdiction is doubtless based upon the theory that the Board could
not exercise a power to remit the liquidated damages on equitable
grounds. This in itself is true but there are other legal issues in the
case over which the Board does have jurisdiction, and the motion is,
therefore, not: entirely apposite. However, no good reason appears
why the findings 'of fact and decision of the contracting officer should
not be affirmed.
:

~COŽWLtUSION

::

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the 'Board of
Contract Appeals by the 'Secretary of the Interior. (sec. 24, Order No.
e2509,
as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the, findings of fact and decision of
the contracting officer are affirmed.
WIIAM SEAGLE, Member.
I concur:

THEoDoREi
H. IIAAS, Chainrva.
Board member HERBERT J. SL-unonnat did
notparticipate in the consi'deration-and
7 disposition of this appeal. '-i ;'0 .
See 32 Comp. Gen.. 67 (1952).
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STEPHEN'P. DILLON
MARTHA X. RODERICK,

A-27880

Decided April 7,959

Alaska: Oil and Gds Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
Where there is an approved corner of the public land 'survey within two wiles,
an offer for a noncompetitive lease of unsurveyed* lands in Alaska which
is not connected to that corner is defective and earns the offeror no priority.

Oil andGas Leases: Applications
An offer for a noncompetitive oil and' gas lease is properly rejected where
the lands applied for are embraced in'an existing olland gas lease.

Oil and Gas Leases: 'Lands Subject to
Land embraced within an outstanding lease becomes land unavailable for
leasing from the date the lease is signed by an authorized offlcer'of the
United States even' though the lease term does not. begin' until the first
-of the following month and an offer filed for suh' land after the signing of
the lease must be rejected.

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation

'

An oil and gas lease which' has been issued on the basis of an offer defective
in that the description of the lands' applied for was not tied to an approved
corner, of a public land survey as required by 43 dFR 71.2 (a) (1) will not
be canceled where there are no intervening rights of, third parties.
APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF-LAIW MANAGEMENT

Stephen P. Dillon has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision dated August 27, 1958, of the acting director of the
Bureau of Land Management which Armed 'a decision of the manager of the Anichorage land office holding Dillon's nogcompetitive
oil and gas lease, Anchorage 029668,; for cancellation in part and
approving the issuance: of :al lease to Martha M. Roderick under her
lease offer, Anchorage 032789, as to the land to be deleted from
Dillon's lease.
On April 6, 1955, Dillon filed a noncompetitite offer to' lease for
oil and gas pursuant to the Mineral; Leasing Act, as' amended; (30
U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226);, covering two parcels of unsurveyed land in Alaska. He described eacl- parcel. by metes and
bounds and purported to tie each description to a corner of the pufblic
land survey. Parcel 2, with which this appeal is concerned, is described as follows:
* * * beginning at the NE corner of T 29S R 41W, thence east 784 miles the
point of beginning parcel #2, thence south 3 miles, east 2 mile, north 3 miles,
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west Y2 mile the point of beginning which will when surveyed be the east half
of the east half of. Sec. 5 the west half of the west half of See. 4; the east half of
the east half of See. 8, the west half of the west half of Sec. 9; the east half of
the east half of Sec. 17, the west half of the west half of Sec. 16 T 29,' Range
39 W.

The record Shows that on July 1, 1956, the'acting manager issued
Dillon a lease effective August 1, 196, for the lands described in
his offer.
OnJuly 20, 1956, between the signing of the Dillon lease and its
effective date, Mrs. lioderick filed her offer for land described as
follows:
"Unsurveyed.

Beginning 13% miles E of SW cor. see. 18, T 29 S, R 41 W.,
"Thence N 3 miles, l/
mile, S 3 miles, W
mile.
'ProbablWill be when surveyed:
W2W% secs. 4 9 &16;
E½B1/2 secs. 5,8 &17, T 29 S, R 39 W."

On December 21, 1956,; Mrs. Roderick filed a protest with respect to
parcel No. 2 of Dillon's offer on the ground that the corner to which
the description of the' parcel was tied, the NE corner of T. 29 S.,IR. 41
W., is not established in the field, that as a consequence the offer was
defective because it was not connected with a corner of the public land
survey, that her intervening offer for the same land was proper, and
that Dillon's lease should be canceled as to the conflict and a lease
issued to her.
The manager held that the pertinent provision of the oil and gas
regulations (43 CFR 192.42 (d) ) required that a description of unsurveyed lands be connected to a corner of a public land survey; that
Dillon's offer was not so coniiected because the corner he used was
merely a projected corner, not one that had been surveyed in the field
and mnonumented; that Dillon's offer was fatally defective; that Mrs.
IRoderick's offer was proper; that she had earned a preference right
to a lease which the Department must honor.

He thereupon canceled

Dillon's lease as to parcel No. 2 and approved a lease as applied for by
Mrs. Roderick.

From' the affirmance of the manager's decision by the acting director
for the same reasons, Dillon has taken this appeal..
The basic premise underlying the decisions below is that. Mrs.
Roderick, as the first person to file a proper application for the land:
available for leasing, has earned a statutory preference right which
must be honored even though a lease has been issued to another.
*
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McKay v. Wahlertaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (C.A.D.C. 1955); Arnold B.
Gilbert, 63 ID. 328 (1956). While the rule relied upon is well established, it does not control this matter for several reasons.
First, as has been set out above, Dillon's lease was signed on July 12,
1956, and became a binding instrument on that date despite the fact
that the effective date was delayed until August 1,-1956. 43 CFR'
192.40a; 192.42(i); harles D. Edmonson et 'al., 61 I.D. 355, 363
(1954) ; R. S. Prows, 66 I.D. 19 (1969). From the date on which the
Dillon lease was signed, the lands it covers were in an outstanding
lease and were no longer available 'for leasing (R. 'S. Prows (supra)).
Lands in an outstanding oil and gas lease are not open to filing and
offers filed for them must be rejected. Raymond J. and Harold J.
Hansen et al., A-27503 (January 3, 1958); Margaret A. Andrews et
al., 64 I.D. 9, 1 (1957); Arnold B. Gilbert, supra. Thus at the time
Mrs. Roderick filed her offer the land she applied for was not available for leasing and it earned her no preference 'and should have
been rejected. Id.
Secondly, when both Dillon and Mrs. Roderick filed their offers, the
pertinent regulation relating to offers to lease A
lands in Alaska pur-S
suant to the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec.
181, et seq.), provided:
(a) Applications for leases of unsurveyed lands shall describe them by metes
and bounds; the corners must be plainly marked on the ground by setting substantial posts or heaping up mounts of stone, and the boundaries must conform to
true cardinal directions insofar as practicable.
(1) Where the lands are within two miles of an approved public land survey
corner, a corner of the areaapplied for shall be connected bycourses and distances
to that corner. There may be utilized as the point of reference the initial monument erected by another applicant who has described said monument by courses
and distances with reference to a public survey corner. In such case the location
of the adopted monument with respect to the public land survey corner iust be
stated, or the field notes or calculations by which the location of the applicant's
initial monument, with reference to the public survey monument, was obtained,
must be furnished. (43 CFER 71.2; italics added.)'

The records of the Department reveal that a survey of some of the
exteriors of Ts. 27-30 S., Rs. 39-45 W., Seward Meridian, was accepted on November 18, 1922. According to the plat of survey, the
southern boundary of Ts. 28 S., Rs. 40 and 41 W., and the section
and half section corners falling thereon were surveyed. The northern
boundary of parcel No. 2 lies along the surveyed line, with its north'The decisions below assumed that the equivalent provision of the general oil and gas
regulations, 43 CFR 192.42(d), applied. However, the regulations relating to Alaska
specifically state that the regulations in Part 192 are subject to the provisions of 43 CFII
71.2 and 3. 43 CFR 71.1.
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western corner coming very close to. the surveyed common corner of
secs. 34 and 352 and a little over a mile from the common corner of
secs. 33 and 34, T. 28 S., R. 39 W., indicating that there are at least
two approved corners of the public land survey within 2 miles of the
applied for land.
Thus, Mrs. Roderick's offer, which tied the metes and bounds description to a corner 133/4 miles away, did not comply with the requirements of the regulation. She, therefore, did not file a proper offer
and did not earn a preference. right to a lease. George Sabolsice,
A-27548 (May 23, 1958); DunranMiller, A-27535 (March 10, 1958);
see Layton A. Bennett et a., A-27659 (November 3, 1958).
For either of the reasons discussed above, Mrs. Roderick was not
a qualified offeror for the land -in conflict and her offer must be
rejected without priority.
It is also clear that Dillon's offer, too, was defective for failure to
make -a tie to an approved corner of a public land survey. within 2
miles of the applied for land. However, with the rejection of Mrs.
Roderick's offer, there do not appear to be any intervening rights of
third parties which require consideration. In the absence of intervening: rights the Department has often held that it will not cancel a
lease, otherwise regular, because it has been issued in violation of
some provision of the regulations which, if made known prior to the
issuance of the lease, would have required that the offer be rejected.
The Department has applied this rule to-a lease issued upon a description insufficient to identify the land and allowed the lessee to amend
his description. Columbia Carbon Co., Liess, 63 I.D. 166, 171-172
(1956), aff'd Lis v. Seaton, No. 3233-56 (D.D.C.), decided January
9, 1958. It has also refused to cancel leases issued in violation of the
six-mile square rule (D. Miller, 63 I.D. 257 (1956) ; Arnold R. Gilbert,
supra; Earl W. abmilton, 61 LD. 129 (1953) ).3
Accordingly, in the absence of any question as to- the sufficiency
of the description in Dillon's lease to identify the land it covers or of

his qualifications to hold a lease, under the rule stated, there is no

occasion to cancel his lease.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director is reversed.
EDM-uND

T.

FRITZ

:

Deputy Solicitor.
2

According to the plat, the tier of Ts. 29 S.: does not lie directly below the Ts. 28 S. in
the same range, but are offset almost 212 miles to the east.
I See also: Sidney A. Martin . C. Thomes, 64 I.D. 81, 86 (1957).
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Alaska: Navigable Waters-Alaska: Oil and Gas Leases-Alaska: Tidelands-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to
.Lands consisting of tidelands; along the Alaska coast or of beds and bottoms.
of navigable rivers or lakes in Alaska are not subject to leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act.

Alaska: Oil and Gas Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Generally
Upon the admission of Alaska into the Union, the authority, granted to the
Secretary of the Interior by the act of July 3, 1958, to lease lands beneath
nontidal navigable waters terminated.

Alaska: Oil and Gas Leases-Oil, and Gas Leases: Preference Right Leases.
Section 6 of the act of July 3, 1958, gave a preference right to an oil and gas
lease to lands beneath nontidal navigable waters only to those whose leases
(or offers or applications) included public lands otherwise available for
leasing adjacent to such lands.
APPEALS FROM TE, BUREAU OP LAND MANAGEMENT

Pexco, Inc., L. H. Grammer, Don E.. Woodward, and Norman G.
Lange have each appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated August15, 1958, of the acting director of the Bureau of
Land Management which affirmed the action of the manager of the
Anchorage land office rejecting one or more of their respective noncompetitive offers to lease for oil and gas filed by them pursuant to
section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952.
ed., Supp. V, sec. 226).
The lands included within the applications are either tidelands
along the Alaska coast or are the beds and bottoms of an Alaskan
river (the Ninilehik) or of several navigable lakes in Alaska.
The acting director held, first, that the tidelands and submerged
lands off the coast of- Alaska are not subject to leasing, under the,
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended. He then held that the remaining
applications describing only lands underlying inland navigable waters,
did not fall within the provisions of the act of July 3 1958 (72 Stat.
322); which under certain conditions authorized the Secretary to
lease such lands.

It has long been the Department's position that the Secretary was
not authorized to issue leases under the Mineral Leasing Act for lands
below the high watermark along the coast. Solicitor's opinion, 60
I.D. 26 (1947); Layton.A. Bennett et al., A-27659 (November 3,,
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1958); see Jsthejim v.: McKay, 229 F. 2d 29 (C.A.D.C. 1954), cert.
denied, 351 U.S. 933; Jes8e C. Martin, 32 L.D. 1 (1903).

Therefore,

the applications were properly rejected insofar as they covered
tidelands.
In any event, upon the. admission of Alaska into the Union as a
State on January 3, 1959 (Presidential Proclamation 3269, 24 F.R.
81), the tidelands bordering its coast became the property of the
State. Borax, Ltd.- v. Los Angeles, 296 U.S. 10, 15 (1935). The
Federal Government, after the admission of a State, has no power
to convey tidelands- Which have vested. in the State. Id., 16. Furthermore, the Submerged Lands Act (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V,
sec. 1301 et seg.) recognized, confirmed, established, and vested in and
assigned to the respective States title to and ownership of "lands
beneath; navigable waters" within its boundaries, a term which ineluded tidelands, id., sec. .1301, 1311. This act was explicity made
applicable to Alaska by section 6(m)- of the act of July 7, 1958, providing for the admission of Alaska into the Union (2 Stat. 339, 343).
Therefore, the United States has now no authority to lease the
tidelands and, for this additional reason, the rejection of the applications covering tidelands was proper.
Turning now to the lands applied for which are the bed or bottom
of a navigable river or lake, it has been the Department's position that
it had no authority under the Mineral Leasing Act to lease such lands.
See letter dated May' 29,4 1957, to Speaker, House of Representatives,
from Under, Secretary of .the Interior (H. Rept. 774, 85th. Cong.,
p. 3). This view was restated in both House (id., p. 1) and Senate
reports (S. Rept. 1720, 85th Cong., p. 3) on H. R. 8504, and was
the justification for the passage of the act of July 3, 1958 (pra),
which provided for 'the leasing of such lands.
X
Upon the admission of Alaska to the Union the title-to lands underlying inland navigable waters passed to it. United States v. Oregon,
295 U.S. 1, 14 (1935). Thereafter, the United States would not have
any authority to lease them. A. C. Hornung, A-26403 (July 28,
1952).
In any event, the act of July 3, 1958, provided that its provisions
would cease to apply to any lands beneath nontidal navigable waters
upon the transfer of such lands to any State erected out of the Territory of Alaska (sec. 7). Upon the admission of Alaska into the Union,
the authority of the Secretary under the act came to an end.
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However, Pexco, Inc., the only appellant whose applications cover
lands other than tidelands, contends that it has a preference right to a
lease under section 6 of the act of July 3, 1958.
The pertinent sections of the act provide:
Sec. 6. If any oil and gas lease issued for public land pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act (or any application or offer for such a lease of such land, which
is pending on the date of this Act and subsequently becomes effective), embraces
within the boundaries described in the lease (for application or offer) any lands
beneath nontidal navigable waters in the Territory of Alaska not within any
known geological structure of a producing oil or gas field on the date the application or offer for any such lease was filed with the Bureau of Land Management,
the lessee (or applicant or offeror) shall, upon application filed while such lease
(or application or offer) is still in effect but not more than one year after the
date of approval of this Act and under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary, have a preference right to have included within such lease (or application or offer) such lands beneath nontidal navigable waters in the Territory of
Alaska. For the purposes of this section an area shall be considered to be within
the boundaries described in the lease (or application or offer) even though it is
excluded from such description by general terms which exclude all described
lands that are or may be situated beneath navigable waters.
Sec. 7. Upon the transfer to the Territory of Alaska or to any future State
or States erected out of the Territory of Alaska of title to any of the lands
beneath nontidal navigable waters in the Territory of Alaska, the provisions
of this Act shall cease to' apply to any lands- which are so transferred: Proaided, however, That any lease issued pursuant to this Act; (or application or
offer for such a lease) or unitization or other agreement approved or prescribed
by the Secretary as to any of the lands covered by any such lease which is in
effect at the time of such transfer of title to any of the lands beneath nontidal
navigable waters in the Territory of Alaska shall not be terminated or otherwise

affected by such transfer of title; but all the right, title, and interest of the
United States under such lease (or application or offer for lease) or unitization
or other agreement, including any authority to modify its terms and conditions
that may have been retained by the United States, and all obligations thereunder shall vest in the Territory of Alaska or the State to which title to those
lands beneath nontidal navigable waters in the Territory of Alaska covered by
the lease (or application or offer for lease) or unitization or other agreement is

transferred.

In explanation of section 7, Senate Report 1720 (supra, p. 8)
stated::
Section 7 states that the terms of the act shall cease to apply to any lands

which are hereafter transferred to the Territory or the future State of Alaska.
Rights under any outstanding lease, application or offer * * * would be maintained in force; but the Territory or the State,; as the case may be, will succeed
to all the rights and powers, of the United States under such instruments.

Thus, if Pexco did have a preference right under section 6, the
authority to act upon it- has been transferred to the State of Alaska
and the Secretary has no authority over it.
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Furthermore, it is my opinion that Pexco was not one of those to
whom section 6 gave a pr eferellce.right. Section 6 applies only to
offers for oil and gas leases for, public land which embrace within
their boundaries lands beneath nontidal navigable waters. In explanation of this section, Senate Report 1720, spra, stated:
It is intended that a valid lease or application or offer must be in existence

as a condition precedent to the vesting of: any preference right. Therefore,
if a lease (or application or offer) includes within its described boundaries no
lands which are, in fact, situated above; the ordinary high-water mark, the
lease (or application or offer) is not valid and cannot support a claim to any
preference right. (P. 8.)

*-

Since PexcO's offers describe only lands below ordinary high
watermark, they were not valid offers prior to the passage of the act
of July 3, 1958, and gained no preference right thereunder
Pexco has also asked that the Secretary determine, pursuant to
section 4 of the act of July 3, 1958,. whether the lands it has applied
for underlie nontifdal navigable waters and to designate the.line marking the mouth of the Ninilchik River, if it is held to be a navigable
stream. A determination that the lands applied for were lands beneath nontidal navigable waters was implicit in the decisions of the
manager and the acting director. The appellant has not offered any
evidence that the Niiilchik River or thei lakes are nonnavigable. Accordingly, thereis no reason to disturb the decisions below on this.

point.

*

As to the other request, the only reason for designating the line
marking the mouth of a stream was to separate the tidal from the
nontidal navigable waters as defined in section 1 (a)- of the act. Upon
the admission of Alaska into- the Union, lands beneath either, tidal
or nontidal navigable waters at the mouth of a stream passed to it.
Therefore, since such a determination can have no bearing upon the
appellant's offer, there is no necessity to make it.
Finally, Woodward asks that his offers not' be rejected now but
[kept pending in case the Alaska legislature decides to give a preference
right to offers such as his. I find no merit in this request because
Alaska may recognize a preference right to offers previously filed
with this Department on such terms as it desires, whether or not they
have been rejected by; this Department.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by

-the Secretary of. the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental

*

Manual;- 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director is
raffirmed.
ED2IUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solictor.
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IBCA-193:
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Contracts: Appeals-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Timely Filing
A contracting officer's findings that the drawings submitted to bidders and
incorporated in the executed contract contained data from which in about 2
hours' time a qualified person could prepare an estimate of quantity which
would have revealed that the material to be excavated did not exceed the
quantity that was-ultimately removed deals with technical engineering
* questions which are essentially questions of fact under the "disputes" clause
of the. standard form of Government construction contract Hence, an
appeal from such findings must be taken within 30 days from receipt of the
findings.

Contracts: Appeals-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Timely Filing
When the thirtieth or last day on which an appeal may be taken from findings
of fact under the "disputes" clause falls on a State holiday not declared by
the Congress to be a legal public holiday, the time for taking the appeal is
not extended to the next business day.

Contracts: Generally
In view of the need for uniformity in matters involving the construction and
application of Government contracts, such matters are under the exclusive
control of Federal law as fashioned by Congress and the Federal courts.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This disposes of the Government's motion to dismiss the appeal of
the Bushman Construction Company. from findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer, dated January 5, 1959, which dis-

missed a claim for additional compensation in the amount of
$19,467.53 under Contract No. 14-06-D-2237 with the Bureau of
Reclamation.

The contract provided for the construction and completion of
earthwork and structures for Kirwin South Canal from Station 0 + 52
to Station 860+50, laterals and drains, under Schedules Nos. 1 and
2 of Specifications No. DC-4792, Kirwin, Unit, Kansas, Solomon
Division, Missouri River Basin Project. It was on a unit price basis,
the largest single item being "Excavation for canal" in the estimated
quantity- of, 842,000 cubic yards. And it included the customary
"disputes" clause.1
In general outlines, the claim on which the contractor seeks relief
is that the quantity of material which actually had to be excavated for
1 Clause 6 of Standard Form 23A (March 1953) as modified to incorporate the limitations upon the finality of administrative decisions imposed by the act of May 11, 1954
(68 Stat. 81; 41 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, secs. 321, 322).
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.the canal was approximately 310,000 cubic yards less than the amount
stated in the bidding schedules, that the underrun was chiefly in
those categories of material which were comparatively inexpensive to
excavate, that the material actually removed included -a higher percentage of those, categories which were comparatively expensive to
excavate than the contractor had reasonably computed would be the
case on the basis: of the 842,000 cubic yards stated in the schedules
-and other information made available to bidders by the Government,
and that the contract unit price for canal excavation should be adjusted upward so as to reflect this change in the relative proportions
Of the

various categories of material.

The contracting officer in the findings of fact and decision appealed
from concluded that in view of the provisions of the "approximate
quantities" clause of' the contract 2 there was no basis for considering
the claim under the terms of the contract, and that, therefore, it could
only be regarded as a claim for unliquidated damages which he had
no authority to entertain and settle. In the course of reaching these
conclusions the contracting officer conceded that there had been an
underrun of approximately 310,000 cubic yards, due to a discrepancy
between the: quantity of canal excavation stated in the schedules and
the canal dimensions shown on the drawings submitted to bidders
and incorporated in the executed contract, but made no findings with
respect to most of the other matters, alleged by the contractor.
The findings of fact and decision, were forwarded to the contractor
by certified mail, and the post office receipt shows that the document
was received by the latter on January 13, 1959, at its office in St.
Joseph, Missouri.
The appeal, which was forwarded to the Board in Washington,
D.C., by counsel for the contractor by. registered mail, was deposited
in the mail at Ellsworth, Kansas, .on February 13, 1959. This was
31 calendar days after the contractor had received the. findings of fact
and decision.
While the notice of appeal should have been transmitted through
the contracting officer, this Adefect is not jurisdictional and, in the
absence of any grounds for considering-that the Government may have
been prejudiced thereby, is not a sufficient reason for dismissing an
appeal in the circumstances here involved.
.
The pertinent part of this clause, which constituted paragraph 4 of the specifications,
is as follows-: "The 'quantities noted in: the schedule are approximations fort comparing
bids, and no claim shall be made against the Government-for excess or deficiency therein,
actual or relative."
sLarsen-meyer onstrcution C., 5 I.D. 463, 465, S-2 BCA par. 1987 (1958).
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On the other hand, it is well established that neither the Board nor
any administrative authority is empowered to waive or extend the
30-day period allowed for. the taking of an appeal by- a "disputes"
clause such as the one incorporated in this contract.4 That clause,
however, by- its own terms relates only to disputes concerning questions of fact, whereas in the instant case it might be-argued that, the
existence of the underrun having been'cohceded, nothing but questions
of law are really in issue. Nevertheless, the contracting officer did
make findings, among others, to the effect that the drawings contained
data from which, in about 2 hours' time, a qualified person could prepare an estimate of quantity' which would have revealed that the material to be excavated did not exceed the: quantity that was ultimately
removed. These findings, when considered in the light of the principles of law governing the allowance of additional compensation
for 'overruis or underruns in estimated quantities, 5 cover matters that,
on their face, would- seem to be pertinent in any determination of the
ultimate issue of whether the claim here presented is one that could'
be allowed administratively. The technical engineering questions
with which these findings deal would, moreover, seem to be essentially
questions of fact within the intendment of the "disputes clause. For
this reason, if no other, it must be concluded-that the present appeal
falls outside the rule that appeals to the Board which involve only
questions of law need not necessarily be taken within 30 days from
receipt of the findings of fact or decision sought to be reversed.6
This brings us to the question of whether the time for mailing the
notice of appeal, which normally would have expired on Thursday,
February 12, 1959, -was extended to Friday, February 13, 1959, by
reason of the fact that the former was Lincoln's Birthday. A Kansas
statute declares Lincoln's Birthday to be a "legal holiday." T7
When the last day of a period prescribed by statute for bringing
suit against the United States falls' on a Sunday, it has been held
that the suit may be begu on the following business day. 8 This is in
accordance with the general doctrine that where the last 'day for per4The rules governing procedure before 'the Board expressly incorporate this principle,
CR1 4.8-, 416.
C See J. D. Armstrong Co., 63 I.D. 289, 305-7 (1956).
5
fHageruan Construction, IBCA-18, 59-1 BCA par. 2065 (1959) Gustav Hirsch Organization, Inc., IBCA-175, 58-2 BCA par. 1972 (1958) Welch Industries, Inc., 61 I.D 68
(1953). Cf. Haddox, IBCA-84, 57-2 BCApar. 1880 (1957).
7 Kansas General Statutes, 1949, sec. 35-104.
Schultz v. Untted States, 132 Ct. C. 618 (1955), and authorities there cited.' In this
case the Court of Claims expressly overruled its earlier contrary. decision in Harmon v.
United States, 124 Ct. C.1.751 (1953)..
4
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formance of an act falls on a Sunday, performance on the next day
is timely.9 Following these precedents, the rule has become well
settled that when the last day of the 30-day period allowed by the,
"disputes" clause falls on a Sunday, the notice of, appeal may be
mailed on the following business day, 0
This rule has been extended by the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals to days that have been established as public holidays
by Federal law." Eight days in all, namely, New Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day Independence Day Labor Day,
Veterans Day,: Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day,. have been
declared by Federal statute to constitute legal public holidays." 12
These same 8 days, together with, in every fourth year, Inauguration
Day, also constitute the legal holidays in the District of Columbia.,
There is, however, no Federal statute which provides that Lincoln's
Birthday shall be a public or legal holiday. Whereas Federal offices
throughout the -country are, with minor exceptions, closed on each of
the 8 days which the Congress has declared to be legal public holidays, they are open for business on Lincoln's Birthday to the same extent, in general, as on any workday.
Many of the statutes, rules of court, and other documents that pre-:
scribe the time for taking appeals,.filing papers, or performing other
acts contain express exclisions of Saturdays or Sundays or holidays,
and some of theni expressly define what days are comprehended within
the latter term. The "disputes" clause, however, contains no such provisions. In their absence, we think the most that can be read into the
clause by innplication is that when the thirtieth day falls on a Sunday
or a day.that is established as a public holiday by Federal law, the time
for appealing does not expire until the end of the next succeeding day
which is neither a Sunday nor a Federal holiday. It has been held
that when the thirtieth day falls on a Saturday, the time for appealing is not extended to the succeeding Monday.' 4 Yet there would be
more reason for an extension in the case of Saturdat-a day on which
most Federal offices are closed wholly or in part-than in the case of
Lincoln's Birthday-a day on which these offices are customarily in
full operation.;
'

Union National Bank v. Lamb, 337 U.S. 38 (1949); 20 Comp. Gen. 310 (1940).See Henly Construction Co., IBCA-165 (March 18, 1959), and authorities there cited.

" Reading Clothing Manufacturing Co., ASBCA No. 3912, 57-1 BOA par. 1290 (1957);
Northrop Aircraft, Inc., ASBCA Nos. 391 and 400 (March 27, 1950).
12 5 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sac. 87, 87a, Sib; 5 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, see. 8ia.
1228 D.C. Code, 1951 ed., sec. 616; 5 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 8a, 8b; 5 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
Supp. V, sec. Sa.
Itflormaar Instrument Co., ASBCA No. 3297, 57-1 BCA par. 1228 (1957) ; Pocono Apparel Manufacturing Co., ASBCA No. 2400 (December , 1954).
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The principle is well established that the need for uniformity in
matters involving the construction and application of Government
contracts is such as to exclude these matters from the operation of
State laws, and to bring them within the exclusive control of Federal
law as fashioned by Congress and the Federal courts. 15 The instant
case illustrates the validity of that principle. - The notice of appeal
was mailed in Kansas, in which State the contract work had its situs
and counsel representing the contractor in this appeal has his office.
The office of the contractor, however, is in Missouri. The office of the
contracting officer, to which the notice of appeal'should have been
mailed, is in Colorado. And the office of the Board, to which the
notice was actually mailed, is in the District of Columbia. If State
laws as 'to:holidays were to govern, a difficult question would be presented as to whether the applicable-law was that of Kansas, or that
of Missouri, or that of Colorado, or that of the District of Columbia.
Thus, the spirit as well as the letter of the principle just mentioned
appear' to call for a conclusion that the only holidays which extend
the time for appealing under the "disputes" clause are those established by Federal law.
For these reasons the instant appeal must be deemed untimely.
CONCLUSION

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No.
2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the motion to dismiss is granted, and
the appeal from the decision of the contracting officer is dismissed for
lack of jurisdiction.
THEODORE R. HAAS, Caiman.
I concur:
HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, Membert.

Board member WILLIARI SEAGLE, being absent'
on leave, did not participate in the disposition
of this appeal.
'W See S.R.A., Ino. v., Minnesota, 327 U.S. 558 (946);
United States v. Allegheny
Couttnty, 322 U.S. 174 (1944); Clearfield Trsbt Co. V. United States, 318 U.S. 63 (1943)-
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A-27846
Mining Claims: Patent

An application for patent of lode and placer claims

is properly rejected where
the evidence does not disclose the existence of valid discoveries on the claims
sat the present time and discloses that any possible prior discoveries were
made in material since mined out.

Mining Claims: Patent
It is: the duty of an applicant for a mining patent to keep discovery points
available for inspection by the Government mineral examiners.
APPEAL PROX THE BUREAU O LAND MANAGEXENT

Lem A. and Elizabeth D. Houston have appealed to the Secretary
of Interior from a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land.
Management dated July- 25, 1958, which affirmed the decision of a
hearings fficer, dated .May 9, 1955, denting their application for
patent of 5 placer and 15 lode claims embracing lands located in sees.
29, 30 and 31, T. 13 S.,.R. 20 E., W. M., Oregon. The Forest Service,
Department of Agriculture, filed a formal protest against allowance
of the mineral patent application on October 22, 1953. The lands are
located within the:Ochoco National Forest, Oregon.

-

The charges brought by. the Forest Service were that1. Minerals have not been found in sufficient quantities to constitute a
valid discovery.
2. The land within the limits. of the claims is more valuable for national
forest purposes than for the mineral deposits therein.
8. The requisite expenditure. of $500 in improvements and development
'hasnot been made on four of the claims.

On April 15, 16, 28, 29 and 30, 1954, a hearing was held in Portland,
Oregon, before the manager of the Portland land office. After the
hearing, the hearings officer issued: a decision which concluded that
the Government had ustained its first and second charges and had
failed to prove the third harge. The mining claimants thereupon
appealed to the Director,who affirmed the.hearings officer's decision
on the ground that there was no valid discovery on any of the claims.
The Government's evidence consisted of the results of assays of 35
samples taken on the various claims by a mining engineer for the Forest
Service. The mining engineer testified he was not able to find a place
.'

1 The land office manager who presided at the hearing did not issue the decision because
of a change in policy of the Bureau.
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to sample on every claim, but that he sampled every place that he felt
he could find something worth sampling (Tr. 10) .2 He stated that
the mine on Gold Hill, which is the-area covered by the claims involved,
has a recorded production of approximately $80,000, the greater part
of which is noted as coming from placers along Scissors Creek; that
the first recorded production was thought to be about 1880, and that
the last evidence of production was 1925 or 1926; and that there is Ano
evidence of recent mining activity aside from bulldozer cuts and one
shaft on one of the claims (Tr. 15). He testified that as a result of
his sampling he did not find anything that would lead him to believe
that any of the claims could be worked at a profit, and that he had
not found any evidence of mineralization or mineral bearing rock
which he felt would justifya reasonably prudent man in expending
time and money with a reasonable expectation of developing a paying
mine (Tr. 65).

The Government's only other witness, a timber management
assistant for the Forest Service, testified that there1re approximately
4,500,000 feet of pine timber and about 1,000,000. feet of assorted
species, mature and immature merchantable timber, on the land with
an estimated total value of $183,305 (Tr. 84, 87).
In rebuttal to the Government's charges the mining claimants,
in addition to their own testimony, introduced the testimony of four
other witnesses, and a large number of exhibits.
Two of the claimants' witnesses, Charles Goodknight and Lloyd
Leroy Davenport, testified as to their experiences in working in the
mine in 1911, 1913, 1915 and 1917, and as .to the values of the ores
removed during those years as they remembered them.
Another witness, Philo H. Anderson, a civil engineer, testified
that he made the mineral survey of the claims and related how the
value of the improvements on the various claims was derived.
Fred J. Rosenberg, a mining geologist, testified that in 1938 he
made an examination of the properties for a lessee, and did certain
work on the Mayflower lode claim in 1940. He estimated, on the
basis of his examinations, that the value of placer material excavated
from a shaft sunk by him on one of the claims, as 29 cents per yard,
and the overall value of. the area. was 27 cents per yard (Tr. 79--81,
684). He stated, however, that he was required to call on his,memory
as' to the values because he had been unable to find his papers containing the values of the samples taken from the shaft. He also
2 This reference .(Tr.) and the onesthat follow are to the pagesin the transcript of the
hearing before the manager. Exhibits submitted at the hearing are designated as "Exh.'"
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stated that the claims contained possibilities for a low-grade developnent; that they would have to develop mill feed of at least $3 per
ton on a large-scale operation; that he obtained an average of $1.70
in gold from 80 to 100 samples in the tunnel on the Mayflower claim;
and that he found sufficient value in the area to justify expenditures
on a drilling program with the idea that there was a potentially large
low-grade occurrence (Tr. 689-91, 699). Rosenberg identified an
assay report introduced by the claimants of a sample taken from the
tunnel, although he was unable to say from what location, iand another
report of a concentration test which showed a high tailing loss which
he stated can now be saved by new equipment.
Lem Houston testified that he located two of the lode claims, the
-MaryMartin and the Gold Bug No. 2, in 1948, :and he gave testimony
relating to certain assay reports of samples taken in 1948 from these
two claims and the Bear and Mayflower claims.
Elizabeth D. Houston testified concerning the history of the claims.
She also attempted to identify the areas from which shipments of
ore were taken that were represented by shipping receipts, introduced
in evidence, during the period from 1910 through 1920.
On the basis of. all of the evidence and testimony the hearings
,officer concluded that a-prudent man would not be justified in spending his time and money in hopes of developing a paying mine from
the claims involved. He also stated that:
It is my further opinion that these mines were once valuable gold producers
but that what is left is a worked-out mine with lowt ore values with no hopes
of developing a paying mine.

In his decision the Acting Director concluded that lack of sufficient
mineral to constitute a valid discovery on any of the claims at the
time of patent appli6ation is a proper charge to bring against a claim
and that, where the charge is sustained, the application for patent
must be rejected. He found that the charge of lack of discovery had
been sustained on all the claims and that the application for patent
must be rejected, but that since the Forest Service had requested only
that the patent application be rejected, it was not necessary that any
action to declare the claims null and void be taken. The rejection of
the application for patent was stated to be without prejudice to the
right of the appellants t continue to hold the claims and to continue
their search for minerals sufficient to validate their locations.
In their appeal to the Secretary, and throughout the'proceedings
below, the appellants have contended that they have shown that a
valid discovery was made on the claims by their predecessors in title
and that it is unnecessary to have any additional discovery where the
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original discovery has been exhausted. The gist of their argument
is that the, mining laws require a discovery in order to establish a
valid location, but that once a discovery is made the validity of the
location is. established and nothing that occurs thereafter, such as the
exhaustion of the discovery mineral, will invalidate the location.
They also assert that minerals now remaining in the ground are
sufficient to support a discovery.
The appellants cite no authority for the proposition that a discovery
once made is valid for all time so as to require the issuance of a mineral
patent regardless of whether or not the minerals have: been mined out
long before a patent application is filed. Indeed, I have been unable
to find a single case which supports their proposition. On the other
hand, in United States v. MargeritaLoqomarcini,60 I.D. .371 (1949),
the Department held that a: mineral patent cannot be issued on a
claim for land which is not valuable for minerals at the time of the
application for patent, even though it may have been valuable for
gold in the past. It would appear that the reasons which support
the holding that land must be mineral in character at the time a patent
is applied for are equally pertinent to the conclusion that there must
at that time be a valuable discovery within the limits of a clain.
More recently, the Department has considered analogous situations
in which it has reached conclusions consistent with the view that a
valuable discovery must exist on the claim at the time an application
for patent is considered and that a prior discovery no longer valid
is insufficient to justify the issuance of a patent..

In United States v. Pumice Sales Corporation,etc., A-27T78 (July
28, 1958), the Department held that a showing of a past production
of a mineral substance of wide occurrence, such as pumice, without
a showing that there is a present demand for the production is not
sufficient to validate a mining claim located for that mineral. In
other words, even though the, claim may at one time have been valid
because the. pumice was being marketed at a profit, a requisite for the
validity of a discovery of a mineral substance of widespread occurrence, if that condition does not exist at the time the claim is contested,
the claim is invalid.
In United States v. Alonzo A. Adams et al., A-27364 (July 1, 1957),
the Department held:
It is not sufficient that at one time. there may have been a valuable discovery
made on a mining claim,. the. claim must be mineral in. character and valuable
for its mineral content at the time the application for patent is made.

The purpose of the mining laws is to encourage the exploration
and development of; mineral deposits in the public lands. When a
p
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mineral locator. has made a discovery, exploited it fully, and has been
protected by the mining laws in his possession and enjoyment of the
claim, the purpose of 'the mining laws has been fulfilled. As further
reward for his discovery, he may obtain a patent for the lands covered
by his claim.
However, if the locator.elects not to carry his claim to patent, as
he may, his rights to the minerals in the claim are not diminished, 3
but he exposes himself to the chance that at some time the, conditions
-on his claim will no longer support the issuance of a patent. In such
circumstances, the issuance of a patent. would be unrelated to the
mineral development of the land and would serve no purpose. Therefore, it is my conclusion that a mineral claimant can obtain a patent
only when the current conditions on his claim satisfy the requirements
of the mining law.
In view of this conclusion it is not necessary to determine whether
there was a past discovery on each of the claims. However, it is not
at all clear from the evidence that a past discovery was made on. each
of the claims or exactly on which of the claims there was a discovery.
If it ever becomes material, the existence of a past discovery within
the limits of each claim will have to be established with precision.4 :
As to the current mineral value of the claims, the appellants do not
contend that there exists on any of their claims in their present state
any substantial reserve of "shipping ore," but they argue that the
claims do contain substantial. reserves of mill feed ore which can be
"sweetened up" by combining it with alleged stringers of relatively
high, grade ore to produce mill feed which it would be profitable to
work.
In support of this contention the appellants point to a sample
(Contestees' Exh. 9) taken from the Mary Martin by Lem Houston as
an example of the mill feed ore and an official Government bulletin,
U.S.G.S. Bulletin No. 846 A. They also place great reliance upon a
3 Until a mineral locator obtains a patent his right to exploit the resources on the claim
is limited to use incidental to mining.. United State8 v. Etcheverry, 230 iP. 2d 193 (10th
Cir. 1956); Albert Breach, A-27225 (December 28, 1955).
4 The appellants contend that,: because the 'claims involved in their application are very
old and the original locators have long ago. passed away, the Department should relax its
requirements as to method of proving discovery and accept what is admittedly hearsay
evidence to prove that a discovery was made on each of the claims. Thus, for the most
part the appellants' proof, of discovery consists of smelter return receipts dated 30 or 40
years ago, and newspaper clippings and the like. Even if the smelter receipts are taken
at theirface value, the most that can be said for them is that they show that apparently
valuable ores were taken from one or more: of the claims during the produetion years, but
the receipts do not purport to show specifically from which of the claims the ores were
extracted. Thus, these receipts cannot possibly be construed as sufficient evidence to prove
the requisite discovery on each of the 20 claims involved in this proceeding.
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mineral survey made in 1926 by H. B.- Kimmerlin, an alleged geologist. But Kimmerlin was not a witness at the hearing and thus not
available for cross-examination.
As to the sample taken by Houston, he testified that this sample
was taken at the bottom of a dozer cut which has since been covered
over, that it was oxidized vein material but not base ore (Tr. 175,
176). The sample upon assay showed gold 0.16 oz. per ton, silver
0.46 oz. per ton and cobalt 0.17 oz. per ton. He also stated that the
mineral examiner took a sample H-15 (Contestant's Exh. 1) from
the same vein although possibly'not in the same spot (Tr. 175)'. The
mineral examiner's sample showed upon assay only
trace of gold
and silver.
I do not think.a single sample from-one claim indicates a discovery
of a very large quantity of low grade ore.
The Kimmerlin report, even taken at its face value, is purely
speculative and conjectural and, as previously stated, without the
presence of the author at the hearing for examination concerning his
background or qualifications, as well as his methods and the bases for
his conclusions, it cannot be given the weight the same report would
be entitled to otherwise. The statement in the report that.a

There is no doubt in my mind that there are rh pockets of ore that can bev
opened up with a carefully worked out plan of development. As the ore from
the large pockets was: all very high grade, the general tenor of the total ore
values would be considerably enriched.

is of little probative value unless the data from which this conclusiol
is drawn can be examined.
The U.S.G.S. bulletin to which the appellants refer has been carefully examined. This report was prepared in 1933 by G. F. Loughlin
and James Gilully. In reference to the Gold Hill and vicinity the
report states thatThe following sketch of the local geology and ore deposits is written by
G. . Loughlin, who spent six days in the area in 1914. The principal mineworkings were inaccessible, and no mining or prospecting was going on in 1930.

The report consists, for the most part, of a discussion of the geology
of the area and a description of the ore bodies. Whether the ,report
is to be considered as reporting the physical structures in place in
1933 when it was written, or as they existed in 1914 when Loughlin
visited the properties, is not explained. However, in either case it
does not constitute in itself substantial proof of the existence of large
reserves of low grade ore on the claims.
The appellants also contend that the findings by Kimmerlin were
largely confirmed by Fred J. Rosenberg. As previously mentioned,
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Rosenberg testified that in 1940 he did some sampling of the Mayflower lode claim and the Mayflower tunnel. Although e testified
at some length concerning his activities on the claims, with the exception. of a map prepared by him and two mineral assays, his testimony
consisted solely of his recollections of the mineral values.. As for the
assays (Contestees' Exhs. 36 and 37), the witness could only state
where he thought the samples came from, but was unable to say what
material the samples conisistedof. Rosenberg's testimony is extremely
indefinite, and even if taken on its, face value would not establish
as a present fact the existence of the large bodies of low grade ore.
which the appellants contend exist on their claims.
The appellants have also attacked the methods used by the mining
engineer for the Forest Service in examining the claims.
The regulations of the Department, 43 CFR 195.53(a), provide
that an application for patent should contain a full description of
the kind and character of the mineral claimed and should state
whether mineral has been: extracted therefrom, and, if so, in what
amount and what the value is. It is required that the application
for patent contain a statement as to the precise place within-the
limits of each location embraced in the application where the mineral
has been discovered.' It is also required that:
The showing in these regards shoild contain sufficient data to enable repre-

sentatives of the Government to confirm the same by examination in the field
and also to enable the Bureau of Land Management to determine whether a-w
valuable deposit of mineral actually exists within the limits of each of the
locations embraced in the application.

Under the mining laws a mineral claimant is not entitled to a
patent for his mining claim until after he has made a discovery and
the discovery point must be in such a condition that a representative
of the Government may confirm the existence of a valid discovery
by examining th alleged discovery point. It is neither the responsibility nor the obligation of the. Government to go beyond the alleged
discovery point and try to make a discovery for the applicant.
In examining the location notices filed by the appellants for the various claims I fail to note any written reference to points of discovery
in the various claims. The plat of survey does contain notations such
as "discovery trench, discovery cut, cut, trench," and the Government's
mineral examiner testified that all of these spots were sampled whereever possible, or wherever there appeared to be something worth Isam-:
pling (Tr. 10).: However, he stated that on some of the claims he
found thatthere was no material worth sampling or that the tunnels
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were filled with water or caved in to such an extent as to make them
impassable. It is my conclusion that if the mining engineer sampled
all of the indicated discovery spots which were accessible for samplng
he did all that he is required to do, and if some of the alleged points
of discovery were inaccessible. because they were located in covered
tunnels or in tunnels filled with water, it was the responsibility of
the mining claimants to keep their discovery points open for inspection.
In the case of United States v. Andrew A. Carothers et aZ., A-14542
(August 27,1930), it was held in reply to an applicant's contention that
the Department was without authority to require the applicant for
patent to keep his discovery cut open for inspection of the alleged
discovery point:
The regulations above mentioned are deemed valid regulations which the
Secretary has ample power to prescribe and are as much a legal requirement
as if enacted by statute. The regulation is designed to prevent the grant of a
patent for pretended discoveries. Unless claimant can positively and unambiguously state that the showings of mineral alleged to have been found by him
are now susceptible of inspection and verification, no warrant is seen for further
action on the application or for any disturbance of the decision rendered. The
Department is not disposed to grant a mineral patent on alleged specific discoveries in time past which can not on account of present physical conditions be
verified by inspection. (Italics supplied.)

It is concluded on the basis of all. of the evidence produced at the
hearing that only isolated pockets of mineral ores have been shown
to exist on' the claims at the present time; that there is lacking conclusive or even substantial evidence that valuable discoveries have been
made on each of the claims at times in the past; that; although
valuable ores may have been mined from some of the claims in the past,
no showing has been made that there still exists on the claims valuable
deposits of mineral which would justify a reasonably prudent man in
expending his time and money in an effort to develop a paying mine;
and that, therefore, the application for patent must be denied.
Denial of the patent application, it should be emphasized again, does
not constitute a ruling that the claims are null and void. The
appellants'. rights in the claims remain as they were before the
application for patent was filed and as they would be if no application
for patent had ever been filed.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by,
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, is affirmed.
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Mining Claims: Discovery
The elements necessary to achieve a valid discovery in a lode claim under
the mining laws are that there must be a vein or lode of 'quartz or other
rock in place, that te quartz or other rock in place must carry some
valuable mineral deposit, and that the two preceding elements, when taken
together, must be such as to warrant a prudent man in the expenditure of
his time and money in an effort to develop a valuable mine.

Mining Claims: Discovery
Assays of samples taken from mining claims which show the presence of
valuable minerals are proper evidence to be considqred in arriving at a
conclusion as to whether a prudent man would be justified in going ahead
with the-development of a' mining claim.

Mining Claims: Discovery:
It is not error-to give weight to the opinions expressed at a hearing on the
validity of a mining claim where those opinions are supported by testimony
from which the: hearings officer could properly conclude that a discovery
sufficient to validate the claim has been made.

Mining Claims: Patent Improvements:
Upon application for patent a relocator will not be permitted to include
in-his estimate of the value of the improvements required by law to be made
as a condition precedent to patent any of the labor done or improvements
madebytheoriginallocator.

Mining Claims: Patent Improvements

-

Roadways and buildings must be excluded from the estimated value of patent'
improvements unless it is clearly shown that they are associated with actual.
excavations, are essential to- the practical development of the- claim, and
actually facilitate theextraction of minerals from the claim.-

Mining Claims: Patent Improvements

-

-

Affidavits and other statements with respect to the value of improvements
given by' witnesses for an applicant -for a mineral patent are not conclusive on the Government.,

Mining Claims: Common Improvements
X
WiP
&it is permissible to allocate among a group of contiguous- claims the
-

value of improvements -placed on one of the claims in the group, this can only be done where there is -a showing that the labor performed or the
improvements made on that claim were intended to aid in the development of all the claims and that the labor and' improvements are of such a
character as to redound to the benefit of all. X
;
'

Mining Claims: Patent Improvements-Mining Claims: Contests

-

Even though the Government does not sustain its charge, brought by Way
of contest, that the necessary patent improvements have not been placed
95fT4'-51
9----l->''
- i; ' E
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on a claim, patent covering a relocatediining claim cannot issue until the
applicant has submitted satisfactory, proof that the required expenditure
has been made on the claim since his relocation thereof.
APPEALS PROM THE BUREAU O

-*

-

LAND MANAGEMENT

On November 4, 1952, C. F. Smith filed an application for a mineral
patent on two contiguous lode mining clai ms, the Mountain Cedar
No. 2 and the Perplexity, situated in sec. 17, T. 29 N., R. 10 E., W. M.,
Washington, within the Snoqualmie National Forest, located under
the provisions of the mining laws (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 22 et seg.),.
As to the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim, Smith claimed under a location notice filed by him on July 1, 1935, and, as to the Perplexity
claim, Smith claimed under a location notice filed on July 1, 1940, by
Loyd Becker, who, in 1943, relinquished his rights in the claim to
Smith.
The United States Forest Service protested the application on the
grounds, as to-each claim, that:
1.- Minerals have not been found in sufficient quantities to:
constitute a valid discovery.
2. The land is nonmineral in character.
3. The requisite expenditure of $500 in development has not
been made.

Thereafter, a contest was initiated and a hearing was held on the
charges on January 26, 27, and 28, 1955. In a decision dated June 10,
1955, the hearings officer found from the evidence produced at the hearing that there is a vein of quartz in place within the limits of the
claims with sufficient quantity and quality of valuable minerals to
warrant a prudent man to spend his labor and means in an efrort to
develop a paying mine; that a discovery sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the mining laws has been made on each claim; that the
required expenditure of $500 has been made on the Mountain Cedar
No. 2 claim; that Smith is not entitled to count toward the required
expenditure on the Perplexity claim any amount which may; have
been expended for the development of that claim under a location of
the" claim, under the name of the Mountain Cedar No. 1 claim, made
by Smith's brother on July 1, 1935; and that Smith has not shown that
$500 worth of labor has been expended or improvements made on the
Perplexity claim since July 1, 1940.
Both Smith and the Forest Service appealed to the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management. Thereafter there was submitted on
behalf of Smith an affidavit of 0. L. Wood, who was shown at the
hearing to have purchased the claims from Smith, that between June
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and September 5, 1956, work had been performed on the Pert
plexity laim in the nature of development work and that there had'
actually been expended in cash for labor performed in doing. such
work the sum of $510 and that the cost of the materials used was
$34.05, making a total expenditure for new improvements and development work of $544.05. Copy of the affidavit was served on the

V1956,
1,

Forest Service and on October 5, 1957, the claim was again examined
by the mining engineer who had testified at the hearing on behalf of
the Government. He submitted .a report in which he expressed the
opinion that a liberal allowance for the value of the labor and
improvements set forth in the affidavit would be $125.
On August 1, 1958, the Director affirmed the decision of the hearings
officer, holding that neither appellant had shown that the decision of
the hearings officer was in error or was not supported by the evidence
-and that where the hearings officer's findings of fact are supported by
reliable, probative, and substantial evidence presented at the hearing
"as we believe them to be in this instance," they will not be disturbed.
The Director noted that Smith's interest in the Mountain Cedar
No. 2 claim dated from July 1,' 1935, and that while there was no posttive evidence that the improvements, valued at $1,245, had been made
after that date the Forest Service had not presented any clear evidence
that $500 worth of improvements had not been made for the benefit of
the claim since July 1, 1935. He therefore held that the hearings
officer was justified in holding that the third charge with respect to that
claim had not been sustained. He directed that any patent which
might issue for the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim must exclude a small
portion thereof (0.648 acres) found to be State land.
With respect to the Perplexity claim, the Director found that
Smith's interest therein does not predate the location by Becker on
July 1, 1940, and that only those improvements made for the benefit
of the claim since that time could be considered; that the additional
work performed in 1956, properly evaluated, was worth not more than
$125, and that, even with this additional work, it had not been shown
that -a total of $500 worth of labor and improvements had been expended on the claim since 1940.

Appeals to the Secretary of the Interior were filed by both parties.
That of the Forest Service will be considered first.
The Forest Service contends that the evidence produced at the
hearing respecting the value of the minerals found on the claims was
improperly evaluated; that, to support a discovery, the evidence must
be such that it is more probable than not that a profitable mining op-
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eration can ultimately be brought about; that sufficient values have
not been shown to demonstrate that the claims could be worked at a
profit; that it was improper to consider the opinions of witnesses expressed at the hearing that a prudent main would be justified in the
further expenditure of his time and money on these claims in an effort
to; develop a paying mine; that these opinions are not matters of fact
found by the hearings, officer; that the hearings officer did not weigh
conflicting evidence but merely came to the conclusion that the evidence
which he heard leads to the decision that a discovery has been made,
and that the Director erred in his affirmance of the conclusion reached
by the hearings officer as a matter of law, that a sufficient discovery
had been made to validate the claims involved in this appeal.
The record made at the hearing has been carefully reviewed. That.
record fully, supports-the conclusion reached- by the hearings officer
that a discovery: sufficient to satisfv the requirements of the mining :
laws has been made on each of the claims.
.
The mining laws do not require, as the Forest Service suggests, that
the values shown must be such as will demonstrate 'that a claim can
be worked at a profit or that it is more probable than not that a profitable mining operation can be brought about. The time-honored test
to be applied in 'determining whether a discovery has been made on a
lode claim is that set' forth in Jefferson-Montana Copper Mines Company,
0
41 L.D). 320 (1912), cited by the Forest Service as a correct
tgtement of the elements necessary to achieve a' valid discovery.
Those elements are that there must be a vein or lode of quartz or other
rock in place; that the quartz or other rock in place must carry gold
or some other valuable mineral deposit; 'and'that the two preceding
elements, when taken together, must be such as to warrant a prudent
man in the expenditure of his time and money in an effort to develop
a valuable mine.
The hearings officer in this case found that there is a vein of quartz
in place -within the limits of each claim.: There is ample evidence in
the record to support this finding (Tr. 258, 262, 263, 23, 397, 398, 403,
405,
and406.). The hearings officer also found that the quartz carried
a valuable mineral deposit.' While he did not set this up as a separate
finding of fact, it is implicit in his conclusion that' because of the
-quantity and quality of the minerals found within the claims a prudent man 'would be warranted in the expenditure of his labor and
means in an effort to develop apaying mine.
'The hearings officer detailed in his decision the results of the assays
produced at the hearing from samples taken from the'claims. He
recited what'the evidence produced by the Forest Service showed and
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what the evidence produced by Smith showed. The assays produced
by both parties show both high values and low values. Certainly
they show that the quartz carries valuable mineral deposits and they
are proper evidence to be considered in arriving at a conclusion as to
whether a prudent man would be justified in going ahead with the
development of the claims.
With respect to the weight given to-the opinions expressed at the
hearing, it is found that those opinions are supported by testimony
from which the hearings officer could properly reach the conclusion
that a sufficient discovery to validate the claims had been made.
Accordingly, it must be held-that the appeal of the Forest Service is.
without merit and that it was proper for the Director to have affirmed
the decision of the hearings officer that, as a matter of law, a valid dis- covery has been made on each of the claims involved in this appeal.
Turning now to the appeal by the patent applicants Smith alleges
error on the part of. the Director in refusing to credit him with
expenditures said to have been made by Smith on the Perplexity claim
prior to its location in. 1940,. in refusing to credit Smith with the
amounts said to have been spent annually in maintaining trails and
in building a cabin on the claim, in refusing to give effect to the affidavits of two witnesses and the United States mineral surveyor as. to
the value of work and improvements, and in failing to credit labor
and improvements made on the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim to both
that claim and the Perplexity claim, apparently on the theory that
the labor and improvements, on the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim were
made for the benefit of both claims, as common improvements.
In- order to obtain a patent on his claim under the mining laws,
the applicant must show "that $500 worth of labor has been expended
or improvements made upon the claim by himself or grantors": (30
U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 29). Smith's application with respect to the
Perplexity claim recites location of the claim on July 1, 1940. The
location notice recites that the claim is forfeited and abandoned
property and that the former owner of the claim, under the name
of Mountain Cedar Mine No. 1, was Oscar Smith. The applicant
claims that he and his brother Oscar located this and other'claims
jointly, that he had one-half interest in the claim, that he did all of
the work on the Mountain Cedar No. while the claim was in his
brother's name, that his brother refused to pay for his share of the
work, and that therefore he, the' applicant, caused the claim to be relocated in '1940. He asserts that because the statute requires that the
labor and improvements shall have been expended or made "by himself or grantors" and since he did all the labor and made the improve-
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ments from 1935 on he has met the requirements thereof. Such is
not the case. The quoted words obviously have reference to the'locator of the claim, the applicant,ior those under whom he claims.;
'Smith does not claim under the location of his brother but, rather, in
derogation of his brother's abandoned claim. That Smith may have
expended $500 in labor and improvements on the claim before it was
abandoned can avail him nothing. 43 CFR 185.43(c). No part of the
value of improvements placed on land under an abandoned location
can be credited to the later claim toward meeting the requirement of
the statute. Yankee Lode Clan, 30 L.D. 289 (1900); Russell et al.
v. The Wilson Creek Consolidated Mining and Milling Co., 30 L.D.
322 (1900) ; C. A. Sheldon et al., 43 L.D. 152 (1914).
Smith's claim, that he and his brother located the claim jointly and
that therefore he should be allowed to receive credit for his expenditures thereon, is similar to the argument made in Charles F. Guerin
54 I.D. 62 (1932). There, Guerin, owner of a one-half interest in a
claim, on the refusal of his co-owners to do any further annual labor,
caused another to relocate the claim and convey it to him. In denying Guerin the right to claim credit for expenditures made on the
claim as first located, the Department said:
Upon application for patent, the relocator will not be permitted to include
in his estimate of the value of the improvements required by law to be made as
a condition precedent to patent any of the labor done or improvements made by
the original locator.

*

* *

From the applicant's own avowals as to the purpose of the relocation it must be
deemed as being one in opposition to the interests of his co-owners, whether with
their acquiescence or not. Being a relocation; as the Commissioner states, it
was in derogation and not in affirmance of his own previous estate in the prior
location. Wilbur v. Krushnic (280 U.S. 306, 318). The relocation then not
being made in furtherance of the prior location, no privity exists between the
claimants of the former and the latter. Burke v. Southern Pacifio R.R. Co.
(234 U.S. 669, 693). The Commissioner was therefore clearly right in refusing
to include the labor and improvements made for the Lewis and Clark as improvements or labor applicable to the Guerin location. * * * (P. 63.)

* Accordingly, the Director was correct in refusing to allow Smith
credit for the value of any labor or improvements which may have
been expended or made on the Mountain Cedar, No. 1 claim prior to
its relocation as the Perplexity claim by Loyd Becker on July 1, 1940.
Smith's claim that he should have been allowed credit for the labor
performed in maintaining trails on the claim and for the cost of a
cabin built on the claim is not supported by any showing made by
him. Nowhere in the record is there evidence of the cost or value
of maintaining those trails or of the cost or value of the cabin or"
a showing that these alleged improvements have benefited the claim
in any way. The vague statement that the trails had to be built each
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year (Tr. 266) -and the statement that the cabin, which was built
between 1935 and 1939, under the prior location, no longer exists (Tr.
312), are no substitute for evidence that the value of the labor performed or the improvements made since July 1, 1940, amounts to $500.
The regulations (43 CFR 185.43(b)) require that roadways and
buildings must be excluded from the estimate-unless it is clearly shown'
that they are associated with actual excavations, such as cuts, tunnels,
shafts, etc., and are essential to the practical development of and
actually facilitate the extraction of minerals from the claim. See
,also Tacoma and Roche HarborLime Co., 43 L.D. 128 (1914), and
United}
States v. El PortalMining Co.,.55 I.D. 348 (1935). No such'
showing has been made with respect to the trails and the cabin for
which Smith seeks credit.
Smith's contention that the Director erred in refusing to accept the
affidavit of his witnesses and the United States mineral surveyor's
statement regarding the value of the improvements is without merit.
Such statements are not conclusive on the Government. They are
subject to question by. the Government, whose duty it is to see that
the requirements of;the mining laws have been fully satisfied before
patent issues. None of these statements sets forth when'the improvements were made. The mineral surveyor stated in his deposition
(p. 15) that he did not know exactly what work was done after July
1, 1940, the crucial date as to the Perplexity claim, but was told by the claimant that he, the claimant, had done the work. The assertionX
that the requisite $500 worth of labor has been expended or improvements made on the claim since its relocation in 1940 was challenged by
the Government. It was thereupon up to the applicant to meet this
charge. C. A. Sheldon et al., supra. This Smith failed to do.
Smith's contention that the Director erred in failing to credit the
labor performed on and improvements made on the Mountain Cedar
No. 2 claim to both that claim and the Perplexity is likewise without
merit. While it is permissible to allocate among a group of contiguous
claims the value of improvements placed on one of the claims in the
group, Zephyr and Other Lode Mining Claims, 30 L.D. 510 (1901),
this can only be done where there is a showing that the labor performed
or the improvements made on'that claim was intended to aid in the
development of all of the claims and that the labor and improvements
are of such a character as to redound to the benefit of all. Copper
Glance Lode, 29 L.D. 542 (1900); Wood Placer Mining Co. (On re'view), 32 L.D. 401 (1904); James Carretto and Other Lode Claims,
35 L.D. 361 (1907); United, States v. W. J. Moorhead, 59 I.D. 192
(1946). Smith has made no showing that the improvements made
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' on the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim were intended to or did benefit the
-Perplexity claim in any way.
Accordingly, the decision of the Director that Smith has not shown
that $500 worth of labor or improvements has been placed on the' Per-plexity claim since July 1, 140, is affirmed.
There remains for consideration, however, one statement made in
the Director's decision which is open to question.. That relates to the
value of the improvements placed on the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim.
The hearings officer found that there had been more than $500 expended on the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim. He made no finding as
to when those improvements had been placed on the claim.' The testimony does not indicate clearly that at least $500 had been expended-on
the claim since July 1, 1935. This claim, too, was a relocation of an
abandoned claim and Smith testified regarding tunnels and cuts
which he found on the property when he relocated it (Tr. 255, 257,
271, 22, 311).
The Director stated that the Forest Service had*

*-

not brought out any clear evidence either in the hearing or on appeal that $500
of improvements had not -been made for the benefit of the Mountain Cedar No. 2
claim since July 1, 1935. Since the burden of proof lies with the contestant, the
Hearings Officer was justified in finding that this charge had not been sustained,
and his decision on this matter is affirmed.

If the Director meant by that statement that the claim can now pass
to patent, his holding is in error. While it may be that the Government
did not sustain the third charge against the Mountain 'Cedar No. 2
claim, nevertheless the fact remains that there is no positive evidence
in the record that $500 has been expended for the benefit of the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim since its relocation on July 1, 1935. Until such
evidence is submitted, it cannot be said that the applicant has complied
with the requirements of the mining laws and is thus entitled to receive a patent covering the claim.
' In the circumstances and before patent can issue, Smith should be
called upon to submit satisfactory proof that at least $500 worth of
labor has been expended or improvements made on the Mountain Cedar
No. 2 claim since its relocation by him on July 1, 1935.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management, as modified above with respect to the showing
required relating to the Mountain Cedar No. 2 claim, is affirmed.
EDMUND

T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
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IBGA-25
IBCA-28, IBCA-341

DecMd May 20, 1959

Tules of Practice: Appeals: Generally
Under rules governing its procedure the Board of Contract Appeals is without

authority to entertain more than'one petition: for reconsideration of a
decision.
BOARD OF COXTRACT APPEALS

Under date of March 5, 1959, counsel for the contractor filed apetition for reconsideration by the Board of its decision relating to
the so-called wall leakage claim involved in the appeals (IBCA-25),
which was in the amount of $126,659.- This amount was alleged to
have been incurred by the contractor in an effort to eliminate numerous
leaks that had appeared in the Ketchikan High School-in Ketchikan,
Alaska, after the structure had been almost completed.
In its decision, which was rendered by the Board on November 22,
1955 [62 I.D. 422],it held that the evidence showed that the contractor,
which was claiming that the design of the Ketchikan High. School was'

faulty, had failed to follow the requirements of the specifications in
the construction of -the building, and that the workmanship had been
poor. In rejecting the claim, the Board also pointed out:
* * * All but a small part of the claim could not be allowed in any event.
The president of the contractor testified that of the $126,659 which the firm was
claiming only $4,750 represented the direct costs of performing the corrective
work involved in the attempts to eliminate the leaks. The rest of the amount
claimed is only an estimate of damages suffered by the contractor as a result of
alleged delays or acts of the Government. This represents a claim for unliquidated damages which the Board would have no jurisdiction to allow even if It
were convinced of the meritoriousness of 'the claim. (Pp. 444-445.)

After the decision was rendered the contractor filed a petition for
reconsideration. This was denied by; the' Board on March 9, 1956
[unpublished].
The present petition for reconsideration is based on allegedly newly
discovered evidence showing that the design of the Ketchikan High
School was faulty,.and that it would have been impossible for the contractor to have constructed a watertight building. The newly discovered evidence is said to consist of a report of a firm of architects
-employed by the Department of the Interior in an effort to correct the
leakage of the building; three other reports of firms of consulting.'
engineers or architects; and' various items of evidence, allegedly not

heretofore available to the contractor, which would show that the
design of the building was faulty.
509574-59-2
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The contractor's second petition for reconsideration must be denied
for the following reasons:
(1) Over 3 years have elapsed since the original decision of the
Board, as well as since the decision of the Board denying the first
petition for reconsideration.
(2) The contractor has not shown that the allegedly newly discovered evidence, except for the report made to the Department, could
not have been obtained by due diligence prior to the original hearing
before the Board. At this hearing the petitioner had an unlimited
opportunity to present evidence to the Board. It is obvious that the
contractor could have obtained the views of consulting engineers -and
architects prior to the hearing.
(' ) As the; reconsideration of the claim, which is primarily for
unliquidated damages, could not in any event result in the grant of
relief by the Board, except for the relatively trivial amount involved
in' the actual corrective work, which, moreover, might not be recbverable for other reasons, no useful purpose would be served by a reconsideration. The Board should certainly not reconsider a claim
which is beyond its jurisdiction.
(4) Section 4.15 of the rules governing procedure before the Board
(43 CFR, 1954 Rev.) provides: "A request for reconsideration may be
filed within 30 days-after the date of the decision. Reconsideration of
a decision, which may include a hearing or rehearing may be granted
if, in the judgment of the Board, sufficient reason therefor appears.
It is the view. of the Board that this rule' contemplates that the
Board may entertain only one petition for reconsideration, and- it
is, therefore, without authority to entertain a second petition for
reconsideration.
CONCLUSION

'Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No.
2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the second petition for reconsideration is denied.
THEODORE R. HAAS,

WILLIAM
Board Member

HERBERT.

J.

SLAUGHTER,

'being absent on leaves did not
participate in the disposition of'
this matter..

'

SEAGLE,

Chairman.

Men'der.
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APPEAL OF INTER-CITY SAND AND GRAVE CO. AND JOHN
KOVTYNOVICH
IBCA-128

Decided Mfay 29,1959

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Changed ConditionsContracts: Drawings-Contracts: Specifications
A claim for additional compensation by a contractor under the first category
of the "changed conditions" clause of the contract, relating to divergent
conditions, as distinguished from the second category of "changed conditions," relating to unanticipated conditions, on the ground. that it encoun
tered large quantities of hard material which, in view of the logs of
subsurface exploration.made available to it in the drawings, it could not
reasonably have expected must be denied when the logs of exploration were
outside the area to be excavated, and did not generally penetrate to grade,
and in any event indicated that large quantities of hard material were'
present, and the presence of such hard material could have been ascertained
by a more adequate site investigation. Whether or not logs of exploration
can be regarded as unqualified representations must depend on the circumstances of each individual case. When a contract charges a contractor
with the duty of investigating the site of the work, it must -make such an
investigation, whether or not it is asserting a changed condition in the first
or the second category, unles§, indeed, the claim is based on a--represehtation of such a nature that a site investigation would be completely pointless.
However, the standard of adequacy in conducting a site investigation may'
well be less rigorous in first than in second category cases.

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Changes and Extras:
Contracts: Interpretation
When the provisions of the specifications of a contract require the contractor
to store inflow into a reservoir to a certain elevation and to provide temporary control works which should be capable of releasing water up to 250
cubic feet per second in the event permanent outlet works are not completed
by a certain date, such works must be capable of passing 250 cubic feet
per second during the whole irrigation season and not merely when theworks were first. constructed and water was released through them, since the
need for water during the irrigation season is a continuing one. However,
the contractor is entitled to an equitable adjustment if its costs were increased by failure of the Government to require a. larger opening in the
intake structure at the time when it was being built.

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contractsi
Contracts: Interpretation

hanges and Extras-2:

When the Government in order to provide a maximum amount of water for
irrigation purposes required the contractor to provide for storage of water
in a reservoir above the maximum height designated. in the contract, either
by increasing the height of a temporary cofferdam previously constructed-',.
by the contractor or by increasing the height of the upstream edge of the
partially completed embankment of the permanent dam, such requirement '
went beyond the provision of the specifications imposing on the contractor
the obligation to take certain protective and control measures to divert
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and care for the stream during construction and therefore constituted a
change, entitling the'contractor to an equitable adjustment., IHowever,
Government instructions to avert the threat of flood damage or to discharge
other contractual obligations, apart from the change in storage requirements, did not constitute a change, entitling the contractor to an equitable
adjustment.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This disposes of a timely appeal by Inter-City Sand and Gravel
Co. and John Kovtynovich, parties to a joint venture, from the findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer dated July 2,
.1957, which denied two claims against the Govermnent for additional
compensation totaling $85,936.96 under a contract dated December 30,
1954, with the Bureau of Reclamation. -The contract, which was
executed on U.S. Standard Form 23 (revised March 1953), and
incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A
(March 1953); provided for the construction and completion of
the Crescent Lake Dam, Crescent Lake Dam Project, Oregon. The
site of the job was at the outlet of Crescent Lake in Klamath Count,
Oregon.
Notice to proceed was received by the contractor on: January 8,
195.Paragraph 19 of the specifications provided for.the completion of the work within 420 calendar days, or by March 3, 1956. The
work was considered substantially complete on October 19, 1956,
but since it was found that unusual weather and certain changes
ordered by the Government were responsible for a delay of 230 calendar days, to and including the date of substantial completion, no
liquidated damages-were assessed.-

In its release' on contract dated March 12, 1957j the contractor
reserved claims against the Government for increased compensation.
in the aggregate 'amount of $85,936.96, as more particularly set forth
in.its attached letter of the same date.
At the request of both parties a hearing for the purpose of taking
of testimony was held by the undersigned at Bend, Oreg., beginning
on. October 10, 1957. The; day before the hearing the undersigned,
accompanied by counsel and other representatives of both. parties,
visitedthe-site ofthework.
The claims of the appellant will be discussed in the order in which,
testimony was received at: the hearing.
claim No. 1-Chadged Conditions

Claim No. 1 is for increased cost and expense under clause 4 of the
General Provisions, relating to "changed conditions," in the performThe extension of time was granted by Order For Changes No. 1 based on findings.of

fact dated March 20,1956.
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ance df the following items of the bidding schedule of the contract:
Item No. 3 "Excavation for spillWay and dam 6ilibanknient foundations"; Item No. 4, "Excavation for concrete structures"; and Item
No. 5, Excavation for outiet-works channel." In the consideration
of this claim, account will also be taken of Item No. 1 of the bidding schedule, "Diversion and care of stream during construction
and removal of water from fo-undations," since in seeking additional
compensation for that item in (claim No. 2 the contractor relies, in part, upon the same circumstances that form the basis of Claim
No. 1.

The basis of the "ehanged conditions" claim* is that from the
specifications and drawings, coupled with a reasonable site investigation, the contractor could not have anticipated that it would'
encounter, except in a small area between Test Pits Nos. 10 and 121
hard material which could only be excavated with considerable
difficulty, such as pockets of cemented boulders and cobbles.
The following table lists for each of the items involved in Claim
No1 1 the estimated quantity of material to be excavated, as stated
in the bidding schedule, the actual quantity of material excavated,
as shown by the Government records, and the quantity of material
encountered of each of the two types which the contractor maintains
constituted changed conditions, as stipulated by the parties (Tr., pp.
24-1-43).
Estimated
quantity
(cubic
- :
yards):

Item No.

1-

-

3
4 5-.

i

-) -----=
:

Total

-----------------------------------

10,000
3,520
10, 750:
: 24,270

Actual
quantity
(cubic
yards)

3,494

Orange
cemented
material
(cubic

yads)

.11,317
3,640
9, 773

0
750
250
0

28,224

1,000

Other hard
material,
(cubic
yards)

1, oo
:4,950
2, 750
.
5,000
14, 200

I Item No. 1 was a lump-sum item for which no quantities were estimated in the bidding schedule.

The stipulated amounts of "orange cemented material" and "other
hard material" aggregate 15,200 cubic yards and represent approximately 54 percent of the total volume of material actually excavated.
Of the 1,000 cubic yards of orange cemented material, 742 cubic yards
were 7 feet below, and 258 cubic yards were 7 feet above the original
ground surface. Of the: 14,200 cubic yards of other hard material,
5,196 cubic yards were 7 feet below, and 9,004 cubic yards- were 7 feet
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above the original ground surface. Thus, of 'the 1,200 cubic yards
-I -:00';
hard9materia,
of 9262 cubicyds, or approximately 61percentwere
encountered within 7 feetof the ground surface.
At the site of the work was an old timber-crib dam, together with
a rock fill against the east bank of the stream. There was also an inlet
channel leading from Crescent Lake down to the old dam and an outlet
-channelleading away from the dam. The construction of 'the new
dam involved the removal of the old dam and its replacement at the
same site with a more adequate earth-fill structure, having concrete
outlet works through its central portion at stream level and a riprapped spillway across its right abutment. Improvements were also
to be made in both of the channels.
In the immediate vicinity of the work to be done, the surface material consisted of a pumice layer extending to a depth of 4 or 5 feet,
where it was undisturbed, and numerous boulders were visible. The
material beneath the pumice consisted of sand and gravel deposited by
*glacial or torrential action, and likewise contained numerous boulders.
Paragraph 14 of the specifications stated that bidders would have
an opportunity to make a site investigation, and that bidders who chose
not to visit the site would nevertheless be charged with knowledge of
conditions which a reasonable inspection would have disclosed.2
Paragraph 35 of the specifications declared that the drawings included
in them showed the available records of subsurface investigations for
the work covered by them; that the Government did not represent
that the available records showed completely the existing conditions
and did not guarantee "any interpretation of these records or the correctness of any information shown on the drawings relative to geological conditions"; and that bidders would be responsible for making
their own deductions and conclusions as to the nature of the materials
to be excavated and the difficulties of performing excavation or other
* 0 work affected by the geology at the site of the work. Paragraph 39 of
the specifications provided: that materials excavated would not be
classified for payment and specifically defined various m aterials, in*0000 0cluding gravel, cobbles, and boulders.
Paragraph 101 of the specifications made- 8 enumerated drawings
part of the specifications. Contract Drawing 806-D-16 recorded the
logs of exploration for nine test pits approximately 8 by 5 feet which
had been excavated by dragline in 1950 and 1952.3 The elevations of
*

0

0:

2 In the last paragraph of the Invitation for Bids prospective bidders were informed that
if they desired' to visit the site of the work they should communicate with the construction
engineer of the project whose name, J. W. Taylor, was also given.
As indicated by the logs of exploration, Test Pits 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were dug in June
1950, Test Pit 8 in July 1950, and Test Pits 10, 11', and 12 in October 1952. These last
three test pits were dug for the purpose of testing the porosity of the soil.
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the test-pits varied from a low of 4,835.5 for Test Pit 11 to a high of
4,859.3 for Test Pit 4, which is a difference of no less than 23'.8 feet.
All of the test pits, except Test Pits 8 'and 12, were located on the
west or left side of the stream but were generally located outside of
the outline 'dimensions of the dam. The existence of the old timbercrib dam prevented, of course, the digging of any test pits along the
axis of the new dam, although all of the test pits except No. 8 were
within 200 feet of its midpoint. ' The test pits that were dug penetrated to depths that ranged from a minimum of 6 feet in the case of
Test Pit 11 to a maximum of slightly over 15 feet in the case of Test
Pit 5, the average depth being somewhat over 11 feet. However,
the bottoms of the test pits were in general considerably above the
elevations of the deepest excavations and none of the test pits penetrated to within 5 feet of the lowest elevation of the excavation in the
outlet works conduit or to within 12 feet of the elevations of the excavation for the stilling basin. Of the 3 test pits closest to the outlet
works and stilling basin, Test Pit 8 ended 5 feet, Test Pit 11 ended 17
feet, and Test Pit 12 ended 21 feet higher than required excavation.4
The logs of exploration were subdivided into layers of material,
varying from one layer in the case of Test Pit 11 to four layers in the
case of Test Pits 2, 4 and 5, although sometimes two layers would
show very similar material. In general-, the logs of exploration
showed that, except in the case of Test Pit 11-, the topmost layer consisted of pumice, which was underlain by soft material deposited by
glacial or torrential action.5 Beginning at an average depth of 6feet, the logs of exploration showed the presence of hard material but,
in the case of Test Pit 11, the hard material was shown at ground
surface and in the case of Test Pits 10 and 12 the hard material was
reported to begin only 3 feet below the ground surface. Hard
material was shown in no less than seven of the nine test pits but it
was variously characterized. The logs of Test Pits 3, 4 and 6 in-'
eluded the characterization "fines, hard," and the log of Test Pit 5
included the characterization "fines, fairly hard."
The logs of Test
Pit, 11 characterized the material simply as "hard," while those for'
Test Pits 10 and 12 characterized the material not only as "hard" but
also "indurated." 7 The logs of all but two of the test pits also indi4 See par. 6 of the findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer, dated July
2,' 1957.
6 This was indicated in the case of all the logs by such characterization as "angular to
rounded" or "angular to subrounded," or as "subangular" or "subrounded.":
According to the geological testimony, this characterization would indicate that the
material was compacted.
7
Webster's New International Dictionary. (2d ed., 1952) defines "Indurated rock" as:
"A rock hardened by the action of: heat, pressure, or cementation" but the two geologists
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cated the presence of boulders which, in the case of Test, Pits 10 and
12, were shown at the ground surface, or of gravel in such large sizes
as would commonly be referred to as boulders, and in some instances
noted that the boulders became more numerous as the pit went deeper.
The water level was shown only on the log of Test Pit 11.
Contract Drawing 806-D-16 also recorded the logs of exploration
for 6 auger holes, which were dug with a 4-inch earth auger and which
penetrated to depths from 6 to 8 feet. The logs noted for the most part
only pumice and some small gravel and contained no characterizations
of the hardness or softness of the material found. The location of the
*000 ;auger holes was confined to the area to be excavated for spillway purposes, which they were designed to test. As the record shows affirmatively, moreover, 'that no hard material was actually encountered in
excavation for the spillway, no significance can properly be attached
' i-7X X to the logs of the auger holes. The design of the spillway itself, which
was to be an open cut lined with riprap, was some indication that hard
material would be encountered at approximately the designed elevation of the bottom grade of the spillway cut, since the engineering
testimony is to the effect that the design would not otherwise have been
practical.
The drawings also included Drawing 806-D-7, entitled "General
'Plan and Sections," which included a "Profile On Axis of Dam." This
indicated that the materials consisted of clay, silt, sand, gravel and
cobbles covered by a layer of pumice. It should be noted that this
profile named the materials without attempting to describe their
qualities.
Apart from a geologist, A. 0. Bartell, who testified on behalf of the'
appellant, its principal witness was John Kovtynovich, a partner in
the joint venture whichperformed the contract. He testified that he
"picked around a little bit" (Tr., p. 9) along the stream banks with
a 0geologist's pick and a hand shovel and that a superficial examination
seemed to indicate that the material consisted more or less of loose
sand and gravel, with a few boulders near the surface which could be
very readily excavated without too much trouble. He derived pretty
* t'Xmuch the same impression from the logs of exploration and the profile
of the axis of the dam. The test!pits shown on the contract drawings
had been filled up," but Kovtynovich testified that he concluded from
an examination of the logs of the test pits that there was probably a
who testified at the hearing drew a distinction between induration and cementation. They
agreed, however, that indurated material would necessarily -be a hard material. The geological testimony also indicates that cementation is a widespread phenomenon that
usually occurs at water level in glacial or torrential, as well as other deposits.
8 This was necessitated by the fact that the test pits had been dug in a resort area.
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lens or a seam of hard material running from Test Pit 10 to Test Pit
12, which were directly opposite each other across the stream bed
He also-testified that he looked-up the word "indurated" in the dictionary and found that it meant "hardened," and that although the
word "boulders" did not .appear on the profile drawing, that he anticipated. encountering boulders. Kovtynovich's favorable impressions of the prospective excavation, based on the logs of exploration,
and his superficial probing of the material along the'stream banks
were no doubt responsible for the even more superficial examination
which he made of the conditions which might in general affect the
performance of the work. He did, indeed, visit the site of the workl
in the fall of 1954 three times-the last two times accompanied by
Sig Moe, an officer of the Inter-City Sand & Gravel Co.-but during
his visits, he seems to have avoided any sources of information which
might contradict the favorable impressions he had already formed.X
Although Kovtynovich was aware of the notice in the Invitation for
Bids to the effect that prospective bidders should arrange to consult
with Construction Engineer Taylor, he neglected to do 'so. In fact,
he failed to contact any Bureau representative at all. Although he
also knew that there had been, previous excavation in the channels,
he failed to inquire about who had performed this excavation, or who
owned the facility, and he conceded that he could easily have ascertained who owned the facility. He had an old friend, Perry, the local
watermaster, whom he had known for at least 38 years, but although.
he talked to him for a considerable time, he was careful to refrain
from putting to his old friend any question which might have dis-turbed his confidence. He 'carefully: confined the conveisation to the
sphere of the watermaster's official competence. The record shows
that if he had questioned Perry about the nature of the material the
watermaster would have told him that he could expect to encounter
hard material, for he knew that such material had been encountered
in a prior re-excavation of the inlet channel. Moreover, the conversa-.
tion between Kovtynovich and Perry may have occurred after the'
award of the contract. The only person to whom Kovtynovich talked
about geological conditions in the area was a local service station;operator, who would hardly be the sort of informant who would know
'anything useful.;
The testimony of the Govermuent witnesses, who included John P.
Vertrees, the project construction engineer and Clifford J. Okeson,
the Bureau's regional geologist, shows, moreover, that a more adequate
site investigation would have warned the contractor of the difficulties
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which it would encounter. Okeson, who had visited the site of the
work in October of 1952, then saw for a distance of 300 feet, the bluffs
of the inlet channel, which had been re-excavated, and from the steep
banks of the channel it could be inferred that the subsurface material
would be hard. Moreover, when he dug into the inlet channel for
only a foot or so, he found the material to be "very well bound
together" and "hard to dig" (Tr., p. 342). Indeed, there were places
-*000where he could see the hard material. on the bluffs; without digging.
Vertrees testified that when the: slope of the inlet channel was laid
back in actual excavation and penetrated to a depth of only about a
foot and a half or 2 feet, the material found was substantially as
i;;
hard as it was in the deeper portions of the excavation. Kovtynovich
himself, who picked around only in the downstream channel,
attempted to excuse his failure to dig in the slopes of the upstream
channel because of the presence of the water but the record shows that
the water level in the upstream channel was more than two and onehalf feet lower in 1954 than it had been in 1952 when Okeson had
visited the site.- If Kovtynovich had talked to Okeson, he might have
learned that the hard material was present.
Kovtynovich testified also with respect to the difficulties encountered
in actual excavation. It seems that after removing without trouble
the pumice, layer,' which extended to a depth of 4 or 5 feet, and the
boulders it contained, and then some sand, gravel, and cobbles, the
-workmen ran into streaks of hard material. Kovtynovich testified
that there were boulders and cobbles nested in pockets, which "would
lay there just like powdered lead" (Tr., p. 18) and be difficult to dig.
As the work progressed, a cemented type of orange material was also
encountered, and the-material became increasingly hard. Sometimes
the material was so tight that it was difficult to remove even with
a power shovel on one side and a tractor on the other; some of the material was beaten out with a shovel, a cat equipped with a ripper,
and a dozer; and in some instances in the cutoff trenches the mterial was broken up by jackhammers, supplemented by the use
* of drift picks, and then loaded by hand into a half-yard clam bucket.
The same methods were used to remove the orange-cemented material
as to remove the other hard material and the work was done at approximately the same rate.
Apart from testifying that the material became progressively
harder as the depth of the excavation increased, Kovtynovich was
rather vague, however, with respect to identifying the precise locations and elevations at which the hard material was encountered, espe-
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cially in relation to the test pits. While the record shows that more
than half of the hard material was on the -average in the upper 7
feet of excavation, it is not possible to determine whether most of it
was in the upper or lower part of this penetration. The latter may
well have been the case. Indeed, this would be more consistent with
Kovtynovich's testimony that the hard material was not encountered
until the top pumice layer of 4 or 5 feet had been removed. Kovtynovich did locate, however, the orange-cemented material, which, he
testified, was encountered in a seam 2 feet wide that ran parallel to
,the conduit and the inlet works of the structure at Elevation 4,825,
which was considerably below the depth to which any of the test pits,
except possibly the most distant Test Pit 8, penetrated. Some more.
details concerning the location of the hard material were supplied
by Vertrees. Remarkably enough, in cross-examining him, the appellant seemed to be attempting to prove that the material was soft
down to a depth of 10 to 12 feet! However, Vertrees would agree
that this was true only in some places. Vertrees, who also gave considerable testimony with respect to the location of the test pits in
relation to the excavation, testified that although the test pits adjoined the areas of excavation, there was no excavation at the test pits
themselves. Moreover, he also testified that there had been no excavation at all in the area of Test Pits 3 and 6, and pointed out also
that Test Pit 3 was up a hillside. Walters, the regional engineer of
the Bureau of Reclamation, who also testified at the hearing, and
who had also had training in geology, did not regard the test pits as
close. Thus, he testified: "They were in the vicinity. There were
none close right in the area. They were in the vicinity" (Tr., p. 266).
The testimony of the appellant's geologist, Bartell, who was not a
civil engineer, and freely conceded that he knew nothing about the
construction of dams, can be accepted only in part and with considerable reservations, for it manifests a considerable degree of confusion and contradiction on his part. For instance, although the
drawing containing the logs of exploration plainly indicated that the
test pits had been excavated by dragline, he testified that he had
assumed that the test pits had not penetrated the grade of excavation
because having been dug by iund, the digging had-got too hard. He
also persistently failed to distinguish between the test pits, and the
auger holes, referring in his testimony to the 15 test pits or test holes,
although there were only 9 test pits and 6 auger holes. This usage
of his -contributed,: moreover, to his erroneous estimate of the amount
of hard material which the appellant should have expected to en-
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counter. He attached importance to only two of the test pits-Test
Pits 10 and 12 which characterized the materialas "indurated"'-andl
quite unreasonably attached no importance to the characterization of
the material as "hard" in many of the other logs, although on crossexamination he conceded that the characterization "fines, hard," which.
also appeared in several of the logs would indicate that the material
was compacted, the very condition of which the appellant complains
most. Bartell's failure to realize that the test pits and the auger holes
were not the same led him to give it as his opinion that the appellant
should have expected only two-fifteenths of the material to be hard..
However, if the fraction two-ninths is applied, as it should be, to
the 28,224 cubic yards actually excavated, on the basis of Bartell's,
own reasoning the appellant should have expected to encounter no lessthan- 6,272 cubic yards of indurated material. This would be over
41 percent of the total amount of 15,200 cubic yards of hard material
that was actually encountered. If Bartell had taken into consideration, as he obviously should have, the other logs which showed hard
material close to the surface, his estimate should have mounted.
Bartell manifested the greatest faith in the logs of exploration,
and this led him to testify that he would have accepted what the logs
showed, and done no digging of his own, athough the appellant hd
done some digging of its own. This faith appears to have rested on
his great confidence in the ability of the Bureau geologists whom hedescribed as "men of good reputation" and as "men of high caliber."
Nevertheless, as he was: pressed about the completeness and adequacy
of the logs, he gave testimony which wholly contradicted his con-,
fidence in the: Government geologists, and his faith in the logs themselves. He could not explain why the logs did not go deeper, and
began to wonder about this. He also began to complain that the logs
did not: go down deep enough, nor show where the waterline was.
He even remarked, "I would expect them to get the test pits down to
where the contractor had to go.": He followed this with the further
Xremark: "I certainly would have; put one of the holes to the depth,
the excavation was intended. Maybe they just picked a soft place
to dig. You know that has happened." Apparently, he overlooked.
the rather obvious fact that the test pits could not be dug into the
existing structures. In intimating that the geologists had picked a soft
place to dig he contradicted his prior declaration that they were men:
of high caliber.
In fact, Bartell made a number of highly significant admissionsperhaps unwittingly-which clearly negatived his own faith in the,
0logs of exploration. He admitted that if a contractor did not have'
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data as to what lay below the test pits-7which waslprhecisely the.situ.ation in the present case-he would be "going in blind and he should
bid a fool's amount" (Tr.,7 p. 152.); that, if by digging a foot or two
into the existing cuts, hard material could be found-again this was
precisely the situation in the present case-the contractor's hid should
-have been much higher; that a dam could not be put down on glacial
material,. and that if a dam had stood on the site for 30 years and had
not leaked, it might indicate that the material was "tight'?; and, finally
that it. would have been a questionable design to rest a riprap spillway
~on pumice material.
Moreover, Bartell testified, significantly, that the area of the job site
was a glacial deposit, and that in such areas the formations are sd
random that one could expect to find virtually any kind of material. In
areas of glacial or torrential deposits, he testified: "there was no order"
(Tr., p. 137); "you could find almost anything"; the material "could
be hard and it could be soft"; it could be cemented or not cemented;.
he admitted that even pumice material, which the logs of exploration
uniformly showed to be at and below the surface, could be encountered:
at lower elevations.
Bartell also testfied, to be sure, that he would not have expected
the indurated material, to have been "so widespread" asto constitute
two-fifteenths of the material but this qualification'does not weaken
very much the force of his views with respect to the random character
of the geological formation, or help to determine precisely how widespread the hard material could have been expected to be. The qualification is, indeed, only another example of Bartell's contradictions. He
should not have put so much faith in the logs of exploration, if the
formations were so random, and if they were random, a particular
kind of material might be widespread. Actually, Bartell's qualifica-X
tion was based on what the test holes showed rather than on the probabilities with respect to the glacial material itself.
Clause 4 of the General Provisions of the contract provided for the
making of an equitable adjustment (which might be upward or downward):, in the contract price, whenever the contractor encountered (1)
"subsurf ace or latent physical-conditions at the site differing materially
from those indicated in this contract" (the first category), or (2).
"unknown physical conditions .at the site of an unusual nature, differing materially from those. ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as. inheri-ng in work, of the character provided for in this
contract" (the second'category).
-:
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The Board is of the opinion that the appellant has not carried the
burden of proving that it encountered a changed condition in either
the first or the second category of the "changed conditions" clause.
The Board has said that the first category comprises "misrepresented
conditions, while the second comprises unexpected conditions." 9
To find a first category changed condition, it is necessary to conclude
that the specifications contained an "unqualified representation.'-l
Against such a representation, there canot prevail caveatory provisions of the specifications, such as those requiring the contractor to
visit and inspect the site and warning him to make his own estimate of
the conditions involved in the work to be undertaken, including the
- ~ character
of the material which may be encountered in excavation.
This is so because the contractor has a right to rely upon a representation that is unqualified. This reliance would clearly be without limitation in any case in which the specifications did not provide for a site
investigation. But since such a provision is usually included in Government construction contracts, even in cases in which unqualified representations have been made, some effect must be given to the requireent. This presumably is the basis for requiring the contractor to show
that he has made an adequate site investigation even in cases coming
within the purview of the first category of the "changed conditions"
clause,l unless indeed the. representation is of such a nature that a site
investigation would have been completely pointless. If a condition is
Treadily discoverable by an examination of the site, however, the contractor can hardly claim that he was actually misled to his detriment.12 ,
It would seem to the Board, however, that even though a site investigation is ordinarily necessary even in first category cases, the standard
of adequacy in conducting the investigation might well be less rigorous
in first than in,second category cases.
The Board has -not usually regarded logs of exploration as unqualified representations of what will be found in actual excavation. It
has tended to view investigations of subsurface material merely as
Reiz Contracting Comapany, Inc., 65 I.D. 500, 519 (1958).
o Hirsch v. United States, 94 Ct. Cl. 602, 637 (1941).
n The- problem of whether a site investigation is necessary in first category cases is not
1

often clearly discussed in the eases because they do not always make sharp distinctions between first and second category cases. The following are some Court of Claims cases which
appear to be in first categoi and in which the necessity of a site investigation was nevertheless assumed.: Blauner Constructien Co. v. United States, 94 Ct. Cl. 503 (1941) John
K. Ruff v. United States, 96 Ct. Cl. 148 (1942); Walsh Brothers v. United States, 107 Ct.
Cl. 627 (1947)i; General Casualty Co. v. United States, 130 Ct. Cl. 520 (1955), cert. denied
849 U.S. 938; Puget Sound Bridge Dredging Co. v. United States, 131 Ct. Cl. 490 (1955).
2 See, for instance, midland Land &Improveement Co. v. United States, 58 Ct. Cl. 671,
683 (1924).
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sampling operations13 This is not to say, however, that logs of
exploration can never be regarded as definite representations.
Whether they are must depend, however, upon the circumstances of
each case 4.which should include, for example, the nature and extent
of the site to be explored, the nature of the work to be performed orthe facility to be constructed, and the location, number, and penetration of the explorations in relation to the actual excavation.
- It seems to the Board that, taking such factors into consideration,,
the appellant could not reasonably have relied on the logs of exploration of the test pits in the present case when-to rcapitulate-the
record shows that: (1) none of the test pits were dug within the actual,.area of excavation; () the test pits were not in close proximity to,
the excavation; (3) the elevations at which the test pits were dug were
generally higher than, the elevations of the excavations and the test
pits did not generally penetrate to the depth of excavation; (4) the
significant test pits were too few in number to be adequate or representative; and (5) the test pits were dug in a glacial area where random
formations were to be expected..
To the extent that the test pits were, however,qsome indication of.
the geological conditions in the area and of the types of material which
'might be encountered, the Board is satisfied that the appellant did not
encounter hard material in -materially greater qddity than could
reasonably have been expected under the 'circumstances of the case, and
'that it did not encounter, therefore, a changed condition in the second
category of the "changed conditions" clause. While the hard material
represented more than half of the material excavated, a very large.,
quantity of such 'material was to be expected. The provision for un-'
classified excavation should in itself have led the appellant to expect
a substantial' amount of hard material. There were also boulders at,
the surface-indeed, the appellant does not even complain of the
presence of boulders'per se. The orange-cemented material was not
-initself unusual' and was, moreover, no more difficult to remove than
the other hard material. Since most of the test pits indicated the
presence of hard material at various elevations,including in.at Iast
three instances elevations close to the surface of the ground, and were
located in a random geological fornation, there is no basis for-saying
'3 'See, for instance,J. A. Terteling &Sons, Inc., 64 I.D. 466,483, 493 (1957), 57-2 BOA
par. 1539.
4In Carson Constrotion Coniany,, 62 I.D. 311, 321 (1955), the Board recognized the
existence of such special circumstances..
> Since the record does not show where the water table was located there is certainly
no basis for saying it was unusual.
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either that a large amount of hard material should not have been,
expected, or that it should not-have been expected-so close to the surface of the ground, even if this be assumed to be a fact. It is the total
quantity of the hard material, rather than the levels at which it was
*' -Tfound, that'is the important consideration in the present case.. As the
Board assumes thatfthe quantity of the hard material was within the
range of expectation, it can matter little that most of the hard material may have been in the upper part of the excavation. This certainly would not make it either more difficult or expensive to excavate.'
When it is considered further that the record shows that the appellant
could have discovered the hard material by digging a foot or so into
the banks of stream,.and that it would have found such material if its
examination of the site had been more careful, the last prop of the aplellant's case collapses. Indeed, some of the hard material was in the
present case so close to the surface of the ground that it seems almost
paradoxical to speakof it as a subsurface or latent physical condition.
c So far as item 1 of the'schedule is involved in the changed conditions
:-laim, the fact that this was a lump-sum item would be an additional
factor militating against the allowance of the claim by reason of the
1,500 cubic yards of hard material encountered. The Court of Claims
has emphasized that under, a lump-sum contract the contractor is re-.
quired to do all the excavation that may be necessary, and that recovery must be-denied' unless the Government misrepresented the
ituation, or conditions were discovered which wereu:unknown to either
party and could not be ascertained by an examination of the site.
Indeed, in its essentials the case in which the court made this pronouncement bears a strong resemblance' to the present case.
:'
Accordingly, the changed conditions claim is denied, whether based
on item 1, 3,4, or 5 of the bidding schedule.
CXlaim No. 2-Etr Work.
This' claim consists of two parts, both' of which are for the costs
of performing work not initially contemplated by the contractor that
is alleged to have been made necessary by unusually severe weather,
changed conditions, and changes ordered by the Government.
The Government interprets the contractor's letter of March 12,
1957, which sets forth the claims that were to be excepted from the
16The case Involved the construction of a post office building, and the Government had
dug four test pits outside the area of the building site, three of which showed ledge rock
at varying depths. When the contractor encountered ledge rock close to the surface, of
the ground, it claimed to have been misled by the logs of exploration, and filed a changed
conditions claim but the court denied relief.
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release on contract of the same date, as reserving this claim only to
the extent that it is based upon the contention that changed conditions were encountered in the form of unusual weather conditions.
Certainly, the emphasis in the letter was on changed conditions, but a
fair intendment of its language encompasses extra work due to changes
ordered by the contracting officer. Indeed, not only did the letter state
that the contractingofficer ordered extra work, but-also Clause 3, the
"changes" clause, was expressly referred to in the opening and closing
phases of the letter. The Board, therefore, will consider all of the
contentions made by the contractor in connection with this claim.
The Board further concludes that any failure to submit proper
notices or protests with respect to either part of Claim No. 2 was
waived by reason of the contracting officer having considered both
parts on their merits in his findings of fact and decision. The contracting officer did- not confine his analysis of the claim. to the legal
issue of whether weather could be a changed condition, but specifically
considered all of the instructions that are alleged by the contractor to
have constituted. changes, and specifically ruled that the work performed in compliance with these instructions was work which formed
a part of the responsibilities of the contractor under the terms of the
contract and for which, therefore, no additional compensation'was
allowable. . Failure to protest or to give notice of claims was not so
much as mentioned.
A
Thel first part of Claim No. 2 is for work performed during the
summer of 1955 to meet requirements for release of water for irrigation purposes.
Paragraph 37 of the specifications, as amended by Supplemental
Notice No. 3, provided that no storage of inflow into the Crescent
Lake reservoir would be required until April 1, 1955, but that between
that date and July 15. 1965, the contractor should be prepared to store
inflow to an elevation of 4,838. It also required the contractor to
provide temporary control works which should be capable of releasing
water up to 250 cubic feet per second if the permanent outlet works
were not completed by July 15, 1955. The' permanent outlet works
were not completed by that date, allegedly because of two circuinstances: unusually severe weather during the'early months of 1955,
and the hard material encountered in excavating for the dam.
The contractor, in response to the construction engineer's request of
June 13, 1955, submitted on July 11, 1955, a plan for a temporary
diversion channel to pass water from the reservoir for irrigation.
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Under this plan the sill of the control structure was to be placed at
'elevation 4,831, whereas the sill of the permanent outlet works was
'to have been at elevation 4,821.5. The water level of Crescent Lake
-atthis time was at elevation 4,836.
The Government does not contest the contractor's statement that
the diversion channel as proposed would have initially passed 250
c.f.s., but contends that as the level of the lake was drawn down, the
contractor's plan would not have provided a sustained flow approaching 250 cf.s.
By letters of July 12 and 14, 1955, the contractor was directed to
modify the works it had proposed, by lowering the sill of the control
structure from elevation 4,831 to 4,828.6, and by deepening the diversion channel correspondingly. The grade so set corresponded approximately to that of the suggested diversion channel shown on the contract drawings, and also to that of the inlet channel serving the old
dam. The contractor complied with these instructions, but on July
15, 1955, sent a written protest to the construction engineer stating that.
the original proposal fulfilled the contract requirements and that an
increase in the cost of the contract was being claimed under clause
3 of the General Provisions.
The contractor was subsequently directed by letter dated August
, 1955, to alter the intake structure, and clear out the upstream end
- of
' the diversion channel, so that they would continue to be sufficient
to pass 250 c.f.s., notwithstanding the intervening draw-down of the
reservoir. Pursuant to this directive, the contractor removed the
center pier. and part of the side walls of the control. structure in order
to facilitate the flow of water through that structure. On August 10,
1955, the contractor made a written protest to the construction engineer against the order of the preceding day. A few weeks later,
at the request of the watermaster and the Deschutes County Municipal
Improvement District, which obtained water for irrigation purposes
from Crescent Lake, the contractor removed some material from the
intake channel, thereby slightly increasing the flow.
One contention of the contractor is that exceptionally cold weather
and heavy snow during the late winter and early spring of 1955 constituted a changed condition, and that this condition was a cause of
the failure to complete the permanent outlet works by July 15, 195,
and, therefore, a cause of the expenditures incurred by the contractor
in connection with the provision of the temporary control works.
It is, however, very well established that unusual weather is not a
changed condition within the meaning of either of the two categories
of such conditions for which relief is provided in clause 4 of the
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contract.' 7 While counsel for the contractor contends that this rule
*has been abrogated or modified by John A. Johnson ContractingCorp.
v. United States, 132 Ct. C1. 645 (1955), it is clear from a reading of the opinion and findings of the court that the matters which were
there held to be changed conditions were certain identifiable properties of the soil at the job site, rather than any abnormalities of the
weather. Delays due to unusual weather are excusable under the:
form of contract here involved but, as the contract does not contain
specific language allowing damages for such delays, a contractor, even
if he suffers damages as a result of such delays, is entitled only to the
relief of an extension of thne corresponding to the period of the delay.
Hence, the Board affirms the decision of the contracting officer that
it is unnecessary to determine whether the delay in completion of the;
outlet works was caused by unusually severe weather.
Another contention of the contractor is that the hard material
encountered in the excavations was a cause of the failure to complete
the outlet works by July 15, 1955, and, therefore, a cause of-the expenditures incurred in connection with the diversion channel and other
temporary works. The Board's conclusion that the contractor did not
encounter a changed condition is in itself sufficient to dispose of the
contention.
A still further contention is that paragraph 37 of the specifications
merely required diversion works that were capable of passing 250
c.f.s. when the reservoir elevation was at elevation 4,838, or, at most,
that were capable of passing 250 c.f.s. at the reservoir elevation existing when the works were built, that is, elevation 4,836; and did not
impose the obligation of providing works that would be capable of.
maintaining a flow of that quantity as the summer draw-down of
the reservoir for irrigation progressed.
The Board is convinced, however, that the natural meaning of the,
contract provisions on this subject is that the temporary works were
to be capable of passing 250 c.f.s. at all times when the water level
of the reservoir was such as to admit of that quantity of water being
passed through a diversion channel having, at the very least, controlling elevations no higher than those of the suggested channel shown
by the drawings and of the inlet channel to the old dam. As the
need for water during the irrigation season is a continuing one, it
would be-quite illogical to conclude that the adequapy of the capacity
17Arundel Corp. v. United States, 103 Ct. Cl. 688, 711-12 (1945), cert. denied 326 U.S.
752, rehearing denies 326 U.S. 805 (1945); Koeneke, ASBCA No. 3163, 57-1 BCA par.
1313 (1957).
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of the works should be determined solely by reference to their capacityV
as of the time when water was first released through them.
* It is apparent from the evidence that the'plan of diversion proposed
by the contractor on July 11, 1955, was insufficient to comply with
the contract provisions, as thus construed. It is equally apparent
fom the evidence that the directions contained in the construction
engineer's letters of July 12 and 14, 1955, were a reasonable exercise
of the authority of the Government to require compliance with those
provisions. Nor does it apear that the'subsequent directions with
respect to channel clearing' called for work that was in excess of what
*the contract required, since paragraph 37 of the specifications expressly
imposed upon the contractor the duty not merely to construct, but
also to maintain, the diversion channel. As for the alteration of the
intake structure, the reasonableness of the instructions contained in
the construction engineer's letter of August 9, 1955, would seem to
turn, in the circumstances here presented, upon whether the cost of
erecting at the outset a structure with an opening of the dimensions
ultimately provided would have been less than was incurred. in
initially erecting and subsequently altering' the structure actually
constructed. Presumably because of the stipulation entered into by
the parties, no evidence as to these elements of cost was adduced at the
hearing. The contracting officer should, therefore, make a determination on this point and allow the contractor an equitable adjustment
if, in fact, the latteris costs were increased by reason of the failure
to require the larger opening at the time when the intake structure
was being built.
Apart from the matter last mentioned, there is no basis for a finding
that extra work was demanded of the contractor in connection with
the construction and maintenance of the temporary control works.
Subject to the determination to be made by the contracting officer
concerning the alteration of the control structure, Claim No. 2A must,
therefore, be denied.
-B'
The'second part of Claim No. 2 is for work performed during the
latter part of 1955 and the early months of 1956 in order to provide
winter storage and take care of the spring runoff.,

Excessively rainy weather during the fall of' 1955 necessitated
deferment of the completion of the contract work until-the next
spring. When it became apparent that operations would have to be
suspended for the winter, the construction engineer gave the contractor verbal instructions as to the handling of the Crescent Lake
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reservoir during the intervening months. These instructions were to
the effect that the contractor should provide for storage of water in
the reservoir up to an elevation approaching 4,846, either by increasing the, height of the temporary cofferdam previously constructed by
the contractor or by increasing the height of the upstream edge of
the partially completed embankment of the permanent dam. The
construction engineer testified that he made these proposals in* order
to conserve the winter flows for subsequent irrigation use, and Kovtynovich testified .that the construction engineer advised him that the
irrigation district was entitled to all the water that could be obtained
by storage methods.
The contractor would have preferred to bypass the winter flows
through the permanent outlet works which, by this time, had been
largely completed" or, at least, to have held the reservoir at its then
existing. level. However, in view of the instructions it had been
given, it elected to, and did, build the cofferdam to the height desired
by the construction engineer. -No protest concerning this matter was
made in writing, or brought to the attention of the contracting;officer,
until several months later..
As the winter progressed it became evident that there was substantial danger of the cofferdam being overtopped, or of its spillway
being eroded. The construction engineer warned the contractor by a
letter dated January 13, 1956, that the reservoir was filling more rapidly than normal, that failure of the works would result in damage
to the uncompleted dam and possibly to private property downstream,
and that the contractor was responsible for preventing damage to
persons and property. By telephone conversations on March 2 and
March 16, 1956, which were confirmed by. letters of the same dates,
the contractor was warned again of the possibility of such damage.
As a result of these communications and a written warning from
the attorneys for the irrigation district, dated March 7, 1956, the
contractor placed two 48-inch culverts through the cofferdam and took
certain other protective measures. I mmediately after installation. ofthe culverts, the contractor informed the Government by a letter dated
April 3, 1956, that it was entitled to additional compensation for so
doing because the cofferdam and other temporary works, as originally
built, would have been capable of handling all water which could be
reasonably anticipated during the winter and spring months but for
the requirement that as much water as possible be conserved for the
irrigation- district. After receiving another warning letter, dated
May 29, 1956, in which the construction engineer asked that temporary
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means be improvised for operating the gates of the permanent outlet
works to control the flow in case of a cofferdam break, the contractor
by letters of June 2, 1956, claimed additional compensation for building up a section of the permanent dam, tying off the four upstream
outlet gates so that they could be closed, and installing temporary
fish screens.
The record clearly shows, and the contractor admits, that in the
spring of.1956 there was a serious danger of damage from floods when
the Government ordered the installation of the two 48-inch culverts.'
:If the cofferdam had been washed away, escaping water from
Crescent Lake might have damaged the partially completed dam, and
washed out or otherwise damaged private property, including a railroad track approximately a mile downstream.
Clause 11 of the General Provisions described the general responsibilities of the contractor in this connection as follows:
*00

f

-

*;; * * He shall be responsible for all damages to persons or property' that
$
occur as a result of his fault or negligence in connection with the prosecution of
the work. He shall also be responsible for all material delivered and work
performed until completion and final acceptance, except for any completed unit
thereof which theretofore may have been finally accepted. Upon completion of
the contract, or final acceptance of any completed unit thereof, the work shall
be delivered complete and undamaged.

Paragraph 37 of the specifications, as amended by Supplemental
Notice No. 3, contained detailed requirements concerning the diversion
and care of the stream during construction. It provided that the
contractor should construct and maintain all necessary cofferdais,
channels, control works, and other temporary diversion and protective works, and should be responsible for any damage to the
foundations' or other parts of the work caused by floods, water, or
failure of any part of the diversion or protective works. It stated
that the contractor's plan for the diversion and care of the stream,
during construction should be subject to the approval of the contracting officer, but that nothing in the paragraph should relieve the
contractor from full responsibility for the adequacy of the diversion,
* control, and protective works. With respect to temporary storage,
it included, in addition to the provisions mentioned in the discussion
* of Claim No. 2A, a provision that "the maximum elevation permitted
for storage of water behind the contractor's cofferdam will be 4,840."
It further specified that: "After completion of the outlet works, release of water from the reservoir shall be as directed by the contracting officer." The outlet works, however, were not to be deemed
ready for such use until, among other things, the dam embankment

-
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had been completed to an elevation that would prevent it from being
overtopped, as determined .by the contracting officer.
From a consideration of the contractual provisions asa whole, the
Board has concluded that they imposed upon the contractor the obligation to store water during the winter shut-down of operations only
,to the extent that such storage could be accomplished through the
use of the permanent dan and its appurtenant works in their then
state of completion, but that if these works were inadequate to provide
storage up to elevation 4,838 the contractor was further obligated to
provide temporary facilities for the storage, up to that elevation, of
inflows occurring on or after April 1, 1956. The Board believes that
this interpretation properly applies the terms of the contract, when,
read in light of the understanding of its purposes which the parties
must be deemed to have had at the time of its execution, to the water
storage problems created by the unexpected adversity of the weather
and.the consequent prolongation of the work long. beyond the time:
:
for which provision was made in the specifications.',
It follows that neither of the alternatives relating to winter storage
proposed by the construction engineer in the fall of 1955 was coompatible with the terms of the contract, and that the instructions given the0
contractorto adopt one or the other of them constituted a change in the :
specifications for which the contractor is entitled under clause 3 to an
equitable adjustments The record shows, furthermore, that to a.
-substantial degree the protective and control measures taken in the,
spring of 1956 were measures that became necessary only because
winter storage was not confined within the limits of the storage requirements of the contract, as above construed. These later measures to,
the extent that they became necessary solely by reason of the original
instructions t provide storage in excess of those limits are measures.
properly attributable to such change and, therefore, measures to which
the equitable adjustment should extend. Pursuant to the stipulation
of the parties, the particular measures that meet this test and the,
amount of the equitable adjustment to be made are to be determined
by the contracting officer, subject to appeal to the Board in accordance with the "disputes" clause of the contract.
On the other hand, insofar as. the measures taken pursuant to the
series of warning letters mentioned above were measures that would
have been necessary, in order to avert the-threat of flood damage or to:
discharge other obligations imposed by the contract, even if no change
S

'See Phoenie Bridge Co. v. United States, 211 U.S. 188 (1908).

The Government makes no contention that the construction engineer lacked authority'
to order this change.
'9

20 0
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had been made in the storage requirements of the contract, it is clear
that the contractor has no allowable claim. Nor does it appear that
the provision of temporary fish screens could itself serve as a basis for
the allowance of additional compensation, since the general requireinent for protective works in paragraph 37 of the specifications is broad
enough to encompass reasonable measures for the protection of the fish
resources of the reservoir and stream.
The parties agree that unusually heavy snowfalls resulted in an
abnormal inflow of water into the reservoir during the early months
of 1956. The unusualness of the condition, however, does not affect
the respective rights of the arties, as just explained, for the contractor
in entering into the contract assumed the risk 'that adverse weather
might affect the cost of performing the work requirements as origin-ally
specified,20 and the Government in exercising its authority to order a
change assu'med the risk that adverse weather might affect the cost of
performing the work requirements as enlarged by such- change.2 1
Hence, in determining the extent to which the costs 'actually incurred
by the contractor were or were not costs that had to be incurred solely
by reason of the change in the storage requirements of the contract,
any issues as to cause and effect involving weather conditions should
be resolved in the. same manner as though the conditions actually experienced were ones that could reasonably halve been anticipated.
Claim No. 2B, accordingly, should'not have been denied in its entiretyf by the contracting officer.
CONcLUSION-

Therefore, pursuant 'to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No.
2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the findings of fact and decision of
the contracting officer, are affirmed, except as modified and'he is directed to proceed as outlined above.'
TiEODORE iH. HAs, Chirmn.
I concur:,
WILLIAM

SGLE, Mbee.

Board member HERBERT J. SLA1UGITER
dissents from the opinion insofar
as -it denies the changed condition
claim in its entirety.
20De Armas v. United States, 108 Ct. C1 436, 466-68 (1947).
21See Harding, ASBCA No. 2477 (ebruary 2, 1955).
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Decided May 4, 1959*

A-27797

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Oil and Gas Leases: Patented or Entered
Lands
An oil and gas lease is properly canceled where the lease was issued on land
in an existing settlement claim in Alaska not subject to a mineral reservation without notifying the entryman and affording him an opportunity to
show that the land was not prospectively valuable for oil or gas and the
entryman has submitted an acceptable final proof prior to a determination
by the Geological Survey that the land is prospectively valuable for oil
and gas.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

L. E. Grammer has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated June
10, 1958, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the Anchorage,
Alaska, land office, dated July 10, 1956, canceling his oil and gas
lease, Anchorage 028430, as to approximately 25 acres in conflict with
a prior homestead settlement claim, Anchorage 027756, for which
Donald G.. Graham filed notice of settlement claim on August 27,
1954, covering 160 acres of unsurveyed land. No reservation of oil
and gas was imposed upon the claim and on July 12, 1956, Graham
filed acceptable final proof.
The record shows that the: appellant's noncompetitive oil and gas
lease offer was filed on November 30, 1954, and a lease was issued
-effective as of February 1, 1955. A Geological Survey report of December 5, 1957, states that:
At the time the lease was issued it was not definitely known that oil and gas
deposits existed in the Kenai Peninsula and no information was available concerning subsurface structural and stratigraphic conditions. Onf May 27, 1955,
the SurVey reported that the lands in Homestead Settlement Claim, Anchorage
027756, filed August 27, 1954, consisting of 160 acres, was, valuable prospectively
for coal but was without value for other minerals.
e

*

.*-

-

*

.

*

In accordance with 43 CFR 192.71, it is determined administratively that
previous to the appeal of August 30, 1956, the land in conflict was not regarded
as prospectively valuable for oil and gas. Therefore no change in classification
is warranted and the land was propjty subject to classification as not valuable
prospectively for oil and gas at that time.

1

Thus, the Geological Survey has determined-that as of a date after
Graham, filed final proof, the land was not prospectively valuable for
oil and gas.
*Notinchronologlcal order
*

1

By supplemental report, dated: April 2, 1958, the Geological Survey reported that the
lands involved in this appeal are considered prospectively valuable for oil and gas at the
-present time.
513592-59

1
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In his decision the Director pointed out that the general rule with
respect to the homestead laws is that the date of filing satisfactory
final proof, assuming compliance with the other requirements of those
laws, is the date of vesting of equitable title in the entryman, and that
after submission of such proof the Government cannot maintain a
contest of the entry because of any subsequent discovery of mineral
in the lands based on knowledge acquired after that date that the
lands are mineral in character. Solicitor's opinion, 65 I.D. 39 (1958).
The Director also pointed out that the Department's regulation,
43 CFR 192.71 (a), states that an offer for a noncompetitive lease of
entered or settled land not impressed with an oil or gas reservation
will be rejected unless it is found that the land is prospectively
valuable for oil and gas.
The Director concluded that inasmuch as at the time the appellant's

oil and gas lease offer was filed the offer was in conflict with a homestead settlement claim not impressed with an oil and gas reservation,
and the lands were not considered to be prospectively valuable for
oil and gas, and since by the filing of acceptable final proof the entryman has acquired equitable title to the lands, including the oil and gas
deposits therein, the oil and gas lease must be canceled as to any lands
found to be in conflict with the homestead entry. The Director also
stated that:
Because the lands in both the homestead entry .and the oil and gas lease are
unsurveyed, it is impossible to determine the exact area of conflict. However,
-the Operations Supervisor for Anchorage has advised that actual surveying of
the homestead is scheduled for the 1958 field season. Accordingly, when this
decision becomes final the case will be remanded to the Land Office with instructions that after the lands have been surveyed, the lease. will be amended to
exclude any lands found to be in conflict with the homestead entry.2

The pertinent regulation of the Department, 43 CR 192.71,
provides as follows:
(a) Where an offer is filed to lease lands noncompetitively in an entry or
settlement claim not impressed with an oil or gas reservation, the offer will be
rejected unless it is found that the land is prospectively valuable for oil or gas.
An offeror, for a lease for land already embraced in a nonmineral entry without
a reservation of the mineral, and likewise a nonmineral entryman or settler
who is contending that the land is nonmineral in character should submit with
their respective offer and Application, showings of as complete and accurate geologic data as may be procurable, preferably the reports and opinions of qualified
experts.

(b) Should the land be found to be prospectively valuable for oil or gas, the
entryman or settler will be required to consent to a reservation of~the oil and.
gas tothe United States or to contest the mineral finding. If he does neither,.
2 Since the Director's decision the homestead claim has been surveyed, the survey being
approved on April 9, 1959. The survey shows a conflict with the appellant's lease of approximately 14,4 acres instead of 25 acres. The appellant's lease covered 2,560 acres when
Issued,
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the entry will be canceled or his settlement rights denied. If he consents or
contests the finding or is unsuccessful, a lease will be granted to the offeror,
unless the entryman or settler has a preference right, but if the entryman or
settler prevails in a contest, the offer will be rejected.

Thus the regulation states, first, that an oil and gas offer for land
in an unpatented settlement claim not impressed with an oil and gas
reservation will be rejected if the land is not prospectively valuable
for oil and gas. Since it has been found that at all times through the
filing of final proof the land in the homestead entry was not prospectively valuable for oil and gas, Gramner's application would have
been rejected to the extent of the conflict if it had been known.
George H. Waters et at., A-26936 (August 20, 1954) see EdwardR.
Qoney, A-27575 (June 23, 1958).
Then if the land is determined to be prospectively valuable for
T
oil and gas, the regulation requires that the settler or entryman
on unsurveyed land not impressed with a mineral reservation be required to consent to a mineral reservation or be allowed an opportunity'to show that the land in his claim is noniineral in character.
In other words, there must be notice to the settler that an oil and gas
lease offer has been filed for the lands in his entry, and an opportunity
afforded him to contest the proposed lease if he desires to do so before any lease may be issued. An oil and gas lease which is issued
without affording the settler such an opportunity is issued in violation of the Department's regulation. The courts have held 'chat a
departmental regulation has the effect of law so that the Secretary
may hot isue an oil and gas lease in violation of his own regulation.
McKay v. Wahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (C.A.D.C. 1955).
The appellant argues that the issuance of the oil and gas lease to him?
constituted a determination that as of the date the lease was issued
the lands were prospectively valuable for oil and gag. Assuming' this
is so, as has just been pointedlout, the regulation requires that
where land included in an offer is determined to be prospectively valuable for oil and gas, the entryman be given an opportunity, to contest
the determinatioTherefore, since the procedure required by the cited regulation was
not followed prior to the issuance of the appellant's lease, and,
if it had been, the lease-would not have issued, the lease was issued in
violation of the Department's regulation' and the settler's rights. It is,
therefore, subject td cancellation.
The normal procedure in a case such as this would be to remand
the case ta the land- office in Anchorage so that each patty could be
given an opportunity to submit geologic data to show that the lands
were or were not prospectively valuable for oil and gas prior to the
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filing of final proof. However, the record shows that the appellant
has had the opportunity to submit data to show that the lands were
prospectively valuable for oil and gas on that date, and has attempted
to do so. The data submitted, however, is not sufficient to warrant
mchange in the Geological Survey's determination. Therefore, there is
no reason to remand in this case.
In summary, it is concluded that because the settlement claimant
has filed his final proof the Department is barred from requiring a
reservation of the minerals in the lands based upon information
ascertained thereafter, the appellant's lease was issued in violation of
the Department's regulations, and it must be canceled insofar as the
lease conflicts with the settlement claim.
Having considered all of the facts and circumstances, it can only
be concluded that there was no error in the Director's decision and
that the decision should be affirmed.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITrrZ,

Act>ing Solicitor.
MRS. VIRGINIA E. LEWIS
MAX B. LEWIS
A-27902

Decided May 8, 1959 *

School Lands: Grants of Land-School Lands: Mineral Lands
Numbered school sections which are included in mineral leases and applications are excepted from the provisionsof subsection (c) of section 1 of the
act of January 25, 1927, as amended, which prevent the attachment of the
grant to States of numbered mineral school sections if, among other circums
, the land is included in a valid application, laim, or right initiated or
held under Federal laws until such application or right is relinquished or
canceled.

Oil and Gas Leases; Applicationschool Lands: Grants of Land
Oil and gas lease applications pending when the plats of survey of school
sections are accepted do not prevent attachment of the grant to the State of
such school sections under the act of January 25, 1927, as amended by the
acts of April 22, 1954, and July 11; 1956, even though the applications are
filed 3 days before the acceptance of the plats of survey.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Mrs.; Virginia E. Lewis and Max B. Lewis have appealed to the
Secretary of the Interior from a decision of September 18, 1958, by
*Not In chronological order.
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the Director of the Bureau of Land Management affirming the partial
rejection of noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers on lands in Ts.
38 and 39 S., Rs. 1 and 2 E., S.L.M., Utah (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp.
V, sec. 226).
On September 10, 1957, the appellants filed offers for unsurveyed
lands which wcee described in their applications by metes and bounds.
Each of the offers included one of the numbered sections of land
which, under certain conditions, was granted for the support of the
common schools of Utah upon its admission as a State into the Union
by the Enabling Act of July 16, 1894 (28 Stat. 107). The grant of
land to a State for school purposes which is unsurveyed on the date
of admission of the State into the Union becomes effective upon the
date of the acceptance of the plat of survey by the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management (43 CFR 270.24). The official survey
of the exterior boundaries of each of the townships involved in this
appeal and of he-sch1ool sections within each of these townships was
approved on September 13, 1957, 3 days after the appellants- lease
offers were filed. The decisions partially rejecting the offers held that
title to the numbered school sections included in the appellants'
applications had passed to the State of Utah.
The appellants contend that the partial rejection of their offers
was improper because, under the controlling statutory provisions, the
pending oil and gas applications prevented attachment of the State's
title to the school sections on September 13, 1957, the date of the
acceptance of the plats of survey of those sections. The issue raised
on appeal requires consideration, first, of the broad provisions and
then of several specific sections of the act of January 25, 1927- (43
U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 870) as amended by the acts of April 22, 1954,
and July 11, 1956 (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., SippV, sec. 870(c) and (d))
The enabling acts originally granting te States upon their admis-'
sion -into the' Union- numbered sections of lakd for the support of the
common or public schools generally excluded lands which were mineral in character. The act of January 25, 1927 (supm), removed this
restriction and provided that, subject to a number of exceptions, the
grants to the States of numbered sections in place for the support
or in aid of common or public schools be extended to include numbered
school sections which were mineral in character unless indemnity or
lieu land had been previously selected in place of such numbered sections. However, under subsection (c) of section 1 of this act, any
lands which were subject to or included in existing reservations, Federal court proceedings, or in any valid application, claim or right
initiated or held under Federal law were excluded from the provisions of the act until such application, claim, or right was relinquished
or canceled. Consequently, the grant to a State of a numbered min-
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eral school section did not attach upon acceptance of the. plat of survey of the land if the land was included, inter alia, in an application
or lease under the Mineral Leasing Act (see Margaret Scharf et at.,
57 I.D. 348, 358 f. (1941)).
* On April 22, 1954, the act of January 25, 1927,' was amended to provide that outstanding mineral leases or applications shall not prevent the grant to the States of numbered mineral school sections upon
completion of survey and that if a lease is outstanding when survey is completed the State shall succeed to the position of the United
States as lessor. On July 11, 1956, the act was againiaended to provide that outstanding mineral leases or applications shall not preventthe grant to the States of any numbered school section whether.
or not mineral in character. As a resultof these amendments the existence of a mineral lease or leases or applications therefor on any
numbered school section at the time of its survey does not prevent the
attachment of the, grant to a State of such numbered school sections

(see Acting Associate Solicitor's opinion M-36408 (February 7,1957)).
The specific sections of the act of January. 25, 1927, as amnehded by
the acts of April 22, 1954, and July 11, 1956 (supra), which are relevant in deciding this appeal are as follows:
That, subject to the provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this section,
the several grants to the States of numbered sections in place for the support
or in aid of common or public schools be, and they are hereby, extended to embrace
numbered school sections mineral in character, unless land has been granted to
and/or selected by and certified or approved, to any such State. or States as indemnity or in lieu of any land so granted by numbered sections.
(a) That the grant of numbered mineral sections under this Act shall 'be of the
same effect as prior grants for the numbered nonmineral sections, and titles
to such numbered, mineral sections- shall vest in -the States -at the time and
in the manner and be subject to all the rights of adverse parties recognized by
existing law in the grants of numbered nonmineral sections. [44 Stat. 1026.]
*

*

*

-

*

:

*

*

*

(c) Except as provided in subsection (d), any lands included within the limits
'of existing reservations of or by the United 'States, or specifically -reserved for
water-power purposes, or included in any pending suit or proceeding in the
courts of the nited States, or subject to or included in any valid application, claim, or right initiated or held under any of the exisiting laws of
the United States, unless or until such reservation, application, claim, or right
is extinguished, relinquished, or canceled, and all lands in the Territory of Alaska,
are excluded from the provisions of this Act. [47 Stat. 140; 68 Stat. 57, 58.]
(d) (1) Notwithstanding subsection (c), the fact that there is outstanding on
any numbered school section, whether or not mineral in character, at the time
of its survey a mineral lease or leases entered into by the United States, or an
application therefor, shall not prevent the grant of such numbered school seetion to the State concerned as provided by this Act.
(2) Any such numbered school section which has been surveyed prior to the
date of approval of this amendment [July 11, 1956], and which has not been
granted to the State concerned solely by reason of the fact that there was outstanding on it at the time of the survey a mineral lease or leases entered into by
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the United States, or an application therefor, is hereby granted by the United
States to such State under this section as if it had not been so leased; and
the State shall succeed the position of the United States as lessor under such
lease or leases.
(3) Any such numbered school section which is surveyed on or after the date
of approval of this amendment [July 11, 1956] and on which there is outstandiug at the time of such survey a mineral lease or leases entered into by the
United States, shall (unless excluded from the provisions of this section by
subsection- (c) for a reason other than the existence of an outstanding lease)
be granted to the State concerned immediately upon completion of such survey;
and the State shall succeed to the position of the United States as lessor under
such lease or leases.
(4) The Secretary of the Interior shall, upon application by a State, issue
patents to the State for the lands granted by this Act, in accordance with the
Act of June 12, 1934 (48 Stat. 1185, 43 U.S.C. 871a). Such patent shall, if the
lease is then outstanding, include a statement that the State succeeded to the
position of the United States as lessor at the time the title vested in the State:
[70 Stat. 529.]

Subsection (d) (1) expressly provides that the fact that an application- for a mineral lease is outstanding on any numbered school
section, whether. or not the section is mineral in character, at the time
of survey thereof shall not prevent the grant of such numbered school
section to the State concerned. The holding in the Director's decision that title to the school sections here involved passed to the State
of Utah even though lease applications for the land were pending
when the survey plats were accepted is in accord with subsection (d)
(1). The Director's decision did not so state, but presumably title
passed to the State of Utah on September 13, 1957, the date when
the plats of survey were accepted, in accordance with the usual rule
regarding passage of title to school sections (see 43 CFR 270.24;
Scharf et al., upra, p. 356if.).
*Margaret
The appellants contend that although an outstanding mineral lease
on a numbered school section which is surveyed on or after July 11,
1956, does not prevent the attachment of the grant of such section
to the State immediately upon completion of the survey, nonetheless,
if an application for a mineral lease on such a numbered school section is pending when the survey is completed, the pending application prevents the grant to the State from attaching. In support of
this contention, it is argued that the provisions of subsection (d) (1)
with respect to mineral leases and applications on numbered school
sections do not specify when the grant of these sections shall vest
in the States but only provide that such leases and applications shall
not prevent the grant to the State from attaching; that subsections
(d) (2) and* (3) are the only statutory provisions governing the time
when the grant of school sections to the State attaches; and that
neither subsection (d) (2) nor (3) makes any provision about the.
effective date of the grant of a school section which is included in an
application for a lease where the section has been surveyed after
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July 11, 1956. It is asserted further that as subsection-(d) (2) refers
only to sections surveyed before July 11, 1956, which are included in
leases or applications therefor and as subsection () (3) governs the
vesting of school sections surveyed after July 11, 1956, which are included in mineral leases and there is no provision in subsection (d)
regarding the time when the grant to a State of school sections surveyed after July 11; 1956, and included in mineral applications, like
those here involved, becomes effective, title to the sections here under
consideration did not pass to the State of' Utah upon acceptance of
the plat of survey because subsection (c) of the act prevented attachment of the State's title until the outstanding applications are relinquished or canceled. This result, it is argued, follows from the
provision in subsection (c) which precludes, except as provided insubsection (d), the attachment of the grant of numbered mineral sections
to the State upon completion of the survey if the land is included,
among other things, in a valid application.
The appellants' contention is incorrect for a number of reasons.
Subsection (c), which begins with the clause "Except as provided
in subjection (d)," clearly excepts from its operation the subject matter of subsection (d), namely, mineral leases and applications therefor.
The appellants' contention to the effect that the "except" clause at
the beginning of subsection (c) means "except as provided in subsection (d) (3) " violates the plain language of the provision, and, in addition, is inconsistent with the purpose of the amendments of April 22.
1954, and July 11, 1956, as the legislative histories of these acts indicate.
The "except" clause at the beginning of subsection (c) was added by
the act of April 22, 1954, the purpose of which was to change the
act of January 25, 1927, by allowing the grant to the States of numbered mineral school sections to attach upon completion of the survey
even though mineral leases or applications terefor were then outstanding on the land, and the scope of the clause was enlarged by the
act of July 11, 1956, to include numbered school sections whether or not
they were mineral. In a report [H. Rept. 1357, 83d Cong., 2d sess.]
of March 12,1954, to the Chairman of the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, recommending the enactment of H.R. 7110 (83d
Cong., 2d sess.), the bill which became the act of April 22, 1954, the
Secretary of the Interior stated in part that:
* * * H.R. 7110 grants to the States the school sections in place even though
they are subject to outstanding mineral leases or applications, and provides that
the States shall succeed to the position of the United States as lessor. * * *

The fact that under the act of April 22, 1954, applications for mineral leases, as well as leases, were intended not to prevent the States
from obtaining title to school lands is even more evident when consideration is given to H.R. 6881 (83d Cong., 2d sess.), the original bill on
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the subject which was superseded by H.R. 7110. H.R. 6881, introduced
in the House by Representative Dawson of Utah, contained no reference in subsections (d) (1) and (2) to lease applications With a
letter of January 8, 1954, to Representative Dawson, the Director of
the Bureau of Land Management submitted a revised draft.of the bill
as first introduced The letter of January 8, 1954, states in part::
* * * The revised draft provides that applications for leases as well as leases
themselves shall not prevent the States from obtaining title to school lands.
This change is needed because under paragraph (c) of section 1 of the 1927 act
(43 U.S.C., 1946 ed., sec. 870), as it now stands, States may not acquire title
to lands subject to an application to lease. [Italics added.]

The proposals for revision suggested in the revised draft accompanying the Director's letter of January 8, 1954, were adopted without
change in subsections (d) (1). and (2) of H.R. 7110, also introduced by
ERepresentative Dawson. The provisions in: (d) (1.) and (2) regarding
lease applications were affected by the act of July 11, 1956, only by
extending the provisions to include numbered school sections whether
or not mineral in character. Thus, the legislative history of these
provisions is consistent with the language of subsection (d) (1) that
mineral applications shall not prevent the attachment of- a grant to a
State of numbered school sections, and the assertion on this appeal to
the effect that the amendments of the act of January 25, 1927, indicate an intention that school sections surveyed after July 11, 1956,
on which applications for leases are pending shall not pass to the
States is without merit.
-With respect to the argument that if applications had been intended to be included within the scope of subsection (d) (3), they
would have been expressly mentioned, as they are in subsections (d)
(1) and (2), as was pointed out in the above-quoted portion of the
'letter from the Director of the Bureau to Representative. Dawson it
was necessary to include applications in subsection (d) (1) in order
to make inoperative the provision in subsection (c) of the 1927 act
which prevented the grant of school sections to States if an application or lease under the Mineral Leasing Act were outstanding on the,
completion: of survey. The provision regarding applications was
likewise necessary in subsection (d) (2), which deals with nunibered
school sections surveyed before the amendments of April 22, 1954,
and July 11, 1956, were enacted because lease applications as well as
leases on numbered mineral sections prevented the attachment of
the State's title to such lands under subsection (c) of the act of January 25, 1927. But lands which are included in mineral leases or
applications therefor and surveyed after the enactment of these
amendments are excepted from subsection (c) and are governed only
by subsection (d). As subsection (d) (1) provides ithat mineral
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leases or applications shall not prevent the grant of numbered school
sections, any further provision relating to when a State's title attaches to school sections on which lease applications are pending on
the completion of survey was unnecessary because no right to a lease
results from filing an applications and, unlike a lessee, a lease applicant has no interest in land included in his application which would
survive passage to the State of title to the land. Consequently, title
to school sections on which lease applications are pending at the completion of survey passes to the State upon acceptance of the plat of
survey, in accordance with departmental regulation and administrative decisions, the presumption being that a State's title to a school
section attaches at that time in the absence of evidence that some positive bar prevents the grant (43 CFR 270.24; see Margaret.Scharf
et a., supra, 356, 360-361).
The appellants' entire case rests upon the omission in subsection
(d) (3) of language pertaining to applications for leases. Frim this
omission they seek to draw a congressional intent that as to school
sections which are surveyed after July 11, 1956, and which are included in applications when the survey is accepted, title will not pass
to the State until the application ripens into a lease; then title will
pass subject to the lease. The appellants point to nothing in the
legislative history of either the 1954 or the 1956 acts which even
suggests that this novel-intent was in the mind of Congress.
On the contrary, using the appellants' own basis for statutory construction, that is, considering only the language of the statute,' it
becomes apparent that Congress had no such subtle distinction in
mind. The act of April 22, 1954, provided in subsection (d) (2) and
(3) as follows:
(2) Any numbered mineral section which has been surveyed prior to the
date of the enactment of this subsection, and which has not been granted to the
State concerned solely by reason of the fact that there was outstanding on it at
the time of the survey a lease: or leases C * * or an application therefor, is
hereby granted

*

*

.

(3) Any numbered mineral section which is surveyed on or after the date of
the enactment of this subsection, and on which there is outstanding at the time
of such survey a lease or leases entered into by the United States, shall * * *
be granted to the State concerned immediately upon completion of such
survey * * I. [Italics added.]

The "date of the enactment of this subsection" was, of course, April
22, 1954. Appellants therefore would have to argue that if a school
1 By filing an oil and gas lease application, the first qualified applicant becomes entitled
only to a preference right to a lease if the United States leases the land. It is always
possible that, after an oil and gas lease application is filed, the land applied for may
become unavailable for leasing because It is withdrawn, reserved~ or appropriated under
any of a variety of statutes, in which event the oil and gas lease application must be
rejected (see Carlos P. Aleaunder, A-26799 (October 7, 1953) Jack Bruton et al., A-26775
(September 14, 1953)).
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section were surveyed after that date, say, on July 1, 1956, and there
were an application on the land at that date, title to the school section
would not pass to the State until alease was issued. But on July 11,
1956, subsection (d) (2), as amended on that date, provided that as
to school sections surveyed "prior to the date of approval of this
amendment" (which was July 11, 1956) title to which would have
passed but for the reason that a lease or applicationwas outstanding on
the land at the time of survey, title shall be granted to the State, regardless of whether a. lease has been issued on the application.
This would mean that in our supposititious case of a survey accepted
on July 1, 1956, title would pass under the act of July 11, 1956, even
though no lease had been issued on the application although, under
the appellants' view, the act of April 22, 1954, would have up to
July 11, 1956, prohibited passage of title until a lease was issued.
But again, under the appellants' view, a school section surveyed after
July 11, 1956, and included only in an application at the time of survey
would not pass to a State until a lease was issued.
What explanation is there for Congress' deciding on July 11, 1956,
to grant title to school sections included only in applications for
leases when previously, under the 1954 act, title would not have
passed until alease was issued ? Why did, Congress still refuse to
grant title to school sections included in applications for leases where
such sections were not to be surveyed until after July 11, 1956
What
possible reason would there be for Congress' adopting such a peculiar
changing schene of disposing of school sections in a period of a little
over 2 years
The appellants offer absolutely no explanation. lIn
deed, they cannot, for the legislative history of the two acts reveals not
the slightest intent on the part of Congress to adopt such an irrational
scheme of disposal of school sections.
For the reasons discussed herein, the decision of the Director,
Bureau of Land anagement, rejecting, the appellants' applications to the extent that they include school sections, the title to which
had passed to the State of Utah, was correct (see Johin E. Miles,
A-27577 (June 12,1958)).
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the 'Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRirz,

Deputy Solicitor.
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DISPOSAL OF LOTS IN SAXMAN, ALASKA Alaska: Indian and Native Agairs
No payment is required of native occupants of Alaskan native villages, either
by way of purchase money or fees, upon conveyances to them by trustee
of native village lands patented to trustee pursuant to section 3 of the
'
act of May 25, 1926 (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 355 (c)).

Alaska: Indian and Native Affairs
':Native village lands patented to trustee pursuant to section 3 of 'the act
of May 25, 1926 (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed:, sec. 355(c)), cannot be disposed of by
competitive bidding.

Alaska: Townsites. Reference to townsite provisions (sec. 2387, Rev. Stat. and act of Mar. 3,
* 1891 (26 Stat. 1095)) in patent conveying native village lands to trustee
pursuant to section 3 of the act of May 25, 1926 (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec.
355(c)), is pro forma and not intended to apply purchase money or fee
requirements to subsequent conveyances by trustee.

M-36563

MAY 11, 1959.*:

To THE DIRECTOR, BUREAu OF LAND MANAGEMENT.

Your Bureau has referred to me certain inquiries concerning the
disposal of lots in Saxman, Alaska, which is located about 2 miles
south of Ketchikan. It appears that an Indian village was established there in 1894 by the Cape Fox and Tongass branches of the
Tlingit Tribe of Native Alaskans. The area was surveyed and the
plat for "Saxman Municipality (Saxman Indian Village) Alaska,"
U.S. Survey No. 1652 accepted by the General Land Office [Bureau
of Land Management] on June. 20, 1929.
On: December 13, 1929, the, Register of the Anchorage Land Office
issued a final certificate"under the act of May 25, 1926, Section 3' (44 Stat. 629)
and Sec. 11 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat.- 1095)"
for 364.97 acres embraced in U.S. Survey No. 1652. Patent 1035992
issued on April 7, 1930, to the trustee"pursuant to Section 2387 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States and Section eleven of the act of March 3,
1891 (26 Stat. 1095), as amended by Section three of the act
of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 629)

* *

The patent was issued"subject to all the provisions, limitations, and restrictions of
said Act of May 25, 1926."
Revised Statutes, section 2387 (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 718)
authorizes the entry by town authorities for occupants of public land

as a townsite upon payment of the "minimum price."
*Not in chronological order.

See Revised
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Statutes, sec. 2357 (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 678).

Section 11 of the

1891 act (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 355) authorizes the entry of public
land in Alaska by a trustee appointed by the Secretary of the Interior
for towusite purposes for the benefit of the occupantsunder the-provisions of section twenty-three hundred and eighty-seven
of the Revised Statutes as near as may be * *

Section 3 of the act of May 25, 1926 (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 355c)
authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to survey out public lands:
claimed and occupied as a native town or village andto issue a patent therefor to a trustee who shall convey to the individual Indian or Eskimo the land so claimed and occupied * *

The Secretary issued regulations (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 80.22) under
the 1926 act, 8upra, which provided that:
In connection with the entry of lands as a native town or village under
section 3 of the said act of May 25, 1926, no payment need be made as
purchase money or as fees, and the publication and proof which are
ordinarily required in connection with trustee town-sites will not be
required.

Section 3 does not include by reference payment, acreage, or other
limiting requirements in public land laws providing for townsite
entries on public lands.
Since both the final certificate and the patent expressly indicate that
Saxman Indian Village is conveyed to the trustee under section 3 of
the 1926 act, supra, 43 CFR 80.2 seems clearly to prohibit a requirement of payment as purchase money or as fees for the entry of that
village. The approval of the final certificate was sent to the Register
at Anchorage by memorandum of February 14, 1930, which specifically refers to the 1926 act pointing out that the actmakes no provision for any fees for filing for native townsites,
established thereunder, the regulations in pursuance thereof found on
pages 105, 106,' 107 of Circular 491, approved February 24, 1928, provide "no payment need be made as purchase money or as fees and publication and proof which are ordinarily required in connection with
trustee townsites will not be required."

In another memorandum dated May 9, 1930, the trustee stated to the
Colnmissioner* e there are no funds available for paying the recording fee, and :J.
it is not presumed that any funds for this purpose will-be realized from
the disposal of the lots, as there are to be no assessments against any
of the lots in this townsite.

It is quite clear that Saxman qualified as a native town or village
under 43 CFR 80.22. . An undated memorandum in our file signed
by the Commissioner, General Land Office, to the trustee, stated:
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The final certificate issued on said entry December 13, 1929,. has been
approved for patenting. Patents will issue in due course of business.
You state that there are 38 native owners of property in the village
occupying a total of 45 lots and that there is no evidence of other
occupation of any lot by a white person other than natives except one
lot occupied by the Salvation Army.

In this light, it seems very unlikely that-there was any intention to
provide for the disposal of lots under 43 CFR 80.23 which relates to
native towns occupied partly by white lot occupants. There is clear
evidence from the memoranda already cited that it was not intended
to deny the natives of Saxman Indian Village the benefits of 43 CFR
80.22. We will certainly not act now to upset the application of section 3 of the 1926 act and the benefits of the regulations under the act
with respect to the Saxman Indian Village conferred almost 30 years
ago.

The 1926 act should be liberally construed for the benefit of the.
natives since it was intended as a relief measure. S. Rept. 793, 69th
Cong. (May 6, 1926) and H. Rept. 450, 69th Cong. (March 3, 1926).
43 CFR 80.22 is a clear statement of departmental policy for the benefit of the occupants of native towns. We can interpret the references
in the patent to section 2387, Revised Statutes, 8upra, and the 1891
act as pro' forma and not as intended to apply purchase money or fee
requirements with respect to Saxman Indian Village. We conclude
therefore that the provisions of section 3 of the act of May 25, 1926,
supra, and the regulations issued thereunder control the disposal of
lots within the area of Saxman covered by U.S. Survey No. .1652. No
payments should be required of native Alaskans as purchase money
or as fees in connection with such disposals. If any native has 'made
a payment of any kind for a lot in Saxman in the past, he is entitled
to a refund.
There remains the question as to the disposal of additional lots in
Saxman. A subdivisional survey, No. 1652A, was accepted on March
8, 1956, for a portion of U.S. Survey No.: 1652.:
The trustee must carry out his trust in accordance with the governing statute and applicable regulations of this Department. Section
3 of the 1926 act was intended to provide a means for disposal of lots
to native occupants of a native town or village. The regulations (43
CFR 80.21) provide the trustee with broad authority under section 3
of the 1926 act totake such action as may be necessary to accomplish the objects sought
to be accomplished by that section.

It does not appear, therefore, that the trustee's trust' would permit
him to dispose of additional lots to white purchasers by competitive
bidding under 43 QFR 80.14 or otherwise.
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In view of the broad discretion gven the trustee by the regulations,
43 CFIR 80.21, however, there could be no legal objection to any provision for the disposal of the lots which is reasonably calculated to
carry out the objectives of section 3 of the 1926 act for the benefit of
native occupants. The trustee could execute his trust by permitting
occupancy of the additional lots by natives and conveying the lots to
the native occupants.
It seems desirable, however, that the trustee have some general guidance as to disposal policy in cases like Saxman where the area covered by the patent to the trustee greatly exceeds the area occupied by
individuals at the time of the survey and issuance of the patent. You
should consider, therefore, whether the matter should be submitted
to the Secretary for such policy determination and for possible revision of the regulations.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.
S. LEONARD NEAL
A-27922

0

DecidedJune 4,1959

Grazing Permits, and Licenses: Generally-Trespass: Measure of Damages
The grazing of an excess number of cattle within an area covered by an individual grazing allotment constitutes a trespass on public land even though
a portion of the area is privately owned land enclosed by a fence and
damages for such trespass are properly computed on the basis of the number of cattle in excess of the allotment, the length of such unauthorized
grazing, and a reasonable charge for the forage thus consumed.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions-Trespass:.
Generally
A grazing licensee who grazes a number of anumals in excess of the number
covered by his exisiting grazing license is properly charged with willful
trespass upon the public domain and subjected to disciplinary reduction of
his grazing license where the circumstances do not comport with the notion
that he acted in good faith and innocent mistake.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

J. Leonard Neal has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management
dated October 28, 1958, which affirmed a decision of a hearing examiner dated January 21, 1958, assessing damages in the amount of
$126 and. reducing his annual grazing license by 200 animal units for
1 year because of unauthorized use of the Federal range during the
grazing season of 1957.
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The record in this case shows that Neal has three different grazing
allotments on Federal range: The Lone Mountain, the Cane Springs
and the Walsh Ranch which he holds under lease. He was licensed
to: graze 300 cattle from January 1, 1957, to June 30, 1957, on the
Lone Mountain allotment; 500 cattle and 20 horses from July 1, 1956,
to June 30, 1957, on the Cane Springs allotment; and 300 cattle under the license issued to Mrs. Walsh from July 15, 1956, to June 30,
1957. All are individual allotments. In all of these areas the Federal
range is arranged in a checkerboard pattern with privately and State
owned land. In the Lone Mountain area the proportion of Federal
land is 29 percent to 71 percent of privately owned or controlled land.
Accordingly, Neal was charged with only 29 percent of the forage consumed by his cattle in this allotment in his license for 1957.
The range manager was making a routine check of range conditions
on April 3, 1957, in a military jeep when he noticed an abnormally
large number of animals in the Lone Mountain area. He made a tally
of the animals within the allotment boundaries, estimating, as he
observed them, whether the young animals were under or over 6 months
old and excluding from his count all that he believed were under 6
months of age. On this basis, he tallied 99 in the privately owned
fenced pasture referred to as the bull pasture and an additional 568.
in the unfenced areas designated as the calf pasture, the Berry pasture, the West pasture and the East pasture, making a total of 667
cattle. The range manager conceded that he was not able to read the
brand in all cases, but Neal subsequently asserted that all of the cattle
grazing within this allotment at that time were his cattle.
After the manager had conferred with his superior and the two of
them had checked his method of tallying, they conferred with Neal
and issued a notice of trespass on April 5, 1957, covering 367 animals.
Neal suggested'that the cattle in excess of his allotment of 300 in the
Lone Mountain area had come from the Cane Springs area '9 miles
away. Accordinly on April 10, 1957, the range manager and a
fellow employee made a count of the animals in the Cane Springs area.
Neal and his son were present, some of the time, but did not participate. The count showed 479 cattle in this area. Arrangements were
made to recount the Lone Mountain cattle, the next .day and Neal
agreed to meet them and accompany them on the recount, although the
manager feared an argument if he did so. He changed his mind
and did not appear. The new tally showed 112 in the fenced pasture
and 609 in the others, a total of 721 animals.
'
An additional notice of trespass covering 54 animals was then issued on April 11, 1957, after the manager had conferred with Neal
and failed to obtain a satisfactory explanation. Neal then stated
that he had had approximately 400 cattle in corrals at his headquar-
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ters on supplemental feed and later substantiated this statement
with a letter from the inspector for the county livestock sanitary
board which established that 400 cattle were in the headquarters&
corrals from December 5, 1956, until after March 20, 1957. The original claim of trespass was altered by deletion of 400 animals through
March 20, and Neal was charged with 29 percent of the forage for
367 cattle from January 1, 1957, to April 6, 1957, and for 54 cattlefrom January 1, 1957, to April 12, 1957, less 29 percent of the forage
for 400 cattle from January 1, 1957, to March 21, 1957, at $1.50 per
animal per month, a total of $126.
Neal voluntarily applied for an additional license to cover 367
cattle from April 6, 54 cattle from April 12, and 31 cattle from
April 15, 1957, and it was granted. Thus his-licenses were increased
front 300 to 600 cattle on Lone Mountain without increase of acreage..
The 31 cattle were not included in the tally of unauthorized use,.
but were regarded by Bureau officials as of an age that they: should
be under license.
Neal refused to pay the damages for unauthorized use of the Federal range and was cited to show cause why his 10-year grazing per-.
mit and annual license should not be reduced or revoked or renewal
denied and satisfaction of damages made for violation of the Federal
Range Code. At the hearing, he testified that he did not want to be
labeled as a person who would willfully trespass. He said:
I. figure on holding this ranch the rest of my life and I didn't want to be. in
any bad light with the Bureau. That is the reason I fought that. It would
have been much cheaper in dollars and cents for me to have paid this trespass
and not to have gone to expense of fighting this, but I didn't want to be labeled
as a trespasser. (Tr 98, 99.)

He also said that he felt that he had a right to control his own land
and that, accordingly, he asked that his fenced bull pasture be withdrawn from the grazing district. This was done and he was then
charged for Federal'forage of 31 percent within the decreased Lone
Mountain allotment area. He was also taking steps to acquire the
2½/2 sections of public land out of 20 to 25 in the Berry pasture by
exchange under section 8 of the Taylor Grazing Act in order to be
able to control it completely Likewise, he said he had not felt that
the Bureau of Land Management requited that the precise number of
animals grazed upon an allotment area be limited at all times to the
number stated in the license so long as the year-long or season-long
use was not excessive. He was convinced at the time of the hearing
that the Bureau did insist upon such limit and intended to abide by it.
As tothe fact of trespass in 1957, this seems to be established by
the record. The Bureau's evidence slows'excessive numbers of grazing
livestock in April, but it does not establish anything more than that
513592-59-2
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the numbers of cattle tallied were there onl the days that the tallies
were made. However, Neal did not contend that the cattle found at
that time had not been there since January 1, 1957. At the hearing,
he testified that he had run over a hundred head of cattle in the
fenced bull pasture from the first of January (Tr. 96), and that he
brought in cattle from the Cane Springs allotment in December
in order to feed the calves because the cows were too thin and weak
from the dry weather to feed the calves (Tr. 89, 90, 103). He attempted to discredit the manager's computation of themnmber of
grazing cattle by explaining that the 1956 calf crop was very late
because of the severe drought in 1955 (Tr. 97), but by taking
credit for the 400 calves in the corrals on supplemental feed, he at least
admitted that, within the standards used by the range manager in
his tally, such calves were over 6 months of age. He did not show
that the tally was wrong, although his son testified that the range.
manager incorrectly estimated that a particular calf known to be 5
months old was 10 or 12 months old (Tr. 76). This calf was one
of those belonging to weak cows that had been kept in a corral for 3
months and fed on hay (Tr. 78) and could easily be identified
because it was black with a white face (Tr. 79). The range manager
did not recall the incident (Tr. 106). It seems necessary to conclude
that the 400 calves were properly included within the cattle for which
payment was required for Federal forage. It is not disputed that
$1.50 is a reasonable charge for a month's forage for one animal under
private arrangements in the vicinity. Accordingly, it appears that
Neal was properly required to pay this charge.
It does not; appear that Neal's assumption that he need not adhere
strictly to the numbers of animals authorized to be grazed on the
Federal range: at all times so long as he did not exceed the authorized
season-long use or inflict irreparable damage to the' range by severe
overgrazing for short periods of timne is justified. As a former
member of the advisory board, he was undoubtedly in a position
to know the rules which govern use of the Federal range and the
manner of their application to range practices. His position has
been contradictory in; that although he claims the right to graze
more than the authorized number of livestock at anyone time so long
as the total season-long use is not exceeded, he first denied having
more than the authorized stock in the allotment. Then he attempted
to claim that the excess stock, or much of it, was on his private lands
and not on the Federal range and that the Bureau cannot control his
ise of his privately owned lands. These shifts in position are not
compatible with the notion of a good faith innocent mistake in
the use of the range. Certainly it would seem that a reasonable user
of the range would have consulted in advance with the range
.
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-manager on these matters. Accordingly, I believe that Neal is prop'erly chargeable with willful trespass and penalized by reduction of
his annual license by 200 animal units for one grazing season. (43
CFR, 1954 Rev., 161.13(e) (Supp.).)
Therefore pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
[Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the Acting Director's decision is affirmed.
;

:

EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
INTERPRETATION OF SECTION 4 OF THE PITTIAN-ROBERTSON
ACT (50 Stat. 918; 16 U.S.C. sec. 669c), AS AMENDED
[Fish and Wildlife Service-Funds: Generally-Statutory Construction:
Administrative ConstructionX
In apportioning Federal funds for wildlife restoration purposes under section
4 of the Pittman-Robertson. Act (50 Stat. 918; 16 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec.
669c), as amended, the Secretary of the Interior should include as "license
holders of each State" all individuals to whom 'a State has issued one or
more licenses; he should not nclude all licenses issued by a State when,
under State law, more- than one license may be issued to a single individual.

[Fish and Wildlife Service-Funds:
Administrative Construction

Generally-Statutory Construction:

In apportioning Federal funds for wildlife purposes under section 4 of the
Pittman-R6bertson Act the Secretary of the Interior, acting through such
rules and regulations as he deems appropriate, is entitled to require from
each State to which he apportions funds, a duly executed certificate of the
number of license holders in the State before he determines the amount of
the annual sums payable to that State under the act.
I

f-6560

'TO

'Ju

4, 19-59.

THE AssIsTANT SECRETARY FOR FISn AND WiDtI'.

This is in further reply to your memorandum of January 26, 1959,
and confirms and enlarges on the advice given in our memorandum
of March 11, 1959 [unpublished]. Your question follows:
We are * * $ requesting your formal opinion as to whether the
term "paid hunting license holder" denotes one person regardless of
the number of separate types of hunting licenses he may have purchased or whether each hunting license purchased denotes a holder
for the purpose of apportionment regardless of duplication as to
persons.

Section 4 of the Pittman-Robertson Act (50 Stat. 918; 16 U.S.C.,
1952 ed., see. 669c), as amended, hereinafter called "the act," provides
for apportionment, after certain deductions are made, of the revenues
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from the Federal tax on firearms, shells, and cartridges among the
States on a fiscal-year basis for wildlife restoration purposes, as
follows:
* * The Secretary of Agriculture [Secretary of the Interior] 4 * * shall
apportion the remainder of the revenues in said fund for each fiscal year among
the several States in the following manner, that is to say, one-half in the ratio
which the area of each State bears to the total area of all the States and one*

half in the ratio,whick the number of paid hunting-license holders of each State
in the preceding fiscal year, as certified to'said Secretary by the State fish and
game departments, bears to the total number of paid hunting-license holders of
all the States
* 4. [Italics
(
supplied.]

Thus it may be observed at the outset that Congress provided a
commensurate basis for State certification and secretarial apportionment by stipulatins that each be based on the "number of paid hunting-license holders."
Apportionment of the revenues according to the area of the States
and the per capita holders of the paid hunting license provides a uniform and equitable formula. To classify States on the basis of area
and persons is a common legislative practice and we believe that the
Congress considered a population count ofhiters as the logical
complement of an apportionment on the basis of area. The legislative history of the act supports this view and use of that history to
support this interpretation is proper. See Northern Pacifa Ry. Co.
v. State of Washington, 222 U.S. 37o, 379-380 (1912.), and McLean v.
United States, 226 U.S. 374, 380 (1912). S..Rept. 868, 75th Cong., 1st
sess., to accompany S. 2670, the bill which became the act, states:
Each 'State conservation agency or Fish and Game Commission will, by the
provisions of this bill, receive its quota for restoration projects from the
Federal Government on the same general plan as Federal highway aid is
distributed to State highway commissions.
*

.

*

*.

A-

D e*

,

q.

*

:

.

*

The State's quota of allocations under the provisions of this bill is arrived at
by* allocating (a) * * * and one-half in the ratio which the number of paid
hunting license holders of each State bears to the total number of paid hunting

license holders of all the States. [p. 3.1
The reference to the "same general plan as Federal highway aid" appears to refer to section 21 of the Federal Highway Act of 1921 (42
Stat. 212, 217; 23 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 21), as amended, which provides a statutory apportionment formula under which one-third of
the funds are apportioned for each of the following:
V

(1) the ratio of the area of the State to that of all States,
(3) the ratio which the population of the State bears to
total population, and
(3) the ratio of the State's rural delivery and star routes
to all such routes.
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Apportionment of revenues on the *basis of area and hunting
population is clearly consistent, with the objectives sought to be accomplished by the legislation. H. Rept. 1572, 75th Cong., 1st sess.,
comments on the objectives of the legislation as follows:
One of the major objectives of the National Wildlife Association is the ass:
sage of legislation to authorize Federal grants-in-aid to the States for conservation
purposes. 'This bill carries out that objective and its*provisions have been endorsed by virtually every conservation agency, public and private, in the United

States.
These conservationists fully recognize that restrictive laws alone will never
replace our once abundant supply of wildiife.: We must. restorethe environment
of wildlife and its preservation for all time is essentially a proble' ofi land
and water management. * * *

Logically those: States having ektensive areas of land and water, and;
those States whose large hunting populations exert heavy pressure
on wildlife resources, should be, and, we think, were intended to
be, the recipients of a larger share of the Federal aid funds. ' Ai
apportionment of revenues on the basis of sales of hunting licenses
would not, unless uniform in all States, result in an equitable distriP
bution of funds and could,' we believe, defeat the purposes of the legislation, since the multiplication of types of licenses could eventually
destroyt any semblance of a relationship between the need for assistance and a rational apportionment of the revenues. See N.L.R.B. v.
Hearst, 322 -U.S. 111, 123 (1944), on the need for uniformity in'the
meaning of terms to be applied on a> national scale under Federal
law. The consequences. of. an interpretation in favor of a license
count rather than an individual count affords, in our opinion, a
ovincing argument against its adoption, as we will indicato6 infra.
Statutes should be construed:so as to give effect to the intention of
the Legislature. See Fidelity and Deposit Co. of Maryland v. A'rena,
290 U.S. 66, 69 (1933); Ebert v. Poston, 266 U.S. -548, 554 (1925);
Takao Oaawa v. United States, 260 U.S. 178, 194 (1922); Woisey .
Chapman,' 01 U.S. 755, 769 (1879); Pollard V.Bailey, 87 U.S. 520,
'525 (1874). That intent must be ascertained from the words used
in the statute and the subject matter to which it relates. Congress,
it is assumed, intends to use words in their natural sense. Helvering
v. Hutchings, 312 U.S. 393, 396 (1941); United 'States v. Stewart,
311 U.S. 60, 63 (1940) ; Miller v. Robertson, 266 U.S. 243, 248 (1924).
If the Congress had intended to depart from the usual meaning of
the words and to base the apportionment on the number of' licenses
instead of on the number of persons holding licenses it would have
said so. The fact that it did not indicates that the words "license
,holder" are to be given their literal, grammatical interpretation. In
Bate Refrigerating Co. v. Sulzberger, 157 U.S. 1, 33 (1895), the
Supreme Court held that where the language of a statute is unam-
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biguous, it is the duty of the Court to enforce it according to ther
obvious meaning of the words, without attempting to change it by
adopting a different construction, based upon some supposed policy
of Congress in regard to the subject of legislation, or upon considerations of injustice or inconvenience arising from the. enforcement of
the statute accordAqg to its terms. In Helverng v. Hutchings, ~pz'a,'
the Court held that a statutory construction. dependent on artificial
meaning of the words of the statute and out of harmony with the
statutory scheme is not to be favored. This brings us to the matter
of administrative interpretation.
Your memorandum of January 26, 1959, states that the Fish and
Wildlife Service* * * and its predecessor agencies have, since the inception of the Federal
:Aid program in 1938, construed the term "paid hunting license holder" to mean
one person irrespective of the number of separate hunting licenses he may have
purchased.

Our review of. Solicitor's precedents reveals no deeisions;. inconsistent with that statement. Indeed, on September 28, 1956, the Attorney General of Idaho requested an opinion from the Interior Department as to whether, in maldng the certification required by section 4
of the act, that State was entitled to include certain special licenses
or permits for hunting deer, pronghorn antelope, mountain sheep,
elk, or goats, required by State law in.addition to.the general hunting license or combination hunting or fishing license. In his reply,
dated November 20, 1956,fthe Solicitor stated:
You will note that the statute bases the distribution specifically on the number
of individuals, or license "holders."
We feel that it is clear from an examination of your State law, as quoted
in your letter, (Section 36-404, Idaho Code) that those persons who purchase
from the State a general fish and game license combined, or a fish or game
license, or both, become license "holders" for purposes of the Federal statute.
Such individual license "holders," if they choose, may acquire additional, authorization orpermits from the State to 'kill certain species by the acquisition
of additional permits to kill deer, prong-horn antelope, mountain sheep, moose,
elk, or goat in accordance with the laws of the State. This does not, in our
judgment, however, expand the number of individual license "holders." The
long established practice of this Department, as well as the intent of the statute require, in our opinion, that the apportionment be made, as prescribed by
the statute, on the basis of the number of license "holders," or individuals,
in the various States, as compared to the total number of such license "holders"
in all of the States.

We note also that the first Manual of Informnation, issued July 25,
1938, for the purpose- of the act, by the Bureau of Biological Survey
of the Department of Agriculture which was then charged with
administration of the act provides at section 1314:
Special licenses issued only after a general license has been purchased should
not be counted, as the law requires the number of license holders and not the
number of individual licenses.
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We. are of the opinion that the above-recited administrative interpretation is sufficiently strong to bring that interpretation within the
principle of law that a long continued uniform administrative interpretation of a statute is entitled to great weight in its construction.
United States v. Wyoming, 331 U.S. 440, 454 (1947) ; Lykees v. United
States 343 U.S. 118, 127 (1952); United States v. Avnerican Trucking Associations, 310 U.S. 534, 549 (1940). See also Sutherland Statutory Construction,sec. 5108 and supp. (3d ed. 1943). Under this latter authority the 1938 Manual provision is particularly persuasive
as. it can be "given special consideration since it was made at a time
when the circumstances leading up to the enactment of the statute * * * [were] * * * well known."
However, it is apparent the States have not been uniform in their
licensing activities. They may be divided on the basis of the form
of their hunting license structures into:
(1) Those requiring a general hunting or a combination
,hunting and fishing license entitling the holder to take all
types of game;
(0) Those requiring a general or combination license for
- certain types of game and special permits or licenses for one
or more species not covered by the general license;. and
(3) Those issuing no general licenses, but requiring separate licenses for various types of game, such as deer,
antelope, and sheep.
The number of general licenses sold by a, State in the first classification would correspond with the number of persons holding paid hunting licenses. States in the second group could readily determine the
extent of duplication as the number of general licenses would correspond with the number of license holders while the ancillary licenses
sold wouldshow the extent of duplication as to persons. A certification by a State in the third group as to license holders based on the
number of licenses sold would result in duplication as to persons since
it may be assumed that some individuals will purchase two or more of
the separate licenses.
Under these varied hunting license structures, each State, in order
to secure a larger share of the revenues or merely as a matter of selfdefense, would, as, stated to the Chairman of the. Legal Committee
of the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation
Commissioners recently,"follow the other States by multiplying licenses, so that it would have a small game license, big game license,
archery license, antlerless deer license, and as many other licenses as.
its ingenuity could devise." See the letter of November 12, 1958,
from the Deputy Attorney General, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania..
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At present, some States have as many as eight licenses, and it is no
more than wishful thinking to suppose that other States would not
enter the race for the revenues. We cannot attribute to the Congress
an intention to enact legislation which would lead to such absurd results when the statute can obviously be given a reasonable application
consistent with its language and the legislative purpose.
From the foregoing we conclude that in apportioning Federal funds
for wildlife restoration purposes under section 4 of the act the
Secretary of the Interior should include as "license holders of. each
-State" all individuals to whom a State has issued one or more
licenses; he should not include all licenses issued by State when,
under State law, more than one license may be- issued to a single in-dividual.. This brings us to the problem of State certification.
Section 4, -as quoted, earlier, provides that the Secretary of the Interior shall apportion one-half of the funds among the States:."in the
ratio which the number of paid hunting-license holders of each
State in the preceding fiscal year, as certified to samid Secretary 7 .y the
-State fla and game departments, bear to the total number of paid
'hunting-license holders of all the States * * *
[Italics supplied.]
Neither the committee reports nor the congressional' debates deal
specifically with the method of certification even though it was -obvious
that the nuiibers certified were intended by Congress to be commensurate. It can be said that a literal interpretation of the statutory
language, i.e., that the Secretary should base his determination on
-numbers "certified" by State officials is consistent with the generid in,a

tent of the' Congress as reflected in the legislative hbistory.L
X
-In his basic explanation of the bill which became the act, Senator
.Pittman, its sponsor and floor leader, stated: "This is a bill to provide
for cooperation and participation by the Federal Government, through
-the Department of Agriculture and the fish and game commissions
,of the various States * * *."

81 Cong. Rec. 8506.

[Italics supplied.]

This function later was transferred to! the Secretary of the Interior.
1939 Reorg. Plan No. II; 53 Stat. 1431. Senator Pittman also said:
"* * * No State has to participate in the program unless it wishes to
ado so * * *." 81 Cong. Rec. 8506. The Senate report on the bill

states: "The Federal Government will * * * set aside funds to be allotted to any or all * * * States * * * which comply with the provisions of this act." 0Clearly the Federal function was to supply funds
-which would be apportioned on the basis of proper State certification.
While there is no special statutory or legislative history definition
of the method to be used other than the language of the statute quoted
above, some clarification may be gleaned from the interpretation
placed on the terms "certified," "certificate," and "certify" by Federal
-courts. In Merrell v. Tice, 104 U.S. 557, 561 (1881), the Supreme
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Court of the United States in holding inadequate and inadmissible
in evidence a memorandum appended to a statutory certificate of the
Librarian of Congress said:
* *
$The memorandum under the certificate had no validity as evidence.
It
might have been put there by any person. It would be unsafe to hold that a
memorandum under a certificate; or indorsed upon it, is part of the certificate. A. certificate under seal, when invested with legal force and effect, is a
solemn instrument, and ought to be complete, certain, and final in itself, without any collateral addition or commentary. Its very form and character as
a certificate presuppose that it has the verification and protection of the authenticating signature and seal. Any matter extraneous, that is, not contained in
the body of the instrument, has not this verification and protection S *

In United States v. Ambroise, 108 U.S. 336, 340 (1883), the Court in
construing the word "certificate" as used in Rev. Stat. 5392, held
that the term had been used there in the "ordinary and: popular
sense,: saying:
We do not think the words declaration and certificate, as used in the section
of the Revised Statutes on which this indictment is founded, are. used as terms
of art, or in any technical sense, but are used in the ordinary and popular
sense to signify any statement of material matters of fact sworn to and
subscribed by the party charged.

In Doherty v. HoD o'oell, 276 Fed. 728, 730-731 (1921), the court
defined the term "to-certify" in connection with a dispute as to
whether an "attested" copy was a "certified copy," saying:
* * * it must be held that a copy duly attested by the court is a certified
copy within the meaning of the court order. One of the dictionary meanings of
"certify" is "to verify; to attest authoritatively." In 2 Words and Phrases,
First Series, 1033, it is said:
"The term 'to certify' as used with reference to legal documents, means to
testify to a thing in writing; and in the absence of statutory provision declaring
the particular form of certification, any form which affirms the fact in writing
is sufficient."
it appears clear that the intention of the court order was to provide for a
true copy of the order to be served on the individual defendant. I think this
intention of the court was substantially carried out.

We believe that the intent of the statute here was that the certificates of State officials be so complete, final, and -formal as to be
invested with legal force and effect. By using the term
"certified * * * by State fish and game departments," we believe that
the Congress, while not mandating a requirement as formal as might
be needed for a judicial document, did anticipate that the Secretary
would base his allocation on reasonably complete, final, and formal
statements by responsible State officials.
The foregoing is, as previously indicated, consistent with both the
act and its legislative history. A cooperative Federal-State program was being established. It was clear that State land areas and
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license holders were the major factors to be used in apportioning
Federal grants. The former is a geographical fact readily determinable by scientific method. While the latter. might be variable
depending on many factors all within the knowledge of State officials, it was intended by Congress that such holders be certified on
a commensurate basis. Accordingly, the Congress provided that the
Secretary apportion the funds on the basis of such reports as certified to said Secretary by the State fish and game departnents.
[Italics supplied.]
Section 10 of the, Pittman-Robertson Act' (16 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
-sec. 669i), as amended, authorized the Secretary "I * * to make
-rules-and regulations for carrying out the provisions of this Act."
This authorization, 'especially when read in the light of the problems
and principles discussed herein, makes it clear that the Congrtess. intended the Secretary to have and to exercise discretion in this matter. He was thus authorized to spell out in rules or regulations the
manner and form in which paid hunting license holders of each
State should be counted for purposes of State certification. Only
'through the issuance of such rules and regulations with accompany'ing forms and instructions can the Secretary be assured that the ratio
lie uses for apportioning available funds among all certifying States
-will be proper and equitable..
Accordingly, we hold that, in apportioning Federal funds for wildlife purposes under section 4 of the act, the Secretary of the Interior
through such rules and regulations as he deems appropriate is entitled to require from each State to which he apportions funds, a duly
executed certificate of the number of license holders in that State
reported -on 'a commonsrate basis for purposes of equitably
apportioning the annual sums payable to that State under the act.
GEORGE W. ABBOTT,
Solicitor.
EFFECT OF KEATING AMENDMENT ON PROPOSED IOWA
TRANSMISSION LINES
'Bureau of Reclamation: Construction
The Bureau of Reclamation is not precluded by the Keating amendment
provision in its annual appropriation acts from using available funds to initiate construction of electric transmission lines in Iowa as long as the area
involved is not covered by an adequate wheeling service contract.

M-36569

JUNE 10, 1959.

-ToTHE ComvssioNE R OF RECLAMATION.
'You have inquired whether the Keating amendment will preclude
,construction of the proposed Iowa, transmission lines, in accordance
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with the desires of the House Appropriations Committee as expressed at page 22 of its report on the Public Works Appropriation
Bill, 1960 [H.LR. 7509] assuming that the bill becomes law in its
present form.
The answer to this question is that the Keating amendment would
not preclude construction of the Iowa lines..
i The reason for this conclusion is that the Iowa lines would be built
in an area in which there is at present no wheeling service agreement.
The Keating amendment has been carried as a part of the Bureau
of Reclamation's appropriativon'ad6ts annually commencing with the;
Interior Departmeiit Appropriation Act for fiscal year -952;- Public
Law 136, 82d Cong., 1st sess.; 65 Stat. 248). The amendment preeludes the use of appropriated funds to initiate the construction of
transmission facilities, with certain stated exceptions, "within those
areas covered by power wheeling service contracts."
Thus from the language of the item itself it is clear on its face that
it applies only in those instances where a wheeling contract is in
existence.
That this is the intended scope of the Keating amendment is clear,
not only from the face of the provision, but also from its legislative
history.

The Keating amendment in its present form was drafted by the
Senate Appropriations Committee in its consideration of what be-

came the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1952. As drafted
on the floor of the House of Representatives, in its consideration of the
1952 Interior appropriation bill, the amendment simply precluded the
initiation of coustruction of transmission facilities within areas covered
by the power wheeling service contracts, with no exceptions stated.
The Senate committee took the language of the House amendment and
added to it certainhexceptions. IL explainiing its dtaft of the Keating
amendment, the Senate committee stated in part:
The committee is of the opinion that the Keating amendment as passed by
the House is too restrictive as applied within certain areas. Therefore, the
committee has agreed to a substitute amendment which contains modifications
providing for flexibility in application and clarity in interpretation.
The modified amendment was adopted unanimously by the committee in order
to implement the policy. of Congress that, within those areas where wheelingservice contracts have been executed use will be made of transmission facilities of the wheeling agencies wherever possible to avoid duplication and, at
the same time, to provide for the integration of Federal projects and to provide an adequate and dependable supply of power to rural electric cooperatives,
Federal establishments, and other preferred customers. [S. Rept. 499, 82d
Cong., 1st sess., p. 23. Italies supplied.]

In originally offering the amendment in the House, Mr. Keating
explained its purpose as follows:
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* * That intent is that the Government should not construct duplicating
transmission lines where private utilities have agreed to wheel power over
their lines to Government customers at a reasonable rate * * .
e*
*

*

e*

*

e

*

I wish to make it plain that this amendment will not affect the bargaining
power which may be given to Government agencies in the way of appropriations, pastpresent, or future, in the slightest-degree. This an6ndment cepp71es
only to those areas where wheeling contracts are in force. 97 Cong. Rec.
4645-A646. Italics supplied.]

Since there is at this time no wheeling ontract in effect covering
the Iowa area, it is clear from the foregoing that the Keating amendment in its present form would not preclude the expenditure of otherwise available appropriations for the construction by the Bureau of
Reclamation of transmission lines in Iowa. On the other hand consummation of an appropriate wheeling contract prior to the initiation
of construction would, under the terms of the Keating amendment,
preeleponstructon of the Iowa lines.:
EDWARD

W. FismR,

Associate Solicitor,
Division of Water andPower.

Approved:
EDMuwD T. FunTZ,
Deputy Solicitor.
MENA MINING AND EXPLORATION COMPANY

A-27950

Decided June 12, 1959

Mining Claims: Special Acts-Mining Claims: Surface Uses
A statement filed by a mining claimant pursuant to section 5 of the act of
July 23, 1955, for the purpose of asserting rights to. the surface resources
on its mining claim is properly rejected where the statement is filed more
than 150 days from the first date of publication of notice to miners under
section 5 (a) of the act, and the statement is not verified.

Mining Claims: Special Acts
Personal service of a notice to miners that a statement asserting rights to
the surface of their claims must be filed under the act of July 23, 1955,
is not required where the department or agency requesting publication of
the notice has complied with the terms of section 5(a) of the act.

Mining Claims: Special Acts
It is not the function of the Department of the Interior under the act of
July 23, 1955, to go behind the statements contained in a request for publication, and if the request for publication on its face complies with requirements of the act, the Department's sole function is to order the
publication as requested.
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APPEAL PROW, THE BUREAU OF LAND NANAGEMENT

The Mena Mining and Exploration Company has ap pealed'to the
Secretary from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated December 4, 1958, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the Santa Fe, New Mexico, land office, dated February 27,
1957, rejecting its statement filed under section 5 of the act of July 23,
1955 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 613), with respect to its
mining claims. The statement was rejected for the reason that it
was not notarized or verified and was not timely filed within 150
days from May 23, 1957; the-date of first publication of notice that
the filing of such a statement was required.
The act of July 23, 1955, provides in part that persons who made
mining locations prior to passage of the act must, when called upon
to do so by a published notice, assert their rights to the use of the
surface of their claims. The assertion of rights takes the form of a
verified statement as prescribed in section 5 of the act. The statement must be filed within 150 days from. the first publication of
notice. Failure to file the verified statement within the time allowed
results in the limitations of section 4 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V,
sec. 612) being imposed upon the claim.
In his decision the Director pointed out that a notice pursuant to
the provisions of the act was published on May 23, 1957; that the
appellant submitted its statement to the land office on February 11,
1958, more than 150 days after the first publication of the notice; and
that the statement was not verified as well as not timely filed and was
subject to rejection for either of these reasons.
The appellant contends that it was never served with a copy of the
published notice; that it was never notified in any manner that publication had been made; and that, because of the failure to-notify the
appellant as to the date- and contents of£ the published potice, the
appellant had:iI. opportunity to file a verifid statementitthe time
-required. The appellant also contends that the Bureau did not comply
with the statute and the Department's regulations pertaining to
service of notice.
Section 5(a) of the act sets forth the procedure whereby Federal
departments or agencies may file a request for publication of notice
to mining claimants for the determination of surface rights. The section requires that the request for publication be accompanied by an
affidavit setting forth that the affiant has examined the land involved-in a reasonable effort o 'ascertain whether any person was in
actual:jpossessi6in of the land or engaged in working the land, and,
if no persons were found to be in actual possession of the land, to set
forth this fact. The request for publication must-also be, accom-
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panied by a certificate of a title' or abstract company or of a title
abstractor or an attorney, based upon the abstract company's or attorney's examination of "those instruments which are shown by the
tract indexes in the county office of record as affecting the lands described in said request, setting forth the name of any person disclosed
by said instruments to have. an interest in said lands under any unpatented mining claim heretofore located, together with the address of
such person if such address is disclosed by such instruments of reeord." "Tract indexes," as used in the act, is defined as those indexes,
if any, as to surveyed lands identifying instruments Ias affecting a particular legal subdivision of the public land surveys, and as to unsurveyed lands identifying instruments as affecting a particular probable legal subdivision according to a projected extension of the public
land surveys.
Section 5 (a) further provides thatWithin fifteen days after the date of first publication of such notice, the department or agency requesting such publication (1) shall cause a copy of such
notice to be personally delivered to or to be mailed by registered mail addressed to each person in possession or engaged in the working of the land
whose namne nd aress is siown -by an alavitt7feas aforesaid, and to
each person who may have filed, as to any lands described in said notice a request for notices, as provided in subsection (d) of this, section 5' and shall
cause a copy of such notice to be mailed by registered mail to each -person
whose name and address is set forth in the title or abstract company's or title abstractor's or attorney's certificate filed as aforesaid, as having an interest in the
lands described in said notice under any unpatented mining claim heretofore located, such notice to be directed to such person's address as set forth in such certificate; and (2) shall file in the office where said request for publication was
filed an affidavit showing that copies have been so delivered or mailed. Italics
supplied.]

Subsection (e) of section 5 provides that if the department or agency
requesting publication fails to comply with the'requirements of subsection (a) as to personal deliveryv or mailing a copy of notice to any
person, the publication of notice shall be deemed to be wholly ineffectual as:to that person or as to the.rights asserted by that person and
the failure to file a verified statement as providedin te notice "shall
in no manner affect, diminish, prejudice or bar any,,rights of that
person.".
In summary, the act requires that the department or agency requesting publication file an affidavit stating the land has been examined
Subsection (d) provides:
"Any person claiming any right under or by virtue of any unpatented mining
claim heretofore located and desiring to receive a copy of any notice to mining
'claimants whichrmay be published as above provided in subsection (a) of this
sectioniS; and which may affect lands embraced in such mining claim, may cause
to. be filed for record in the county office of record where the notice or certificate
of location of such mining claim shall have been recorded, a duly acknowledged
request for a copy of any such notice. * *
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for evidence of persons in possession of mining claims on the land,
or that no such evidence could be found, and a certificate stating that
the tract indexes of the county office of record were examined or
that no such indexes are maintained in the county. There is no;
requirement that the department or agency must diligently search
for any evidence of location of claims by monuments, stakes, etc.,
or that any records other than the tract indexes of the county office,
of record be examined. Therefore, if the department or agency
requesting publication of notice is unable to find persons in possession of or engaged in working the lands involved through an examination of the land and information contained in the tract indexes,
if any, it has done all that is required of it by the law, and it is not
required to have personal service on any mining claimants not located
by such examination, absent the filing of a request for service by the
mining claimant under subsection (d) of section 5 of the act.
The record shows that the Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture, first filed a request for publication of notice
under the act on April 22, 1957. An affidavit accompanying the
request states that the lands involved in this appeal (secs. 6 and 7,
T. 19 N., R. 1 E. N.M.P.M., New Mexico) were examined at some
time between November 5 and November 15, 1956, and indicates no
evidence of persons in actual possession of or engaged in working
those lands. An attorney's affidavit certifies that the County of Sandoval, New Mexico, where the lands are involved, has no tract index
record as contemplated by the aet. There is no indication in the
record that the appellant filed a request for notice in the county office
of record under subsection (d) of section
of the act, nor does it
allege that any such statement was ever filed.
The Department has held that it is not its function to determine
that land included in: a request for publication has been examined,
and that when a request is received, accompanied by the supporting
papers required by subsection (a) of section of the act, this Department is required to publish the notice. Ford 311. Converse, A-27863
(April20, 1959).
Consequently, since the supporting papers filed by the Forest Service failed to indicate any evidence of the appellant's possession or
working of the land involved, personal service under the act was not
required and the appellant must be considered to have been constructively served with notice by the publication under the provisions
of the act of the notice published on May 23, 1957, and subsequently.
Since the appellant failed to submit its statement within 150 days of
that date, the statement was not timely filed and was properly rejected.
Hines Gilbert Gold AMines Compani. 65 LID. 481 (1958).
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Inasmuch as the appellant's statement was properly rejected because
it was not timely filed, it is unnecessary to discuss at length the second
ground in the Director's decision for rejecting the statement, i.e.,
that it was not a verified statement, except to say that in light of the
specific requirement in the act that the statement be a "verified statement" this Department cannot accept anything less than a verified
statement and would be compelled to reject the appellant's statement
for this reason even if the statement had been timely filed (43 CFR,
.1954 Rev., 185.130 (Supp.)).
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.
T. FRITZ,
Acting Solicilor.

EDMUND
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APPEAL; OF WILLIAM A.- SMITH CONTRACTING COMPANY, INC.
IBCA-83

Decided June 16, 1959

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Specifications-Contracts:
Interpretation-Contracts: Changes and Extras
A railroad construction pontractor who was to rehabilitate mileage of The
Alaska Railroad and, in so doing, was required by the terms of the
specifications to effect two separate track lifts totaling six inches-with new
crushed ballast from a pit located at Spencer, Alaska, did not satisfy the
requirement for one of these lifts when in the course of replacing and
respacing the ties it gave the track an initial or out-of-face lift, and tamped
the old ballast to achieve a sound roadbed for the replaced and respaced
ties, even though when the track was lowered back to the roadbed it may
have been higher than before the commencement of the operations. As the
out-of-face lift was either work that necessarily had to be performed to carry
out the purposes of the contract, or was performed for the convenience of
the contractor, it cannot qualify as extra work entitling the contractor to
additional compensation. There was also nothing in the correspondence and
negotiations relating to the approval by the contracting offider of the contractor's progress schedule which could be said to have effected a practical
interpretation of the requirements of the specifications with respect to the
track lifting operations inconsistent with their literal terms.

Contracts: rayments-Rules of Practice: Evidence
A railroad construction contractor who in connection with the rehabilitation of
The Alaska Railroad was required to load, haul, and place ballast is entitled
to additional payment therefor when it was misled by the specifications into
believing that each carload of ballast would contain 42 cubic yards of ballast
but the preponderance of the evidence shows that each car actually contained 48 cubic yards of ballast, notwithstanding that the foreman in charge
of the contractor's ballast trains had certified in the course of the loading
that each car contained 42 cubic yards of ballast, and the contractor's chief
officer had not immediately challenged the erroneous certifications, since
he did not learn the truth until after the loading of the ballast had been
proceeding for a. considerable time, and* it was necessary to verify the
capacity of the cars by checking with their manufacturer.

Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Specifications
Under a contract for the rehabilitation of The Alaska Railroad which provides
for an equitable adjustment in case of overruns of quantities of more than
25 percent, the contractor is nevertheless not entitled to an equitable adjustment in the .unit price on account of such an overrun in the quantity of
ballast loaded, hauled, and placed when the evidence fails to show, at the
very least, that the contractor's actual costs for loading, hauling, and placing
the ballast, together with a reasonable allowance for profit thereon, exceeded the bid price. This cannot be said to have been established merely
by testimony of the contractor's chief officer that the bid would have been
higher if he had known that the railroad would not supply ballast loading
equipment, where there was nothing in the specifications which required
the railroad to supply such equipment.
66 I.D., No. 7
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CONTRACT APPEALS,

William A. Smith Contracting Company, Inc., a Missouri corporation, with its principal office in Kansas City, Kansas, has filed timely
11.
appeals from findings of fact and decisions of the contracting officer
denying two claims of the appellant for additional compensation
under Contract No. 14-04-003-1044 with The Alaska Railroad.
The contract, which was dated September 23, 1955, was executed
on U.S. Standard Form No. 23 (revised March 1953), and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form No. 23A
(March 1953).
The contract provided for the rehabilitation of approximately 234
miles of main line track between Portage and Indian, Alaska, and
0.9 miles of sidings, and was only one segment of a program for
rehabilitating the entire roadbed and trackage of the railroad which
was substandard in many respects; the tracks, which contained manysags and humps, being out of alignment; the ballast, which had been
in place for 35 years, being very old; the ties being deeply embedded
in the ballast and the subgrade beneath the ballast; and grass and
-weeds growing in the tie cribs. Four separately listed items of work
were to be performed under the contract, which, as set forth in the
and in paragraph GR-12 of the specifications, were as
:.. contract
follows:
Item
No.
1
2
3
4

Item
Hi
Load, haul and place ballast-43,011
Ties respace Ties place -0--------------Raise, line and dress track-128,636

Ulnit and unit price
Bid
: - lquantity

128,152
8,262

Cu. yds. @ $1.00 ----------Trk. ft. @ 0.45 - ---------Each @ 3.95 ------Trk. ft. @ 1.00 -

Total bid -----

Amount

$43, 011. 00
17,668.40
32,634.90
1------128,636.00
$261,90.30

The ballast was to be produced at a gravel pit located at Spencer, Alaska.

-:

The completion date specified in the contract was October 31, 1955,
but, since the season was too far advanced to permit the conmnencement of work during the autumn of 1955, the contract was actually
entered into with the understanding, that the work would begin in
the late spring of 1956, and would be completed during the summer
and fall of that year. Under the appellant's revised progress schedule,
as finally approved by the contracting officer,' the work was to commence the week. of May 20 with tie placing; was to be expanded
the following week by tie respacing, and raising, lining, and dressing
1 Paragraph GR-22 of the specifications required the contractor to submit a progress
schedule to the contracting officer for his approval.
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the track; and loading, hauling, and placing of ballast was to co inmence the week of June 24. The' work proceeded as scheduled and by
letter dated December 18, 1956, it was accepted as completed as of
September 20, 1956.
The two claims involved in the appeal, which total $96,177.40, were
duly excepted by the appellant from its release on contract, dated
December 18, 1956. The first claim, which was in the amount of
$63,721 will be denominated the extra, track lifting claim, and the:
second claim, which was in the amount of $32,456, will be denominated
the ballast claim.
The parties having requested a hearing for the purpose of taking
testimony, the Board designated Leon Jourolmon, Esq., Assistant
Regional Solicitor, Portland, Oregon, to conduct the hearing, which
was held at Seattle, Washington, from December 2 to December 4,
1957, inclusive. Under date of February 12, 1959, the examiner filed
a report with the Board in which he recommended that the extra
track lifting claim be denied, and that the ballast claim be allowed in
the amount of $7,362. Counsel for the appellant and Department
counsel were afforded an opportunity to comment on the report, and
filed exceptions to the examiner's findings and conclusions insofar
as they were adverse to their interests. Having considered the whole
record, the Board is of the opinion that the recommendations of the
examiner should be accepted. Each claim will be separately
considered by the Board.

1. The Ewtra Track Lifting Claim.
The specifications governing the construction details for all four
items of work to be performed under the contract in this case were
very brief, covering no more than five mimeographed pages. Paragraph GR-5 (part of the General Requirements of the specifications),
headed "Scope of Work" described the work in general terms as
follows:
SCOPE OF woux-The work under the contract shall consist of the furnishing
of all materials, equipment, tools, all labor, and all supplies and incidentals,
except as otherwise listed or specified herein, for the loading, hauling and
spreading 2 of approximately 41,418 cubic yards of crushed gravel ballast on
23.4 miles of main line track between Portage and Indian, together with the
2 There is no discrepancy between this figure and the figure of 43,011 cubic yards which
is indicated as the bid quantity in the contract and in paragraph GR-12 of the specifications which give the estimated bid quantity for each of the four items of work covered
by the contract. The difference is accounted for by the 1,593 cubic yards necessary to
provide ballast for the 0.9 miles of passing track. Paragraph GR-14 provided for the
making of an equitable adjustment in the unit price bid. for a particular item if, as a result
of an alteration in the plans or in the quantities of the work, overruns or underruns of
more than 25 percent oecurred.
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spacing of existing cross ties and regaging rails, plus the placing or replacing
approximately 340 additional cross ties per mile. Also for raising, lining and
dressing of track on the same section of line, together with incidental work as
provided expressly or inferentially in the specifications and similar related
documents made part of this contract. Passing tracks at Girdwood and Bird,
totaling 0.9 miles, must also be rehabilitated and are included in this contract.

In addition, paragraph GRB-i,
the express provision:

headed "Omitted Details," included

OMITTED DETAIL-The Contractor is to understand that any work not
specifically mentioned in the specifications, but which is necessary either directly
or indirectly for the proper carrying out of the intent thereof, shall be required
and applied, and he shall perform all such work just as if it were particularly
delineated and described. **

*

'Thus, any details of construction not expressly covered by the specifica-tions had, nevertheless, to be performed but the method of performance was left to the judgment of the contractor.
So far as details of construction that were prescribed are concerned,
there were two that are of basic importance in the consideration of the
merits of the extra track lifting claim. These are to be found in
paragraphs CD-1 and CD-A of the specifications. Paragraph CD-1
provided:
All ballast material shall be loaded from railroad stock pile of crushed ballast
at Spencer pit, 8 hauled and unloaded by the Contractor by dumping as the means
provided by the Railroad or the Contractor permits.

Paragraph CD-A provided that the contractor should raise, line, and
dress track at his bid price per track foot subject to conditions stated
in. 11 subparagraphs, designated as (a) to (j). Subparagraph (a),
which was in two parts, provided:
Ballast to make an average 6" raise (1,770 ubic yards per mile) will be
spread to make two separate track lifts between the north end of Bridge 64.7
and the south end of Bridge 88.1 (23.4 miles).
Ballast will also be spread to make two separate track lifts on Girdwood and
Bird passing tracks. Kern siding will not be rehabilitated. The Contractor will
be paid for this siding work at the same rate per track foot as his main line
bid price. Pay measurements for raise, line and dress on siding work will be
from switch point to switch point, main line measurements. Girdwood siding
2,227 feet. Bird siding 2,857 feet.

*

Subparagraph (b) provided:
Where engineer top of rail stakes are not set the track will be raised to elevations obtained by "spot-board" methods. The Contractor's track foreman will
set the spot-board to a height and at a location approved by the Railroad's inspector or Engineer.
is an overall lift of six (6") inches is required, the first
raise should be approximately four inches (4") although considerable variation
2

The italics are supplied throughout the subdivisions of this paragraph.
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from this rule must be allowed to eliminate ,sags -and humps in the existing
grade line.

Subparagraph (d) included the provision:
Stakes or lining points will be set for the center line of track by the Engineer
and the track lined to same after the intial four inch

(4")

raise, but a lining

gang shall follow one or two days behind the finished lift and spot up and line
places found not to be holding up under traffic.

In connection with the work of replacing and respacing the ties,
the appellant gave the track an initial or out-of-face lift, and tamped
the old ballast to achieve a sound roadbed for the replaced and respaced ties. When the track was lowered back to the roadbed, it
was higher than it had been before the appellant had commenced its
operations. However, in the course of performing these operations,
the appellant did not eliminate sags and humps in the existing grade
line, nor did it spread any new ballast.
In making its bid, the appellant contends, it had proceeded upon the
assumption that the initial or out-of-face lift would constitute the
first of the two track lifts obviously required by paragraph CD-4 of
the specifications. Apparently, it was also under the impression that
this assumption underlay its correspondence with the contracting
officer occasioned by the requirement that its progress schedule be
submitted to him.
The appellant first submitted a progress schedule to the contracting officer with its letter dated April 5, 1956. By letter dated April
13, the contracting officer asked the appellant to explain "just what
work you intend to do between May 15 and June 11 on raise, line
and dress track," the first mentioned date being the date for the
commencement of operations under this schedule. This letter was
received by the appellant on April 18 but on the previous day it had
already written to the contracting officer as follows: "As you will
note, this progress chart indicates our beginning to work on 15 May
1956. The work which we will do involves the initial raising and
aligning of the track." The letters having crossed in the mails,
D. M. Salm, the appellant's project manager, who was headquartered
at Kansas City, wrote to the contracting officer under date of April
18, to inform him that he would come to Anchorage, Alaska, to discuss
-the matter of the progress schedule with him. When Salm arrived in
Anchorage, he contacted one of the subordinates of the contracting;
officer, Tessendorf by name, who as manager of track for The Alaska
Railroad was in charge of the project under the general supervision
of the contracting officer. The day after his conversation with Tessendorf, which occurred on a Friday, Salm wrote a memorandum to
L. W. Huncke, the president of the appellant, with which he

0 00
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forwarded to the latter a revised pjrogress schedule, and gave'the following report with respect to his conversation with Tessendorf on
the subject of the number of track raises which the appellant would
be required to make:
***
They now advise that they want six inches of crushed ballast beneath
the track and following our proposed schedule the raise and tie renewal and tie
spacing would not constitute a first raise or if we just raised the track on
existing ballast without any tie work would not be recognized by them as a first
raise. In their way of thinking we will have to make three raises; one for tie
spacing, one 4 inch raise, on crushed rock, and one 2 inch raise on crushed
rock. I have asked Mr. Tessendorf to show me any such wording in the
specifications, as according to theni they would be getting an 8 to 10 inch total
raise. I have pointed out that the specifications clearly state that an overall
lift of 6 inches is required and that the first raise shouZd be approximately
4 inches. There is no mention that the final raise wif be a solid 2 inches or
that the track will be raised to permit 6 inches of crushed ballast beneath the
tracks.

Salm and Tessendorf resumed the discussion of the subject the following. Monday, and on the same day Salm again sent a memorandum
to Huncke in which he reported as follows:
In a conversation this date with Mr. Tessendorf he agreed that the six inch
raise was all that was required with the exception of the sag raises and he
further stated that he did not care how the work was done as long as they
got a full six inch raise; however, the specifications are clear enough so there
should not be any further argument regarding this matter.

Two days later the contracting officer approved the revised progress
schedule which the appellant had submitted. In his letter of approval,
which was dated May 16, the contracting officer made the approval
subject to three conditions, the third of which was: "All work shall
be in accordance with the specifications * *
By July 2, 1956, the appellant had substantially completed the tie
replacement and respacing operations of the contract, and on this
day Salm met with the contracting officer to discuss the question
whether the raising of the track which had been effected in the course
of these operations would be counted as one of the two lifts required
by the specifications but received a negative answer. Salm and the
contracting. officer then proceeded to, exchange letters in which they
stated their respective positions. Under date of July 3, Saln wrote
a letter to the contracting. officer, referring to their conversation the
previous day, and stating:
As you were advised it is our contention that we are making a first raise of
the track with the tie spacing work and; therefore, the track will require one
more additional raise. As discussed, the specifications do not state that the track
will be given a four (4) inch raise and then a second raise of a firm two (2)
inches. The contract specifications state only that an over all lift of six (6)
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inches is required and that the first raise should be approximately four (4)
inches.
We are agreeable to making the second raise a maximum of five (5) inches
or any height under five (5) inches that you may desire, but we do not believe
that a third raise is our contractual obligation under the terms of the contract.

To this letter, the contracting officer replied under date of July 6
as follows:
Paragraph CD-4 of the specifications states specifically that sufficient ballast
to make an average six inch (6") raise will be spread to make two separate
track lifts. Further,-that the first raise shall be approximately four inches (4")
although considerable variation -from this rail4 must be allowed to eliminate
sags and humps in the existing grade line. This is interpreted to mean that the
contractor is required to make a separate finish ballast lift of approximately two
inches (2").
Paragraph CD-1, Page 21 of the specifications states that the crushed ballast,
will be obtained at the Spencer pit, hauled and unloaded by the contractor. From
personal knowledge, none of this ballast was hauled and spread before making
the tie raise, and therefore this cannot be considered as being the first lift.

In accordance with the instructions of the contracting officer, the
appellant proceeded to make two more track raises, each with new
ballast, and its claim for additional compensation is based on its extra
costs in performing this work.
It now argues in support of its position that the least that can be
said in its favor is that the specifications are ambiguous with respect
to the number of track raises required, and, therefore, that the ambiguity should, in accordance with time-honored doctrine, be resolved
against the Government, which drafted the specifications. The appellant's position is, however, clearly untenable. It would, indeed, be
difficult to find specifications whose meaning is plainer, and the contracting officer's interpretation of their requirements was obviously
correct.
Paragraph CDA of the specifications flatly said that ballast "will
be spread to make two separate track lifts," and this can only mean
that each of these lifts must include the spreading of ballast as one
of its component procedures. Furthermore, the ballast so spread
must be new ballast. Although there is no express reference to ballast
"at Spencer pit" in paragraph CD-4--this phrase is, in other words,
not expressly carried over from paragraph CD-1-the use of new
ballast from that pit is necessarily implied not only in the reference
to the spreading of the ballast but also in the parenthetical reference
to the "1,770 cubic yards per mile," for this corresponds exactly with
the 41,418 cubic yards of crushed gravel ballast which are mentioned
in paragraph GR-5 of the specifications. Another requirement was
'Evidently, this represents a typographical error for "rule."
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that the first lift average out at a height of approximately 4 inches,
and it is not shown that this was true of the out-of-face lift made by
the appellant. Finally, there is nothing in any- of the construction
details prescribed for the replacing and respacing of ties that in any
way is in conflict with those prescribed for the track raising under
item 4 of the contract.
In testifying at the hearing, the contracting officer expressed the
opinion that the lift which the appellant had first effected had been
for its own convenience in replacing and respacing the ties, and
possibly also for the rough lining of the track, and such indeed appears to have been the case. If it be said that as a matter of practical
necessity the specifications of the contract could be carried out only
bly deferring the spreading of ballast until after the track had been
given an out-of-face lift, the \ties replaced and respaced, the old ballast tamped, and the track lowered back on the improved foundation thus created, this practical necessity would not suffice to relieve
the appellant from its duty of complying with the explicit directions
of paragraphs CD-i and CD- by thereafter effecting two track
lifts with, the use of new ballast.- Rather, the making of the out-offace lift, as a preliminary to the making of the two lifts for which
the contract expressly provided, would have to be considered as a
procedure so inherent in the performance of work of the nature of
that described in the contract as to constitute one of those "omitted
details" for which the contract incidentally provided. If, on the
otherI hand, it be said that the job could have been accomplished
without this preliminary lift, then it is plain that such lift was merely
a procedure voluntarily adopted by the appellant for its own convenience. But whether this initial track raise was a matter of necessity or of convenience, it could not qualify as one of the two track
lifts contemplated by paragraphs CD-1 and CD-4 of the specifications for the simple reason that these could be accomplished only
with the new ballast from the Spencer pit.
The appellant, nevertheless, seeks to invoke its own understanding
of what occurred in connection with the approval of the construction
program by the contracting officer as support for its claim. It argues
that in the course of approving its construction program the contracting officer gave a practical interpretation of the requirements of the
specifications which in effect adopted the appellant's interpretation
and hence amounted to a waiver of the requirements of the specifixations. This contention is, however, no more convincing than the
appellant's interpretation of the requirements of the specifications.
To be admissible, a practical interpretation must have been acted
on by both parties before any controversy arose, and this was not
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true in the present case.5 Moreover, there is nothing to show that
the appellant's understanding that the initial out-of-face lift would
qualify as the first lift required by the specifications was not simply
unilateral. All the expressions that occur in the relevant documents
are highly equivocal, and: emanate, moreover, entirely from the appellant's own project manager, Sam. Obviously, when Salm wrote
-to the contracting officer to tell him that the work they would do
at first would involve "the initial raising and aligning of the track,"
the statement could have a different significance for each of them
and thus the issue would not be focused. Even the statement attributed to Tessendorf, in Salm's second memorandum to Huncke,
that he would be content with a 6-inch raise, and that he did not
care how the work was done so long as he obtained such a raise,
cannot necessarily be taken as a commitment that he would regard
an out-of-face lift of the kind actually made as satisfying the
requirements of the specifications.
Due to illness, Tessendorf was unable to testify at tliehearing but,
even if it be assumed that his understanding was the same as Salm's,
it would not help the appellant, for Tessendorf had no authority
to interpret the specifications, or to waive any of their requirements 6.
It would certainly be a novel doctrine if it were to be held that a
contracting officer in approving a progress schedule, which, moreover,
was not binding upon the contractor, necessarily effected a modification of the specifications. On the contrary, when the contracting officer,
himself came to approve the progress schedule in the present case,
he expressly made his approval subject to the requirements of the
specifications. It is clear, therefore, that he did not intend to waive
any of their requirements.
As the extra track lifting claim is not supported by the language
of the specifications, or by any cogent interpretation which can be
given to those specifications, the claim must be, and, accordingly, is
denied.
2. The Batllast Clas
inm.

The contracting officer paid the appellant for loading, hauling,
and placing ballast (Item 1) on the assumption that, the quantity
involved was 51,510 cubic yards. The appellant claims however,
that the correct quantity was 59,976.3 cubic yards, and also that, since
this greater quantity represented an overrun of more than 25 percent.
See Old Colony Trust Co. v. Omaha, 230 U.S. 100, 118 (1913); Union Paving Co. V.
f
Uited tates, 126 Ct. Cl. 478, 49 (1958).
PThese prerogatives were vested exclusively in the contracting officer by paragraph
GR-16 of the specifications.
5167 5-59
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over the estimated quantity, it was entitled to be paid for the ballast
under the overrun provision of paragraph GR-14 of the specifications,
:at the rate of $1.37 per cubic yard rather than at the bid rate of $1
per cubic yard.
Under paragraph GR-36 of the specifications the railroad cars
to be used for loading and hauling the ballast were to be rented to
the appellant by The Alaska Railroad. The terms of the rental were
stated to be as follows:
"24 only side & center dump, Class 7100 to 7199 (42 Cu. Yds.)

: $1.15." ;S A
@
The cars so furnished bore on their exteriors a heavy stenciled line,
beneath which were the words "Load Limit Line For Ballast." The
evidence is to the effect that the capacity of a car, when filled exactly
to the top of this line, was 48.18 cubic yards. Inside the cars there
was another load line, this one drawn freehand with yellow chalk.
*00
0 : -Although the interior line varied somewhat in position in the different,
cars, in general its top was at or slightly below the top of the-exterior
line. The cars were loaded by a power shovel, the bucket of which.
had a rated capacity of 13/4. cubic yards. The evidence is to the
effect that the actual capacity of the bucket, when heaping-full rather
than level-full, was 2 cubic yards or more..
The appellant commenced loading and hauling ballast on June 26,
1956. Throughout this operation the representatives of appellant
and of the railroad appear to have followed a rule-of-thumb that
24 bucket loads would fill a car to capacity,,a. figure obtained by
dividing the 13/4 cubic yards rated capacity of the bucket into the'
42 cubic yards mentioned in paragraph GR-36. In accordance with
this rule-of-thumb, both Leo D. Gragg, the appellant's foreman on
the ballast train, and the railroad's inspectors signed daily loading
records certifying that each. car had been loaded with 24 cubic yards
of ballast. In all, 1,227 carloads of ballast were loaded, hauled and
placed as ballast material.
Two misconceptions were reflected in the certifications, the first
being that the capacity of the cars, when filled to the vicinity of the
load lines, was 42 cubic yards, whereas in fact it was about 48 cubic
*.;
0;
yards, while the second was that the shovel bucket, when heaping full,
had a capacity of 13/4 cubic yards, whereas in fact it was capable ofcarrying about 2 cubic yards. The first misconception would seem to
stem directly from the reference to 42 cubic yards in paragraph
GR-36, for it was only natural that the appellant should relate the
figure there given to the "Load Limit Line For Ballast" marked on
the cars. . And the second misconception might well be: said to be
indirectly attributable to the same cause, for if the capacity of the

-
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cars, when filled to the load lines, was taken to be 42 cubic yards, aid
if 24 heaping bucket loads sufficed to fill a car to those lines, then a
heaping bucket load would necessarily have to contain no more than
13/4 cubic yards on average. Nor were the errors too readily susceptible
of detection, for, unfortunately, each departed from the truth in the
same ratio, that is, the assumed capacity of the cars was seveneighths of their approximate actual capacity and the assumed capacity
of the bucket was seven-eighths of its approximate~actual capacity.
While the operations were still proceeding, L. W. Huncke, the
president of the appellant, who happened to be present on the job
when a ballast train pulled in inspected the cars and began to
suspect that they were being loaded to a greater capacity than the 42
cubic yards mentioned in paragraph GR-36. He instituted an investigation, which included writing to the manufacturer of the cars,
and this convinced him that the cars, when loaded to the stenciled
exterior load line, contained 48.18 rather than 42 cubic yards of ballast.
While his investigation was proceeding, he took no action to stop
his foreman in charge of the ballast train from continuing to certify
that there were 42 cubic yards of crushed ballast in each car that was
being loaded. However, under date of September 11, 1956, he finally
wrote to the contracting officer to assert his claim that payment should
be made on the basis of 48.18 cubic yards per car. The contracting'
officer replied under date of September 19, stating that the specifications did not indicate to what line the cars should be loaded; that a
check had revealed that "the forty-two cubic yards quantity would be
reached when the cars were level at a line, 40 inches from the top of
the car"; and that the cars had been loaded accordingly, except for
a few cars loaded on August 7 which had not been loaded to capacity.
This shortage was 24 cubic yards and the contracting officer paid for
the ballast at the rate of 42 cubic yards per car, except for this shortage,
which the appellant accepts as correctly determined.
Ordinarily, when a party has given a receipt, or other certification
of quantity, or payment, such documents may be disregarded only
upon the most. convincing proof that they are erroneous. In the
present case; however, since it appears that the appellant's foreman
was led to give the certifications by reason of,misconceptions for which
the Government was at least partly responsible, no great weight can
be attached to these documents.
7 The Government contends, and the examiner found, that Euncke's visit occurred late
in June or early in July. The Board, however, considers that the evidence indicates a:
greater probability of the visit having occurred at a date sometime in the latter part of
July.
8The top of the stenciled exterior load line was 3714 inches from the car top.
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Ordinarily, too, -the failure of a party to repudiate a certification
with reasonable promptness after the discovery that it is erroneous
would count heavily against accepting the contention that the certification was incorrect. But, again, in the present case, the president
of the Appellant did not 'become aware of the true situation until the
loading and hauling of the ballast was well under way, and the additional time which he spent in confirming his suspicions does not
appear to have been beyond what was reasonably necessary under the
circumstances of the case.
The Board believes, therefore, that there is no serious obstacle
against attaching weight to the evidence which the appellant has offered to prove that the ballast cars carried in fact considerably more
than the, 42 cubic yards per car which were certified for payment.
The examiner found that the preponderance of the evidence supported
findings that the ballast cars were loaded approximately to the level
of the yellow chalk lines inside the cars; that each bucket when loaded
by moving upward through the loose ballast tended to form a heaping bucket load; that most of the buckets contained such heaping
loads; and that the average car load contained, therefore, 48 rather
than 42 cubic yards. The Board agrees with these findings, and since
1,227 cars were -loaded, it concludes that the appellant is entitled to
*- He payment for loading, hauling, and spreading 58,896 cubic yards of
ballast material, less the 24 cubic yards which, it is agreed, must be
deducted because of shortages. The net figure is, therefore, 58,872
cubic!yards, which represents an excess of 7,362 cubic yards over the
amount for which payment was made by the contracting officer. At
the unit price of $1 a cubic yard, the appellant is, therefore, entitled
to an additional payment of $7,362, and the contracting officer is directed to take appropriate action for the allowance of additional compensation in this amount.
The 58,872 cubic yards for which payment is to be made represents
an overrun of more than 25 percent over the estimated amount of
43,011 cubic yards set forth in the bidding schedule. The Board, however, shares the opinion of the examiner that the appellant has failed
to prove that it is entitled to an increase in the unit price on account
of such overrun, whether the calculation be made on the basis of the
total quantity, as the appellant contends, or only on the amount of the
overrun.
The appellant's president testified that in bidding a price of $1
per cubic yard for the ballast work he assumed that The Alaska Railroad would supply a belt loading apparatus for loading the cars because the specifications of. the contract under which the ballast was
produced required such an apparatus to be furnished to the railroad
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by the contractor thereunder; and that the failure of the railroad to
make the anticipated equipment available to the appellant had raised
the latter's costs by $0.37 a cubic yard on all the ballast hauled. But
there was nothing in the specifications of the instant contract which
could have led the appellant's president to believe that the railroad
would 'permit the appellant to use this equipment, if furnished by the
contractor under the other contract, and the mere disappointment of
the appellant's expectations in this regard could itself furnish no
ground for an adjustment in the unit price 9 That such an adjustment may not be used as a means for shifting to the railroad the
burden of a loss, or inadequate profit margin, that would have been
sustained even if no overrun at all had occurred is made doubly clear
by the statement in paragraph .GR-114 of the specifications that "In
the event that unit bid items are increased or decreased more than
twenty-five percent (25 %) no allowance shall be made for anticipated
profits or loss due to such changes."
Furthermore, while the appellant submitted a tabulation indicating
how the $0.37 per cubic yard had been derived, the sole evidence to
show what the remainder of the costs of loading, hauling, and placing
ballast was is a statement by the appellant's president that $1 per
cubic yard would have been a fair and reasonable price for this workhad the railroad made a belt loading apparatus available. There is
nothing to show how much of the $1 represents costs and how much
represents an allowance for .profit. Nor is there anything to show
whether this figure is derived from records of the costs actually incurred, or is. a mere estimate. Assuming, but without deciding, that
compensation forthe items of expense which the appellant erroneously
omitted in computing its bid might be allowable in a unit price adjustment limited to the 15,861 cubic yards of overrun, it would certainly be necessary for the appellant to establish, at the very. least,,.
that its actual costs for loading, hauling, and placing ballast, together
with a reasonable allowance for profit on this work, exceeded $1 per
,cubic yard. The evidence offered is, however, insufficient to admit,
of an informed judgment as to the existence of this essential fact, andy
hence, there is no basis for an increase in the unit price.
CONCLUSION
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order
No, 2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the findings of fact and deciSee Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co. v. United States, 119 Ct. C. 504 (1951),
denied 342 U.S. 953 (1952).:

ert.
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* sions of the contracting officer are affirmed with respect to Claim No.
1, and reversed with respect to Claim No. 2, and he is directed to
proceed as outlined above.
WILLIAM SoAGiz Acting Chairman.
I concur:
IXERBERT J. SLAUGHTER,

Member.,

APPEAL OF AIR SURVEY CORPORATION
IBCA-152

Decided Jilne 30, 1959

'Contracts: Damages: Liquidated Damages-Contracts: Delays of Contract
tor-Contracts: Specifications
A contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial photographs
and topographic maps for an irrigation project within a specified time and
which under the terms of the specifications was subject to the imposition
of liquidated damages for failure to make delivery of such materials on
time cannot be said' to have effected timely delivery when the materials
delivered contained serious defects requiring -an extended period for
correction.

Contracts: Delays of Government-Contracts: Delays of Contractor-Contracts: Damages: Liquidated Damages-Contracts: Acts of Government
When the Government was required to inspect and accept the work of a
contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial photographs
and topographic maps, and the contractor contended that the inspection was
unreasonably delayed by the Government, it had to establish not only that
such delay was unreasonable in 'the circumstances of the case-which cannot
be established merely by allegations in a brief-but also that, but for the
duration of the Government's delay, it would have required less time to
make the corrections. The recognition by the Government of its own responsibility for part of the delays by not imposing liquidated damages for
periods required for inspection and transmission of material does not prevent the apportionment of the remainder of the delays to the contractor..
The contract, by providing expressly for excusable causes of delay, including
"acts of the Government," inferentially provided for the apportionment

*

*

of delays.

BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS

The Air Survey Corporation, of Arlington, Virginia, has filed a
timely appeal from findings of fact and decision of the contracting
officer, dated January 9, 1958, denying appellant's request for the
release of $1,860 withheld by the contracting officer as liquidated damages for a delay in completion of Supply Contract No. 14-06-500-230,
with the Bureau of Reclamation (hereinafter denominated the
Bureau).
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The contract, which was awarded. on March 23, 1956, was on U.S.
Standard Form 33 (revised June 1955), and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 32 (November 1949). It
provided for the preparation and furnishing of aerial photographs
and topographic maps for the Gulf Basin Project, Texas, under
Schedule I of the contract. The contract price was $25,000.
Notice to proceed with the work was received by the appellant on
March 26, 1956. As under paragraph B-6 of the specifications the
work was to be completed within 120 days thereafter, the final date
for completion was July 24, 1956.' In a findings of fact and decision,
dated June 28, 1956, the date for completion was extended 30 calendar
days, or until August 23, 1956, because of delay due to adverse weather
and ground conditions.
The appellant began delivery of scheduled items (and related nonscheduled materials)" on June 5, 1956, but the delivery of all the
scheduled items was not completed ntil October 31, 1956, and the
last of the nonscheduled items was not shipped until November 13,
1956. The most important of the items covered, by the contract was,
item 5, "Furnishing and delivering one (1) complete set of
topographic maps," which represented no less than $21,600 of the total
contract price of $25,000. These topographic maps, which numbered
21, were shipped in separate sheets and received by the Bureau over
a period extending from about October to October 31, 1956.
The Bureau of Reclamation had made arrangements with the'
Topographic Division of the U.S. Geological Survey, at Denver,
Colorado, to perform accuracy tests for all contracts made pursuant
to Invitation No. 500S-39. In a letter dated March 29, 1956, the area
engineer informed appellant's subcontractor of the arrangements that
had been made for assumption by the Geological Survey of responsibility for checking the aerial mapping contracts and that he had forwarded to them for answer a series of questions regarding contract
interpretations which had been requested by the subcontractor. The
Survey's report on th'e contract work was received by the Bureau
in Austin, Texas, on February 4, 1957, and the Bureau informed the
appellant that the work did not meet specifications in' certain respects
in a letter dated February 5, 1957. A detailed report, requiring correction of the deficiencies, was mailed to appellant on February 12, 1957,
and field photographs, returned at appellant's request, were received
by it on February 28, 1957.
The appellant thereupon proceeded to revise the topographic maps.
The revised maps were received by the Bureau on May 9. Three of
1 These were field notes and other data needed by the U.S. Geological Survey n connection with the performance of accuracy tests.
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them, however, -were found still to be deficient and were returned
again for correction. The appellant received these three naps ol
May 18, made the corrections, and transmitted thenii to the Bureau,
which'received them on June 10.
The contracting officer assessed liquidated damages against the
appellant for all periods of time beyond the contractual delivery date,
*3' t; plus the extension of time allowed by him, that appellant had in its
possession any unaccepted item of the schedule. Appellant was
not charged with liquidated damages for time required to make inispection and accuracy tests or for time required to transmit material
*' 0 ' to it, the total assessment of liquidated damages being comprised of
the following:,
(1) August 24 to October 31, inclusive: 69 days @ $20.00-- $1, 380
*00

(2) March 1 through May 9, inclusive: 70 days @ $20.00___
(3) May 19 through June 10, inclusive: 23 days @ $20.00__

1, 400
460

In a letter dated July 2, 1957, appellant conceded that the assessment of $1,380 was justified, but complained that the charges made for
the periods March 1 through May 9, and May 19 through June 10 were
improper.
It was the position of the appellant that the sole contingency which
could justify the assessment of liquidated damages would be delay
in the delivery of all scheduled items by the required delivery date;
and that it could not, therefore, be assessed liquidated damages for
periods required to correct delivered items, which had been the
,-basis for imposing liquidated damages. It also contended that the
time consumed in making inspection and accuracy tests and returning
material for correction was unreasonable, and not only caused a
substantial increase in the time needed by the appellant to' make the
'corrections but also increased its costs,2 and hence that there should
be applied the principle that in the absence of an express provision in
*0

a. contract authorizing the apportionment of delays in'the assessment
of liquidated damages, the delays could not be apportioned, and liquidated damages could not be assessed.
As the appellant was in effect requesting a refund of $1,860 of the

total of $3,240 -withheld as liquidated damages, the certifying officer
* ; -~

of the Bureau of Reclamation, under date of August 20, 1957, requested from the Comptroller General an advance decision as to the

propriety of making the refund. This step appears to have been
taken because of an opinion expressed by a field solicitor of the Department dated July 22, 1957, that the assessment of liquidated damages depended on the date of delivery of all the scheduled items. In
2 Allegedly, this increase was due to the disbanding of field forces and the loss of key
employees while the appellant was waiting to learn of the results of the inspections.
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his decision of November 12, 1957 (B-134087), the Comptroller General, in commenting on this opinion of the field solicitor that liquidated damages were not chargeable beyond October 31, 1956,3 observed
that it was "sufficient to state that there is no showing that the deficiencies of the work were of a minor nature so that it might be
concluded that the contract work had been substantially completed
on October 31, 195G." The Comptroller General went on to point
out, however, that the contractor was entitled to findings of fact by
the contracting officer, subject to the right of appeal to the head of
the Department or his authorized representative, with respect to delays
in the performance of the work which may have been caused by the,
Government's delay, and he concluded: "If upon final determination
it should be found that any or all delays were due to excusable causes
liquidated damages may be refunded in accordance with such finding."
In 'the findings, of fact made by the contracting officer under date
of January 9, 1958, pursuant to the direction contained in the Comptroller General's opinion, he found that "some of the work completed
by the contractor was not correct," and had to be rejected as unsatisfactory, which was done "83 days after the last of the necessary ma4 He also found
terials were received in the Austin office e *
that "If the contractor had delivered all material in August (of 1956),
it is very likely that tests would have been completed in substantially
less than 83 days. The necessity of rescheduling the work into the
Geological Survey's work program undoubtedly contributed to the
elapsed time. However, there is no provision in the specification that
would define 83 days as unreasonable."
Counsel for the appellant has filed an elaborate brief in support
of -its argument that the contingency on which liquidated damages
was to turn was the delivery rather than the acceptance of the material. Of this there can be no doubt, since Paragraphs B-i, -3,
-6, -7, and -8 of the; Special- Requirements of the specifications all
speak in terms of the delivery of the material. Indeed, in Paragraph
B-3, headed "Delivery-urgency of," it is declared that "Time of
delivery is important * * * ," and in Paragraph B-7, the liquidated
damages of $20 per day are expressly imposed "for failure to deliver
the material or any part thereof." It is only in Paragraph B-8,
which deals with payments, that any distinction is made between
".

P Apparently the date of the field solicitor's opinion was erroneously assume-d to be
August 20, 1957.
4 Apparently the contracting officer arrived at this 83-day period by beginning his calelation with November 14, 1956, the day after all the nonscheduled materials were received
from the appellant by the Bureau, and ending it with February 4, 1957, the day precedingthe date of'the Bureau's letter to the appellant, informing it in general terms that the
materials comprising item 5 did, not meet specifications.
516715-59-3
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-' delivery of the material to the Government and its acceptance, but
-it is obvious that payment under this provision would be made upon
mere delivery without attempting to establish the correctness of the
material delivered.'
But, while the liquidated damages obviously turn on "delivery,"
:the real question is what was intended to be meant by delivery.
Could'work be said to be delivered even though it was obviously defective and did not meet the requirements of the contract? If the
Govermuent ordered uniforms, for example, and the contractor, in
order to meet the delivery schedule, delivered them to the Government without sleeves, would this be enough to save the contractor
"from having to pay liquidated damages? Similarly, if the Government ordered' trucks, and the contractor delivered them without the
engines, would this be enough to stop the running of liquidated damages? However, in the case of delivery of aerial photography and
topography maps, the situation conceivably could be said to be somewhat different. It is understandable that the defects in such material
could be of a rather subtle nature and difficult to -detect upon superficial examination, and that a contractor could in good faith deliver
such material without being aware of the defects. Should such goodfaith delivery be regarded as sufficient to stop the running of liquidated damages, and prevent the Government from imposing them
for such time after delivery as is necessary to make corrections
i The appellant argues that if there is any doubt, it should be resolved
in its favor, since the rule of interpretation is that provisions for
liquidated damages are to be narrowly construedY But, even if the
provisions for liquidated damages were to be construed in terms of
good-faith delivery, it would be necessary for the Board to be satisfied from the record that the appellant did not know or have reason
to know that the material which was being delivered had serious
defects. The record shows, however, that the rejected material did
have serious defects-indeed, so much is apparent from the mere
length of time which it took to effect the corrections-and, such being
the case, the existence of facts, such as the maintenance of adequate
internal inspection procedures, showing that appellant neither knew
nor had reason to know of the defects would have to be affirmatively
established.
See, for instance, Tobin v. United States, 103 Ct. Cl. 480, 492 (1945), and Climatic
The appellant also invokes
the decision in the Tobin case, as well as in Standard Transformer Go. v. United States,
108 Ct. Cl. 214 (1947), as authorities supporting its view that delivery of the material
was sufficient to toll the-liquidated damages. But, while the former case involved a contract for aerial photography, the decision turned on the peculiar phraseology of the specfications in that case, and in the latter case, the defects in the transformers, which were
latent, were not discovered until after they had been installed and paced in operation,
and, consequently, might be said to have been accepted by the Government

Rainwear Co. v. United States, 115 Ct. Cl. 520, 558 (1950);
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The difficulties inherent in resolving'such a question is perhaps the
reason for the view which the Comptroller General adopted in his
decision. of November 12, 1957, that liquidated damages could not
be collected for the periods necessary to correct the defective material
only if the defects were of a: minor nature. As such, clearly, was not
the case, the Board would not be warranted, in coming to a contrary
conclusion, whatever its own view, since it is bound by duly rendered
decisions of the Comptroller General on questions of -law,6 and the
question involved is solely a legal question.

The Board must deny,

therefore, the request of the appellant for the refund of any part of
the liquidated damages, insofar as this request is based on the "delivery" provisions of the specifications.
The Comptroller General left open for consideration, to be sure,,
the second contention of the6 appellant, which is- based on the! alleged
unreasonableness of the time taken by the Government in inspecting
the material and returning the same for correction, and hence presents
a question of fact. Clause 5 of the General Provisions of the contract,
and Paragraphs C-12 and C-20 of the Technical Requirements of
the specfications, gave the Government the right of inspecting the
work, both while it was~in progress, as well as after it had been
delivered. However, Clause 5(c) of the General Provisionsof the
contract expressly required inspections to be performed "in such-a
manner as not to unduly delay the work," and'Paragraph C-20 of
the Technical Requirements of.the specifications included the provision that "All inspections and checking of the work by the Government will be performed in such a manner as not to unnecessarily delay
the work or interfere with the contractor's operations."
'
In considering the question of delays attributable to the inspection
process, it must be borne'in mind that in order to obtain a refund -of
liquidated damages, it would be necessary for the appellant to prove
not only that the period of 120 days, running from November 1, 1956,
to February 28, 1957, for which it was assessed no liquidated damages, was an unreasonably long time within which to make the accuracy tests, inform the appellant of their results, and return the
material found to be in need of correction, but also that. if the inspection process had been completed in a shorter period of time, the making of the required corrections would have taken less time than the 93
days (March
to May 9, and May 19 to June 10) actually consumed..
In considering this question, it is also necessary to keep in mind
that the appellant has not requested a hearing, and that its contention
that the performance of the corrective work was unreasonably deSee Reid Contracting O., Inc., 65 I.D. 500, 51T (1958)6 and other authorities there
cited.
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layed by the Government is supported almost exclusively by assertionsin its brief, which are not in themselves evidence, and some of which
are implausible in themselves, particularly in view of facts that are
shown by the record. There is no universal standard for establishing
what is reasonable or unreasonable but each case must be judged by
its own facts.T A few days' delay might be unreasonable in emergent
circumstances but perfectly reasonable when such circumstances were
absent. A short delay in inspections of a particular type of work,
which was of a simple nature, might be unreasonable, while a long delay in inspecting highly complex work might be perfectly reasonable.
To assess the reasonableness of a delay in inspection, it would be neeessary to know a good deal of the technology of the particular art but
the record in the present case, although it would seem to indicate in a
general way that the checking of aerial photography and topographic
maps must involve fairly complex and delicate procedures, does not
explain the nature of such procedures, or the amount of time which
-they would ordinarily require. Indeed, these are among the vaguest
aspects of the record, and the lack of expert testimony of an objective
nature is total.
The appellant challenges at the outset the finding of the contracting officer that the rejection of the unsatisfactory maps occurred 83
days after the last of the necessary material had been received. It
points out that it did not receive the final report specifying the errors
which needed correction until February 14, 1957 (which would be 2
days after it was dispatched), and argues that the Bureau's delay
should be deemed to be, variously, 93, 106, or 136 days, depending on
whether the time ran from November 13, 1956, the date of its return
of all the nonscheduled material to the Government, or from October
31, 1956, the date it completed the delivery of the sheets for items, or
from October 1, 1956,8 the date it made its first delivery of sheets for
item 5. The Board believes, however, that the contracting officer's
finding that the inspection period was 83 days is substantially correct,
and should be accepted. If extended to cover the time that elapsed
between the receipt of the Geological Survey report by the Bureau
and the receipt of the preliminary correction notice of February 5
by appellant, it would encompass only 2 or 3 days more.
The Board cannot say from the record that the preliminary notice
was not sufficient to get the appellant started on the work of correction, nor can it say that it would have been feasible or practical for
the accuracy tests to have been undertaken before the appellant had
7 See Michael H. Parish et a. v. United States, 120 Ct. C. 100, 125 (1951)
"But
reasonableness is, in each instance, a question of fact."
8 This date is somewhat questionable. Because of the loss of the shipping memorandum,
the contracting officer found that this event occurred "about October 1."
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delivered all the nonscheduled material and all of the 21 sheets ofX
topographic maps included in item 5. Indeed, so far as it goes the
record indicates the contrary. In a letter to the appellant, dated
November 7, 1956, Harry B. Burleigh, the area engineer of the Bureau, who appears to have' been in charge of the work, asserted that
some of the n6nscheduled items were "needed for inspection purposes,'
and in another letter to the appellant under date of December 10,
1956, the area engineer pointed out that "Since this area is remote
from other activities, no accuracy tests were begun until all the materials required were received."
The Board also cannot accept as proven the appellant's contention
that the Bureau's failure to give it more timely notice of the corrections that would be required caused the making of such; corrections
to be more expensive and to extend over a longer period of time than
would otherwise have been the case. The statements in the briefs
that, during the inspection period, field crews had been 'disbanded, key
supervisory personnel had resigned or been transferred, and familiarity with the. project lost by the appellant's techhical employees are
not proof that these things actually happened. The further statements that upon receipt of the correction notice it was necessary for
the appellant to reassemble its supervisory personnel and forces, reassign work, and re-train technicians are subject to a like criticism.
Moreover, even if the record substantiated all of these statements,
it still would not necessarily follow that the appellant could have
fitted the performance of the corrections into its work schedules
more easily and: quickly had it been officially advised of the need
for them at some earlier date. The record shows affirmatively that",
the appellant was performing other contracts involving aerial photog-raphy concurrently with the contract involved in the appeal, and
that it' was experiencing difficulties in meeting all of its commitments
Indeed, se
it requested
reason
l wi another extension of time for this
o sdrvery
veryrqureason
but subsequently withdrew its queuest. This situation conceivably
might have led to greater difficulties in the performance of the corrective work, were the notice to have been issued in, say, November or
December of 1956, than the need for rebuilding the project organization is said to have caused when the notice was actually given.
Furthermore, the appellant does not state precisely when the alleged
changes in its staff occurred, and they may have occurred considerably
before the appellant could reasonably complain of delay.
Moreover, the record also shovws that the appellant was not kept in
the dark concerning the progress which the Geological Survey-was
making in getting out the inspection report, and it did-not complain
very persistently or vociferously of delay. It was not until Decem-

'

X

'
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ber 6, 1956, that the appellant wrote to the area engineer to request
that inspection be expedited, and under date of December 10 the
latter replied that he expected accuracy tests to be completed by the
Geological Survey by January 20, 1957. In a subsequent letter dated
January 9, 1957, the area engineer informed the appellant, to be sure,
that the accuracy tests would not be completed as expected and would
extend into February but he explained that the reason for this was
that the Geological Survey had discovered discrepancies between its
*-0
0:own

and the appellent's leveling. In the correspondence covering
the months which followed the completion of the delivery of the materials by the appellant, there can be found nothing that can properly
be characterized as a warning to the contracting officer that its organX ization would be disrupted or its ability to make corrections impaired
if the inspection report was not forthcoming. Indeed, it was not until
after liquidated damages had been imposed for the period of correction that the appelrant asserted in a letter dated July 2, 1957, that
this work had been slowed down and made more expensive because the
*00 -sheets of topographic maps had not been returned "in a reasonable
period of time."
It is in this letter of July 2, 1957, that there is to be found the only
intimation of what the appellant regarded as a reasonable period of
time for inspection before the appeal was actually taken. The apellant stated that revisions could have been accomplished expeditiously
if the topographic sheets had been returned "in the customary period
which is generally from 30 to 60 days." The qualifying adverb would
seem to imply that in some instances a period of more than 60 days
would be regarded in the industry as not unreasonable. Moreover,
the industry standard which the appellant invokes would, presumably,
be applicable if the contractor wasnot late in submitting the materials
for inspection. Actually, the appellant itself was 69 days late in
delivering all the scheduled materials required by the contract, quite
apart from the nonscheduled materials which were delivered about
2 weeks later, and conceivably this could disrupt the work of inspection which the Geological Survey had to do, as the contracting officer
*40
inferred in his findings. The appellant stigmatizes this as a mere
surmise but the trouble in the present case is that it consists largely'
ofsurmises. Moreover, it is necessary to emphasize also that a considerable portion of the, appellant's work was defective, and pre* sumably, again, the checking of such work would be more difficult
and time consuming.
The Court of Claims has declared in a number of instances, to be
sure, that when the Government has caused a long delay it owes the
contractor some explanation of the delay. "Government delays,"
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said the court in one case, "call for Government exlanation"
Whether this dictum means that the Government bears the burden of
proving the reasonableness of. its own delays, or merely the burden
of offering an explanation of such delays, need not be here considered
in view of the failure of the appellant to prove that it could have
completed the corrective work in a shorter time but for the Government's protraction of the inspection process.
* Finally, the appellant is in error in contending that, since the Government recognized its own responsibility for a part of the delays
by failing to impose liquidated damages for the .periods which were
required for inspection and the transmission of material, it was not
permissible for the contracting officer to apportion the remainder of
the delays to the appellant. Clause 11 of the General Provisions of
the contract, as supplemented by Paragraph B-7 of the Special Re- ,
quirements of the specifications, by providing for excusable delays,
including delays due to "acts of the Government," inferentially provided for apportionment of delays.1 0 The delays having' been correctly apportioned, so far as it is possible to tell from the record, the
Board cannot find that the appellant has just cause to complain.
:

(:~O:NCLUJSION

Therefore, pursuant, to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order
No. 2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the findings of fact and decision
of the contracting officer are affirmed.

WILLIAM SEAGLE, Acting Chairman.
I concur:
HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, Member.
CELIA' R. KAMMERMAN ET AL.

A-27768

Decided July17,1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands
Leases
A description in an acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for a tract of un.surveyed land which uses as part of the boundary a line drawn on a map
prepared by the acquiring agency; but which does not give the course or
distance for such line, is incomplete and is not a complete and accurate
description of the land applied for.
9

See The Kehm Corporation v. United States, 119 Ct. C.- 454, 470 (1950).
See Robert E. Dineen v. United States, 109 Ct. C1. 18, 32 (1947); 34 Comp. Gen. 230,

10

234 (1954).
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Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
An acquired lands oil and gas lease:offer which described a tract of unsurveyed
land in terms of the tract number given it when it was acquired by the
United States, the outside boundary of the tract, as surveyed by the acquiring
agency, and lines run from points on the outside boundary to other points on

the outside boundary by courses and distances, and which had, as part of
the description, a map used by the agency administering the land on which
the parts of the tracts desired are marked out, complied with the regulationin effect at the time the offer was filed

Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Future
and Fractional Interest leases
An acquired lands lease offer for lands in which the United States owns only

a fractional interest in the minerals must be rejected if it is not accompanied
by a statement as to ownership of operating rights: in the interest not owned
by the United States.

*Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
*An oil and gas lease offer must be rejected with loss of priority when it fails
to comply with a mandatory requirement of the regulations unless such
failure is specifically excused by the regulations.

Oil and Gas Leases: Consent of Agency-Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands: Consent of Agency
An applicant for a noncompetitive lease of acquired lands being administered
by the Forest Service is properly required to file written consent to stipulations imposed by that agency as a condition precedent to issuance of the
lease, or face rejection of his' offer.
APPEAL FROM TE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Celia R1. lamluerman, Albert Lewis, and Merwin E. Liss have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated May te,
1958, of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management
which affirmed the rejection in whole or in part of their respective
noncompetitive offers to lease for oil and gas federally owned lands
pursuant to the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C.,
1952 ed., secs. 351-359).
'Because several of the appeals raise similar problems, they haveXbeen divided into two groups and each group of related appeals has
been considered separately.
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The Acting Director rejected noncompetitive offers to lease for oil
and gas,. BLM-A 037293, 037319, 037320,1 039618, and 039619, on the
grounds that the descriptions of the tracts applied for were not sufficient to identify them. Each offer described several parcels of land
within the Monongahela National Forest, West Virginia.
It appears that prior to the acquisition of the area composing the
forest, the lands held by each private owner were surveyed and a
tract number assigned to each privately held tract. The tract numbers and their boundaries are shown upon status maps of the Forest
Service on file in the forest supervisor's office at Elkins, West Virginia.
Each offer was accompanied by a copy of part of the status map
on which the tracts, their numbers and boundaries were shown and
the lands desired were depicted in color.
In general, each offer described the lands it covered by reference
to the tract number. If the offer covered all of a tract, the offer
gave no other description. If it covered only part of a tract, the description began with a corner of the survey shown upon the map and
then limited the portion of the tract applied for in terms of the
outside boundaries and a- line running through the tract from one
point on the outside boundary to another.. The courses and distances
for intervening corners on the- outside boundary and, in some cases,
for a line dividing the tract, were not given.' In several descriptions
a line' of longitude was used to partition a tract. In others, a county
line and the course of a stream were used.
The Eastern States land office held, as to each offer, that the descriptiols of portions of the tracts are insufficient to describe the lands and
compute the areas thereof and allowed the applicant 30 days within
which to furnish, adequate metes and bounds descriptions. In the
case of offer BLM-A 039618, which includes three tracts in their
entirety as well as parts of four other tracts, the offer was held insufficient only as to the latter.
' The Eastern States land office gave as an additional reason for rejecting these three
offers the fact that the offeror had failed to submit a separate statement of his interests
pursuant to 43 CR, 1949 ed., 200.5. For a holding that this was not a proper reason to
reject these offers, see Nettie M; Lewis et a., A-27848 (March 3, 1959)i. The Acting
Director did not rely upon this ground as a reason for rejecting these offers.
2 For example, one parcel in BLM-A 037298 is described as follows:
"Part of Tract 54, consisting of approximately 1110 acres, as follows: Beginning at a point on the line of the outside boundary between corners 19 and 20
of said tract, 1600 feet distant from corner 19 on said line, and thence, following
such outside boundary, to corner 20, and thence, following along such outside
boundary, to where it intersects the outside boundary of Tract 27, and thence,
along the outside boundary, common to both Tract 27 and. Tract 54, to a point
43.50 chains from corner 3 of said Tract 54, and thence, leaving said outside
boundary and proceeding through Tract 54 in a straight line, to the point of
beginning."
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On appeal the Acting Director held that the offers were properly
rejected. However, since his decision affirmed the Eastern States
land office's decisions, it is assumed that the Acting Director did not
intend to reject BLM-A 039618 as to the three tracts applied for in
their entirety to which the manager had raised no objection.
In their appeal to the Secretary, the appellants contend that each
description, including- the nap, is sufficient to identify the tract applied for and that the regulations do not require that the description
be sufficient to compute acreage on pain of losing priority.
At the time three of the applications were fAled, the pertinent
regulation (43 CFR, 1949 ed., 200.5) provided:

7:

* * each application for a lease or permit must contain * * * (2) a complete and accurate description of the lands for which a lease or permit is
desired. If surveyed according to the governmental "rectangular system,"
legal subdivisions should be used in the description; otherwise by metes and
bounds connected with a corner of the public surveys by courses and distances,
by lot numbers with reference to the appropriate recorded plat or map, or
by any other method of description best suited to identify the lands most clearly
and accurately. The, description should, if practicable, refer to (i) the administrative unit or project of which the land is a part, the purpose for which the
land was acquired by the United States, and the name of the governmental body
having jurisdiction over the lands (ii) the name of the persons who conveyed.
the lands to the United States, (iii) the date of such conveyance, and the place,
liber and page number of its official recordation.

Of the several alternative methods for describing the parcels applied for, the only pertinent one is the last, that is, "any other method
of description best suited to identify the land" which must also be "a
complete -and accurate -description of the lands for which a lease
or permit is desired."

Co7nibian Carbon Company, Merwin

. Liess

63 I.D. 166, 169-171 (1956).
When offers BLM-A 039618 and 039619 were filed this regulation
had been amended to read 43 CFR 200.5 (a)
- Each offer or application for a lease or permit must contain * * * (2) a
complete and accurate description of the lands for which a lease or permit is
desired. * * * and if not so surveyed, by metes and bounds connected with a
'corner of the public surveys by courses and distances, or, described in a manner
consistent with the description in the deed of the United States. * *

The second alternative isthe only applicable one and it, too, must
be "a complete and accurate description."
In the Colunbian Carbon Coirpany case7 the Department care-

fully considered the sufficiency of other applications for land in the
same area and found-the descriptions not sufficient to identify the land

;*:

B.Action in the nature of mandamus dismissed-by Enited States District Court for the
District of Columbia.
ess v. Seatoen, Civil No. 8283-56, January 9 1958. Appeal dismissed by United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, No. 14647,
* September 18, 1958.
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applied for. -There the applications described the land in terms of:
tract numbers plus corner numbers on two outside boundaries and
lines connecting one outside boundary with the other. In one application the courses and distances were given between corners along the
boundary lines, but neither gave courses or distances for the lines
connecting one boundary line with the other. The Department held:
The metes and bounds descriptions in the applications are incomplete, and
the land applied for cannot be platted upon maps, since the north and south
distances and courses are not given for the lines connecting the north and south
boundaries of tract No. 34, although it appears probable, since certain corners
are mentioned on the north boundary of tract No. 34 and on the south boundary
of that tract, that the land applied for may be identified on the ground. This
Department does not have a copy of the deed conveying the land to the United
States or other data in its records to supply the information lacking from the
metes and bounds descriptions and necessary to determine the identity and the
amount-of land involved. Even if the deed of conveyance to the United States
were available, it would not supply the deficiencies in the appellant's and Mr.
Liss' applications unless the deed contained a metes and bounds description
from which the east and west boundaries of the parcels sought by the parties
could be determined. : In any event, as the case records stand, the applications of
both parties failed to comply with the requirement of the pertinent regulation
that an application must contain "a complete and accurate description of the
lands for which a lease * * * is desired."C
'Maps were furnished with the applications but they too are deficient for the purposes
of determining the east and west boundaries of the tracts applied for.
An accurate description is essential to enable the processing of an application
and the administration of the land. It is equally essential to inform all subsequent applicants and other interested persons that an application for the land
has already been filed. MarparetPrescott,60 ILD. 341 (1949).
In addition to the necessity of accurately identifying the land applied for,
-it is fundamental that the quantity of land covered by a lease application must
appear on the application or that the quantity be capable of. being determined
from information given in the application because provisions of the Mineral
Leasing Act and regulations which are applicable to acquired lands leases limit
the amount of land which may be held under lease and applications by any
one person, association, or corporation, and condition the issuance of leases
upon the payment of advance rental, the amount of which is based on the number of acres, to be included in the prospective lease (30 U.S.C., .Supp. II, secs.
184, 226;.30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 352; 43 CPR 192.3 (see Albert C. Massa et al.,
62I.D. 39, 342 (1955)). [Pp.170-171.]

A careful reading of this decision reveals that it held the applications of both Columbian Carbon and Liss defective specifically because they failed to give courses and distances for lines running from
one point of the surveyed boundary of a tract across it to another
point on. the boundary.
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Applying this criterion to the descriptions in- the several offers on
appeal I find that the following descriptions are deficient for this
reason:
BLM-A
BLM-A
BLI-A
BLM-A
BLM-A

037293-All
037319-Parcels 1 aid 2 (two parts of Tract 39)
037320-All
037618-Parcels 4, 5, and 6 (part of Tracts 5.79, 620, and 411)
039619-Pareels 2 and`3 (part of Parcels 516 and 380)

There remains' for consideration one tract each in applications
BLM-A 037319, 039618, and 039619 which are described in terms of
the outside boundary of the tract and a line or lines across the tract
described by courses and distances and whose location is shown in the
Forest Service Status map.
;* Such a description meets the requirement of the regulation. The
purpose of a description of unsurveyed land is to identify it so that
* the Department may process the application and that other persons
may know that an application for the land has been filed. -Coluinbian
Carbon Co., Liss (supra), p. 170; Henry V. Morgan et a., 65 ID.
369, 378 (1958); Layton A. Bennett eta7., A-27659 (November 3,
; 1958z).
:
Even where a metes and bounds description was required by the
pertinent regulation, the Department has held that an application
which described the land applied for, an island, solely by reference
to its name and names of the surrounding waters as shown on a Coast
and Geodetic chart, was sufficient. Layton A. Bennett et al., supra.
S;imilarly, in Henry organ et al., supra, the Department accepted a
description by courses and distances using in part lines of an unofficial
survey shown on a map prepared by the United States Army Corps of
Engineers.
Under the applicable regulations, the appellants were required only
to use a method of description best suited to identify the land or one
that was consistent with the deed to the United States. As to each
of these three parcels the offeror referred to the map prepared by the.
agency administering the land and to the tract numbers by which
the parcels were acquired, described the land in terms' of the boundary

of the tract and lines through it by courses and distance, and showed
on the pertinent portion of the status map, the area for which he was
applying. In my opinion, these tracts are adequately identified for
the purposes of the Department and other prospective applicants
Accordingly, the applications were improperly rejected as to these
three tracts.
The appellants contend that the Department's recent decision in
Henry S. Morgan et al., supra,supports their argument that the maps
they submitted with their applications and which were made a part
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thereof can be relied upon to complete any deficiencies in their verbal
descriptions. In that case one offeror attacked the description of
another offeror on the grounds that the metes and bounds description
of the latter did not rely entirely upon references to natural or artificial monuments. The Department held that a- metes and bounds
description in terms of lines of an unofficial survey shown upon an,
accompanying map is sufficient to identify a tract of land. It did,
not hold that lines drawn upon the map by an applicant for which
either course or distance is omitted is sufficient to identify a parcel of
land. It is for this reason that the descriptions held defective here.
are deemed insufficient to identify the land.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management as to BLM-A 037293, 037319, 037320,
039618, and 039619 is affirmed, except as herein modified, and the cases
are remanded for frther proceedings in accordance herewith.
II

:-

The Acting Director affirmed the rejection in part of two of three
other noncompetitive offers to lease for oil and gas federally owned
lands, BLM-A 041889, 041890, and 041891, filed on January 30, 1956,
by Merwin E. Liss, and required consent to special stipulations as to
all three offers.
The manager rejected offer BLM-A 041890 as to one of the tracts
listed in it, numbered 778, because the tract was not owned by the
United States.. The appellant does not discuss this point in his appeal. In its report to the land office, the United States Forest Service,
Department of Agriculture, the agency having jurisdiction over- the
land, stated that tract No. 78 is not owned by the United States.
There being no evidence that the United States does own it, it was
proper to reject the application as to it.
The land office also rejected offer BLM-A 041889 as to tract No.
252 on the ground that it was acquired by the United States subject
to an undivided one-half mineral interest vested in third parties and
that the applicant had not furnished a statement showing the ownership of the operating rights to such interest as required by the pertinent regulation and the instructions on' the lease form. In affirming
the land office, the Acting Director held that the regulation was mandatory and that an offer that did not comply with it must be rejected
and would earn the offeror no priority.4
4 The Acting Director mistakenly stated that the land office had rejected offer BLM-A
041889 in whole for this reason.
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The pertinent regulation reads:
(d) Offers for fractional interest oil-and gas leases other than future frac-

tional interests. An offer for a fractional present interest noncompetitive lease
must be executed on Form 41196 and must be accompanied by a statement
showing whether the offeror owns the entire operating rights to thevfractional
mineral interest not owned by the United States in each tract covered by the
he the offeror's ownership in the operating
t
offer to lease, and if not, the exten
rights in each tract, and the names of other parties who own operating rights
in such fractional interests. Ordinarily, the issuance of a lease to one who,
upon such issuance, would own less than a majority interest of the operating
rights in any such tract, will not be regarded as in the public interest, and an
offer leading to such result will be rejected. (4S OFR 200.7(d).)

In addition, special instruction 2 on the reverse side of Form 4-1196,
which the appellant filed, states:
where the United States does not own a 100-percent in**
In
In-instances
terest in the oil and gas deposits in any particular tract, the offeror should
indicate the percentage of-government ownership. In such cases the offeror
must also furnish the information required by 43 CPU 200.7 (d).

The requirement made by 200.7(d) is mandatory, not directory.
See Henry Morgan, A-27621 (September 17, 1958).
It is well established that the failure by an oil and gas offeror to
comply with a mandatory requirement of a regulation furnishes a basis
for rejecting the offer and earns the offeror no priority until he has
satisfied the regulation. Pearl C. Bagget, W. M. Vaughey, A-27188
(December 13, 1955); W. M. Vaughey, George TV. May, A-27389
(October 31, 1956).
The appellant contends, however, that his failure to comply with
the regulation should not deprive him of his priority, but that he
zshould be required only to file the necessary information before a
lease is issued to him. First, he argues that the last sentence in
shows that the statement as to ownership of the operating20.7(d)
0rights not owned by the United States need be submitted only where
the United States owns less than 50 percent of the mineral interest.
This argument' is without merit. The regulation, of course, clearly
requires the information whatever is the amount of the United States
interest. Furthermore, the appellant, on his own terms, confuses a 50
percent interest with a majority interest.
Next, the appellant urges that an offer can-be rejected with loss of
priority only for the reasons set forth in the subparagraph of the
-regulations (43 CFR 200.8(g) (1)), which lists certain deficiencies
in an offer which will require such action, and that failure to comply
-with200.7(d) is not one of them.
Paragraph 200.8(g) (1) provides:
-

--

-X

-

Except as provided in subparagraph (2) of this Paragraph an offer will be

rejected and, returned to the offeror and will afford the applicant no priority
if:;***E:

L
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This is followed by seven subparagraphs describing various ways in
which an offer can be defective.
There is nothing in the regulation to indicate that if a requirement
is not listed under paragraph (g) (1) it can be violated without loss
of priority. There is no language of limitation in the regulation:
purporting to state that the enumeration of categories of defects resulting in loss of priority is all inclusive.
The rule imposing loss of priority on an offeror who does not
comply with a mandatory requirement of the regulation is based
upon the proposition that the Department, if it determines to issue
an oil and gas lease for land not within the known geological structure of a producing oil and gas field, is under a mandatory duty.
imposed by statute to issue a lease to the first qualified person who
files a proper application. An offeror who does not comply with a
mandatory: requirement of the regulation is not a qualified applicant
and is not entitled to priority until the defect is cured. Cf. MoKay
v. Wahlennmaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (C.A.D.C. 1955); Madison Oils, Inc.,
''
,etal., 62 I.D.: 478 (1955);.
This rule applies to all mandatory requirements, not only to those
listed in paragraph 200.8(g) (1). Furthermore, in paragraph 200.8
-(g)(2) the regulation sets out the circumstances under which failure
to comply with a mandatory requirement of the regulation will not
result in loss of priority. Failure to comply with paragraph 200.7 (d)
is not one of the defects for which an exception is granted.
Accordingly, offer BLM-A. 041889 was defective as to tract No. 252
and could earn the offeror no priority as to that tract until he met
the requirements of paragraph 200.7(d).
Finally, as to all three applications the land office required the
offeror to agree to some stipulations prescribed by the Forest Service.
In objecting to the Acting Director's affirmance of this requirement,
the appellant says that there are inconsistencies between the stipulations required by the Forest Service and those required by the lease
form and that he should only be required to sign one set of stipulations. He agrees that under the statute (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 352)
and the regulation (43 CFR 200.3), he must execute stipulations required by the head of the agency having jurisdiction of the land.
This same contention was considered by the Department in a recent
decision, Merwin E. Liss, A-27888 (April 13, 1959), in which it held
that the law requires that any lease issued be subject to the conditions
prescribed by the administering agency (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., see. 352),
that the act does not give, the Department the function of passing upon
the nature of the condition that agency seeks to impose on any lease
-to be issued with its consent, and that the applicant was properly,
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required to submit consent to the stipulations required by the Forest
Service or face final rejection of his application.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director, as modified as to offer BLM-A 011889, is affirmed.
EDMUND

T.

FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY ET AL.
A-27934

Decided July 20, 1959

Mining Claims: Special Acts-Mining Claims: Surface Uses-Withdrawals
and Reservations: Power- Sites-Mining Claims: Withdrawn Land

* E
* Sf

The dismissal of a protest against the conditional allowance of a placer
mining claim under the act of August 11, 1955, is proper where the evidense supports the conclusion that placer mining operations would not
substantially interfere with other uses of the land included within the
placer claim.

Mining Claims: Special Acts
Where a riverbed is included within the limits. of a mining claim,-query
whether the effect of mining operations o the use of the riverbed as a
watercourse may be properly considered in determining, under section 2(b)
of the act of August 11, 1955, whether mining operations substantially.
interfere with other uses of the land included within the claim.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

*:

*

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of October 24, 1958, by the Acting
Director of the Bureau of Land Management which affirmed a hearing
examineris decision dismissing the- appellant's protest against the
allowance of placer mining operations, subject to certain conditions,
on 80 acres of land in sec. 22, T. 28 S., R. 30 E., M. D. M., California.
The land is within a powersite withdrawal and subject to location
under the provisions of the act of August 11, 1955, which authorizes
the mineral development of certain lands withdrawn for power development (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 621-625). The land
here involved is also within the boundaries of the Sequoia National
Forest.
The act of August 11, 1955, opens land withdrawn or reserved for
power development or powersites to entry for location of mining
clainis under circumstances specified in the act. Section 4 of the act
(30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 623) requires that the owner of
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an unpatented mining claim on land within the scope of the act file
notice of the location of the claim in the land office of the land district
in which the claim is situated within a required time. Section 2(b)
of the act (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 621(b)) authorizes the.
Secretary of the Interior to hold a public hearing to' determine whetherplacer mining operations would substantially interfere with otheruses of land included within a placer claim which is located on land
opened to mineral development Lunder the act. The section provides
that no mining operations shall be conducted for 60 days after filingi
the location notice, and if within that time the locator is notified
of the Secretary's intention to hold a public hearing, mining operations:
*on the claim shall be further suspended until the Secretary has held,
the hearing and has issued an appropriate order. The order issued
by the Secretary shall provide for one of the following:- (1) a completeprohibition of placer mining; (2) a permission to engage in placer.
mining upon the condition that the locator shall, following placeroperations, restore the surface of the claim to the condition in which it
was immediately prior to those operations; or (
a general permitssion to engage in placer mining.
On January 9, 1956, notice of the location of the Surprise placer
mining claim on lands described above was timely filed' in the Sacramento land office by David H. Kenison for himself and Dolly C.Kenison, Eugene M. Kenison, and Cloanne Kenison. In a letter dated
February 10, 1956, the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture,.
requested that a public hearing pursuant to section 2 (b) of the act of
August 11, 1955, be held since recreational facilities of the Forest
Service were adjacent to, or within the area covered by the Surprise
placer, and since mining operations might also interfere with a cross-ing for livestock permitted to graze in the forest. On February 16,.
1956, the State supervisor notified the mineral locators that a hearing
would be held. On May 13, 1957, the Pacific Gas and Electric Com'
pany, the appellant herein; filed a protest against the unconditional
allowance of mining operations on the Surprise placer, alleging, in.
effect, that such operations would cause mining debris to enter the
Kern River upstream from a place where the protestant diverts water
for power purposes for protestant's Kern Canyon power plant and;
that mining debris in the stream would interfere with the safe and
efficient operation of the power plant. The appellant's protest re-'
quested that mining operations not be permitted without requiring;
that special measures be taken to prevent mining debris from entering
the appellant's structures and equipment.
A hearing on the protests was held on May 22, 1957 before an examiner at Bakersfield, California. At the outset of the hearing, the
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examiner summarily dismissed the appellant's protest on the ground
'that it did not allege interference with other uses of the land included
within the claim, but alleged rather that the operations of the mining
claimants might interfere with use of the waters of a stream at a
distance of 4½ miles from the claim itself. Despite this ruling by
the examiner, a representative for-the appellant participated in the
'hearing (Transcript of the hearing in the matter of David H. Kenison
et al., on May 22, 1957, at Bakersfield, California, pp. 43-50).
Evidence at the hearing established that the mining locators had
filed an amended location notice which eliminated any conflict with
improvements of the Forest Service in the vicinity of the claim.
.David H. Kenison testified for the locators that a portion of the
Kern River was included in the mining claim in order to have water
for operating the mining machinery; that special methods will be
1n-used to prevent any detrimental effect from mining operations on
fishing in the area; that water used will be only temporarily detoured
and returned to the stream at a distance of less than 200 yards; and
that the mining locators intend to use the best known methods to
-keepthe water clean in accordance with all State and Federal laws.
In a decision of July 18,1957, the examiner dismissed the protests,
holding that the placer mining operations would not substantially
interfere with other uses of the land. The examiner found, however,
that it would be detrimental to the scenic beauty of the area if mining
operations should leave the land in a barren and destitute condition.
Accordingly, the examiner issued an order of July 18, 1957, granting
permission to the locators, their heirs and assigns, to engage in placer
mining operations on condition (1) that the locators, their heirs and
assigns, following placer operations, shall restore the surface of the
-claim to the condition in which it was immediately prior to those
operations; and () that prior to commencement of operations they
furnish a good and sufficient bond in the penal sum of $10,000 and
thereafter maintain such bond in good standing to assure faithful
-performance by the locators, their heirs and assigns, in the restoralion of the surface of the claim.
The Acting Director's decision affirmed the examiner's ruling on
the ground that placer operations would not substantially interfere
with the other uses of the land covered by the claim.
On this appeal it is contended that one use of the land within the
mining claim is its -use for the purpose of conveying water downstream, that a burden is imposed on the upper land through which
the stream flows restricting the uses to which the land covered by
the mining claim may be put, that the appellant, as a prior appropriator of waters on public land of the United States, has a property
.right restricting the uses to which the land covered by the mining
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claim may be put. It is asserted further that interference with the
appellant's prior appropriative rights is an interference with "other
uses of the land included within the placer claim," within the meaning
of section 2 (b) of the act of August 11, 1955.
It may be that use of land as a watercourse, a watershed, or other
uses in connection with water supply, development, and conservation
projects should be regarded as within the scope of the phrase "other
uses of the land" in section 2(b) of the act of August 11, 1955. Particularly where, as here, a portion of a riverbed is included in a
mining location, uses of part of the land within the location include
use as a watercourse and as a part of a watershed. Since the banks
and beds of nonnavigable.1 unmeandered streams, on lands belonging
to the United States, containing valuable mineral deposits, may be included in locations and entries under the mining laws,2 there may be
situations where, for example, mining operations on such a placer
might adversely affect the use of the riverbed or watercourse in conveying water. Thus, operations on -a placer claim covering a part
of a riverbed might substantially interfere with another use of the
riverbed within the purview of section 2(b) of the act of August
ll, 1955. Consequently, the fact that a protest alleges that placer
operations would interfere with another use of waters of a stream,
the bed of which is included within the limits of the placer, may
not automatically require summary dismissal of the protest, and to
the extent that the examiner's dismissal of the appellant's protest
may so imply, it is open to doubt.
However, it is not necessary to resolve this doubt at this time since
the real substance of the appellant's protest is not that mining operations will interfere with use of the riverbed within the claim to
convey water downstream, but that the water may be impure because
of mining operations. The examiner's ruling seemed to be based
primarily on the fact that the appellant has a remedy under State
law if mining debris in the stream resulting from placer operations
causes damage to the appellant's structures. No objection is made
on appeal to this basis for dismissing the protest. In any event,
the appellant has submitted nothing to support a conclusion that
placer operations would substantially interfere with other uses of
the riverbed included within the claim. The Acting Director's deci-sion that placer operations would not substantially interfere with
~other uses of the land covered by the claim presumably includes a
determination that placer operations would not substantially interfere
with other uses of that portion of the riverbed within the mining
The record does not indicate whether the Kern River is nonnavigable.
2 Cataraet Gold Mining Co. et al., 43 L.D. 248 (1914).
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claim, such as its use for conveying water.: A review 'of the record,

including the evidence submitted at the hearing and on appeal, dis* closes no error in the Acting Director's decision.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor

by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a) Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision dismissing the appellant's protest against the allcwance of mining operations on the Surprise
placer claim consistently with the examiner's order of July 18, 1957,
is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
WILLIAM KUHN
A-27963

Decided July 20, 195.9

Mining Claims: Surface Uses-Mining Claims: Special Acts
A verified statement required under the act of July 23, 1955, is properly re.Jected and the use of the surface resources denied to the mining claimant
when such statement is filed prior to the publication of any noticefor the

land covered by the claim, returned to the claimant prior to publication,.
and then refiled after the end of the 150-day period following publication-

Mining Claims: Surface Uses-Mining Claims: Special Acts-Notice
Where notice of publication is required by section 5 of the act of July 23, 1955,.
to be personally delivered to or to be mailed by registered mail to a mining
claimant, the requirement is satisfied by mailing the notice by registered
mail to the proper address and it is immaterial that the mail is returned
unclaimed..
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

William Kuhn has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior fromL
a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated December 5, 1958, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the Boise,

Idaho, land office, dated May 22, 1958 which rejected verified stateiments filed by him pursuant to the act of July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C.,
1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 601 et seq.), and held that his mining claims,
the Lucky Mike, Bolder Placer Claim Assn., Erie Association Placer,
Erie #1, Erie Flat #2, Erie Flat Claim, Erie #4, and Erie Flat #3,
were subject to the limitations and restrictions specified in section 4 of
'the act (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 612).
The act of July 23, 1955, limits the uses which holders of mining
claims located after that date may make of the surface resources of
the claims and requires holders of claims previously located to respond to a published notice requiring such action by filing a verified
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statement within 150 days from the date of the first publication of
such notice setting forth certain information with respect to their
claims. If the verified statement is not filed as required, the failure
operates to subject the claims to the same restrictions as to surface
rights as apply to claims located after the date of the act.
* The appellant first filed his verified statements on August 17, 1956.
They were returned to him because the claims were not in an area
as to which a notice had been published. Subsequently, at the request
of the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, two, notices were
published affecting two adjoining areas. One, referred to as the Eldorado-Fish Creek area, covered land in Idaho County; the other,
referred to as the Pierce-Bungalow area, covered land in Clearwater.
County. The first publication was made on May 2, 1957. Subsefquently, on May 19, 1958, over a year later, the appellant refiled his
-verified statements. These statements show that seven claims were
recorded in Clearwater County and one in Idaho County.
The manager rejected the statements as being late. He stated that
the record showed that copies of the notices published were received
by the appellant by registered mail, return receipt Nos. 40443 and
40715. On appeal to the Director, the appellant denied receipt of the
notices. He conceded that the first filing of the verified statements
was before any legal notice had been given but contended that, because the Forest Service knew of his claims and negotiated with him
about them during the period of publication and his claims were
active claims, the situation should be regarded as if the verified statements had been timely filed.
The Director affirmed- the manager on the ground that the first
filings were not pursuant to any notice of publication and that, after
the appellant received notice of the publication, he was bound to file
verified statements within the 150-day period. Since he did not do
so, his filings were late and were properly rejected.
On his present appeal, the appellant does not make clear his prin-;
cipal argument. He concedes that the verified statements were not
filed during the 150-day period but states that they were filed before
and after the period. He also states that prior to and during the
period of publication the Forest Service was well aware of his presence and of the existence of his claims. From this he somehow con-,
cludes that his late'filing should be accepted as complying with the
statute.
I am unable to follow this argument in view of the admittedly
plain language of section 5(a) of the 1955 act (30, U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
Supp. V, sec. 613(a)) which requires 'a mining claimant to file his
verified statement "within one hundred and fifty days from the date
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of the first publication of such notice." The statute does not contemplate the filing of verified statements indiscriminately but only
in response to a published notice. Otherwise land office records would
be cluttered with verified statements unrelated to any request for
publication. In any event, the appellant's verified statements were
returned to him after his first filing and he accepted their return
without demurrer. Obviously he acquiesced in their retur as having
been prematurely filed.
Appellant advances another contention of more substance. He
contends that the published notice was ineffective as to him because
the notice was not personally served or served by registered mail on
him as a known mineral claimant.
Section 5(a) of the 1955 act provides that within 15 days after
the date of first publication of notice the agency or department requesting publication "shall cause a copy of such notice to be personally
delivered to or to be nailed by registered mail addressed to each person in possession or en gaged in the working of the land * e * "whose
name and address are shown on certain documents required by the act
to be filed with the request for publication.
Section 5(e) provides:

E0 0

*000

(e) If any department or agency requesting publication shall fail to comply
with the requirements of subsection (a) of this section 5 as to the personal
delivery or maxiling of a copy of notice to any person, the publication of such
notice shall be deemed wholly ineffectual as to that person * * 4 and the
failure of that person to file a verified statement, as provided in such notice,
shall in no manner affect, diminish, prejudice or bar any rights of that person.
[Italics supplied.'

Recently supplied evidence from the Forest Service shows that the
existence of the appellant's claims was known to that agency. The
affidavits of the respective examiners of the Eldorado-Fish Creek and
Pierce-Bungalow areas, required by section 5(a) of the act, list the
appellant as having an interest in certain claims and give his address
as Pierce, Idaho. The certificate of examination of tract indexes for
Idaho County (Eldorado-Fish Creek area), also required by section
5 (a) of the act, lists the appellant as having an interest in claims but
gives his address as Orofino, Idaho. The certificate for Clearwater
County (Pierce-Bungalow area) does not list the appellant. According to the evidence furnished by the Forest Service, the notice
relating to the Eldorado-Fish Creek area was sent by registered mail
to the appellant at both Pierce and Orofino, Idaho (registry Nos.
40685 and 40715). The notice pertaining to the Pierce-Bungalow
area was sent by registered mail (No. 40443) to the appellant at
Pierce, Idaho. The notices were sent on May 7, 1957, and returned
unclaimed on June 3,1957.
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It thus appears that the manager and the Director were incorrect
in their decisions in stating that the appellant had received notice of
the publication by registered mail.: However, section 5 (a) requires
only personal delivery of a copy of the notice of publication or that
a notice "be mailed by registered mail."- Similarly, section 5(e)
refers to personal delivery "or mailing" of a copy of notice. Nothing
in the act requires anything more than the mailing of the notice by
registered mail to the mining claimant's address as shown, in this
case, in the affidavits of examination of the land and the certificates
of examination of the tract indexes. Therefore, it is concluded that
the requirements of the act were complied with in this case and that
the notices of publication first published on May 2, 1957, were effective
as to the appellant's claims.
The Department has held that a verified statement filed under the
act of July 23, 1955, is properly rejected and the use of the surface
resources denied to the mining claimant where the statement is filed
after termination of the 150-day period prescribed by the statute.
Hines Gilbert Gold Mines Company, 65 I.D. 481 (1958). As the appellant did not file his verified statements within the period of time
allowed and thereby failed to meet the requirements of the law, theSecretary is without authority to save him from the consequences of
his failure.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land,
Management, is affirmed.
EDMUND T. -FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

B. L. HAVISIDE, JR.
A-27932

DecidedJuly 21, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to
Land withdrawn for military purposes by means of a public land order which
specifically withdraws the land from mineral leasing but permits the
Secretary of the Interior to authorize surface uses and removal of materials thereon is not thereby subjected to oil and gas leasing.
'The rejection of the verified statements, of course, does not result in the appellant's
mining claims being declared invalid. It simply means that he can use the claims only
for mining purposes and that the United States has authority to manage and dispose of
the vegetative surface resources and to manage other surface resources.
The mining
claimant can use the vegetative and other surface resources for mining purposes. The
mining claimant can also apply for a patent to his claim and, if a patent is issued, he
secures title free from any restrictions or reservations as to use or disposal of surface
resources.

-
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Oil and Gas Leases: Discretion to Lease-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject
to-Withdrawals and Reservations: Effect of
Section 6 of the act of February 28, 1958, does not give the Secretary of the:
Interior authority to issue oil and gas leases, with the concurrence of the
Secretary of Defense, on lands in existing withdrawals which expressly
prohibit mineral leasing.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

.

-

B. L. Haviside, Jr., has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
-froma decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management dated October 24, 1958, which affirmed decisions of the manager
o~fthe land office at Anchorage, Alaska, dated-May'14, 1958, applicable
'to lease offer Anchorage 036282, and May 15, 1958, applicable to
Anchorage 036272, '036274 through 036281, and 036283, insofar as
those decisions rejected his offers on the ground that the lands applied
for have been withdrawn for military purposes by Public Land
Order 861, dated September 3, 1952 (17 F.R. 8158-8159).
The appellant acknowledges the withdrawal, but contends that the
lands are subject to oil and gas leasing subject to reasonable stipulations which he is willing to make (1) because the withdrawal order
specifically provides for issuance of leases or permits for surface use
of the land, sale of timber and other materials thereon, and other administration of the lands; () because the act of February 28, 1958
(72 Stat. 27, 30), provides that military withdrawals shall be subject
to oil and gas leasing unless the Secretary of Defense: determines that
leasing is inconsistent with the military use of the lands; and () be: icause the use of land having potentialities for petroleum production
for the military purposes to which it is now devoted seems difficult
-tojustify.
The appellant's first contention is predicated upon the language of
Public Land Order 861 that the public lands described therein* * are hereby withdrawn, except as hereinafter provided, from all forms
of appropriation under the public-land laws, including the mining and mineral;leasing laws, and reserved for the use of the Department of the Army as an
0 'impact area and safety zone for antiaircraft artillery firing, such operations to
be conducted only for two six-week periods commencing April 15th and October
16th, respectively, of each year:

:::.

*

*

*

* .

*

*

The Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior, muay issue
leases or permits for the surface use of such lands, and conduct sales of timber
-or other materials thereon, under applicable laws, and otherwise administer the

lands, provided that all documents authorizing the use of, or access to, the
lands shall provide that every person occupying the lands under authority thereof
shall vacate them during the periods of firing and use by the Department of the
Army, without compensation for loss of use of the lands or for damages caused
by Army use. [Italics added.]
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It is apparent that the language quoted above was intended to
authorize and does authorize the Secretary of the Interior, in his,
discretion, to permit such surface use of the lands in the impact area
and safety zone as may be subject to complete withdrawal by such
users during the periods of firing. The removal of surface resources
such as timber, falls within the category of permissible uses, but
it is not possible to suppose that drilling for oil and gas is included.
In the first place, such drilling is not a surf ace use of the land, but is.
intended to exploit the subsurface resources of the .land. In the
second place, reading the second paragraph of the withdrawal order
quoted above, as contended by the appellant, would completely vitiate
the first paragraph of the order so far as it expressly bars mineral
leasing. In the third place, an oil well and storage tanks could not
be removed during the periods of firing and would not be desirable
additions to the land during such periods despite the oil lessee's willingness to forego damages for resulting loss because of the inflamnatory and explosive risks thus created. Accordingly, the only reason*able interpretation of the public land order is that it closes the lands;
within the firing range to oil and gas leasing.
The appellant's second contention is predicated upon section 6 of
the act of February 28,1958, supra, which provides:
All withdrawals or reservations of public lands for the use of any agency of
the Department of Defense, except lands withdrawn or reserved specifically as:
naval petroleum, naval oil shale, or naval coal reserves, heretofore or hereafter
made by the United States, shall be deemed to be subject to the condition
that all minerals, including oil and gas, in the lands so withdrawn or reserved
are under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior and there shall be.
no disposition of, or exploration for, any minerals in such lands except underthe applicable public land mining and mineral leasing laws: Provided, That
no disposition of, or exploration for, any minerals in such lands shall be made
where the Secretary of Defense, after consultation 'with the Secretary of the
Interior, determines that such disposition or exploration is inconsistent with
the military use of the lands so withdrawn or reserved.

The appellant assumes that this provision enlarged the authority of
the Secretary of the Interior to lease withdrawn lands, i.e., that it
gave him authority to issue mineral leases on withdrawn lands which
previously were withdrawn from mineral leasing. Specifically, ha
assumes that the 1958 act authorizes the Secretary to issue oil and
gas leases on lands theretofore withdrawn from mineral leasing by
Public Land Order 861. The appellant is mistaken. The statutory
provision quoted above simply states that public lands withdrawn or
reserved for use by the Department of Defense, with the exceptions
specified, remain under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Interior so far as minerals are concerned and such minerals are not
to be, developed or disposed of except under the public land mining
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and mineral leasing laws administered by the Department of the
Interior. It does not state that lands specifically withdrawn from
mineral leasing shall thenceforth be open to mineral leasing.
The legislative history of section 6 makes it clear that no such broad
purpose was intended by the provision. In the report of the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on H.R. 5538, 85th Congress, which became the act: of February 28, 1958, the following
explanation is given of section, 6;

*;R :

Read, together with the committee findings above respecting the Defense
position on petroleum resources, the object and purpose of this section are
clear. Until the presentation by Defense witnesses on petroleum reserves, and
the effect of the prospective airspace withdrawal on pending applications for
restriction of outer Continental Shelf lands, committee members had believed
there was universal agreement that responsibility for disposition of minerals
in withdrawn or reserved public lands was exclusively vested in the Secretary
of the Interior.
Enactment of this section into law actually constitutes a restatement of the
law as it is today, in the view of the committee and the Department of the
Interior. In short, as declared above, the provisions of section 6 of the reported
bill will serve to remove whatever doubts may exist, if any, as to' the laws
which govern the disposal of or exploration for, any and all minerals, including
roil and gas, in public lands of the United States heretofore or hereafter with'drawn or reserved by the United States for the use of defense agencies. (H.
Rept. 215, 85th Cong., 1st sess., p. 67; italics added.)

In his testimony before the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on substantially the same provision in other bills, Assistant Secretary of the Interior Hatfield Chilson said:
It would continue to be a- matter of discretion whether the minerals in the
lands in question would be made subject to disposal, and deposits would not
be opened to disposition, if it would be contrary to the public interest (includrug national security). Under long-established procedures of the Department
of the Interior, no disposition is made of minerals within withdrawn or reserved
areas without the concurrence of the head of the agency administering the
withdrawn or reserved lands.
It is assumed that the withdrawals made under the provisions of this legislation could not be amended except by enactment of subsequent and specific
legislation. Therefore, the Secretary of the Interior could not [take such
actions in mineral disposals inconsistent with the enabling legislation.
It is also assumed that under present and eisting withdrawal orders, the
Secretary of the Interior cannot unilaterally dispose of the minerals if such is
prohibited by the order of withdrawal. Therefore, it appears that the intent
*of section 6 is that if minerals are to be disposed of in presently military withdrawn areas, they can only be disposed of by the Secretary of the Interior
under the mining and mineral-leasing laws or other applicable laws. Such
disposals, of course, relate to the terms of the original withdrawal order-or
amendments thereto. (Hearings before House Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs on H.R. 627, H.R. 575, 1.. 608, H.R.931, H.R. 1148, H.R. 34Q3,
H.R. 3661, H.R. 3788, H.R. 3799, and H.R. 3860, 85th Cong., 1st sess. (1957),
pp. 236, 237; italics added.)
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The limited scope of section 6 is also indicated in a colloquy which
occurred in the debate in the House of Representatives on section 6.
Congressman Engle, sponsor of the bill, was asked whether the legislation would empower the Secretary of the Interior to authorize drilling on the Barksdale Air Force Base, a tract given to the United
States for military purpose. Congressman Engle replied:
This bill does not add to any authority that they already have in that respect.
In other words, if they do not have the power now, this bill does not give it
to them. (103 Cong. Rec. 5522.)

It is thus clear beyond doubt that Congress had no intention other
than to affirm the fact that mineral leasing of areas withdrawn for
defense purposes, with certain exceptions, was under the jurisdiction
of the Secretary of the Interior and that such leasing was to be in
accordance with the mineral leasing acts. There is no evidence that
Congress intended to strip the President, or his delegate, of his power
to withdraw lands absolutely from mineral leasing.
In this case, the withdrawal order specifically provides that the
land is withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the publicland laws, including the mining and mineral leasing laws. Thus the
Secretary of the Interior has no authority to lease for oil and gas
purposes, entirely without regard to the attitude of the Secretary
of Defense on the question whether such leasing would be inconsistent
with the military use of the land. Accordingly, the appellant's contention that the Secretary of the Interior must accept offers unless
the Secretary of Defense objects is without substance.
The appellant has presented no evidence which tends to show thatthe need for development of' petroleum resources is so great as to
require discontinuance of the military use of the land included in his
lease offers. In any event, his offers cannot be considered while the
land is still unavailable for leasing because of the withdrawal. Thus
his third contention has no merit.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FTZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

ALFRED DONALDSON TROTTER, SR.
A-27981

Decided July 21, 1959'

Desert Land Entry: Applications-Applications and Entries: Generally
Where successive applications for desert land entry on the same land are

filed and an entry is allowed on the first application but is subsequently
canceled because the entryman was not entitled to make the entry, it is er-
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roneous to reject the second application for entry on the ground that the
second applicant lost his rights under-his application upon the allowance
of the first application; he loses such rights only if the allowance of the
entry on the first application was proper.

Ohimer Vo. Hensel,.45 L.D. 557 (1916), and James R. Gwyn, A-26806
(December17, 1953), distinguished.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Alfred Donaldson Trotter, Sr., has appealed to the Secretary of
the Interior from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated December 15, 1958, which held that his desert land
application, Los Angeles 0138802, should be rejected. The decision
in which this ruling was made was entitled George L. Tright, Los
Angeles 019833, 0138307, and was concerned with an appeal by Wright
-to the Director from the rejection of his application for the reinstatement of his relinquished homestead entry Los Angeles 091833.
The facts are that Wright, after a series of applications, cancellations, and amendments, filed a desert land application (Los Angeles
0138307) on February 7, 1956, for the land involved, which is described as the SWY4 sec. 14, T. 10 N., R. 3 E., S.B.M., California.
On February 23, 1956, the appellant filed a desert land application
for the same land. On March 1, 1956, Wright's desert land application was allowed, but on April 9, 1956, the entry was canceled on the
ground that Wright had exhausted his right of entry under the desert
land laws. Subsequent to the issuance of the decision of cancellation
but before it was served on him (on April 23, 1956), Wright filed a
relinquishment of his entry on April 16, 1956. Thereafter, on June
18, 1956, Wright filed an application for the reinstatement of the
homestead entry, Los Angeles 091833, which he had previously had
on the land and which he had relinquished on February 6, 1956, the
day before he filed desert land application Los Angeles 0138307. The
manager denied reinstatement and inasmuch as Wright filed an appeal to the Director no action was taken on Trotter's application by
the land office until the Director's decision of December 15, 1958.
In his decision the Director held that the appellant's application
should have been rejected on March 1, 1956, when Wright's desert
land application was allowed, but the fact that it was not and Wright's
entry was subsequently canceled did not create any new right in
Trotter to the land under his application since allowance of Wright's
entry on March 1, 1956, was an appropriation of the land which
terminated all rights under the appellant's application. Ohmer V.
Hensel, 45 L.D. 557 (1916) ; James R. Gwyn, A-26806 (December 17,

.1953).

:

X

X

The appellant argues on appeal that Wright was not qualified to
hold an entry at the time his application was filed on February 7,
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1956; that since he was not eligible to'hold an entry the entry allowed
on March 1, 1956, was void ab initio; and that the effect of the Director's decision is to recognize Wright's entry solely for the purpose of defeating his application, but to. refuse to recognize it for
any other purpose.
I think the Director erred in his decision. The mere act of allowing Wright's entry on March 1, 1956, did not in itself terminate all
rights under the appellant's application. It is true, as the Director
said, that as soon as Wright's entry was allowed the next step should.
have been the rejection of the appellant's application. However, as
soon as the appellant's application was rejected, he would have the
right of appeal from the rejection. Suppose that on his appeal it
was established that Wright's entry had been improperly allowed,
obviously the result would be the cancellation of Wright's entry and
the allowance of the appellant's aplication, provided he met all requirements for an entry. If the appellant failed on appeal to demonstrate the impropriety of allowing Wright's entry, the rejection of
the appellant's application would stand. This clearly demonstrates
that it is not the mere act of allowing the first application that warrants the rejection of the junior application. It is only the properallowance of the first application that justifies rejection of the junior
application.
The Director seems to have extended to this case the well-established rule that an application cannot be filed for land in an outstanding entry, regardless of whether the entry is valid, void, or voidable.
See Joyce A. Cabot et al., 63 I.D. 122 (1956). This rule is not applicable to a situation where at the time, the application is filed the land
is not embraced in an outstanding entry but only in prior applications
for the land.
The Hensel and Gwyn cases, supra, cited by the Director, do not
support his position. They were cases where senior and junior applications were filed for land, the senior application was allowed, and
-then subsequently the entry was relinquished by the senior applicant.
'The junior applicant then sought to take advantage of the relinquishment, claiming that his application should now be allowed. The
Department held that he lost his rights when the senior application
was allowed. In these cases there was nothing to indicate that the
senior application had been improperly allowed. The entries were
not canceled but were relinquished. The decisions therefore must
be considered as having been based on the premise that the entries
were properly allowed, which is not the case here.
It follows that the appellant's application was improperly rejected
for the reason assigned in the Director's decision.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
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Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the Director's decision is reversed and the case
is remanded for further appropriate action on the appellant's;
application.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
..::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Deputy Solicitor..
or..

HENRY S. MORGAN:

EDWIN W. STOCKMEYER
A-28004

Decided July 30, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Applications and Entries: Priority
A regulation providing that, to determine the order in which simultaneously.
filed applications will be processed, all such applications which conflict in
whole or in part will be included in a drawing, does not authorize a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas lease offers, some of which are and
some of which are not in conflict in whole or in part as to the lands described in the applications.

Applications and Entries: Generally-Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
*4;

0

A drawing is properly set aside where it included simultaneously filed offers.
for oil and gas leases some of which were and some of which were not in
cconflict in whole or in part.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU O LAND MANAGEXENT

*f

Henry S. Morgan has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of January 16, 1959, by the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management setting aside a drawing to determine the
order of processing simultaneously filed applications for oil and gas
leases on acquired 'lands in the DeSoto National Forest, Mississippi.
The Acting Director's decision reversed a decision by the manager
of the Eastern States land office dismissing a protest against the
drawing filed by Edwin W. Stockmeyer, one of the applicants whose
offer was included in the drawing. Stockmeyer filed a brief in support of the Acting Director's decision in this proceeding.
The drawing involved in the instant appeal was held on May 16,
1958, in the Eastern States land office and included eight noncompetitive acquired lanids lease applications which were filed at the same
time on May 1, 1958.

The eight offers were not mutually conflicting

as to the lands applied for, but consisted, instead, of three separate
groups of applications. The several applications within each separate group conflicted

only as to the lands described in

the other

applications within the group but did not conflict with each of the
other applications included in the drawing. Thus, the appellant's
application conflicted with only two of the seven other applications
included in the drawing, namely, with BLM-A 046743, filed by Stockmeyer, and with BLM-A 046748, filed by Bruce Anderson. None of
the five other offers in the drawing covered any of the land described
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in the appellant's offer.- The serial number of the appellant's offer
was drawn first of the three conflicting offers in the appellant's group
in the drawing on May 16, 1958. On May,28, 1958, Anderson withdrew his offer, and on April 3, 1959, he requested a refund of the advance rental he paid when he filed the offer. On April 8, 1959, refund
of the advance rental was authorized. Consequently, of the eight
offers included in the drawing on May 16, 1958, only Stockmeyer's
application is in conflict with the appellant's application.
Stockmeyer's protest, filed on May 26, 1958, asserted that the
drawing was invalid because it should have been confilied to applications which conflicted in whole or in part as to the lands described
therein, and that the inclusion in the drawing of offers which did not
so conflict .violated the regulatory provision that all simultaneously
filed offers which conflict in whole or in part will be included in a
drawing to determine the order of processing the offers. By decision
of July 25, 1958, the, manager of the Eastern States land office dismissed the protest on tlie ground that the combined drawing was
impartial and did not affect the protestant's chances since priority
within each of the three groups of conflicting offers would be separately determined and each offer would be regarded as competing
only with those with which it conflicted. Stockmeyer appealed from
this decision to the Director.
The departmental regulation (43 CFR 191.10) governing the dis-.
position of simultaneously filed applications for leases provides that:
Where applications or offers received by mail or filed over the counter at the
same time are in conflict, the right of priority of filing will be determined by
public drawing in the manner provided in § 295.8(b) of this chapter.

43 CFR 295.8 (b) provides that:
All such applications which conflict in whole or in part will be included in a
drawing which, except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section will fix the
order in which the applications will be processed.

The Acting Director held that these provisions have reference only
to applications for the same lands, that no drawings are necessary
except where offers describe the same lands, and that the drawing
in this case erroneously included offers which did not so conflict.
The decision directed that new drawings be held for each of the three
groups of applications included in the drawing of May 16, 1958, in
order to determine the sequence in which the offers would be
processed.
The appellant contends that the regulations quoted above do not
require that only applications which conflict with one another be
included in a drawing to determine priority, but require only that
I BLM-A 046747 and 046749 conflict only with each other and 046744, 046745, and
046750 conflict only with each other.
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.-each offer in the drawing be filed simultaneously and conflict with
at least one other offer included in the drawing. The contention is
not persuasive. Applications which conflict are those which are
* incompatible or mutually inconsistent because some or all of the same
lands are applied for by more than one applicant, and- where applicants are not competing with one another for a lease on all or part of
the same land, their applications are not in conflict within the meaning of the above-quoted regulations. 43 CFR 191.10 and 295.8 (b}
authorize a drawing which includes all simultaneously filed applications which conflict in whole or in part, and- not a drawing which
includes applications, some of which do, and some of which do not
so conflict. It follows that the inclusion in this drawing of applications which did not conflict is not authorized by the regulation.
*
The purpose of a drawing in cases of conflicting offers to lease is
to fix the order in which the several applications will be examined
Xfor determining which of the competing applicants is entitled to the
preference granted by section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
:amended, to the person first filing an application for a noncompetitive
lease who is qualified tohold a lease, and the Department tries scrupulously to observe its regulations related to determining this preference. Consequently, regardless of whether a drawing combining
separate groups of conflicting offers gives each applicant the same
chance of being first as would a separate drawing-if the sequence
of processing is determined separately for each group in the combined drawing-such a combined drawing is not authorized by the
regulations. As the regulations have the force of law, the Acting
Director's decision requiring new drawings which comply with the
regulations was correct (McKay v. Wahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35
(C.A.D.C. 1955)).
The only other matter raised on appeal which needs to be deter* mined here is the contention that Stockmeyer's protest against the
drawing was filed too late. The protest was filed 10 days after the
drawing was held. In the circumstances of this case, the filing of the
protest was timely and did not amount to acquiescence in the drawing
*.

(see McKay v. Wahlenmnier, 8upra; Edith M. Kasper, Blanche V.
White, A-27821 (February 4, 1959)).
For the reasons mentioned herein and in the Acting Director's decision, the requirement that new drawings be held for each group of
applications included in the drawing of May 16, 1958, was correct.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,--

Deputy Solicitor.
U.S. GOVERNMENTPRINTING OFFICE:1959
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APPLICABILITY OF THE HATCH ACT TO, THE GOVERNIOR. OF THE
TERRITORY OF HAWAII
Federal Employees and Officers: Political Activities
Section 2 of the Hatch Act prohibiting participation in or interference with
the 'election of certain officers is applicable to the Governor and secretary
of the Territory of Hawaii as well as other individuals similarly situated.

Federal Employees and Officers: Political Activities

X

Section 9 of the Hatch.Act is not applicable to the Governor of the Territory
Of Hawaii.

Hawaii: Generally
In the Hawaii Statehood Act, Congress specifically authorized persons holding Territorial legislative, executive, and judicial offices. as well. as the
Delegate in Congress, to continue to discharge the duties of their respective
offices.

Hawaii: Governor
The Territorial Governor of Hawaii is a "Territorial officer," "a person
holding executive office in the Government of said Territory,", and "an
officer of said Territory."

Hawaii: Governor
The Territorial Governor of Hawaii is eligible to continue in that position
while seeking an elective, office under the new.State government.

Statutory Construction: Legislative History
The legislative history of the Hawaii Statehood Act clearly shows that
Congress authorized the Territorial Governor to continue to discharge the
duties: of: his Territorial office while seeking elective office in the new
State government.
JUNE 12, 1959.*

XYI-36576
TO THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

. By referral from your office on June 9, 1959, this officehas, been
asked to advise you regarding the eligibility of Governor Quinn of
Hawaii to continue; in his, position as Territorial Governor' at the
:same: time he is officially a candidate for elective office as Governor
of the new: State of Hawaii. The refuest for adviceon 'this question,
it appears, is in response to a letter datedJune 9 1959; from Senator
James E. Murray,, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Interior
*and Insular Affairs, a copy of which your office transmitted on the
same date.
For; the reasons hereinafter set: out, it is my opinion: 'that the
Territorial Governor of Hawaii is eligible to continue in that posi*Not released In time for inclusion chronologically.

528504-59--
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tion at the same time he is officially a candidate for an elective office
in the new State of Hawaii; that section 9 of the Hatch Act i is not
applicable to the Governor of the Territory of Hawaii; that the Governor of the Territory of Hawaii is a "Territorial officer," "a person
holding executive office in the Government of said Territory," and
an "officer of said Territory"; that the Congress, by enactment of
the Hawaii Statehood Act 2 provided without qualification that all
of the officers of the Territory of Hawaii shall continue to discharge
the duties of their respective offices' until the Territory is- admitted
into the Union; that, in thus providing that all of the officers of the
Territory-including the Governor-could seek election to State or
Federal office without relinquishing their then offices, the Congress
acted na ianner :which directly parallels action taken by the people
of Hawaii in adopting-their own State constitution;' and that, notwithstanding the~provisions of the Hawaii Statehood Act, both the
Governor and secretary of Hawaii, as well as other individuals
similarly situated, are subject to the provisions of section 2 of the
Hatch Act.'
- By letter of May 7, 1959, to Senator Murray, tlis office pointed
out that on at least four occasions in the past 16 years, my predecessors have had occasion to consider the applicability of section 9 of
the: Hatch Act to, among others, the Governor and secretary of the
Territory of Hawaii.: In each instance,: and without exception, it
was concluded that this provision, is inapplicable to the political
activities of the Governors of the Territories, including Hawaii.
In concluding my letter to Senator Murray, I stated that in light
of these longstanding precedents I would hesitate either to affirm or
upset their holdings without giving most careful independent consideration to the subject matter. I have now had an opportunity to
thoroughly and carefully review these precedents.
'Act of August 2, 1939 (53 Stat. 1147, 1148;; 5 U.S.C. 118i), as amended. "(a) It
shall. be unlawful for any person employed in the executive branch of the Federal Government, or any agency or department thereof, to use his official authority or influence for the
purpose of interfering with an election or affecting the result thereof. No officer or employee in the executive branch of the Federal Government, or any agency or department
thereof
* shall
s'
take any active part in political management or in political campaigns.
All such persons- shall retain the right to vote as they may choose and to express their
opinions on all political subjects and candidates. For the purposes of this section the
term "Officer" or "employee" shell not be construed to include (1) the President and Vice
President of the United States; (2). persons whose compensation Is paid from the appropriation for the office of the President; (3) heads and assistant heads of executive departments; (4) officers who are appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, and who determine policies to be pursued by the United, States In its relations with foreign powers or in the Nation-wide administration of Federal Laws. * * Fa
2
Act of March 18, 1959 (73 Stat. 4, sec. 7(c)) [Public Law 86-3].
3 Sec. 2 as codified and reenacted prohibits the use of "I * * official authority for the
purpose of interfering with, or affecting, the nomination or the election of any candidate
for the office of President, Vice President, Presidential elector, Member of the Senate,
Member of the House of Representatives, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner from any
Territory or Possession * * " 18 U.S.C. sec. 595.
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I concur in the views expressed in the opinions dated April 34 and
April 5, 1943,2 and in the letters of February 18, 1952,6 May 9, 1958,r
and June. 16, 1959, to which reference is made in my letter to Senator
Murray. While other arguments may be advanced reaching the same
conclusion, it does not appear to be necessary 'or desirable to expand on
the reasoning expressed in this line of harmonious decisions directly in
point. 'Indeed, the letter from Senator Murray of June'9, 1959, contains a concession in its third paragraph, in effect, that the Governor
of Hawaii may well be excluded from the letter of the law in question,
i.e., section 9 of the' Hatch Act.
In my letter to' Senator Murray-on this subject, it was alsob'observed
that independent consideration by this office of the basic question raised
would also involve relating of the Hatch Act provisions and those of
section, '7(c) of the Hawaii Statehood Act 9 to a formal filing of a
declaration of candidacy We turn then to that provision.' The third

sentenceofsection7(c)reads:"

-

Until the said State is so admitted into the Union, the persons holding legislative,
exec'utive, and judicial office in, under, or by authority of the government of said
Territory,' and 'the Delegate in Congress' thereof, shall continue to' discharge
the duties of their respectiveoffces.

A plain reading makes it clear that this language was intended to
apply to the Governor of the Territory, among others. -It would seem
to be axiomatic that the Governor of the Territory, in the language of
'the quoted section is a person* holding *:*
executive
* *
officein' * '* * the government of said Territory."0- The laws goverl-

ing the creation,: establishment, and continuance of the Government of
the Territory of Hawaii are; embodied in the Hawaiian Organic Act,
as amended.Y0 Section 66 of that t iprovides in part:.
:
' the executive power of the government of the Territory of Hawaii shall
be vested in a governor, who shall be appointed by the President t *

* t

One of my predecessors, without equivocation, classed the Governor
and secretary of"Hawaii as "Territorial officers"; 12 referred to-the
Governor and secretary and immediately thereafter referred to "other
4 Applicability of Hatch Act to Officers and Employees of the Territory of Hawaii,
58-I.D. 390 (1943).
Applicability of the Hatch Act to Officers and mployees of the Territory of Alaska,
58 D. 407 (1943).
o Letter of the Chief Counsel, Office of Territories, to the Acting Governor of Alaska.
'7Letter of the Solicitor, Department of the Interior, to the Delegate from Alaska.
5 Letter of the Solicitor, Department of the Interior, to the Delegate from' Alaska.
9 Act of March 18j 1989,5 supra.
10 Act of April 30, 1900 (11 Stat. 141) as amended.
Ibid. (48 U.S.C. sec. 531).
t 58 I.D. 90, 9z f. (94a).
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Territorial officers and employees"; '3 he then concluded that the
Governor and secretary. "are not employed in the 'executive branch
of the Federal government." 14 Any doubt as to such classification
is removed by reference to the last syllabus point in this pilot opinion on political activities of a Territorial Governor. It reads in

part:

'5

No -officers or employees of the Territory of Hawaii, other than the
Governor, the Secretary * * *.

To quarrel with the proposition that the "Governor of the Territory"
'or the "Territorial Governor" is an "officer of the Territory,' a conclusion reached in this pilot decision and undisturbed since, would
be,.in our view, to quarrel with the inarguable.
* And, in light of the quoted Organic Act provisionAsuprc, it is clear
that the Governor of the Territory is, in the language of section 7(c)
a "person holding executive office in the government of said
.
The legislative history of the bill,' 6 which became the Hawaii Statehood Act, fully supports the proposition that the Congress intended
to 'include the Governor of the Territory among the persons who,
until admission of the Territory into the Union
*shall
continue to discharge the duties of their respective offices." As reported
by the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs t
sectioni applied to:.
: * *. the. persons holding. legislative, executive, and judicial office in, under,
or by authority.of the government of said Territory, and all of the officers of
said Territory, including the Delegate in Congress * * o. (Italics supplied.)

The record of proceedings:, for March 11, 1959, in the Senate carry
the committee proposed amendments, including those touching section 7(c)'" as. well as this section of thelbill as it would read upon
adoption of the committee amendments.' 9 Thereafter, and most significantly, the. subcomiittee chairman in charge of the bill-Senator
Jackson of Vashington-declared:
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I should like to call up some technical amendments which I. have sent to the desk, and ask that they be- considered en bloc.
These amendments are intended to correct grammatical and typographical errors

which have been discovered

* e *.

(Italics supplied.)

Included in these amendments, adopted en bloc 21 was:
1

Ibid., p. 395.

p. 394.
lbid., p. 89:1i.
:
0
S.5, 8;96.th cong.; 1st ess.

141bid.,

13

\

i

l7Ibid., as reported by Senate March 5, 1959, p. 1, lines 7 through 11.
:86th Cong.]
Cong. Record, p. 3412 [vol. 105].
[Daily Ed.]
/Ibid., pp. 3413 and 3414.
Olbid., p. 3429
=Ibid., p. 429.

[S. Rept. 80,
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Section 7(c), p. 14, line 9, strike out the following words: "all of the
officers of said territory including."-

With this change identified as technical-thus not affecting the intentor substance of what remained of the third sentence of section 7(c)we have the only clue I have been able to discover in the floor pro-.
ceedings as to what was intended by the amendments to section 7 (c).
And, whatever else can be said of the section and. its interpretation,:
and no more need be said for our purposes here, it is clear that.
the persons Congress intended to continue in office were "all of the
officers of said Territory." That this action by the Senate comports
with the intent of the reporting committee is readily ascertained by
reference to the committee report where, respecting the language in
question, it is declared: 2
The subsection also provides that Territorialofficers including the Delegate
in Congress, shall continue in their offices until the new State is admitted. * * *
(Italics supplied.)

The House Interior Committee report23 is to the same effect:
* * The subsection also provides that all officers of the Territory and its delegate in Congress shall continue in their offices until the new State is admitted.
*

If the Territorial Governor is not an "officer of the Territory," then,
in my view, the Territory has none.
Here, it should perhaps be pointed out that the repetition of certain
phrases-as is done in the incoming letter-purporting to describe
the position of the Governor of the Territory of Hawaii as a "Federal
post," "Federal office," "job in the Executive branch of the United
States Government," and a "Federal post in the Executive branch"
does not, pse dio'it, convert this Territorial Governorship into that
which it is not.
As one additional aid in construing legislative enactments, we may
examine the consequences of alternative constructions placed on the
language used.
inquiry made of the Office of Territories has resulted in advice that
there appear to be some 14,083 positions for employees who make up
the "Government of the Territory of Hawaii," i.e., the persons holding
legislative, executive, and judicial office. This figure includes the
Governor and secretary of Hawaii, as well as the Delegate in the Congress, in view of section 7(c) of the Statehood Act.
To ask us to hold that section 7(c) does not include the Governor
of the Territory as one who shall continue in office is to ask that we
reach this conclusion: Congress intended to provide-that 14,082 of
S. Rept. -80, 86th Cong., 1st sess., p. 18.
s H.. Rept. 82, 86th Cong., 1st sess., p. 20.
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the persons holding legislative, executive, and judicial offices in the
Territory of Hawaii-including judges,'teachers, and profesors, Territorial Senators and Representatives, and the Delegate from Ha-.
waii-shall continue in office (aiid whether they do or do not. seek
office), but that the 11,683d one, Territoral GovernortQruInnissll
t
continue in his present offic if he seeks other elective office. To saddle
Congress with. an intent to achieve such an illogical result would be
to arrive at a.manifestly unsound conclusion.
f the letter upon which you have asked
Because ot
my advice, and in. connectioil with the foregoing, -one other point
compels our attention. The letter canonly be read as standing for'
this proposition that one "accepting substantial Federal pay for
fulfilling' the duties of that Federal post, while at the same time
devoting his time and energies and office to active political campaigning in his' own behalf, 2j
pso fato a wrongdoer, either "legally"
or "morally" or "technically."'
But this does not, of course, follow. If it did, then Cbuogiess by
adoption of section 7(c), for example, with its clear and dirAt-tre-ference to continuance in office of the Delegate from. Hawaii wouldlaves directed a "Federally-paid, Federally-posted" official to remain
in office while, or even though,. he sought other elective office and
engaged in active political campaigning. In short,. if the argument
advanced, is sound, Congress directed an act minauem in se-wrong in
itself.
That Congress did not and would not have directed such an actand that uch a temporary dual assignment is. neither vmusual, nor
a wrong in itself-.is, suggested not only. by the; foregoing but, in
tie press of time here 'involved, by briefly resorting to and leaning
upon the maxim argurnentum a conmuniter aceidentibus in jure
frequens est. 2 5
-Campaigns involving a sitting State governor running for a-United
States Senate seat while continuing in office, or vice versa, have been
fairly, frequent and have attracted widespread publicity, not because
wrong-but,: probably, because interesting. Recently, with attendant nationwide publicity, amendments to. controlling law of one of
our States were affected so as to permit a. well-known sitting Member and leader of the United States Senate to continue in his Senate
position even though during that continuance ha might become a
candidate for, and campaign actively to achieve, the office of
President of the United States.
Letter of June 9," 1959, from Senator Murray to the Secretary, p. 1, par P.
2 "An argument drawn from things commonly happening is frequent In law.
Max, 44." Black, Law Dictioary, p. 137 (4th ed. 195L)L
PA

Broom
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To impose an "ineligibility to continue in Territorial office if a
candidate for State elective Ioffice" rule would be, incidentally to
prohibit the Territorial Governor from engaging in activities which
the people of Hawaii,in adopting their constitution, clearly intended
should .not be denied the Governor of the new State. The office of
the highest, legal authority in the government -of theTerritory of
Hawaii in support of this point needed only to quote the Report of
the' Committee of the Whole explaining the applicable provision of
Hawaii's constitution in these words: 26
Your Committee likewise recommends adoption of the fifth paragraph- without
change, with the understanding that a public offlice-holder or employee could

seek election to the governorship without first relinquishing his then office
or employment. Likewise it'is understood that the governor 'could, without
relinquishing the governorship, run for a Federal elective 6ffice,'such 'as United
States Senator

*

*

.

The Congress, by approval of the Hawaii Statehood Act, found the
constitution adopted by the people of Hawaii to be in proper form
and "accepted, ratified, and confirmed" it. 27 Thus neither the people
of Hawaii in adopting this provision, nor the Congress in accepting
ratifying, and confirming it, saw fit to condemn the practice at which
the letter giving rise to this opinion strikes:
:
Senator Murray has attached some importance to the fact that
there is provision in existing law: 'for continuity in the offi&e o6f
the Territorial Governor whereas there is ."no.such provision for a
successor to 'the Delegateship, short. of a special *. * * election
,* * *." 28

The short response is that the 'distinction in this instance

lacks 'any: significance.' Provisions -for continuity in executive offices,
national and State, in contrast to provisions for filling vacancies in
the most numerous branch of the legislative bodies by election' are
commonplace in;our constitutional systems.: This generally accepted
practice simply- was- incorporated in the 19)0;: Hawaiian Organic
Act29

In light of the foregoing, one additi6nal observation r'egarding
the main point in issue would seem. in order. While I have been
unable to discover in the record the reason for. writing into the
Hawaii Statehood Act language providing that all of the officers of
the Territory shall, continue to' discharge the 'respctive dufies of their
respective offices until admission of the new State, it is evident-that
Congress.: may have intended two' obvious results' which: flow from
26Memorandum to the Governor of Hawaii of April 29, 1959, from Hidehiko Tyenoyama,
Assistant Attorney General, approved by Jack E. Mizuha, Attorney General, at ip. 2-3.
S7 Act of March 18, 959, supra, p. 1, see. 1.
Ps Letter of June 9, 1939, supra, p. &'.
29Act of April 30, 100, upra, as amended, 48 U.S.C. secs. 55 and 651.
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such action: first, to assure that the people of Hawaii would not, in
the: critical Territoryto-State transition period, be deprived of
proper functioning of' the legislative, executive, and judicial processes, the Congress provided for continuance in office of those experienced in and qualified to discharge those functions; and second,
.to assure that the people of Hawaii would not'be deprived of an
opportunity to draw upon all citizens of Hawaii to fill elective positions prescribed for the government of the new State, the'Congress
provided for eligibility of all present "officials of the Territory."
In summary, and for the reasons set out above, it is my opinion
that the Territorial Governor of Hawaii is eligible to continue in that
position at the same time he is officially a candidate for elective office
in the new State of Hawaii. His activities 'while so engaged would
by the reasoning above adopted continue to be subject-as would
be true of any other individual similarly situated-to the provisions
of section 2 of the Hatch Act.30
GEORGE, W. ABBOTT,

Solicitor.
MALCOLM C. PETRIE
A-28006

Decided July 31, 1959

Applications and Entries: Filing-Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil
and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to
The regulation which provides that a document required to be filed within a
stated period, the last day of which falls .om.,g nonbusiness day, is.timely
filed if it is filed on the next business day the offlce is open to the public,
permits additional time for filing an application'for extension of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease when the expiration of the primary term of
the lease fans on a nonbusiness day, but during that additional time, the
land formerly covered by the lease is not segregated solely because an
application for extension may be filed; if an application for extension is
not timely filed, the land is available for new offers on the-first day following the expiration date of the primary term of the lease even though the
expiration date fell on a nonbusiness day.

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Oil and Gas Leases: First Qualified
Applicant
A noncompetitive lease erroneously issued to a junior applicant is properly

canceled where the prior offer of a qualified applicant was improperly
rejected.

l0 18 .s.C.

see. 595, epra.

l

2.88]

:

:

;

MALCOLM C. PETRIE
Juty , 1959
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APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Malcolm C. Petrie has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of December 23, 1958, by the Director of the Bureau of

Land Management, which modified and affirmed a decision by the
manager of the Salt Lake City land office canceling oil and gas lease
Utah 022827, which was issued to the appellant effective July 1, 1957.
The Director's decision also reversed separate decisions by the manager rejecting three lease offers filed by Mrs. Estelle Wolf. Only one
of these offers, Utah 022769, is in issue on this appeal.
The land covered by the appellant's lease is the same land as that
for which Mrs. Wolf applied under application Utah 022769, being
640 acres described as the E/2 sec. 13 and E1/ 2 sec. 24, T. 24 S., R. 17 E.,;
S.L.M. The land was included in oil and gas lease Utah 06087,. issued
April 1, 1952. The expiration date of the primary term of this lease
was Sunday, March 31, 1957, a nonbusiness day in the Utah land office.
Under section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C.,
1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226), the record titleholder of a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease is entitled to apply for a single extension of. the
lease, but an application therefor must be filed within 90 days prior
to the expiration date of the lease. The provision has been interpreted
to mean that in the event the primary term of a noncompetitive lease
terminates on a nonbusiness day, an application for extension is timely
filed if it is received in the appropriate office on the next day the
office is open to the public. John J. Farrellyet al. v. Douglas McKay,
Civil No. 3037-55 (D.D.C.), decided October 11, 1955, overturning
John J. Farrely et al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955). In accordance therewith,
a departmental regulation (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 101.20(c) (Supp.))
provides that:
Any document required by law, regulation or decision to be filed within a
stated period, the last day of which falls on a day the land office or the Washington Office is officially closed, shall be deemed to be timely filed if it is
received in the appropriate office on the next day the office in open to the public.

Thus, an application for extension of the former lease, Utah 06087,
covering the land here in dispute would have been timely filed if it
had been received before the close of business on Monday, April 1,
1957. However, no application for extension of that lease was
filed at any time..
Mrs. Wolf's application for the' land here involved was filed on
April 1, 1957, the last day on which an application for extension of
the former lease could have been filed. The 'appellant's application
was filed on April 2, 1957. - In a decision of May 13, 1957, the man523594-59-2
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ager of the Salt Lake land. office rejected Mrs. Wolf's application,
holding that the land was not available for lease offers on April 1,
1957, apparently on the ground that the land was segregated by
reason of the fact that the former lessee was entitled to file an application for an extension until the close of business on April 1,1957.
Mrs. Wolf appealed to the Director from this decision by the manager.
Thereafter, effective July 1, 1957, a lease on the lands was issued on
June 6, 1957, to the appellant pursuant to his application which was
filed the second day after the termination of the former lease on
these lands. However, in a decision of December 24, 1957, the acting
manager held that the appellant's lease had been issued in error pending final disposition of Mrs. Wolf's prior oil and gas lease offer. The
acting manager canceled the appellant's lease, and reinstated his offer;
pending disposition of Mrs. Wolf's conflicting lease offer. Petrie
appealed to the Director from this decision by the acting manager.
The Director's decision of December 23, 1958, combined the appeals
by Mrs. Wolf and Petrie. The decision held that the rejection of
Mrs. Wolf's lease offer was erroneous, that 43 GFR, 1954 Rev.,
101.20(c) (Supp.) does not segregate land from further lease offers
during the additional time allowed for filing an application for
extension if the last day for filing falls on a day -when the land office
is officially closed, and that Mrs. Wolf's application should have been
allowed in accordance with the provisions of 43 CFR, 1954 Rev.
f92.120(g) (Supp.). The latter regulation provides that:
Upon failure of the lessee or the other-persons enumerated in paragraph (a)
of this section to file an application for extension within the specified period
the lease will expire at the expiration of its primary term without notice to the
lessee. The lands will thereupon become subject to new filings of offers to lease.

With respect to Petrie's appeal, the Director held that the decision
canceling the appellant's lease and reinstating his lease offer pending
final disposition of Mrs. Wolf's appeal from the rejection of her conflicting offer was premature and incorrect as a finding should have
been made that the prior offeror was entitled to receive a lease on the
land before the appellant's lease was canceled, citing Sidney A Martin
et al., 64 I.D. 81 (1957). Nevertheless, the Director affirmed the
cancellation of the appellant's lease after having determined that the
prior lease offeror is entitled to the lease.
On this appeal it is asserted that the decision in the Farrelly case
(Supra). and the provision in 101.20(c), in effect, segregated -the land
here involved during the additional time allowed for filing an application for extension of a lease, the primary term of which expired on a

l
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nonbusiness day. However, the decision in the Farrellycase makes
no ruling about the segregative effect of filing or failing to file an
extension application, and 101.20 (c), which provides that a document
required to be filed within a stated period the last day of which falls
on a nonbusiness day is timely filed if it is filed on the next day the
office is open to the public, plainly does not provide that land shall
be segregated if the document referred to is not filed, but only permits
additional time for filing beyond a required period in certain n-.
stances. There is no apparent reason, and the appellant suggests
none, for holding that the fact that an application for extension might
be filed should preclude the filing of new lease offers in view of the
express provisions in 192.120(g) that upon failure to timely file an
application for extension, a lease will expire at the expiration of its
primary -term and the lands will thereupon become subject to new
lease- oflers.. On the contrary, 192.120(f) specifically provides that
the "timely filing of an application for extension shall have the effect
of segregating the' leased lands" until final action taken on the: application is noted on the tract book. Reading paragraphs (f) and (g)
together makes it plain that there is no segregation of land in an
expired lease from the time of expiration of the lease until a timely
application for extension is filed. Accordingly, the Director's decision that the lands here involved were open for new lease offers on
April 1, 1957, -when Mrs. Wolf's offer was filed was correct.
The appellant's. further contention that his lease should not be..
canceled cannot be sustained. When lands are made available for
noncompetitive leasing, the Department is required by statute to
issue the lease to the first qualified applicant therefor (C. T. Hegwer,
62 I.D. 77 (1955)). And if a noncompetitive lease is erroneously
issued to a junior applicant, such a lease is subject to cancellation
(43 CFR 192.42(m);; Transoo Gas ad Oil Corporation et a., 61
I.D. 85 (1952); McKay v. Wahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (1955)). In
the instant case, Mrs. Wolf appears to have been the first qualified applicant for the land under consideration. Consistently with the regen
lation and decisions just cited, the issuance of a lease to te appellant
was erroneous, and the decision remanding the case for issuance of a
lease on the lands here involved to Mrs. Wolf and allowing the cancellation of appellant's lease to stand was correct, all else being regular.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
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Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.:
EDMUND

T. FRITz,

-Deputy Solioitor.
RICHFIELD OIL CORPORATION
A-27954
Decided August 12, 1959
Oil and Gas Leases: Exchange Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Extensions-Oil and Gas Leases: Noncompetitive Leases
A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued under section 17(a) of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended, is entitled to the single extension afforded by the
third paragraph of section 17 of the act, as amended.

Statutory Construction: Generally
Where the plain language of a statute does not limit the benefit conferred
thereby and where to give effect to such language would not lead to absurd
or unfair results, there is no basis for departing from that language even
though it seems to be broader than the probable intent of the Congress.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Richfield Oil Corporation has appealed to the Secretary of the In-'
terior from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management dated November 20, 1958, which affirmed the action of the man-

ager of the Los Angeles land office in rejecting Richfield's application
for an extension of its oil and gas lease Los Angeles 033379 (a) under
the' provisions of section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30
U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226).
The appellant has held a lease on the 170 acres of land covered by
Los Angeles 033379 (a) since June 8, 1938, when the Department approved an assignment to it of a consolidated 20-year lease covering,
at least in part, land originally leased on August 23, 1920, under section 18 of the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 227).
Richfield and its predecessor sought and obtained suspensions of the
drilling, producing, and rental requirements of the lease, which suspensions, under section 39 of the act (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 209),
extended the term of the original lease. As of May 1, 1942, an exchange lease under section 2(a) of the amendatory act of August 21,
1935 (49 Stat. 674, 679), was issued to Richfield. That lease, bearing
the same serial number, was for a period of 10 years. On January 24,
1952, Richfield applied for a new lease in exchange for its outstanding
lease and, as of April 1, 1952, a new lease "for a period of five years,
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and. so long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities"
was issued to Richfield under section 17(a) of the Mineral Leasing
Act-as added on August 8, 1946 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed., see. 226d). On
January 18, 1957, the corporation applied for an extension of that
lease under section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, and it
is the refusal of the Director to grant the extension of the new lease
issued as of April 1,1952, which brings the matter before the Secretary.
The Director held that because Richfield's lease had been issued as
*an exchange lease; under section 17(a) .of the act, supra, the lease is
not entitledto an extension. He held that the right to extension of
noncompetitive leases granted by section 17 is applicable only to those
leases issued under section 17 in.recognition of the preference right
afforded to "the person first making application for the lease who is
qualified to hold a lease."
::
There can be no doubt that the lease issued in 952 was-issued noncornpetitively and I find nothing in the language of section 17, as
amended, which would limit its application to leases which were
acquired by "first qualified" applicants. .
As originally enacted, the Mineral Leasing Act provided for the
issuance of noncompetitive'or preference-right leases in number of
situations (see secs. 14, 18, 19, and 20): It was only with respect to
lands situated within the known geologic structure of a producing
oil or gas field, and which were not subject to preferential leasing
under other provisions of the act, that competitive bidding was required. Leases issued under section 17 as the result of such bidding
were to be 20-year leases with the preferential right in the lessee to
renew for successive periods of 10 years.
The amendatory act of 1935 materially changed the method of acquiring the right to prospect for oil and gas. The permit system,
provided' for in section 13 of the original act,. was discontinued and
those holding such permits at the date of the amendatory. act were
given the right, prior to the expiration of their permits, to exchange
the same for leases under the conditions fixed by section 17 as there
amended. Discovery-under outstanding permits continued to entitle
holders of permits to preferential leases. As amended, section 1
provided that thereafter all lands subject to the provisions of the act
should be disposed of through leases. It provided for the competitive
leasing of those lands on known geologic structures of producing oil
or gas fields, the terms of such leases to be for 10 years, and that "the
person first making application for the lease of any lands not within
any known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field who is
qualified to hold a lease under this Act * * * shall be entitled to a
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preference right over others to: a lease of such lands without competitive bidding * *
Such noncompetitive leases: were to be for; a
period of 5 years. No provision was made for the extension of the
fixed terms of either competitive or noncompetitive leases issued thereafter under that section as amended.
However, section 2(a) of the 1935 act authorized the Secretary of
the Interiorto issue new leases to lessees holding oil or gas leases under any of the provisions

of -this Act at the time this amendatory Act becomes effective, such new leases
to be in lieu of the leases then held by such lessees and to be at a royalty- rate
of not less than 12:1/2 per centum in amount or value of the production and upon
such other terms. and conditions as the Secretary of the Interior shall by general
rule prescribe: Provided, That- no limitation of acreage not provided for under
the law or regulations upon which any such old lease was issued shall be pplicable to any such new lease.
-

$Section'.2(b) provided that nothing in the amendatory act should
be construed to affect the validity of permits or leases previously
issued. under the original act as amended and in existence at the time
the 1935 act took effect or to impair any. rights or privileges which
had accrued under such permits or leases.
By regulation (43 CFR, 1940. ed., 192.29), the fixed terms of all
leasesissuedundersection,2(a) weretobefor 10 years.
Thus the 1935 act, in authorizing the exchange of leases previously
issued for new leases, made no distinction between those leases issued
-as the result of the preferences accorded by the 1920 act and those
leases issued as the result of competitive bidding. Those who held
leases under the 1920 act were given the opportunity to acquire new
leases, whether or not their leases had been issued in the first instance
as nioncompetitive preference-right leases or as the result of competitive bidding.After a series of temporary measures beginning with section 1 of
the act 'of July 29, 1942', under which the holders of*noncompetitive
5-year leases issued under the act of- August 21, 1935, were granted
preference rights over others to new leases for so much of the land
embraced in' their present eases as was not, on the expiration date
of their present leases, within the known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field and under which 5-year leases not entitled
to such preference right to a new lease were extended,2 the Mineal
536 Stat. 726; as amended by the acts of December 22; 143' (57 Stat. 608), September

27, 1944 (58i Stat. 755), and November 30, 1945 (59 Stat. 587).
Holders of 10-year noncompetitive. leases were not entitled to' the benefits of those
'acts. GrGce IGantz Lewis nd' S. W. Holman, A-25669 (July 5, 1949) L. B. McLaugkln
ot at., A-2557, (January 2, 1951)..
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Leasing Act was materially amended by the act' of August 8, 1946
(60 Stat. 950).
Under section 17, as amended in 1946, lands within any known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field were -to be leased
competitively and lands not within any such structure were to be
leased to; "the person first making application for the lease who is
qualified to hold a lease under this Act" without competitive bidding.
-All leases issued under that section were to b&for a primary term of
5 years. The third paragraph of section 17, as -amended, in 1946,
provided that upon the expiration of the primary term of any noncompetjtive lease maintained, in accordance with applicable statutory
requirements and' regulations, the record titleholder, upon 'timely
application, "shall be entitled to a single extension of the lease, unless
then otherwise provided by. law, for such lands covered by it as are
not on the expiration date of the lease within the known geologic
structure of. a producing oil or gas field or withdrawn from leasing * * **" The extension provided forlunder the 1946 amendment
was to be for a period of 5 'years and so. long thereafter as oil or gas is
produced in paying quantities. Any nofilehpetitive lease not subject
to such extension in whole or in part, because the lands covered thereby
were within the known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field
at the. date of expiration: of the primary term of the lease, was to
continue in effect'for' a period of 2 years and so long thereafter as
'oil or gas was produced in Paying quantities if drilling' operatons
were being' diligently prosecuted on 'such expiration date.
A new section of the Mineral Leasing Act, designated as sec. 17 (a)
was added, which, so far as pertinent, provides:
The 'Secretary of the Interior shall, upon timely application therefor, issue
a new lease in exchange for any lease issued for a term of twenty years, or any
renewal thereof, or any lease heretofore issued in exchange for a twenty-year
lease, such new lea-se-'o be for a primary term of five years and so long. thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities * *

The 1946 act repealed section 2 of the act of August 21, 1935, and
section 1 of the act of July 29, 1942, as amended.
That part of s tion 17 which provided for the extension of noncompetitive leases was amended by the act of July 29,01954 '(68 Stat.
583, 584). The amended third paragraph so far as pertinent- to the
present appeal, provides:
Upon the expiration of the initial five-year term of any noncompetitive lease
maintained in accordance with applicable statutory requirements and rgulations, the record titleholder thereof' shall be entitled to' a single extension of
the lease, unless then otherwise provided -by law, for such lands covered by it
as are not. on theiexpitation date of the lease withdrawn from leasing under
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this section. * * A A noncompetitive lease, as to lands not within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field, shall be extended for a period
of five years and so long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities. -A noncompetitive lease, as to lands within the known geologic structure
'of a producing oil or gas field, shall be extended for a period of two years and
so long thereafter .as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities. Any noncompetitive lease extended under this paragraph shall be subject to the rules and
regulations in force at the expiration of the initial five-year term of the lease.

While it is true that since 1935 the Mineral Leasing Act has required
that leases to be issued noncompetitively are to be awarded to "first
qualified" applicants,' it does not, necessarily follow that only leases
issued to "first qualified" applicants are, entitled to: the extension
granted by the third paragraph of section. 17 as amended. The Congress has in amending the Mineral Leasing Act recognized other
leases and provided for their extension in certain
situations. See, for example, section 17(b). It has also limited the
benefits of its acts to certain classes of noncompetitive leases, as
where it gave
rights to new leases to holders of 5-year
noncompetitive leases under the act of July 29, 1942, as amended.
Twice it has authorized the issuance of new leases in exchange for
.outstanding noncompetitive leases and on neither occasion did it
withdraw the new leases from the application of other provisions of
the act.
By the 1946. amendment, under which the appellant holds its present lease, all holders of outstanding 20-year leases, renewals of such
leases, or exchange leases issued for such 20-year leases were entitled
to new leases "for a primary term of five years." Under the 1954
amendment of the third paragraph of section 17 "any noncompetitive
lease" issued for an initial term of 5 years is entitled to a single extension. The paragraph does not provide that the' extension shall be
limited to those who acquired their leases in the first instance by being
."first qualified" applicants. The appellant's lease, issued in 1952,'
clearly comes within the language of the statute.
The situation is not unlike that considered in Solicitor's opinion
M-35082 (December 2 1948).; There the question was whether the
holder of a noncompetitive lease obtained 'by exercising a preference
right under section 1 of the act of Julyv 29, 1942, had a preference right
to obtain, upon the expiration' of the current term of his lease, another
lease on the same land. The Solicitor found that no distinction had
been made in the language of the section between the attachment of
this preferential right to noncompetitive leases initially issued during
the period, between July 29; 1942, and August 8, 1946, when the provision was repealed, and leases issued during that period to persons
taking advantage of their preference rights under section 1 of the 1942
-noncompetitive

.preference
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act. The Solicitor held that an exercise during the period from July29, 1942, to August 8, 1946, of the preference right granted in section 1
of the 1942 act did not exhaust the right and prevent it from attaching to the new lease issued during that period for the same land upon
the basis of the exercise of the right.
'
So with the right attempted. to be exercised by the appellant in: this
*case. The fact that the appellant exercised the right afforded, to it
by section 17(a) to obtain a new lease in exchange for its: previous
.lease does not prevent the appellant from obtaining an extension of
that new lease where its new lease meets the requirement for-an

.extension.

i

: Whether or not the Congress intended that the new leases issued
in exchange. for outstanding leases should be. entitled to the benefit of
the extension accorded by the third paragraph of section 17, certainly
there is nothing in the language of the act itself which would deny
such holders of new leases the extension granted. The Department
has on other occasions in construing the provisions of the Mineral
Leasing Act found the language of a particular provision of the act
to be:broader than what the Department felt the Congress intended
to accomplish by the provision. Nevertheless, it has held that where
the plain language: of the act did not limit the benefit conferred and
where the giving effect to such language would not produce an absurd
or patently unjust result, there was no basis for departing from the
plainlanguage of the-statute. Solicitor's opinion, 60 I.D. 260 (1948);
E. Leslie Parker,M. N. Wheeler, 62 I.D. 88 (1955).
:
- It cannot be said that to hold that a new lease issued under section
17(a) of the act is entitled to a single extension would produce an
absurd or unjust result. While it is true the appellant in this case
has held the land embraced in its new lease for many years, yet the
Congress has provided the-means under which the appellant has been
able to keep the land under lease. It may be that the Congress, in
limiting the fixed terms of 'the new leases to 'a primary term of five
years," thus putting such: new leases on a par with all other leases to
be issued under the act, intended to'wipe out any distinction which
had theretofore existed between leases which had been issued noncompetitively under the provisions of the original act and those issued
noncompetitively under the act of August 21, 1935, and to be issued
under section 17 as amended by the 1946 act.
Therefore it must be held that, all else being regular, the appellant in this case is entitled to a single 5-year extension of its lease
as to so much of the land covered thereby as was not, on March 31,
1957, within the known geologic structure of a producing oil or
gas field.
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The appellant states that'60 acres of the land covered by its lease
is within the known geologic structure of the Sunset field as revised
effective March 10, 1949. If such is the fact, the appellant was
entitled to an extension of its lease for 2 years on that land; - However, since 'that 2-year period has already expired, the' lease must be
considered as terminated as to that land uless-oil or gas is being
produced in paying quantities from that acreage.
Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348),- the decision of the Director of*the Bureau
of Land Management dated November 20, 1958, is reversed and the
case is remanded' to the Bureau, of Land Management with instructions to grant a 5-year extension on so much of the land' covered by
Los Angeles 033379 (a) as was not on March 31, 1957, within the
known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field, all else
'being regular.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solibtor.
APPEAL OF COMMERCIAL METALS COMPANY
Decided August 7, 1959

IBCA-99
Contracts': Appeals
*

Upon an appeal from a decision: of a contracting officer under a contract
for the sale of scrap' iron and steel by The Alaska Railroad, the Board
of Contract Appeals has jurisdiction to determine the respective obligations of the Government and the purchaser, and hence may construe the
terms governing the shipment of the purchased property in order to decide
what its destination was and atzwhat point the railroad could apply its
tariffs to the shipment.

Contracts: Interpretation
Under a contract which provided for the sale of scrap iron and steel by
The Alaska Railroad to a purchaser contemplating its export from Alaska,

*

.

and which also provided that the scrap was to be' sold "F.O.B. Cars, The
Alaska Railroad, Anchorage or Seward, Alaska," and that the purchaser
was to arrange for berthing of ship, wharfage, and handling at dockside,
the, railroad, when the purchaser elected, to take delivery at Seward,
Alaska,- where the Railroad owned the dock, was obligated only to effect
delivery of the scrap in the general receiving yards' of. the railroad at
Seward, and the purchaser was obligated 'to pay \wharfage, unloading,
switching, and other terminal charges under the applicable tariffs of: the
railroad.
BOARD OF

ONTRACT APPEALS

dCommercial Metals Company, of Dallas, Texas (hereinafter referred to as "Cometals"), has filed a timely appeal from a letter deci-
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sion of the contracting officer dated December 7, 1956, assessing various
terminal charges against the appellant in connection with its purchase
of scrap iron and steel under a contract with The Alaska Railroad
(hereinafter referred to as. "the railroad"), which was entered into on
August 27; 1956, pursuant to Invitation No. 56-11, issued-July 30,
1956.
The contract, which was executed on U.S. Standard Form 114 for
the sale of Government property, provided for the sale by the railroad
to Cometals of the following property:
Approximate
Bid Price,
Quantities
Description
1. Scrap Steel Rail 13031 Section with AngIe Bars_ 1, 300 tons $46. 75er ton
2; Scrap Steel Rail, Various Sections------- ----1,500 tons $46. 75 per ton
3. Scrap Iron and Steel Railroad Scrap ______- 8, 000 tons $39. 76 per ton

The sale was made subject to 16'paragraphs of General Sale Terms
and Conditions. The second paragraph included the provision: "All
property listed herein is offered for sale 'as is'and 'where is' and
without recourse against the Government. IfI it is provided herein
that the Government Ishall load, then 'where is? means f.o.b. conveyance- at the point specified in the Invitation." The fifth paragraph,
which dealt with the method of payment for the property sold,,pro-,
vided that payment was to be made "prior to delivery of any property." The sixth paragraph, which dealt with the transfer of title,
included the provision: :"Title to the items of property sold hereunder
shall vest in the Purchaser as and when -full and final payment is
made, unless otherwise specified by the Government, 'and except that
if the contract provides that loading will be performed by the Government, title. shall not vest until such loading and such- payment are
completed." The seventh paragraph, which dealt with delivery and
enmoval of the property; included the. provision: "The Purchaser
shall be entitled to obtain the property upon vesting of title of the
property in him,, unlessotherwise specified in the Invitation to Bid.
Delivery shall be at the designated location, and the Purchaser shall
remove the' property at his expense." The 12th paragraph provided
that "Any oral statement by any representative of the. Govermuent,
;modifying or changing- any conditions of the contract, is an expres.sion of opinion only and confers no right upon-the Purchaser."- The
15th paragraph provided that all questions of fact.involved in disputes arising, under the contract should be decided by the contracting
lofficer, subject to appeal to the head of the Department or his duly
authorized representative.-.

R
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The General Sale Terms and Conditions were, however, supplemented by a series of nine paragraphs of Special Sale Terms and'l
Conditions of which the first two read as follows:
1. Scrap is located in the Alaska Railroad Birchwood Yards. To be sold
F.O.B. Cars, The Alaska Railroad, Anchorage or Seward, Alaska. All subect
to export in compliance with existing Federal regulations.
2.. Berthing of ship, wharfage and handling at dockside to be arranged; for
by purchaser.

In addition, it was' provided in the third of these paragraphs that
full payment of the purchase price, based on the estimated tonnage,
was to be made within 15 days of the date of award of the contract;.
in the fourth that the successful bidder was to notify The Alaska
*Railroad at least 20 days in advance of the loading of the scrap on a.
vessel that the scrap should be loaded in cars, and that the railroad
should make delivery of the scrap within 15 days thereafter; in
the seventh that if the bidder failed to remove the scrap within 6a
calendar days from the date of the award -of the contract, the Government might "in its discretion, assess a demurrage charge for any
cars under load;" and, finally, in the ninth that the "disputes provision of the contract should be subject to the act of" May 11, 1954.
(08 Stat. 81; 41 U.S.C., Supp. III, sec. 321), relating to judicial review
of decisions under that provision.
Cometals paid a total purchase price for the scrap of 448,980,
consisting of its bid deposit of $90,00 and a ceckof $358,980, which
was received by the railroad on September 12, 1956. It elected to
ship the scrap from the port of Seward rather than Anchorage,
Alaska, because of what it regarded as the superior facilities of the
former port, and made arrangements to charter for this purpose
; two vessels, the SS FANA and the SS JAMES- LICK. Under
,date of August 30, 1956, Cometals sent a telegram to the railroad
notifying it that the SS FANA had been chartered to move up to,
3,1()0 gross tons. of the scrap, and that the vessel was expected to
be ready to load at Seward. on September 17. Underdate of Septenber 6, 1956, Cometals sent another telegram to the railroad informing
it that one Dave Levinson, of the Pacific Iron and Metal Company of
Seattle, Washington (which had an interest in the purchase of the
scrap) would act' as its agent in connection with the loading of the
SS FANA. Similarly. under date of October 5, 1956, Cometals
notified the railroad that the SS JAMES LICK was expected about
October 16 to load the remaining scrap.' Cometals also made arrangements for the berthing of the vessels at the railroad's Seward
:'This notice, as well as that of August SO, was given pursuant to the fourth paragraph
of the Special Sale Terms and Conditions.
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dock, and for the loading of the vessels by the Northern Stevedoring
& Handling -Corporation, a stevedoring concern which had a contract
with the railroad for the performance on its behalf of certain termimnal services which the railroad in its tariffs undertook to provide at
the dock, but made no arrangement for wharf age because it assumed
that the contract required the scrap to be delivered alongside the
ship on the dock at Seward.
Having received the required notice that Cometals was in a position to begin loading the scrap, the railroad began loading it into
cars at its Birchwood Yards, north of Anchorage. One R. G. Deede,
who was connected with the General Services Administration, but
whose exact role and authority in the sale of the scrap by the railroad
is not satisfactorily established by the record, appears to have been
involved in the assembly of the scrap. After loading, the scrap
moved towards Seward on "non-revenue waybills," which are documents used in the movement of railroad-owned property. En route,
the carloads of scrap were weighed at Mile Post 114, and scale tickets,
on which the weights 'were recorded, were also prepared; .these scale
tickets indicated the consignee to be the railroad's dock agent at
Seward. No bills of lading were issued, which was contrary to thepractice followed when the railroad was merely acting as a carrier.
When the cars containing the scrap arrived in Seward, they were
so numerous that they created a problem of congestion, and a siding
known as the Jesse Lee siding, which is regarded as a Seward team
track,3 as well as any available spur tracks, were used to hold the
cars, while they were waiting to- be moved alongside the vessels. In
Alaska Railroad parlance, the term "yard" is rather loosely used to
denote any portion of the station area within switching limits, and
the Jesse Lee siding, as well as spur tracks beyond that siding, would
thus be.a part of the Seward yards. 'A spur track ran from the Seward yards to the dock or pier, so that it was possible to switch
freight cars from the yards to the dock but no train of cars was ever
run directly onto the dock, for it first had to be broken up.' Moreover, to move freight cars on the dock itself use was made of jitneys
or Glee tracks" operated by stevedores rather than the railroad's employees. The dock or pier at Seward, although owned by the railroad, was operated by it as a public dock, which is to say that it
handled freight for any party, including the railroad's competitors.
2 The scale tickets indicated that no less than 363 carloads of scrap were hauled..
1The term "team track," which is a relic of the horse age, denotes the track at which
consignees may call for their goods. The team track proper at Seward was in the area
of the Jesse Lee siding but there was another track-Track 9-that doubled as a team
track.
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Since cars could be switched fom the Seward yards to the Seward
dock or pier, it is obvious that the dock was within the Seward
switching limits. However, the. Seward dock or pier was not regarded as part of the Seward yards.4:

The scrap purchased by Cometals was loaded on the SS FANA
between the dates of September 19 and September 26, 1956, and on
the SS JAMES LICK between the dates of October 28 and November 20, 1956. The loading of the FANA was supervised by Dave
Levinson, the Cometals agent already mentioned-, and the loading of
the JAMES LICK was supervised by one Richard Concannon, one
of Cometals' buyers of scrap iron who had been sent to Alaska for this
purpose. At the time of his arrival the FANA had already completed its loading and sailed.
'Only rail was shipped on the FANA, while both rail and scrap
iron were shipped on the JAMES LICK. All the scrap purchased
from the railroad was shipped on one or the other of the vessels, except approximately 800 tons, which was stored at Seward under a leasing arrangement with the railroad, and subsequently disposed of by
Cometals. In addition to the railroad scrap, Cometals had also purchased scrap from two private concerns, and some of this scrap was
also loaded on either the FANA or the JAMES LICK. A bill of
lading had been issued by the railroad in connection with the movement of this scrap, and the charges in connection therewith were
assessed under, Railroad Tariff 16-E, under which the freight rate
absorbed all wharfage, handling, and switching charges.,
The loading of the vessels with the scrap was supervised and directed by Levinson and Concannon, the agents of Cometals. To get
the cars loaded with the scrap spotted at the dock, the agent would
examine the cars in the yards, and determine which ones should be
moved. He then gave instructions to the conductor of the switch
engine as to which cars were to be switched. These instructions, in
accordance with the custom followed on the railroad, were given informally by handing the conductor a list of the cars which were to be
switched. This list also indicated the order in which the cars were
to be switched. This procedure was followed by Cometals'-agents
in order to effect proper stowage of the vessels. To accomplish this,
cooperation by the railroad was necessary, and it cooperated by furnishing lists of the cars which had arrived in the yards, and by switch4 The contention of the appellant that there is a contradiction in the testimony of the
railroad's witnesses with respect to whether the pier was within the Seward switching
limits. is based upon a misunderstanding of their testimony. Both Ervin Dyer, the railroad's freight and dock agent at eward, and Edward R. Sanders, its assistant general
traffic manager, stationed at Anchorage, testified that, although the pier was not part of
the yards, it was within the Seward switching limits.
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ing the cars in accordance with the requests of the Cometals agents.
Sometimes cars were only partially emptied in the course of stowage,.
.and this involved the return of the- partially unloaded cars to the.
yards. In order to assist primarily in unloading the cars on the dock,
Cometals rented a crane from the railroad, and on one day at least
this crane was also used for consolidating scrap in the cars in the yard.
The loading of the vessels involved a dual operation: the scrap not
only had to be unloaded from the cars but loaded on the vessels. One
was "dockside" work and the other "shipside" work, and the line ofdemarcation between the two was the ship's hook. Under union contracts men from both shipside and shoreside were required in connection with the unloading of each railroad car, and the transfer of its
contents to the vessel, and the wages of each class of men had to be
paid 'by the Northern Stevedoring and Handling Corporation, which.
in turnbilled the railroad for the dockside work, notwithstanding the.
fact that it was being paidby Cometals for loading the vessels. The
railroad's charges for dockside work were covered by Tariff 37-D,
which pertained to the operation of the dock.
On October 18, 1956, which was after the FANA had been loaded,
the railroad billed Cometals for various charges in connection with
the handling of the scrap for the vessel and by letter dated November 2,. 1956 Cometals protested against the making of these charges.
While the JAMES LICK was being loaded, the railroad insisted that
unless the charges for the FANA were paid, the loading of the second
vessel would be discontinued. To remove this impasse, the parties
executed an escrow agreement on November 23, 1956, under which
$65,000 was placed in escrow with the-First National City Bank of
New York, pending resolution of the dispute by the contracting officer, subject to appeals to the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized
representative, and the appropriate judicial forum.
The charges'made by the railroad in connection with the loading of
the FANA and JAMES LICK totaled $81,938.47, distributed as
-

follows:
-

SS FANA

::

SS JAMES LICK

.

-

Wharfage and Unloading_ $40, 285. 88
Service Charges__
8,771.19
Equipment Rental _--*3,460. o
Switching -_____-__-____
3,410. 07
Equipment Rental *200. 00
*31. 62
25, 779. 71 Extra Labor -__-__-__-_

Wharfage and Unloading__ $21, 385.73
Service Charges -- __---3, 042. 83
Crane Rental ------------*220. 00
Switching -1,131.15
Total -

-

-I

__
-

X

:

a

-L

-

Total -

56,158. 76

This was the formal billing. On September 25, 1956, the railroad's dock and freight
agent and Cometals' agent had already exchanged telegrams about the charges.
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The nature of the charges made by the railroad is, for the most
part, self-explanatory. "Wharfage" was, of course, the charge for the
use of the dock premises involved in the movement of the freight
across the dock. "Unloading" was the spotting of the cars at the
ships side, and the preparation of their contents for picking up by
the ship's hook. The service charges appear to have consisted of
charges assessed against the two vessels under the railroad's tariffs
to cover such services as: (-a) the calling in of cars asrequired by the
respective vessels; (b) the maintenance of daily progress reports of
freight loaded aboard them; and (c) the preparation of the dock
manifests, or abstracts of the cargo loaded.
The starred items among the charges, which total $3,911.62, are
all charges for the rental of a crane from the railroad, and they are,
apparently, listed separately because the crane was used for somewhat
different purposes, namely, to load the vessels, as well as to consolidate the scrap in the yards. The propriety of these charges for the
use of the railroad's crane are no longer contested by Cometals.
Thus, the appellant's claim is now reduced to $78,026.85.
In its letter of protest dated November 2, 1956, Cometals took the
position that the charges made by the railroad were improper, since
the invitation to bid had "clearly specified the price to be paid would
be f.o.b. cars, Alaska Railroad tracks at 6 Anchorage or Seward,
Alaska"; it had elected to take delivery of the scrap at Seward where
the railroad's tracks extended to shipside; and the scrap had been
loaded aboard the ships at its own expense "without any handling
costs accruing to the Alaska Railroad." In his letter decision of
December 7, 1956, which was rendered shortly after the execution of
the escrow agreement, the contracting officer, however, took the position that the contract had been fulfilled "on delivery of the cars on
siding in the Seward yards awaiting transshipment and your company under the F.O.B. Seward provision automatically received the
cars at that time and such cars became subject to the provision of the
tariff governing storage and demurrage." The contracting officer
pointed out particularly that Cometals had failed to take cognizance
of the provisions of Tariff 3-D under which his charges had been
made and of the provisions of Paragraph 2 of the Special Sale
Terms and Conditions, providing that the purchaser should arrange
for berthing, wharfage, and handling at dockside. In this connection, he explained that this provision had been included in the mvitation to bidders "in order to spell out requirements that the
6 It should be noted that the last two of the emphasized words are not to be found In
Paragraph of the Special Sale Terms and Conditions but were interpolated by the writer
of the letter.
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purchaser will arrange, for berthing and dockside charges and therefore this' paragraph clearly states the railroad's
osition in this

regard.X This clause would have been

suprfluous if the wharf to be

used had been the property of another 'company, as the seller would
have no concern in the interchange or transfer to a vessel." The
appeal of Cometals followed under date of January 4, 1957.
A hearing for the purpose of taking testimony with respect to the
issues involved' in the appeal was held at Washington, D.C., on
February 2T and 28, 1958, before the full membership of the Board.
Two witnesses testified on each side. Richard Concannon, one of the
appellant's agents, 7 and Walter J. Kelly, a retired vice president of the
Association of American Railroads,8 testified on behalf of the appellant. Ervin Dyer, the dock and freight agent of the railroad at
Seward, and Edward R. Sanders, the assistant traffic manager of the
railroad, stationed at Anchorage, testified on behalf of the railroad.
Subsequent to the hearing counsel for the respective parties filed
elaborate posthearing briefs.in which, in addition to the substantive
question involved in the appeal, there is also discussed at considerable
length the question whether the Board has jurisdiction over the appeal.
This has been discussed in terms- of whether the question involved in
the appeal is one of law or fact, and whether the claim of the appellant
is one for breach of contract.
-The Board does not'deem it necessary-to determinie whether the
appeal presents solely a question of law or a mixed question of law and
fact, since it has always taken the position that it has jurisdiction over
either type of controversy.9 Moreover, in the present case the escrow
agreement explicitly provided for the determination of the dispute
between the parties, although it did not refer, as does the "disputes"
clause of' the standard form for the sale of Government property to
the appellant's other agent, Dave Levinson, was deceased at the time of the hearing.
Kelly had long experience in railroad operations in the United States but none with
respect to the Alaska Railroad.
8Also,while he was familiar with general railroad practices, and his testimony with respect to such practices is of some value, he had had no experience In any vendor-vendee relationship, which is, of course, the type of relationship
which is involved in the present appeal. All too often, moreover, the questions put to him
were legal questions which he was in no position to answer rather than questions designed
to elicit information concerning relevant railroad practices.
9Basically, this is because 43 CR, 1954 Rev.) 44, defining the jurisdIction' of the
Board, confers on it jurisdiction to entertain appeals not only from findings of fact but
also from decisions of contracting officers "of any bureau or office of the Department of
the Interior, wherever situated, or any field installation thereof", and in so doing states:
"The Board may, in its discretion, decide questions which are deemed necessary for the complete decision on the issue or issues involved in the appeal, including questions of law."
Appeals under the "disputes" clauses of the standard forms of Government contracts are
not expressly mentioned therein, and hence the Board has jurisdiction over appeals for
which special' provision is made in other Government contracts, See, for example Georgia
Power Company, IBCA-31 (April 22, 1955).
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"questions of fact." Under .this standard disputes". clause, it has
beeh held that theft is.administrative jurisdiction to determine th6
respective obligations of the Government and the purchaser, under the
contract, and to provide the forms of relief which are contemplated by
the coniract but that there is no administrative jurisdiction to allow
claims.. for consequential damages for breach of.contract or for rescis-

sion of the eontract.10

This doctrine has specifically been applied in

a case which is. essentially similar to the present appeal, sillee it
involved the questiot who was to pay a handling charge in connection
with the loading of property, which consisted of a heavy-duty lathe
weighing 35,000 pounds, for an F;O.B. shipment.'
The Boardinust
conclude that it. has jurisdiction over the present. appeal because it
involves only the enforcement of the, obligations, of: the contract.
However,-the Board's jurisdiction does not extend to determining
which tariffor tariffs were applicable to the movement and handling
of the;subject .of the sale,; or -to interpreting the terms or conditions
of any particular tariff,' for such- questions would not be ones arising
ulder the terms of the contract of sale. Indeed, counsel for the appellant expressly concedes as much.
The contentions of the appellant in. arguig that the railroad was
obligated to deliver and unload the carloads of scrap -on the dock at
a point where their contents could be picked. up by the ships'' hooks
are untenable. Indeed, they represent a position that is unreasonable.
A railroad by becominga seller does not cease to be a common carrier,1 2
and it does not debar itself from collecting its charges as such, unless
it has expressly done so by the terms of the contract of sale. Originally, the appellant contended that it was being charged by The Alaska
*

lo See A. Tuen Machinery, ASBCA No. 2811, September 28, 1956, 56-2 BCA par. O56;
Timtes IndustrialSupply Corp., ASBCA No. 353, September 20, -19569 56-2 BCA par. 1064;
WilliamsburgAuto Wrecking Co., Inc., ASBCA No. 3611, September 6, 1956, 56-2_BCA par.
1078; Bertner Thread Co., ASBCA No. 3846, February 6, 1957, 57-1 BOA par. 11931;
Forbes Motor Co., ASBCA No.; 3995, March 21, 1957,-57-1 BOA par. 1217; fDadourien Bohrport Corp, ASBCA No. 4222 January 15, 158, 08-iF BCOA par. 1603; Fe7iciand Frzoim
ASBCA No. 4740, May 6, 1958,-58-1 BOA par. 1776, .
.
" See Harry C. Lewis, ASBCA No. 3075, July 24, 1957, 57-2 BOA par. 1390. This case
Is-also relevant to the consideratIon of the substantive question Involved in-the present
appeal. In addition to the provision for loading "o.b. ,carrier at the holding activity,"
it was expressly provided that any expenses "over and above those customarily required
for loading f.o.b." were to be for the account of the purchaser.
12 Indeed, this is implicit in Southern Pacific Co. v. HpmanMichaels Co., 147 P.
d 692
(Calif. 1944), upon which heavy reliance is placed by the appellant. This case, too, involved a sale of scrap iron by a railroad which was seeking to impose demurrage charges
on the shipment but failed. 'The case is, however, not in point because the railroad could
not do so by reason of one of the express terms of the contract
See also Standard Oil
Comp any of California v. Johnson, 147 P. 2d.577 (Calif. 1944), in which it is recognized
that a railroad. can be: both a carrier and buyer of-oil, sold, and Choctaw, 0. i G.r. Co. v.
Colorado Puelc& Iron Co., 93 Fed. 74g2 (3d Cir. 1&99) involving the purchase of rails by a
railroad.
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-ailroad for services which had'inot been rendered but the record now
fiirmly negatives thii contention. The record shows, moreover, that
these services were not ony
o
aluable to the appellant but burdensome
and expensive for the railroad.` The'appellant is, indeed, in the p6Xsiti6n of insisting that the railroad was obligated iot only' to deliver
the carloads of scrap on the dock in. Seward but also'to keep switching
the cars around after their arrival in'the Seward yards, and even to'
:switch then back from the -dock into the yards, in order to serve the
convenience of the appellant foi the period of more than a month which
it took to load the FANA and JAMES LICK.' 3 Of cou'rse, if the
railroad undertook any such obligat'in it was. bound to perform it but
surely convincing proof sho uldb'e produced of the existence of such
an onerous obligation.
:
'
:'It must be remembered that in general the burden of proving a contention is on the party making it-in this,case the appellait.- In
ithe law of sales, moreover,;the presumptions are generally, in favor
of the: seller' rather than the buyer.' *As a transaction, a sale merely
involves a ransfer of goods from the seller to the: buyer, .and the
buyer must explicitly.bargain for any desired terms or conditions.
For example, it is presumed in the absence of any expression of a
contrary intention that delivery 'of goods sold will be made at the
seller's place of business or residence, or, if the goods are somewhere
else that thebuyer will take them from such location; 14 that an, f.o.b.
sale without further designation means free on board at the point of
shipmen-t rather than at the point of destination; 15 that a mere sale
of goods f.o.b. at 'the point of shipment, does not iport an obligation on the part of the seller to furnish the cars; and that the seller
satisfies his obligation in such a case by delivery to any carrier, at the
point of shipment, whether its cars are on a regularly used spur or
side track of the carrier, or on the main 'line, or at the depot of the
carrier." It is also presumed that, when a contract for the sale of
goods is silent as to who is to pay the freight, the purchaser is to pay
it,18 and that in general the burden. of proving; that the seller is to
bear any particular charges is on the buyer.9
a Of particular interest in this connection is Jarka Cororrationof Baltimore v. Pensyslvania R. Co., 130 F. 2d 804 (4th Cir. 1942). The tarilf applicable in this case was applicable to shipments "delivered to vessels direct from railroad. owned pier" and to shipments
'delivered to rail.carrier direct from the ship's side." Nevertheless, the court held that
the railroad was under no obligation to re-spot cars which had once been spotted.

,:,X1Williston,

ales, ec 40, p. 68i.

as Ibid., sec. 280a, p. 9'S.

;sIbid., sec. 280a, p 96.

. ;

.

See arniers Cotton Oil Go. T. H. Brooke i Co., 82'S.E. 372 (Ga. 1914).
18 See 7(7 corps Juris Secssnduam, sec. 81, p. 765, and authorities there cited.
'9 See Texas Cotton Growers Ass'nv v. McGuffey, 131 S.W. 2d 771 (Texas 1939).

'7

,'''
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It would be unreasonable to assume in the case of a contract- under
which the buyer was given a choice between shipment from two ports,
Anchorage or Seward, Alaska, that the seller intended to give the
buyer a price advantage, depending on his choice of, the port, of over
$80,000. It is true that the Birchwood Yards were considerably
nearer to Anchorage than to Seward but the main expense to the rail-.
road must have been in the cost of assembling and loading the scrap
rather than in the cost of hauling it. But if a rough equivalence is
to be assumed to have been the basis of the transaction, then the ultimate choice of the port of Seward by the appellant should not eliminate the implications which would have to be drawn if the choice had
been the port of Anchorage. The record shows that if the appellant
had chosen to ship from Anchorage, where the railroad did not own
the dock, it would have subjected itself to the very type of tariffs to
which it subsequently objected.
Having chosen Seward as the port from which to ship the scrap, the
appellant seems to contend that inasmuch as the expression "F.O.B.
cars, The Alaska Railroad * ** Seward, Alaska" is ambiguous, and
the railroad was the author of the expression, it should be interpreted
against the railroad in accordance with the doctrine contra proferentemn. Apart from all the presumptions of the law of sales favoring
the seller, the doctrine itself, which is designed to prevent hardship,
would seem to be inapplicable. 2 0 There is no ambiguity in an expression just because it is general or inclusive in its scope. What the
appellant is really contending is that the general expression be given
a particular interpretation 'but no good reason appears why the expression should be rewritten by the Board., Neither the"other terms
of the contract nor the circumstances of the case, as revealed by the
testimony, manifest an intention to give the term "Seward, Alaska"
a restricted meaning under which the dock would constitute the only
permissible point of delivery. As for the reference to The Alaska
Railroad, it could import no more, certainly, than that delivery should
be made on the tracks of The Alaska Railroad. If the appellant desired that delivery be made on the dock,21 it should have specified in
bidding that delivery be made f.o.b. the dock, or "f.o.b. vessel," or
2 See Corbin, Contracts, vol. III see. 559, pp. 14-55: "It is frequently said that this
rule is to be applied only as a last resort. It should not be applied until all other rules of
interpretation have been exhausted, nor should it be applied unless there remain two possible and reasonable interpretations."
21 See faynes et al. v. Douglas air Eaploitation & iport Co., 90 P. 2d 207 (Oreg. 1939),
in which the court held that even a contract providing for delivery of carloads of ties "at"
a particular dock did not require that they be delivered "on" that dock namely that they
be spotted there to effect delivery.
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f.a.s. 2 2 vessel., Although the purchase of the scrap in the present case
had been made in contemplation of export, it was not a condition of
'the sale that it be exported,2 and in any event the mere fact that
'export was contemplated could not in itself be reasonably regarded
as a substitute for a provision indicating that the goods were to be put
free alongside the vessels on whichthey were to be exported. Not
having used more meaningful terms, the appellant cannot argue the
case as. if use had been made of them. In their absence, there can be
:applied only the general rule; that when goods are to be delivered on
railroad cars at a particular. place, they may be delivered in the gen*eral receiving yards ofl the railroad at such place.2 4 The record shows
that such delivery was effected in the present case.
The appellant puts considerable stress upon the minimumof paper
work that was involved in the sale and movement of the scrap to the
vessels, and upon the nature of the paper work to which resort was
had. But such factors are entitled to little if any weight. The issuances'off bills of lading would not have been appropriate in connection with the shipment by the railroad 'of its own property, and
greater .informality in other respects was either to be expected, or
was customary in connection with the operations of The Alaska Railroad. The mere fact that the shipment of the scrap was made by the
railroad to its dock and freight agent in Seward is hardly of great
significance, for it: is hard to perceive how it could have been made
to anyone else. In general, the internal operations of the railroad
cannot have, any direct bearing on the terms of the. sale which had
been made with the appellant.
When attention is turned from the problem of the destination of
the shipment to the charges which the railroad could Ilegitimately
eollect under the terms of 'the contract, even- if the destination be
assumed to be the dock, the flimsiness of the appellant's case becomes
readily apparent. A shipment of goods f.o.b. the point of destination,
as in the present case, means merely that the seller is obligated to
'transport the goods free of any expense to the buyer, and'this includes,
m This expression means '"free along side." See Williston, Sales, sec. 280, p. 94, and
sec. 280h, p. 120.i
23This is apparent alone from the' fact that approxi-mately' 800 tons of the scrap were
not exported-at least immediately-by the appellant.
0 See, Williston, Sales, see. 450a, p. 684, and cases there cited. See also Applegat v.
Hyegan, 48 :y. 69 (1848,) ;:.Bloyo v. Pollock, 27 W. Va. 75 (1885).; A. Westsman Mercantile
CO. V. Park, 31 Pac. 945 (Colo. 1892); Detroit Southern B.
o. v. .la/G2olmison, 107 N.W.
91 (ich,
1906): Robinson et al. v. La'Harsh et al.,'167 N.Y:S. 233' (1917) Heyvman v.
De Christopero, 155 N.E. 657 (ass.
927),.
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of course, the payment of the freight to the point, of destination.25
But this does not also mean that the seller is to perform any services
for the buyer after the point of destination hs been reached. The
principal charges made by The Alaska Railroad were for " Wharfage,
and Unloading,"' and these charges alone, which total $61,671.61, account for almost 80 percent of the appellant's claim. The appellant
was expressly required by Paragraph 2 of the. Special Sale Terms
and' Conditions to pay the wharfagecharges` -Even if the provisions
of; Paragraph 1 of tie. Special Sale Terms and Conditions would
ordinarily have required that the scrap be delivered alongside, the:
ships at the dock at Seward, as the appellant unconvincingly contends, these provisions could not be construed to exempt the appellant
from the wharfage charges in view of the express provision that the
appellant pay. such charges. There is, of course, no such thing as a,
standard f.o.b. provision, and there is nothing to prevent the parties
to a sale fron making provisions which will rebut the ordinarypresumptions from an f.o.b. shipment, -for, like all the rules of the law
of sales, they- yield to expressions of contrary-intention.16 As for
*'the unloading charges quite apart firom. the express provision for
"handling at dockside" to be found in the Special Provisions and
the provision for removal of the property at the expense of the buyer
to be found in the General Provisions,27 even if it were to be unreasonably assumed that 'the contract required the scrap to be, delivered on
the dock, the railroad would not have been required to unload the
cars, since this would not have been a part of the delivery but a service
performed after delivery.28 If the railroad did not have to unload
;the cars, neither did it have to perform any other service after the
cars had been once spotted at the dock, such as switching partially
unloaded cars off the dock and back again in order to admit of the
25 See Williston, Sales, sec. 280a, p 98: 77 corpus Juris Secuhldum, sec. 75(c), pp. 74849; 46 Asndrican Juhrisprudence, sec. 188, p. 369, and sec. 442; p. 609;
nited States v..
Andrews, 207 U.S. 229 (1907) ; Alderman Bros. 90'. V. Westinghouse Air Brake Co. 103
Atl. 267 (Conn. 19-18) ; Barnett'41 Record o. V. Pall, 131 SW. 644 (Texas 1910) ; Partin
4 Pugate v. Hawkins, 257 .W.-571 (Texas 1923) ;Hardinge Co. v. Bico Corp., 266 P.
2d 494 (Utah 1954).
m1See. Williston, Sales, secs. 280, 280a and 280b, especially at pages 94, 96 and 994
27 This provision certainly rebuts any implication that the enumeration of the charges
which Cometals was to bear was intended to exempt it from the payment of any other
charges. The maxim epressio aius e
esoluesio aterius, which in any event is only an
aid to construction, is not applicable when there are general words to show that it was
the intention to include other subjects of the class enumerated (Corbin, Contracts, vol.
III, sec. 552, p. 113). The contracting officer's findings adequately explain the reason for
the enumeration
58 In the Republic of Indonesia. v. J. R. Simplot Company, 220 P. 2 321 (9th Cir. 1955),
the court held that when potatoes had been sold "f.o.b. Docks, Portland, Oregon," the term
"docks" meant a railway platform, and the words "on board" did not mean lying on the
railway platform but were "confined to the instruments of conveyance, here 'the railway
cars." Consequently, the court concluded, the seller was not bound to unload the potatoes
onto the railway platform.
t
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scrap being stowed on the vessels in the manner and sequence desired
by the appellant. The charges made by the railroad for switching
the cars in the yards were also proper, since it must be held that
delivery had been effected when the cars came to rest in the Seward
yards. As for the service charges, they comprehended services of
types which were not essential to the performance of the railroad's
obligation to transport the scrap to the point of delivery free of
charge, and there is'no language in the contract from which an intent
that they shall be bornelby the railroad could be inferred.
Finally, the appellant contends that it was advised by representatives of the railroad "who drew the contract" that "the original intention of the contract was.to move the scrap right to shipside without
assessing the questioned charges in order to attract buyers fron the
states" and that "Internal conflicts in the Railroad accounted for the
later attempts- to collect the charges." It is. extremely questionable,
to say the least, whether the evidence on which these contentions are
based, which consists of the testimony of Concannon, was admissible29
but if it may be considered at all, it is too vague' and uncertain to
warrant a finding that any of the officials concerned with the making
-or administration of the contract interpreted its provisions as meaning that the railroad would absorb the charges in controversy.-Ctoncannon testified (Tr., p. 48-49) that Deede told him that it was "the
original intention of the contract" to make the charges that were later
assessed but that he had: persuaded "the managing officer of the railroad" not to: do so, and that subsequently, after a change had occurred
in management of the railroad, a conflict had developed between the
storage and traffic departments of the railroad, with the result that
the charges had been made. Concannon also testified that he "talked
with Mr. Miles (the contracting officer) and he was in accord with
Mr. Dede (sic) on the intent of this sale." The record shows that
these alleged conversations could not have taken place until after the
railroad had imposed the charges, and they could very well be typical
2 In the first place, the evidence is mostly hearsay, consisting of Concannon's report of
what Deede, who did not actually testify at the hearing, is supposed to have told him about
the intentions of the railroad's executives. In the second place, while extrinsic evidence
may be introduced to establish trade usages in connection with a sale, and to show the
circumstances surrounding the execution of a contract, especially when provisions of the
contract are ambiguous, evidence may not be received which will have the effect of varying
the written terms of the contract. This is as applicable to the contracting officer as to
Deede but, in the case of the statements attributed to the latter, there is the further circumstance that there is no showing that he was authorized to make the statements attributed to him;: Indeed, any oral statements made by Deede would have to be disregarded
in view of the provisions of Paragraph. 12 of the General Sale Terms and Conditions, relating to oral statements purporting to modify or change any condition of the contract.
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pieces of misunderstood gossip which were in any' event meaningless,
for the question is not what the railroad originally may have intended
but what in fact it finally decided to embody in the contract. Sanders,
who, as assistant traffic manager of the railroad, was certainly in a
position to know, was emphatic in his testimony that there had never
been any conflict between the storage and traffic departments of the
railroad. Sanders testified, moreover, that prior to the bid opening
the appellant's agent Levinson had inquired from him what tariffs
would be applicable to the sale of the scrap, and that he had explained
to 'the agent what tariffs would be applicable. There is also in evidence a deposition made by Miles, the contracting officer, to the effect
that prior to bid opening Levinson had inquired of him what tariffs
wouldl be applicable and that he had referred the 'agent to the traffic
branch of the railroad for this information. There is, to be sure, also
in evidence a letter dated October 14, 1957, in which Levinson in response to an inquiry from appellant's counsel, stated: "I do not recall
any reference made by E. R. Saunders (sic) to Tariff 37-D prior to
the actual sale-of scrap to Commercial by the Alaska Railroad." But
this statement can hardly be regarded; as a positive denial. On the
basis of the record the Board can only find that the appellant was
informed prior to the bid opening that the sale of the scrap would
be made subject to all applicable railroad tariff charges.
CONCLUSION

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals-by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No.
2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the findings of fact and decision of
the contracting officer are affirmed. d.
WILLIAM SEAGLE, Acting Chairman.

I concur:
HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, Meber.
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Contracts: Appeals-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Timely Filing
the rules governing procedure before the Board of Contract Appeals
a request for reconsideration that is mailed within the period allowed for
the filing of such requests, but that is not delivered until after the end of that
period, is not timely.

VUnder

Contracts: Appeals
A request for reconsideration will be denied whereAt concedes the existence of
a fact that would preclude allowance of the claim for which reconsideration
is sought.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The appellant has filed a petition for reconsideration of the decision
of the Board, dated May 29, 1959 [p. 1791, denying,)except as modified,
its claims for additional compensation, arising out of its contract for
the construction and completion of the Crescent Lake Dam, part of the
Crescent Lake Dam Project, Oregon.
43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 4.15, relating to the making of requests for re-.
considerationofdecisionsofthe Board, provides:
A request for reconsideration may be filed within 30 days after the date of the
decision. Reconsideration of a decision, which may include a hearing or rehearing, may be granted if, in the judgment of the Board, sufficient reason therefor
appears.

This requirement of the rule is not satisfied merely by mailing re: quests for reconsideration to the Board prior to the expiration of the
30-day period from the date of the Board's decision. The rule requires that the request for reconsideration actually be delivered to
and be on file with the Board prior to the expiration of the period
specified. See, for instance, Ermt Henry Schulta, Jr., et al. v. United
States, 132 Ct. Cl. 618, 622 (1955).
As the date of the decision of the Board is May 29, 1959, and as
the 30th day from that date was a Sunday; the time for filing a request
for reconsideration expired on the 31st day, that is, June 29, 1959.
The appellant's petition for reconsideration in the present case was
mailed by the appellant and did not reach the Board until July 1,
1959. It was, therefore, filed too late.
Although the appellant's petition for reconsideration was filed' too
late, the Board should add that it also appears to be without merit.
As originally presented, appellant's main claim, based on the "changed
conditions" clause of the contract, appeared to be that it had encountered large quantities of hard material in both the upper and
lower levels of the excavations, which increased its difficulties and
526502-59-1
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*0:. costs.' 'In paragraph 12 of its petition for reconsideration, however,
the appellant concedes that it "was able to 'excavate' the material
down to a depth of from 10 to 12 feet in the manner that the Contractor
reasonably anticipated the entire excavation could be performed and
that below that depth the excavation became increasingly difficult.",
As the appellant -did not: experience greater difficulties than it anticipatedin the upper. levels of the. excavation, and the logs of exploration clearly; indicated that hard material of the kind the appellant
encountered was to be expected at the lower levels in large volume, it
obviously has no case under the "changed conditions" clause. As the
appellant's request for-reconsideration of its other claim, which is for
extra work, is made to depend upon its: encountering "changed conditions," it is also apparent that this request too would have to be denied.
*

.

0

0

X

0

::

;

-

.

C:ONCLUSION:

Therefore,. pursuant to the authority delegated to the Board of
Contract Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 24, Order No.
.2509, as amended; 19 F.R. 9428), the petition for reconsideration
is denied.
-VX

LIAM SEAGLE

H;ERB:RT J.

Acting Chairman.

SLAUGHTER,

Menber.

ESTATE OF KA-EtPAH,
NAVAJO ALLOTTEE NO.. 1047
IA-1044

Decided Septemnher 3, 1959

Indian Lands: Descent and Distribution: Generally-Rules of Practice:
Appeals: Generally
A confession of error submitted by an Examiner of Inheritance for considera-

tion in connection with an appeal fom the Examiner's order will serve
as justification for remanding the case to the Examiner for fther action.
APPEAL FROM AN EXAMINER OF INHERITANCE
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Lucille Paton Jim, a member of the Navajo Tribe, has appealed
to the Secretary of the Interior from an order of'an Examiner of
Inheritance amending the original order determining heirs in the
matter of the estate of Ka-E-Pah, deceased Navajo Allottee No. 1047.
The probate in this case was reopened upon the recommendation
of the Examiner of Inheritance in order that he might conduct an
investigation of an alleged error- in the determination of the heirs
of the decedent. After a hearing, the Examiner, by an order dated
One member of the Board dissented from the denial of this claim because, in his opinIon, the logs of exploration contained in the contract drawings indicated that soft material
would predominate to an average depth of 7 feet from the original ground surface, and
that hard material would predominate below that average depth.
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December 10, 1958, modified the original order dated March 27, 1928.
The appeal does not recite the interest of the appellant but states that
a mineral lease of the allotment involved was signed by the successful
bidder and approved by the Department, which lease may be seriously
impaired by the order amending the original order-determining heirs,
Subsequent to the filing of the appeal we have received a letter dated
February 12, 1959, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, from
the Examiner of Inheritance advising'that his office has conducted
an exhaustive search of Navaj o allotment files and reviewed the entire'
contents of the' allotment file of Kap ah, Navajo Allottee No. 1215
(Probate No. 85749 36). As a result of this review the lExaininer
is now convinced that Nos Bah, Census No. 12653, named as sole heirf
-in the amending order dated December 10, 1958, in the estate of
Ka-E--Pah, was married to Kap ah and not to Ka-E-Pah. The Examiner further states that the striking similarity in names was confusing and resulted in the apparent erroneous order of December 10,
1958.- The Examiner recommends in his letter that the proceedings
in the matter of the estate of Ka-E-Pah, deceased Navajo Allottee
No. 1047, beremanded to his office to enable him to take proper action
to vacate the order dated December 10, 1958, and to reinstate the
original order dated March 27,1928.
In the light of the confession of error submitted by the Examiner
of Inheritance the matter should be remanded for further proceedings.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated, to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (Sec. 25, Order No. 2509, as revised;
22 F.R. 7243), the reopening of the probate in the matter of the estate
of Ka-E-Pah deceased Navajo Allottee No. 104:7, is remanded to the
Examiner of Inheritance to conduct a further hearing in the matter,
after notice, and to take such action as he may deem proper.
EDMUND. T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF FLORA CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
IBCA-l0l

Decided Septesmber 4 1959

Contracts: Substantial Evidence-Rules of Practice: Evidence
A report of a Government inspector is admissible as evidence in a contract.
appeal proceeding notwithstanding that it was not prepared until the end
of the day during which the events reported transpired, and that it was
written up with the aid of notes made by the inspector during the course,
of the day which were destroyed after completion of the report.

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts, Damages: Generally
Interest is not allowable as a part of an equitable adjustment under a standard
form Government contract.

'
;
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Contracts: Changed Conditions-Contracts: Changes and Fxtras
'::
:

:

in:

Physical impediments to the performance of the contract work caused by
the Government, or by another one of its contractors, do not constitute ;
7 "changes" or "changed conditions" within the meaning of standard form
construction contracts where such impediments do not alter in any way
< the quantum or characteristics of the work to be done as defined by the
contract, are not contrary to anything contained in its provisions, and
were not in existence when the contract was made or, if then in existence,
were not conditions that were unusual as well as unknown to the contractor.

Contracts: Interpretation
An ambiguity in specifications and drawings prepared by the Government
will be resolved in favor of the construction contended for by it where
there is no showing that the contractor actually and reasonably relied
upon a different construction or that the Government had. a conscious
design to write a different construction into the contract, and where the
specifications and drawings lend more support to the Government's
construction than to the one contended for by the contractor.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

*;

A timely appeal has been taken by Flora Construction Company,
Denver, Colorado, from a decision of the contracting officer, dated
December 12, 1956, upon certain claims arising under a contract with
the Bureau of Reclamation, dated April 22, 1955.
The contract provided for the construction of two 115-kilovolt
transmission; lines, each approximately 4 miles in length, running
* from a switchyard site at Gavins Point Dam on the south side of
the Missouri River in Nebraska to a point of connection with an
* existing transmission line. on the north side of that river in South
Dakota. It was on U.S. Standard Form 23 (revised March 1953)
and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A
'(March 1953) for construction contracts. It also incorporated cer0 tain standard specifications of the Bureau of Reclamation, designated
"Standard Specifications and Drawings for Construction of 69and 115-Kilovolt Wood-Pole, H-Frame Transmission Lines November 1953." The contract was on a unit price basis, the total estimated
price being'$T5,292.22.
The appeal covers 7 claims out of a total of 11 that were reserved
in the release on contract and made the subject of the contracting
- officer's decision. The claims that have been appealed are Nos. 1 to
5, inclusive and Nos. 8 and 11.
ClairmNo. 1-Switch Stret

Dre

The two transmission lines provided for in the contract were, ex:except for the crossing of the Missouri River channel, to be wood-pole
lines.' Each line comprised three conductors, and the typical sup-l
porting structure consisted of two poles joined by a crossarm from
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3.17

which the insulators were suspended. After the contract had been
awarded, the Government determined to substitute for one of the
typical structures near the northerlyv end of the "B" line (structure
89/9 at station 219+65) a more complicated structure supporting a
switching mechanism. This structure consisted of five poles with
various crossarms, channels, braces, and guys, on which the switching
mechanism was to be placed, and to which the three conductors were to
be dead-ended on both sides. The Goverment undertook to furnish
the switch and two of the five poles, and appellant was to furnish the
remainder of the materials needed.
* Negotiations between the parties prior to initiation of construction
of the switch structure failed to result in any agreement upon the
price to be paid therefor. Appellant was thereupon instructed to go
ahead with the building of the,structure, and was informed that payment would be made at the actual necessary cost in accordance with
paragraph A-9 of the standard specifications. The pertinent por
tion of that paragraph reads as follows
'
Extra work and material will ordinarily be paid for at the lump-sum or unit
price stated in the order. Whenever, in the judgment of the contracting officer,
it is impracticable, because of the nature of the work or for any other reason to
otherwise fix the price in the order, the extra work and material shall be paid
for at the actual necessary cost as determined by the contracting officer, plus an
allowance, not to exceed 15 percent of such actual necessary cost of the extra
work and materials, for superintendence, general expense, and profit. The
actual necessary cost will include all reasonable expenditures for material, labor
(including compensation insurance and social security taxes),: and supplies
furnished by the contractor, and a reasonable allowance for the use of -his plant
and equipment, where required, but will in no case include any allowance for
office expenses, general superintendence, or other general expenses.

Upon completion of the switch structure appellant submitted a bill
in the net amount of $3,539.25, plus allowances in an unspecified
amount for comnission on Government-furnished materials and for'
interest.- The contracting officer in the decision appealed from found
that the correct amount due appellant was $2,552.10, without either
of the allowances just mentioned.
The difference between appellant's figure of-$3,539.25 and the contracting officer's figure of $2,552.10 is based wholly upon disagreements as to the number of labor and equipment hours properly chargeable to the switch job. More particularly, of the 483/2 labor hours
claimed by appellant the contracting officer disallowed 182%j2 hours
at straight time wage rates, and of the 3171/2 equipment hours claimed
by appellant he disallowed 176%2 hours.
The documentary evidence submitted by appellant at the hearing
consisted of time cards made out by individual employees and foremen's reports of work done and men and equipment used. In opposition, the Government offered in evidence reports of an inspector: who
N~~~~~~e
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specifically assigned the'task} 'keeping track of the work
:0;
had/been
0
being done at the site of the switch structure. 'The inspector testified
that he had made up the reports at the end of each day's work, and
*0 AdEn- that in listing the hours of work for the individual employees and
*.00
machines he had relied partly upon his memory and partly upon notes
jotted down on scratch sheets during the course of the day, and that
these scratch sheets had subsequently been destroyed. At the hear: 0; 0img, counsel for the contractor sought to have the reports in question'
excluded from evidence on the ground that the testimony of the inpector showed that they were not original records kept in the regular.
*S
:0
course of business, but had been made up at the end of the day from
otherpapersnotin evidence.
As |
In the circumstances we conclude that the inspector's reports were
admissible in evidence under the business records rule. In any event,
administrative proceedings are not ordinarily subject to the exclusionary rules of evidence.' Rather, the governing principle is that an ad-'
ministrative decision must be supported' by "such relevant evidence as
a reasonable mind might accept 'as adequate to support a conclusion. 2
The ispector's reports, in our opinion, measure up to the standard eof
reliability called for by that principle. The fact that a report is made
up at the end of the day, instead of at the exact minute when the
circumstances it purports to record actually transpired is not suffi0
cient
to deprive it of that quality, of contemporaneousness which is
* one' of the basic requisites for' a reliable written record. Nor is the
fact that a report is made up with the aid of rough notes, jotted down
by the writer of the report for the purpose of serving as an aid to his
*
memory in preparing it and thereafter destroyed, sufficient to deprive
*
the report of that quality of being based on actual firsthand knowledge
by the'person making it, which is another one of the basic requisites
for a reliable written record.
'The Board has made a day-by-day, man-by-man, unit-by-unit, examination of the evidence pertaining to labor and equipment hours.n Iso doing it has applied the well-established rule that the burden of
proving the amount of a claim for extra work is upon the contractor.
' O n the evidence as a whole, the Board finds that appellant actually
and reasonably incurred direct labor and equipment costs for the
switch structure, over and above those allowed by the contracting
officer, to the extent indicated in the following tables.3
I See Schwartz, "A Decade of Administrative Law: 1942-1951," 51 Mich. L. Rev. 775,
815-18 (1953).
2 Consolidated Edison Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 305 U.S. 197, 229 (1938).

-

5 The rates given in the table of labor hours are the straight time hourly rates (or, in
the case of employees hired by the week, the per hour equivalents of the weekly rates)
that were used by appellant in calculating the amount of its claim and by the contracting
officer in calculating the amount to be awarded thereon. The rates given in the table of
equipment hours are the hourly rates of ownership and operation expense that were also
used by both appellant and the contracting officer for the purposes of such calculations, ex. cept in the case of the item of equipment designated as MW Portable Power Plant. The
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Labor Hours
Foreman.

Rates-

Lineman

$2. 50

Oct. 5---_Oct. 18_

Oct. 25

_

-

4

$1. 75

$1. 70

$1. 40

8

_

4

_ _ __

1

Oct. 27_-_
___
Iy
Oct. 29Nov. 4_ ------------

:

1 Y3

_

4
3

------____

__

--------

_

_

_

I --------

_

1

_

_

_

_

.
_

.7

12:
$31. 25

_

$1. 30 __-_--

2

_

Total

-

-

_

6
-

Laborer

-- -

-

2

-

Hours Money-

Laborer

7

_

Nov. 7Nov. 22 Nov. 23-

Groundman

-

-

Oct. 20-

Groundman

$3. 00

-

.

____

I

--------

:--

3-

29y

:11
$19. 25

$87.00

-

__

1Y2
2
$2. 55 $2. 80

6 ----

6
$7. 80

62Y2
$150.65

Equipment Hours
FWD Truck
WithIPower
Plant

Pickup

Rates -

$1. 31

$2. 2

1
--------4
-2

4
8

_-------

Oct.5
Oct. 18 -------Oct. 20 -Oct., 24
_----__Oct. 25 --Oct. 26 -

-

Total

$1.13

4 --------- -----------

---------------

::
:

--_-

-

8

-

--

:_-

1! -----------

_----

Nov. 4 -=---------

1

Nov. 10-3
Nov. 22_-Nov. 23-------

7

_
_---

4

Nov. 7-17-

Hours Money -

$1. 31

MW Portable
Power Plant

_8

Oct. 27 -

Oct. 29 Nov. 2 -2-

GMC Truck

_

----

_

I------------

-----

----------

4
9
: 22
$28.82

_

_ _

2
23Y2
$66.27

---------_

____

_
4
$5.24

16

$18.08

652
$118.41

Board has derived the rate for this tem from the rental rate for gasoline-engine-powered
lighting plants of 1,100 watts capacity or less giveIn in the 1955 edition of the "Compilation of Rental Rates for Construction Equipment" prepared by the Associated Equipment
IDistributors, and from the ratio between ownership and operation expenses reflected in the
rates used for the other items of equipment employed on the switch job.
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Appellant in calculating the amount of its claim add the contracting
officer in calculating the amount he awarded thereon made an allowance for payroll taxes at the rate of 111/4 percent of direct labor costs.

Likewise, both made an allowance for superintendence, general expense, and profit at the rate of 15 percent of allowable costs. Applying these percentages, the amount of the additional compensation due
appellant for the use of its labor and equipment becomes $328.91, as
follows:
Direct-Labor…
Payroll Taxes -_
Equipment -

Allowable Costs--

___ _

__

---_----------

-_-_-___-__-_-_

_-

_--

___----118. 41

-- $286.01

_-__-_

Superintendence, General Expense, &:ProfitTotal

$150.65

_-_-__-_-_-16.,95

42.90

…$328.91

This brings us to appellant's contention that it is entitled to a commission on the cost of Government-furnished materials. Paragraph
A-9 clearly precludes acceptance of the contention put forward by
appellant. The claim for a commission on the cost of Government-furnished materials is denied.
Appellant further contends that it is entitled to interest at the rate
of 6 percent on the amount of the claim from the date of acceptance of
the contract work to the date of payment- of the amount due. This
contention, however, disregards what the Supremea Court has described as "the traditional rule that interest cannot be recovered
against the United States upon unpaid accounts or claims in the absence of an express provision to the contrary in a relevant statute or
contract." 4 Appellant cites no express provision for the allowance of
interest in the instant contract or in any applicable statute, and the
Board has found no such provision. Hence the claim for interest is
denied.

-

Claim No. 1 is, therefore, allowed to the extent of $328.91.
Claim No. 9-Line Location

From the north bank of the Missouri River the. course of the two
transmission lines ran first across a level flood plain, then uphill

through an area of badly broken terrain, and then across a rolling
plateau above these "breaks." The only indication of the location
of the lines in the contract documents was in the form of a "key map,"
drawn to the scale of 1 inch equals 10,000 feet. The "key map"
*

*0

::

:

.85,
$.S. 588 (1947). Accord:
United States v. Thayer-West Point Hotel Co., 329 U
Alceea Band of TUiamools, 341 U.S. 48(1951); Komaatsu Manfacturing
Co., Ltd. v. United States, 132 Ct. Cl. 314 (1955); Ramsey v. United States, 121 Ct. Cl.
426 (1951), cert. denied 343 U.S. 977 (1952); Ogle, 17 Comp. Gen. 526 (1937) ; Burg
Compressor Co., 61 I.D. 215 (19533); Striek Co., ASBCA No. 2416 (April 17, 1956);
IfMontgomery Construction Co., ASBCA No. 2556 (January 23, 1956).

~United States v.
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showed that there would: be two angles in the course Of he transmission lines and appellant's president in Making his pre-bid investiga-~
tinof the site inferred from the map, in conjunction with the' terrain, thttefrto
hs nlswud fall on the flat land below
the "break.
Aculy oeVer appellant was requited t lcate
the first angle on the top of a small bluff some 600 to 900 feet north
of. the point where Iits president had considered that the angle would
fall. This, of course, resulted in the portion of the line between the
*first and the second angles running somewhat to one, side, of the' course,
*which he had visualized. Appellant contends that the structures at
the first angle, and some of those in the strech between it Iand the
second angle, were more expensive to construct than they would have
been if the first angle had been placed on the fiat land. The amount
claimed on this; account: is $2,070.
Allowance of this claim is clearly foreclosed by reason of a failure
on appellant's part to comply wvith the protest-provisions of aragraph
A-il of the standard specifications 5
Structures~ at the first angle were actually set in place on or about
October 12, 1955; but, nevertheless, the record contains no evidence thfrt
any written protest was submitted until December 9 of that year. This
was clearly too late. While appellant's president testified that he had
conunicated his objections rly totechief inspector for t
overnment before the work was done, this conversation w7½,S, in'our Oini n insufficient to constitute a timely an rprpotetivewoth
unmtquivoeal requirement Of pa agraph A-l ih
tat prIVrrotests be in
writing.'

In his deci'sion the contracting officer considered the claim here involved oma ubstantive stand-point and -conclu-tded, that it was without merit, but he also epressly invoked the lack of timely written
protest as a bar to allowance of: the claim. Such being the case, it
* 5This paragraph, as amended by paragraph ii of the, specifications, reads as follows:
"Ilf the contractor considers' any work demanded of him to lie outside of the requirements of the contract, or considers any record or ruling of the contracting Omf-cer or of the inspectors to be unfair, he shall Immediately upon such work bring demanded or such record or rulinIg being made, ask, in writing, for written instruc-:
tions or decision, whereupon he shall proceed without delay to perform tework
or to conform to the record or ruling, and, within thirty ()
calendar days after
date, of receipt of the written instructions or decision (unless the contracting
officer shall grant a further period of time prior to commencement of the work
affected) he shall file a written protest with the contracting officer, stating clearly
and in detail the basis of his protest. Except for such protests, as are made of
record i the manner herein specified-and within the time limit stated, .the records, rulings, nstructions, or' decisions of the contracting officer shall; he final and
conclusive.
Instructions and/or decisions of the contracting officer contained n
letters transmitting drawings to the contractor shall be considered as written inistructlons or decisions subject to protest as herein provided."
OSee lDunniga Construction Co. v. United States,:122 Ct. C. 262, 292-93 (1952);
United States v. Cunningham, 125 P. 2 28, 0-89 (App. D.C. 1941); Associate Piping
and Engineering~Co., Inc., 61 I.D. 60, 62 (1952).
526552-59-2
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could not be said that this omission had been waived by the contracting
officer.
Nor is there merit-to the contention that the omission should have
been waived. The sole statement'that any protest was made before the
work was done is to be found in the testimony of appellant's president
as to his conversation with the chief inspector. Although the latter
*0000
dwas alled as a witness, neither party questioned him on this point.
Yet one of the very purposes of the requirement that protests be in
'writing is the'avoidance of situations where the only proof of the making of a protest is in the form of the testimony of an interested witness.
Furthermore, had a timely and proper protest been made, it would
have afforded the Bureau of Reclamation an opportunity to examine
the possibility of locating the first angle at the point desired by appellant or, at least, of making the same effort to keep track of the cost
* 0 ' of the work as was done in connection with Claim No. 1. Thus it
'would be impossible for the Board to find that the Government was
not in fact prejudiced by the omission to submit a timely written
i;
0 protest.
Finally, appellant contends that paragraph A-11 is not applicable to
*; If the instant case and that the governing provision is the portion of the
"changes" clause (clause 3) of the General Provisions which states:
Any claim of the Contractor for adjustment under this clause must be asserted
in writing within 30 days from the date of receipt by the Contractor of the notifi.cation of change: Provided, however, that the Contracting Officer, if he determines that the facts justify such action, may receive and consider, and adjust
any such claim asserted at any time prior to the date of final settlement of the
contract.

However, there was no more of a compliance with the requirements
of Clause.3 than with those of paragraph A-11.
Claim No.2, therefore, is denied.
Claim No. 3-Channel Crossing

-

The location of the 'transmission lines was planned so that these
-lines would cross the channel of the Missouri River at a point just'
east of and downstream from- the spillway and powerhouse sections
of the dam. This was at the south end of the lines and also of the
dam. Steel towers' were to carry this section of the lines., Under
the terms of the contract, construction of the towers was the Government's responsibility, while stringing of the conductors across the
river channel was appellant's responsibility.
Appellant's president made a pre-bid investigation of the site of
the channel crossing sometime around March 15,1955. At this time
'the spillway and powerhouse sections were in process of construction,
the steel towers had not yet been erected, and the river channel was dry,
having been sealed off by a cofferdam in order to facilitate construc-
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tion of the lower levels of the spillway and powerhouse. Working
space in the area was constricted by a high bluff which closelyX
'approached the south bank of the river. Appellant's presidet
observed a substation on the bluff, at a point southwest of the' dam
from which power was supplied for the construction work, but.
noticed that the temporary powerlines used for this purpose did ot
cross the path of the lines to be strung by ppellant. The bid open;ing date was April 7, 1955, and appellant mailed its bid 2 days before,
that date.
The steel towers were completed in the early part of September
1955. By that time several things had happened that'affected the
work of stringing the conductors between them, which was performed
during the 2 ensuing months. First, the contractor for construction of the powerhouse had strung a 12.45-kilovolt temporary powerline along the south bank of the river in such a way that it crossed
at right angles the path of the lines to be. strung by appellant. .Sec*ondly, the same contractor had also placed temporary buildings on
the right-of-way of the lines. Finally, the cofferdam had been.
removed and the channel between the steel towers was full of water.
These events occurred, after the award of appellant's contract except
for the building of the powerline, which preceded the bid opening
date.'
It is appellant's contention that the powerline, the buildings, and'
the removal of the cofferdam were unanticipated and unreasonable
impediments to its work for which it should be paid by the Government. In this connection it also asserts that had the Government
ben more prompt in erecting the towers, it could have strung the
conductors between them before the cofferdam had been removed.
The amount claimed is $1,725.
In evaluating these contentions it must be borne in mind that the
Board does hot have general jurisdiction to settle claims against the
Government for breach of contract, or for breach of quasi-contractual
obligations, or for torts. Insofar as pertinent to the instant case,
we have jurisdiction to allow a claim for additional compensation
7The construction of Gavins Point Dam was under the supervision of the Corps of Engineers. According to its records, the temporary powerline in question was begun on
hat appellant's president did not observe the
March 10 and finished on March 18, 155.
building of this line during his pre-bid investigation may perhaps be attributed to the fact
-that, as his testimony shows, he arrived at March 15 as the approximate date of the investigation by a process of conjecture, rather than on the basis of actual recollection, so
that the actual date conceivably might have been earlier than March 10. Or this failure
may perhaps be explained by the fact that he did not extend his site investigation to the
vicinity of the substation, and, therefore, would hardly have been in a position to observe
line construction operations until they had reached the area of concentrated. activities below the bluff, where appellant's work was to be done. He conceded that he made no inquiries of the contractor who built the temporary line, or of anyone else, as to what plans
there were, if any, for providing facilities to serve the construction operations with power,
over and above those in existence at the time of his visit to the site.
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only when the claim arises out of circumstances for which an adjustment of the contract price is authorized by some provision of the
contract itself, as in the case of the equitable adjustments provided
for in the "changes" and "changed conditions" clauses (Clauses 3
and 4) of the General Provisions. The first of these clauses applies
to changes ordered by the Government "in the drawings and/or
specifications of this contract and within the general scope thereof."
The second applies to " (1) subsurface or latent physical conditions
at the site differing materially from those indicated in this contract,
or (2) unknown physical conditions at the site, of an unusual nature,
*differing materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally
recognized as inhering in work of the character provided for in this
contract."

The Board is unable to find in the circumstances of this claim any
basis for a price adjustment under the contract. The impediments
and delay of which appellant complains appear to have made its
work atthe channel crossing more expensive than it had anticipated,
but they did not alter in any way the quantum or characteristics of
that work as defined by the contract.
The specifications and drawings contained nothing on the subject
.of the cofferdam or of buildings on the right-of-way, and for this
reason alone it would be impossible to consider either the removal
'of the cofferdam or the presence of the buildings as a "change"
within the meaning of Clause 3, or as a "changed condition" within
* 0;- the meaning of the first of the two categories of such conditions
* described in Clause 4. Nor can they be considered as coming under
the second category, for the language used in Clause 4 imports that
* 0 fin order to be within the second category a condition must be one
the existence of which is capable of being known at the time when
* the contract is made, and, hence, must be one which is in existence
* at that time.' And it is well established that delays by the Govern*ment in performing its own obligations are neither "changes" nor
"changed conditions."
With respect to the temporary powerline, appellant points to the

fact that the "key map" included in the-contract documents showed a
number of powerlines, including some that crossed the course of the
lines to be constructed by appellant, and others at a distance from
that course, but did not show the line in controversy. This map,
however, affords no clear indication of an intent to show all existing
powerlines, much less an intent to show powerlines not yet in existence/when the contract documents were offered for bidding, If appellant did deduce such an indication from the. map, the deduction
'was unreasonable, for the map showed no powerlines in the vicinity
Morriion-Knudson Co., CA-To (October 20, 1952)
*flCA par. 1313 (1,957).

Koenelc,

ASBCA No.
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of the south end of the dam and yet, as appellant knew from the prebid investigation of its president, there was in this vicinity a substation with one or more lines transmitting power to it, and from it to the
dam. 9

These considerations derive added force from the fact that appellant
made no effort to recheck conditions at the channel crossing site during
the period that elapsed between the pre-bid investigation and the bid
opening date, notwithstanding its president's knowledge that major
construction operations were going forward in immediate proximity
to that site, and notwithstanding the rather pointed warning in para-.
graph A-22 of the standard specifications that the work to be done
under the contract would include the making of satisf actory provisions
to overcome interferences with transmission, telegraph, or telephone
lines "existing on date bids are received." Such a recheck would have
revealed the presence of the line in- question since It was completed
nearly 3 weeks before the bid opening date. As the presence of the
line did not contravene any indication contained in the contract documents, it must be concluded that it was neither a "change" under Clause
3 nor a "changed condition" of the first category described in Clause
4.. Furthermore, the presence of the line was not a circumstance so
out-of-the-ordinary, considering the size of the dam construction job
and the limitations on working space imposed by the river and the bluff,
as to bring it within the second category of Clause 4.
Claim No. 3, therefore, is one which neither the contracting officer
nor the Board could allow.
Claim No. 4-Reframing Poles
One of the structures on the "B" line (structure 91/6 at station
117+19.48) was set in such a manner that the center pole was too
high. Appellant contends that this was due to an error by a Government inspector in checking the setting of the structure. Appellant
performed the necessary corrective work and claims additional comsensation therefor in the amount of $242.34.
This claim is barred by reason of lack of timely compliance. with
the protest provisions of paragraph A-11 of the standard specifications.

While the facts of the claim were the subject of considerable controversy at the hearing, no witness placed the performance of the corrective work at a later date than approximately October 20,1955. The
earliest written notice of the claim that appears in the record is dated
December 9, 1955, and, hence, was too late. The Government in"Appellant's further contention that the controversial powerline did not appear on the
plan and profile drawings furnished it after the award of the contract is irrelevant, for
these drawings were not a part of the contract documents and were not relied upon by
appellant in preparing its bid, their contents being unknown to it at that time.
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spector, however, testified that on the same day on which the work was
done appellant's president told him that a claim would be made.
This was'not enough, for, as pointed out in connection with Claim No.
2, paragraph A-11 requires that protests be in writing. Furthernore,
thereis nothing in the record to indicate that the inspector was an
authorized representative of the contracting officer for the purpose
- 00Xof receiving protests, or that he communicated the statement of appel* 7;
lant's president to any suchrepresentative.
Although the contracting officer found the claim to be without
* merit, he expressly invoked the failure to make timely protest in writ'
ing as a ground for his rejection of the claim. The discrepant and
uncertain accounts of what happened in connection with the setting
and correction of the structure, as given at the hearing, pointedly
illustrate the significance of a timely and proper protest to the proper
official as a means for facilitating resolution of a dispute while the
facts are still fresh. In the circumstances, it must be concluded that
the contracting officer's refusal to waive was fully justified.
* Appellant urges, however, that the Government inspector, when the
* V need for the corrective work was discovered, orally informed appellant's foreman that this work would be paid for as an extra, and contends that it was the normal practice in the Bureau of Reclamation for
an informal colmmitment of this sort to be followed up at a later date by
the formal allowance of an extra, notwithstanding a failure to protest.
* 0; What may be the proper view of the law applicable to such a situation
need not be here considered, for in any event the evidence is insufficient to establish that the asserted informal commitment was in fact
made. Appellant's president testified that the foreman in charge of
-the erection of the structure told him that the Go'vernment inspector
had said that an extra. would be allowed. The inspector, on the other
hand, testified that,he told no one that the work was a proper extra or
that a claim would be paid. Bearing in mind that the burden of proof
is on appellant, and that its version of what happened is based entirely on controverted hearsay testimony, the Board finds that the
inspector did not inform any of appellant's representatives that the
work in question would be regarded as an extra or paid for as such.
*The circumstances related above, as in the case of Claim No. 2, also
* if ;necessitate rejection of appellant's contention that the claim is open
for consideration under the notice provision of the "changes" clause.
Claim No. 4, therefore, is denied.
Claim Nvo. 5-Saddle Clafmps.
Many of the wood-pole structures to be erected under the contract
were to have X-braces between the poles. Appellant was ordered to.
install on each pair of X-braces a saddle clamp, which is a device for
clamping together the braces at the point where they cross one another
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in the center of the X. Most of the structures to be equipped with
X-braces were two-pole straight ne structures of the type designated'
as HS. Appellant asserts that while the contract required saddle;
clamps for the other types of structures, where strains were greater,
it did not require them for the HS structures. For providing saddle'
clamps on these latter structures appellant claims additional coM-'
pensation of $139.44.
The provisions with respect to. X-braces in the standard specifica-'
tions mentioned steel end fittings for the braces, and bolts, locknuts,
and washers for attaching the braces to the poles, but said nothing
about saddle clamps. The standard specifications contained seven
drawings on which X-braces were shown for structures of the types
covered by the instant contract. Drawing No. 1 was for the HS structures. It depicted by dotted lines braces without saddle clamps.
Drawings Nos. 2, 3, and 8 were for structures of types other than HS.,
Each depicted by dotted lines braces with saddle clamps. Drawing
No. 39 showed various details of two-pole straight line structures, a
S structures. It depicted by solid lines:
category that'included
braces with saddle clamps. The list of materials appearing on this
drawing, however, referred to a "Two piece X-brace, boxed end fitti1gs, withoiet entioning saddle clamps. Drawing No. 40, which
related to two-pole structures of types other than HS, was identical
with No. 39 in the particulars above described. Drawing No. 45,
which related to three-pole structures, showed the ends, but not'the
intersection, of the braces, and in its list of materials referred to "XBrace complete with fittings, washers, nuts and bolts." All seven
drawings were expressly made a part of the contract by paragraph 75
of the specifications.
Consequently, the terms of the contract harbored a considerable degree of ambiguity on the subject of saddle clamps for HS structures,
and were,fairly susceptible of' being construed either as requiring or
as not requiring saddle clamps for these structures. With respect to
such a situation, the Court of Claims has held:
Where the Government draws specifications which are fairly susceptible of a
certain construction and the contractor actually and reasonably so construes
them, justice and equity require that that construction be adopted."

One essential ingredient of this long-established rule is that the
construction which the contractor seeks to have adopted is a constr'uction which it itself actually and reasonably placed upon the contract,:,
In the instant case, however, there is no evidence to show that appellant,
omitted saddle clamps for the HS structures in computing the amount
of its bid, or took any other action, before the present controversy
'

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. United-States, 109 Ct. Cl. 390, 418 (1947).
Western Contracting Corp. v. United States, Ct. Cl. No. 344-55 (December 3, 1958).
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arose, which manifested an understanding on its part that the condid not require saddle clamps for such structures. In fact,
what evidence there is suggests that appellant may have initially read
the specifications and drawings as calling for saddle clamps for ES'
structures. During the interval between the award of the contract
and the givingof the notice to proceed, appellant placed with a manufacturer an order for the X-braces necessary for-the performance of
the contract. Notwithstanding that it would have been possible for
appellant to have purchased braces without saddle clamps, this order
specifically mentioned that all- of the braces were to have saddle
0clamps, and under it the manufacturer furnished a saddle clamp for
each pair of braces. In these circumstances we can find no basis for
the application of the contra proferentem rule, as quoted above.12
It is true, as appellant points out, that in an earlier version of the
standard specifications saddle clamps were expressly mentioned and
in addition, were shown on the drawing for HS structures. The contracting officer, however, stated that the omission of these particulars
from the version incorporated in the instant contract was due in part
to an effort to eliminate wordage deemed superfluous and in part to
inadvertence, and no evidence to rebut this statement appears in the
record. Thus, it cannot be said that the differences between the two
versions reflect a conscious design to dispense with saddle clamps for
HS structures. This being so, the differences simply tend to confirm
:tract

*

*

$

the ambiguousness of the terms of the contract, and afford no more
of a reason for resolving the ambiguity in appellant's favor than
they do for resolving it in the Government's favor.

Returning to the contract documents, the depiction in solid lines of
a saddle clamp on the X-brace shown on drawing No. 39 would seem
to be entitled to somewhat greater weight than the mere omission of
saddle clamps from the other places where they might logically have
been included- i.e., the list of materials, drawing No. 1, and the specifications themselves. In the absence of any more reliable indicia of

the meaning which the parties intended, we construe the contract
as requiring appellant to provide saddle clamps for the HS
structures.
C
Claim
No. 5, therefore,is denied.
Claqin No. 8-Peninsula Operations
Between the channel crossing and the north bank of the Missouri
River the transmission lines ran through a low-lying area that, prior
0tothe construction of Gavins Point Dam, had been occupied partly

by islands and partly by water. The contract stated that in this area
the wood-pole structures for the lines were to be placed on peninsulas
projecting downstream from the toe of the dam, and further stated
';

Cf.

onsolidated Eingineering Co.,

oc.

v. United States, 98 Ct. Cl. 256, 280-81 (1943).
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that these peninsulas were being constructed under a separate contract.
Appellant claims the sum of $862.50 on account of various, delays
and impediments which, accordingto the testimony of its president,
were encountered in building this section of the transmission lines.
The asserted delays and impediments are, in summary, as follows:
-315]0
- -

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

APPEBAL OF FLORA CONSTRUCTION

The contractor for the construction of the dam was slow
in completing the peninsulas and making them available to
appellant.
A chalk stockpile on one of the peninsulas, removal of which
was made the Government's responsibility by the terms of the
contract, was not timely removed.
The dam construction contractor built a fence, with locked
gates, at the north end of the dam, and failed to make suitable
provision for unlocking the gates at appropriate times, thereby
restricting ingress to and egress from the peninsulas.
This contractor dug drainage ditches that hampered the stringing of the conductors.
This contractor stopped stringing operations that were in progres and required the removal of wire reels during the period
of stoppage, in order to facilitate the completion of its own
work.
Line construction materials, such as crossarms and insulators,
left on the peninsulas were broken or destroyed before they"
could be installed.

Appellant's president also testified that the measures summarized
jein items (c), (d), and (e) were, in the main, taken by the dam construction contractor at the direction of personnel of the Corps of Engineers, the agency having supervision over the construction of the
dam.
The legal considerations mentioned in the discussion of Claim No.
3 are equally applicable to the first five items of the present claim.
The Board can find in appellant's description of these items nothing
which could be considered as amounting to a "change," or to a
"changed condition," or to any other circumstance for which an adjustment in price is authorized by the contract. In essence, all of
these items are for damages for breach of contract, a matter over
which the Board lacks jurisdiction.
Item (f) would appear to be one in which a price adjustment on
account of the costs of complying with the requirement of the Government that the broken or destroyed materials be replaced by appellant could be made administratively, provided some wrongful act or
omission of the Government was a cause of the breakage or destruction. The evidence, however, goes no further than to suggest that
the actual cause was, in all probability, negligence or perhaps vandalism, on the part of unidentified employees of one of the contractors
or subcontractors engaged in performing work at the dam site. As526502lO

3
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sumption by the Government of an obligation to exclude all such persons from the areas where appellant was working is plainly negatived
by the numerous references in the contract to work to, be done by
contractors other than appellant. As there is no showing that the
0 overnnent, or any of its own personnel, was at fault, there is no
basis on which appellant can be relieved of the replacement costs.,
Claim No. 8, therefore, is one which neither the contracting officer
nor the Board could allow.

Cla:inNo. 11-Adverse Weather
The date for completion of the work was September 15, 1955. The
time for completion was, however, extended by the contracting officer
to November 30, 1955, and the work was actually completed and ac-cepted on that date. The ground for such extension, as found by the
contracting officer, was that certain of the working areas could not be
made available to appellant until November 8, 1955, because of necessary exclusive use of these areas prior to that date by contractors engaged in building the dam itself. Appellant contends that adverse,
weathor conditions during the period from September 15 to November
30 increased the cost of the work above what it would otherwise have
been, and claims the sum of $1,650 on this account.
The delay in completion beyond the date originally set is ascribed
by appellant to the same circumstances that form the basis of Claims
Nos. 3 and 8. Those circumstances, we have found, do not afford a
basis on which relief could be afforded appellant in this proceeding.
The instant claim, being merely for additional losses or expenses attributable to those circumstances, is necessarily subject to the same
infirmities as are Claims Nos. 3 and 8. This is also true of the ground
to which the contracting officer ascribed the delay in completion, since
such matters as items (a) and (b) of Claim No. 8 appear to have been
the basis for his finding that certain working areas could not be made
available to appellant until November 8, 1955.
It follows that Claim No. 11 is one which neither the contracting
officer nor the Board could allow.
CONCLUSION

The Board, therefore, determines that the appellant is entitled to
'an equitable adjustment of the contract price in the amount of $328.91
on account of Claim No. 1, and to that extent the appeal is sustained,
With respect to the remainder of the sums claimed, the appeal is
denied.
HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, Member.
I concur:
PAImE

H.

GANTT,

Acting Charma'n.
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Decided September 1, 1959

'Contracts: Appeals-Rules of Practice: Appeals: IismissalWhere the contracting officer fully informs a contractor of the right of appeal
and of the necessary procedural steps to be taken, and appellant remains
inactive and silent and does not perfect appeal, the appeal will be dismissed
for lack of prosecution.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS
ON MOTION TO DISMISS:

The motion of Department counsel of August 13, 1959, to dismiss
the appeal for lack of prosecution is granted.
The findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer of June,
24, 1959, denied two claims in the respective amounts of $663.34 and
$136, and granted an extension of time of 9 days in connection with
the drilling of four water wells at the Keyes Helium Plant.
The findings of fact and decision contained a clear-cut reference
to the right of appeal to higher authority.
The contractor wrote a letter to the Board, addressed to the Helium
Activity in Amarillo, Texas, on July 17, 1959, in which it stated.
that* * we wish to register our desire to appeal the Findings of Fact as subnaitted with your letter of June 23, 1959.
We would appreciate your notification of the time and date of our appeal
as soon as possible with any other pertinent instructions.

By letter of July 23, 1959, the Chief of the Division of Gas Field
Operations of the Helium Activity sent to the -contractor the pertinent
regulations of the Board of Contract Appeals (43 CFR, 1954fRev.,
Part 4) and invited attentionto Section 4.5 of these regulations in order that you can specify the portions of
the findings of fact or decision which you deem are erroneous. Also, you will'
note that a brief may be submitted in support of the appeal.

The appellant neither specified "the portion of the findings of factor decision from which the appeal is taken" nor "the reasons why
the findings or decision are deemed erroneous." (43 CIFR 4.5(a).)
The record discloses that a copy of the motion to dismiss was served'
on the contractor at the time of filing with the Board on August 13,
1959 (43 CPER 4.13). Appellant did not reply to the motion.
Under these circumstances, the Board must conclude that the appellant has abandoned its appeal. Consequently, the motion to dismiss is granted.
Generally, the Board will not lightly dismiss an appeal, especially
if the wording of the appeal supports a conclusion that an appeal to
higher authority was intended. The Board will jealously watch*.
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that substantive ights of the parties are not defeated by mere technicalities. However, in such an instance as the present one, wherethe contracting officer fully informs a contractor of the right of
appeal,; and of the necessary procedural steps to be taken, and such
action on the part of the contracting officer is followed by complete:
inaction and silence on the part of the contractor for a considerable
period of time, it must be assumed that the contractor has lost interest
in the appeal and abandoned it. Parker-Sc/rainCompany, IBCA-119 (January '28, 1959); see Reading Clothing Manufacturing Com-pany, ASBCA No. 3912 (1957).
PAnL H. GANTT, Acting Chairman.
'I concur:
HERBERT J. SA

nGHTER, Member.
PAUL D. HAYIES

Decided September 21, 1959
Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal;
A-28043

An appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management from the re-jection of an oil and gas lease offer is properly dismissed where after the* notice of appeal is filed the appellant withdraws his lease offer and requestsa refund of the payment of advance rentals.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Applications and Entries: Generally
A request for reinstatement of an offer for an oil and gas lease which the offeror has withdrawn constitutes a new filing which must comply with the
requirements of the regulations, including the payment of a filing fee, to earn
the offeror priority.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Paul D. Haynes has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from;
a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated February 24, .1959, which dismissed his appeal from a decision of the manager of the Santa Fe, New Mexico, land office, dated February 10, 1958,
rejecting his noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer New Mexico 033618
:(Oklahoma).
On March 6, 1958, Haynes, through his attorney, W. H. Burnett.
filed an appeal from the manager's decision. The record shows that
on the next day the land office received a letter signed by the appellant
himself in which he stated:
In regards to your letter of February 10 and to the rejected lease offers I
have decided to drop the offers rather than to appeal again.
I have deposited 5 per acre on 414 acres and 408 acres. Please have the department make me the refund on this amount as soon as possible.

:550
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On March 10, 1958, another letter signed by the appellant was received at the land office in which he stated:
Please disregard my recent letter, which was not mailed until yesterday, requesting that a refund be made on above described lease application. I have
decided to appeal the case through Mr. W. H. Burnett.

The manager took no action on the first letter and after receipt of
the second letter forwarded the case to the Bureau offices in Washington, D.C.

The Director pointed out that the Department has held that an appeal will be dismissed where, after the appeal is taken, the appellant
withdraws his offer (elen Bugas, A-27584 (March 10, 1958).), and
that since there isno authority for reinstating a lease offer after it has
been withdrawn, the appeal was dismissed.,
In his appeal the appellant contends that since his decision to continue the appeal "was accepted in as much as the Department did not
refund the money since that date over-a year ago, and the appeal did
stay in process
, he does not feel that the appeal was justifiably
dismissed.

The appellant's contentions are without merit. Under the Department's rules of practice, 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., Part 221 (Supp.), gen,erally speaking, the officer to whom an appeal is made is the person
authorized to determine if an appeal is defective on any procedural
ground. Consequently, the manager quite roperly forwarded the
case to the Director in order that that officer could rule upon the appeal.
The fact that the appeal was not reached for a decision for 1year,
because of administrative delay, did not mean that the appeal was
"accepted" in any sense. When the appeal was reached for decision it
was dismissed for the reason stated.
Whether the appeal was properly dismissed depends upon the consequences of the appellant's withdrawal of his offer. The pertinent
regulation provides:
An offer may not be withdrawn, either in whole or in part, unless the withdrawal is received by the land office, before the lease, an amendment of the.
lease, Form 4-1163, or, a separate lease, whichever covers the land described in
the withdrawal, has been signed on behalf of the United States. 43 CPUR, 1954
Rev., 192.42(h).

A withdrawal takes effect, without any further action by the Secretary, from the moment it is filed and once it is filed the offer and all
* rights and obligations under it are at an end. Cf. Mary J. Woolle yet
aZ., 5 L.D. 222 (1886) ; Hughey v. Dougherty, 9 L.D. 29 (1889).
In an analogous situation, the Department has held that after a
lessee has relinquished his lease, he cannot withdraw his relinquish* ment nor can the Secretary reinstate the lease. Thonas F. MAenna,
ForrestH. Lindsay, 62 I.D. 376 (1955).
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After withdrawing his offer, the former offeror standsin the same
relation to the land applied for as any other would-be offeror. To
gain a preference right to a lease he must file a proper application in
accordance with the requirements of the regulations. While there 'does
not seem to be any reason why the withdrawn offer and rental payments still in the land office could not be considered as a new offer,
at the request of the offeror; as a new offer, it must be accompanied
by a filing fee in order to earn it any priority (43 CFR 192.42 (e) (1)).
Since the appellant did not submit a filing fee with his request that.
his withdrawal be disregarded, his request, even if considered as a
new offer, was and remains defective and is subject to rejection. 43
CFR 192.42(g) (i) (iii).
Since the subject matter of the*appeal ceased at the time the appellant withdrew his lease offer, the appeal tvas properly dismissed.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (see. 210.2. 2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.

T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

EDMUND

APPEAL OF CARIBEAN CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
IBCA-90 (Supp.)

Decided September 22, 1959

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Substantial Evidence
The amount of the equitable adjustment to be made on account of a "change"
or a "changed condition" may be determined on the basis of a fair and
reasonable approximation of costs, arrived at by a studied consideration of
the record as a whole. Cost tabulations made by either party, even though

there is oral testimony as to their correctness, do not afford a satisfactory

*
-:;
: :
*!$: :: 0;

: basis for an equitable adjustment if major discrepancies exist between such
ftabulations and the cost records from which they are represented as having
been derived, or if other facts or circumstances reveal the existence of
major errors in them.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal, which is the second one in the instant case, necessitates
a determination of the amount of the equitable adjustments to be made
on account of two claims, the merits of which were considered in our
* decision of June 28, 1957 (64 I.D. 254) upon the original appeal. The,
first claim is' for excess costs of pile removal; the second is' for excess
costs of pipe trenching and pipe laying done in muck. Each has its
source in a contract with the Office'of Territories for the construction
of a sewer at Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
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In the cited decision the Board held that both claims were meritorious ones, under either Clause 3 of> the contract, relating to
"changes," or Clause 4, relating to "changed conditions." Conformably to a stipulation entered into by the parties, the Board thereupon
remanded. the claims to the contracting officer for a determination of
the amount to be allowed on each. In this connection theBoard pointedI
out that the maximum allowable on either claim would be the sum
reserved by the contractor in its release-on contract; namely, $4,791.25
for the pile removal claim and $13,473.38 for the work in muck claim.
It was further stated in the decision that the provisions of section
6-09 of Part I of the specifications should be followed in determining,
subject to the foregoing limitation, the amount of the equitable adjustments to be made. The pertinent portions of that section read as
follows:
(a) In making any change contemplated by Article 3 of Standard Form 23AGeneral Provisions-Construction Contracts, the approximate charge or credit
for the change shall be determined by the Contracting Officer in one of the following methods prior to the issuance of the order for the changed work:
e

*

**

ok

*

**

(3) By ordering the Contractor to proceed with the work and to keep and
present in such form as the Contracting Officer may direct, a correct account
of the- cost of the change together with all vouchers therefor.' The cost may
'include an allowance for overhead and profit not to exceed twenty percent
(20o) of the net cost. The cost may also include all items of foreman labor,
materials and all items of cost such as public liability and workmen's compensation insurance, and social security, .old age and unemployment insurance; however, no percentage for overhead and profit shall be allowed on items of social
*security, old age and unemployment insurance. If deductions are ordered, the
credits shall be the net cost. Among the items considered as overhead are ineluded insurance, other than mentioned above, bond or bonds, superintendent,
timekeeper, clerks, use of small tools, incidental job burdens, and general office
expenses.

Following the remand, appellant and the contracting officer attempted, but without success, to reach an agreement upon the amount
of the excess costs incurred. The contracting officer thereupon issued
supplemental findings of fact, dated October 2, 1957,' in which he
stated $2,075 for pile removal and $4,212 for work in muck. From
these findings appellant took a timely appeal.
At the hearing on this appeal oral testimony was given by appellant's president and by its former secretary-treasurer, a person with
professional training in accounting. The Government elected to rest
its case without presenting oral testimony. The record contains the
certified payrolls and certain other vouchers submitted by appellant
A As the contracting officer and his representatives at the site failed to recognize that
their instructions to proceed with the work amounted to a "change" within the meaning:
of Clause 3, no order to keep a cost account or- to preserve vouchers was ever actually
given to appellant.
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while the work was in progress, together with photostats of about 370
bills and other vouchers submitted during the subsequent negotiations.These documents are represented as comprising all, or substantially
all, of appellant's basic cost records for the sewer construction job.
Appellant's theory of the case is summed up in a tabulation of costs,
prepared by its former secretary-treasurer which, according to the
testimony of both witnesses, errs, if at all, on the side of understating,
rather than overstating, the costs actually incurred. This tabulation
places the total costs of the job at $113,870.13, and allocates them to
four categories of work, as follows:
Pile: Removal-_-----_-_-___-_-___-_Work in Ordinary Material- __-_-_-_
-_
Work in MuckGrit Chamber… _

TotaL-

_

_--_-----

…7,

_____-

__----

-----

:$4, 523. 98:
18,147.90
83,338.39
859. 86

_____---$113, 870. 13

Appellant's witnesses testified that this allocation had been made'on
the basis 'of the vouchers themselves, its president's knowledge of the
work that had been done, and the diary kept by its superintendent at
the job site.2
With respect to the pile removal item, it was testified that the costs
of removing piles shown on the contract drawings were included in
the item for work in ordinary material, thus confining the former
item to the excess costs incurred by reason of the presence of piles'
that, as held in the original decision, could not reasonably have been
anticipated when the contract was made. With respect to the item
for work in muck, excess costs of $61,406.24 were arrived at on the
basis of'a comparison with the ordinary material item, made as set
out below. The witnesses testified that of the total length of the
sewer lines 832.5 linear feet were in ordinary material and 1,006 linear
feet were in muck; by using these figures as divisors of the tabulated
costs for the two items the costs per linear foot were computed as
being $21.80 for work in ordinary material and $82.84 for work in
n"uck; the difference between these latter amounts of $61.04 was taken
as the measure per linear foot of the excess costs attributable to the
presence of the muck; and by using 1,006 as the multiplier of such
difference the excess costs were computed as totaling $61,406.24. The
grit chamber item in the tabulation covers a part of the job that involved neither pile removal nor work in muck.
* In rebuttal of this tabulation, the Government presented an analysis of appellant's vouchers made by an engineer of the Office of Territories.; According to this analysis the total costs of the job were
$44,037.93, or substantially less than one-half of the amount shown
2The diary appears in the record, except that the pages covering the period from May
7 through May 27, 1956, are missing.
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byappellant's figures. The Government engineer did not allocate
the total job 'Costs among the four categories of work used* by
appellant
An examination of appellant's tabulation and the Government's
analysis in the light of the testimony and documents of record makes
it readily pparent that neither constitutes a satisfactory basis for
determination of the amount of the equitable adjustments to be made.
Looking first at appellant's tabulation, we find that the total costs
there given are almost double those shown by the cost records made
available to the Board. The aggregate of the amounts shown in the
cost records, after exclusion of patent duplications, is actually some-what less than $60,000. And even this sum includes substantial
itepas,; such as the salary of appellant's superintendent, which under
section 6-09 of Part I of the specifications are not allowable as job
costs, but are to be absorbed in the allowance made for overhead
and profit. It is true, on the other hand, that there are some selfevident gaps in the cost records, such as a missing payroll and an
entire lack Sof data on payroll taxes, but these gaps could hardly
account for more than a small fraction of the otherwise unexplained
difference of over $50,000 betwveen the tabulated costs and those shown
on the vouchers submitted to the Board.
Nor can it be concluded that the costs are correctly allocated in the
tabulation. The $83,338.39 allocated to work in muck amounts to
73 percent of the tabulated costs. This percentage reflects, among
other things, the view of appellant's witnesses that muck was encountered for a distance of 1,006 linear feet along the main sewer line.
The Board in its original opinion identified a stretch of approximately 800 linear feet (from Station 37-+ 00 to Station 45+00)
along the main sewer line as being the location where muck was
encountered. We ilave reviewed that finding in the light of the additional evidence- now before us, but are not persuade& that muck, in
a form or to an extent so at variance with the contract documents
as to entitle appellant to an adjustment of the contract price, prevailed
for distances exceeding 800 linear feet.An illustration of the excessiveness of the tabulated costs, both
in the aggregate and in the amounts allocated to work in muck, is.
afforded by the expense breakdowns included in the tabulation.
These breakdowns give $28,62618 as the cost of direct contract materials, of which $23,893.23 is allocated to work in muck, and give
$33,867.42 as the cost of direct contract labor, of which $23,204.34 is
allocated to work in muck. Thus, according to the tabulation, the
pipe trenching and pipelaying operations in the areas where appellant considered that muck had. been encountered necessitated an outlay for mateials equal to the outlay for labor, notwithstanding that
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the pipe itself was furnished by the Government. On the other
hand, the accounts of the difficulties experienced in these areas, as
given by appellant's president at the hearings on both the former
and the instant appeals and by its superintendent at the first of these
hearings, and as contained in the superintendent's diary, emphasize
the extent to which labor and equipment costs were increased by
the presence of the muck, and contain nothing to suggest that material costs were increased to anything approaching a like extent. Nor
is it possible to derive from the vouchers submitted a figure for direct
-* f-\
contract materials that amounts to even one-fourth of the total stated
in the tabulation.
*0
0 0j
Turning to the Government's analysis, we find that it understates
the costs incurred. For example, the amounts withheld from
employees' pay for personal income taxes and for social security
contributions, although reported on the certified payrolls, are not
reflected in the analysis. Payroll taxes, such as the employer's social
securitycontributions, are also not reflected in the analysis. MateIrials are confined to those reported in the periodic payment estimates,
and, since these estimates were based on end-of-month inventories of
the materials stored at the job site, materials that were incorporated
into the contract work during the same month in which they were
delivered at the site are not reflected in the analysis. Thus, no costs
for cement are included, although a significant amount of concrete
* work was performed.
There are other deficiencies as well, both in appellant's tabulation
and in the Government's analysis.
The testimony, cost records, and other basic data adduced by the
parties do not provide a foundation on which the excess costs of pile
*removal and work in muck can be computed with mathematical precision, but they do provide sufficient reliable information to admit of
those costs being fairly and reasonably approximated. The Court
Iof Claims, in upholding findings made by one of its Commissioners
in a case that involved problems of proof similar to the ones here
presented, has recently stated:
In his determination as to the amount of damage suffered by the plaintiff,
Commissioner Evans based his conclusions upon "an inference drawn from,
the evidence as a whole, being in the nature of a jury verdict." We are of
the opinion that the Commissioner was correct in determining damages based
upon his judgment arrived at by a studied consideration of the record before
him.; This court has many times held that the measure of damages is not an
exact science calling for a hard and fast rule, but is a determination based
upon the facts and circumstances of each caseX
Western Contracting Corp. v. Unitedr States, t. Cl. No. 844-55 (December 3, 1958).
See also Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. United States, 138 Ct. Cl. 668, 679 (1957); P. H. McGraw and Co. v. United States, 131 Ct. Cl. 501, 510 (1955); Central Wrecking Corp., 64
* 1.D. 145,1160 (1957) and cases there cited.
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Applying this standard to the evidence before us, we find that
appellant is entitled to an'equitable adjustment of $2,600 on account
'of pile removal.

The record contains a detailed analysis of the excess pile removal
-work made by the same engineer who subsequently prepared the Government's analysis of appellant's costs as a whole. This analysis gives
7 full days and 12 half days as the time devoted to that work, and
:$1,213.08 as the costs of its performance. Of these costs $665.01
is for labor, $528.07 is for crane expense, and $20 is for other equipment. The labor figure, while possibly erring somewhat on the low
side, appears to be close to the actual amounts.
The crane expense figure, on the other hand, clearly reflects misapprehension of the legal principles 'governing the determination of
equipment charges. The crane was rented at the start of the job
from a firm in the continental United States under an agreement
which obligated appellant to bear all transportation costs, was purchased by appellant, while it was in use on the job, was sold to a firm
*in the Virgin Islands while it was still in such use, and was then
rented back from the latter firm by appellant. In these circumstances the sums properly allowable as crane expense include' (a)
rental paid to the first lessor, (b) rental paid to the second lessor
(c) rental value of the crane for the intervening period as to which
no rental was paid to either lessor, (d) cost of transport of the crane
to the Virgin Islands, (e) what it would have cost to transport the
crane to the continental United States if appellant's obligation to
return the crane to the first lessor had not been terminated through
its purchase by appellant, (f) repairs not chargeable to-either lessor,
and (g) operating costs. The aggregate of these sums must be
divided by the 'number of days the crane was actually at the jobsite
during the period of contract performance, after deduction of any
days on which it was reasonably withheld from use such as Sundays,
holidays,- and days consumed in' making necessary repairs, in order'
to determine a proper rate of expense for each day of actual use. So
compiled the available data justifies a figure of $105 per working
E
day for crane expense.
A fair and reasonable. approximation of the excess costs of pile
removal, that takes into account the various facts and circumstances
disclosed by the evidence, would be as follows:
*Compensation for the services of the crine operator and oiler Is included in the labor
item, and, hence, has been excluded from the crane item.
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Labor -$710.00---~~Payroll' Taxes~Crane- (13 days
$5
~~Other Euipmient -------

*
*

--------

--------50. 00
I-----1,365.100
50. 00

per day) ---------------

Allowable Costs…-----------Overhead and Profit'--------------------

Total…- - - - - -

- - - -
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---

2,175 00
425.00

- - -I- - - - - - -

2 0 . 00

This item represents 2

percent of the allowable costs Iafter making adjustment for
payroll taxes on which, under section 6-09 of Part I of the specifications, overhead and
profit are not allowable.

Applying the same standard, as quoted above from the Court of'
Claims, we find that appellant is entitled to an equitable adjustment
of $9,100 on account of work in muck.
With respect to this par~t of the case, the first major issue presented
is: What was, the total amount of the costs that appellant actually and
reasonably incurred in performing the contract work? From the
cost records in evidence, the Board finds that this amount, exclusive
of' items* properly chargeable as overhead, was, in round figures.
$50,000.

A further major issue is: How should the total costs, after deduc-,
tion of the excess costs o pile removal and the g-rit chamber costs"
be allocated as between work in ordinary material and work in muck?2
The most reliable guides to a roper allocation, in our Opinion, are
to be found in the diar of appellant's suerintendent and: in the certifled payrolls. A examination of the former indicates that of the
142 days which elapsed from January 19, 1956, the date~when excavation for the sewer lines was started, through June 8, 1956, the last day
of work, there were about, 65 days when the principal seat of construction opera-tions was within the 800 linear feet of main sewer line
where muck prevailed.5 An analysis of the payrolls indicates that
the wages paid for work on these 65 days amounted to, about 48 ercent of the wage padfrwr nall f the 142 days drinwhc
the sewer lines were. under construction 6 Evaluating these matters*
in the light of the whole record, the Board finds that an allocations of
the' total costs, after the deductions mentioned, in the proportion of
52 percent to work in ordinary material and-48 percent to work in
muck is the one that is best supported by the evidence.
Athird major issue is: By what mauesolthcsts
per linear foot of the work in, ordinary material be determined for the pur%

*.

I21Identified as closely as the nature of the operations permits, these days were February
12through April 7 April 17 through April 20, and May 0 throngh Jfune . The operations during the 3 weeks for which diary pages are missing appear from other evidence
to have been concentrated outside the 800 linear feet.
0 No payroll was submitted for the final 4 days of work (lane 5 through ), but, considering the limited scope of the operations then being carried on, this omission s not a
factor of material consequence for the purposes of the analysis here nvolved.
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pose of comparing with them the costs of the 800 linear feet of work
performed in muck? The contract work comprised 1;495 linear feet
of main sewer line and 713 linear feet of laterals, a total of 2,208 linear
feet.0 Ordinary material prevailed for 695 linear feet of main sewer
line and all of the 713 linear feet of laterals, a total of 1,408 linear feet.
An examination of the contract unit prices reveals that the prices
which appellant bid for the various items of work to be performed
-along these 1,408 linear feet, when consolidated together and stated
in terms of a total price per linear foot, were equal to the prices which
it bid for the various items of work performed within the 800 linear
feet of muck, when similarly consolidated and stated. All things
considered, the Board finds that 1,408 linear feet is the measure of the
work-in ordinary material that is best supported by the evidence.
A fair and reasonable approximation of the excess costs of work
in muck, that takes into account the various facts and circumstances
disclosed by the evidence, would be as follows:
Total Job Costs…_----------Less: Pile Removal _
Grit Chamber…
_--_

_-----_--------------------- $50, 000. 00
-- $2, 175. 00
-- _-_
-6,325. 00l 8, 500. 00

___--___--------__-----_$41, 500. 00
Remainder of Costs--_-_$21, 580.00
Work in Ordinary Material (52% of $41,500)…
$19,920. 00
=-Work in Muck .(48% of $41,500)
Cost per Linear Foot in Ordinary Material ($21,580
1,408)
_
$15. 33
Cost per Linear Foot in Muck, ($19,920
800) __-:--$24.90
$9.571
___---Exess Cost per Linear Foot ($24.90- $15.33)
Allowable Costs ($9.57<800)_ ---------- _- $7,656.00
2 444.00
-_-_
-_-_-___-$1,
* Overhead and Profit

-$9,

Total--_--------

100.00

I Considering

the general overstatement of costs in appellant's tabulation, $6,325 appearrort be a more realistic figure for the grit chamber costs than the $7,859.86 given in
that tabulation.
2

See footnote 1, p. 340.

While the foregoing itemizations of the excess costs of pile removal
and work in muck, respectively, are necessarily less than exact to the
last dollar, a studied consideration of the .record leads us to conclude
that they measure those costs with sufficient certainty to serve as the
basis for the making of appropriate price adjustments under the.
contract.
If

X

V

:

.

f

CONCLUSION

:

::

:

The Board, therefore, determines that the appellant is entitled to
equitable adjustments of the contract price in the aggregate amount of
$11,700 on account of the claims asserted in this appeal, and to that

.
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extent the: appeal is sustained. With respect to the remainder of the
sums claimed, the appeal is denied.
HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER,

Member.

I concur:
PA:-m H. GANTT, Acting Chairnnn.

Member WiTmuA
absent on leave.
-

S:EAGm did not participate in this decision, being
-VC

DUNCAN MILLER

Decided September 23, 1959
A-28041
Oil and Gas Leases: Termination-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to
Under the automatic termination provision of section 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, that upon failure of a lessee to pay his rental on or before the.
anniversary date the lease will be automatically terminated, a lessee has
the whole of the anniversary date, while the land office is open for business, within which to pay the rental, and an oil and gas lease application
filed on; the anniversary date for land included in the prior lease is prematurely filed and must be rejected, the prior lease being in effect for the.
whole day.
APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

- -

-

Duncan Miller has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a -decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management,,
dated March 10, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the,
Billings, Montana, land office, dated February 20, 1958, rejecting in
part his noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer, Montana 020915, be-cause of a conflict with a prior lease, Billings 041366.
The record shows that the prior lease, Billings 041366, was issued.
to Miller as of November 1, 1949, and was extended to October 31,
-1959,- on November 17, 1954. At the time the lease was extended in
1954 it was made subject to the amendment of section 31 of the Min-eral Leasing Act by the act of July 29, 1954 (30 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,.
Supp. V., sec. 188), providing for the automatic termination of a lease
by operation of law for failure to pay- the lease rental on or before
the anniversary date of the lease. The manager held that the -lease
'"was canceled on October 31, 1954 [1955] for failure to pay seventh
year's rental." The record shows- tat a notation of the termination
of the lease was made on the tract book of the land office- on November 3, 1955, at 8:22 a. m. Miller's lease offer,,Montana 020915,,.
was filed on November 1, 1955, at 2:30 p. m.
in The manager and the Acting Director both relied upon the follow-in departmental regulation:
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Sec. 192.161 Cancellation and termination of lease.

(a) Any lease issued

after July-29,1954, or any lease which is extended after that date pursuant' to
sec. 192.120, on which there is no well capable of producing oil or gas in paying
quantities shall automatically terminate by operation of law if the lessee fails.
to pay the, rental on or before the anniversary date of such lease. * * * The
termination of the lease for failure to pay the rental must be noted on the
tract book, * * *, of the appropriate land office. Until such notation s made,
,the lands inoluded in such lease are not subject to, nor availelble for, leasing.

Offers to lease filed prior to such notation will confer no rights in the offeror
and will be rejected. 43 CFlR, 1954 Rev., 192.161 (Supp.). (Italics supplied.)

The manager and the Acting Director rejected the. appellant's-leaset
ofier on the ground that it conflicted with Billings 041366 for the rea-son that the prior lease had terminated' and that the termination of
that lease; had not beeni noted 6on the tract book of the land office when
the lease ofler was filed. on November 1, 1955. The manager and the
Acting Director assumed: that the prior lease terminated at the end
of October 31, 1955. In this they were in error.
The'act of July 29, 1954, added to the second paragraph of section;
31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, the following:
*Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, however, upon failure of a
lessee to pay rental on or before [italics added] the anniversary date of the
lease, for any lease on which there is no well capable of producing oil or gas
in paying quantities, the lease shall automatically terminate by operation of
law: Provided, however, That when the time for payment falls upon any day
in which the proper office for payment is not open, payment may be received
the next official working day and shall be considered as timely made.' [68 Stat.
583, 585.]

*The legislative history of this amendment shows that when the proposed amendment'was first presented to the Senate Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, this Department suggested that the4
lease be automatically terminated if the lessee failed to 'pay rental
or minimum: royalty "prior to the anniversary date of the lease."'
Subsequently, the Department revised its proposal to eliminate automatic termination for failure to pay minimum royalty and in addition stated:
Our proposal would also be revised to make the provision for automatic
termination effective the day after the anniversary date of the lease instead
of the anniversary date itself. This would give the lessees an additional day
within which to make the rental payment necessary to continue theirQnoncompetitive oil and gas leases.2

In the report of the House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs on the proposed amendment it was explained that the Department had agreed "to change the required payment to prevent
Letter
Secretary
[P. 5]
2 Letter
Secretary

to Chairman, Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs from Assistant.
of the Interior, dated April 20, 1954, set out in H. Rept. 2238,
/fra, fn. 3.
to Chairman, Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs from Assistant
of Interior, dated June 1, 1954, set out in H. Rept. 2238, infra, fn. . iiP. ]

-
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automatic cancellation of leases on or prior to the anniversary date
instead of prior to the anniversary date. In other words, if a lease
is dated January 1, 1954, the anniversary date is the date of lease
and payment need not be made on the date prior thereto." 3
Thus, it was the clear intent of the Department and Congress that a
-lessee has the whole of the anniversary date of the lease while the
land office is open for business within which he may pay his advance
rental and prevent the automatic termination of his'lease, and, until
the anniversary date has passed, the lease is not terminated. Cf.
-W. V. Moore, 64 I.D. 419 (1957).
Therefore, in this case since Miller's prior lease had as its anniversary date November 1, Miller could have paid the rental at any time
during the day that the land office was open for business, and since
this was so the lease remained in effect until the end of November 1,
1955. Consequently, at the time Miller filed his lease offer at 2:30
p.m. on that date, the prior lease was still in effect. An offer. for an
oil and gas lease is properly rejected where the lands applied for are ineluded in an existing lease. Joyce A. Cabot et al., 63 I.D. 122 (1956);
R. B. Whitaker et al., 63 I.D. 124 (1956) ; R. M. Young, Jr., Mary R.
Sivley, A-27640 (January 30,1959); Raymond J. and HaroldJ. Hansen et al., A-27503 (January 3, 1958); Richard P. DeSmet et al.,
A-27837 (October29,'1958).
Thus, the appellant's offer should have been rejected for the reason
that the land applied for was not available for leasing at the time the
offer was filed because it was included in an outstanding lease.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (see. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the'Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, is affirmed for the reason given in this decision.
T. FRITZ,
Acting Soicitor.

EDMWUND
I House Report 2238, 83d Cong., 2d sess., pp. 4-5.
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-

ERVIN CARL AND SADIE V. LEIBKE
A-2015 (Supp.)

Decided October 5

959

RUles of Practice: Appeals : Service on Adverse Party
Where an appeal to the Secretary is dismissed for failure to serve a copy of
the notice of appeal on the adverse party, and the appellant subsequently
submits proof showing that the- adverse party was served within 'the'
time: required, the decision dismissing the appeal will be vacated and the
case considered on its merits.

Public Sales: Award of Lands
The general rule is that where a single subdivisionis offered'for public sale
and two or more adjoining landowners assert a preference right to purchase, if the applicant for the sale is not a preference-right claimant the
award will be made to the first person asserting a preference tight in the
absence of; equitable considerations justifying an award to- some other
preference-right claimant.

Public Sales: Award of Lands
An award of a single subdivision of public land offered at public sale to the
first person asserting.a. preference right to purchase will not be disturbed
where the applicant for the -sale is not. a preference-right claimant and
there are no equitable considerations requiring an award to any other
preference-right claimant.
APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU, OP LAND MANAGEMENT:

By a decision dated June 29, 1959 [A-28015, unreported] an appeal
to the Secretary of the Interior by Ervin' Carl and Sadie V. Lembke
was dismissed by the Department on the ground that the record
showed the appellants had failed to serve a copy of their notice of
appeal upon the adverse party named in the decision from which the
appeal was taken, as required by the Department's rules of practice
(43 CFR, 1954 Rev.;-22.3 (upp.)).
The appellants have now submitted proof that service on. the adverse party was made within the
time required by the rules ,of practice. Accordingly, the' previous
decision dismissing the appeal- isherebyvacated-and the appeal will
be considered on its merits. Henry -W. and Beatrice H. Lhmann,
A-27941 (Supp.) (June 15, 1959); Della le Halloran, A-2'1433
(Supp.) (May31l1957).-

-

This is an appeal from a decision of the Director,- Bureau of Land
Management, dated January 23, 1959,. which reversed a decision of
the Eastern States land office dated August 27, 1957, awarding certain
land sold at public..sale to' the ILembkes. The land is- a single-legal
subdivision described as lot 1, sec. 18, T. 137 N.,.R. 28 W.5th P.M.,
, -' . ,,
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Minnesota. The land was awarded to the appellants on the basis of
a finding that they have the only reliable access by land to the lot.
The record shows that the land involved was offered at public sale
on June 12, 1957, pursuant to an application filed by Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Anderson.' Walter E. Anderson was the sole bidder at the
sale. On June 14, 1957, Walter E. Anderson asserted a preferenceright claim to the land as an adjoining landowner. On July 8, 1957,
the Lembkes also asserted a preference-right claim as adjoining landowners.
In his decision the Director pointed out that the land involved is
a single subdivision and that the pertinent regulation of the Department (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 250.11(b) (3) (Supp.)) provides that
where only one'subdivision is offered for sale and it adjoins the lands
of two or more. preference-right claimants,-it will, in the absence of
equitable considerations requiring otherwise, be awarded to the applicant for the sale if he is a qualified preference-right claimant, and,
if he is not a preference-right claimant, the land will be awarded to
the "first qualified person who properly asserts such a preference
right within or prior to the 30-day preference-right period."
The Director pointed out that the applicants for the sale, Mr. and
Mrs. George M. Anderson, did not assert a preference-right claim to
the land, and concluded that since the first qualified preference-right
claim was asserted by Walter E. Anderson, the cited regulation required that the land be awarded to Anderson.
I do not agree with the Director's conclusion that 43 CFR, 1954
Rev., 250.11(b) (3) (Supp.) requires that an award of a single subdivision of land offered at public sale be made to the first person
asserting a preference-right claim without reference to any facts or
circumstances in the case.
Section 250.11 (b) (3) provides as follows:
* * * Where only one subdivision is offered for sale and it adjoins the lands
of two or more preference right claimants, it will, in the, absence of equitable

considerationsrequiring otherwise, be awarded to the applicant for the sale if he
is a qualified preference-right claimant; if he is not, it will be awarded to
the first qualified person who properly asserts such a preference right within or
prior to the 30-day preference-right period. * * * (Italics supplied.)
The Director apparently construed the language emphasized as
applying only to the first clause, i.e., cases where the applicant for the
sale is a preference-right claimant, and not to the last clause, i.e., cases
where the applicant for the sale is not a preference-right claimant.
In the second class of cases, the Director interpreted the regulation as
saying that the award must be made to the person first asserting a
preference-right claim, even though equitable considerations would
favor awarding the land to a junior preference-right claimant.

-a4~i
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Although the language o t idgi Ad fi n ewaeptible of this interpretation, it does not eire it and the hitoy Of (PC iegation shows
that th contrary meaning was intended. Prior ti JtIAe 4, 195Isection 250.11(h) (a) provided that whete mly one subdivISIon was offered for sal and It adjoined the lands of two or more preference-

right daflia

-t-

it will geneediiy be awarded to th appicant for the sale if he is a qualified preference-tight daifidat; i he s mot it Wil be awarded to the first
suieh a preferefeg right within or prior
qualified person who propjeri ats
to the 80-day preferene-right period. 4 iVA 140 ed., 25O.11(b) (a),
* * *

Nothigwa said abot equitable onsideration.
On Juinie 4, M: the language just quoted was amended to read:
f
cnideratIlons requiring otherwise,
it willi lii the abeed 1eqitable
* t

be awafded to the appliini for the said if^ is a qaliffied person who properly
asserts such a pre6f6in tight within or prior to th 3Odary preference-right
-:
period, 43 OWR, 1M9 ed., 2tO.I1 (U)01 ("upp

This amendment introduced the lang ge pertai g to consideration
of equitable factors n inig award. owever, it also dropped
out the clause relating to the pdure n making an award where the
applicant for the sale Is not a preference-right dam nt. This was ml
inadvertence which wee orcdw- by the amendment of the regulation on October 24, 195, to its present form. In a memorandum to
the Secretary, dte Otber l, 1955, which accompanied the proposed amendment of section QbO.ii (b) (.8) the Director stated that:
4* * (lrcular No. 1
dated June 4, 1958, introduced the present text of
the boibe-sentence, The prior text cotaied the nderlined language [pertaining to awilding the la.d where the applicant is nof a preference-right claimant]. The purpose of Cifear No. 1NS was to set forth the factors involved
in equitable divisionas of ldida§ affifig preference-right claimants. Nothing in
tie record indicates any intet to eihn tim titles Of priority governing in the
absence of-equitable considerations. Our Oiielli the i tht the underlined
language was inadvertently omitted from the text throtgh clerical error.
The underlined language gives the rule for awarding a Utact where none of
- the cliants applied for the sale and no. equitable considerations compel awarding the traet to anyone of thei.-

Thus, it Wag the ear intention of the amendment of this regulation
to restore the omitted languae i the 1953 amendment of the regulation. It was the Departfilt'S intenftion that although the general
* rule is tha where a single subdivigitn is offered for sale and the applieant for the sle is not a preference-right claimant the land will be
awarded to the preforence-right applicant first asserting his claim, if
equitable con§iderations diotate, an award of the land may be made to
a person other than the claimant who first asserted his preference
right; Consequently, it is improper to award a single subdivision to
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the first person asserting a preference right where other persons have
also asserted a preference right within the 30-day preference-right
period, unless it is first determined that equitable considerations do not
compel an awardto any of the junior claimants. However, in the
absence of equitable considerations requiring an award to one of the
preference-right claimants, the general rule applies and the award-will
be made to the person who first asserts his clain for preference. !.
After careful consideration of all of the facts and circumstances,
I conclude that there is no showing in the record of equitable con.siderations which require a departure from the, general rule and which
warrant an award to the appellants. The fact that Anderson can only
reach the subject land by water amounts to no mor.e than a slight hardship or inconvenience and is not' sufficient-reason to overturn an
award based on the general rule.
Therefore, the decision of the Director Bureau of Land Management, is affirmed for the reasons given in this decision.
ROGER ERNST,

Assistant Secretary.

AUDREYI. CUTTING
GEORGE PETER SMITH
A-28031

Decided October 8, 1959

:

Administrative Practice-Rules of Practice; Appeals: Generally
After an appeal is taken to the Director from a decisionof a land office manager,
.jurisdiction over the case is in the former and the latter has no authority, to

act upon it.

Patents of Public Lands: Generally
Where a.protestant files a protest against the issuance of a patent for a homestead-entry in which it is alleged that the entryman has alienated his entry
prior to submission of final proof, notice of the.charge is served upon the
.entryman and he responds to thecharge in his final proof, there is a protest
pending within the meaning of the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3,
1891, which will prevent the entry from being confirmed upon the lapse of
2 years from the date of the issuance of the.receipt acknowledging payment
::of final fees andcommissions.

Patents of Public Lands: Generally-Contests and ProtestsA protest which alleges that mining claims have been located upon land which
has been surveyed at the request of settler, does not. without further proceedings,"amount to a pending protest. or contest within the meaning of the
proviso to section7of the act of March 3, 1801.

.I i
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e

iAudrey I. utting has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision dated February. 9, 1959, of the Director of the Bureau'of
Land Management which ordered that a patent be issued to George
Peter. Smith for 160 acres -of land near mile 113 on the Glen Allen
Highway, Alaska.
It appears that Smith initiated a settlement claim under. the homestead law (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V,.sec., 371; 43 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
sec. 166:) on June 19, 1947. On April 18, 1950, he filed a petition for a
free survey of his. claim.. The survey,, designated U.S.. Survey No.
2792, was filed in, the. Anchorage land office on April 14, 1952. On
May 4, 1953, Mrs. Cutting filed an. application (Anchorage 023991)
for a trade and manufacturing site (48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 461) for
the N1½2 of Smith's settlement, stating that the land is to be used commercially as a roadhouse and eventually for a hunting and fishing
headquarters. Mrs.: Cutting also, submitted a letter in which she stated
that she had located four mining claims on the S½. ofSpith's settle.
ment and that Mrs. Chrie Ida Rees, her mother, had located four claims
on the N/2. She said that the. mining claims can be, considered -a.contest against the homestead entry.
In a. decision dated May 28, 1953, the manager reject d Mrs. Cutting's application for a trade and manufacturing site on the ground
that an application must be rejected where the land has. not actually
been used-by the applicant for business purposes and because it conflicted withSmith's entry. He also held that the mining claims could
not be considered as a contest because they had not been offered for
patent. On the same day the manager informed Smith by letter that
the plat of survey for his homestead had been officially filed, that Smith
could now file an application for a homestead entry and submit final
proof, that "It is urgent and required-that your homestead entry and
final proof be filed before July 14, 1953," that Mrs. Cutting had made
several protests against mith's entry, and that the manager's decision
of May:28,1953,sokeforitself-C

.ia,:

- :, : .;W;:

a DX

In an undated letter received by the manager on June' 22, 1953, Mrs.
Cutting stated an "objection to your Notice of Rejection",of her trade
and manufacturing site application on the grounds that.Smith on
April 19, 1950, the day' after he filed hsapplication for free survey,
had entered into an ageement with-her for the purchase of the homestead, that in June: 1950 she took possession of .the settlement and
moved into the cabin on it and remained there until she learned of the
true conditions of her.,contract to purchase, that, she thas continued to
pay Smith the monthly installments required by. the contract, that she
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had been informed that Sith 414 not intend to wivey t
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patet

her when he received it, that she had Aplie fr the trade and manufacturing site to protect her Itr
a d qui
the property, and
that the property had been used as hunting and, fi§hipg headquarters
on a business basis. in iifloinin, he §aid ~If yu w11
O 1 pnd me
flrthOJ? j~tructions as to filng frther Protest, I will be gj44d by
your respected v " Hr letter bore a notin that a copy was
sent to Smith.
There is no lndication in t r
-thvt the mgger made any
response to Mrs. Cuttng. lWtrI
On July 8,195, Smifi d gn appligtio fr homstead entry and
submitted final proof.
In repne to qo
OP t1he fer ter I
proof, which asked if the entrmn ha s
onvey pr greed to
sell or
ey
mortgag
artioned,
greed to cption, mortgage
orconvey any portion o
4thstated that he had rented
the propertY to "aother pern" Wngedt: sell the p
t a a
later date, th at the othew party breah@4
reerlit
Pe
almPst imImediately after it-was mqde and that he repssessed
s
the property, that
be was _igor&nt of the re rr ts
rng igendion of home-

stead lando, that hp did PM uqitr his hoPmest-ead for p-pppses of
speculation, and that
e
to keep it for his home and had no
p
sll
etoit or aypa f it:
In a letter to the mqlager, dted 4P yT0? J_5Y3 .nd received on
Juy 20, 1958, M Cu
fattingaidAt '- espeaf yr r04eiaio rf
ay 28thn19w$*
t
w nwsepsq-y t pp yppr department a
phoostatie copy of the IP1rehse Contrat by ad between Mr. George
he also se9d that
u * * ' (I§ie md4d
P. Smith and mysellt
she was writing f t neosAFY papr *P:4 n4d PfPa extension

of time.

:

On September 2, 1953, the land

e rei4 anther Jgtter from
Mrs. cutting, in which she said that she had Jeft Ask i jQ4, that
tho attorney i AlAsa with whom se had ft e papers hd npt
repondd t r rqs
fo thi
r rifr; an-d that she wYA eplospR
ig
a letter athorik4ag h man age, t Psk for the documents.
It doss not appear thAt the me
a ta rpWl t either of
these letters.
4 yes lae, an April T, ITj t mn.ager isud a ,egtsion
in which he ftialy &hiPsmtss
s, uting' protest ggqjg
ith'ps
entry and rejed hr ta and mamfAmnng sitPe pp icon on
the groum that mg utting had 4idiaed
t
that
ished to
appeal from his dedeion of May . 1055 ht el state that sh
was objecting to it,
On May 17, 1957, Mrs. Cutting rpqjeste4 a
o eat
Eimmt-e nd nw evienee

eeang n $he basis
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On June 3, 1957; the manager construed the request for rehearing
as notice of appeal and dismissed it for failure to submit a filing fee
and serve notice of the appeal on the adverse party.
On July 3, 1957, final certificate was issued to Smith.
On July 8, 1957, Mrs. Cutting filed with the land office another
petition for rehearing.'
On July 10, 1957, the manager informed Mrs. Cutting that her
protest together with all pertinent case records were to be forwarded
to Washington for consideration.
On November 12, 1957, Mrs. Cutting submitted to the Director
copies of documents relating to the agreement of Smith to sell his
entry to her.
In his decision of February 9, 1959, the Director reviewed the
propriety of issuing a patent to Smith and held that one must issue,
as required by section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (43 U.S.C., 1952
ed., sec. 1165), because more than 2 years had elapsed since the issuance of the receiver's receipt upon final entry and no contest or protest
was pending. In reaching this conclusion, he determined that Mrs.
Cutting's letters received on June 22, 1953, and July 20, 1953, were
neither a contest nor a protest.
In her appeal from the Director's decision, Mrs. Cutting says that
she was absent from Alaska between 1951 and 1957, but that she has
remained in possession of the Smith entry and kept her personal
belongings there, that she has been the victim of a conspiracy,; that
Smith does not intend to keep his agreement to convey the entry to
her by warranty deed after he receives a patent, that she has discovered minerals on the land, and that there has been a protest pending against Smith's entry.
Mrs. Cutting's objections to the issuance of a patent to Smith
appear to be three-pronged: first, that the land is mineral; second,
that her application for a trade and manufacturing site ought to
have been allowed; and, third, that Smith has agreed to sell the entry
to her.
Before considering the Director's decision on the merits, I believe
it is necessary to examine the procedural status of this matter. The
Director based his decision upon the assumption that all that was
before him was the question of the propriety of issuing a patent to
Smith. However, it seems to me that the first question to be determined is whether Mrs. Cutting appealed from the manager's decision of May 28, 1953, and what the consequences would be if she did.
An examination of the record indicates that while Mrs. Cutting's
letter of June 22, 1953, may not have beenlindisputably an appeal, her
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letter of July 15, 1953, plainly indicated that she had intended that
her first letter constitute an appeal Even without the second letter,
the first letter should have been considered as an appeal because at
that time it was common practice for land offices and the Bureau to
treat practically any objections to a decision as an appeal.
After an appeal had been filed, the manager lost jurisdiction of the
case and had no further authority to take any action concerning it.
See Humble Oil and Refixng 'Co~mpany,'65 I.D. 257,'259-260 (1958);
Ruby E Huffmn et al., 64'I.D. 5T(1957).
Thus, when the matter came before the Director it should have been
considered as. an appeal from the manager's decision of May 28, 1953,
as well as a review of t proprietytof issuing a patent to Smit.'
Therefore, all matters properly raised by Mrs. Cutting in her appeal
iia
nowbe considered on this appeal.
to the* Director
Since the Director held that the proviso to Section 7 of the act of
March 3,1891 (43 U.S.C.,.1952 ed., sec. 1165), requires that a patent
be issued to Smith, the first consideration is whether this conclusion
is'correct.

The proviso reads in pertinent part as follows:
* * * after the lapse of two years from the date of the issuance.of the receiver's receipt. upon the final entry of any tract of land under the homestead
* * * laws, * * .* and when there shall be no pending contest orprotest against
the validity of such entry, the entryman shall be entitled'to a patent conveying
the land by him entered, and the same shall .be issued to him *. *. . [26 Stat.
1098, 1099.]

; It is well established that mere allegations that valid mining claims
have been located upon land in 'an entry without further proceedings
does not amount to a pending contest or protest Dwight S. Young,
John Vaos, 61 I.D. 374 (1954) ; JerryH. Converse,52 L.D. 648(1929).
Therefore, Mrs. Cutting's contention that the land is mineral in character is not enough to toll the running of the 2-year statute.
However, her allegation that Smith had sold her the entryv; supported as-it was by references to-an agieement to purchase and-a warranty deed, is a far more clear and certain charge, sufficient if true to
require the cancellation of the-entry. 43'CFR'65.18. Smith was
notified of the charge by Mrs. Cutting and by the manager and' in his
final proof gave his versioni of the 'transaction-'with Mrs.-Cutting
that is, that he had rented the homestead to her and' agreed to sell itt
at a later date, but that upon breach of the agreement'he had repossessed'the property. in-other words,-the entryman had notice of the
charge and responded to it well within the 2-year period.
As the Department stated in Dwight S. Young et aZ., s8ra p. 376,
defeat the' confirmatory effect of the proviso to
"a *I* *protestto
section 7 of the act of March 3,. 1891, must be a proceeding sufficient,
in itself, to place the entryman on his defense or to require of him
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a showing of material fact, when served with notice thereof; and such
a proceeding will be considered as- pending from the moment the affidavit is filed, in the case of a private contest or protest * * *
Thus, all the requirements for a pending protest have been met,
except the reference to an affidavit. however, it- is not and never
has been' demanded of a protest that it be under oath to'be valid.
The Director held that although Smith had actual notice during
the 2-year period that a: protest had been filed against his entry, nonetheless as no proceeding based on the protest was initiated which
placed the entryman on his defense or required of him a showing of
material fact, there was no pending protest on July 6 1955, 2 years
after issuance of the receiver's receipt to Smith.; This ruling puts
it in the hands of the Bureau to vitiate a protest simply by not acting on it for a period of -2 years after the issuance of a receipti and
then saying that no action on it can: be' taken because a patent mustbe issued, despite the protest. I am not aware of any case which has
construed the 1891 act to permit this to be done..
Accordingly, I believe that a contest should.be brought against thee
entry on the ground that the entryman forfeited his entry by transferring it before the submission of final proof.1
There remains the question of Mrs. Cutting's claim to the entry
stemming from her application to purchase it as a trade and manufacturing site. Mrs.. Cutting's application was filed on May 4, 1953.
It was not filed .on the form required by the pertinent regulation.
43 CFR, 1949 ed., 81.lb (Supp.). Furthermore, it covered land for
which Smith had filed an application for a free survey based upon
his settlement and occupation of the land under the homestead laws.
Since a trade and manufacturing site claim can be initiated only by
the occupancy of vacant and unreserved public land. (id. 81.1a 43
CFR, 1949 ed., 81.6 (b)*), it was. proper to reject the application; for
conflict with Smith's settlement. Finally Mrs., Cutting stated that
the land was mineral, a fact- which in itself is sufficient reason to
warrant rejection of her application (.

81.6(f))

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec.: 210.2.2A:(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director is set aside and
the case is remanded for further proceedings consistent herewith.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
A Xting SoZictor.
a In a footnote to his decision, the Director points out that if the entryman rescinds his
agreement before final proof, the entry will not be canceled. However, the application of
this rule depends upon the circumstances in each case and I believe a hearing is necessary
to fully develop the facts in this matter.
.
546968 0 -60 -2
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APPEAL OF OSBERG CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
IBCA-139

Decided October 16,1959

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Changes and ExtrasContracts: Changed Conditions
A contractor who experienced large overruns in estimated schedule quantities in compacting embankments under a contract containing an "approximate quantities" provision is not entitled to additional compensation under
the "changed conditions" clause of the contract merely because of such
overruns, notwithstanding that a mathematical error was made by the
Government in estimating the schedule quantities, nor because it had to
perform Ihe additional work of compacting the embankments during the
dry summer. months when the amount of moisture in the ground was less
than in the winter or the spring. The contractor is also not entitled to
an equitable adjustment under the "changes" clause, although errors in
topography, resulting from the use by the Government of an inaccurate
topographical map, increased the quantities of the compacted embankments, since the nature of the work to be done was in no wise altered.
However, to the extent that the overrun in quantities of compacted
embankment was attributable to the errors in topography, the contractor
may be entitled to an equitable adjustment under the. "changed conditions" clause, in that the true topography could be regarded as a "latent"
physical condition at the site differing materially from the indicated
topography.
BOARD OP CONTRACT APPEALS

The Osberg Construction Company of Seattle, Washington, has
taken a timely appeal from findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer, dated October 2, 1957, denying its claim for additional compensation in the amount of $32,830.96 under its contract
No. 14-06-D-1489 with the Bureau of Reclamation, hereinafter
referred to as the Bureau.
The contract, which was dated November 10, 1955, was on U.S.
Standard Form 23 (revised March 1953) and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953) for construction contracts. It provided for the construction and completion
of the earthwork and structures, Badger East and West Laterals
and Highlands Feeder Canal and Laterals under Schedules Nos. 1
and 2 of the specifications. It was on a unit-price basis, and the
estimated contract price was $464,435.53.
The claim of the appellant arises out of the performance of item 7
of Schedule 1 and of item 57 of Schedule 2 of the specifications,
both of which provided for compacting embankments. The estimated quantity for item 7 was 18,000 cubic yards, and for item 57
was 11,500 cubic yards, the unit price in each case being 30 cents.
The final payment quantities for items 7 and 57 were, respectively,
71,568 cubic yards and 39,703 cubic yards. The appellant's claim
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State of Washington in 1921. These errors in topography,
iwhich were embodiediin the drawings, added 33,672 cubic
yards to the estimated quantities of compacted embankrments,
,of which 9,083 cubic yards was for Lateral HF-1.8 B.ii Except
for this one lateral, however, all other components necessary
for a computation of the quantities of compacted embankmentswere accurately shown on the drawings. Thus, the cen-'
ter line profile of the existing ground, and of the bottom of the
canal as it was to be constructed, was based on accurate field
surveys, and the typical drawings indicating the dimensions of
the banks, the areas to be compacted, and the dimensions of
the excavations were also correct. X. The errors in the topog* raphy affected only the' calculation of the quantities for the
cross slopes of the ground adjacent to the center line, since
the steeper the. slope: across the canal the greater would be
the amount of the excavation and of the compacted embankments; the cuts on the upper side of the canal would have to
be much deeper and the excavation slope lines would have to
extend higheriin order to "'daylight"'; and on the lower side of
the canal the elevation of the ground where the embankment
was to be placed would be lower than the center line and more
1; embankment and compacted embankment would be required
to bring the embankment up to the required grade than would
.,be indicated bythe center line profile. In 'the case of Lateral
HF-1.8 B, the center line profile was not based on any field
survey but was plotted on the drawing on the basis of the, elevation of the ground surface indicated by'the inaccurate topographical map. Actually the ground surface was, much
lower' than indicated, and this made it necessary to place much
more compacted embankment than could have been computed
from the specification drawings.
Because of the erroneous topography'the contractor could not have
determined from the drawings, of course, the total amount 'of the
overruns in compacted embankments. In his findings, the contracting
officer pointed out, however,that the contractor could have estimated
from the specifications and drawings the amount of the overrun attributable tofactors (), (), and (3) and that if it had made the
necessary calculations it would have been able to determine that the
quantity of compacted embankment for item- 7 of Schedule 1 would
be more than double, -and for item 57 of Schedule 1 would be considerably greater than the estimated quantity of compacted embankment.
The appellant argues that its claim should be allowed either under
Clause-3or Clause 4 of the General' Provisions of the contract,-which
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rare, respectively, the- "changes" and "changed conditions" clauses of
the contract
Apparently, the appellant regards the large overrun
in quantities of compacted embankment ask constituting in itself a
"change" or a "changed condition." - It denies that it was under any
duty to calculate or that. it could have calculated the probable, quantities of compacted embankment from the drawings or specifications,
since. the contracting officer had the authority under ParagraphX 42
of 'the Special Conditions of the specifications to alter the dimensions
of the embankments. The appellant finds "changed conditions" in
the fact that it had to perform the work of compacting the embankments during the dry summer months when the ainount of moisture
in the ground was less.than in the winter or the spring.
In its -notice of appeal a'hearing was'requested by the appellant but
in the brief which. it filed in support of its appeal this request was
imeffect withdrawn, since it conceded that the factual findings of the
contracting officer which' had a bearing on the: liability of the Government were correct, and declared that it was only challenging the
conclusions which he drew from these facts. Thus, ahearing'for the
purpose of taking testimony. is unnecessary.: The record presents
'only questions of law with respect to the liability of the Government.
The Board must conclude that the appellant's claim' is not allowable
under the "changes" clause of the contract.. A change can be efected
only by: some action taken bay the contracting officer subsequent to the
execution of the contract. It does not appear that the Icontracting
officer altered in any manner the nature of the workto be done on the
canal or 'any of the laterals, including Lateral HF-i.S B. The;dimensions to which they were-to be constructed, whether the widths,
depths, or cross slopes be taken into consideration, remained'the same.
The topography of the ground also, of course, reained the same,
both before and after the work was commenced and completed. The
errors-embodied in the topographical map did, tbe sure, increase the
quantities of compacted. embankment but this resulted not 'from any
change made by the contracting officer but from a misrepresentation
made by the Government prior to the execution of the contract with
respect to one of the conditions under which the work would have to
be performed.
As for the applicability of the "changed conditions" clause, it is
well settled that under the type of "approximIate quantities"' provision'The "changes" clause authorizes the contracting officer to make changes in the drawings
orspecifications of the contract within the general scope thereof, subject to equitable adjustnient of. the ontract price or time of performance, while the "changed conditions"
clause provides for an equitable adjustment upon the discovery of materially different subsurface or latent physical conditions or unknown physical conditions at the site of am unusual nature.
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in the present case an equitable adjustment cannot be predicated on
the mere existence of an overrun in schedule quantities. Moreover,
niathematical errors of the Government in making. up its- estimates
i}?8 disregarded to the extent that the schedule quantities can be
verified weitif reaoiable auracy by the contractor from a stidy of
the spec~ifcations and drawings.3 In the present case, to be sure, there
f
Vere errors in thie toppgrap#ical pap iyhich were rsji49
ed spproximately
,hic4 repi
of h;ove~rr,
a
803,672 culic gras
Bu, while the appellant could not have dis:.O perent erf
cvered the topographical errors merely from an examination of the
map,; a verification of the estimated quantities in the schedules, which
the appellant failed to undertake prior to bidding, would certainly
have put it on notice that the estimates were very radically wrong.
The appellant argues,.to be sure, that since the dimensions of the embankments could be altered by the contracting officer, no verification
was possible but this argument is certainly self-defeating. If this
argument be accepted as valid, the appellant in effect undertook to
construct laterals of any dimensions desired by the contracting offcer,
and the estimates of quantities in the schedules became perfectly
meaningless, in which case the appellant would have no legitimate
basis for complaining of overruns. The Board believes, however, that
whatever is the precise bearing of the authority of the- contracting
officer to vary the dimensions of the embankments, it could not be*
invoked to justify overruns which were not based on this factor but
upon errors in the drawings.
It has always been held, to be sure, that "approximate. quantities"
provisions of the type involved in the present case, do not protect
the Government against claims if it has ordered changes, or the contractor has encountered changed conditions which are responsible
for an increase beyond the estimates. As-already pointed out, there
were no changes made by the Government in the work required to
be done. It is obvious, also, that the effects of the seasonal variations
in the condition of the ground cannot constitute a changed condition
within the meaning of the language of that clause. Apart from the
fact that there were no representations made in the specifications with
respect to particular moisture conditions, the seasonal variations,
which are known to everybody, cannot be said to be "subsurface or
latent" physical conditions at the site, nor can they be said to be in any
way "unusual." Moreover, to constitute a "changed condition," it
must be a condition that was in existence when the contract was
s See, for instance, J. D. Armstrong Co., Ino., 6 I.D. 289 (1956), and AppeaZ of Tews
o. and Hyde Construction Co., 64 I.D. 97 (1U5)1''"
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made and the appellant is here complaining of a condition which
arose while the work under the contract was in progress.
Although the appellant does not make any such contention, the,
question arises, however, whether the actual topography could not be
regarded as a latent physical condition at the site differing materially
from that indicated in the drawings, in which case there would be a
basis for relief under the "changed conditions" clause which does
cover the-forms of misrepresentation coming within its scope.
In Allied Contractors,In., ASBCA No. 2905 (November 7, 1956),
56-2 BCA paragraph 1089, in which the amount of excavation for
footings was almost doubled because the existing grades were actually higher than shown on the drawings, the Board hld that they
constituted a latent physical condition at the site, in that the incorrectness of the elevations was not "discernible by a naked eye inspection." However, in. this case, the contract was on a lump sum
basis, and the quantities of excavation were not approximate. A similar result was reached, however, in Utah ConstructionCompany, Eng.
C&A No. 617 (March 1, 1956), despite the inclusion in the specifications of an-"estimated quantities" provision in the contract which
involved excavation work in connection with the relocation of a railroad. The Board directed an equitable adjustment to be made by
reason of an overrun of excavated quantities when it was shown that
there was a material difference between the ground and rock surfaces
shown on a cross-section drawing and actual conditions found in the
field, the misrepresented surfaces being held to be a latent physical
condition at the site within the meaning of the "changed conditions"
clause.
* As. neither the appellant nor the Government has argued the issue
whether, under the circumstances of the present case, the actual topography was a latent physical condition at the site which was misrepresented in the drawings, the case is remanded to the contracting
officer for consideration of the issue and for the making of supplemental findings. The findings and decision should be made within
30 days of the date of the receipt of this decision by the contracting
officer. If the appellant is dissatisfied with the findings and decision,
it may appeal therefrom within 30 days of receiving them, in accordance with the provisions of the "disputes" clause of the contract.
' See Horriaon-Knudsen Go., Inc., 60 I.D. 479, 483 (1951),; Central Wrecking Corp., 64
I.D. 145, 153 (1957); Flora Construction Co. IBCA-101 (September 14, 1959) ; E. 0.
Koremo Construction Co., War Dept. BCA No. 1080 (January 13, 1946), 4 COF par. 60,050;
Koeneke, ASBCA No. 3163, 57-1 BCA par. 1313 (1957).
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In the course of the consideration of the appeal, the Board inquired
whether it was conceded by the Government that as a result of the
overrun in the quantities of compacted embanlkment the appellant
had incurred additional costs. In \eplying to this inquiry, Depattment counsel stated that itews concededthat the appellant may have
experienced hihe costs for the portion of the work performed during the summer months than it did during the spring due principally
to the fact that more water was required but-that it was not conceded
that. the contract price of 30 cents per cubic yard for compacting embankments was inadequate compensation' for the overrun i quantities
of compacted embankment. This position was based on the analysis
of a great many bids'for similar work performed in the same general
area at all'seasons of the year except winter. The Government also
argued that a determination of the contractor's increased costs, if
any, would necessarily have to take into consideration such, factors
as increased use of and income from equipment brought onto the
job for a relatively small quantity of compacted embankment; greater
use of the equipment at each location along .the canal, thereby reducing the 'on-the-job moving costs per cubic yard of embankment;
greater over-all income against which to charge the job overheadi
without a corresponding increase in the overhead; and other factors
which would influence the unit costs."
In view of this statement of the Government's position and argument, the Board deems it necessary to point out that if the contracting
officer should conclude that any portion of the appellant's claim is
administratively cognizable, the equitable adjustment ,to which the
appellant would be entitled would have to';be based on all its additional costs in performing the overrun, plus a reasonable allowancefor overhead and profit. The unit'-price would not govern unless it.
happened to constitute also a fair and reasonable price for the 'additional work performed, nor would the appellant necessarily be bound:
by the prices paidfor similarwork 'in thearea. However, any savings
attributable'to'the increase in quantities may be taken into consideration. In any event, any equitable adjustment to which the appellant
may be entitled would have to be limited to the amount of the overrun
attributableto the errors in topography.
CONCLUSION
Therefore, the case is remanded to the contracting officer with instructions to proceed as outlined above.

WILTAua

SEAGLE,

Member.
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:concur:
PAUL H. GANTT, Acing Chairman.

Board Member HERBERT J. SLAUGErnI, who was on leave, did not
.
participate in the disposition of this appeal.
RIGHTS OF MINING CLAIMANTS TO ACCESS OVER PUBLIC LANDS
TO THEIR CLAIMS
Mining Claims: Generally-Rights-of-Way: Act of January 21, 1895
The United States Mining Laws. give to the locators and owners of mining
claims as a necessary incident the right of ingress and egress across public
lands to their claims for purposes of maintaining the claims and as a
means toward removing the minerals.

Mining Claims: Generally-Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed
Coos Bay Grant Lands: Rights-of-Way
The rights-of-way provided for:in 43 CR,; 1954 Rev., 115, 154-179 (Supp.-)
.for the Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos Bay Grant
lands were primarily for timber roads. Roads "acquired bythe United.
States" as those words are used in those regulations, do not include roads:
constructed by-others under statutory right for mining purposes.

Rights-of-Way: Act of January 21, 1895-Oregon and California Railroad
iand Reconveyed Coos Bay Grant Lands: Rights-of-Way-Fees
One who applies for a right-of-way under the act of January 21, 1895, must
comply with the requirements of the regulations and pay whatever fee that
they require. And, whether he acquire a right-of-way under an appropriate rights-of-way act or use the land for that or any other purpose, he
must comply with all applicable regulations issued under the Oregon and
Californiaf Grantlandlaws, which are directed to the management of the
area, but such regulations ay not impose fees for the enjoyment of rights
granted by other laws unless learly authorized by law.

M-36584
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TO TMr DiEECTOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT.
You have asked whether a mining claimant, who builds a road to
his mining claim across-public land, may be charged a fee for the use
of such road, where no exclusive right-of-way is applied for or
:
granted by the United; States.
In the particular caseto which you call my attention it is:alleged
that mining locations were made on public land more than 50.years
ago and the claimant, to provide access to his claims and a way, for
hauling ore from the claims, constructed a road over public lands.
Your inquiry will be discussed in the light of these allegations. Your
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mAqwqlry results because the reglations in 43 CYR, 195 Rev., 115.1541TP may be sceptible of the construction that such a charge must be
mLad. These re
ns relt ol to rights-of-way for train roads
nted mder the act of January 21, 1895 (28 Stat. 635; 43 U.S.C.,
1905 ed, e. 90), and the act of August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 874; 43
f1l.05C, 19029 COd,) see. 1181a), and apply, primarily at least, to purhM of timber on the Oregon and California Railroad Grant lands.
Uness there is roeson. for saying that the act of August 28, 1937,
ontains proyisions under which

charge may be made for using

even though t is not a right-of-way granted under the 1895
act, th. prinple or right to charge for the use of any road on public
lans b avy uer as it is said the reglations applicable to the Oregon
ad Clifrnia lands may indicate to be, 'would apply equally to the
public lan generally, Since it has traditionally been customary
for Irrning lators, homestead and other public land entrymen to
bUd Md/or se suCh roads across public lands other than granted
rights-of-way as were necessary to provide ingress and egress.-to and
from their entries or claims without che the question whether a
fee m he charged for suh.use is not only of broad, general interest
bu to make such a charge now would Change a long practice.
I do not blive that a charge may be made in such cases. The
geeral authority of the Secretar and the Director, Bureau of Land
Managoemet , over lthe public lands (5 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 485; 43
U T& , 1.9 ed, so 7 [see note fol]) might be construed to permit it,
a road

were It not for the fact that legislation providing for the making

of entries and locations necessarily presupposes a right of passage as
an incident to the other'rights granted, and the general rule that free
paage over the public lands has always been recognized. Until refent years free se of the public range was the custom. See Buford v.
HOWt?, 133 U.S. 820 (1890) and MoKelvey v. United States, 260 U.S.
385 (1922). Prior to the enactment of the mining laws, minerals in
such lands were freely exploited by the public without hindrance.
(1 Lindley, Mines, sees, 46 and 56, 3d ed. 1914, and cases cited.) The
Taylor Grazing Act (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 315) took away the free
grazing privilege previously sanctioned by custom just as the mining
laws of 1867 and 1872 took away the implied license to mine.. But
In both of these cases the changes were made by legisltion, not by
exeoutive action, The Taylor Grazing Act and subsequent legislation
hasve etblished a policy of management of the public lands similar,
although, with minor exceptions, not as comprehensive or as rigid as
thfat provided by law for certain reservations. Perhaps the control
provded by law for national forest reserves more nearly approaches
that provided for the Oregon and California Railroad Grant lands,
and to alesser degree the public domain grazing districts. As to such
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.keep his road in good repair while using it. No fee is charged. Although not so stated as in the national forest regulationsj the bais fp8
the free use appears to bethe "statutory right" of access.
In general Congress has recognized the right of "free passag,

transit over or through public lands; * 8 *" and has enacte pena1
legislation to prevent its obstruction. Section 3, act of Februar 25
1885 (23 Stat. 322; 43 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,:sec. 1062). It has also priq
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been recognized that the policy of Congress is to encourage the development of minerals .and every facility is afforded for that purpose.
United States v. Iron Silver Mining 'o., 128 U.S. 673 (1888), and
Steel v. ,&nielting ComnpanY, 106 U.S..447 (1882).
Congress knew, when it enacted the mining laws, that miners necessarily would have to use public lands outside of the. boundaries of
their claims for the running of tunnels and for roads.; In effect, it
provided only for a procedure where possession could be maintained
and patent to the land could be obtained. Otherwise the clear
intent was that the miner should have the right to appropriate the:
minerals and convey them tozmarket. Lindley in his 3d edition on
Mines, volume 2 sections: 629 and 631, points out that roadways are
necessary as an adjunct to working a claim and as a means toward
removing the minerals.
The, Department has recognized that roads were necessary and
complementary to mining activities. It early adopted the Policy of
recognizing work done in the construction of roads .to .carry ore
from mining claims as legitimate development work accreditable to
the claims -as assessment and patent work. . Emil'y Lode, 6 L.D.; 220
(1887). In Douglasand'Other Lodes, 34 L.D. 556(1906), it held
that such roadways were not applicable. . But in Tacoma and Roche
Harbor Lime. Co.., 43 L~D. 128 (1914), after discussing a number of
pertinent court and, departmental decisions, the Department adopted
the rule as stated in Lindley on Mines and allowed credit toward
patent expenditures to a trail subject only to proof of the ;applicability: of the trail work to: specific locations. The; principle was
applied to anaerial tramway in United States v. EI PortalkMining
Co., 5 I.D. 348 (1935), citing the Tacoma case, supra. These cases
obviously recognize the right of a mining claimant to construct roads
across public lands for necessary use in mining operations even to
the point of crediting expenditures made in that connection toward
meeting the requirements of the statute. And, as already indicated,
it has preserved that right in express terms in at least two, general
laws providing: for Federal use of public lands.:
We may: reasonably apply here! a principle that the courts have
frequently applied in cases measuring the powers of the United
States to legislate in relation to matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of a State, and the reverse.. Executive action along the line
proposed. could beused to completely destroy the rights granted by
Congress under the mining laws. It is true that where a tramway
right-of-way is granted under the 1895 act, supra, the Department,
for, more than 20 years has charged -an annual rental. But that
charge is made under the discretionary power granted by Congress
to the Secretary-under the act. Such rights when granted in the
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past have vestedan exclusive right of user in the mining caimant.
A road consstructed by a mining claimant for purposes connected with
his claim, without the benefit of such a grant is not exclusive and
there is no specific law giving the Secretary discretionary authority
to grant that right-of-way "under general regulations" as under
the 1895 act.
tIt :appears that the presumed authority to charge a fee is based
on 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 115.171(b) (Supp.) providing for the payment, by a pernittee for the use of a road "constructed or' acquired"
byI the United States. There is also authority to charge for tramroad rights-of-way, granted pursuant to 43 CFR, 1954 Rev.,- '252,
.in section 244.21 (Supp.). But-both sections 15.171(b) and 244.21
pertain to granted rights-of-way. They do not apply to roads constructed by 'an entryman or locator solely to provide' access to his
entry or claim. The' road was not built by the United States nor
can it be deemed to have been acquired by it in the sense contemplatedby section 115.i71 (b). Even if the word "acquired" as there
used is given itspbroadest'ossible meaning it is not believed that it
would encompass an access road of. the kind discussed here. It is
true-that the title to the land is in the United States but the road
is in the nature of a "private road" across anotler's land which is
primarily used by one lorinIore persons but which may be used by
,anyone. .'-The United Sttes can no doubt use suchIa, road or permit
its 'permittees or licensees to do so t least to the extent thatit does
not. unduly interfere with'its use for the legitimate purpose for
which it was built.- If it is abandoned for that purpose it falls mi
the public domain if used as a public. road, otherwise it is the sole
propertyof the UnitedStates.
In practice the Bureau of Land Managemient.has granted tram road
rights-of-way on the public domain elsewhere than on the Oregon and
California Grant lands only where miners or others have desired; an
exclusive right of user. On the Oregon and California Grant lands,
and interspersed public lands, ,the need. for the use of such granted
rights-of-way by .a class of persons no doubt is such as to require all
users to participate in their maintenance and this may.wellbe justified,
if not under the 1895 act certainly under the 1937- act, but .this may be
done without extending the fee principle to roads constructed under
clearly, implied statutory authority as-ways of necessity, unless such
.
ext ensionis requiredor authorizedbylaw.,
With respect to timber roads on 'the Oregon and California, Rail-:
road Grant, lands, it is noted that the regulation governing the grant
of rights-of-way ,under the 1895 act also cites the 1937 TimberManage-.
ment Act, sup'ra, as statutory authority. The latter act gives the Sec-
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pay whatever fee is required by the regulations. Ad, of eourse
person who uses public land within the Oregon and Calforhia itant
lands area must comply with all applicable and reasonable regulationd
issued under the at- of August 28 19Wt, pa, as amend, for the
management of the area, hut that act does not upwased Ate minig
laws.:
Ex~~Mufln it rlliTZ 3 1
-

ESTATE OF X-rn S7TV N O tO)IN STEffNS
IA-1002

Decled October 26, 1969

Indian Lands: Descent and Distributioni Eth&t
:edit, who is not an enrolled memnibe of
The next of kin of an Iditua
the Klamath Tribe with at least one-sixteenth degree of Indian bloud of
the Klamath Tribe, may not inherit: the eeedets restieted or trust
BNjerty within the Klamath Reservation, but sueh property will eeat
to-the Tribe.
APPEAL FRO)! AN XAMNER Or IlERITAMdt
BUREAU OP INDIAN APPAIhS

Clyde Busey, as guardian ad litem for Stanley Stevens, a mentally
incompetent adult person, has appealed to the Secretary of the hInto
rior from a decision of an Examiner of nheritanc, dated 8ep
tember 24, 1958, denying his petition for rehearing in the mat
of the estate of John Stevens or John Stephens, who died intstat
on or about December 29,1941.
Th his original order, dated July 2, 1958, the Examiner found that
Stanley Stevens was the son and only apparent heIrt aw of John
Stevens, but that he was not entitled to inherit the trust or rStr1ctd
property herein involved beause, as has been coneeded, he was ROt
an enrolled member of the Kiamath Tribe, and thus did hot qualit
as an heir under the provisions of section 5 of the adt of hJun 1, O3
(52 Stat. 605, 606).1 This section wau repealed by the act of
August 13, 1954 (68 Stat. 7T18, 71).
The real property herein involved is described as the NW1 of
Sectionf, T. 36 S., R. 10 E., W.M., Oregon, containing 160 ares
The original allottee of that property was Kate Stanley, a Klamath
Indian, to whom allotment No. 1553 was made and a trust patent
'Hereafter only enrolled members of the Klamath Tribe of not less than ene=ltseth
degree Indian blood of the Klamath Tribe shall inherit or take by devise any
trieted 01
truit -property within the Kiamath Reservation
C."
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issued in 1921, shortly after she married ,the decedent, John Stevens.
There is in addition: the sum of $456.60 in the Individual Indian
Money Account. of the decedent on .deposit at the Muskogee Area
Office, Muskogee, Oklahoma, representing accumulations, rents and/or
profits from said real property. Kate
K
Stanley died later in 1921,
leaving her husband as her- sole heir.: John Stevens subsequently
remarried, and the appellant, Stanley Stevens, was born to this
union. The couple was later divorced, and upon the death of
John Stevens in 1941, he was survived only by the appellant. John
Stevens was an Ottawa Indian, resident of Oklahoma, and never resided on the Klamath Reservation.
It is appellant's primary contention that the original allotment to
Kate Stanley was made in such terms as to secure to her heirs vested
rights which were protected by the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, as against subsequent legislation such as the act of 1938. A
second position taken by appellant is that there was no applicable
escheat statute in effect at the time of John Stevens' death.
The Examiner appears; willing to concede 'that -the' original allotment gave a vested'right to 'Kate Stanley 'and that this right was
transferred to her husband at her death, which occurred prior to the
enactment of the above 1938 act. He denies, however, that any such
right extended to Stanley Stevens, whose claim as an heir did not arise
until December 29, 1941, the date of his father's death, which was
within the 'period when the 1938' act was 'in effect. We believe the
Examiner decided this point correctly.
Important to a, determination of this case is the examination of two
escheat statutes. The first is section 6 of the above act of June 1, 1938
which provides as follows:
If any enrolled member of the Kliamath Tribe dies without lawful heirs or
devises (sic), all interest which such member has in any restricted or trust property within the iamath Reservation shall revert to and become part of the
common tribal property.V

Appellant points out, and we -thinkcorrectly, that this statute can have
no application for the reason that the decedent, John Stephens, was
never an enrolled member of the Kliamath Tribe. 'The second escheat
statute, more general in nature, is the act of November 24, 1942 (56
Stat. 1021; 25 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 373a), which reads in part as
follows:
That upon final determination by the Secretary of the Interior that the Indian
holder of a trust or restricted allotment of lands! or an interest therein has 'died
intestate without heirs, the lands or interests so owned,- together with' all accumulated rents, issues, and profits therefrom held in trust for the decedent, shall
escheat to the tribe owning the land at the time of allotment subject to the payment of such creditors' claims as the Secretary of the Interior may find proper to
'be paid rom the cash on hand or income accruing to said estate and subject to
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all valid existing agricultural, surface, and mineral leases and the rights of any
person thereunder.

The situation then, 'at the time of John Stevens'`death, was that his
son was barred by reason of section 5 of the act of June 1, 1938, supra;
from' inheriting. the property. on the- Klamath: Reservation. This is
true notwithstanding the fact that John Stevens was an Ottawa Indian, since section 5 applies to all Indian decedents possessing the
type of property involved in that section and irrespective .of whether
such property was inherited before the date of that act, as in the present case_2 However, the only escheat :procedure: providing for the
return of property to the Tribe was limited at the time of John Stevens'n
deathto cases where 'the deceased Indian was an enrolled member- of
the Klamath Tribe, which the present decedent was not.' i
The effect of this incongruous legislation was--to leave the title
to the property suspended with no one in a position to make claim to
it.- 'It must be assumed; therefore, that the 1942 general 'escheat statute
was intended to correct this and otherl similar situations known to
exist, and that such legislation should be given retroactive effect.
While the general rule is that a; statute, in the absence of specific anguage to the contrary, should be considered prospective rather' than
retrospective, there are recognized exceptions to the rule. For instance, in -1 Am. Jur.' 'ontitutiona Law, sec. 367, it is stated:
While it Is recognized that the legislature cannot in general establish a
rule to operate retrospectively, when a rule of the law is unsettled, the legislature may settle it, and such a rule necessarily operates both prospectively
and retrospectively.

Certainly, when an Indian diesi and by statutory enactment no one,

neither his kin nor the Tribe on whose reservation the land is located,
may claim the property, the above rule should be invoked. In elfect
the Department has so construed the application of the: act of November2J4,1942, supr. 'In at least two.cases wh a decedent died
prior to the date of the act of November 24, 1942,. the property of
such decedent was held to escheat in accordance with the: terms of
that statute '
-Therefore, purslantt t he authot
eeated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of 'the Interior (sec. 25, Order 2509, as revised, 22 F.R.
7243), the decision of the Examiner of Inheritance, denying the
2

See. Estate of Minnie Wilsont, Susanville Allottee No. 1049-1070 (I.0., file 18496-45);

and the Estate of Mary Hiton Healy or
ary Spring, Susanville A lottee No. 537
(37239-47)'.
'
:
:f0: 0 ':::--~
:2
i
.. i
: :0 fi
i
3 See for instance Escheat of the Estate of Alexander Daylighf dleceased ColevilleAllottee,
Decision of Solicitor, dated December 7, 1956, and Escheat ot the Estate of We-hun-kah,
deceased Wisconsin Winnebago Allottee, Decision of the Acting Solicitor, dated April 9.
1951. [Available in Solicitor's Office.]
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appellant's petition for a rehearing, is affirmed and the appeal is
dismissed.
It follows that the recommendation of the Examiner of Inheritance that the property should escheat to the Klamath Tribe should
be adopted, and that the property escheat on the basis of the authority vested in the Secretary of the Interior by the provisions of the
act of November 24, 1942, ura,and delegated to the Solicitor (see.
25(c), Order No. 2509).
Accordingly, it is ordered that the allotment of Kate Stanley,
Klamath Allottee No. 1553, for which trust patent No. 805384 was
issued on May 6, 1921, and which is described as the NW7 4 of Sec.
20, T. 36 S., R. 10 B., W.M., Oregon, containing 160 acres, together
with all accumulated rents, issues, and profits therefrom, shall escheat
to the Klamath Tribe, in accordance with the provisions of -the act
of November 24, 1942.
Since the estate has an appraised value of over $7,500, it is further
ordered that the sum of $75 shall be paid from the estate of the
decedent into the Treasury of the United: States as a fee in connection with these probate proceedings, in accordance with the terms
of the act of January 24, 1923 -(42 Stat. 1185; 25 U.S.C., 1952 ed.,
see. 377).
EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Acting Solicitor.

DUNCAN MILLER
A-28035

-

. Decided October 30, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Alaska: Oil and Gas Leases
Oil and zgas lease offers for unsurveyed unnamed islands in Alaska are
properly rejected where the description in the offers states only that the
i islands are located between named unsurveyed islands, named bodies of

water, and the shoreline, such a description being too indefinite-to identify
the islands included in the offer; and oil and gas lease offers for portions of
unsurveyed named islands in Alaska are properly rejected where the portion of the island desired is described only by quantity of land and by stating
the direction of the land applied for from one outside boundary.

Oil and GasLeases: Applications
Where an offer eontains an indefinite description as to certain unsurveyed
lands applied for, but other lands in the offer are properly described, the
offer may be accepted as to the properly described lands, all else being
regular.X

TTY
Oil and Gas Lees: ApPifrt§ea94w
Rule
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l and Gas. Leases: Six-mile Square
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.
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The most northerly 280 acres of Kantaak Island.
Total, approximately 2,080 acres, moreor less.
(Distances expressed here are in land miles or equivalent of land miles.)
(The word shoreline is the meanhigh tideline).
-

Offer 029087 covers'' islands described as follows:
All of Kantaak Island; except the most northerly 280 acres, approximately 2440
E acres ;. ,;; X.
1;'
0 '.4 ' '
i .' 7 t ' : 9 0
'i I 11
All of a series of very small islands lying between Kantaak sland on the
northwest, Monti Bay on the southwest and Johnson Passage on the northeast
and on the east by the shoreline of the mainland, total approxe 1-20 acres.
Above being 2560.acres more or less.
(Distances expressed here are in land miles or equivalent of land miles.)
(Thewordshorelineis themean hightideline.)

No map or other. means of
the islands included in the
hidenti
abovwquoted descriptions was submitted with the applications.
The offers were rejected by the manager on the ground that the
description of the lands applied for was inadequate, ,it,being impossible to determine exactly what lands are included in the applications.
to alculate the: acreage covered.by the application,-or to determine
whether the areas are within a 6-mile square. The Director's decision held' that these offers were, defective insofar as they covered
unsurveyed unnamed islands or archipelagos and portions of unsurveyed named islands because the descriptions were inadequate to
identify the lands sought for leasing. Accordingly, the -Director's
decision rejected offer 029087 in its entirety, and rejected:offer 029086
except to the extent that the latter offer described entire named
islands. The Director's'modification of the manager's decision was
based on a de
al decision holding that 'a description in an
application for entire unsurveyed islands in Alaska which identifies
the islands by name' and names the waters surrounding the named:
islands, if the named islands are easily identifiable from maps and
charts 'available' to the land office, is a sufficient description of such
unsurveyed islands' in Alaska under the regulations in eflect when
the offers here involved were filed 1 (Layton A. Bennett et al.,A27659
(November3,1958).)

'

'

On appeal, although Miller asserts that the descriptions in' the applications definitely establish the location of'the lands applieed':fo,' -he
requests permission to adjust the offers in any way- necessaryto. comply
with the regulations. A cross-appeal was filed in the instant proceeding on behalf of the Colorado Oil and Gas' Corporation which, as, a
1 43 CF,
1954 Rev., 71.2, the departmental regulation governing the description in lease
offers for unsurveyed Alaskan lands hich was in ffect when these offers were filed, was

revoked by Circular 2017 of May 16, 1959 (24 P.R. 4140). Offers for public land oil and
gas leases filed after May. 20, 1959, must contain land descriptions consistent with the re.
quirements of 43 CFR 192.42a (Circular 2017, upra).

DUNCAN; MILLER:
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Junior applicant for he lands, filed protests againt the allowance of
any of the lands included in the appellant's offers The matters asserted on appeal will be considered before determining the questions
raised by the protestant on the cross-appeal.
The appellant's assertion that the descriptions in both applications
definitely establish the location of the lands applied for is incorrect
Although the six entire named islands first listed under offer 029086
are adequately described in accordance with the rule stated in the
Bennett case,.the remaining lands included in the offerare not properly
described. The offer purports to exclude any portion of "All of a series
of unnamed islands lying between Dolgoi Island and the Kantaak
Island" not within a 6-mile square that would include Krutoi Island,
*butsuch a description does not identify a specific 6-mile square. The
inclusion of all of a series of unnamed islands within an indefinite
6-mile square is uncertain and incomplete since any of several possible
6-mile squares would correspond with this description. Inasmuch
as different islands would be included in the application if one 6-mile
square area is selected than would be included if another 6-mile square
is selected, it is plain that the description in 029086 does not identify
which unnamed islands are intended to be- included in the offer. By
departmental regulation (43 CFR, 1954 Rev.,. 192.42(g) (1) (i)),an
offer will be rejected without priority if the land description "is insufficient to identify the lands." Consequently, offer 029086 was properly rejected insofar as it purported to cover unnamed islands lying
between Dolgoi and Kantaak Island.
To the extent that both 029086 and G29087 included a portion of an
unsurveyed named island (Kantaak Island), the descriptions are defective. An application for a portion of a named island must describe
the' portion applied for more exactly'than by indicating only the quantity of land and its direction from one boundary of the island. Such
a description of a portion of Kanta~ak Island is inadequate, among other
reasons, because of the irregular shape of the north boundary 'and
because various maps differ substantially as 'to the boundaries of and
the extent of the land area included in the island. 'And even without
these difficulties, when only a portion of a named unsurveyed island
is applied for, a metes and bounds description with the courses and
distances from the outside boundaries of the island, or the equivalent
of such a description, should be given for any boundary of the portion
applied for which is not a part of the outside boundary of the named
unsurveyed island (see Meion F. Lis8, A-27924, A-27940 (August 31,
1959); Celia B. Kammermn et al., 66 I.D. 255 (1959); enry S.
Morgan et al., 65 I.D. 369 (1958)).
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The rest of the lands applied fof ltir
62a coilist bf an unspecified number of unamel Xmsurvey#d isads which are described
as lying between ion named island, a named bay, a named water passage, and the shoreline of the mainlan& the absence of a metes and
bounds description in this offer or of a-map of other means of indicating the location of the unnamed unsurveyed ands makes idttification of these islands impossible because of the ind Mt boundaries
of the bay and the water passage referr to I thb oifer and because
of the uncertainty as to whether a ;uMber of BWlards (or parts of islands) near the shoreline of the maiafid are or are -not included in
029087.
For the reasons mentioned above, Miller's appeal presents no basis
for modifying the Director's decision that, exept as to th entire
named islands included in 029086, the lands Covered by the twb offers
here involved are not identifiable.
The protestant's cross-appeal objecting to the allowance of 029086
as to any of the lands aplied for asserts, first, that the application does
not state in what waters the islands named are located. The assertio
is incorrect. The offer states tht the islands are in the Yakiatat l8ay
Area." As Yakutat Bay is the correct nm of the water srsiodhig
the named islands applied for under offer 0290865 thoe Aatement in
the offer indicating that the islands are i the Yakutat Bay area is a,sufficient designation of the waters surrounding the named islands.
The remaining matters raised by the crossappeal require considera.
tion of a number of mandatory provisions of the regulations for Mling
oil and gas lease offers.
43 GFR, 1964 Rev., 192.42 (d) provides li relevant part that
* *
Each offer must describe the lands by legal subdivisioi, section, toWnship, and range, if the lands are surveyed, and If not aurydj by a metes and
bounds description connected with a corner of -the fublic land surveys by coutse
and distance and must cover only lands etirely within a six-nlile sgquake. lEach
offer must be for an area of not more than 2,560iacres except Where the rule of
approximationapplies * *

4a .GFR, 1954 Rev., 1 9 2.42(g) (1) requires that:
Except as provided in subparagraph (2) of 'this'paragraph, an offer will be
rejected' and returned to the offeror and will afford the applicant io priority lf
(i) The land description is insufficient to identify the lands or the lands are
not entirely within a 6-mile square.
(ii) The total acreage exceeds 2,560 acres, except where the rule of approximation applies or is less than 640 acres or the equivalent of a section ad I. inot
within the exceptions in paragraph (d) of this section.
(iii) The full fling fee- and the first year's tentaldo not acompany the offer
the. rental payment to be for the total acreage if known, and if not known, for
the total acreage computed on the basis of 40 acres for each smallest leg
subdivision.

DUNCAN

ML3R.
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Subparagraph (2) of this paragraph permits the allowance of an
offer deficientin the first year's rental by not more than 10 percent
if the proper amount is timely paid, and approval of a lease for 2,560
acres based upon an offer for not more than 10 percent over the maximum allowable acreage
The protestant contends. that offer 029086 does not meet the requirement of the 6-mile square limitation, that the land.areas covered
by the offer exceed the 2,560-acre limitation by more than 10 percent,
and that the proper advance rental was not submitted with the offer,
as the area covered thereby exceeds by more than 1 percent the
acreage covered by the rental payment. These contentions are inaccurate.
On its face, offer 029086 complies with both the acreage and the
rental requirements. The offer states that the named islands contain
1,400 acres, that the unnamed islands and the portion of 'Kantaak
Island contain, together, 680 acres, making a total of 2,080 acres
covered by the application. Advance rental on 2,080 acres was submitted with the offer. The Bureau's Cadastral Engineering office
has determined informally that the six entire named. islands applied
for under the offer contain approximately 1,190 acres. The acreage
of the unnamed islands cannot be computed because of the insufficient
description of those islands. However, little basis appears to exist
for holding that the total acreage in the offer would exceed 2,560
iacres. Thus,. because the- exact acreage included in. the application
cannot be determined for the reason that a part of the land is indefinitely described, and because the exact rental required canrnt be
determined for the same reason, but, nonetheless, it cannot be said
that the total acreage in the offer exceeds the 2,560-acre maximum,
there is no basis for holding that the application actually violated
the acreage and rental requirements of the regulation.
Likewise, offer 029086 did not violate the 6-mile square rule since
the description of the land included in the application expressly excludes any land not lying within a 6-mile square that would include
Krutoi Island. Although, as has already been pointed out, the description is defective in that it does not cover a particular and definite
6-mile square, it cannot be said that the offer covers land in excess
of a 6-mile square. Consequently, the entire offer is not subject to rejection for failure to comply with the 6-mile square rule, even though
the indefinite description of part of the lands requires the rejection
of the offer as to such lands.
The only question remaining to be determined then is whether the
fact that some of the lands included in 029086 are indefinitely described requires the rejection of the application as to the lands which
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are properly described (the entire named islands). In a number of
cases the Department has allowed oil .and gas lease applications as to
tracts which were adequately identified and rejected the same applications as to tracts which were improperly identified (Merwin E. Liss,
supra; Celia R. Kammermanet al upra; Ernest W. Saw eyr,. Jr.,
A-26573 (January 27,1953)). These decisions indicate that an entire
offer.is not required to be rejected under 192.42:(g) (1) (i) where the
description is sufficient to identify only part of the lands applied for.
* Accordingly, the Director's decisionn allowing 029086 as to. the
entire named islands was proper and the. protestant's cross-appeal is
denied.2
Miller's request for-permission to adjust his offers cannot be granted.
He may, of course, amend the descriptions in the offers, but theywill
be subject to any intervening applications filed before the filing of his
amended descriptions (Sidney A. Martin, C. C. Thomas, 64 I.D 81
(1957):; James DVs Autels, A-26245 (November 14, 1951)).
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior , (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management is affirmed.
EDM-UND T. FRiTz,
-DeputySoicittor.
5 The protestant aiso filed a motion to dismiss the appeal on the ground that the appellant's statement of reasons in support of the appeal.does not constitute a statement of
reasons for appeal as required by the rules of practice. As the appellant's statement of
reasons is not clearly violative of the rules, the motion is'dismissed.
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Oil aid GasLeases:' RejitalsL-Alaska':; Oil ani'Gasteases
,,Under the amendment, of section 2,2-of the Mineral Leasing Act by the act
of July 3, 1958, payment of the first year's rental at the rate of 50,cents
per acre is properly required with respect to offers for oil and gas leases
on lands in Alaska filed on or after May 3, 1958.

APPEALS PRO73T THE

O

XEAMANAGEMENT
ANZED

J. W. BadlerX and 'Walter P. Sharpe have separately ppealed to
the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting; Director,
of the-Bureau of Land: Management dated March 10, 1959;-which
affirmed decisions of the manager of the land office at Anchorage Alaska; requiring the; p'ayment of additional rental in the amount
of 25 d'ents per are for the 1,280- and 2,560-acre trats cQvered b
their noncompetitive. oil and gas lease ofers, Anchorage 043376 and
044392, which were filed pursuant to setiol 17o'f theMinral Leasig
Act, as amended' (30 U.S0C., 1952 ed., Supp. V, sec. 226).
'Bauler's lea'se offerwas filed on M'ay 2i, 19 8; Sharpe's on July1,
1958. Section, 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, then Iand currently,
requires 'payment "in advance of a retaI of not les thaii 25 cents
per acre: per annuni." There is a itirther provision in this section for
waiver df rentals'for the second andthird lease, years unless a valuable' deposit ' 'oil or ga be' sooner disovered.' The pinent
depa'tmien-tal reguiation providesin pertnit part that rentals shall

be. payable in advance under noncompetitive leases 'issuedunder setioni 0fthe Mineral L6asmig ct overing and'wholl.6itside the
own ge gic s'tructure oif a producing oil' or 'gasfield at theifollowinff
,(1) For- the, first lease year, .50 cents per acr ,or fraction thereof, except
as to :Alaska where he'rate shall be 25 ents per' acre or frac'tion thereof.
(2) For the second and third lease years, no rental.
1(3) For the fourth andiffth years, 2. cents:per acre or'fraction thereof.
(,4) ,For the sixth and' each succeeding year, 0 cents :per,.aere or fraction
thereof,- except as to- Alaska,,where the 'rate shall be 25 cents per acre or
fraction thereof. . (43 CFR, 1954 Rev.,192.80(a).).
, .

'Both"`Ba'ulr and Sharpe made 'an -'advance paymient !of the first
it their';frs at t rate of 25,centsshe
per', acre in
accordance iwith the departmental regulation.. But on July 3, 1958,
section 22 of :the: Mieral Leasing Act, whieh is applicable to oil and
gas leasing in Alaska; was amended to read in part as follows:'
y ear's' ental
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Provided, That the annual lease rentals for lands in the Territory of
Alaska not within any known geological structure of a producing oil or gas
field and the royalty payments from production of oil or gas sold or removed
from such lands shall be identical with those prescribed for such leases coveI
ing similar lands in the States of the United States, except that leases which
may issue pursuant to applications or offers to lease such lands, which applications or offers were filed prior to and were pending on May 3, 1958, shall
require the payment of 25 cents per acre as lease rental for the first year of
such leases * *
;.(72 Stat. 324.) [P.L. 85-505.]
* * *

Bauler contends that-,
* * the Bureau of Land Management did not observe principles pertaining to acts'of good faith 'and conformance with- established ethics and the
exercise of proper judgment in accepting the lease application-under the prevailing terms and conditions having been in possession of knowledge that pending legislation may have had a retroactive effect on lease offer conditions. (72
Stat. 324) It is further contended that a moratorium on accepting applic ations should have, been, declared until the Congress had acted or that a notice
should have been issued to the effect that if the legislation passed as proposed
with a retroactive clause then in that case the rental would be increased
from 250 'to 500 an acre.

*

He requests that the additional rental be waived or paid out of
appropriated funds or that collection of the additional sums be suspended until the Congress can remove the retroactive effect of the.
proviso 'of July 3, 1958.
Sharpe. asserts that his. offer complied with the regulations in force
when his offer was filed; that a notice or order signed by the Secretary on July, 24, 1958, dealing with the application of' the rental
proviso in the act of July 3, 1958, did not apply retroactively to his
offer;, and that the rental proviso did, not require or authorize an
increase in rentals in Alaska..
It is unnecessary to answer the, appellants' arguments in detail.',
Section 10t of the act of July
y 3, 1958, hich amended section' 22' of
the Mineral Leasing Act, was initiated by the Senate iComittse on
Interior and Insular Affairs. In its report on the legislation
(S. Rept. 1720, 85th Cong., 2dsess., pp. 6-8),'the committee'had
this to: say:
A special statutory provision known as the Alaska oil proviso :(30 U. S. C.
251) was enacted as part of the original 'Mineral easing Act of 1920 and
has not been amended since. By the terms of this' statute,' the Secretary
is give[n] the discretion to establish the levels of rental and royalty payments
on Alaska lands at whatever figure he chooses and is given the discretion to
waive all rentals and royalties for not more than the first 5 years of any lease.
Under the authority of the Alaska oil proviso, the Department of the Interior
has promulgated rules by which leases in Alaska are subject to a rental of
25 cents per acre for the 1st year and the 4th through 10th years. Within the
States, leases on similar lands are subject to a per-acre rental of 50 cents for
lIt may be noted that the notice of July 24, 1958 (23 P.R. 5700), whlch was signed by
the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management, had nothing to do with the issue

presented in this case.
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the 1st year, nothing for the 2d and d years, 25 cents per year for the 4th
and 5th years, and 50 cents per year for the 6th through 10th years. The
prescribed royalty on unproved lands within the States is 12½ percent; in
Alaska this figure is reduced to 5 percent for the first 10 years for the original
discoverer and for all of those lessees who' participate in a -unit -agreement
under which the original discovery was made.
The committee amendment, which .is section 10, amends the Alaska oil proviso
which now grants the- Secretary the authority to charge a lesser rental and
royalty on Alaska lands than on similar lands within the States, revoking
such authority. The amendment also specifically requires that the Secretary
charge equal rents and royalties for similar lands in the Territory and in the
States. :
An exception is made for those who are entitled to leases under offers or
applications to lease which were filed prior to May 3, 1958, and pending on
that date. Such applicants and offerors will be entitled to a lease at a rental
of 25 cents per acre for the first year, and the remaining 4 years of the original
term will be at the same rental which applies to similar lands in the States.
Thus, these particular applicants and offerors, if otherwise qualified and entitled
to a lease will be entitled to such lease at a rental of 25 cents for the first
year, nothing for the second and third years, and 25 cents per acre per year for
the fourth and fifth years. This exception' to the lease rental rate will not
apply to any extended term of such leases. The amendment requires that all
leases hereafter issued on'Jioncompetitive Alaska lands will require the payment
of the same royalty as is required on similar lands within the States of the
United States. No reduction of this royalty figure is allowed for leases issued
pursuant to offers or applications filed prior to May 3, 1958. Those who have
leases in effect as of the date of the act would be entitled to maintain their leases
at the previous rental and royalty'figure during the original term of the lease.
However, the amendment causes a change in the rules and regulations; so any
extended term hereafter granted on such existing leases will'be subject to the
increased rental and royalty figure.

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

The committee recognizes that concessions have heretofore been made to encourage oil development in Alaska. This amendment would discontinue such
concessions. It was probably very wise to make such concessions in the past;
however, it now appears that interest has been'aroused to unprecedented heights
andthe necessity for such encouragement has disappeared.
From the hearings and the, staff investigation 6n this bill, it does not appear
that such a discontinuance of special concessions would result in any substantial
impediment to further development in Alaska. Under the circumstances, the
committee believes that the public interest demands a reasonable -return from
these lands to be used for the support of roads and schools and other publicnecessities in the Territory. Under the terms of Public Law 88 of the 85th
Congress, 90 percent of the proceeds from these lands is paid to the Territory
for such purposes. The additional revenue which will resultffrom this amendment will go a long-way toward meeting the financial problems of the Territory.
*

*

$

.

* C,

.

*;

Section 10 prohibits the granting of special rental or royalty concessions forAlaska lands and requires that rentals and royalties be charged at the same
rates which apply to similar lands within the States. A single exception is
made to allow the issuance of leases at a lease rental of 25 cents per acre for
the first year of leases issued pursuant to offers or applications filed prior to
May 3,1958, and pending on that date.
C
:
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This language clearly evidences the view of the Senate committee
thatthe 25 cent rental rate- in -Alaskaf was a special concession which
shouldt not be perpetuated. Itao plainly shows that the committe6

int'hded that the amendment should- be'ore effective'with respect
to all offers filed onor after May 3, 1958. Accordingly, it. appears
that the Department was required to collect the additional rental in
advance of the issuance of leases in response to the appellants' oers
which, adinittedly, were 'not filed in time to' entitle them tq the
1pr
ferred treatment.

-

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the: Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual ;- 24 F.R.; 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of' the
Bureau of Land Manageme isaffirhied.
EDm

T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor. :

VIJCAN MILLER ET AL.
A-28120

'

Deoided November9,1959

-

Oil and Gas Leases:- Assignments or Transfers-Oil and Gas Leases:
Extensions
Section 30 (a)

'of the Mineral Leasing Act, a
men prodes for separate
,;leases onlyinthose instances where,partial assignments of oiland gas.leases
are made, and for te extension of those separate, or,,segregated, leases only
when the conditions outlined in the section are met.

Oil and Gas Lease'i: Assignments' or; Transfers-Oil and Gas L-ieases:
"-Extensioiis
N,hig

in section 30(a) o the Mineral Leasing Act,

amended, perates to

extend oil and'gas lease"sasirgned in their entirety; consequeny, where an
*-

assignment, of a lease in its entirety,, filed during the last month; of the 5-year
extended term of, a ease, is approved, the gctionis. erroneous since the
ssignmn,,t jould becomeeffective only on the first dayof the, month folowing expiration of the, lease.

Oil'- and Gas Leases: Assignment§ or Transfers-Oil" and Gas leases:
FExtensions- Oil and Gas Leases:sesncellatioi
Where an assi nt of an oil and.gas lease in its entirety and a partial
assignment of the lease by, the assignee under the firstassignment are.filed
during the last month of the extended 5-year term of the lease, it is error to
approve the assignments and to hold that the segregated leases are extended
'for a period'of 2 years as the result of' the partial asignment, and the exten'"sious should be' canceled.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands, Subject to'Oil and Gas Leases: Extensions
Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease which has been extended by
the manager is not available for leasing to others and an application filed

g803i
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for such land must be rejected regardless of whether the.outstandj
was or was not properly extended.
APPEALS TRox THE; BUREAU OF LAND XANAGElENT

Je,se

:

These are four separate appeals to the Secretary.'of the nterior by
Duncan Miller, Estheri I. Krohn, Ernest G. Erickson, and.liaroid J.
Hansen from' decision'by the Director, Bureau of Land Management,
dated April 2, 1959; in which the Director affirmed the. rejection pi
their offers_to lease, noncompetitively, lot 5,' sec. 31, and lets 1 and 2,
sec. 32, T. S'TNR. '16 W., S. B. M., California, under the provisions of
section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S .C., 1952 ed,
Snpp., V,0 sec. 226), on the ground that the land was embraced in outstandingoil and gas leasesat the time the ofiers weriefiled.
* A 5-year noncompetitive oil and gas lease, Los Angees 064149
covering the above-described land, totaling 41.06 acres, was issued'to'
Mrs. Gertrude H. Lackie as of March 1, 1948.; That lease w asassigned
in its entirety to The''Texas Company in 1952 and that company.
applied for and received a 5-year extension theireof.' The' entire lease
was reassigned to Mrs. Lackie in 1955, who then assigned it to Intex
Oil Company, effective as of October 1,B1957. By decision dated
December 16, 1957, the manager of the land office, at, Los Angeles
informed Intex Oil Company that because 'of adiscovery made 'on
lot 4, sec. 31, lot 5 of the samne section; covered: b1Log Angeles 064149,.
had been deemed to be within the known geologic structure of: the
Tapia Canyon field and that the rental iunder the lease would; beginning with the next lease year, be at the rate of $1 per acre or fraction
thereof.
On January 24, 1958, there was filed in 'the land office an assignment'
of Los Angeles 064149 in its entirety from Intex oil Company to
Gertrude H. Lackie and on the same day there was filed a partial 'assignment of the lease, covering lots 1 and 2 of sec. 32,. containing 32.62
acres, from Gertrude H. Lackieto Raymond D. Lackie and Blanche
K. Lackie. On February 18, 1958, Mrs. Lackie filed the required bond
for the protection'of the surface owner of the land. The
.
assignment
from Intex to Mrs. Lackie was approved by the 'manager on February.
27, 1958,"effective as of March 1, 1958. On the next day, February'28;
1958, the manager approved the partial assignment to'Raymond D.
and Blanche K. Lackie and designated the segre ted'lease covering'
lots 1 and 2, sec. 32, as Los Angeles 064149-A, thus leaving only lot. 5,'
sec. 31, in Los Angeles 064149. In his approval of the partial assignment, the manager stated that, the lease terms of the two leases were
considered to be extended for 2 years from March 1, 1958.
The' appellants filed their-lease offers on March 3,-1958. The manager'rejected their offers by decision dated August'21, 1958, and on
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September 15, 1958, Duncan Miller filed his appeal to the Director.'
The other appellants appealed shortly thereafter.
The Director, relying upon the supplemental decision in Frao
Western Oil Company et al., 65 I.D; 427 (1958), held that the two
leases would be considered as having been properly extended, all else
being regular, and that the appellants' lease offers, "filed when the
lands applied for were embraced in valid existing leases, were properly
rejected."
The appellants contend that the situation dealt with in the supplemental Franco Western decision is not applicable here because the
assignor under the partial assignment, Gertrude H. Lackie, could not
have become the record titleholder of Los Angeles 064149 during the
term of that lease. They argue, therefore, that the lease could not
have been extended for an additional 2-year period by her partial
assignment.
The arguments presented by the appellants have merit. In Franco
Western the Department was dealing with partial assignments made
by record titleholders of oil and gas leases filed during the 12th month
of the 10th year of extended leases. In its first decision in that case,
rendered on August 11, 1958 (65 I.D. 316), the Department determined that for leases to become segregated through assignment, and
thus entitled to the extension authorized for segregated leases, an assignment must be filed when there was at least one month remaining in
the term of the lease. That decision overruled a prior construction of
section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1952
ed., Supp. V, sec. 187(a)). The supplemental decision held merely
that the decision of August 11, 1958, would be given prospective application only and that those leases which had been, prior to August 11,
1958, extended for a further 2-year period on the basis of partial assignments filed during the 12th month of the 10th year of the leases
would be considered as having been properly so extended.
Shortly after the Director rendered his decision in this case, the Department had occasion to consider a situation comparable to the situation presented by the present appeals. There (E. C. Donoltue and
Wima Donohue Moleen, A-27881 (April 21, 1959) ), the manager had
been confronted with two assignments filed on the same day, in the
12th month of the 10th year of an extended lease. One was an assignment of the lease in its entirety from the record titleholder to Donohue
and the other a partial assignment made by Donohue. The manager
held that, since an assignment takes effect as of the first day of the
"The record shows that on July 14, 1958, Mrs. Lackie executed an assignment of Los
Angeles 064149 to E. S. Arnn..; On the same date she entered into a drilling and operating
agreement with Aran. The assignment was filed in the land office on August 29, 1958. On
September 22, 1958, the parties were informed that, because of the questionable status of
the two leases and because of the appeal filed by Miller, action on the assignment from
Mrs. Lackie to Arnn would be deferred until action on the appeal had been taken.
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lease month; following the date of filing, the effective date of the assignment of the whole lease would have been after the expiration date of
the lease; that since the assignee under the assigmnent of the whole
lease could have acquired no interest in the lease after its expiration
date, he had nothing to assign to his assignee; and that the lease expired by operation of law at the end of its 10-year extended term.
In affirming the manager, the Department said:
Thus while any oil and gas lease may be assigned in whole or in part, the section provides for separate leases only in those instances where partial assignments are made and for the continuation of those separate, or segregated, leases
only when the conditions outlined in the section are met.
*

*

*

*

:*

*

R

*

As nothing in section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act operates to extend
leases assigned in their entirety, it is obvious that the manager was correct in
determining that the lease had expired by operation of law prior to the date on
which the assignment to Donohue could have become effective and that since
Donohue took no interest in the lease under the assignment he had nothing to
convey to Mrs. Moleen.

In the present case, while the assignments were filed in January
1958, the assignment of the entire lease from Intex to Mrs. Lackie
cannot be considered to have been filed until February 18, 1958, when
she filed the required bond,2 and therefore that assignment cannot be
considered to be effective until March 1, 1958, which was after the
expiration of the 10-year extended term of the lease.
As there is no provision in section 30 (a) for the extension of leases
which are assigned in their entirety, the lease (Los Angeles 064149)
expired by operation of law on February 28, 1958, and the extension
granted to the segregated leases, based on the partial assignment,
cannot be considered to be entitled to recognition by anything said in
the supplemental Franco Western decision. Immediate steps should,
therefore, be taken to cancel the extensions granted under segregated
leases Los Angeles 064149 and 064149-A.
However, notwithstanding the fact that the extensions granted have
now been determined to have been erroneous, it was proper to reject
the appellants' offers to lease the land. This is so because the extensions were granted prior to the filing of the appellants' offers, by an
official of the Department authorized to grant extensions of oil and gas
leases. While those extensions were outstanding, whether or not the
extensions were proper, they served to segregate the land and prevented the initiation of rights in the land by others. Hjaimer A.
Section 30 (a) provides in pertinent part:
any oil or gas lease * * * may be assigned or subleased, as to all or part of the
acreage included therein, subject to final approval by the Secretary [of the Interior] * * *
and any assignment or sublease shall take effect as of the first day of the lease month
following the date of filing in the proper land office of three original executed counterparts
thereof, together wUth any required bond * * .*. (Italics supplied.) [60 Stat. 955-956.]
2

* * *
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Jacobson,E. B. TodAunter, 61 I.D. 116,118-119 (1953);R..l. Young,
J r
. ile y, 274 (Januar 30, 1959.'
It is,to be. noted that while-the extensions granted were not valid
extensions, as held, by the Diretor, the cases cited by the Director
supportthe propositioni that where landdjs in an outstanding; 1ease,
whether that lease is valid cr invalit.b
rejected.
the
\ r alid, ofers to, lease such land m--Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Scrtar
of"th Intrior (sec.
.2.2(4) (a) tepaimental
Manual., 24 FiR.>1348), and forthe reasons set forth above, the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management,- is affirmed ad
the case is remanded to the Bureau for appropriate action consistent
with this decision.
* '.) .
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JANIS 1X. KOSLOSKY
A-2810.3

Decided Nfovember 10,
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Oil and Gas Leases: Applications'
The fact that public land is covered by an outstanding arplication for an
oil and gas lease does not render it not available for 'leasing within the
* meaning of the regulation requiring that, with certain exceptions, an application for an oil and gas lease include not less than 640 acres.

Oil and Gas 'Leases: Applications.
A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for 2560 acres is properly rejected
'in its entirety where'2,240 acres of the land applied for are withdrawn
* from mineral leasing and other land adjoining the remaining 320 acres
was available for leasing at the time the application was filed.;
APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND IANAGEXENT-

On July 29, 1957, Janis M. Koslosky filed a noncompetitive oil and
gas lease offer, Anchorage 035501, for 2,560 acres, more or less, of
unsurveyed land in what will be T.. 17 S., R. 46 and 4 W., Seward
Meridian, Alaska, when surveyed. In his description of the land
applied for the applicant added the note: "(Includes a portion of
PLO 255)."
By a decision dated April 9, 1958, the manager of the Anchorage,
Alaska,'land office rejected the application in its entirety. The manager stated that 2,240 acres of the land applied for was included in
Public Land Order No. 255 ( F.R. 8368 (1946)) which withdrew
the:land. frome all forms of appropriation, including the mining.<and
a In any event, the offers would have been subject to' rejection as to lot 5, sec. 81, because
that land had previously been determined to be within the known geologic structure of a
producing oil or gas field and thus subject to competitive bidding only.
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mineral leasing laws.. He also stated that at the time the offerwas
filed contiguous. land to the.north. was available for leasing "as land
covered only by an outstanding oil and gas application does not
render the land unavailable for leasing within the meaning of the
regulations requiringI that, with certain exceptions, an application
for an oil and gas lease include not less than 640 acres." Koslosky
appealed to the Director,. Bureau of Land Management, who affirmed
the manager in a decision dated April 6 1959. The applicant has
now appealed to the Secretary of the Interior.
: The pertinent regulation of the Department (43 CFR, 1954 Rev.,
192.42(d), as amended, 43 CFR, 1954.Rev.,.192.42(d) (Sypp.)) provides in part:
'*
Each offer must be for an area of not more than 2,560 acres except
where the rule of approximation applies, and may. not be for less than 640
acres except im any oae of the following instances:
*

-.

*

*

*

:

*.

7

*

: .

*

,-

(2). Where the land. is. surrounded by lands notavailable [for leasing] under
the act.

The Department has ruled that lands embraced in outstanding oil
and gas lease applications are lands that are available for leasing
under 43 CFR 192.42(d) (2), and that an application for less than
640 acres which fails to include adjoining lands in outstanding lease
applications is defective and must be rejected. R. S. Prows, 66 I..D.
19 (1959); Natalie Z.. Shell, 62 I.D. 417. (1955)- 'Therefore, had the
appellant's application been only for the 320 acres of land not 'embraced in Public Land Order No. 255 without including the' adjoining
land to the. north which was available, for leasing,, the application
would., properly, be rejected. under the consistent rulings of the
Department.
However, it should be noted here that, the .appellant's lease offer
embraced-2,560 acres, not. 320 acres,. and it was only after the manager had plotted the description of the lands applied for that it was
determined that 2,240 acres of the; land applied for were withdrawn
andnot available for leasing.. Thus. the.question arises as to whether
the 640-acre limitation should, apply in this: case since the maximum
acreage was applied for.i
In Ezjfgene J. Bernardiniet al., 62 I.B. 231 (1955), Bernardini and
Travis filed, simultaneous oil and gas offers for the same lands.' A
@tawing was held, and the Travis offer received priority. Bernardini
then filed a protest against issuance of a lease to Travis. Bernardini
contended that Travis had filed two offers both of which included the
same' 120 acres, and,that the manager incorrectly eliminated only the:
-120-acre parcel from both the-o:ffers instead of rejecting both offers in
their entirety. Bernardini also contended -that after eliminating the
120-acre parcel Travis' offer became an offer for less than 640 acres
533227-60
2
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and could not meet the requirements of 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 192.42(d).
Bernardini argued that an offer for an oil and gas lease is not eligible
for acceptance when, even though at the time of filing it embraced 640
acres or more of land then available for oil and gas lease, some intervening action has rendered so much of the land unavailable for oil
and gas leasing as to leave the remaining area smaller than 640 acres,
and that if this were not so it would be possible for a person to lease
an isolated tract of 40 acres in circumvention of the regulation by the
simple ruse of including the 40 acres as part of a 640-acre tract of
which 600 acres were already under lease or otherwise not available.
In answer to this argument the Department stated that such a practice would undeniably contravene the regulation, but that the appellant's illustration was sound only when it referred to lands covered by
an offer to lease which at the time of the filing of the offer were not
available for leasing, and that a wholly different situation existed
where, after the filing of an offer, certain land embraced in the offer
became unavailable for leasing because of a withdrawal, for instance,
with the result that the land originally included within the offer is
reduced to an area smaller than 640 acres. The Department then
stated:
That an oil and gas lease offer, apart from the exceptions in the regulation
referred to above, and if otherwise valid, may be accepted for an area covering
less than 640 acres so long as it embraced at least 640 acres of land available
for oil and gas lease at the time of its filing is an interpretation both reasonable
and fully consistent with the language and purpose of the regulation.:
*
7

*

:

-

O

*

-*'

7i

*

s

As has been indicated above, the point of time in the existence of the. offer
which the regulation impliedly regards as critical and determinative is the very
inception of the offer, in other words, the moment of its filing. Thus, inclusion
in the offer at that time of a permissible amount of available acreage satisfies
the regulation.

(P. 235.)

Thus the Bersnrdinicase clearly indicated that if an offer were filed
for over 640 acres of land but less than 640 acres of the land -were
available for leasing at the time of filing, the offer would be considered in contravention of the regulation.
'In this case, at the moment the appellant's application was filed,
2,240 acres of the land included in the offer were unavailable for leasing because the land was withdrawn by Public Land Order No. 255.
This fact was ascertainable from the land office records, and the appellant appears to have known his offer conflicted with the land order
by reason of the note attached to the metes and bounds description of
the land applied for. Moreover, other land adjoining the 320 acres
not covered by the withdrawal was available for leasing, although
it was included in other outstanding lease offers. Thus, had the
appellant filed an application for the 320 acres he desired to lease plus
320 acres of the other adjoining available land included in outstanding
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lease offers, his application would have satisfied the regulation and
could have been accepted. Since the application included the withdrawn lands, which the appellant should have known were withdrawn,
and failed to include other land available for leasing, it was obviously
in contravention of the pertinent regulation and was properly rejected.
The appellant's sole argument in his appeal to the Secretary is that
he did not file on the adjoining available lands because these lands
were included in applications filed by persons who were members of
a group associated with him that filed on all of the surrounding lands
in the area. He argues that he had no reason to believe that anyone
in the group would withdraw his application and that, therefore,
there was no reason to file a conflicting application, thereby leading
to creation of unnecessary delay by virtue of filing a conflicting application and the payment of unnecessary excess rental.
The appellant's argument is not persuasive and is without merit.
The pertinent regulation (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 192.42 (d)) was adopted
for the benefit of the United States and the public interest. This
Department must administer the rule equally and impartially as to
individuals, companies, syndicates, corporations, or whoever applies
for an. oil and gas lease of public lands. There is no valid reason to
give preferential treatment to the appellant simply because his application was filed as a part of group action to secure a large block of
oil and gas leases.
Moreover, oil and gas lease offers are processed in the order of their
filing. Consequently, the argument that unnecessary delays would
have occurred had the appellant filed an application for lands already
included in applications filed by other members of his group is not
persuasive for the reason that those applications would have been
reached for processing before his junior application was considered.

Action on the senior offers would not have been delayed because his
junior offer included some of the same. land. And once the senior
offers were processed and leases were issued, there would have been
no delay in processing his offer for the remaining available land.
As for paying 'excessive rental, the appellant would have been no
worse off than he actually was; that is, he had to remit with his offer
advance rental for the 2,240 acres of withdrawn land which were
included in his offer.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.
EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.
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LOUISE CUCCIA
A-28059

'Decied November 17, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject toOil and Gas Leases: Extensions
Where the GeologicalSurvey reports tothe manager that a lease is extended
by reason of production and the manager so notes the serial register page,
the lands covered by the lease are not available. for further leasing until
the termination of the lease is noted in the tract books,' even though in
fact production on the lease had ceased prior to the termination of the
* primary term of the lease.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-OiI and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to* Oil and Gas Leases: Extensions
Offers to lease for ;oil and gas'for lands covered by an oil and gas lease in
* its extended term must be rejected, whether the extension is valid or not,
because such lands'are not open to filing until the cancellation or termination of the lease has been noted on the tract book.
Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to-Oil and Gas Leases: Known Geological Structure
A -noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for lands within the limits of the
known geological structure of a producing oil and gas field must be rejected.
Oil and Gas Leases: Known Geological Structure
The Geological Survey's definition of the known geologic structure of a
producing oil or gas field will not be disturbed in absence of a clear and
definite:showing that it was improperly made.

Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation
An oil and gas lease 'must be canceled where the lessee filed his application
for the lands involved at a time when the lands were included in an outstanding lease determined to be extended by production, although subsequently the determination was found to have been erroneous.
APPEAL PRO

TE BUREA

O LAND MANAGEMENT

'

Duncan Miller has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision dated March 10, 1959, of the Acting Director of the Bureau
.of Land Management which affirmed the action of the manager of
the Santa Fe land office in' rejecting in part. Miller's offer for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease, New Mexico 023800, on the grounds
that: the tracts rejected were, either in an outstanding oil and gas
lease or within the known geologic structure of a producing oil and
gas field at the time Miller filed his offer.
In his offer, filed on April 4 1956, Miller applied for the SW'A
/2 1 /4, SWl/4 see. 18, SW1 /4 see. 34, and the S/2SW'/4,
see. 7, WVV
SWlA4SEl/A sec. 35, T. 9 S., R. 36 E., N. M. P. M.
A previous oil and gas lease, Las Cruces 067763, which had included all of the land applied for by Miller, except the W1/2NW'/4
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see: 18,had been issued:'to the Magnolia Petroleum Company fora
5year term. begining' Juile , 1949.. The record indicates that adiscoveryof oil'was made on. the lease in a well on the; $W4SW/
sec. 7> on Mayt ., 1951, and that the well, after producing 174.287
barrels ~f oil, was
March 1954 and waspbigged in
.'abandobnedin

December,19.55.

:-

,

'.,C'

,-:.;.-':.:,::

,-::

...-

:.5..

'In a inemorandum dated July- 1, 1954. the oil anl gas supervisor
Geolgical. Survey, .Ro we.,New.Mexico, informed the manager of
the Santa Fe land office that the: Magnolia lease.was considered to be
,extended by -roducing. operations. On May 27,:1955, the lessee
relinquished the lease and by- a decisi1ondated3September 13, 1955,the
manager canceled: the lease as of the ate' of filing of the relinquishment. The tract book, recbrds were noted on September 13, 1955.
.Meanwhile, -on,August 25,.1955, Louise: Cuccia filed a noncompetitive offer, New Mexico 020768, covering all the lands ini the Magnolia
lease, plus the W/2NW/4; sec 18 and other lands.. The manager, ina
decision dated February 16, 1956, allowed the offer for a the subdivisions not covered by the Magnolia lease, except the W1/ 2 XWA4
sec. J8, as to which the offer was rejected because it was within the
known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field. The
manager rejected te offer as to the areas previously in the Magnolia
lease on the ground that Mrs. Cuccia's offer was filed prior to the
notation of the relinquishment of. that lease' in the trac't book, and
that the, land was not available for leasing prior to notation . In
addition, the manager held that since the SW1 A sec. was also in the
known geologic structure of 'a producing oil and gas field it was, in
any event, not available for noncompetitive leasing.
In, a memorandum dated March 28, 1956, the Geological Survey
informed the manager of the dates on which production had started
and ended on the Magnolia lease. It concluded that sinlce production
had ceased prior to the termination date of the lease, the lease could
not be extended by producing operations as stated in its memorandum
of July 1, 1954, and said that memorandun should 'be corrected.
Thereupon, in a decision dated May 25, 1956, the acting manager
revoked his decision rejecting Mrs. uccia's offer as to lands previously covered by the Magnolia lease, except for the W1/ 2 NW1/4 sec.
18 and the SW'/4 sec. 7, and issued an amendment adding the SW /4
sec. 18 S1/4 sec. 34, and S/2SW/ 4 , SW1/4 SEI/4 sec. 35 to Mrs. Cuccia's lease.'
In a decision dated January 20, 1958, the manager issued a lease
to Miller for lot 2 (SWlANWi/4) .sec. 18. He rejected Miller's offer
as to the SW1/ 4 sec. 7 and the NW/4NW1/4 sec. 18, on the ground
that they are in the, known geologic structure of a producing oil
.

I Mrs. Cuccia appealed from this decision on the ground that the SW/ 4 NWY4 sec. 18 was
not within the known. geologie structur6 of the Bough field.: In a decision dated March'10,
1959, the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management, held that although Mrs. uecia's
allegation was correct, she had not filed a timely appeal 'from the manager's. decision
,rejecting'the offer to that'extent; that the subdivisionb'had been leased'to'Duncan,Miller,
and thdt-in 'the circumstances- htr offer'could not be'refnstateddn.'the presence of Miller's
intervening rights.

:
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and gas field, the Bough field, effective January 12, 1950, and are
not available for noncompetitive leasing. He rejected the offer as
to the SW/4 sec. 18, the SW1/ 4 sec. 34, and the S/2SW4, SWy4SE1/

sec. 35, on the ground that they are included in the Cuccia lease.
On the appeal, the Director held, as to the lands rejected for conflict with the prior Cuccia lease, that such lands became available for
leasing at the expiration of the 5-year term of the Magnolia lease
and' that Mrs. Cuccia's offer was the first filed thereafter and earned
her a statutory preference right to -a lease. As to the lands rejected
for being in the known geologic structure of the Bough field,' he
held that a noncompetitive offer for such lands must be rejected and
that 'the Geological Survey's definition of the known geological
structure of a producing' oil and gas field will not be disturbed: in the
absence of a clear showing that the definition was improperly made.
On appeal Miller contends that, according to'the official records of
the Department, the Magnolia lease was an existing lease -until the
notation of its relinquishment was made on September 13, 1955 -that
the serial register page showed that 'the lease was a producing lease
as of July 18, 1951, and that the next entry is a notation stating that
in a memorandum dated' July 1, 1954, the oil and 'gas supervisor
advised that the lease was considered extended by production' 2 that
he is the first qualified applicant to file after the relinquishment of
the prior lease was noted; and that he is the first qualified off eror. He
also states that it was error to reject his offer for the lands said to
be in the known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field.
In a supplemental statement Miller further urges that because the
well on the SW1/4 sec. 7 was not plugged until December 22,1955,
the Magnolia lease subsisted beyond its term.
Considering first the lands rejected for being within the known
geologic structure of the Bough field, it appears that Miller's only
objection to the inclusion of these tracts within the field isthat the
Magnolia lease ceased production. However, the fact that a well
has stopped producing does not automatically require a redefinition
of the boundaries of the field. Marie Willians, A-25635 (April 21,
1949); K. S. A1bert, 60 I.D. 62 (1947). The appellant has offered
no other evidence to support his position. In the absence of a clear
and definite showing that it was improperly made, the Geological
Survey's definition of a producing oil or gas field will not be disturbed. Dunoan Miller, A-27737 (November 20, 1958).
The remaining lands involved in Miller's appeal raise a more difficult problem. The first question to be determined is the date on
which the Magnolia lease terminated. The Geological Survey has
reported, and Miller has not disputed, that production from the only
well on the lease ceased production no later than March '1954, and
2 On the date that Mrs. Cuccia filed her offer, the serial register page read;

7/18/51 case record to BLM-Producing.
July 7, 1964 Memorandum 7/1/54 Oil and Gas Supervisor Roswell, New Mexico,
advises lease-is considered extended by producing operations."
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that the well was not producing at the termination of the primary
term of the lease on May 31, 1954. Under section 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended as it read on that date, a lease could be
automatically extended upon the expiration of its primary term only
if there. was on the leasehold a well producing oil and gas in paying
quantities or if diligent drilling operations were in progress on the
leasehold during any period of nonproduction. 30 U.S.C., 1958.ed.,
sec. 226.3. . K., Riddle,, 62 I.D. 81 (1955); Jame8 Shelton, 62. I.D.
236, 239 (1955). As the lease did not meet either of the alternatives
for extension it expired by operation of law at the end of its.primary
term, the fact that there had been production. during the primary
term not serving to extend the lease. Id.
If the facts. in the matter on appeal. -went no further, then Mrs.
Cuccia, as the-first qualified applicantto file after the prior lease
had expired by operation of law, would clearly have earned a preference right to a lease.
C
However, here, prior to the date on which Mrs. Cuccia filed her
offer, the Geological Survey reported that the Magnolia lease was
considered to be in its extended term because of production and the
manager so noted the serial register page. Had there actually been
production on the lease on its expiration date, the lease, would have
been extended at least so long as there was production and the leased
lands would not thereafter have been available for further leasing
until the termination of the producing lease had been noted on the
tract books. Kenneth A. Araas, A-26672 (April 28, 1953); see E. A.
Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 88, fn. 4 (1956).
Therefore we must consider whether the erroneous advice of the
Geological Survey and the action of the manager were of any consequence.
The Department has. repeatedly held that an outstanding oil
and gas lease, whether void or voidable, bars any filing for the leased
land until the cancellation of the lease is noted on the tract books.
Joyce A. Cabot et al., 63 I.D. 122 (1956); R. B. Whitaker et al., 63
I.D. 124 (1956); Allan A. Stramner, Jr., A-27949 (June 15, 1959).
It is also well established that an erroneous extension of an oil and:
gas lease by a competent official who has jurisdiction over the lease
requires the rejection of all subsequent conflicting offers filed before
the cancellation of the erroneously extended lease is noted in the tract
book. Hjalmer A. Jacobsen, E. B.. Todhunter, 61 I.D. 116 (1953);
MargaretA. Andrews et al., 64 I.D. 9 (1957).
Recently the Department has applied this rule to situations in which
managers have held leases to be in their extended term, not as a, result
of an application for extension filed by the lessee, but as a result of
their interpretation of the pertinent statute. In several cases where
-The provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act, dealing with termination, of leases on which
production has ceased,. were further amended by the act of July 29, 1954 (30 U.S.C., 1958
ed., secs. 187a, 188, 226, 226e). Even under these more liberal provisions the Magnolia
lease would not have earned an extension.
teeloo DriTling Corp., 64 I.D. 214 (1957).
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the manager held that the partial assignment of a lease in its extended
term' extends bbth' the assigned and retained portions of the lease for
a- minimum period of-2'years from the effective date df the assignmeit, eveinthough the leases thus contihue bey6nd-the 5-'year exitension
df the original lease the' Departenitt has agreedawith themanager but
pointed o'ut" that 'even. if the leases Were improperly extended; the
lan ds they cuvered would not be available f further filing iitlfeifr
ca;ncellation: or revocation is noted on the tract book. Rihad P
De$et'etadl.' A-2787 '(Oct6ber' 29,1958); Dncarn Miller, A-28008

(Au~gust lo, 1959).
In anothei 'case: the Department has held that where the manager
informed'a lessee that her lease, in the 5th year ofI'its extended term,
was extended for 2 years from the date of discovery of oil orgas in
paying quantities on another lease Which had been created'by assigment out 'offirst lease during its original term, an offer filed 'after the
5-year:extended'term' would have terminated must be rejected because
even if the extension were improper, while it was outstanding it pre7
'vented the'initiation of' rights-in the land by others.: . M. You/ng,
Mary R:.Siey, A-27640 (January 30,1959.).'
'The purpose of the notation rule is to assure to all the public equal>
L 'rueElm rF. Garrett, 66 I.D. 92, 95 (1959) ; Maw l.
ity of filing. W
When the record indicates that a
ger et al., 65 I.D. 185, 191 (1958).
lease has been extended, it would be unfair to hold that land is avail-0
able foi' leasing 'because, entirely outside the record, facts 'existed
which, if known, would have required a finding that the lease was not
eligible for extension. To do so would give an unfair advalitage' 'to
those who knew that production had' ceased prior to the expiration
of the-prior lease. See Maf L.'Krueger et-al.,'supra,p. 191.
Survey notified the
(
'Thus in the matter' before us the Geological
manager that the Magnolia lease was considered to be extended -by
producing operations and the manager noted the serial register accordingly.- These acts ar e 'as valid to extend the lease as a managef's
interpretation of a statute. 'All actions by the lessee and manager
taken thereafter were consistent with view"-that the lease was in its
extended term. It was only' after Mrs. 'Cuccia appealed' from, the
manager's partial rejection of her offer that it 'became clear that the
lease had been improperly extended. These facts, it seems to me,
fall well within the purpose of the notation rule and the cases to which
it has been applied. Therefore the Magnolia lease, having been determined to have been extended by persons authorized to make such
a determination and having jurisdiction over the land, barred further
filing for the lands it'c'vered 'until its termination was noted onthe
tract book.4 Accordingly, these lands Were not available for filing
4.This situation is to be distinguished from one in which a lessee asserts that his lease
is extended by production, but no authorized official so determines. Then the lairdbecomes
aailble for lasing. upon the expiration of the lease term. Duncan Miller, A-27959
(August 3, il959)'. It is 'also to be distinguished' frdm the question of'whether the' erroneousacti'ons in fact etendAdthe lease. chnmpin Oil and'Re/Ining"eimany et al.,166 I.flp26
Seridod'fil Coipany aed''The BritigAaerdan Oil Produeing Compan,
(1959) ;' T
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-Cuccia fied her offer and it shouldIhave been rejqcted to
that etent.. The lease issued to her was in,,violation of the statutory
preference right. accorded to. Miller as, the first qualified applicat
an-d 51 .us be~
to"the SW'4
the must
be' cancele
;5acee, as
sXtote:,
,,/ sec. 18,; the W/ 4 sec. 34, and'
th S/ 2 SWk,4,_ SW SE1/4 see. 3. Miller's lease should then beamended to includethese' subdivisios
R. S. Prows'66 I.D 19, 22
(1959),and'cases cited."
,
'*i
Therefore, pursuant to the
delegated to.the* Solictdr
iauthbrity
by,
the' Secretaryof the Interio'r (sc. 210.2.2A(4) (a),Departrnlntal
Manual;'24FJR. 1348); the'decision&f the'Acting Director'is affirhed
in pa'rt and' reversed in part and te case is remandtd for further'
actidn in accordance' with this decision.
when
.Mrs.

EDND

T. Frrz,-

:Detwty Solicitor.
DORIS L. ERVIN ET' AL.
A-28106

-; :; :

: '

Decided November 20, 1959

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Surveys of Public Lands. Generally
An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected as to surveyed lands which
are not described in conformity with the most recent plat of survey.
: |

-; i

APPEAL FROM TE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMIENT.

Doris L. Ervin and the other parties named abovel have appealed
t6 the Secretary of*the Interior from a decision of April 21, 1959,
by the Director of the Bureau of Land Management which affirmed:
a decision by the manager of the Anchorage land office rejecting in
part oil and gas lease offer Anchotage 028126;and accepting the offer
as to the rest of the land subj'ect to stipulations governing the leasing
of ildlife refuge' lands (43 CFR,' 1954 Rev., .192.9 (Supp.)). The
lands here Iinvolved are located inRT. N., i. 8 W., Seward Meridian,
Alaska, and this appeal is confined. to the decision regarding the offer
for lot 9, section. 7, containing 21.67 acres of land.
The o'ffer, filed on November 30, 1956, was rejected as' to lot 9,,
sec. 7 for the reasdn. that the land should have been described as
lots 12, 3, 14, and 15, as shown by the most recent plat of survey,
approved'February 3,1953. The Director's decision pointed out that
a departmental regulation (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 192.2(d)) provides.:
inrelevant partthat'
* * * Each offer must describe. the lands.by legal subdivision, section,. township,
and range, if the lands are surveyed * *

The Bureau has held that this provisiqn requires that theland descrip-tion inanoffer be in accordance with the current survey.
[" Betty

Ltonise'Ervin, Clayton Allan

Ervi.

Ed.]
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The plat of survey of T. N., R. 8 W., Seward Meridian, was
accepted June 24, 1943. That plat designates the land here involved
as lot 9, section 7. On February 3, 1953, a supplementary plat of'
section 7 showing amended lottings was accepted. The supplementary
plat designates as lots 12, 13, 14, and 15 the land previously identified
as lot 9. The supplementary'plat showing the amended lottings was
officially filed at the Anchorage land office on March 31, 1953.
On appeal, it is contended that the provisions of the Mineral
Leasing Act and of the regulations issued pursuant thereto do not
require that lands be described according to the latest approved plat
of survey, that the lands described in the appellants' offer as ot 9,
section 7, are properly described and are identifiable. However, over
a period of many years, the Department has held that the approved
plat of an official survey is conclusive as to the designations of the tracts
embraced therein and must govern in the disposal of those lands
(George W. Fisher,24 L.D. 480 (1897) ; see ElishaB. Martin, 16 L.D.
424 (1892), holding that a patent could not be issued for land under a
technical subdivisional description not shown by the public surveys).
With respect to offers filed under the Mineral Leasing Act, the Department has expressly, held that surveyed lands must be described by legal
subdivisions or fractional lots in conformity with the official system of
the public land surveys (L. S. Keye, A-24369 (August 5, 1946)).
Plats of survey are kept at the local land offices for public information and the filing of a plat gives notice of the official survey of the land
(see Anderson v. State of Minnesota, 37 L.D. 390 (1909)). Where
there are two or more surveys of the same land, that survey which
has been finally approved and which is recognized as the existing or
subsisting official survey is the one which will control in determining
questions arising in connection with the, survey (see State of Minnesota, 32 L.D. 65 (1903)). Similarly, where a supplemental plat of
survey of a section within a township is approved and filed, the most
recently accepted supplemental survey is conclusive as to the designation of the tracts (see George V. Fisher, spra;State of, Minnesota,
supra). Indeed, if descriptions other than those shown on the most
recently accepted plat of official survey were held to be accurate land
descriptions, the practice of correcting surveys, making new surveys,
and filing supplemental plats of survey would be quite pointless.
There is no question that the authority to survey the public lands
includes authority to order new surveys and to correct and supplement
existing surveys (MichiganLand and Lumber Co. v. Rust, 168 U.S. 589,
594 (1897); Craginv. Powell, 128 U.S. 691, 698 (1888) ). An almost
necessary corollary of this authority is the administrative rule that,
in disposing of public lands, the most recently accepted plat of survey
is the official survey of the land shown thereon.
The appellants' offer for lot 9, like the applications considered in
the Martin and Fisher cases, describes an area which does not exist
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the official plt of survey. An offer for surveyed lot 9, section 7,
which lot is not shown on the most recent plt of survey cannot be
regarded as segregating lots 12, 13, 14, and 15 in section 7. The
description of lot 9, section 7, in the appellants' offer informs neither
the land office. nor the public that an application for lots 12, 13, 14,
and 15,. section 7, has been filed (see Margaret Prescott, 60 I.D. 341
(1949)). The supplementary plat which relotted lot 9 as lots 12, 13,
14, and 15 was filed in the land office more than 31/2 years before the
appellants' offer was filed. There was no excuse, and they offer
absolutely hone, for their failure to describe the land they desired in
terms of the latest official plat of survey. Accordingly, the contentions on appeal provide no basis for altering the decision rejecting
the appellants' offer as to lot 9, section 7.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A:(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 2{ F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.
EDmuIQD T. FrrZz,
Deputy Solicitor.
on

-

PERRIS. F. BOOTHE
A-28058

Decided November 23, 1959

Administrative Procedure Act:. Exemption from-Administrative Procedure Act: Hearings-Soldiers' Additional Homesteads: Generally
Applicants for lands. selected under the soldiers' additional homestead law
are not entitled, to a hearing under the Administrative Procedure Act
where the right of the applicant to select an additional entry is recognized
and the sole issue is whether the lands selected can be properly classified as
suitable for selection under the law.

Rules of Practice: Hearings
It is not an abuse of discretion for the Director of the Bureau of Land Management to deny a hearing where the sole issue is the question of -the proper
classification of lands selected under the soldiers' additional homestead law.

Soldiers' Additional Homesteads: Classification
An application for soldiers' additional homestead entry is properly denied
where the lands applied for are heavily timbered and rough, mountainous
land which could not be rendered suitable for agriculture even if the timber
was removed.

Soldiers' Additional Homesteads: Classification-Taylor
Classification-Public Lands: Classification

Grazing Act:

In determining whether to dispose of public lands which have been withdrawn by Executive Order 6910,7 the Department must, pursuant to section
7 of the Taylor Grazing Act, determine both that the lands are of the type
subject to disposition, under the Soldiers' Additional Homestead Act and
that if they are, their disposition would be in the public interest

38
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APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Ferris F. Boothe has appealed to the Secretary, of the Interior

ofni

a decision, of the Director. Bureau. of, Land. Managemet, dated

-March102, 1959, which-affirmed:adecision of tie.manager of thePor tland, Oregon! land-office; dated October,.10, 1958,rejecting his sob
.diers additional homestead,applications, Oregon,05983 and ,-5984,.
filed undersec. 2306.of the Revised Statutes (43.U.Se.., 1952 ed. scs..
2,74, 278) fom the reason that the lands had been. classified as more
valuable, for the, prxoduction of timber than for the production. of
ag rnicultural. crps and improper for acquisition in satisfaction of an
Eoutstanding soldiers' additional homesteadright.
TThe lands applied for are ,heavily' timbered and arelocated, within
the McKenzie-Willamette Frest' Management area. Thoyj along
with all.othemrvacnt.and u'nap.ropriated public lands in Oregon
and '11 'other States& were withdrawn from all forms:,of eritry ad.
reserved for classification by Executive Order No. 6910, dated November 26, 1934 (43 CFR, 1949 ed., 297.11). Section 7 Of
o the Taylor
Grazing Act, as amended (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 315f), authorizes
the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, to examine and classify
such withdrawn land and, when he finds the land proper for acquisition in satisfaction of script rights, to open the land to selection.
The appellant contends that the Director erred both in his classification of the land and'in the procedure he employed to reach his.
classification. Procedurally, the appellant says the Director improperly relied upon field reports not availabie to hm for examination,
and refused to hold a hearing uide section of the Administrative
Procedure Act (60 Stat. 237, 239; 5 U.S.C., 1958 d., sec. 1004) or,
in the alternative, abused his discretion by not ordering a hearing on
disputed issues of fact as-provided for in the rules of practice (43
CFR, 1954 Rev., 221.6 (Supp.)
The rules of practice (43 CFR,1954 Rev., Par't 221 (Supp.)) provide
that:
221.99 Pasis of decisions; reborld.
:.* *.

*

*

;*

.*

*'

'

*

(d) In any case, no decision on appeal or in a contest shall be based. upon
eny record, statement, file or similar document which is not open to inspection
by the parties to the appeal or contest.

The field reports of examination of the lands involved upon which
the Director relied are contained in the case record. However, there
is nothing in the record to show that the appellant has ever requested
copies of these reports or access; to them at any stage of this proceeding or exercised his right to appeal from the denial of a request to
inspect the fild reports. -(43 CFR,1954 Rev., 2.1112.3.) It'should
also be noted -that the appellant, in hi appeal to the Secretay, has
likewise' failed to request either access to or copies of the field reports.
Had a request to see the field reports been file it would have been.
granted.
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Therefore, it is concluded that the appellant's contention that the
Director's decision was reached 'on the basis-of "secret" field reports is
without merit.
The appellant next complains that he was denied a hearing on his
application and that such a hearing is required by section 5 of the
Administrative Procedure Act- (spra). He argues that his application is based upon a legislative grant from Congress which vests him
with a property right to the lands selected; that procedural due proctess, therefore, requires a hearing pursuant to section 5 of the Administrative Procedure., Act; aid that denial of a'hearing under the act is

a denial of dueprocess.

:

The appellant's contention is erroneous and without merit.
Section 5 of the act sets forth procedures to be complied with "In
every case of adjudication required by statute to be determined on tle
record after opportunity for an agency hearing * * '' The De-partment has pointed out on several occasions that the provisions of
the act respecting oral hearings have no applicability.to applications
for soldiers' additional homestead entry because the statute authorizing
such entries does not require that the determinatiton be made on. the
record after an opportunity for a hearing. Yakutat and Southern
Railway, A-26438 (September 19, 1952) ; Libby, McNeil and Libby.
Warold J. Le'wis,A-26268 (November, 1951.).
The appellant argues that in United States v. O'Leary et al., 63 I.D.
341 (1956), the Department has recognized that in actions concerning
the validity of mining claims property interests are involved so-that a
hearing is required under section 5 of the act, even though there is no
statutory requirement that a hearing be held. It'is contended that
the property right of the owner of an unlDatented mining claim under
the mining laws is, of no. greater stature than the "vested property
right" or "unfettered gift" granted by the Soldiers' Additional Homestead Act, supra, and therefore if hearings are granted in mining cases
a hearing should also be allowed in this case.
The answer to the appellant's argument is that the situation in the
O'Leary case is clearly, distinguishable from that here. A mining
'claimant is not required to submit any sort of application to the Secretarv for his approval. Under the mining laws he is free to go onto
any public land subject to the mining laws and remain there so long
as he is diligently working to discover valuable minerals and his rights
vest at the moment he has complied with all the requirements of the
mining law including discovery.
"There is no need or requirement to classify the land as suitable for
'mineral location before the locator can initiate' his claim. The appeilant's situation is quite different. He is attempting to exercise his
scrip omland which has been withdrawn from such entry.,
Although a soldier's additional :omestead right is a property right
and the' right may -be 'assigned (ebster v. tu7t~her, -163 S. 331;
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(1896)), the appellant's argument overlooks the fact that the de-

cisions below did not in any way deny the appellant's right to an additional homestead entry or in any way impair that right. To the
contrary, the Bureau recognized the appellant's right as valid. The
only action taken by the Bureau was to hold that the particular lands
selected could not be properly classified as suitable for selection. The
appellant retains his right of selection and is free to apply for any
other tract of public land he desires to select.
A comparable situation under the mining laws would arise if a
mineral locator were to assert that he had a right to a hearing to determine the propriety of a withdrawal of land from mineral entry
made prior to his first attempt to make a location on the withdrawn
land. The Department has always rejected such claims without a
hearing. Clinton D. Ray, 59 I.D. 466 (1947); Jaxmes C. Reed et al.,.
50 L.D. 687 (1924); The Dredge Corporation, 65 I.D. 336, 338-339
(1958)0
\1
The only question, then, is whether an applicant for the revocation
of a withdrawal, or specifically here, for the classification of land under
section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act (supra), is entitled to a hearing
to determine the proper classification of the land applied for. The
Department has consistently ruled that he is not. George V. Fr
et al., A-26606, A-26608 (June 26, 1953) ; LeonardE. Noren, Harry C.
Perry, A-27147 (August 1, 1955.) ; Paul B. and Ruth IV. Butler,
A-27634 (August 26, 1958). More particularly, the Department has
held that the determination as to whether a particular: tract of land
should be classified as suitable for homestead entry is discretionary
with the Secretary and there is no requirement of law that such a determination shallbe based upon a record compiled at a hearing. Max
J. Curtis, A-27843 (August 11, 1959), and cases cited therein. It is
felt that as a general rule no useful purpose would be served in permitting oral hearings on land classification, and that applicants have
ample opportunities to submit whatever evidence they wish to present
to show that an adverse classification is erroneous. Such evidence
may be presented at any time, without limitation, under the rules of
practice in appeals to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, or
to the Secretary.
There remains the question of whether it was correct to refuse to
classify the lands applied for as suitable for acquisition in satisfaction
of soldiers' additional scrip.
In David B. Morgan, Assignee, 60 I.D. 266 (1948), the Department
examined in detail the character of lands suitable for, entry under
section 2306 of the Revised Statutes and the effect of Executive Order
6910 and the Taylor Grazing Act upon the exercise of the right to
additional entry.
lIAs to lands withdrawn as powersite reserves (16 U.S.C., 1958 edl, see. 818), a regulation of the Federal Power Commission provides that hearings on an application for vacation of a reservation may be ordered by the Commission In its discretion (18 CFR, 1949
ed., 25.2).
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As to the first point, it held that land must be "subject to entry
under the homestead laws of the United States" before it can be
entered under Rev. Stat. 2306, a category which includes land presently tillable and land which can be rendered suitable in a broad sense
for some farming use, but not land which is unsuitable for an agricultural use.
Turning to the lands applied for, it appears that the applications
-were rejected by the manager for the following reasons:
1. The land is steep, rough, and mountainous and is broken by stream
channels;
2. The land is valuable only for production of timber, watershed protection,
and grazing for wildlife;
3. The land could not be rendered cultivable or useful in a broad sense for
production of agricultural crops by removal of timber and clearing or any
work done thereon;
4. The land contains a valuable stand of Douglas fir timber ranging in age
from about 60 to 120 years. It is within the McKenzie-Willamette Forest
Management area and forms an integral part of the sustained-yield timberproducing base for the Eugene District.

As to the topography of the land. a report dated April 4, 1958 of
field examination of the N/2NE/4 sec. 26, T. 19 S., R. 1 E., W. M.,
Oregon, which is the land embraced in Oregon 05983, states as follows:
The terrain is mostly steep and rough -and slopes in excess of 70 per cent
were noted during the field examination. The topography is broken by deep
draws and traversed by a small stream flowing northerly into Winberry Creek.
The only flat or rolling land noted was on the ridges and along the stream e *
The only farming noted in the immediate vicinity was on the privately owned
land along the flat areas of Winberry Creek.

The report states that the elevations on this 80-acre tract range from
approximately 1,400 feet to. 1,900 feet.
A report dated June 39, 1958, of field examination of the N1%-NW/ 4
see. 26, T. 19 .,R. 1 E., W. M., Oregon, the tract applied for in
Oregon 05984, states that elevations on that tract range from 1,700
feet to 2,300 feet, and 'that the tract contains rock outcroppings of
considerable size and extent and is in all other respects similar to the
land in the N/2NE'/4 of sec. 26. A Geological Survey topographic
map (Appellant's Exhibit A), which includes the lands in the two
applications, confirms these approximations of.elevation.
In his appeal to the Secretary the appellant presents no new arguments concerning the topography of the tracts, but relies upon his
arguments made to the Director. In his appeal to the Director he
contended that:
More than 30% of the 80 acres in No. 05984 varies less than 100 feet in
elevation; approximately 70% of this acreage varies only 300 feet in elevation.
More than 70% of the 80 acres embraced in Application No. 05983 varies only
400 feet in height. The grade variation for the entire mile East to West. of
the two adjacent tracts is less than 500 feet. The grade of the property from

-400(
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East to West is gradual with grades of 5 to 15%. Both 80 acre tracts include
substantial acreages of level bench land suitable for agricultural purposes.
*

*

It is,t therefore, the contention of the appellant that 'finding No. 1 as a, basis
-for rejection is wholly at variance with the. facts, particularly as it relates to
;:
AppicatiqnNos.05983 and05984.

The appellant's contention is misleading. He states that thegrade
of the property is gradual from east to west with grades of. 5 to 10
percent. However, his own topographic map shows that the maximum slope of the two tracts is from south to north. This slope is
a drop of 600 feet overall in a distance of 1,320 feet for the lands in
Oregon 05984,: and 500 feet overall in, 1,320 feet for the lands in
-Oregon 05983.
It is difficult to understand how this land could be
characterized as'anything but step and mountainous.
As to the second and third pointS in the manager's decision, viz,
that the land. is valuable oly -for timber production .watershed protection, and wildlife grazing, and that it could not be rendered suitable
for cultivation by removal of the timber, the appellant contends that
the land is capable of substantial utilization for agricultural purposes,
and that. owners of neighboring land utilize their land for raising
hay, and oats, vegetables and fruit, and grazing cattle. In support of
-his contention he submitted three affidavits of landowners of lands
in secs. 8 and 15, T. 19 S.,-R. 1 E.
It suffices to say that the lands in sees. 8. and 15 are from 1 to 3 miles
-north and west of the lands here involved, and at lower" elevations
-along the bottom of Winberry Creek. Therefore, these lands are not
comparable to the lands here involved.. The three affidavits submitted
*are all on a form. One affiant states that he raises hay and vegetables
and grazes cattle. A seconddoes not-raise any kind of crop but grazes
sheep. The third raises vegetables and livestock. None of the three
affidavits states'how much land is used for agricultural production,
and the two affiants raising vegetables do so only for family consumption. The periods of time engagedin bthe affiants in their agricul-tural activities were
year,83 years, and no statement. Ontheir face
the affidavits are practically worthless as evidence of the suitability
'for agricultural production of the lands applied for. Moreover, it is
interesting to note that the appellant'makes no mention of the present
use of the rest of sec. 26 which is in part patented land and is more
nearly of the same'character as the'lands applied for.
In regard to 'the manager's point that the land could not be rendered
icultivable or useful in the broad sense by removal of the timber the
appellant has presented no evidence tending to show that tis point is
erroneous. The fact that the land is steep and mountainous appears
to confirm the fact that very little of the land applied for could be
rendered cultivable for the production of agricultural crops by the
removal of thetrees thereon.
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.Furthernore,1the I organ gcpe (SYpr , p. .270) also held that land
must be "unappropriated" if it is to be obtained undeg ev. Stat. 2306
and -that land which lhas ben withdrawn by Executive Order 6910 is
withdrawn, reservedi and appropriated and not: subject to entry until
they have been lassified as suitable for disposal pursuant to section .7
of the Taylor Grazing Act (supra).2.

.Imview .of the holding that the. land applied .for is not capable of
being put to an agricultural use, the apellan's applications must be
rejected. However, it is not necessary to rest the decision entirely on
this point, for another equally valid consideration leads to the same
conclusion; namely, that to dispose of the lands would be incompatible
with the conservation purposes for which they were withdrawn.
In his decision the Director stated that:
The field examination disclosed that the lands sought are heavily timbered and
located within the MeKenzie-Willamette Forest~Management area and form: an
integral part of the sustained yield timber management producing base of the
Eugene Forest District; that the'tracts are cated- relatively close to the ities
of Springfield and Eugene, Oregon, which are heavily dependent upon Federal
timber; and 'that their disposition would be a serious loss to the timber produc-

tion capabilities of the area. The lands contain approxinately 8,750,000 board

feetof timbervaluedat$219,650.00. .
-Inanswer tthis point; the appellant contends that prior t6 filing
his application he requested information from the Bureau ofLand
Management as to what lands were available for scrip selection, and
the district forester described the lands in question as 'isolated tracts
unnecessary for retention by the Bureau of- Land Management in
public ownership for' any reason whatsoever. The opinion of the
district forester is, of course, accorded respect and given every consideration. However, it does not bind his superiors. Significantly, the
appellant has made no attempt to dispute the fact that the lands are
heavily timbered, and that the timber is of great value.
The appellant contends that the Director improperly ruled that.
soldiers' additional homestead rights may be rejected on agricultural
lands containing timber, that the Director's finding that the land did
not qualify as agricultural in fact is erroneous, and that if the lands:
are subject to entry under the homestead law his application must beallowed. This argument has been carefully considered by the Department several times and each time found unpersuasive.
In adjudicating an application for entry of lands withdrawn by
Executive Order 6910 the Department must make two determinations..
It must decide, first, whether the lands applied for meet the criteria
set by the statute providing for such a form of entry and, next, whetherthe disposal of them would be compatible with the conservation purposes for which they were withdrawn. Allison andJohbnson, by Ted E.:
452 To the sme effect, Nelson A.' Gerttil,'64 ID. '225 (1957); State of Caforia, 59 I.D

451 (1957) ; .1. a. Aidrioh, 59 I.D1. 176 (1946);
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CoZlins, 58 I.D. 227 (1942) ;58 I.D.235 (1943) ; David B. Morgan, Assignee, supra; Nehson A. Gertla,supra,fn. 2; George L. Ransey by
Ted E. Collins, 58 I.D. 272, 297 (1943).
Here the Director has properly ruled that the lands applied for are
not subject to entry under the homestead act and that their retention
in'Federal ownership is in the public interest. On either count the
applications were properly rejected.
Therefore, for the reasons stated, the decision of the Director,
Bureau of Land Management, is affirmed.
ROGER ERNST,

Assistant Secretary.
APPEAL OP LAND-AIR, INC.

IBCA-192

Decided November 30, 1959

Contracts: Bids: Generally-Contracts: Specifications-Contracts: Interpretation-Contracts: Payments
Under a contract providing for the installation and leasing by the contractor
of an FM radio communications' system in the Great Smoky Mountains
National. Park, the contractor is entitled to rental payments on a 12-month
basis for the operation of three repeater stations incorporated by it in the
bid, schedule, notwithstanding the fact that the repeater stations were subsumed under a general provision of the schedule calling for operation of
the relevant control points on a 5-month basis, when it appears that (1)
the specifications contemplated that bidders could modify the bid schedule;
(2) the communication system would' not function without the operation
of the repeater stations all 12 months of the year; and. (3) this was made
clear by a technical proposal accompanying the bid, together with an
explanatory covering letter, which was accepted by the contracting officer
as part of the contract.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Land-Air, Inc., of Chicago, Illinois, has filed a timely appeal from
findings of fact and 'decision of' the' contracting officer in the form
of a letter dated November 6, 1958, denying its claim for additional
compensation under Contract No. 14-10-117-187 with the National
Park Service.
The contract, which was awarded November 15, 1955, was on U.S.
Standard Form 33 (Nov. 1949 edition), and incorporated the General
Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 32 (Nov. 1949 edition) for supply
contracts.
The contract provided for engineering, designing, installing, maintaining, and leasing for a period of 10 years an FM radio communications system in Great Smoky Mountains National Park in accordance with the invitation, which had been issued on July 27, 1955.
The invitation requested bidders .e~to
submit
in quadruplicate,
with
to, --;
.miw.,ith
c
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their bids, "copies of illustrated literature, specifications, and any
letters of transmittal"
Insofar as its general features were concerned, it was specified in
the bid schedule that the communication network should be such as
would enable Park headquarters to communicate with 8 specific ranger
stations; 14 fire lookout locations; a station called Newfound Gap;
and mobile units within range on certain specified highways. At
some of the specified points, the operations, which consisted of the
furnishing of radio service, were to be year-round, while at others
they were to be carried on only 5 months a year.
In connection with each particular point (which were referred to
as "control points"), there were given in the bid schedule the rental
charges, nonrecurring costs, reinstallation costs, and termination
charges, in the event the Government should terminate the use of the
equipment. Bidders were also required to furnish brief descriptions
of the equipment, installation, or component parts to be furnished.
Paragraph 3,. on page 11, of the bid scheduk, which'is of particular
relevance to the determination of the controversy involved in the
present appeal, consisted of a general provision applicable to 12
named lookouts, designated in 12 subdivisions, A to L, inclusive, one
of these, 3B, being Cove Mountain Lookout. This paragraph reads
as follows:
CONTROL POINTS, and/or base stations (Items 3A through 3L), accessible
by Jeep Trail, each in use approximately 12 hours per day and approximately
months per year, February 15-June'1 and October 15-December 1, except in
emergency fire danger.

The, appellant submitted its bid with a letter dated September 27,
1955, in which it stated: "In addition to the bid forms, we are submitting a Technical Proposal, a Communications Network Chart and
copies of the manufacturers' brochures describing the equipment we
propose to furnish." In the course of further explaining its bid, the
appellant added: "By referring to the Technical Proposal and.the
Communications Network Chart it will be noted that Repeater Stations are necessary on Wauchecha Bald andl Soco Gap.1 The installation on Cove Mountain Lookout is proposed to include a Repeater'
Station with provisions for manual control for fire lookout purposes.
'Therefore, it has been necessary to include an additional page in the
Bid:Schedule denoted as Paragraphs 3B1and 3B2."'
The three repeater stations at Cove Mountain, Wauchecha'Bald,
and Barnett Knob were shown on a chart of the proposed conmunications system that constituted the first sheet of the technical proposal
after the title 'sheet. The equipment and operation of each of the
XBy Change Order No. 8, Issued September 25, 1957, the location of the Soco Gap Repeater Station was changed to a point known as Barnett Knob, and this station will
hereinafter be referred to as the Barnett Knob Repeater Station.
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three. repeater. stations were described on pages 3 and 4 of the technieal proposal, and each Was s'ta'ted to' be a 12-month oeration. The
chart and the descriptions made it plain that all three repeater stations woulg necessatil& have to operate' on a year-round basis.
i
In Paragraphs 3B1 and 3B2, which the appellant inserted in the bid
schedile' 'it. gave the ihonthly rental charge for theWaucheha Bald
and Barn'ett Knob' epdater stations hich was, in egch case, 'in the'
amouintof $62.69. In paragraph 3B of the bid schedule, covering
Cove Mountai,
the appellant :merely inserted the rental cha'tgC for
tie station which was to-be- $103.08. Opposite paragraph 3B of the
bid proposal, however, the appelsnt typed in the margin in capital
letters SEE ATTACHED'NOTES." '
accepting the appellant's'proposal,.
the Government referred to the appellant'd letter of Septembe 27;
i955, and a telegram of' November 1, 1955 (which clarified a point in
the letter notimaterial here), as "a part of this contract."
The invitation included also a series of special Provisions relating
to the communication system which was to'be the subject of the contract. Paragraphs -2 and C-1 of Chapter One of these provisions
read, respectively, insofar as relevant, 'as follotvs:

DESCRIPTION OF WORK. The Specifications given herein.and in the Bid
Schedule establish the communication requirements. The Bidder shall determine'
the equipment needs, locations, and installatiohs re4uired to'accomplish the
specified communication system as a "turn-key" job. Data relating to communication requirements-and existing local conditions may be obtalined from
the Superintendent, Great Smoky Mountains National Park,. Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Systems so designed will not relieve the contractor of his responsibility
for meeting the requirements of these Specifications as to operation, adequate
functioning and/or coverage, during the term of this contract.
SPIRIT AND INTENT OF SPECIFICATIONS. It is the spirit and intent
of these Specifications to provide that the-work and all parts thereof shall be
fully completed and suitable in every way for the purposes for which: they are
designed. The.Contractor shall supply all materials (except those as may.
be specified elsewhere as being furnished by the Government) and do all work
which is described or which may be reasonably implied as being incidental to'
the work of this Contract. Anything not herein specifically mentioned that may
be required to provide a complete structure or system: that will satisfactorily
perform the required services shall be furnished the same as if it were specificallymentionedherein * * *

In addition paragraph E-2 of the same chapter -in effect:extended
an invitation to each bidder to modify items of the bid schedule if
the requirements of the system being proposed by the bidder neces-sitated any modifications..

The dispute between the parties is, with respect to the rental pay-xients for the three repeater stations at Cove Mountain, Wauchecha;
Bald, and Barnett Knob. The appellant wishes to be paid for the,
operation of Cove Mountain as a repeater station at the rate of $103.08
per
month,
the re, speciedin
the bid schbedtile,
fot 12 months
each
yar,
a
i adit. .,o,
.rd
i ise
a C
M
a t of same
year, and in addition' for radio service ~at; Cove: Mountail at the same,
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rate per month for months of each year. The Government wishes to
pay for the operations at Cove Mountain,'oth for its use as a rper
station and for radio service, at the rate of $103.08,per month for offl'
$5months of each,,yea'r. With respect to Wauchecha Bald and Barnett
Knob, the parties are in dispute only with respect to the 'use of these
stations as repeaters, the appellant wishing to be paid at. the' rate of
$62.69. per. month, the rate specified in itsinsert in the bid schedule,
* for. 12 months of each year, while the, overnment wishes to limit this
payment to 5 months of each year..
The position of the appellant is that rentals may be charged for
these, three stations on the basis of 12 months' of operation, since an
apooslo
operation of 'such duration was indicated in the,
te te
technical
proposal for
all three repeater stations, while that of the Government is that rentals
for the three. repeater stations are chargeable only for 5 months' of
operation, since no rental rates were indicated in the technical pro* posal, and the rental rates indicated on the bid schedule for each of
the repeater stations were subsumed under the general provision of
paragraph 3 of the bid schedule which expressly providesfor. an, op,eration of "approximately 5 months per year."
When one seeks in the record for evidence of the prajctical construction which, the parties 'gave tp, their contract, a rather anomalous
situation iS revealed. At variousotimes, rere tveof
the parties
performed actions. that seem .to b e irreconcilable with the present
positions of .the appeIant and the Government.
. In a document headed .Analysis of Bid," which is included in the record, an analysisjwas made bythe Go'ernment of th various items includedin the contract. In th-e caseof each item, the "Unit of Use (in
xnonths,) ," Unit costs," and."Rental pe'r-Year" weregven in parallel
,columns..; ' In the case of item 3B,.which, is oe Mountain the unit of
use was given as 5 months, and the, unit_ ostas $103.08 per ngon'th,
which is consistent with, the Government'sprsent, pQsition but, in. the
case of items 3B1 and 3B2, the unit of use:gwasgiven as 12 mnonthsoy
each station, and the.unit cost as $62.69,per month, which i inconsistent
with the Govenmen t's present position.
. .ye,;
The recor shows also.that for a eriod
pf
ap
mat
a
prior to the acceptance of the com
ications systemifor whpich 'rovision .was dein'the contract, the ov~errnment made use at riowstimes of certain. items of: the equipment being installed. Duirink
this period, the, :Government itself suggested, the bi lings 'which the
appellant was. to render, and bills were sent bly te appellant in, ac7
cordance with-the Govermen t's suggestions., When one looks at the
billings for the Cove Mountain, Wauchecha Bald, and Barnett Knob
repeater stations, it is. found that the billing .was ..on a 12-month basis.
'This appears to be inconsistent with. the -Government's
Spreet
position!
-
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After acceptance of the system on July 25, 1957, the appellant itself
began to bill the Government directly f or its use. But the record 'also
shows that from July 25, 1957, through September 30, 1958, the appellant billed the Government for the use and operation of the Cove
Mountain, Wauchecha BIad, and Barnett Knob, repeater stations on a
5-months' basis! This appears to be inconsistent with the appellant's
presentposition.
in an effort to. secure -some explanation of these seeming inconsistencies, the Board held an informal conference on August 5, 1959, which
was attended by representatives of the appellant and the Park Service.
Subsequent to and as a result of this conference, a series of questions
were addressed to the superiintendent of the Great Smoky Mountains
National' Park by the Assistant Director of the Park Service. But
thrre had been a change'in the superintendency of the park since the
contract was: made ad the personnel responsible 'for its administration ha~dbeen.transferred elsewhere. What the Board; ieceived, therefore, as a result of the inquiry was only various theories entertained by
the present park superintendent 'with respect to the origins of the
anomalies in the' administration of the contract.
Thus, the present. park superintendent surmises that the' inconsistency in part between the Government's present' position and the
bid analysis, which contained also'various':mathematical errors, may
have' represented an exiample of varying interpretations' of 'the contract on the part of changing Park Service personn'el. The billing on
a 12-month basis prior tothe acceptance of the system is' explained by
him as part of an interim emergency arrangement which should be
accorded no weight as an interpretation of the contract. On the other
hand, he'refuses to cencede that the billing on a 5-months' basis subsequent to the acceptance of the system represents billing errors, and
argues that such billing demonstrates the correctness of his 'findings
and conclusionsas contracting fficer. '
The Board cannot, hovever, accept these explanations. While
there is no way of explaining all of the inconsistencies entirely, the
Board believes that 'a preponderance of the evidence in the record
favors the appellant's contention that the three repeater stations at
Cove Mountain, Wauchecha Bald, and Barnett Knob were not only
intended to operate on a '12-month basis but that payment was to be
made for the service at them on the same basis. It is possible, of course,
to conceive of an arrangement under which the repeater stations were
to operate the year round but were to be paid for only on a 5-months'
basis. However, the circumstances of the present case would hardly
justify a conclusion that such a scheme was contemplated by the
parties.
Paragraphs A-2, C1 and E-2 of Chapter One of the specifications,
as well as the terms of the invitation, plainly envisaged that the bidders
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should be responsible for devising a workable communications system,
and that if the Government's proposal did not entirely embody such a
system, the bidders would propose such additions or changes as might
be necessary. In modifying the bid schedule by providing for the
three repeater stations, the appellant was only doing what it was permitted to do. While it did so in a form that was somewhat confusing,
it-made its intentions reasonably clearin its covering letter of September 27 and the technical proposal, to which it doubtless intended
to call special attention by endorsing in the margin of the bid schedule the words 0 SEENOTES ATTA cED. ' The contracting officer undoubtedly understood that the letter of September 27 was to be
regarded as part of the contract,-for he'so stated in accepting the bid.
Indeed, quite apart from this express acknowledgment, the contracting
officer must have known that the communication system being installed
would not function unless the three repeater stations operated all 12
months of the year. Such being the case, it would be unreasonable to
assume, in the absence of consistent evidence of a contrary practical
construction, that payment was to be made on a 5-month basis only.
The Board does not find it possible to dismiss the pre-acceptance billing
on a 12-month basis as a mere interim arrangement, for normally the
parties would pay on the contract basis, even though the system was not
yet.fully operative, and actually reference was always made,to the contract item numbers in these billings. 'On the other -hand, it is easier to
understand how in the accounting department of the appellant, which
must have had other accounts, bills could be rendered in a particular
instance on an erroneous basis.
The Board holds, therefore, that the appellant was entitled to be
paid on a 12-month basis for the operation of the three repeater stations at Cove Mountain,. Wauchecha Bald, and Barnett Knob, and
should be paid on this basis in the future. It is clear that in the
case of the Wauchecha Bald and Barnett Knob repeater stations payment should be made at the rate of $62.69 a month, as stipulated by
the appellant. The case of Cove Mountain presents, however, a special difficulty, in view of the fact that the technical proposal of the
appellant did not state any prices for the equipment or services which
it outlined, and the appellant did not in this instance quote any
separate price for the 5 months of radio service for which it is now
seeking payment. The Board cannot remedy this lack, for it is axiomatic that it cannot supply an element of the contract which the
parties did not make for themselves; nor can it even be said to be
necessary to do so on equitable grounds, since the price in this instance,
which was $103.08 a month, was so much higher than that quoted for
Weuchecha Bald or Barnett Knob (or other stations that operated
with existing power sources) that it is explicable only on the assump-
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tion that the difference in price was due to the absence of radio service
at the last tw'o 'med
stItion
Indeed,'-he differenc&between the
$103.08 9pice Buoted 'for Cove Mouitain and the $62.69 price quoted
for Wauchecha: Bald ;an-d Barnett Kib, Whichi is $40.39, is'very close
to the price of $39.44 quted for contrdl' points to be operated- on 'a 12-

month basis, with existing powersources, for the'provision of radio
service only.** The appellant' was 'entitled to payment, therefore, on a
12-month'basis' at' the rate of'$103.08 'a imiox6th'for'all the facilities at
the Cove mountain station, and will be enttled to paynentson such

basis in the fiituret. It is not entitled 'to any monthly rental pay-ment
beyond this however, whether for radio`service or: otherwise.

4 -

4
$
S
::
Co cusonclsi
Therefore the findings of fact and conclusions of the' contracting
oflicer are reversed,.to the extent indicated in this opinion, and he'is
directed to pro'ceed as outlned above.
7fS iS$
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APPEAL OF OCEAN TOW, INC.
IBCA-105

DecidedDecember3,1959

Contracts: Appeals-Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal
The Board lacks jurisdiction in absence of a disputes provision in the contract.
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This case concerns an appeal from a determination in the form of a
letter of June 14, 956, in which Mr. R. N. Whitman, then general
manager of The Alaska Railroad, rejected a claim of. Ocean Tow, Inc.,
allegedly arising under the above-identified contract.' The general
manager wrote as follows:
.
This has reference to your letter of December 15, 1955 to the Claims Division
of the United States,. General Accounting Office, Washington, D.C. 2 wherein you,
as attorneys for Ocean Tow, Inc. of Seattle, submitted a claim against The Alaska
Railroad for $5256.01." Inasmuch as the claim is one against the Alaska Railroad, an agency of the Department of the Interior, it would seem that the claim
should be first for determination by the Railroad and then by the Secretary of
the Interior. Accordingly, I have reviewed the claim and conclude as far as
the Railroad is concerned, it must be denied.

The General Manager then discussed the claim and concluded:
If you desire to appeal the foregoing, such appeal should be taken to the
Board of Contract Appeals in the Office of the Secretary of the Department of
the Interior. I enclose herewith a copy of rules and regulations governing such
appeals, and you should be guided by them.

About 7 months later, in February 1957, Ocean Tow, Inc. appealed.
The appeal file, which reached the Board about 32 ihonths later, on
' It represented a type of contract commonly entered Into by The Alaska Railroad under
authority of the act of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat 305, 306; 48 U.S.C., 1952 ed., Supp. V,
sec. 301), under which the Railroad could "make contracts or agreements with any railroad
or steamship company or vessel owner for joint transportation of passengers or property
over the road or roads" of such entities.
The contract between The Alaska Railroad and Ocean Tow, Inc., of December 22, 1952,
was a Joint Traffic Agreement under which through-rates were established for traffic
between Seattle and Tacoma, Washington,, or other ports served by Ocean Tow, and stations on the Railroad. The claim of Ocean Tow is for a refund of an alleged overcharge
in connecti,_ -ith a cargo carried by the appellant on the vessel, Adak Island from Seattle,
Washington, to- Seward, Alaska, in March 1958. The Railroad applied its local tariffs
on the ground that there had been no through billing on this shipment, as required by the
contract.
2 The occasion for writing this letter is not apparent. The appeal file does not indicate the disposition of the matter by the Comptroller General, nor does it explain how the
claim was referred by the Comptroller General to The Alaska Railroad.
In the notice of appeal appellant claims only $2,320.09.

536033-60-L
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November 1, 1959,4 contains a copy of the abqverefre d contract.
The contract contains, however, no* disputes provision.
Department Counsel has moved to dismiss the appeal for lack of
jurisdiction. One of the grounds of his motion is that the contract
does not contain "an appeal provision of any type."
The jurisdiction of the Board in deciding appeals rests on its
charter, the delegation of authority from the Secretary of the Interior
to it by section 24 of Order No. 2509; as amended, 19 F.R. 9428, and
on the regulations governing the procedures before the Board,
specifically 43 CFR, 195.4 Rev., 4.4.
The oder of delegation provides in material part, as follows:
The Board of Contract Appeals in the Office of the Solicitor may exercise,
pursuant to the provisions of 43 CFR Part 4, all of the authority of the Secretary
of the Interior in deciding appeals to the head of the Departtent from findings
of fact and decisions by contracting officers of any bureau or office of the Department, wherever situated, or any field installation thereof. Decisions of the Board
on such contract appeals shall be final for.the Department. (Italics supplied.)

Except for the reference to the regulations, the first sentence of 43

CFR 4.4bis identical.
: 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 4.5, headed "Notice of Appeal," requires that
the' notice "shall be mailed to or filed with the contracting officer,
within the time allowed by the contraet." (Italics supplied.)
It is apparent that all three of these provisions are predicated on
the assumption that the jurisdiction vested in the Secretary, and
delegated by him to the Board is not statutory, but rests upon some
provision of a contract, giving a right of appeal to the contractor
within a stated time.
The provision for an appeal is customarily spelled out in what is
commonly referred to as a "disputes" clause. It can be either in the
form of one of the standard disputes clauses 5 or in any other form
evidencing an agreenient of the* parties that the decision of the contracting officer shall be final and conclusive unless an appeal is taken
4 The Board was notified on April 11, 1957, that the original Department Counsel, George
R. Eise, had died.
rom that date-until Septemiber 1959, neither appellant nor the contracting officer communicated with the Board. The Acting Chairman of the Board contacted the parties on' September , 1959, inquiring whether or not the appeal had been
abandoned or disposed of: by negotiation. Appellant asked the Board on 'September 29,
1959, that it! "consider the appeal now. Our attorneys in this matter are Fey, Wheeler
and LaBissoniere *--*
and any further correspondence concerning same should' be
addressed to that office." The Board has received, however, no further communication
from this law firm.
For instance, Clause 6 of Standard Form 23A, General Provisions (Construction Contracts)'; Clause 11, Standard' Form 32, General Provision (Supply Contract). In Coraercial Metals Company, 66 I.D. 298 (1959), there was a disputes provision in the standard form for the sale of surplus property, and "the escrow agreement explicitly provided
for the determination of the dispute between the parties * *.7
In Georgia Power
Comnpany, IBCA-31 (April 22, 1965), there was included a provision approximating a
standard disputes clause.
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to the Secretary of the Interior or his dily authorized representative.
The contract between The Alaska Railroad and the appellant did
not contain a disputes provision of any type, and, of course, no tine
limitation for taking an appeal was, therefore, fixed. Such a right
of appeal could not be conferred by the manager of The Alaska
Riailroad when none existed Lmder the contract. There is also nothing
in the record to indicate that the Secretary: of the Interior had delegated his own general supervisory authority to the manager of' The

Alaska Railroad.
In the absence of a disputes provision, the Board lacks jurisdiction6
Therefore, the appeal-is dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.
PAUL H. GANTT,Acting

Chairman.

MR. WILLIAM SEAGLE, Member, participated in the drafting of this
opinin, concurred in the result, but left on official duty prior to its
re
S
:r
't
its7l
release. conc
MR. HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER,

fember, absent on sick leave.

ESTATE OF MILTON HOLLOWAY, DECEASED OSAGE ALIOTTEE
IA-742

Decided December 8,1959

Indian Lands: Descent and Distribution: Wills
A close confidential relationship existing between a major beneficiary of a will
and the testator may give rise to a presumption of undue influence, but in;
any event only slight evidence is required to establish undue influence when
such close relationship is shown.

Indian Lands: Descent and Distribution: Wills
A will may be approved in part and disapproved in part where the undue
influence is apparent only with respect to a portion of the will, and such
portion is clearly separable from the rest of the instrument which is unaffected by the undue influence.
APPEAL FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE OSAGE INDIAN AGENCY

The heirs at law of Milton- Holloway, deceased Osage allottee No.
1353, have appealed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from a
decision of the Superintendent of the, Osage Indian Agency, dated
January 6, 1956, approving, with the exception of item 3, the last will
and testament of the decedent which was dated Decemnber 9, 1952.1
5 Compare Appeal of New Amsterdam Casualty Co., ASUCA No. 304 (January 24, 1950).
aAlthough 25 CR, 1958 Rev., 17.14 provides for an appeal from the Superintendent's
action to the Commissioner, and for a further appeal to the Secretary of the Interior, for
administrative reasons the Commissioner has referred the present appeal directly to the
Secretary for action.
'
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The heirsat law consist of nine children, and two grandchildren who
are the children of a deceased son.
I tem 3 of the will is as follows:
(3) I give, devise: and bequeath to my friend of long standing, who has assisted me in various ways. Roy Friend of Pawhuska, Oklahoma, one-half (½) of
my Osage Indian Headright originally allotted to me under Allotment Number
1353, and the income therefrom.

This provision of the will was disapproved on the ground that it had
been procured by means of undue influence exercised upon the testator
by. the above-mentioned Roy Friend. Mr. Friend was decedent's
guardian at the time of the execution of the will, having been appointed as such on August 5,1952.
Mr. Friend is also represented in an appellate capacity in this appeal. He seeks reversal of the Superintendent's decision as to item 3,
and asks that the will stand as originally written.
A third interest in the case is represented by H. Gene Seigel, guardian ad litem of Rosetta Marie Holloway and Carolyn Sue Holloway,
minor grandchildren of the decedent and the principal beneficiaries
under the will. They ask that the decision of the Superintendent be
upheld. In the event of such a result the minor children would receive,
in addition to their own interest, that portion of the estate left to
Mr. Friend.
There seems to be no serious contention that the decedent lacked
testamentary capacity at the time of the execution of his will. Although ill and at an advanced age he appears to have been in full
possession of his mental faculties and knew the nature and extent of
his property as well as the persons who would be the natural objects
of his bounty. All such persons were specifically mentioned in the
will. In addition to the bequest to the grandchildren, the children, ten
in all at the time of the execution of the will, were left $25 each.
Where a close confidential relationship exists there is, if not an
actual presumption of undue influence, a rule that only slight evidence
is required to establish that fact. In Anderson, et al. v. Davis, 256 P.
2d 1099 (Okla., 1952), a decision which is discussed by all of the
patties and the Field Solicitor, this statement is made in the third
paragraph of the syllabus:
3. That confidential relationship existed between testator and beneficiary is
not in itself sufficient to vitiate a will, in absence of evidence indicating that
beneficiary exercised undue influence, but where confidential relationship is
shown to have existed, and will is inconsistent with claims of duty and affection,
slight evidence that beneficiary abused testator's confidence is sufficient to invalidate the will. In re Lobb's Will, 177 Qr. 162, 160 P. 2d 295.

-The evidence in the present case is sufficient to show that Roy Friend
exercised undue influence over the testator. Mr. Friend was in a con-
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fidential relationshipwith decedent, not only as guardian but through
other circumstances as well. lie had loaned him money and provided
lodging for him at his hotel and meals at his cafe.' One of the attesting witnesses of the will was an employee of Mr. Friend's and another
was the husband of an employ&e. The third witness was Mr. Friend's
lawyer and the scrivener of the will., These facts constitute what we
believe to be the "slight evidence" required. Although Mr. Friend
argues that he did not participate in the making of the will, he was at
least a participant by indirection. His relationship with the active
participants was such that one could hardly reach any other conclusion.
Moreover, it is important also to 'note that'the testator had no independent advice in the execution of his will. In fact, at the time such
will was executed, there were present only those persons who were
intimately associated with the beneficiary, Mr. Roy Friend. On this
point, we again find the following pertinent observation by the Oklahoma Supreme Court in Anderson v. Davis, supra:
:
A controlling point in this case, or a strong point, is the fact that there is no
showing that Mr. Anderson had any independent advice in connection with this
will which gives the principal part of his estate:to a person with whom he had
this highly confidential relationship.
e*

:

* g

A*

:

*

.

flo

*;

.C:,

All the circumstances would imply or indicate that the testator did not
have independent advice. 3 p. 1102,1103.
*

*

*

The next question which arises is whether the undue influence can be
pinpointed and said to apply to only a portion of the will, tus permitting the will to be approved in part and disapproved in part. The
answer here must be in the affirmative. In this respect the Oklahoma
lawsprovide as follows (84 Okl. St. Ann., sec. 43):
A will or part of a will procured to be made by duress, menace, fraud or undue

influence, may be denied probate; and a revocation procured by the same means,
may be declared void. R.L. 1910, § 8340.

The principle arising in this respect is unusually well stated in the
California case of in Re Webster's Estate, 110 P. 2d 81, 86, (1941),
as follows:
The general rule is that if the whole will is the result of the presence of
undue influence, probate of the whole will must be refused. If only a part of it
is affected by undue influence, that part may be rejected as void, but the remainder, which is the outcome of the free action of the testator, ought to be
sustained if it is not inconsistent and can be separated from the, part which is
invalid, and should be admitted to probate.

This case is cited with approval by the Oklahoma Supreme Court in
the case of In the matter of the Estate of Frank Herrley, 276 P. 2d
247 (1954).
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Again, this principlei was recognized in effect by
.the

[66 I.D.-

Solicitor in

his decision of April 21, 1958 In the Matter of the WilZlof Kenneth
Steeaxe, Deeeased Unallotted Oage -Iian
I.D. 1,
163).
However, in* that. case the undue.. influence was.-:found, to extend
throughout the entire will, with no part being separable.
The Superintendent of the Osage Indian Agency determined that
the undue influence on the- part of Mr. Friend was limited to that
portion of the will whereill he was named -a beneficiary as to a headright interest. In this we think the Superintendent was correct. On
the other hand, there was no, reason why Mr. Friend should have
exercised any undue influence as to the bkequests to decedent's children
and the minor grandchildren,- and it is concluded that' he did not.
Regardless. of the fairness or. unfairness, of these: bequests to the
decedent's family general y,.they were no concern to -Mr. Friend.:.Although the contestants feel that the allowance -to them. of only
$25 each was an unnatural, disposition of testator's property,, there
are persuasive reasons why the testator should have wanted these
two grandchildren to have~ the bulk of his property. In the first
place they were kind and companionable to him. Secondly, they. had
grown up in an insecure atmosphere and, if dependent on their
father, faced an uncertain future, as he was both physically incapacitated and apparently financially irresponsible. The Superiitendent's
partial approval of the will should be allowed to stand.
Therefore, pursuant to the, authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the. Interior (sec. -210.2.2A(3) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 FlP. 1348) -the action.of the Superintendent of the Osage
Indian Agency in disapproving the bequest to Roy Friend in the will
of Milton Holloway, and approving the remainder of the will, is
.(65

-

affirned.
-

EDMUND T. FTZ,.:^
-

Deputy Solicitot.

-

APPEAL OF STUDER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
IBCA-95
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Decided December 11,
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Appeal Will not be dismissed on Dmotion incase of substantial compliance :with
notice requirement of "delays-damages" elause of the conistruction standard
*form.
,, -;. .BR ;;;-.
-;
--.
- . -. -BOARD
OF CONTRACT APPEALS
.

The Government has moved to dismiss an appeal from the contracting officer's findings of fact and decision dated November 20, 1956,
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which denied the appellant's request for an extension of time for the
performance of its contract dated August 1, 1955, with the Bureau of
Reclamation.
The cotra~t providedfor the surfacing of the powerplant service
road from the Hungry Horse Power Plant to Station 32+22, including the parking area in the vicinity of the powerhouse and furnishing
and installing a wire guardrail along the road on the riverbank at
the Hungry Horse Diam, in the County of Flathead, State of Montana.
It was on U.S. Standard Form 23 (revised March 1953) and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March
1953) for construction contracts. The contract price was $6,276.
The General Prbvisions, of the contract included the usual delaysdaimages" provision (Clause 5), under which the contractor was
not to be charged with liquidated damages "because of any delays in
the completion of the work due to unforeseeable causes beyond the
control and without the fault or, negligence of the contractor," including, but not restricted to, certain named causes, among which was
"unusually severe weather."
Because of the failure to perform the contract worlk on time, the
appellant was assessed liquidated damages- for- the period from September 18, 1955, to August 10, 1956 (327 calendar days). Appellant's
,cunmsel, howevy!er,only seeks relief from the
esses
ment of liquidated
'damages for the perio-d from: October 16 1955' to June- 6 1956 234

calendar days).

56,

The overnmei± conends that appelllant's claim for an extension
'of tii>Jiyhol y bar edby reason 6f.the provision in the "deIays-damages' 'clausewhibh calls foi the-:giving of Written- notice of causes
Qf. ~Delay ' within 10'. days; from the beginnig6 of any such, delav.'
This contentionl- overlooks the appellant~s letter of' October 15, 1955,
addressed fo'the Bureau of'Reclamatioi, whereinl,;is stated: "If we
encounter the same miserable wet weather we did when we started,
we will lay the mat so that it will not interfere with the use of the
road as usual, and agree to reprocess and lay it again in the Spring."
We construe this language as notice of unusually severe weather and
regard the letter as compliance with the 10-day notice rule.'
lIn Raylaine Worsteds, Inc., ASBCA No. 1842, 6 CP par. 61,728 (1955), principles
of law applicable to such a situation as this were summarized as follows: "In cases in
which there has been 'substantial compliance' with the '10-day rule,' or in which a timely
investigation of the facts and circumstances has been made by the contracting officer, we and our predecessor Boards have declined to sustain motions for dismissal, based on
the absence of formal-notice."
In Sanders, BCA No. 955, 3 COP 862, 866 (1945)l where timely notice of a claim was
not given, but where evidence was available to enable the contracting officer to determine
its merits, it was held that: "* * the Board is justified in ignoring the contracting
officer's ruling based upon the 10-day rule as an adherence merely to the letter but not
the reason of the rule. In other words, even though the contractor is late in notifying
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Moreover, in the, Acting Project Superintendent's letter of October
13, 1955, to the appellant, it is stated: "Since you failed to properly
prosecute your contract during the allotted 45 days, it now* becom es
your responsibility to prepare for such an eventuality (referring to a
heavy snow storm) as having to wait until, spring to complete your
contract." This Board has held that failure of a' contractor to prosecute work with efficiency and expedition does not, in and of itself,
disentitle a contractor to extensions for sch parts of ultimate delay
as are excusable under the terms of a standard form construction
contract.2,

Accordingly, the motion to dismiss is denied.
The request of Department Counsel that he be permitted to file a
statement of the Government's position on the merits is hereby granted
(43 OFR 4.16). This statement must bellied within 30 days of the
date of receipt of the Board's decision on the motion.
PAuL

H.

GA&TT,

Acting Chairman.

I concur:
HERBERT

J.

Member.

SAUGHTER,

Board Member

WILLIAM SEAGLE is

absent on official quty.

the contracting officer of the error of which he complains it is not intended that the
Government should take advantage of the 10-day limitation merely for the sake of applying
the rule. Its true. purpose is for protection against delays that are injurious to the
Government's interest. If not injurious then, of course, there is no object in applying
the rule."
A most recent case nvolving the invocation of the 10-day, rule is; Progressive Builders,
Inc. v. District of Columbia, 258 F. 2d 431 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied 58 U.S. 881 (1958).
There the court quoted with approval the following statement from United States V.
Cunningham, 125 . 2d 28 (D.C. Cir., 1941): "Obviously,: the intent of this provision
is to inform the government of the cause of delay and afford, an opportunity to remove
it, and likewise to warn the' government of the intention- of the contractor to insist upon
it as a means of prolonging the stipulated time for completion of the-work."
2 Chas. . Cunningham Co., 64 I. D. 449, 57-2 BCA par. 1541 (1957); Merg, IBCA-64,
59-1 BCA par. 2086 (959).
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1. The authority of the Secretary to cancel an oil and gas lease is independent of the right of the lessee to a refund and the Secretary need
not determine prior to or simultaneously with cancellation Whether
the lessee-is entitled to a refund of moneys paid to the United States
_____ -- __-_-__…_-114
in connection with the leases…
2. A decision that a lease is to be canceled, standing by itself, is not a de-,
termination one way or the other that repayment of moneys paid in
connection with the canceled lease is or is not to be made
…
115
3. The Secretary of the Interior need not return moneys paid in connedtion with an oil and gas lease as a condition to cancellation of the
lease
---15
1---------------ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE

1. Where there has been no adjudication of commensurability of base
property during the priority period and the earliest commensurability report in the official grazing files was not based on a dependent,
property survey, the commensurability rating of 'the base during the
priority period will not be conclusively presumed to be that shown by
the earliest commensurability report if there is other evidence in the

record inconsistent with that report and the applicant whose grazing
privileges are affected thereby requests an opportunity to submit evidence on the question
2. After an appeal is taken to the Director from a decision of a land
office manager, jurisdiction over the case is in the former and the
- latter has no authority to act upon itADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

65
348

* DECISIONS

1. A decision declaring a mining claim null and void will be affirmed
where the decision is based on substantial evidence submitted at a
hearing held in accordance with the provisions of the Administratlve
Procedure Act and presided at by an examiner qualified under the
act, and there was hoaerror in the conduct of the proceeding or in the
decision invalidating the claim__
------EXEMPTION

ROM

2. Applicants for lands selected under the soldiers' additional homestead
law are not entitled to a hearing under the Administrative Procedure
1
580360--

536033-60-2

..

1

65

2
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ADXINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT-Continued
EXEMPTION FROM-Continued

Act where the right of the applicant to select an additional entry is
recognized and the sole issue is whether the lands selected can be
properly classified as suitable for selection under the law-

Page

395

HEARINGS

3. Applicants for lands selected under the soldiers' additional homestead
law are not entitled to a hearing under the Administrative Procedure
Act where the right of the applicant to select an additional entry is
recognized and the sole issue is whether the lands selected can be
properly classified as suitable for selection under the law -

395

HEARINGS EXAMINERS

-4.. A decision declaring a mining claim null and void will be affirmed
where the-decision is based on substantial evidence submitted at a
hearing held in accordance with the provisions of theAdministrative
Procedure Act and presided at by an examiner qualified under the
act, and there was no error in the conduct of the proceeding or in the
decision invalidating the claim---------------_

17

ALASKA
INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS

1. No payment is required of native occupants of Alaska native villages,
either by way of purchase money or fees, upon conveyances to them
by trustee of native village lands patented 'to trustee pursuant to
section 3 of the act of May 25, 1926 (48 U.S.C., sec. 355(c))2. Native village lands patented to trustee pursuant to section 3 of the
act of May 25; 1926 (48 U.S.C, sec. 355 (c)), cannot be disposed of-by
competitive bidding… ___ _212

212

NAVIGABLE WATERS

3. Lands consisting of tidelands along the Alaska coast or of beds and
bottoms of navigable rivers or lakes in Alaska are not subject to
leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act…

152

OIL AND GAS LEASES

4. Where there is an approved corner of the public land survey within
two miles, an offer for a noncoinpetitive lease of unsurveyed lands
in Alaska which is not connected to that corner is: defective and
earns the offeror no priority
148
5. Lands consisting of tidelands along the Alaska coast or of beds and
bottoms of navigable rivers or lakes in Alaska are not subject to
leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act-__-_-__-_-_-_-_
l152
:
6. Upon the admission of Alaska into the Union, the authority granted.. to the Secretary of the Interior by the act of July 3, 1958, to lease
lands beneath nontidal navigable waters terminated _
152
7. Section 6 of the act of July 3, 1958, gave a preference right to an oil
and gas lease to lands beneath.nontidal navigable waters only to
those whose leases. (.or offers.or applications) include&public.lands
otherwise available for leasing adjacent to such lands -152
8. Oil and gas lease offers for unsurveyed unnamed islands in Alaska
are properly rejected where the description in the offers states only
that the islands are located between named unsurveyed islands,

INDEX-DIGEST

3

ALASKA-Continued
.. OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
Page
named bodies of water,.and the shoreline, such a description being;
too indefinite to identify the islands included in the offer; and oil
and gas lease offers for portions of unsurveyed named islands in
Alaska are properly rejected where the portion of the island desired.
is described only by quantity of land and by stating the direction
of the land applied for from one outside boundary-8
370
9. Under the amendment to section 22 of the Mineral Leasing Act by the
act of July 3, 1958, payment of the first year's rental at the rate of
50 cents per acre is properly required with respect to offers for oil
and gas leases on lands in Alaska filed on or after May 3, 1958--. 377
TIDELANDS

10. Lands consisting of tidelands along the Alaska coast, or of beds
and bottoms of navigable rivers or lakes in Alaska are not subject.
to leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act ----------

152

TOWNBITES

11. Reference to townsite provisions (sec. 2387 Rev. Stat. and act of
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095) in patent conveying native village lands
to trustee pursuant to section 3 of the act of May 25, 1926 (48 U.S.C.,
see. 355 (c) ), is pro forma and not intended to apply purchase money
or fee requirements to subsequent conveyances by trustee
…_

X

212

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES
GENERALLY

1. Where successive applications for desert land entry on the same land
are filed 'and an entry is allowed on the first application but is subsequently canceled because the entryman was not entitled to make
the entry, it is erroneous to reject the second application for entry on
the ground that the second applicant lost his rights under his, application upon the allowance of the first application; he loses such
rights only if the allowance of the entry on-the first application
was proper_-_
_
_
_275
2. A drawing is properly set aside where it included simultaneously fileda
offers for oil and gas leases some of which were and some of which
were not in conflict in whole or in part _______- _ 3. A request for reinstatement of an offer for an oil and gas lease which
the offeror has withdrawn constitutes a new filing which must eomply with the requirements of the regulations, including the payment
of a filing fee, to earn the offeror priority…'
_______-_:
FILING

4. The regulation which provides that a document required to be filed
within a stated period, the last day of Which falls on a nonbusiness
day, is timely filed if it is filed on the next business.day the office is
open to the public, permits additional time for filing an application
for extension of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease when the expiration of the primary term of the lease falls on a nonbusiness' day,: but
during-that additional time, the. land formerly covered by the-lease
is'not segregated solely becausean application for extension may be
filed; if an application for' extension is not timely filed, the land is

278

232
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APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES-Continued
FILING-Continued
Page
available for new offers on the first day following the expiration date
of the primary term of the lease een though the expiration date
fell on a nonbusiness day
__
_
- -----------288
PRIORITY

5. A regulation providing that, to determine the order in which simultaneously filed applications will be processed, all such applications
which conflict in 'wholeor in part will beincluded in a drawing does
not authorize a drawing of simultaneously filed oil and gas lease
offers, some of which are and some of which are not in conflict in
whole or in part as to the lands described in the applications

_-_-278
-

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
CONSTRUCTION
1. The Bureau of Reclamation is not precluded by the Keating Amendment provision in its annual appropriation acts from using available
funds to initiate construction of electric transmission lines in Iowa
as long as the area involved is not covered by an adequate wheeling
service contract-226
COLOR OR CLAIM OP TITLE
APPLICATIONS
1. A class.2 application to acquire a patent to public land under the
Color of Title Act is properly rejected where the application shows
on its face that the title under which the claim is filed did not com:.
mence until after January 1, 1901, and that the state and local taxes
on the land.were not paid continuously up to the date of the application
___ ----------__----__
- --_ -__ -_

8
33

CONTESTS. AND PROTESTS
(See also Rtles of Practice.)
.
.
1. One who does not bid at a lease offering can, as a protestant, call to
the Department's attention any irregularities in the handling of the
offering -------2. A protest which alleges that mining claims have been located upon
land which has been surveyed 'at the request of a settler, does not,
without futther proceedings, amount to a pending protest or contest
within the meaning of, the proviso to section 7 of the act of March
, 1891 -

48

CONTRACTS
(See also Rules of Practice.)
GENERALLY:

1. A decision declaringa 'high bid at a phosphate lease sale and stating
that a lease will be. offered to the high bidder but not until the lands
are surveyed does not constitute an acceptance of the bid …
2. Where a phosphate lease sale is? held With- a minimum expenditure
requirement as a condition of the sale and a -bid is offered on that
basis and the manager purports to accept the bid free from the
minimum expenditure requirement, the purported acceptance.is not
an acceptance.but acounter offer which- does not result in a contrac t -------------------- -- ---- ------ ------ ----

5

5
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CONTRACTS-Continued

Page
.GENERALLY-Continued
3. In view of the need for: uniformity in matters involving the construction and application of Government contracts,. such matters are
under the exclusive control of Federal law as fashioned by Congress
___-_-____-_- 156
and the Federal courts_…
_ _-----ACTS OF GOVERNMENT

4. When the Government was required to inspect and accept the work of
a contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial
photographs and topographic maps, and the contractor contended
that the inspection was unreasonably delayed by the Government,
it had to establish not only that such delay was unreasonable in the
circumstances of the case-which cannot be established merely by
allegations in a brief-but also that, but for the duration of the Government's delay, it would have required less time to make the corrections. The recognition by the Government of its own responsibility for part of the delays by not imposing liquidated damages for
periods required for inspection and transmission of material does not
prevent the apportionment of the remainder of the delays to the contractor. The contract, by providing expressly for excusable causes
of delay, including "acts of the Government," inferentially provided
_
for the apportionment of delays-____
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION

5. A claim for additional compensation made by a tunneling contractor,
who expected that a tunnel would be drilled entirely through andesite rock but who found that, except for short distances near the
portals, the tunnel had to be drilled through volcanic tuft breccia,
may not be allowed under the "changed conditions" clause of the
standard form of Government construction contract when the evidence shows that the tunnel was drilled through a volcanic.mountain
area of rapidly changing formations, the geologic data set out in the
contract drawings was insufficient to reflect the subsurface geology
of the central reaches of the tunnel, the Government in the specifications explicitly and emphatically disclaimed knowledge of subsurface-conditions in those reaches,-and the surface geology was
likewise insufficient to justify a conclusion that the tunnel would be
driven through andesite rock for its entire length, and provision was
also made in the specifications for contingencies that indicated that
difficulties might be encountered in the excavation. In view of all
these circumstances, the fact that the tunnel had to be more fully
supported than the Government expected is not significant, especially
since it appears that the amount of- supports represented a compro.mise between the Government's engineers and the State, safety inspectors in order to prevent the work from being shut down. Since
the tuft breccia encountered by the contractor was not absolutely
continuous; there were variations in the structure and other qualities of the material, and the record fails to show that the amount
of tuff breccia exceeded the amount that could reasonably have been
anticipated, there must also be rejected the contractor's contention
that it could not reasonably have expected to encounter a continuous stretch of almost 3,000 feet of tuff or tuft breccia in variable
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Page
volcanic material in a tunnel which was approximately 3,600 feet,
long long
- ---- --_=--------------------------I----------~~~~ 34
6. A claim for additional compensation made by a tunneling contractor,
who encountered volcanic tuff breccia rather than andesite rock
which it expected, must be rejected, even if it be assumed that the
tuff breccia material constituted a "changed condition" within the
meaning of that clause in the standard form of Government construction contract, when the contractor is unable to prove that: such
material actually increased the difficulties of excavation and its
costs. Such a conclusion must be reached when the record shows
that normally tuff breccia is as easy to work in as andesite rock, and
that the contractor's difficulties may have been largely due to its
lack of experienced employees with the requisite know-how for
dealing with the problems encountered and its employment of experimental methods and equipment which may have impeded the
work______8________---35
7. A motion for reconsideration of a claim of a roadway contractor based
on the allegation that the Government by deleting a select borrow
surface course, which the contractor had planned to use to correct
deficiencies in the subgrade and by failing to supply suitable topping
material for finishing the subgrade both prior and subsequent to the
deletion, had increased the contractor's costs in finishing the subgrade must be denied when it appears that (1) the contractor has
not borne the burden of proving that it made every reasonable effort
to conserve suitable topping material from excavation and borrow,
as required by the specifications, and that the Government failed to
designate borrow pits from which suitable' topping material could
be obtained; (2) the initial grading by the contractor had been very
rough; (3) the gravamen of the contractor's complaint was really
that too much of the borrow material had to be windrowed rather
than that it was unsuitable; (4) the contractor's alleged plan to
make good the deficiencies of the subgrade with select borrow was an
afterthought and the alleged plan would in any event have been
inconsistent with the requirements of the specifications relative to
the laying down of the subgrade, and might have involved greater
expense than the use of ordinary borrow; and, finally, (5) the contractor failed to give timely notice of and protest against the alleged
denial of suitable topping material
_
-_-_-_
… -__:- 72
8. Bridge construction contractors who in pouring concrete for the
decks of two bridges constructed by them were required to do so in
a particular sequence or manner, which necessitated the installation
of construction joints not contemplated by the specifications, were
directed to perform extra work, and hence are entitled to additional
compensation and extensions of time for the performance of
the work-------------------------------97
9. Bridge construction contractors, who were instructed to cut and recess
a few metal stirrups used to hold the reinforcing steel in placewhile
the concrete for the bridges was being poured, were; not directed to
perform extra work, since the work was so inconsequential that it
did not materially affect the whole operation of getting the concrete
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION-Continued
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true, even and free from projections, as required by the specifications-__…
10. When it is apparent from the whole record that in taking their appeal
the contractors are not only requesting extensions of time but also
additional compensation for extra work, and that the contracting
officer intended to deny such additional compensation, the Board
will direct the contracting officer to determine the- amount of such
additional compensation, notwithstanding the defects of the formal
claims of the contractors
__-_-__-_-_-_…_-_-=-…
11. A contractor who, in excavating for a septic tank and seepage pits,
which wdreto'be parts of a sewage disposal system for a school in a
town in Alaska,' encountered a water table that fluctuated seasonally, as well silt of a fluid consistency, although such conditions
were contrary to indications in the plans, with the result that the
Government engineers to avoid health hazards had to redesign the
sewage disposal system entirely, may be said to have encountered
unanticipated conditions which were "changed conditions" within
the leaning of the applicable contract provision, notwithstanding
that the specifications included also a general aveatory provision
with respect to soil conditions. The acceptance by the contractor
of the change. orders, which provided for the redesign of the sewage
disposal system, did not bar it from' requesting an equitable adjustment:of its increased costs prior to the redesign of the system'--12. A claim for additional compensation by a contractor under the first
category of the "changed conditions'" clause of the contract, relating
to divergent conditions, as distinguished from the second category of
"changed conditions" relating to unanticipated conditions, on the
ground that it encountered large quantities of hard material which,
in view of the logs of subsurface exploration made available to it
in the drawings, it could not reasonably have expected must be denied
when the logs of exploration-were outside the area to be excavated,
and did not generally penetrate to grade, and in any event indicated
that large quantities of hard material were present, and the presence
of such hard material could have been ascertained by a more adequate site investigation. Whether or not logs of exploration can be
regarded as unqualified representations must depend on the circumstances of each individual case. When a contract charges a contractor with the duty of investigating the site of the work, it must
make such an investigation, whether or not it is asserting a changed
condition in the first or the second category, unless indeed, the
claim is-based on a representation of such a nature that a site investigation would be completely pointless. However, the standard
of adequacy in conducting a site investigation may well be less
rigorous in first than in second category cases-__-__-_----13. When the provisions of the specifications of a contract require the
contractor to store infldw into a reservoir to a certain elevation and
to provide temporary, cotrol works which should be capable of
releasing water up to 250 cubic feet per second in the event permaneflt outlet works are not completed by a certain date, such works
must be capable of passing 250 cubic feet per second during, the.
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whole irrigation season and not merely when the works were, first
constructed and water was released through them, since the need for
water during the irrigation season is a continuing one. However,
the contractor is entitled to an equitable adjustment if its costs were
increased by failure of the Government to require a larger opening
in the intake structure at the time when it was being built_------14. When the Government in order to provide a maximum amount of
water for irrigation purposes required the contractor to provide for
storage of water in a reservoir above the maximum height designated in the contract, either by increasing the height of a temporary
cofferdam previously constructed by the contractor or by increasing
the height of the upstream edge of the partially completed embankment of the permanent dam, such requirement went beyond the provision of the specifications imposing on the contractor the, obligation to take certain protective and control measures to divert and
care for the stream during construction and therefore constituted a
change, entitling, the contractor to an equitable adjustment. However, Government instructions to avert the threat of flood damage
or to discharge other contractual obligations, apart from the change
in storage requirements, did not constitute a change, entitling the
contractor to an equitable adjustment --------------------------15. A railroad construction contractor who was to rehabilitate mileage
of The Alaska Railroad and, in so doing, was required by the terms
of the specifications to effect two separate track lifts totaling six
inches with new crushed ballast from a pit located at Spencer,
Alaska, did not satisfy the requirement for one of these lifts when in
the course of replacing and respacing the ties it gave the track an
initial or out-of-face lift, and tamped the old ballast to achieve a
sound road bed for the replaced and respaced ties, even though when
the track was lowered back to the road bed it may have been higher
than before the commencement of the. operations. As the out-offace lift was either work that necessarily had to be performed to
carry out the purposes of the contract or was performed for the
convenience of the contractor, it cannot qualify as extra work etitling the contractor to additional compensation. There was also
nothing in the correspondence and negotiations relating to the approval by the contracting officer of the contractor's progress schedule which could be said to have effected a practical interpretation
of the requirements of the specifications with respect to the track
lifting operations inconsistent with their-literal terms
______
… _
16. Interest is not allowable as a part of an equitable adjustment under
a standard form Government contract -----------_
17. The amount of the equitable adjustment to be made on account of
a "change" or a ."changed condition" may be determined on the.basis
of a fair and reasonable approximation of costs, arrived at by a
studied consideration of the record as a whole. Cost tabulations
made by either party, even though there is oral testimony as to
their correctness, do not afford a satisfactory basisi for an equitable
adjustment if major discrepancies exist between such tabulations
and the cost records from which they are represented as having been
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derived, or if other facts: or circumstances reveal the existence of
major errors in them___________
___________ ________ _
18. A contractor who experienced large overruns in estimated schedule
quantities in compacting embankments under a contract containing
an "approximate quantities" provision is not entitled to additional
compensation under the. "changed conditions" clause of the contract
merely because of, such overruns, notwithstanding that a mathematical error was madei by the Government in estimating the schedule
quantities, nor because it had to perform the additional work of compacting the embankments during. the dry summer months when the
amount of moisture in the ground was less than in the winter or the
spring. The contractor, is also not entitled .to an equitable adjustment under the "changes" clause, although errors in topography,
resulting from the use. by the Government of an inaccurate topographical.map, increased the quantities of the compacted embankments, since the nature of the work to be done was in no wise altered.
However,, to the extent that the overrun in: quantities of compacted
embankment was attributable to the errors in topography, the contractor may be entitled to an equitable -adjustment under the
"changed conditions" clause, in that the true topography could be
regarded as a latent" physical condition at the site differing materially from the indicated topography ----------------
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APPEALS.

19.

A request of a roadway' contractor for reconsideration of a borrow

claim, which is based on the contention that the Board could not give
effect to' deviations from the "changes" and "changed conditions"
clauses-of the U.S. standard form' of 'construction 'contract that limited tbe applicability of these clauses because deviations were prohibited by thetregulations relative to public contracts, must be denied.
Such regulations are simply for the protection of the Government
against its own officers, and hence may not be enforced against the
Government by a contractor seeking to avoid the obligation of its
contract. Moreover, although the courts have declared the standard
"changes" and "changed conditions" clauses to be paramount as
against caveatory or exculpatory provisions in the specifications of a
general nature, this is not equivalent to a prohibition upon deliberate
deviations. The standard provisions are paramount as against inconsistent specifications only in cases' in which there is no other aid
to interpretation than the provisions of the standard form itself__
20. A motion for reconsideration of a claim of a roadway contractor
based on the allegation that the Government by deleting a select
borrow surface course, which the contractor had planned to use to
correct deficiencies in the subgrade, and by failing to supply suitable
topping material for finishing the subgrade both prior and subsequent to the deletion, had increased the contractor's costs in finishing
the subgrade must be denied when it appears that (1) the contractor
has not borne the burden of proving that it made every reasonable
effort to conserve suitable'topping material from excavation and
536033-60
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borrow,; as required by. the specifications and that the Government
failed to designate borrow pits from which suitable topping material
couldbe-obtained; (2) the initial grading by the contractor hadtbeen.
very rough; (3) the gravamen of the contractor's complaint was
really that too much of; the borrow material had to be windrowed
rather than that it was unsuitable; (4) the contractor's alleged plan
to make good' the deficiencies ofithe subgrade with select-borrow was
an afterthought and the alleged plan would in: any event have been
inconsistent with the requirements of the specifications relative to
the: laying: down of the subgrade, and might have involved greater
expense than the use of ordinary borrow; and, finally, (5) the cor0
tractor failed to give timely notice of and protest against the alleged
denial of suitable topping material--- I_
72
2L When it is apparent from the whole record that in taking their: apm
peal the contractors are not only requesting extensions of time but
also' additional compensation for extra work, and that the eontracting officer intended to deny such additional compensation, the Board
will direct the contracting.officer to determine the amount of such
additional compensation, notwithstanding the defects of the formal
claims of the contractors
…_-_-__-_-__-_
I
97
22. Although the disputes" lause of the U.S. standard form of congtruction contract provides that in connection with an appeal the
ontractor shall be afforded an opportunity to offer evidence in sup-..
port of its appeal,. and the regulations governing. procedure before
the Board provide for ahearing if the appeal involves.disputed
issues of. fact,. they, contemplate. that a hearing for the purpose of
taking testimony-shall be mandatory only when appellant has tendered issues of fact that.are genuine-and material., Hence, a request
for a hearing made by a contractor engaged in constructing an access
road.to a Bonneville transmission line who pleads noexcusable cause
of delay but attacks the-validity and effect of the liquidated damages
provisio itself need not be granted, and the appeal may be decided
on the written record. In particular, no genuine and material issue
of. fact is raised by the allegation that unnamed Bonneville inspectors
assured the. contractor that there was no urgent need for the access road, since such assurances would be unauthorized even if made,
and hence could not form the basis for a waiver. of the liquidated
damages provision. The, fact that, the liquidated: damages imposed
on the contractor exceeded the amount. of the consideration for the
performance of the work is in itself immaterial…
_142…
23. A contracting. officer's findings that the drawings submittedto
bidders and, incorporated in the, executed contract contained data
from which in about 2 hours' time a qualified person.could prepare
an estimate of quantity whicli would have revealed that the material
to be excavated did not.exceed the quantitythat was ultimately removed, deals with technical ,engineering questions.which are essentially, questions of fact under the "disputes" clause of the standard
form of Government construction contract. Hence, an appeal from
such findings must be taken within 30 days from receipt of the

findings-

---
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---- ---
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day on which an appeal may betake from
ilast
24. When-the-3O6th-jor,
dings of fgct under.the 'disputes'. clause falls on a State holiday
not declared by.the Congress to be a legal public -holiday the- time
156
for taking-the appeal is not extended to; the next businessday____
25. Upon an appeal from a decision of a contracting officer under a contract for the sale;of:scrap irInand, steel by The .Aaska Railroad, the
Board of Contract Appeals has jurisdiction to determine the respeetive obligations- of the Government-and thepurchaser, and hence may
construe the terms governing the shipment of the purchased property
in order tojdecide what its destination. was.and at what point the
298
-_
railroad could apply its tariffs to the shipment__
26. Under the rules governing procedure. before. the Board of; Contract
Appeals a request for reconsideration that< is mailed within the
period allowedfor the filing of suchirequests bnt that is not delivered
313
until after the end of that period, is- not timely-,___________- _
27. A request -for reconsiieration will be denied where it concedes the
existence of a fact- that would preclude allowance of the claim for
313
which reconsideration is sought___-___
28. Where the contracting officer fully informs a contractor of the right
of appeal and ofthe necessary procedural steps to be- taken,: and
appellant renains inactive and silent-and does not perfect: appeal, the
,,
..331
L
appeal will be dismissed for; lack of proseeution_-29. The iBoard lacks, jurisdiction in absenee of a disputes provision in
the contract… ----BIDS
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30. Under a contract providing for the installation and leasing by the
EM0- radio communications system' in; the Great
contractor of an F
Smoky Mountains National Park, the contraetor is entitled to nental
payments on a 12-nonth basis for the operation of three repeater
statiohs incorporated by it in' the bid' schedule, notwithstanding
the fact that the repeater stations were subsmned under a general
provision of' the .schedule calling for. operation of the relevant
control points on a 5'-month basis, when it appears that (1) the
specifications conteplated that bidders could mofy the bid schedii0
le;, (2) the eommuniatioti syst en. would not functionWiout the
operation of the repeater stationis all 12 months of the year; and (3)
this was made cilear by a technieal propesal accompanying the bid,
together with an explanatory covering letter, whieh was accepted by
the eontracting offleer as part of,the contract-_

CHANGED CONDITIONS,

.

,

.

.

.

.

31. Aclaim for additonaTl. compensation made by a tunnelingontractqr,
.who expec~ted.tbat a tunnel would be drile,d,entirely through andesite
rockIbut who found that, except for-short distances near theportals,
the tunnel had to be drilledi through volcanic tuff breccia, miay not be
allowed under the "changed conditions" clause of the standard form
of Government construction contract when. the evidence shows that
the tunnel was drilled througha- vocanicmountain area of rapidly
ehanging formations, the geologic data set out in the contract draw-

.
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ings was isufficient to reflect the subsurface geology Of the central
reaches of the tunnel; the Government in'the specifications explicitly
and emphatically disclaimed knowledge of subsurface conditions
in those reaches, and the surface geology was> likewise insufficient
to justify a conclusion that the 'tuniel would e driven through
andesite ock for its entire length, and provision was also made
in the specifications for contingencies that indicated that difficulties
might be encountered in the excavation. In view of all these-ircum stances, the fact that the tunnel had to be more fully supported
than the Government expected'is not significant,especially since it
appears that the amount of supports represented a compromise
*'
the Government's engineers and the State safetyinspecbetween
tors in orderto prevent the work from being shut down. Since the
tuff breciawencountered by the contractor was not absolutely continuous; there were ariations in the structure and other qualities
and the record fails to show that the amount of
of the material;
tuff breccia exceeded the amount that could: reasonably have been
-there must also be rejected the contractor's contention. 1 anticipated,
that it could not reasonably have expected to encounter a continuous
stretch of lmost 8,000 feet of tuff or tuff breccia in variable volcanic
matrialLin a tunnel which was approximately 8,600 feet long
32. A claim for additional compensation made by a tunnelling contractor, who encountered volcanic tuf breccia rather than andesite rock
which it expected, must be rejected, even if-it be assumed that the
tuff brecia material constituted a "changedcondition" within the
meaning of that clause in the standard form of. Government construction contract, when the contractor is unable to prove that such
material actually increased the difficulties of excavation and its
costs. Such a conclusioni must be reached when the record shows
thatnormally tuff beccia is as easy to work in as andesite rock,
and that the contractor's difficultiesmay have been largely. due to its
lack of experienced employees with the requisite know-how for dealing with the problems encountered and its employment of experimental methods and equipment which may have impeded- the workof a borrow
33. A request. of a roadway ontrctor for reconsideration
could not
Bard
the
that
contention
the
on
claim, which is based
give effect'to deviations from the "changes" and "changed conditions" clawses of the .S. standard form of construction contract
that limited the applicabilty of these clauses because deviations
were prohibited by the regulations relative to public contracts, must
be denied. Such regulations are simply for the protection of the
Government against its own officers, and hence may not he enforced
against the Government by a contractor'seeking to avoid theoblIgation of its contract. Moreover, although the courts have declared
the standard "changes' and"changed conditions" clauses to be paramount as:against caveatory-or- excupatory provisions in the'specifications of-a general nature, this is not equivalent t6- a-prohibition
upon deliberate deviations.- The standard provisions are paramount
as against inconsistent specifications only in cases in which there is
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no other aid to interpretation than the provisions of the standard
_____-_______-_- __-_- __-- 71
------ - ---form itself…
34. A contractor who, in excavating for a septic tank and seepage pits,
which were to be parts of a sewage disposal system for a schoolin
a town in Alaska, eneountered a water table that fluctuated seasonaly, as well silt of a fluid consistency,, although such conditions
were contrary to indications in the plans, with the result that the
Government engineers to avoid health. hazards.had to redesign the
sewage disposal system entirely, may be said to have encountered
unanticipated conditions which were "changed conditions"; within
the meaning of the applicable contract provision,, notwithstanding
that the specifications included also a general caveatory provision
with-respeet to soil conditions. The acceptance by the-contractor of
the change orders, which provided for the redesign of the sewage
disposal-system, did not bar it from requesting an equitable adjust- _ 123
ment of its increased costs prior to the redesign of the system
35. A claim for additional compensation by a contractor under -the first category of the "changed conditions" clause of the contract, relating
to divergent conditions, as distinguished from the second category
of "changed conditions," relating to unanticipated. conditions, on the
ground that it encountered large quantities of hard material which,
in view of the logs of subsurface exploration made available to it in
the drawings, it could not reasonably have expected must be denied
when the logs of exploration were outside the area to be excavated,
and did not generally penetrate to grade, and in any event indicated
that large quantities of hard material were present, and the presence
of such hard material could have been ascertained by a more adequate site investigation. Whether or not logs of exploration can be
regarded as unqualified representations must depend on the circumstances of each individual case. When a contract charges. a contractor with the duty of investigating the site of the work, it must
make such an-investigation, whether or not it is asserting a changed
condition in the first or the second category, unless indeed, the claim
is based on a representation of such a nature that a site investigation
would-be completely pointless. However, the standard of adequacy - .
in conducting a site investigation may well be less rigorous in first
…
_179
than in second category cases…
36. Physical impediments to.the performance of the contract work caused
by theGovernment, or by another one of its contractors, do not constitute changes" or "changed conditions' within the meaning of
-standard form construction contracts where such impediments do,
fibt alter. in any way the quantum or characteristics of the work to,
be done as defined by the contract, are not contrary to anything con-tained in its provisions, and were not in existence when the contract
was made or, if then in existence, were t conditions that were un= _-_-316
;usual as well as unknown to the contractor…____
37. A cohtractor who experieuce large overruns n estimated schedule
quantities in compacting embankments under a contract containing
an "approximate quantities" provision is not entitled to additional
compensation under the "changed conditions" clause of the contract
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merely because of such overruns, notwithstanding that a mathematical error was-made by the -Government in estimating the schedule quantities, nor because it had to perform thei additional work of
compacting the embankments during the dry summer mdths when
the amount of moisture in the ground was less than in the winter or
the .spring. The 'contraktor is also not entitled to an equitable adjustment under the "changes" clause, alithough'errors ini topography,
resulting.from the'use by the Government-of-an inaccurate topo-X
graphical map, increased the quantities of the compacted embankxnents, since the nature'oft the work to be done was in no wise altered.; However, to the extent that the overrut in quantities of
compacted embankment was attributable to the errors in topography,
the contractor may be entitled to an equitable adjustment under the
"changed coiiditions"clause, in that the true topography could be regarded as a "latent"- physical condition at, the site differing ma354
terially from theiindicated topography______--------

,,,,.CHANGED

S
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CHANGES AND EXTRAS

38. A request of a roadway contractor for reconsideration of a borrow
claim; which is based on the contention that the Board could not
give effect to deViations from the "changes" and "changed conditions" clauses of the U.S. standard form of construction contract that
limited the applicability of these clauses because deviations were
prohibited by the regulations relative to public contracts, must be
denied. Such regulations are simply for the protection of the Government against its own officers, and hence may not be enforced
against the Government by a contractor seeking to avoid the obligation of its contract. Moreover, although the courts have declared
the standard "hanges" and "changed conditions" clauses to be
paramount as against aveatory or exculpatory provisions in the
specifications of a general nature, this is not equivalent to a prohibition upon deliberate deviations. The standard provisions are paraimount as against inconsistent specifications only in cases in which
there is no other aid to, interpretation than the provisions of the
standard form itself ---- I
_____ -----------39. Bridge construction contractors who in pouring concrete for the
decks of two bridges constructed by them were required to do so in
a particular sequence or manner, which necessitated the installation.
of construction joints not contemplated by the specifications, were
directed to perform extra work, and hence are entitled to additional
compensation and extensions of time for the performance of the

97

…
…

work

T1

40. Bridge construction contracttors, who were instructed to cut and re-,
cess a few metal stirrps used to hold the reinforeing steel in place
while the concrete for the bridges was being poured, were not direted to perform extra work, since the work was so inconsequential
that it did not materially affect the whole operation of getting the
concrete true, even and free from projections, as required by the
specifications

___

_______

…_____
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- -41. When it is apparent from the whole record that :lU taking their appeabthecontiactors are not only requesting extensions of time but
also additional compensation for extra: work, and that -the; contracting officer intended to deny such additional compensation, the. Board
will direct the contracting'officer to:-determine the amount of such
additional compensations notwithstanding the defects of- the formal:
claims of the contractors…97
-----------42. Acceptance by a contractor of a change order which- stipulated that
'the time necessary for the completion of the work" described in the order is a certain number of days-and that "the contract time is extended accordingly' does- not.:bar the allowance. of a further extension on account-of time lost because of the inability of the contractor
to perform portions of the original contract work until the. Government had removed, through the issuance-of the order: an excusable
------__ - -___
cause of delay
43. A contractor who, in excavating for a septic tank and, seepage pits,
which were-to be parts of a sewage disposal system for. a school
in a town in Alaska,, encountered a water table that fluctuated seasonally, as well, silt of a fluid consistency, although such conditions
were -contrary to- indications in the plans, with the result -that the
Government engineers to- avoid health hazards had to redesign the
sewage disposal system entirely,: may be said to have encountered
unanticipated conditions which were "changed conditions" within
the meaning of the applicable contract provision, notwithstanding
that. the specifications included also a general caveatory provision
.:
with respect to soil conditions. The acceptance by the contractor of
the change orders, which provided forithe redesign of the sewage digsposal system, did not bar it from requesting an equitable adjustment of its increased costs. prior to the redesign of the system
44. When the provisions of the- specifications of a contract require the
contractor to store inflow into a reservoir to a certain elevation and
to provide temporary control works which should be capable of releasing water up to 250 cubic feet per second in the event permanent
outlet works are not completed by a certain date, such works must be
capable of passing 250 cubic feet per second during the whole irrigation season and not merely when the works were first constructed
and water was released through them, since the need for water
during: the irrigation season is a continuing one. H:However, the contractor is entitled to an; equitable adjustment if its costs were increased by failure of the Government to require a larger opening
…
in the intake-structure at the time when it-was being built
45. When the Government in order to provide a maximum Amount -of
water for irrigationpurposes required the contractor to provide for
storage of water in a reservoir above the maximum. height designated in the contract, either by increasing the height of a temporary
cofferdam previously constructed by -the contractor or by -increasing
the height of the upstream edge of the partially completed embankment of the permanent dam, such requirement went beyond the
provision of the specifications imposing on the contractor, the obli-
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gation to take certain protective and control measures to divert and
care for the stream during construction and therefore constituted a
change, entitling the contractor to an equitable adjustment. However, Government instructions to avert the threat of flood damage
or to discharge other contractual obligations; apart from the change
in storage requirements, did not constitute a change, entitling the
contractor to an equitable adjustment…-------_-_________-_-179
46. A railroad construction contractor who was to rehabilitate mileage
of The Alaska Railroad and, in so doing, was required by the terms of
the specifications to effect two separate track lifts totaling six inches
with new crushed ballast from a pit located at Spencer, Alaska, did
not satisfy the requirement for one of these lifts when in the course
of replacing and respacing the ties it gave the track an initial or
out-of-face lift, and tamped the old ballast to achieve a sound road
bed for the replaced and respaced ties, even though when the track
was lowered back to the road bed it may have been higher than before the commencement of the operations. As the out-of-face lift
was either work that necessarily had to be performed to carry out
the purposes of the contract, or was performed for the convenience
of the contractor, it cannot qualify as extra work entitling the contractor to additional compensation. There was also nothing in the
correspondence and negotiations relating to the approval by the
contracting officer of the contractor's progress schedule which could
be said to have effected a practical interpretation of the requirements of the specifications with respect to the track-lifting operations inconsistent with their literal terms -___-______-_-__-_-_23
47. Under a contract for the rehabilitation of The Alaska Railroad which
provides; for an equitable adjustment in case of overruns of quantities of more than 25 percent, the contractor is nevertheless not
entitled to an equitable adjustment in the unit price on account of
such an overrun in the quantity of ballast loaded, hauled, and
placed when the evidence fails to show, at the very least, that the
contractor's actual costs for loading, hauling, and placing the ballast,
together with a reasonable allowance for profit thereon, exceeded the
bid price. This cannot be- said to have been established merely by
testimony of the contractor's chief officer that the bid would have
been higher if he had known that the railroad would not supply
ballast loading equipment, where there was nothing in the specifications which required the railroad to supply such equipment ----233
48. Physical impediments to the performance of the contract work
caused by the Government, or by another one of its contractors, do
not constitute "changes" or "changed conditions" within the meaning of standard form construction contracts where such impediments do not alter in any way the quantum or characteristics of the
work to be done as defined by the contract, are not contrary to anything contained-in its provisions, and were not in existence when
the contract was made or, if then in existence, were not conditions
that were unusual as well as unknown to the contractorS16
8---49. A contractor who experienced large overruns in estimated schedule
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quantities in compacting embankments under a contract contain-ing an "approximate quantities" provision is not entitled to additional compensation under the "changed conditions" clause of the
contract merely because of such overruns, notwithstanding that a
mathematical error was made by the Government in estimating the
schedule quantities, nor because it had to perform the additional
work of compacting the embankments during the dry summer
months when the amount of moisture in the ground was less than
in the winter or the spring. The contractor is also not entitled to
an equitable adjustment under the "changes" clause, although errors
in topography, resulting from the use by the Government of an
inaccurate topographical map, increased the quantities of the compacted embankments, since the nature of the work to be done was
in no wise altered. However, to the extent that the overrun in quantities of compacted embankment was attributable to the errors in
topography, the contractor may be entitled to an equitable adjustment under the "changed conditions" clause, in that the true topography could be regarded as a "latent" physical condition at the site
differing materially from the indicated topography -----------
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CONTRACTING OFFICER

50. A contracting officer is entitled to have contractors give him reasonable notice of readiness of the work for final inspection___…___

9

DAMAGES

Generally
51. Interest is not allowable as a part of an equitable adjustment
under a standard form Government contract-_

315

Liquidated Damages
52. Although the "disputes" clause of the U.S. standard form of construction contract provides that in connection with an appeal the
contractor shall be afforded an opportunity to offer evidence in support of its appeal, and the regulations governing procedure before
the Board provide for a hearing if the appeal involves disputed
isshes of fact, they contemplate that a hearing for the purpose of
taking. testimony shall be mandatory only when appellant has
tendered issues of fact that are genuine and material. Hence, a
request for a hearing made by a contractor engaged in constructing an access road to Bonneville transmission line who pleads
no. excusable cause of delay but attacks the validity and effect of the
liquidated damages provision itself need not be granted,,and the
appeal may be decided on the written record. In particular, no
genuine and material issue of fact is raised by the allegation that
unnamed Bonneville inspectors assured the contractor that there
was no urgent need for the access road, since such assurances
would be unauthorized even if made, and hence could not form the
basis for a waiver of the liquidated damages provision. The fact
that the liquidated damages imposed on the contractor exceeded
the amount of the consideration for the performance of the work is
in itself immaterial___ ----
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53. A contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial
photographs and topographic maps for an irrigation project within
a specified time and which under the terms of the specifications
was. subject to the imposition of liquidated damages for failure to
make delivery of such materials on time cannot be said to have
effected timely delivery when the materials delivered contained
serious defects requiring an extended period for correction___-_-_
54. When the Government was required to inspect and accept the work
of a contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial
photographs and topographic maps, and the contractor contended
that the inspection was unreasonably delayed by the Government,
it had.to establish not only that such delay was unreasonable in the
circumstances of the case-which cannot be established merely by
allegations in a brief-but also ;that, but for the duration of the
Government's delay, it would have required less time to make the
corrections. The recognition by the.Government of its own responsibility for part of the delays by not imposing liquidated damages
for periods requited for inspection, and transmission of material
does not prevent the apportionment of the remainder of the delays to
the contractor. The contract, by providing expressly for excusable
causes of delay, including "acts of the Government," inferentially
_-___-_-__
_
provided for the apportionment of delays_

Page
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DELAYS OF CONTRACTOR

55. Bridge construction contractors, who were required to paint 'the
steel work of the bridges constructed by them and who were delayed
in the completion of the work due to their inability to identify the
proper types of paint required by the specifications, are not entitled
to an extension of time for performance when it appears that the
paint types were sufficiently identifiable by reference to specifica
tions of the American Association of State Highway Officials56. Bridge construction contractors who in pouring concrete for the
decks of two bridges constructed by them were required to do so
in a particular sequence or manner, which necessitated the installation of construction joints not contemplated by 'the specifications,
were directed to perform extra work, and hence are entitled to
additional compensation and extensions of time for the performance
of the work…___
57. A contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial
photographs and topographic maps for an irrigation project within
a specified time and which under the terms of the specifications
was subject to the imposition of liquidated damages for failure to
make delivery of such materials on time cannot be said to have
effected timely delivery when the materials delivered contained
._-_
serious defects requiring an extended period for correction
58. When 'the Government was required to inspect and accept the Work of
,a contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial
photographs and topographic maps, and the contractor'contended
that the inspection was unreasonably delayed by the Government,
it had to establish not only that such delay was unreasonable in
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the circuimstdices of the ease-which'cannot be established merely
by allegations in a brief-but also that, but for the duration of the
Government's delay, it would have required less time to make the
corrections. The recognition by the Government of its own responsibility for part of the delays by not imposing liquidated damages
for periods required for inspection and transmission of material
does not prevent the apportionment of the remainder of the delays
to the contractor. The contract, by providing expressly for excusable
causes of delay, including "acts of the Government," inferentially
provided for the apportionment of delays_
_

246

DELAYS OF GOVERNMENT.

59. When the Government was required to inspect and accept the work
of a contractor which was required to prepare and furnish aerial
photographs and topographic maps, and the contractor contended
that the inspection was unreasonably delayed by the Government,
it had to establish not only that such delay was unreasonable in the
circumstances of the case-which cannot be established merely by
allegations in a brief-but also that, but for. the duration of the
Government's delay, it would have required less time to make the
corrections. The recognition by the Government of its own responsibility for part of the delays by not imposing liquidated damages
for periods required for inspection and transmission of material
does not prevent the apportionment of the remainder of the delays to
the contractor. The contract, by providing expressly for excusable
causes of delay, including "acts of the Government," inferentially
provided for the apportionment of delays… ___
_

246:

DRAWINGS

60. A claim for additional compensation by a contractor under the first
category of the "changed conditions" clause of the contract, relating
to divergent conditions, as distinguished from the second category
of "changed conditions," relating to unanticipated conditions, on
the ground that it encountered: large quantities of hard. material
which, in view of the logs.of subsurface exploration made available
to it in the drawings, it could not reasonably have expected, must
be denied when the logs of exploration were outside the area to
be excavated, and :didlnot generally penetrate to grade, and in any
event indicated that large quantities of hard material were present,
and the presence of such hard material could have been ascertained
by a more adequate site investigation.. Whether or not logs of ex:ploration can be regarded as unqualified representations musttdepend
on the circumstances of each individual case. When a contract
charges a contractor with the duty of investigating the site of the
work, it must, make such an investigation, whether, or not it is
asserting a changed condition in the first or: the second category,
unless indeed, the claim is: based on a representation of such a
nature that. a site investigation would; be: completely pointless.
However,: the: standard of adequacy in conducting a site inyestigation may. well be- less rigorous in first than in second category
cases--_----------___--_----___----___--_-_-__-__
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INTERPRETATION

61. Acceptance by a contractor of a change. order which stipulated that
"the time necessary for the, completion of the, work" described in
the order is a certain number of.days and that "the contract time is
extended accordingly" does not bar the allowance of. a further
extension on account of time lost because of the inability of the
contractor to perform portions of the original contract work until
the:Government had removed, through the issuance of the order, an
excusable cause of delay--=
__
117
62. The provision in the standard-form construction contract that. the
*.;
contractor shall at his own expense."obtain all licenses and permits required for the prosecution of the work" does not impose
upon a contractor, whose undertakings include installing sanitary
plumbing on Government property and connecting such plumbing
with a county sewer, the responsibility for paying a charge assessed
by the county for the use to be made of the sewer by the Government, nor for solving the impasse created by a conflict between the
plumbing specifications of the contract and the county plumbing
code. Refusal by the county to issue a permit for the connection
save upon condition that such charge be paid and that the specifications be altered to conform to such code constitutes an excusable
cause of delay under the standard-form 'delays-damages" clause_ 118
63. When the provisions of the specifications of a contract require the
contractor to store inflow into a reservoir to a certain elevation
and to provide temporary control works which should be capable
of releasing water up to 250 cubic feet per second in the event
permanent outlet works are not completed by a certain date, such
works must be capable of passing 250 cubic feet per second during
the whole irrigation season and not merely when the works were
first constructed and water was released through them, since the
need for water during the irrigation season is a continuing one.
However, the contractor is entitled to an -equitable adjustment if
its costs were increased by failure-of the Government to require a
larger opening in the intake structure at the time when it was being
built'
_
_ _-_
… -----_-- _- _-179
64. When the Government in order to provide a 'maximum amount of
water for irrigation purposes required the contractor to provide
for storage of water in a reservoir-above the maximum height designated in; the contract, either by' increasing the height of a temporary cofferdam previously constructed by the contractor or. by
increasing the height of the. upstream edge of' the partially completed embankment of the permanent dam, such requirement went
beyond the provision of the specifications imposing on the: contractor the obligation to take- certain protective and control
measures to divert and care for the stream during construction and
therefore constituted a change, entitling the contractor to; an
equitable adjustment. However, Government instructions to: avert
the threat 'of flood; damage or to discharge other contractual obligations, apart from the change in storage requirements, did not constitute a change, entitling the contractor to an equitable adjustment.
179
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65. A.railroad constructiona contractor who, was to rehabilitate mileage
of The AlaskaiRallroad and, in so doing, was required by the terms'
of the specifications to effect two separate track lifts totaling six
inches with new crushed ballast from a pit located at Spencer,
Alaska, did not satisfy the. requirement for one of these lifts when.,
in the course of replacing and respacing the ties it gave the track
an initial-or out-of-face lift, and tamped the old ballast to achieve
a sound road bed for the replaced and respaced ties, even .though.
when the track was lowered back to the road bed it may have been.
higher than before the commencement of the operations. As the
out-of 7face lift was either work that necessarily had to be performed
to.carry out the purposes of the contract, or was performed for
the convenience of the contractor, it cannot -qualify as extra work
entitling the contractor to additional: compensation. There was
also nothing in the correspondence and negotiations, relating to the.
approval by the contracting officer of the contractor's progress
schedule which could be said to have effected a practical interpretation of the requirements of the specifications with respect to the
track lifting operations inconsistent with their literal terms…----66. Under a contract which provided for the sale of scrap iron and steel
by The Alaska Railroad to a purchaser contemplating its- export
from Alaska, and which also provided that the scrap was to be
sold "O.B.
Cars, The Alaska Railroad, Anchorage or Seward,.
Alaska," and that the purchaser was to arrange for berthing of ship,
wharfage, and handling at dockside, the railroad, when the purchaser elected to take delivery at Seward, Alaska, where the railroad owned the dock, was obligated only to effect delivery of the
scrap in the general receiving yards of the railroad at Seward, and

Page

233

the purchaser was obligated to pay wharfage, unloading, switching,

and other terminal charges under the applicable tariffs of the
railroad-.-------------------------------------

67. An ambiguity in- specifications and drawings prepared by the Governient*. wili be resolved in favor of the construction contended for
by it where there is no showing that the contractor actually and
reasonably relied upon a different construction or that the Government had a conscious design to write a different construction into
the contract, and where the specifications and drawings lend more
support to the Government's construction than to the one contended

__ _316
…
for by the contractor…
68. Under a contract providing for the installation and leasing by the
contractor of an M radio communications system in the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, the contractor'is entitled to rental
payments on a 12-month basis for the operation of three repeater
stations incorporated by it in the bid schedule, notwithstanding the
fact that the repeater stations were subsumed under a generalprovision of the schedule calling for operation of the relevant control
points on a 5-month basis, when it appears that (1) the specifications contemplated that bidders could modify the bid schedule;
(2) the communication system would not function without the
operation of the repeater stations all 12 months of the year; and
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(3) this was. made clear by a technical proposal accompanying
the bid, together-with anexplanatory covering letter, which was
accepted by the contracting officer as part of the contract
MODIFICATION
69. A requdst of a roadway contractor for reconsideration of a borrow
claim, which is based on the'ontention that the Board could not give
effect to deviatiolis from 'the "changes" 'and- "changed conditions"
clauses of the U.S. standard forms of construction contract that linited the applicability of 'these causes because deviations were prohibited by the regulations relative' toi public .contracts, must be
denied. Such regulations are simply for the protection of. the Government against its own officers, and hence may not be enforced
against the 'Government by -a contractor seeking to avoid the obliga'tion. of its contract. Moreover, although the' courts have declared
the standard "changes" and "changed conditions" clauses to be para-;
nimount as against caveatory or exculpatory provisionsin the specifiedtions of a general nature, this is not equivalent to a prohibition
upon deliberate deviations. The standard provisions are paramount
as against inconsistent specifications only in cases in which there is
no other ald to interpretation than the provisions of the standard
form itself

-

-

-

70. Acceptance by a contractor of a change order which stipulated that
"the time necessary for the completion of the work" described in the
order is a certainnumber of days and that "the contract time is extended accordingik"' does nbt bar the allowance of a further extension
on account of time lost because of the inability of the contractor to
perform portions of the original contract work until the Government had removed, through the issuance of the order, an excusable
,ause of delay -=_

402

71

11

:NOTICES

71. A contracting officer is entitled to have contractors give him reasonable notice of readiness of the work for final inspection 72. Appeal will not be. dismissed on motion in case of substantial compliance with notice requirement of "delays-damages"clause of the
: construction standard form--

97
414

PAYMENTS

73. A railroad construction contractor who in connection with the rehabilitation of The Alaska Railroad was required to load, hauland
place ballast is entitled to additional payment therefor whenrt was:
:*
misled by the specifications into believing that each carload of ballast
would contain 42 cubic yards of ballast but the preponderance-of the
evidence shows that each car actually contained 48 cubic yards of
ballast, notwithstanding that the foreman in charge of the icon-V
tractor's ballast trains had certified in the course of the loading that
each car contained 42 cubic. yards of ballast, and the coutractor's;
chief officer had not .immediately challenged the erroneous certifications, since he did not learn'the truth until after.the loading of the
ballast had been proceeding for a considerable time, and.it was neces-
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sary to verify the capacity of-the carst by checking with their
manufacturer- 74. Under a contract providing for the installation and leasing by the contractor of an FM radio communications system in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, the contractor is entitled to rental payments on a i2-monthbasis for the operation of three repeater:stations
incorporated by it in the bid schedule, notwithstanding the fact that
the repeater stations were subsumed under a general provisionlof
the scheduIle calling for;operation of the relevant controlpoints on a
5-month basis, when it appears that (1) the specifications contemplated that bidders could modify the bid schediule; (2) the communication system would not function without the operation: of the repeater stations all 12 months of the year' and (3) this was made
clear by a technical proposal accompanying the bid, together with
an explanatory covering letter, which was accepted by the contract…_-_
ing officer as part of the contract

Page
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PERFOIMANCE

75. A claim for additional compensation made by al tunneling contractor,
who encountered volcanic tuff breccia rather than andesite rock
which it expected,.mustbe rejected, even if it be assumed that the tuft
breccia material constituted a "changed condition" within the meaning of that clause in the standard form of Government constrnction
contract, when. the contractor is unable to prove that such material
actually increased the difficulties of excnvation and its costs. Suchi
a conclusion must: be reached when the record shows that normally
tuf breccla is as easy to work in as andesite rock, and that the contractor's difficulties may:have been largely due to its lack of experienced employees with the requisite know-how for dealing with the
problems encountered and its employment of experimental methods
and: equipment which may have impeded the work-76. The provision in the standard-form construction contract, that the
contractor shall at his own expense obtain all licenses and permits
required for the prosecution of the work" does not impose upon a
contractor, whose undertakings include installing sanitary plumbing
on.Government property and connecting such plumbing with a county
sewer, the responsibility for paying a charge assessed by the county
for the use to be made-of the sewer by the Government, nor for solving the impasse created by a conflict between the plumbing speciftications of the contract and the county plumbing code. Refusal by the
eounty to issue a permit for the connection save upon condition that
such-charge be paid and that the specifications be altered to conform
to such code constitutes an excusable cause. of delay under the
_
standard-form "delays-damages,-clause-SPECIFICATIONS'

77. A dali fofiadditional'compensation made by'a tunneling contractor,
who expected that the tunnel would be drilled entirely through andesite itock but who- found that, except for short distances near the
portals,; the' tunnel'had to be drilled throughovolcanic tuft breccia,
may' not b allowed under the "changed conditions" clause of, the.

35
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standard form of Government construction contract when the.evidence shows that the tunnel was drilled through a volcanic mountain area of rapidly changing formations, the geologic data set out
in the contract drawings was insufficient to reflect the subsurface
geology of the central reaches of the tunnel, the Government in the
specifications explicitly and emphatically disclaimed knowledge of
subsurface conditions in those reaches, and the surface geology was
likewise insufficient to justify a conclusion that the tunnel would be
driven through andesite rock for its entire length, and provision was
also.made in the specifications for contingencies that indicated that
difficulties might be encountered in the excavation. In view of all
these circumstances, the fact that the tunnel had to be more fully
supported than the Government expected is not significant, especially
since it appears that the amount of supports represented a compromise between the Government's engineers and the State safety inspectors in order to prevent the work from being shut down. Since
'the tuff breccia encountered by the contractor was not absolutely
continuous, there were variations in the structure and other qualities of the material; and the record fails to show that the amount of
tuif breccia exceeded the amount that could reasonably have been
anticipated, there must also be rejected the contractor's contention
that it could not reasonably have expected to encounter a continuous
stretch of almost 3,000 feet of tuff or tufE breccia in variable. volcanic material in a tunnel which was approximately 3,600 feet long_: 34
78. A request of a roadway contractor for reconsideration of a borrow
claim, which is based on the contention that the Board could not give
effect to deviations from the "changes" and "changed conditions"
clauses of the U.S. standard form of construction contract that limited the applicability of these clauses because deviations were prohibited by the regulations relative to public contracts, must be denied. Such regulations are simply for the protection of the Government against its own officers, and hence may not be enforced against
the Government by a contractor seeking to avoid the obligation of
its contract. Moreover, although the courts have declared the standard "hanges" and "changed conditions" clauses to be paramount as
against caveatory or exculpatory provisions in the specifications of a
general nature, this is not equivalent to a prohibition upon deliberate
deviations. The standard provisions are paramount as against inconsistent specifications only in cases in which there is no other aid
to interpretation than the provisions of 'the standard form itself---71
79. A motion for reconsideration of a claim of a roadway contractor based
on the allegation that the Government by deleting a select borrow
surface course, which the contractor had planned to use to correct
deficiencies in the subgrade, and by failing to supply suitable topping
material for finishing the subgrade both prior and subsequent to the
deletion, had increased the contractor's costs in finishing the subgrade must be denied when it appears that (1) the contractor has
not borne the burden of, proving that it made every reasonable effort
to conserve suitable topping material from excavation and borrow,
as required by the specifications, and that the Government failed
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SPECIFICATIONS-Continued
to designate borrow- pits from which; suitable. topping -material
could be obtained;. (2) the initial grading .by the contractor had
.been very rough; (3) the gravamen of the contractor's complaint
was really that too much of the borrow material had to be windrowed rather than that it was unsuitable; (4) the contractor's
alleged plan to make good the deficiencies of the subgrade with
select borrow, was an afterthought and the alleged plan would
in any event have been inconsistent with the requirements of the
specifications relative to the laying down of the subgrade, and
might have involved greater expense than the use of ordinary borrow; and, finally, (5) the contractor failed to give timely notice of
72
and protest against the alleged denial of suitable topping material__
80. Bridge construction contractors, who were required to paint the
steel work of the bridges constructed by them and who were delayed in the completion of the work due to their inability to identify the proper types of paint required by the specifications, are not
entitled to an extension of time for performance when it appears
that the paint types were sufficiently identifiable by reference to
specifications of the American Association of State Highway
97
____--_----___--_--___--_--_--------_--_-_-_-Officials-81. Bridge construction contractors who in pouring concrete for the
decks of two bridges constructed by them were required to do so in
a particular sequence or manner, which necessitated the installation of construction joints not contemplated by the specifications,
were directed to perform extra work, and hence are entitled to additional compensation and extensions of time for the performance of
97
__-- _-- _---- ___---------------------------the work-82. Bridge construction contractors, who were instructed to cut and
recess a few metal stirrups used to hold the reinforcing steel in
place while the concrete for the bridges was being poured, were
not directed to perform extra work, since the work was so inconsequential that it did not materially affect the whole operation of
getting the concrete true, even and free from. projections, as re97
_- ___-__- ____-.-_- ___
quired by the: specifications-83. A contractor who, in excavating for a septic tank and seepage pits,
which were to be parts of a sewage disposal system for a school
in a town in Alaska, encountered a water table that fluctuated
seasonally, as well silt of a fluid consistency, although such conditions were contrary to indications in the plans, with the result that
the Government engineers to avoid health hazards had to redesign
the sewage disposal system entirely, may be said to have encountered unanticipated conditions which were "changed conditions"
within the meaning of the applicable contract:provision, notwithstanding that the: specifications included also a general; caveatory
provision with respect to soil conditions. The acceptance by the
contractor of the change orders, which provided for the redesign
of the sewage disposal system, did not bar it from requesting an
equitable adjustment of its Increased costs prior to the redesign
---------_123
__
of the system.… _
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84. A claim for additional compensation by a contractor under the first
category of the hanged conditions" clause of the contract, relating
to divergent conditions, as distiagushed from the second category of.
"changed conditions;" relating to unanticipated conditions, on the
ground that it encountered large quantities of hard material which,
in view of the logs of subsurface exploration made available to it in
the drawings,- it could not reasonably have expected must be denied
when the logs of exploratioh were outside the area to be excavated,
and did not generally penetrate to grade, and in any event indicated
that large quantities of hard material were present, and the presence
of such hard material could 'have been ascertained by al more adequate site investigation.; Whether or not logs of exploration can be
regarded as unqualified representations must depend on the circumstances of each individual case. When a contract charges a contractor with the duty of investigating the site of the work, it must
make such an investigation, whether or not it is assertinga changed
condition in the first or the second category, unless indeed, the claim
is based on a representation of such a nature that a site investigation would be completely pointless. However, the standard of adequacy in conducting a site investigation may well be less rigorous in
first than in second category cases-_.
179
85. A railroad construction contractor who'was to rehabilitate mileage of
The Alaska' Railroad and, in so doing, was required by the terms of
the specifications to effect two separate track lifts totaling six inches
with new crushed ballast from a' pit 'located at Spencer, Alaska, did
not satisfy the requirement for one of these lifts when in the course
of replacing and respacing the ties it gave the track an initial or outof-face lift, and tamped the'old ballast to achieve a sound road bed
for the replaced and respaced ties, eventhough when the track was
lowered backt the road bed it may have been higher than before the
commencement of the operations. As the: outiof-face lift was either
work that necessarily had to be performed to carry out the purposes
of the contract, or was performed for the convenience of the contractor, it cannot qualify as extra work entitling the contractor to
additional compensation. There was also nothing in the correspondence and negotiations relating to the approval by the contracting
officer of the contractor's progress schedule which could be said to
have effected a practical interpretation of the, requirements of the
pecifications with respect to the track lifting operations inconsisftent with their literal terms.
_
233
86. Under a contract for the rehabilitation of The Alaska- Railroad which
provides for an 'equitable adjustment in-case of overruns of quantities of more than 25 percent, the :ontractor is nevertheless not entitled to an equitable adjustment in the unit price on account of such
an overrun in'the quantity of ballast loaded, hauled, and placed when
the evidene fails to 'show, at the very least, that the contractor's
actual costs forloading,'haulingjand placing the ballast, tot her
with a 'rdasonable 'allowanee for profit thereon,:-exceeded the bid
price. This cannot be said to have been established merely bytestimony of the contractor's chief officer that the bid would have been

.
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higher' if he had known that the railroad would not supply ballast
loading equipment' where there' was nothing in: the specifications
233
which required the railroad to supply such] equipment
8T. A contractor which was required to: prepare and furnish aerial photographs and tpog raphic maps for an irrigation project within 'a
s0ecified-time and which under theterms of the specifications was
subject to the imposition of liquidatedidamages for failure-to make
delivery of such materials on time canhot be said to have effected
timely delivery when the materials delivered contained serious defects requirihg an'iextended period for correction
;
246
88. Under 'a contract providing- for the'installation and, leasing by the
contractor of -an lF radio coinmunications system in the Great
*Smoky Mountains National Park, the contractor is entitled to'rental
payments on a 12-month basis for the operation of three repeater
stations incorporated -by it -in the bid 'schedule, notwithstanding the
, D
fact that the repeater satidns were subsumed under a general pro'd
'vision of the'sche:dulI4callihg for operation of the relevant ontrol
points on a 5-month'basis, when it appears that (1) the specifications
contemplatedthatbidders could'modify the bid schedule; (2) the
nommunication system would not fuliction without- the opeyatidn of
the repeater stations all' 12 mdnths of the year; and:(3) this was
made clear by a technical 'proposal accompanying the bid, together
with an explanatory covering letter, which was accepted 'by the contracting officer as part of the contract
402
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
89. A report of a Government inspector is admissible as evidence in a
contract appeal proceeding notwithstanding that it was not prepared until the, end, off the day during which the events reported
transpired, and that it was written up with the aid of notes made by
the inspector during the course of the day which were destroyed
after completion of the report…
_ =__
________
___
90. The amount of the equitable adjustment to be made on account of a
* "change" or a "changed condition" may be determined on the -basis
of a fair and reasonable approximation, of costs, arrived at by a
studied consideration of the record as a whole. Cost tabulations
made-by cither party, even though there is oral testimony as 'totheir
correctness, do not afford a satisfactory basis for an equitable adjustiment ifmajor discrepancies'exist between such tabulations and
the codst records from Which they are represented as having been
derived, or if 'other facts or cireuistances reveal the'existence of
major errors in themI'

314

334

UNFORESEEABLE CAUSES
'
i
91. Bridge eonstruction contractors, who were required to paint th

-I-steel work of the bridges constructed by them and who fwere delayed
in the completion of the work due to their Inability to identify the
proper types of paint required by the specifications, are not etWiled
to an extension of jtime for..performance when it appearsthat the
paint types were sufficientlyfidentiiiable by reference to specifications
of the American Association of State highway Officials __-__-_
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92. The provision in the standard-form construction contract that the
contractorshall at his 6wn expensei "obtain all licenses-and permits
required for the prosecution of the work" does not impose upon a
contractor, whose undertakings include installing sanitary plumbing;
on Government property and connecting such plumbing with a county sewer, the responsibility for paying a charge .assessed by the
county for the use to be made of the sewer by the Goyernment, nor
for solving the impasse created by a conflict between the plumbing
specifications.of the contract and the county plumbing code. Refusal by the county to issue a permit for the connection save upon
condition that such charge be paid-and that the specifications be
altered to conform to such code constitutes an excusable cause of
delay under the standard-form "delays-damages" clause -___-V118
93. Although the "disputes clause, of the U.S. standard form of construction contract provides that in connection with an appeal the
contractor shall be afforded an opportunity to offer evidence in
support of its appeal, and the regulations governing procedure before
the Board provide for a hearing if the appeal involves disputed
issues of fact, they contemplate that a hearing for the purpose of
taking testimony -shall. be mandatory only when appellant has
tendered issues of fact that are genuine and material. lHence, a
request for a hearing made by a contractor engaged in constructing
an access road to a Bonneville transmission line who pleads no
excusable cause of delay but attacks the validity and effect of the
liquidated damages provision itself need not be granted, and the
appeal may be decided on the written record. In particular, no
genuine and material issue of fact is raised by the allegation that
unnamed Bonneville inspectors assured the contractor that there
was no urgent need for the access road, since such assurances Would
be unauthorized even if made, and hence could not form the basis
for a waiver of the liquidated damages provision. The fact that
the liquidated damages imposed on the contractor exceeded the
amount of the consideration for the:,performance of the work is in
itself immaterial… ___--_____-_--_--____
…
-____-_____-_-_ 142
WAIVER AND ESTOPPEL

94. Although the "disputes" clause of the U.S. standard form of construction contract provides that in connection with an appeal the
contractor shall be afforded an opportunity to offer evidence in support of its appeal, and the-regulations governing procedure before
the Board provide for a hearing if the appeal involves disputed issues of fact, they contemplate that a hearing for the purpose of taking testimony shall be mandatory only when appellant has tendered
issues of fact that are genuine and material. Hence, a request for a
hearing made by a contractor engaged in constructing an access road
to a Bonneville transmission line who pleads no excusable cause of
delay but attacks the validity and effect of the liquidated damages
provision itself need not be granted, and the appeal may be decided
on the written record. In particular: no genuine and material
issue of fact is raised by the allegation that unnamed Bonneville
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WAIVER AND -ESTOPPEL-Continued

inspectors assured the contractor that there was no urgent need
for the access road, since such assurances would be unauthorized
even it made, and hence could not formfl- the basis for a waiver of the
liquidated; damages provision. The fact that the liquidated damagesimposed on the contractor exceeded the amount of the consideration
for the performance -of the work is in -itself ninaterial_ "_______'
DESERT LAND ENTRY

142

APPLICATIONS

1. Where successive applications for desert land entry on the same land
are filed and an entry is allowed on the first application but is sub-sequehtly canceled because the entrynian was not entitled to make
the entry, it is erroneous to reject the- second application for entry
on the ground that the second applicant lost his rights under his
application upon the: allowance of the: first application; he. loses
such rights only if the allowance of the entry on the first application
…
__ ____ _275
was proper…
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS
AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT

1. The United States cannot be. bound by the unauthorized acts of its
_… _
agents _…
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

2. Section 2 of the Hatch Act prohibiting participation in or interference
with the election of certain officers is applicable to the Governor and
secretary of the Territory of Hawaii as well as other individuals
__- ----_-__-__…____
__
similarly situated
3 Section 9 of the Hatch Act is not applicable to the Governor of the
Territory of Hawaii -___---------------FEES

.

281

281

.

*(Seealso -Accounts.),;

1. One who applies for a right-of-way under the act of January 21-, 1895,
must comply, with the requirements of the- regulations and pay
whatever fee that they require. And, whether he acquire a rightof-way under an appropriate rights-of-way act or use the land for
that or any other purpose, he must comply with all applicable regulations issued under. the Oregon. and California Grant land laws,
which are directed to the management, of the area, but such regulations may not impose fees for the enjoyment of rights granted
_by other laws unless clearly authorized by law--_-

361

FISH AND -WILDLIFE SERVICE.

1. In apportioning Federal funds for wildlife restoration purposes under
section 4 of the Pittman-Robertson Act (50 Stat. 918;-.16 uf.0.
669c), as amended, the Secretary of. the Interior should include
as "license, holders. of each: State", all individuals to whom a State
has issued one or more licenses; he should not include all licenses
issued by a State when, under. State .law, more than one license may
be issued to a single individual--

219
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FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE-Continued
2. In apportioning Federal funds for wiidlife.puposes under section 4.
of the. Pittman-Robertson Act the Secretary of the Interior, acting
;:
through
such rules and regulations as he deems appropriate, is entitled to require from each State to which he apportions funds,, a
duly executed certificate. of the number of license holders in the
:
State before he determines the amount of, the annual sums payable
to that State under the act
219
FUNDS
(See also Accounts.)
GENERALLYi

1. In apportioning1Federal funds for wildlife restoration purposes under
section4of the Pittman-IRobertson Act (50 Stat. 918,16 U.S.O 669c),
as amended, the Secretary of the Interior, should include as "icense holders of each State": all individuals to whom: a State has
issued one or more licenses; he should not include all licenses issued
by. a State when, under State law,, more than one license may be
issued to a single individual- -------------_--- _2. In apportioning Federal funds for wildlife purposes under section 4
of the Pittman-Robertson Act the Secretary of the Interior, acting
through such rules and regulations as he deems appropriate, is entitled to require from each State; to which he apportions funds, a
duly executed certificate of the number of license holders in the
State before he determines the amount of the annual sums payable
to that State under the act -

219

219

GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES
GENERALLY

1. The grazing of an excess number of cattle within an area covered
by an individual grazing allotment constitutes a trespbss on public
land even though a portion:of the area is privately-owned land enclosed by a fence and damages for such trespass are properly computed on the basis of the number of cattle in excess of the allotment,
the length of such unauthorized.grazing, and a reasonable charge.
for the forage thus constumed
_x-__215
APPEALS'

2. As the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts requires that notice
of intention to appeal to the Dirnetor of the'Bureau'of Land Management from a decision of a hearing examiner must be filed within
10 days after the receipt of the hearing examiner's decision by the
appellant, it is proper for the Director to dismiss an appeal to him
where it is shown that the notice of intention to appeal was filed
after the 10-day period had elapsed _113
BASE PROPERTY (LAND)

.

-

Dependency by Use
'
3. In order to qualify as lands dependent by use within the meaning of
thei Federal Range Code, it is necessary that land offered as base
property'shall'have been used in onnection with the same part of
the public domain only' during a substantial part of a qualifying
year of the priority period__

:
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BASE PROPERTY (LAND)-Continued

4! Where there has been no adjudication of commensurability of base
property during the priority period and the earliest commensurability reportrin the official grazing files, was not based on a dependent
property survey, the commensurability rating of the base during the
priority period will not be conclusively, presumed to be that shown
by the earliest commensurability report if there is other evidence in
the record inconsistent with that report and the applicant whose
grazing privileges are affected' thereby: requests an opportunity to
……65
submit evidence on the'question
CANCELLATION AND REDUCTIONS

.

5. Where grazing privileges have been allowed for a long period of time
upon the basis that a showing sufficient to satisfy the requirements
of the Federal Range Code.had been made, such grazing privileges
will not be canceled unless there is cohvincing evidence that the'
base property upon which the privileges''are predicated was not
qualified and that the action in granting the privileges was clearly
-_------_-------erroneous-6. A grazing licensee who grazes a number of animals in excess of the
number covered by his existing grazing license is properly charged
with wilful 'trespass upon the public domain and subjected to disciplinary reduction of his grazing license where the circumstances
do not comport with the notion that he acted in good faith and
------------------------------------innocent mistake -

-

215

FEDERAL RANGE CODE

7. As the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts requires that notice
of intention to appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management from a decision of the' hearing examiner must be filed within
-10 days after the -receipt of- the hearing examiner's decision by
the appellant, it is proper for the Director to dismiss an appeal to
him where it is shown that the notice of intention to appeal was
---filed after the 10-day period had elapsed

-113

HAWAII
GENERALLY

1. In the Hawaii Statehood Act, Congress specifically.authorized persons holding Territorial 'legislative; executive, and judicial offices,"
as well as the Delegate in Congress, to continue to discharge the
___
duties of their respective offices

281

GOVERNOR

2. The Territorial Governor of Hawaii is a "Territorial officer," "a
person holding executive office in the Government of said Terri281
___-_-___-_
tory" and "an officer of said Territory"-'
3. The Territorial Governor of Hawaii is eligible to continue -in that.--,..
position while seeking an elective office under the new State--govern281
__---_----_______-------..
ment--___
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INDIAN-LANDS
DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION

Generally

Page

1. A confession of error submitted by' an Examiner of Inheritance for
consideration in connection with an appeal from the Examiner's
order will serve as justification for -remanding the case to the
Examiner for further action…
____
_--__
-------_

314

Escheat

2. The next of kin of an Indian decedent, who is not an enrolled, member of the Klamath Tribe with at least one-sixteenth degree of
Indian blood of the Kilamath Tribe, may not inherit the decedent's
restricted or trust property within the Kilamath Reservation, but
such property will escheat to the Tribe
- --Wills
3. A close confidential relationship existing between a major beneficiary
of a-will and the testator may give rise to a presumption of undue
influence, but in any event only slight evidence is required to establish undue influence when such close relationship is shown 4. A will may be approved in part and disapproved in- part where the,
undue influence is apparent only with respect to a portion of the
will, and such portion is clearly separable from the rest of the instrument which is unaffected by the undue influence ____

367

411

411

LEASES AND PERMITS

Generally .
5. The general long-term leasing act (25 U.S.C., sec. 415), which
authorizes the leasing, of tribal lands by the Indian owners, is
inapplicable to the unassigned lands of the Colorado River Indian
Reservation until the beneficial ownership in such lands has been
determined…57 _-- _---_-- ______-------__-- __------ ___-

T

INDIAN TRIBES
RESERVATIONS

1. The statute setting apart the Colorado River Indian Reservation for
"the Indians of said river and its tributaries" constitutes a con- tinuing offer to the Indians of the class mentioned and may be
accepted by them until withdrawn ____-_-_-_-____-_-MINERAL LEASING ACT FOR ACQUIRED LANDS

57

CONSENT OF AGENCY

* 1. An applicant for a noncompetitive lease of acquired lands being
administered by the Forest Service is properly required to file
written consent to stipulations imposed by that agency as a condition precedent to issuance of the lease, or face rejection of his
*^.X offer-------------------------_
MINING CLAIMS:

256

; '

GENERALLY

' 1. The United States mining laws give to the locators and owners of
mining claims as a necessary incident the right of ingress and egress
across public lands to their claims for purposes of maintaining the
claims and as a means toward removing the minerals-------------

361
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
GENERALLY-Continued
2. The rights-of-way provided for in 43 CFR 115.154-179 for the Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos Bay Grant lands
were primarily: for timber roads. Roads "acquired by the United
States": as thbse-words are used in those regulations, do not include
roads constructed by- others under- statutory' right for mining
purposes_----------1-_- -------------------------------

Page

COMMON IMPROVEMENTS

3. While it is permissible to allocate among a group of contiguous claims
the value of improvements placed on one of the claims in the group,
this can only be done where there is a showing that the labor performed or the improvements made on that claim were intended to
aid in the development of all of: the claims and that the labor and
improvements are of such a character as to redound to the benefit
of aill-*
_____ __________ _____
_____ ____-______-.

:-69

CONTESTS

4. Even though the Government does not sustain its charge, brought by
way of contest, that the necessary patent improvements have not
been placed on a claim, patent covering a relocated mining claim
cannot issue until the applicant has submitted satisfactory proof
that the required expenditure has been made on the claim since
his relocation thereof
_-_-__
…
-___-__-____-_

169

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY

5. A decision declaring a mining claim null and void will be affirmed
where the decision is based on substantial evidence submitted at a
hearing held in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act and presided at by an examiner qualified under
the act, and there was no error in the conduct of the proceeding or
in the decision invalidating the claim -__-__'_-_-_-___-_

17

DISCOVERY

6. The elements necessary to achieve a valid discovery in a lode claim
under the mining laws are that there must be a vein or lode of
quartz or other rock in place, that the quartz or other rock in place
must carry some valuable mineral deposit, and that the two precedi ng elements,. when staken together, must be such. as to warrant a
prudent man in the expenditure of his time and money in an effort
to develop a valuable mine-.
__
-_-__
-_
-_-___
_
7. Assays of samples taken from mining claims which show the presence
of valuable minerals are proper evidence to be considered in arriving
at a conclusion as to whether.a prudent man would be justified in
going ahead with the development of a mining claim _ _-__-_-169
8. It is not error to give weight to the opinions expressed at a hearing
on the validity of a mining claim where those opinions are supported
by testimony from which the hearings fficer could prdperly conclude
that a discovery sufficient to validate the claim has been made_
LANDS SUBJECT: TO.

*9. Mining claims located in 1947, at a time when the lands applied for
were embraced in an outstanding oil and gas lease issued pursuant

169

169
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued

'

.'

LANDS SUBJECT TO-Continued

'Page

T'

to the Mineral'Leasing Act, are 'nvalid in the absence of a showing
of compliance with act of August 12, 1953, and it is, immaterial that
the lease may later be determined to. have been improperly issued
because at the time of issuance there.,were valid mining claims on
the lands-.------ - - - - - - - - -- - - - a

48

LOCATION

10. A mining claimant who has submitted an application for.patenlt based
upon claims-located in 1947 may not change the date of the locations
in his application.to that of his alleged-predecessors in interest-at
an earlier time, upon a.determination by the Government that the
1947 locations were invalid as a matter of law because the lands
were not open to mining location, but. must, resubmit his application

*on the basis of the: prior locations

48

.

PATENT

11. A mining claimant who has submitted an application for patent
based upon claims located in 1947 may not change the date of the.

locations in his application to. that of. his alleged predecessors in
interest at an earlier time, upon a determination by the Government thatfthe 1947 locations were invalid as a matter of law because
the lands were not open to mining location, but must resubmit, his
-.
application on the basis of the prior locations _
I-------12. An application for patent of lode and placer claimsis, properly rejected wherethe evidence does not disclose the existence of valid,
discoveries on the claims at the present time and discloses that any
possible prior discoveries were made in material since mined out
18. It is the duty of an applicant for a mining patent to keep discovery
points available .for inspection by the Government mineral
examiners
---------------,_-_:,-__
-

48

161
161

PATENT IMPROVEMENTS

14. Upon application for patent a relocator will not be permitted to
include in his estimate of the value of the improvements required by
-*0 law to be made as a condition precedent to patent any of the labor
done or iproyements made by the original locator __- - _-__
15. Roadways and buildings must be excluded from the estimated value
of patent improvements unless it.is clearly shown that they.are as.
sociated with actual excavations, are essential to the practical
development of the claim, and actually facilitate the extraction of
minerals from the claim _
_ _-_-_ 16. Affidavits and other statements with respect to the value of improvements given by witnesses for an applicant for a mineral patent are
not conclusive on the Government -__-__'-__
17. Even though the Government does not sustain its charge, brought by
way of contest, that the necessary patent improvements have not
been placed on a claim, patent covering a relocated mining claim
cannot issue until the applicant has submitted satisfactory proof
that the required expenditure has been made on the claim since-his
relocation thereof_
_
''-_

169

169
169

-- 169
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Page

:

:18. Astatemontfiled bya mining,la-imant pursuant to section 5 ,f the.
act of. July 28, 1955 , for the purpose of asserting rights, to the surface resources on it inning claim is.,properly rejected where;t-he
statement is il edmore than 150, days, from the first date of publication of notice to min ers under setin 5(a) of -the a
a
statement is not verified-_
-----19. Personal service of:aV. notice to miners that.a statementasserting
rights to the surface of their, ,claims must he filed under, the act of
July.23 1955,,is not requiredwhere the department or agency re,
questing publication of-the notice has-plied with the termis ofsection 5(a) of, the actL……
--_228
20. It is not the function of the Department of the Interiorunder the
act of July 23, 1955, to, go behind the statements contained in a re
quest for publication, and if the request for publication on its face
complies with requirements of the act, the Department's sole f'tn
tio is to order the ptsblication as r'ueted _ _1 _ _.
;.21. The dismissal' tf a protest against the conditional allowance of a'
placer mining clhin und the at of August 11, 1955, is proper
where the evidence supports the conclusion that placer mining op-'erations. would not! substantiall y. interfere with, other, uses,-of the
land included withinthe placer.,claim
22. Where a river bed is includedVwithin the limits of a mining ,claimjquery whether. the effect of;: mining peratipns. on jthe use of -the
river, bed as. a water. course;may. be, properly consdered in-determining, under section 2(b) of the act of August 11, 1955, sWether mining
operations substantially interfere with other uses of the'and ineluded within the claim__ ---- '-' -23. A verified statemett required under the act -of ,iuly 2, 1955, is properly rej'ectedi and the 'use of the surface resources denied to the
mining claimant weIn sueh statement is fled prior to the i'hbliction of any notice for the land covered by the claim, rbturned: to the
elaimant prior to publication, and then.refiled after the end- of the
150-day period following publication __
_-24. Where notice-of publication is)'required by-section-5-of the act.ofJuly'23, 1955, tae personally. delivered to or 'to he' mailed'by' regis-,
tered' mail' to a mining. claimant the requirement is' satisfied by
mailing-the notice by registered :mail to the proper address and it is.
immaterial that the 'mail is- returned,:.unclaimedSURPACE USES

'

228

228
':
264

2 64

-

268

268

-

25. A statement filed by a mining claimant pursuant to section 5 of the
:
act
of July 23, 195, for the purpose bf asserting rights to the surface resources on its mining claim is properly rejected where the
statement is fied more than'150idaya fro-m.the first dateof 'publi-:
cation of notice to' miners under section 5(a) of the act, and the
statement is not verified - _…
- - - - -- - - - 228
26. The 'dismissal of a protest against the'conditional allowance of a
placer mining claim' under the act'f
o Agust 11, 1955, is proper
where the evidence supports thb conclusion that placer mining'operations would' not substantially interfere with other uses of the
land included within the placer claim -------- I---264
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SURFACE USES-Continued
27. A verified statement required under the act of July 23, 1955, is properly rejected and the use of> the surface resources dnied to the
mining claimant when such. statement is filed prior to the publication of any notice for' the land covered' by the claim, returned to
the claimant prior to publication -and then refiled after the end of
the 150-day period following- publication...
_-268
28. Where notice of publication is -required by section 5 of the act ofJuly 23, 1955, to be personally delivered to or to be mailed by
registered' mail-to a mining claimant, the requirement is satisfied
by mailing the-notice by registered mail to the proper address' and
it is immaterial that the mail-is returned unclaimed _-

268

WITHDRAWN LAND

29. The dismissal of a protest against the conditional allowance of a'
placer mining claim under the act of August 11, 1955, is proper
wherethe evidence supports the conclusion that placer mining operations would not substantially interfere with other uses of the -. :
land included within the placer claim…264
NOTICE
1. Where notice of publication is required by section 5 of the act of!
July 23, 1955,-to be personally delivered to or to be mailed by registered mail to a mining claimant, the requirement is satisfied by
mailing the notice by registered mail to the proper address. and it
is immaterial that the -mail is returned unclaimed-_-_- __
OIL AND GAS LEASES
-

-

268

:

GENERALLY

1. Upon the admission of Alaska into the Union, the'authority granted
to the Secretary of the Interior by the act of July 3, 1958, to lease
lands beneath nontidal navigable waters terminated-152
ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES
- .
2. A description in an acquired lands oil and gas lease offer for a tract
of unsurveyed land which uses as part. of- the boundary a. line
drawn on a map prepared by the acquiring agency, but which does
not give the course or distance for such- line, is incomplete and is
not a-complete -and accurateleriptionof the land applied for.._
3. An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer which described a tract of
unsurveyed land in.terms of the tract- number given it when it was.
acquired by the United States, the outside boundary of the tract, as:
surveyed by the acquiring agency, and lines run from points on the,
outside boundary to other points on the outside boundary by courses
and distances, and which had, as part of the description, a map used
by the agency administeringthe land on which the parts of the tracts
desired are marked out, complied with the regulation in effect at the
time the offer was filed-----------------------=4. An acquired lands lease offer for lands in which the United States.
owns only a fractional interest in the minerals must be rejected if it
is not accompanied by a statement as to ownership of operating
rights in the interest not owned by the Uni t States
_
-

-

'

a:
.255

256

256
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Page

5. Where the exact acreage covered by an oil and gas lease offer cannot
be determined because certain unsurveyed lands included in the offer
cannot be identified as a result of the indefinite description of such
lands, but other lands covered by the offer are properly, described,and where.it cannot probably, be said that the total acreage in the
offer exceeds 2,560 acres, the offer is not subject to rejection for violation of the 2,560-acre rule--------------------------------

-

371

APPLICATIONS

6. The fact that public land is covered by an' outstanding application for
an oil and gas lease does not render it not available for leasing
within the meaning of the regulation requiring that, with certain
exceptions, an application for an oil and gas lease include not lessthan 640 acres
-'… _
_
-_-----_
7.- Lands embraced within an oil and gas lease offer cease to be 'lands
available for leasing within the meaning of 43 (CFR192.42 (d) on the
date the offer is signed by an authorized officer of the United States
even though the lease does flot become ffective until the first of the
following month.
__ __-___-_-_
8. Where lessees timely filed' applications for extension of their leases
and, thereafter, before the end of the primary lease terms, relinquished the' leases,. as a consequence of which no right to an extension of the leases survived, the lands nonetheless remained unavailable for further leasing until after the notation of the tract books
showing the final' action taken on the extension applications_
_
9. Where there is an approved 'corner of the public land survey within
two miles, an offer' for a noncompetitive lease of unsurvySed lands
in Alaska which is not connected to that corner is defective and
earns: the offeror no priority--__
10. An offer for anoncompetitive'oil and gas lease is properly rejected
where the lands applied for are embraced in an existing oil and gas
lease…

-

'

11. Oil and gasl1ease applications pending when the plats, of survey of
school sections are'acc6pted do not'prevent attachment of the grant
to the State of such school sections under the act of January '25, 1927
as amended b the acts of April 22;, 1954, and July 11, 1956, even
though the applications are filed 3 days before the acceptance of the
plats of survey 12. A description in an'acquired ands oil and gas lease offer for a tract
of unsurveyed land which uses 'As part of the boundary a line drawn
on a map prepared by the acquiring agency, but which does not give
the course or' distance for ssuch'line, is incomplete and is not a coinplete and accurate description of the land applied. for- ----A13.An acquired lands oil and gas lease offer which described a tract of
unsurveyed land in terms of 'the tract number given it when it was
acquired by'the Unlted'Statesithe outside boundary of the tract, as
'surveyed by the acquiring agency, and lines run from points on the
outside boundary to othe points on- the outside boundary by courses
and' distances, and'which had, as part of the descripition, a map used
by the agency administering the land on which the parts of the tracts

19

19

92

148
148

204

255
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dbsitredre Tharked ut,'ompled wl-h the~regula-tion in effect at-the;
<
'time' 'the iiff'ewas file4m
" '>;.256
14. An oiland gas lease offer: 'must be rejected,-ith loss of priority when
0
it fails to comply with a: mandatory requirement of the regulations
Unless sueh failureis speciftehly eused by thesrehlatioss
_
256
15. A regulatioii rdviding that, t6 deteirnin the -order-in which slmul
taneously filed- applications will be processed all: such' applications
which conflict in whole or in part will be included in a drawing<:,
does not authorize a drawing of simultae
i led oia'd gas lease
offers, some. of which are and some of, which are not in conflict in
whole orin part as to the lands described in the applications 278
16. A drawing is.,.properly set. aide, whel e
Jit.incluqqde,simultaneously
filed offers for ol and gas leases some of which were. and some of
which were not.in conflict in whole or in.part278
17. The regulation which provides that a. document required to. be filed
within a stated period, the last day of which falls on a nonbusiness
day, is timely filed if it is filed on .the next business day the office is
open to the public, permits additional time for filing an application:
forextension.of a noncompetitive oil and gas lease, when the expira-tion, of the primary term of the leaefalls on-anonbusiness day, but
during that additional time, the, land forerly covered by the lease
is not, segregated solely because an application for extension may be
filed.; if an application for- extension, is not timely filed, the land is
available for new offers on the first day following the expiration date
of the primary term of the lease even though the expiration date.fel:l
on a nonbusiness day 288
18. A request for reinstatement of an offer for an oil and gas lease which
'the offeror has withdrawn constitutes a new.;filing which must comply with the requirements of the, regulations, including the payment ,
:of afling.fee, to earn, the offeror.priority ._
_332
19. Oil and gas lease offers for unsurveyed unnamed islands in Alaska
are properly rejected where thedescription in the offers;states only
that the islands are located between named unsurveyed islands,
named-bodies of water,.and the shoreline,,such a description being
too0indefinite to identify 'the islands included in. le offer;, an, oil
and gas, lease offers for:;portions ,of, nnsurveyed, named islands in
Alaska are properly rejected where the portion of the island desired
is described only by quantity of land and by stating the directions off
the land applied for from one outside boundary
370
20. Where an offer contains anindefinite descriptionas to:certain unsurveyed lands applied for, but other landsin ,the offler are properly
described, the offer may be accepted as to the properly described
lands, all else being: regular370
21. Where an: oil: and gas leaseoffer includes.,certain lands which are
properly deseribed and others which, are indefinitely described and
'the indefiniteness of the description of part of the landimakes .in
possible: a determination whether .the entire, offer describes land
which can be contained in a 6-mile square area, and the description
iathe offer does, not violate the 6-mile square, requirement, the offer
is not subject to rejection for violation of the 6-mile square rule__
371
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22. Where theacaeage

-:

Page
covered by an oil and gas lease offer cannot

be determined because- certai-n-unsurveyed lands included in the offer
cannot be identified as a -result of-the indefinite description of suchlands,'but other lands covered by the offer-.are properly described,
and-where it cannot probably be said that the total acreage in the
offer exceeds 2,560 acres' the offer is not subject to rejection for
violation of the Z560-acre rule-----2. Where the amount of 'rental submitted with an 'offer appears to be
sufficient,- but this cannot be positively determined because a part ofthe land covered by the offer is inadequately described, and. the
rental submitted is more than sufficient for land included in the offer
which is properly described and cannot be said to be insufficient for
all the land -included in the offer,' the' offer is not subject to rejection
on the: ground that insufficient rental was submitted
_
24. Land -included in -an outstanding- oil- and gas-lease- which- has been
extended by the manager is not available for leasing to others and;.
an application filed for such land must be rejected regardless of
whether the. outstanding lease was or was not properly extended-_
25. The fact that.public land is covered by an outstanding application
for an oil and gas lease does not render it not available for leasing
within the meaning of the regulation requiring that, with certain
exceptions, an application for an oil and gas lease include not less

371
8-

'___
371
;
380

384
8-----------

than 640 acres --

26. A noncomnpetitfe oil: and gas lease offer for 2,560 acres is properly
rejected in its entirety, where 2,240 acres of the land applied for are
withdrawn from mineral leasing and other land adjoining the remaining 820 acres was, available, for leasing at the time the application. was filed_--

_

__ __

__-___

8-_
384

27. Where the Geological Survey, reports tothe manager that a lease is
extended by. reason of production and the manager so notes the
serial register page, the lands covered by the lease are not available

for further leasing until. the termination of the lease is noted in the,
tract books,even though in fact production on-the.leasp had ceased
prior to the, terminatiqn.of: the primaryvterm of the lease
28. Offers to lease for oil and. gas for lands -covered by an oil and gas
lease.in its extended term must be rejectedvwhether the extension
*

to

88

is valid or not, because such lands are not open to filing until the

cancellation or. termination of the lease has been noted on the track
----book_ _-29. An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected as to surveyed lands
which are not described in conformity with the most recent plat
of survey8--- --- =
ASSIGNMENTSOR: TRANSFERS

-

-

:
388

393

: V

30. A partial assignment of-an oil and gas lease, when approved, creates
:
two separate leases and the existence of a producing-'well on one
lease will not place the other in- the status of a producing leease.__
31. Section 30(a) of the Miieral Leasing Act ;as amended, provides for
separate leases only in those instances where partial assignments
of oil and gas leases aremade and for the extension of those sep-

26

40
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arate, or segregated, leases only when the.conditions outlined in the
-_-__
---------_____
_-- _-_-__
-section are mt --- -32. Nothing in section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act,, as amended,
operates to extend oil and gas leases assigned in their entirety.;-consequently, where an assignment of a lease in its entirety, filed during
the last month of the 5-year extended term of a lease, is approved,
the action is erroneous since the assignment could become effective
only on the first day of: the month following expiration of the lease33. Where an assignment of an oil and gas lease in its entirety and, a
partial assignment of the lease by the assignee under the first assignment are filed during the last month of the extended 5-year term
of the lease, it is error to approve the assignments and to hold that
the segregated leases are extended for a period of 2,years as the result of the partial assignment, and the extensions should: be
----------.
_
…---------------canceled… --------------------

Page

380

380

380

CANCELLATION

34. Where the District Court directs the Secretary to issue an oil and
* gas lease to an offeror for land covered by an outstanding oil and
gas lease, the latter must" be cancelled so that the 'Secretary can
'_-_-_
11
comply with the order of the Court…_
35. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease covering land in' excess of a
6-mile square issued without regard to the departmental regulation.
*
which so limits the area of such leases must be-cancelled when the
violation of the regulation is disclosed and there is pending a
_
'
14
qualified junior application for the same land- _
36. Where an oil and gas lease is: issued pursuant to an application
for less than 640 acres which did not include adjoining lands which
were available for leasing at the-time the application was filed,; the
lease must be canceled where a subsequent application for the same land is filed at a time when the adjoining lands were not available
for leasing and is 'pending when the lease is issued19
37. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease must be canceled where the lessee
did not file the first proper application for the lands involved-20
- 38. The provisions of section 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as-amended,
relating to the cancellation of leases for lands known to contain
:
valuable deposits of oil and gas do not apply to leases terminated
under the provisions of section 7 of the act'of July 29, 1954 -26
39. The authority of the Secretary to cancel an oil' and gas lease is
independent of the right of the lessee to a refund and the Secretary
need not determine prior to or simultaneously with cancellation
whether the lessee is entitled to a refund'of moneys paid to the
_
- -V-_'-_ -114
*
United States in connection- with the lease__
40. A decision that a lease is to be canceled, standing by itself, is not-:
a determination one way or the other that repayment of moneys paid
in connection with the canceled leaseis or is not to be made- _-_ 115
41. The Secretary of the Interior need not return moneys: paid: in connection with an oil and gas lease as a condition to, cancellation of
the lease_…_…__ _ _115
42. An oil and gas lease which has been issued on the basis of an offer,
defective in that the description of the lands applied for was not

41
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43.

44.

45.

46.

Page
tied-to an approved corner of a publie land survey as required by
43 GFR 71.2 (a) (1) will not be canceled where there are no intervening rights of third parties…_…
____ _148
An oil and gas lease is properly canceled where the lease was issued
on land in an existing settlement claim in Alaska not subject to a
mineral reservation without notifying the entryman and affording
him a opportunity to show that the land was not prospectively
valuable for oil and gas and the entryman has submitted an acceptable final proof.prior to a determination by the Geological Survey
that the land is prospectively valuable for oil and gas __ 201
A noncompetitive lease erroneously issued to a junior applicant is
properly canceled.where the prior offer of a qualified applicant
was improperly rejected…
_____-- __--_--- _________________-288
Where an assignment of an oil and gas lease in its entirety and a
partial assignment of the lease by the assignee under the first assignment are filed during the last month of the extended 5-year term
of the lease, it is error to approve the assignments and to hold
that the segregated leases are extended for a period of 2 years as
the result of the partial assignment, and the extensions should be
canceled -_----___--_--_----__--___--_______--__--______
380
An oil and gas lease must be canceled where the lessee filed his
application for the lands involved at a time when the lands were
included in an outstanding lease determined to be extended by production, although subsequently the determination was found to
have been erroneous _-___-___------_
388

CONSENT OF AGENCY
47. Oil and gas lease applications are properly rejected where the lands
applied for are in a'national forest administered by the Department
of Agriculture and that agency objects to the issuance of leases_
48. An applicant for a noncompetitive lease of acquired lands being
administered by the Forest Service is properly required to file
written consent to stipulations imposed by that agency-as a condition precedent to issuance of the lease, or face rejection of his
offer
…_--------__----_____----_ ----_ -

106

256

DISCRETION TO LEASE

49. Section 6 of the act of February 28, 1958, does not give the Secretary of the Interior authority to issue oil and gas leases, with the
concurrence of the Secretary of Defense, on lands in existing
withdrawals which expressly prohibit mineral leasing50. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued under section 17(a) of
the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, is entitled to the single extension afforded by the third paragraph of section 17 of the act,
as amended ------------_292
EXTENSIONS

51. Where lessees timely filed applications for extension of their leases
and, thereafter, before the end of the primary lease terms, relinquished'the leases, as a consequence of which no right to an extension of the leases survived, the lands nonetheless remained
536033-60

6

-

272

42
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ETENSIONS-Contiinue49unavailable for further leasing until after the notation of the tract
books showing the final action taken on the extension applications__
52. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued under section 17(a) of
the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, is entitled to the single extension afforded by the third paragraph of section 17 of the act,
------------as amended
53. Section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, provides
for separate leases only in those instances where partial assignments of oil and gas -leases are made and for the extension of those
separate, or segregated, leases only when the conditions outlined
-___-_
__
--------___
in the section are met54. Nothing in section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended,
operates to extend oil and gas leases assigned in their entirety;
consequently, where an assignment of a lease in its entirety, filed
during the last month of the -year extended term of a lease, is
approved, the action is erroneous since the assignment could become effective only on the first day of the month following expira--- -_---------------------------------tion of the lease 55. Where an assignment of an oil and gas lease in its entirety and a
partial assignment of the lease by the assignee under the first assignment are filed during the last month of the extended 5'year
term of the lease, it is error to approve the assignments and to hold
that the segregated leases are extended for a period of 2 years as the
result of the partial assignment, and the extensions should be
--------------------------_
__ _
canceled-56. Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease which has been
extended by the manager is not available for leasing to others and
an application filed for such land must be rejected regardless of
whether the outstanding lease was or was not properly extended-57. Where the Geological Survey reports to the manager that a lease is
extended by reason of production and the manager so notes the
serial register page, the lands covered by the lease are not available
for further leasing until the termination of the lease is noted in
the tract books, even though in fact production on the lease had
ceased prior to the termination of the primary term of the lease
58. Offers to. lease for oil and gas for lands covered by an oil and gas
lease in its extended term must be rejected, whether the extension
is valid or not, because such lands are not open to filing until the
cancellation or termination of the lease hasbeen- noted on the tract

book -

__

Page
92

292

380

30

380

380

388

_38S

FIRST QUALIFIED APPLICANT

59. A noncompetitive lease erroneously issued to a junior applicant is
properly canceled where the prior offer of a qualified applicant was
-- 288
__-______-_---improperly rejected… __--____--------_---FUTURE AND XRACTIONEAL INTEREST LEASES-

60. An acquired lands-lease offer for lands in which the United States
owns only a. fractional interest in the minerals must be rejected if
it' is not accompanied by a statement as to ownership of operating
__-____
rights in the interest not owned by the United States -

256
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KNOWN GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE
61. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for lands within the limits
of the known geological structure of a producing oil and gas field
___-____=___-must. be rejected------------------62. The Geological Survey's definition of the known geologic structure of
a producing oil or gas field will not be disturbed in absence of a
clear and definite showing that it was improperly made_ --LANDS SUBJECT TO
63. Lands the title to which has been conveyed to the United States pursuant to a private exchange authorized by section 8 of the Taylor
Grazing Act do not become available for offers to lease for oil and
gas simply upon the acceptance of title on behalf f the United
States, but only when an order is issued opening them to such
-……
____----------_-_-_-_-_
disposition
64. Land embraced within an outstanding lease becomes land unavailable for leasing from the date the lease is signed by an authorized
officer of the United States even though the lease term does not begin until the first of the following month and an offer filed for such
…
…
land after the signing of the least must be rejected
65. Lands consisting of tidelands along the Alaska coast or of beds and,
bottoms of navigable rivers or lakes in.Alaska are not subject to
--__-__-___
leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act
66. Land withdrawn for military purposes by means of a public land
order which specifically withdraws the land from mineral leasing
but permits theoSecretary of the Interior to authorize surface uses
and removal of materials thereon is not thereby subjected to oil and
- -- - - -_271
--------_
gas leasing
67. Section 6 of the act of February 28, 1958, does not give the Secretary
of the Interior authority to issue oil and gas leases, with the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense, on lands in existing withdrawals which expressly prohibit mineral leasing -----68. The regulation which provides that a document required to:be filed
within a stated period, the last day of which falls on a nonbusiness'
day, is timely filed if it is filed on the next business day the office is
open to the public, permits additional'time for filing an application
for extension of. a noncompetitive oil and gas lease when the expiration of the primary term of 'the lease falls on a nonbusiness day,
but during that additional time, the 'land formerly covered by the
lease is not segregated solely because an application for extension
may be filed; if an application for extension is not timely filed, the
land is available for new offerson the first day following the expiration date of the primary term of the lease even though the expiration
__
____-__-_------date fell on a nonbusiness day
-69. Under the automatic termination provision of section 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, that upon failure of a lessee to pay his rental on
or before the anniversary date the lease will be automatically terminated, a lessee has the whole of the anniversary date, while the
land' dffice is open for business within which to pay the rental, and
an oil and gas lease application filed on the anniversary date for land
included in the prior lease is prematurely flied and must be rejected,
the prior-lease being in effect for the whole day --

43
page
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388

61

148

152

272

288

342
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70. Land included in an outstanding. oil and gas lease which has been
extended by the manager is not available for leasing to others and
an application filed for such land must be rejected regardless of
whether the outstanding lease: was or was not properly extended__
71. Where the Geological Survey reports to the manager that a lease is
extended- by reason of production and the manager so notes the serial register page, the lands covered by the lease are not available
for further leasing until the termination of the lease is noted in
-the tract books, even though in, fact production on the lease had
ceased prior to the termination of the primary term of the lease-72. Offers to lease for oil and gas for lands covered by an oil and gas
lease in its extended term must be rejected, whether the extension
is valid or not, because such lands are not open to filing until the
cancellation or termination of the lease has been noted on the tract
book -_------___--___------__----_--_----____--____-73. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer for lands within the limits
of the known geological structure of a producing oil and gas. field
must be rejected7------------------_
NONCONPETITIVE LEASES
74. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease issued under section 17(a) of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, is entitled to the single extension
afforded by the third paragraph of section 17 of the act, as amended

Page

380

388

388

388

292

PATENTED OR ENTERED LANDS
75. An oil and gas lease is properly canceled where the lease was issued
on land in an existing settlement claim in Alaska not subject to a
mineral reservation without notifying the entryman and affording
him an opportunity to show that the land was not prospectively valuable for oil and gas and the entryman has submitted an acceptable
final proof prior to a determination by the Geological Survey that the
land is prospectively valuable for oil and gas… ''----_-_-___-201
PREFERENCE.RIGHT LEASES
76. Section 6 f the act of July 3, 1958, gave a preference right to an oil
and gas lease to lands beneath nontidal navigable waters only to
those whose leases (or offers or applications) included public lands
otherwise available for leasing adjacent to such lands_-_
_ _

152

RELINQUISHMENTS
77. Where lessees timely filed applications for extension of their leases
and, thereafter, before the end of thee-primary lease terms, relinquished the leases, as a consequence of which no right to 'an' extension of the leases survived, the lands nonetheless remained unavailable for further leasing until after the notation of the tract books
showing the final action taken R6n the etension applications_
-_'

:92

RENTALS
78. Where an oil and gas lease has been canceled, the lessee petitions
for reinstatement and pays part. of the rentals accruing prior to
final action on the request for reinstatement, and the lease is subsequently reinstated on the ground that the cancellation was improper,
the lessee is not entitled to a refund of the rentals covering the

45
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RENTALS-Continued
period between cancellation and reinstatement and is obligated to
pay any rental accruing during.-that period__
_
_
23
.79. The assignor of an oil and gas lease may; after the filing of an assignment but prior to its approval, elect to bring the lease under the
automatic termination provision-of section 7 of the 'act of July 29,
1954, and the lease remains thereuader whether the assignment:is
approved prior to or after the anniversary date of the-lease. The
26
assignee's concurrence in the election is not essential…- 80. There is no exemption from the provision-of the act of;July 29,.
1954, automatically terminating leases for failure -to pay rental
timely of leases which contain valuable deposits of oil and gas but
do not have a well-capable of producing in paying quantities___--- 26
81. The fact that rental payments are offered and' accepted on a lease
that has terminated cannot continue or reinstatethe lease ---- -26
82. Where the amount of rental submitted with:-an offer appears to be
sufficient, but this cannot be positively determined because a part
of the land covered by the offer is inadequately described, and the
rental submitted is more than sufficient for land included in the
offer which is properly described and cannot be said to be insufficient
for all the land included in the offer, the offer is not subject to rejection on the ground that insufficient rental was submitted
_-371
83. Under the amendment -of section- 22. of the Mineral Leasing Act by
the act of July 3, 1958, payment' of the first year's rental at the rate
of 50 cents per acre is -properly required with respect to offers for oil..-and gas leases on lands in Alaska filed on or after May 3, 1958…
377
ROYALTIES
84. In making settlement for the gas royalty due to the United States;
under an oil and gas lease, a lessee- may not deduct from the, price
it receives for the gas sold in the field the cost of transporting the
gas from one point in the field to: the -point of delivery. under the
sales contract nor may it deduct the cost of- compressing and dehydrating the gas to meet the requirements of the sales contract__
SIX-MILE SQUARE RULE i
- i
85. A noncompetitive oil and gas lease- covering land in excess of a 6mile square issued w
vithout regard to the' dep'artmentaf regulat6A
which so- limits the area of such leases must be canceled when the
violation of the regulation is disclosed and there is pending a qualified junior application for'-the-same land- _ __
_
___
86. Where an il and gas lease 'offer includes -certain lahds which are
properly described and others- which are indefinitely described and
the indefiniteness of the description of part of-the land makes impossible a determination whether the entire offer describes, land which can be contained in a 6 Mile square. area, and the description
in the, offer does. not violate the 6-milei square requirement, the offer
is not subject to rejection for violation of the 6-,mile square rule---l
TERMINATION
-87. The assignor of an oil and gas lease may, after the filing of an assignment but prior to its approval, elect to bring the lease under
the automatic termination provision of section 7 of -the act of July

-

54
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89.
90.
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Page

29, 1954, and the lease remains thereunder. whether the assignhent
is approved prior to or after the anniversary date of the lease. The
. 26
__-___-_…
assignee's concurrence in the election is not essential
Although a lessee of an oil and gas lease issued prior to July-29, 1954;
may elect to bring his lease under the provisions'of section 7 of the
act. of July 29, 1954; whether there is a producing well on it or not,
the lease will, not automatically terminate for failure to. pay the
rentals timely, if on the anniversary date of the lease there is on it
26
--_---_-_____------___
___ -a producing well_ __ -The fact that rental payments are offered and accepted on a lease
26
that has terminated cannot continue or reinstate the lease __ _
The provisions of section 31 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended,
;
relating to the cancellation of leases for lands known to contain valuable deposits of oil and gas do not apply to leases terminated under
': 26
…_
the provisions of section 7 of the act of July 29, 1954
Under the automatic termination provision of section 31 of the
Mineral Leasing Act, that upon failure of a lessee to pay his rental
on or before the anniversary date the lease.will.be automatically
terminated, a lessee has the whole of the anniversary date, while the
land office is open for business, within which to pay the rental, and
an oil and gas lease application filed on the anniversary date for land
included in the prior lease is prematurely filed and must be rejected,
the prior lease being in effect for the whole day _-__-_…____- 342

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND RECONVEYED COOS BAY
GRANT LANDS
EIGHTS-OF-WAY

1. The rights-of-way provided for in 43 CPR 115.154-179 for the Oregon
and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos Bay Grant lands were
primarily for timber roads. ' Roads "acquired by the United States"
as those words are used in those regulations, do not include roads
construeted by 'others under statutory right for mining purposes
2. One who applies-for a right-of-way under the act of January 21, 1895,
must comply with the requirements of the regulations and-pay what-ever fee that they'require. -And, whether he aequire- a right-of-way
under-an appropriate rights-of-way act or use the and for that or
any other purpose, he must comply' with. all applicable regulations
issued under the Oregon and California Grant land laws, which are
directed to the management of the area; but such regulations may not
impose fees for the enjoyment of rights granted by other laws unless
-__-_-_
--- _
clearly authorized by law -_----------_

361

361

PATENTS OF PUBLIC LANDS"''
GENERALLY

1. Aprotest which alleges that mining claims' have been located upon
land which has been surveyed at the re4uest of a settler, does not,
without-further proceeedigsarmount-to apending protest or contest
within the meaning of the proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3,
_ _ _ _:--__
___
_ _ __
__
_
1891

8
348
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2. Where a protestant files a protest against the issuance of a patent for
a homestead entry in which, it is alleged that the entryman has
alienated' his entry prior to submission of: final proof, notice of the
charge is served upon the entryman and he-responds to the charge
in his final proof,: there is: a protest pending within the meaning of
the proviso to section 7 of the act of March

; 1891, Which will pre-

vent the entry from being confirmed upon the lapse of 2 years from
the date of-th6 issuance of-the receiptr:acknowledging payment of
final -fees and commissidns___------------------------------

348

PHOSPHATE LEASES AND PERMITS
GENERALLY

1. The amendment of the phosphate regulations to omit the minimum
expenditure requirement did not of itself amend the terms of pen4Ing offers of sale Which included a minimum:expenditure requirement as prescribed in the former regulations, nor does the amended
regulation prevent the imposition of a minimum expenditure re-m
quirement in future offers of sale-_---_- .

4

LEASES

2. A decision declaring a high bid at a phosphate lease sale and stating
that a lease will be offered to the high bidder but not until the lands
are surveyed does not constitute an acceptance of the bid 3. Where a phosphate lease sale is held with a minimum expenditure requirement as a condition of the sale and a bid is offered on that basis
and the manager purports to aeeept the bid free from the minimum:
expenditure requirement, the purported acceptance is not an acceptance but a counter offer which does not result in a contract___
4.: Where a phosphate lease sale is advertised on terms which include a
minimum expenditure requirement and a bid is submitted on that
basis, but after the offer of sale is issued and before the date of the
sale the phosphate regulations are amended to eliminate the mini--.
mum expenditure requirement, the bid will notbe accepted but the
sale will be re-advertised

PRIVATE EXCHANGES

.

.

5

5

5

--

GENERALLY:

1. Lands the title to which has been conveyed to the United States pursuant to a private exchange authorized by'section 8 of the Taylor
Grazing Act do not become available for offers to lease for oil and gassimply upon the acceptance of title on behalf of the United States,
but only when an order is issued opening them to such disposition-_

61

PUBLIC LANDS
(See also Surveys of Public Lands.)
CLASSIFICATION

1. In determiningwhether to dispose of public lands which have been
withdrawn by- Executive Order 69104--he.13epartmentmust',pursuant
to section of-the Taylor Grazing Act, determine both that the lands
are of the type subject to' disposition under the' Soldiers' Additional
Homestead Act and that, if -they are, that their disposition would be
_
in the public interest----------------------------

395

48
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PUBLIC SALES
.AWARD OF LANDS

1. The general rule is that where a single subdivision is offered for publie sale and two or more adjoining landowners assert a preference
right to purchase, if the. applicant for the sale is not a preferenceright claimant the award will be made to the- first person asserting
a preference right in the absence of equitable considerations justifying an award to some other preference-right claimant.----------2. An award of a single subdivision of public land offered at public sale
to the first person asserting a preference right to purchase will not be
disturbed where. the applicant for the sale is not a preference-right
claimant and there are no equitable considerations requiring an
award to any other preference-right claimant ---------------RIGHTS-0-WAY
ACT Or JANUARY 21, 1895

D

1. The United States mining laws give to the locators and owners of
mining claims as a necessary incident the right of ingress and egress
across public lands to their claims for purposes of maintaining the
claims and as a means toward removing the minerals__
___- ___
2. One who applies for a right-of-way under the act of January 21, 1895,
must comply with the requirements of the regulations and pay whatever fee that they require. And, whether he acquire a right-of-way
under an appropriate rights-of-way act or use the land for that or
any other purpose, he must comply with all applicable regulations
issued under the Oregon and California Grant land laws, which are
directed to the management of the area, but such regulations may
not impose fees for the enjoyment of rights granted by other
laws unless clearly authorized by law.

361

361

RULES OF PRACTICE
APPEALS.Generally

1. Under rules governing its procedure, the Board of Contract Appeals
is without authority to entertaihn more than one petition for reconsideration of a decision __--___---__-_-__-_
---- _
177
2. A confession of error submitted by an Examiner of Inheritance for'
consideration in connection with an appeal from the Examiner's,,
order will serve as justification for remanding the case to. the
Examiner for further action…
__ _ ____ _314
3. After an appeal is taken t the Director from a decision of a land
office; manager, jurisdiction over the case, is in the former and the
latter has. no authority to act upon it
------------…
348
Dismissal
4. As the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts requires. that notice
of intention to appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Manage-:
ment from a decision of a hearing examiner must be filed within
10. days after the receipt of the; hearing, examiner's decision by the
appellant, it is proper for the Director to dismiss an appeal to, him
where it is shown that the notice of intention to appeal was. filed
after the 10-day period had elapsed_
113
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5. Where the contracting officer fully infrns a contractor of the right
of appeal and of the necessary procedural steps to be taken, and
appellant remains inactive and silent and des not perfect appeal,
the appeal will be dismissed for lack of prosecution _____ _-_
6. An appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management from the
rejection of an oil and gas lease offer is properly dismissed where
after the notice of appeal is filed the appellant withdraws his lease
offer and requests a refund of the payment of advance rentals
7. The Board lacks jurisdiction in absence of a disputes provision in the
contract…
__
_ _-_-_-_-_-_-409

49

Page

331

8332

Extensions of Time
S. The rules of practice do not authorize officials of the Bureau of Land
Management to grant extensions of time for the filing of notices. of
appeal to the Secretary of the Interior. or paying the filing fee- -

108

Service on Adverse Party
9. Where an appeal to the Secretary is dismissed for failure to serve a
copy of the notice of appeal on the adverse party, and the appellant
subsequently submits proof showing that the adverse party was
i served within the time required, -the decision dismissing the appeal
will be vacated- and the case considered on its merits8

345

10.

11.

12.

13.

Timely Filing
An appeal to the Secretary of the Interior will be: dismissed if the
noticelof appeal is not filed or the-filing fee paid within the period
prescribed by the Department's rules of practice--A contracting officer's findings that the drawings submitted to bidders
and incorporated in the executed contract contained data from which
in about 2 hours' time a qualified.person could prepare an estimate.
of quantity which would have revealed- that the material to be excavated did not-exceed the quantity- that was ultimately removed,
deals with technical engineering questions which are essentially
questions of fact under the "disputes" clause of the'standard form of
.Government construction contract.:sHence, an appeal.from such
findings must be taken within 30 days from receipt of the findings.
When the 30th or last day on which an' appeal may be taken from
findings of. fact under the "disputes" clause falls on a- State holiday
not declared by the Congress to be a legal public holiday, the time
for taking the appeal is not extended to the next business day Under the rules governing procedure before the Board of Contract
Appeals a request for reconsideration that is mailedwithin the period allowed for the filing of such requests, but that is not delivered.
until after the end of that period, is not timely __-_-__-_-_-313

EVIDENCE

14. A railroad construction contractor who in connection 'with the -rehabilitation of The Alaska Railroad was:required to load, haul, and
place ballast is entitled to additional payment therefor when it was
misled by the specifications into 'believing that each carload of
ballast would contain 42 cubic yards of ballast but the preponderance

108

156

156
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of the evidence shows that each car actually contained 48 cubic yards
of ballast, notwithstanding that the foreman in charge of the contractor's ballast trains had certified in the course of the loading that
each car contained 42 cubic yards of ballast, and the contractor's
chief officer had not immediately challenged the erroneous certifications, since he did not learn the truth until after the loading of the
ballast had been proceeding for a considerable time, and it was necessary to verify the capacity of the cars by checking with their
manufacturer . 233
,15. A report of a Government inspector is admissible as evidence in a
contract appeal proceeding notwithstanding that it was not prepared
until the end of the day during which the events reported transpired, and that it was: written up with the aid of notes .made by
the inspector during the course-.of the day which were destroyed
after completion of the report_ ____ __
------315
HEARINGS
16. It is -not an abuse. of discretion for the Director of the Bureau of:
Land Management to.deny a hearing where the sole issue. is the
questio 'of '-the>.proper classification of lands selected under the soidiers' additional, homestead law-___
=_
----395
SCHOOL LANDS
GENERALLY
1. Unsurveyed school sections found: upon survey to be swamp in character-pass to the State of Wisconsin, in accordance with the general
rule, if at all, under the school grant and not, the later swampland
grant_i
_ _____ _
_
_ =_
_

136

GRANTS OF LAND.;

2. Numbered school sections: which -are included in mineral leases- and
applications -are -excepted'frbni; the -provisions of -ubsectida (e) of
sectionaI of the:act of January 25, 1927, as amended, which prevent
the attachment of the grant to States of: numbered mineral school
sections -if,;.among
other ircumstances, the land is included in -a
valid application, claim, or right initiated or held ",under Federal
laws until such application: or right is relinquished or canceled.--3. Oil and gas lease applications pending when the piats 'of survey of
school sections are accepted do:not prevent attachment of the grant
-to -the State: of such school sections under the act of January.
25, 1927, as amended by the acts of April 22, 1954, and July 11, 1956,
even though the-applications are filed 3 days before the acceptne
of. the- plats of survey- - --

204

'

204
MINERAL LANDS
'
4. Numbered school -sections which are included in mineral leans and
applications are excepted from the provisions of subsection': (o ofji
:
section 1lof! theaet .'of-Janfary'25, 1927, as'amended,-whiehprevent,
the attachment of the grant, to' States of numbered mineral school
sections if, among other- circumstances, the land is included in a
valid: application, claim, or right-initiated or: held under. Federal
laws until such applieation .or right is- relinquished or canceled _
: 204
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SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
1.. The authority of the Secretary to cancelfanoil and gas lease is' independent of the right of the lessee to a refund and the Secretary need
not determine prior to or simultaneously, with cancellation whether
the lessee is entitled to a refund of moneys paid to the United Statesin connection with the lease-__
- - - -114
SMAIL TRACT ACTS
RENEWAL OF-LEASE
1. An: application for the renewal of a small tract lease is properly rejected where the application is not filed within the time limits'irnposed by the terms of the lease and the:pettineut r'egulation: of the
Department in effect when the lease was issued or on the form re--_,!
quired by the regulation in effect when the lease expired-

51-

:
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEADS
GENERALLY
1. Applicants-for lands selected-under the soldier's additional homestead
law are not entitled to a' hearing under the Administrative Proce7, .dure Act where the right of the applicant to select an additional..
entry is recognized and the soleiissue is whether.the lands selected
can be properly classified as suitable for selection under the law___
395
CLASSIFICATION
2. An application for soldiers' additional homestead entry.is properly,,..
denied where the lands applied for are heavily tim ered and rough,
mountainous land which could not be rendered suitable for ag'ricul__
- -395
ture even if the timber was remove
3. In determining whether to dispose- of public lands which have been
withdrawnw by: Executive Ordera 6910, the Department must; purAct, dbterffifl both' that
suant to section'?: of the Taylor r~ig
the lands are of the ty'pe tsulbject t& disposition undei the Soldiers'
Additional Homestead Act- and that, if they are, that their disposition would be in the public interest:
=_
__
_
---395
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
GENE-RALLY :
1. Where the plain language of a tafute does' jot limit the benefit conferred thereby-and wher'e'to give effect tos''iih-language would not
or unfair resuit;hth±e is no basis foi departing from
lead tbsurd
that language even thouh' it seems to be broader thah the prob-- - '_-_'-'_-;_
292
able intent of -the Congress-::.
-.
. -'.-ADXINISTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION
2. In apportioning Federal fuhds for wildlife restoration purposes imdet
section 4 f' the Pittman-Roberto:ioh Act (50 Stat. 918- 16 Wf.S.O.
6069c):, as amEn;d'd, the Secretary' of the Interior should include-ag
"license holders of each' State" al individuals -to hoina State
has issued'one'oOr more licenses; he should not include alil icefses
iaw,more than-one 'license may
issued by a Statwen unde± State
X
219
be issued to-a- single individual-3. In apportioning Federal funds for wildlife purposes under section 4
of the Pittman-R-obertson Act the Secretary of the Interior, acting
through such rules and regulations as he deems appropriate, is en-
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titled to require from .each State to which he apportions funds, a
duly executed certificate of the number of license holders in the
State before he determines the amount of the annual sums payable

-

to that State under the act--

___

---

Page

__-

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

4. The legislative history of the Hawaii Statehood Act clearly shows:
that Congress authorized the Territorial Governor to continue to
discharge the duties of his Territorial office while seeking elective
office in the new State government.
____-__-__- _______-__-_
SURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS
GENERALLY

1. An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected as to surveyed. lands
which are not described in conformity with the most recent plat
of survey.
___--_----__-=
.
SWAiMPLANDS
1. Unsurveyed school sections found upon survey to be swamp in character pass to the State of Wisconsin, in accordance with the general
rule, if at all, under the school grant and not the later swampland
grant -__--____________--____________________--_---

-

'-

-136

1. In determining whether to dispose, of public lands which have been
withdrawn by Executive Order 6910, the Department must, pursuant
to section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act, determine both that the lands
are of the type subject to disposition under the Soldiers' Additional
Homestead Act and that, if they are, that their disposition would
be in the public interest
_-__-=-_-_-_,._
.-

395

TAYLOR GRAZING ACT
CLASSIFICATION
i

TRESPASS
GENERALLY

1. A grazing licensee who grazes a number of animals in excess of the
number covered by his existing grazing license is. properly charged
with wilful trespass upon the public domain and subjected to disciplinary reduction of his grazing license where the circumstances
do not comport with the notion that he acted in good faith and
innocent mistake
____ -___-----------------------MEASURE OF DAMAGES

-

--

215

-

2. The grazing of an excess number of cattle within an area covered
by an individual grazing allotment constitutes a trespass on public
land even though a portion of the area is privately-owned land
enclosed by a fence and damages for such trespass are properly
computed on the basis of the number of cattle in excess of the allotment, the length of such unauthorized grazing, and a reasonable
charge for the forage thus consumed
_____- ________-_-_-_-_
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1. Section of the act of February 28, 1958, does not give the Secretary
of the Interior authority to issue oil and gas leases, with the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense, on lands in existing with______
drawals which expressly prohibit mineral leasing-POWER SITES
2. The dismissal of a protest against the conditional allowance of a
placer mining claim under the act of August 11, 1955, is proper
where the evidence supports the conclusion that placer mining operations would not substantially interfere with other uses of the land
included within the placer claim -_______-_________-_________
WORDS AND PHRASES
1. Commensurability. "Commensurability," as used in connection with
the Federal Range Code, refers to te number of livestock which
can be properly supported for a designated period of time from the
___
forage and feed produced on dependent base property -
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